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2 WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE September, 1921 

Wayside Roses in France Madame on her beautiful Gloire ago. Are there any roses like this 

: de Dijon. in America?” She is glad her 

It is wartime France, and a hot “Ah, mon Capitaine, you love visitors grow roses in their gar- 
day in May, rendered infinitely ine sose; you know my wonderful dens; of course they realize that 
hotter because of the rarity of oye by name—it is most strange! before the war she had very many 

such temperature. The Amer- Would you care to see my other more varieties than now; her hus- 

ican troop-train stops again, with plants? I have some very beau- band did the work then, and she 

the usual series of bumps and tiful roses, is it not so? None had time for her beautiful roses. 

jerks, groanings and squeakings. cay compare with mine, everyone The Americans linger, forgetful 

It has made an average of five says it. Voila mon Capitaine,” as of time, drinking in the beauties 

miles an hour for two days, with 6 follows her, “Do you know of the cool fragrance seasoned 

the said average speedily dimin- What this is, and this?” Fortu- with the woman’s gracious hospi- 

ishing as it nears the front. nately for her opinion of him, he tality. But it is all interrupted 

A score of enterprising men does know, and smilingly identi- by the warning whistle of the lo- 

leap off to see what may be dis- fies a fine standard of Lady Ash- comotive, given in the usual 

covered. Their first idea is wa- town, unmistakably distinct, a dwarf squeak of the French pro- 

ter, because that in their can- Druschki with wonderful petalage duction. Everyone but Madame 

teens has long since vanished or and substance and several other starts for the train; but before 

has been heated beyond the cool- well-known varieties, but he is un- they go she must really insist that 

ing point; but the officer in able to name an attractive yellow the officers accept these few 

charge speedily anticipates and  jimber with a bloom almost like blooms she has cut; she will not 

checks their proposed raid on the — Sinety which she calls Nikola, and miss them. So, thanking her and 
shallow well of the railroad gate- he forgets the name of a stalwart taking the flowers, they regain 
house at the crossing, as it is specimen of Queen of the Bel- the train. 
against orders for the men to gians. In a moment it starts, and soon 

drink from unknown wells. The It is shaded and cool in the the little French rose-garden of 

gate mistress—for women were  jittle rose-garden, and the per- the gate-keeper’s wife is out of 

doing most of such work in fyme brings back memories of sight. Out of sight, but perhaps 

France during 1918—seems sur- other roses and other gardens, its modest glories have given a 
prised that the men are not al- for they are all so much the same message to the hearts of the men 
lowed to drink what to her is jy many ways; even the never- on the train—the kind of a mes- 

“perfectly good” water, which failing aphis is busy as usual. sage that does good. At all 
she had started to draw for their The men crowd nearer; another events, the three officers talk 

use. Noting her disappointment, officer enters the little garden, and roses, and forget the tiresome 
the officer first thanks her and Madame is overjoyed to see them journey in recounting just what 
then tells her that he and his ay), and does the honors unaffect- varieties they know and deciding 
men must obey certain regula- eqiy, making all welcome in her What kinds they will grow when 

tions. delightful French way, quite evi- they get home. 
Lifting his eyes from the ruddy dently glad to see them and espe- All have fallen in love with the 

face of this peasant war worker, cially pleased that her roses are Dijon. At lunchtime one orderly 
he notes for the first time her so appreciated and admired. Bus- states that his family in Nan- 

neat little house, with its tiny but tling here and there, she points tucket have some very wonderful 
well-kept grounds, but, most out one bud, just opening, “Is not roses. He describes the house 

striking of all, the wonderful the color quite exceptional, the and just where the plants are, 
Gloire de Dijon rose which luxuri- stem remarkably long, even for and it brings up a picture of the 

ates and rambles forth over the one of my roses?” Another plant quaint island village. 

south side of the cottage, and is must be carefully inspected; “It After this experience it was 

even sending forth enterprising is a new one and has survived its easy to keep a lookout and note 

shoots on the roof itself. In his first winter well; it replaced an the roses grown and the difference 

stumbling French he felicitates old bush which died two years between the wayside garden in
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France and America. Generally cooler North a longer period of storms, it costs as much to set out, 

speaking, one finds that the bloom for the hardy climbing.Per- and lives only from half to two- 

French like standards, and such petual. In France, where Gloire thirds as long as other trees,” Mr. 

seem to thrive better over there de Dijon is used so successfully, Spidel said. ‘Why should it be 

than they usually do with us. But the climate approaches in severity used when we have other trees 

the one rose which stands out is the cold of our middle eastern that are superior? The Norway 
Gloire de Dijon, and this applies section, so why not take a hint maple or sugar maple, the elm and 
from Clermontferrand, in central from the thrifty gate-keeper’s white ash are all superior. Com- 

France, clear to Nancy. wife and grow this variety?— pared with these trees, it is a 

Was it Dean Hole who said George C. Thomas, Jr., Chestnut waste of money to plant soft 

that were he placed on an island Hill, Philadelphia in the 1919 Am- maples.” 

and allowed only one rose bush  erican Rose Annual published by ———— 

he would choose this variety? At the American Rose Society. Orchard and Garden. 

all events, Dijon deserves many —_————_. October 8 to 15 

more owners than it has. Near Soft Maple a Poor Street Tree. Everlasting flowers picked be- 
Philadelphia, if given winter pro- The city forester of Milwaukee fore frost and cured make fine win- 

tection and placed in a southern has banned the soft maple as a ter bouquets for porches or often 

exposure, it will grow by fall toa street tree and as a result has re- a living room. 

height of over ten feet, and in No- ceived many protests from prop- Keep grass and rubbish away 

vember one may count two dozen erty owners. from apple and other tender bark 
blooms on one plant of it. Inci- The following from the Jour- trees if you want to discourage 

dentally, it is of larger and finer nal is an example. It seems to mice from girdling. 

growth if budded on Multiflora us that Mr. Spidel’s points are Celery may be set in boxes of 

than on Brier, and it should not well taken. sand or soil which just covers the 

be grown outside on its own roots “T have 200 soft maple trees roots, watered well and placed in 

where it must withstand much which I raised from seed,” he a dark cool place for winter stor- 
frost. Parsons knew well the said. “They are handsome, grow age. 

value of budded plants and recom- fast, and I can see no reason for Squash and pumpkins should be 
mended them, and his advice is preventing their use.” placed on shelves in a dry warm 

borne out by the action of Dijon O. W. Spidel, city forester, says room. Often the furnace room 
which, however, winters especial- that the soft maple has been re- isa good place. Do not pile more 
ly well on Multiflora. jected for use along Milwaukee than one layer deep. 

There is no other yellow climb- streets because it is much more The Boston fern is the best 

er which compares with Dijon in susceptible to insect pests than house fern to use. It stands the 

hardiness and blooming. Climb- other trees, the limbs break eas- variations of temperature and the 
ing Mme. Melanie Soupert is an- ily, making them dangerous in dust best of any. 

other rose which, with protection, storms. When large limbs break, Grapes and raspberries winter 

sometimes does exceptionally he says, the wood is so soft that best if laid on the ground just be- 
well as a yellow climber near rot always follows, ultimately de- fore it freezes and when there is 

Philadelphia, but it gives much  stroying the tree, and while the no frost in the cane. Cover with 

less growth and bloom than soft maple grows fast, this is its earth to the depth of about two 

Dijon. only merit, as it dies young. Un- inches. 

Somehow it always seems that der ordinary conditions a_ soft Take up a few hills of rhubarb 

a hardy climbing or semi-climb- maple will live about forty years, before the ground freezes hard 
ing rose, with the form of the Hy- while the Norway maple and elm for winter forcing. Let it freeze 

brid Tea and more than one pe- will live about eighty years and out doors and then about Decem- 

tiod of bloom, is the type most to the white ash about sixty years. ber first put in a box of earth or 

be desired for the climate of the “Soft maple is more expensive sand in a warm dark place-—Le 

Middle Atlantic States. The to care for, as it needs*more Roy Cady, associate horticul- 

South has the climbing Tea, the spraying and trimming after turist, University Farm.
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Double-Seeding Petunias eral name of Petunia hybrida to prevent the possibility of in- 

MYRTLE SHEPHERD FRANCIS Hort. sect fertilization. 

(Mrs. Myrtle Shepherd Francis is © While the nyctaginaflora type | Such a procedure, however, is 
yeesnagnior of the ie Mrs. SbeF is quite common, the true vilacea entirely too laborious for commer. 
industry in California. Mrs. Shepherd form is seldom seen, proving that cial work. I have never used the 

began ine work oF InBovinE tHe PE she nyctaginaflora species was coverings but remove the anthers 
it with unabated zeal, and in a sys- the dominant factor in the early and pollenize at once from a near- 

Sitotig tals great plant precqers of the crosses. Even today most vari- by flower, double and _ single 
age. Her experiences and observa- eties revert to that form when plants being grown in adjoining 
tions, and the results of her achieve- lef to:themseélves plots. 

followicg art Be asvellent roading . ae From the size of the anthers 
een Siaderstood even by people For conventence sake, I shall and stigma, colors and habit of 

as we via le agent betere loosely divide the single eaeiee growth, it would seem that the now under various names into , 
Ser caien Gedotla’ Auecelation at Ber two classes: those with upright hybrida had been universally used 
poy, toe Published in The habit, long-tubed flowers with for both male and female parents, 

a 5 small reproductive organs, slender until recent years. . . 

Belore presenung ‘tie Subject. of style and fiilament adherent low Though advised otherwise, in 
my double petunia that repro- down in the corolla tube, and ™y early work I chose the form 
duces itself, I want to state that wide range of colors, with satin known as grandiflora as the fe- 

I claim no scientific attainments, texture et hybridas ‘ve resenting male parent for my doubles, prob- 

that while the scientific aspect of Pon ta seater en eee ably because the flowers were 

the work has been of deep interest eties a the decumbent habit, ¢asier to work with. Later, when 

to me, my chief aim has been to large leaves, flowers with short an ideal had formed itself in my 
produce the finest strains of dou- rn lar ve re roductive organs mind, the grandiflora seemed 

Diesiettaae te Be Madsen dive siaes thick st ie and filament adherent more likely to give the desired 
ket, and to make those strains re- hah “i oe “the carolla tabe and Tesults. 
produce themselves. Competent Fe ihed eon é at colors a5 FeRTE: Many doubles have rudimen- 

authority assures me that my senting P. © ras : tary organs of reproduction, but 
work has been successful. * * * . Tien First double etunia ap- in my first work in 1901 I no- 

The first single petunia was peared in a private, garden . ticed this, and formed the habit 

found by Commerson in Argen- prance in 1855, and from this, so of examining each bloom careful- 

tina, on the banks of the La Plata ¢2, as [ have been able to learn, ly before picking it to pollenize 

river, and sent by him to Jussieu, jaye all other doubles been ob- With. 

who named it Petunia nyctagina-  jajneq by artificial fecundation. The first perfect double bloom 

flora, introducing it into France . was found in a hybrida plant in 

in 1823. This plant had an up- Method of Operation 1910. This plant had delicately 
right habit, with thick, sticky For the benefit of those who fluted flowers with cream-colored 

leaves, and long-tubed, fragrant may be unfamiliar with the pollen, and, when pollenized with 

white flowers. The second species method by which double petunias another flower from the same 

was sent by Tweedie from Buenos are obtained, I will explain that plant, matured a capsule of seed. 

Aires to the Glasgow Botanical the double is an imperfect flower, The stamens of this flower were 

Gardens in 1831. This plant had and the single is a perfect flower. many, rising directly through the 

a decumbent habit, small, violet- The unbroken anthers (the pol- center, the filaments being bound 

purple flowers, and short tube, len-bearing organs) of a single together by a band or collar, 

and was named Petunia violacea. flower are removed, the flower is while the ovary sat upon a torus. 

From these two species all vari- then covered with gauze or paper The ovary of the single form sits 

eties of petunias have been bred. until the stigma is ready, the pol- directly upon the calyx. 

They have been freely crossed len is then applied from a double From this capsule of seed thir- 
with each other; hence the garden flower by means of a camel’s hair ty-seven plants were raised. No 

varieties now go under the gen- brush, and the covering replaced, records were kept until 1911, but
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as near as I can remember seven- From the grandiflora crossed distinct strains of double séed- 

ty-five per cent were double, both by the hybrida double and some ing petunias, steadily increasing 

single and double being of the seed of the hybridas also we doubleness, lengthening the stems 
hybrida type. None of these raised in 1912 five hundred and and giving greater delicacy to the 

plants gave many perfect flowers, ten plants, seventy-three per cent texture and colors. In all my 

though all were examined for re- in double, twenty-five per cent work those qualities have had 

productive organs and some seven seeding. Many of the flowers precedence over reproductiveness. 
or eight matured seed. showed great variety of color, Many interesting and curious 

That season among our regular beauty and size. variations have been observed, in 

doubles appeared a semi-double In 1913 we got one hundred one of which the whole flower be- 

of steel-blue and white which bore and eighty-seven plants, with sev- comes pettalous. Some of the fin- 

all perfect flowers, and on an in- énty-three per cent double, but est flowers are pistillate, revert- 

ferior double red was found a cap- thirty-three per cent seeding. ing to the old form; others have 

sule of seed which had matured Nineteen fifteen marked a decided anthers containing no pollen; 

without hand pollenizing. change—the grandiflora hereto- while some almost single blooms 

From three distinct types, six fore recessive became the domi- have malformed reproductive or- 

hundred and sixty plants resulted nant type with blooms of extraor- gans, still others are perfect but 

in 1912, eighty-five per cent dou- dinary size while its seeding ca- infertile, etc. 

ble and twenty-two per cent seed- pacity had increased eight per Lavender and steel-blue seem 

ing slightly. cent. Both beauty and reproduc- to be the best seed producers, and 

Coe tiveness had developed to such an I am quite sure that blue pollen 
Great Variability extent that for our stock seed I is more productive of fertility in 

The petunia is perhaps the most crossed a perfect double with a doubles than yellow, which con- 

variable flower under cultivation, perfect double for the first time, tinues to give about twenty-five 

but its fluctuations have a cer- but disaster overtook, me for our per cent seeding plants. This 
tain regularity. In this genera- seed beds, with our entire stock may be due to the contracted 
tion, the three types being planted of seedlings, were washed out by throat which seems to accom- 

together, the wildest confusion the floods of 1914. pany this pollen. 

prevailed. In it appeared for the Replanting from our selling Of volunteers which appear 

first time the true grandiflora, stock yielded 918 plants, 85 per each season the doubles predom- 
represented by three plants of cent double, 42 per cent seeding. inate. I have never found one 

deep magenta color, with steel- 1915 produced 567 plants, 90 per with other than blue pollen. 
blue pollen. Their doubling was cent double, 40 per cent seeding. The small, pointed capsule of 

of an entirely different nature— While the increases of doubles has the hybrida, containing about two 

all extra petals were adherent to been quite steady, the seeding hundred and fifty seeds, has de- 

the corolla tube instead of the percentage has not increased so veloped with the flower, one cap- 
usual mass of petals and stamens yapidly, due to the use of a plant  sule often producing as many as 

which generally fill the center of that carried singleness in its pol-  fcur hundred and fifty seeds. The 

the flowers. Nearly all blooms Jen, but with other qualities dehiscence in singles is in twos, 

on these plants were perfect, which I wished to preserve. but in these doubles it is often in 
though they did not all mature T have not yet made the recipro- threes and fours. 
seed. cal cross again, but expect to do In conclusion, I quote from De 

In this planting were also some so, as many of the fine large flow- Vries’ Species and Varieties: 

small inferior doubles of dingy ers are perfect, seeding as freely “Hays has _ repeatedly insisted 

purple flowers which were perfect as singles when pollenized. upon the principle of the choice 

with the same manner of dou- Doubtless my work would of the most favorable variety for 

bling and which matured several have been done on eitrely differ- the experiments in improving 

capsules of seed without polleniz- ent lines had my knowledge been races. He asserts that half the 

ing. Both extremes have the greater in the beginning. Dur- battle is won in choosing the va- 

same form and both are fertile. ing the last five years I have bred riety which is to serve as a foun-
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dation stock, while the other half Insect Enemy of Horseradish Wisconsin to Establish Shipping- 

depends upon the selection of Even the pungent and _tear- Point Inspection of Cabbage 

parent plants within that variety.” starting qualities of horseradish A shipping - point - inspection 

I. blindly striving to realize my are not sufficient to discourage service on cabbage is being 

ideal, unconsciously chose the insect enemies. In addition to planned by the Wisconsin Divi- 

most favorable variety and the two other specific and two inci- ign of Markets. Grades for cab- 
right parents in that variety for dental pests preying upon this bage have been established by the 

what I desired to produce, and if plant, entomologists of the United division, based oni teritative cab- 

the entire stock of these strains States Department of Agriculture bage grades proposed by the Bu- 

should be lost, with my present report a third specific enemy, reau of Markets and Crop Esti- 

knowledge, I could consciously known as the European horserad- mates, United States Department 

choose the right variety and the ish webworm and described in a of Agriculture, The service will 
right seed parents in that variety, bulletin of that title, Department 4. made effective beginning with 
and other strains of seed produc- Bulletin No. 966, just issued. the fall crop. 

ing double petunias could be de- The caterpillar, which does the : 

veloped. most destruction, is of medium Although approximately 6,000 

(Extract from Mrs. Francis’ Let- size and is also known as the pur- carloads of Wisconsin cabbage 
ter, August 13, 1920) ple-backed webworm, as well as WTS marketed during the past 

Since the foregoing article was by its regular name. While fa- S¢#S0") about 25 per cent of the 

written, I have developed many voring horseradish, it is also cabbage produced was unhar- 
new shades of color, increased the known to attack turnip and cab- vested for the lack of a market. 

percentage of double blooms and _ bage, and after feeding on the In many cases the price received 

the production of seed. lower surface of the leaves some- {or cabbage that was marketed 

To my mind the single flower is times webs them together near WS not enough to pay for the 
more beautiful and our strains of the ground. When abundant, it @ctual cost of harvesting and mar- 
them rival our doubles. The attacks the stalks even down to keting. It 18; with a VIEW LO: PIEr 
Giants of California, great, ruf- the roots. It was first discovered Venting a similar situation the 
fled blooms, with black or yellow in injurious numbers in Virginia CO™28& fall that shipping-point- 
tigered throats, many of them six near the District of Columbia in ISpection has been decided upon. 
inches across, the fringed hy- 1919, and occasional attacks have The Wisconsin Division of Mar- 
bridas, smaller blooms of satiny been noted in Massachusetts, New kets appreciates that carefully 

texture and wide range of color, York, New Jersey, and Wiscon- graded stock | invariably com- 

are fine breeders; and Fluffy Ruf- sin. The moth of the species is mands a premium over products 

fles, the darling of my heart, is rather a bright ocher yellow, with that are not graded. Careful ate 
a cross between the Giants and a wing spread of about 1 inch, tention also will be given the 
Hybridas. This strain has most peculiarly spotted. The eggs are loading and ventilation of cars. 

of the good qualities of both par- deposited in compact masses con- The tentative cabbage grades 

ents, though it is not a giant taining from half a dozen to a_ proposed by the Bureau of Mar- 

flower. score. They are a little brighter kets were published in February, 

The petunia is a most difficult green than the leaf, and each egg 1921. U.S. No. 1 grade consists 

plant to work with, it is so plas- is surrounded by an irregular of sound heads of cabbage which 
tic and so variable. One can ob- ring of yellow spots. At least are of one type, reasonably hard, 

tain almost any result, but to re- two generations a year are pro- and neatly trimmed, which are 

tain it is a different matter. In duced in Virginia. not soft, withered, bursted or 

the best of strains and the most The webworm may be con- showing seed stalks; which are 

careful roguing the inferior plants trolled by arsenicals and by hand- free from soft root and practically 

bob up in a very exasperating picking on horseradish, and more free from damage caused by dis- 

way, and their evil communica- readily on other crops by fall and coloration, freezing injury, in- 

tions will corrupt the good man- spring plowing and frequent cul- sects, disease or mechanical or 

ners of the best bred petunias. tivation. other means. U. S. No. 2 grade
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consists of sound heads of cab- under obligation; the agent is for this method are, economy of 

bage which do not meet the re- tempted to buy of himself and as_ space, earliness in ripening and 

quirements of U. S. No. 1. De- seller and buyer he is not likely superior quality. Here is a sam- 

tailed specifications for the grades to cheat himself. ple from the U. S. D. A. hopper: 

can be had upon application to the Consignment business has a “It generally pays to stake and 

Bureau of Markets and Crop Esti- tendency to make congestion in prune the tomatoes grown in the 

mates, United States Department central markets, and consequent- small home garden because by 

of Agriculture, Washington, D.C. ly lower prices. Most dealers this method the fruit is held off 

aie who sell as agents, also buy for the ground and is clean, a larger 

Help Take Fraudulent Methods themselves. Naturally a dealer number of tomato plants can be 

_ Out of the Fruit Business wants to make good profits on his grown on a given space and the 

Mudihas been said about “hon investments. If the customer fruit generally ripens earlier than 

% : : will not take the stock the dealer if the plants are allowed to grow 
est pack. Progress is being — . eck & 

“ ss owns, it is easy for the dealer to in the natural way. 
made, but an “honest pack” may 5 : lop 

A? be generous with consigned stock Twenty-five to fifty tomato 
not be honestly sold. “A” grade ; : . 
HE 734 anda’ ar ‘ at growers’ expense. The grower plants trained to stakes will sup- 
2%” minimum size, is rather in- : * 3 

i . must be considerate of both the ply the average family with all 
adequate description. The maxi- |. . : 

: ; dehenriy distributor and the retailer. Even the tomatoes needed for use while 
mum size might be “23%” and , s 

: the consumer’s needs must be fresh, also for canning. It pays 
the maximum color 30 per cent fi : : . 

" taken into consideration. Losses to go to some little trouble to 
and pale. The seller must specify ,. 

t of si d t of kill business. have them early, also to stake and 

DEF Cent: OF SIZes anc per cent 0 The retailer must be educated prune them so that the quality 
color as well as grade. He must 5 ‘i i i 

t mi eth lit to fair dealing as well as the will be the best. 

nor misrepresen © quality oF grower and the distributor. The Disclaiming any intention to 
keeping qualities of what he has . : « ” 

old game of ordering carloads and_ convince the “stakers” that they 
to sell. We are not prepared to ‘ ‘ " 5 

refusing with expectation of buy- are wrong, the writer merely of- 
say whether the grower as packer, . : ‘ ri 

pas ; : ing cheaper on arrival of a car fers the following hypothetical 
distributor, or retail dealer is the |, Sy Smcusy : 

. should put such dealers on the proposition: Fifty plants one 
most holy or unholy. It is alto- , : ya: : : 

cash in advance” list. Let us foot apart requires 50 lineal feet 
gether probable that all three of k ll fraud in tt da feedi for th 
these classes. could have, etoad wor to cut out a raud in the and a teeding space for the roots 

Pa : hics duit fruit business, standardize our two feet on each side, making 200 

thee rs atl et ‘ie i methods of handling, have ap- square feet; the time required in 

NEIF SCHOO! OF college days withs proved distributors on fixed basis staking, tying and pruning will be 
out making either class better . . . . ogee . 
k he Golden Rule. W. d which will bring wider distribu- not less than 50 hours during the 

na eae 0 - ue © aaa tion and stabilize the fruit indus- season; twelve plants set 4 feet 

to eet aa ck = — nek, try.—G. H. Townsend, Madison. apart each way will require about 
rains, an we first sty a ter t e —— one square rod, 272% sq. feet; no 

tie i 8s to discontinue Why Train Tomatoes. staking, tying or pruning. The 

unlimited consignments. This is not tomato planting twelve untrained plants will yield 
Consignment business is defi- season nor tomato training sea- more fruit than the fifty trained 

cient in business principles in son, but it is just exactly the best ones; the loss from disease is not 

several particulars: It is irregu- time to observe the results ob- greater through a period of years; 

lar in supply and is seriously tained by training vs. no training. the first tomato may ripen on the 

charged with being the father of It’s quite the fashion for penny-a- staked row, but the second will 

double commissions. When too word writers in farm papers, who be found in the “wild” patch; 

many cars are consigned to one in turn copy U. S. Dept. of Agr. there will be less scalding during 

agent the prices are cut; the experts, to recommend staking a hot spell and you can go fishing 

agent is under strong pressure to and training tomatoes, usually or read a treatise on staking to- 

reduce prices to relatives, friends taking the single stem method as_ matoes while the other fellow is 

and to persons to whom he is a model. The claims set forth doing it.
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Wisconsin Mortic ulture ‘ange our flowers for exhibition short visits to the establishments 

Published Monthly by the in order to get the blue ribbons. of Rasmussen and Christensen 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Soclety After dinner Mr. Longland of and other prominent horticultural- 

Ometal ‘ormin of the Bociety. Lake Geneva, gave us an instruc- ists of Oshkosh, winding up the 

FREDERIO ORANEFIELD, Baltor. tive talk on how to grow and pre- trip by stopping at the palatial 

Secretary W. 8. H. 8., Madison, Wis. pare vegetables for exhibition so homestead of J. W. Roe for din- 
an Mutored at the porte at Madizon, Wiseonsin, as to favorably impress the judge. ner, when a repetition of the for- 

special rate of: popetace, provided top tne Beckion C. E. Durst of Chicago, Ill., an mer days of good time was car- 

is Yoig, . ‘ active member of the farm bu- ried out by feeding the inner man ‘Advertising rates made known on application. 
— ————-————————_ reau of that state, gave a very a lot of good things. Professor 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society convincing talk on the benefits Moore of the State University 
gee Ser ee tbh Bee derived from cooper h of gave "s a ee oe after din: 
soe (Rona ot HDrees Money Order. A ruit growers in mar eting their ner talk on how to make and keep 

tached to a card. Personal checks accepted. crops in southern Illinois. a good garden. 

Postage: stamps, not accented. Mrs. Strong of West Allis (Our The Oshkosh Horticultural So- 
OFFiomEs Flower Lady) told us why she ciety has long been noted for the 

i R WBbtbisnin On Vice Bendent loved old fashioned Larkspur and royal way they entertain on these 

ie ili many others of the easy to grow occasions and they truly lived up 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTED annuals. to their past reputation during 

He & Gethin: 2 2c iciiciciigeBmee = Then Billie Toole this meeting, which was vora- 
Ha Bee: Wan Longiahd:<*. ‘ike Genera From Garry nee Dule ciously demonstrated by the visit- 

on Dat. B iaidiger vey shims Talked for a whil-a ing delegates and visitors by a 

ain Bi, on. Woovanes cesses Qa On the Gysopheli-a, unanimous expression of their 
ae Ba i, B Agia stigmas The eee pinks and speedwell appreciation. 

Tith Dit! Irving Smith aabland ue, ——— 

J. A. Hays ae Guam Cranefleld Tavis Rowers Tee Peach Stories 

— To talk of them for him is This is the time of year when 

The Summer Meeting sport. crafty amateurs, both the mild 
W. J. Moyle The evening of the first day we and the violent insane of the 

all autoed out to the home of Mr. tribe, invade the office with home 

The morning of August 17th anq Mrs. Wm. Nelson, where we grown peaches and tell you how 
found the writer in the audience ere entertained in a royal man- little you really know about fruit 

room of the Public Library of ner; bushels of tender sweet corn Taising in Wisconsin. “Why, 
Oshkosh, prepared to assist the ;oasted on a log fire with weiner these peaches were raised in my 
Oshkosh people in celebrating sandwiches and coffee and dough- back yard and look at them, finer 
this annual festival. The room juts thrown in for good meas- than any ever raised in Michigan.” 

was filled with flowers and vege- ure. Then followed a very high “All I did was to plant the pits,” 
tables and all the greater and Qj4<, programme, the principal etc., etc. “Don’t see why we 

lesser lights of horticultural fame feature being an address by Mrs. can’t raise peaches in Wisconsin, 
from different parts of the state. Lewis Morton of Omro, on the I raised these,” etc., etc. 

President Hays presided and “Creation of a Village Park.” You really don’t say it, but 

Vice President Christensen act- Through the entire evening music you feel like saying, “Yes, you 
ing as general supervisor, made was furnished by a first class or- poor fish, we could raise peaehes 

the machinery run smoothly. Hon. chestra which added greatly to in Wisconsin if we could raise the 

G. A. Buckstaff gave us a real the pleasure of the evening’s per- trees to hang them on.” “Your 

sensible talk in his address of formances. blankety, blank, highly virtuous 

welcome. Then James Living- The second day was spent in and consecrated peach tree that 

ston of Milwaukee, told us how making an auto trip of about 50 you have been telling me about 

we should grow, prepare and ar- miles over to Omro and back with for the last three weary hours
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will be dead at a quarter past 6 Ornamental trees of the hardier 
in the morning of next April 12th, varieties are often successfully 
and you will say it was because transplanted in the fall if the McKAY NURSERY 

“a worm bit a hole in the root.” trunks and larger limbs are 
No, brethren, and sisters of hor- wrapped, but spring planting is COMPANY 

ticultural Wisconsin, we cannot better. In fact with the excep- MADISON WISCONSIN 
raise peaches in this state on a_ tion of currants and gooseberries, aan 

commercial scale, back yard trees which start growth exceedingly Nursery Stock of 

to the contrary notwithstanding. early, spring planting is best. li 

Plant pits by all means and have This means early spring, as soon Qua ity 

lots of fun for a year or two, but as the ground is fit and this means for Particular Buyers 

don’t plant an orchard. Ben fall preparation. Have all the standard varieties 

Bones of Racine county tried it. — See ran wilh aaryining pen 
He died. Take warning. Ch ion Ch Pick » 

lampion erry Pickers Fruit Trees, Small Frults, 

Not Many Cranberries This Year How much do the Sturgeon Vines and Ornamentals. 
The cranberry growers are all Bay cherry pickers earn in a day, et ws Guasest iat to Plant 

optomists or else how can they 0 how many quarts is a day’s oration of your grounds. 
keep in the game. This year tip work? These questions are often Prices and our new Catalog sent 

. . “ ” promptly upon receipt of your 
blight and the berry worm devas- @Sked by people “down state” and list of wants. 
tated the fields, while heat and the answer is 200 quarts a day N r i t 

drought depleted the reservoirs, 2° 4 high mark down to 75 and urseries a 

thus preventing flooding. In 100 quarts. The following re- Waterloo, Wisc. 
1918 and 1919 bumper crops were ports from S. B. papers show the 

grown, but the scarcity of sugar high mark: 

killed the market for berries, OCONTO, Wis.—Of the 40 

many carloads of perfect fruit boys of all ages from Oconto 
being thrown out. county, now picking cherries at | *ttNT 2vo.13,1909 

Sturgeon Bay, Alfred McDer- 
. . . mott, aged 16 years, has broken 

Fall Planting for Wisconsin all records for this year by pick- 
‘What nursery stock may be ing 268 quarts in one day and has 

planted in the fall? This is an been declared the champion. Fio.7 Fr0.2 Fio3 

ever-recurring question and an STURGEON BAY—Jules Du- B B 
important one. bois, Sturgeon Bay, has been pro- e rry oxes 

Currants, gooseberries, rasp- claimed champion cherry picker Crates, Bushel Boxes 
bare d f he as a result of a record established and Climax Baskets 

HES ane, many: Or ine: orna- during the season just closed. * 
mental shrubs may be safely . As You Like Them 

lanted in the fall if heavily (ite Te, ep Pieced aS pean Y quarts, for which he received a Hates en ncture one weld 
mulched after the ground freezes. day’s wage of $12.24. The day wood veneer that give satisfac- 

: . . tion. Berry box and crate mate- 
Fruit trees should not be before Jules picked 224 quarts in rial ‘in the K. D. in carload lots 

planted in the fall. This has been the morning, working only half a carry in’ stocks 16-quart erates all 

30 often and so thoroughly “#¥- go Jules held the | munities ar bniebirnen No 
A few years ag e order too small or too large for 

ee that nurserymen ‘should record, but forsook the orchards folding boxes and erates ink. b. 
“now and do know that they are when he went into the shoe re- from millwaulec, Eeompeness ts 
deceiving their customers when pairing business, and his former we aim to do our part well. A 
they advise fall planting of fruit record was beaten. This year. See o ne Toe cies tine 
trees. This practice may be all however, he decided to leave his : * 
‘ight for other localities, further cobbler’s bench for a few days, to Cumberland Fruit Package 
ast and th, but j t all right set a new record, and his pick of Company 

“ast and south, but 1s not all rig 408 quarts will unquestionably Dank HeCuniberiand:, Wis, 
for this state. stand for some time.
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Just Folks showed anger. He didn’t like to 

Introducing ELIZABETH HELD be looked at so intently. And 

(Miss Held has agreed to write though at last he waved me, con- ali d 

about Folks each month during the tempteously aside, it was an ex- Ou ity and a 
who is, figuratively, dead.—Hditor.) ultant, happy child who ran to the 

Dear Readers: The Editor has £004 old friend and said: “We've Square Deal 
bidden me entertain you for a beaten se haven we? That 
ear, (if I can). He gave me per- was my first and last experience 

pire hn to: write: about anything in a court of law, but the habit ARE WHAT WE 

I wished, but in the course of our of studying folks grew on me, OFFER YOU 
conversation he intimated that and it has proven most fascinat- 
folks were mighty interesting. I i8- Like most games, though, Our ew 48-page catalog (16 

agree with the Editor, they are, there are some things about it I poncat Taserintion® of FRUITS, 
and the more you study them— do not like,—for instance, when INES, ORNAMENTALS, FBR: 

actions, expressions, tones—the Some one whom I decide I do not , ores or this climate. 
more interesting they become. like,—because,—well just _ be- is Ar on are in donne ee to led 
I’m a bit like “Johnnie.” I also Cause I don’t, and I study them to advise with you. 

learned some things when a child ¢xPecting, of course, I'll prove We do landscape work. 
that I’ve never forgotten, though Conclusively they haven't any 
I didn’t learn them in Grandmoth- 8004 qualities,—and then they up The Coe, Converse 
er’s Garden as he did. and develop some of the most Edwards Co 

likable qualities any human being ° 
_When I was about 12, a shrewd could possess, then I wish I Fort Atkinson, Wis. 

kindly old lawyer taught me this hadn’t watched them. And again, 

game of watching a Persons face the folks I like just because I do, 

while listening carefully to their develop little habits that irritate 

conversation, me, and I find myself making all nee mr re Seelet Bas . . , pruned 45 miles of trees, cut down 
I was called as a witness in the sorts of excuses for them, just in tree borders 550 dead trees, 

ease of a neighbor who had a bad __ because they are my friends and and planted 160 trees from 4 to 

habit of shooting up the windows I don’t want to see any faults in 10 inches in diameter—Milwau- 
in the vicinity. I have said the friends. Do you ever do that? kee Journal. . 

old lawyer was shrewd—he was, Sure you do, Just think about it _ While Milwaukee is our largest 
because he understood children a bit; see if you don’t excuse the city and we naturally expect big 

well enough to be perfectly hon- same thing in your friends you things from there, WE cannot but 

est with them. Frankly telling condemn in others. Now, next marvel at the/emhciency af 408 par’ 

me that on my testimony hung time I'll tell you about other board. Is there any other city in 
the success or failure of the case, things I’ve discovered by watch- the state that has done as much 
he said: “I want you to look right ing folks. Sometimes it is tragic proportionate to size? 

at the other lawyer, watch his and sometimes it is funny, but al- OO 
face, listen carefully to his ques- ways interesting. Door County Fruit 

tions and just tell the truth, as Door county fruit growers have 
you told it to your mother and . solved all the big problems that 

myself.” More About Milwaukee Trees confronted them, solved them one 
Before I stepped down from The city forestry division of by one as they appeared until 

the witness stand I knew why he the park board has planted trees "Ow their business rests on solid 

had told me to watch the other along 14 miles of streets this year. foundations. It is safe to say 

lawyer’s face; my child mind had These consist of 2,000 elm and that the fruit growers of Door 

grasped the fact that he was be- 3 ee erie e COW Se county are better organized than 

ing beaten, for though his voice ge] The division also has sprayed any other group of farmers or 
was smooth and even, his face trees on 85 miles of streets for fruit growers in Wisconsin. Their
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business is standardized, safe and Bayfield Strawberries 

profitable. . The strawberry season in Bay- 

The first big problem was to felq county, just closed, has been The Hawks 
produce fruit. It took twenty the best for several years.. The 
years to learn how to do that, yield was large and the price ob- Nursery 
how to plant, prune, cultivate tained by the growers the best 
and spray so as to produce big {or many seasons. The estimate Company 

yields. for the yield for the: county is 
The next problem was to get 22,000 crates, which netted grow- 

the fruit picked. The cherry crop er, $75,000. are in a position to fur- 
this year totaled over 8 million More than 5,000 crates were nish high grade Nursery 

quarts, but it was all picked. An yaised in the vicinity of Wash- Stock of all kinds and 
army of pickers, handled after the burn. The largest single grower varieties suitable to Wis- 
manner that armies are handled, was Ed Carlson, with 704 crates consin and other north- 

some the problem, bt which brought him $2,816, the av- ern districts. 
The most important problem erage of er crate from two ° 

was to sell the fruit. When the oe of ae S. Anderson had Weil Dergiad tb figure “ 

total output was 50 or 60 car- a field of half an acre and sold your wants either in 
loads it was more than a small $560 worth of berries. Charles large or small quantities 

problem, with a one-horse rail- Olson had three-quarters of an 

road, a highly perishable product acre from which he picked $895 — 
and blood-sucking commission worth of berries. 

men at the other end of the line. Bayview fruit ranch, owned by Wauwatosa ... Wis. 

This year, with six hundred car- W. H. Irish, had only two acres 

loads, the problem was no prob- of plants under cultivation this 
lem at all, because it wasn’t neces- season, but sold over 400 crates 

sary to ship the fruit. It was for $1,500. 

canned right at home and only as It is estimated that the average The 
much fresh fruit was shipped as_ crop for this season has been 150 

pleased the organization to ship crates per acre, yielding about Jewell Nursery 

in order to hold good trade. $600 in cash. Bayfield county Cc 

Door county growers have a_ strawberries. are ordinarily the ompany 

lot to learn yet, but they have last on the market, and usually in 
done pretty well. The moral of season about July 1. They bring Lake City, Minn. 
this tale is that fruit growing in higher prices since other berries 

Wisconsin is a mighty good line are gone a week or two before. : 
of business when business meth- The’ dry season this summer, Esta STiE AROS 
ods are used, for Door county has however, hastened the crop nearly 

few, if any, natural advantages tWo weeks. Fifty-three years 
over many other sections of the TO 
state. This statement may be dis- Mark Twain Says: continuous service 
puted, but it will take consider- We are so strangely made; the 

able argument to disprove it. memories that could make us happy 

Oe pass away; it is the memories that A Complete Stock of 

Some people actually eat egg break our hearts that abide. Fruit, Shelter and 

plant and claim they like it. Se Ornamental Stock in 

Ses ; If your home garden plot is big Hardy Varieties for 

Did you attend the State Fair? enough to be plowed have the Northern Planters 

If not, why not? Give an honest plowing done this fall if weather . 

inswer. permits.
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| a better person. He never did an un- 
AMONG WISCONSIN BEE KEEPERS kind thing; personal intimate contact 

. ot his heart with ours—we cannot pay 
Devoted to the Interests of The Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ Association for that.” 

H. F. Wilson, Editor Some of our beekeepers have re- 
plied directly to the national commit- 

ee tee and these are not included in this 

OFFICERS OF THE WIS. STATE BEEKEEPERS’ ASSN. report. The Popout State Bee- 
keepers raised at a single meet- 

Pres. L. C. Jorgensen, Green Bay. Treas. C. W. Aeppler, Oconomowoc. ing. Certainly, Wisconsin ought to do 
Vice-Pres. A. C. F. Bartz, Jim Falls. Secy. H. F. Wilson, Madison. as well. To date we have received 

Annual Membership Fee $1.00. poser ipuons fein oe fils office to 
+ Se, ‘ he amount o , aS tollows: 

Remit to H. F. Wilson, Secretary, Madison, Wis. State Association ..........$10.00 

EE — ——— State Cooperative Assn.... 5.00 

Annual Convention, December 8 and 9,_ for Dr. C. C. Miller. To date, Wiscon- H, F. Wilson ............-. 2.00 
1921, State Capitol sin beekeepers have not been as re- O. B. Bartz ................ 1.00 

. sponsive as they should be and we are Wm. Brenner ............. 1.00 
‘We are now making up our program at this time making a plea to the bee- Jennie Matzke ............ 1.00 

for the convention. We will soon be keepers of Wisconsin to give their As @ By Bart@iccssccsics os cos 2.00 
calling upon our beekeepers for pa-  gnancial support to this effort. The Emma Bartz .............. 1.00 

pers. We hope that if you have some- sogwing abstract from a talk made V. G. Milum ............... 2.00 
ting to give you. will send in your by Dr. Phillips at the Chippewa Falls Harry Stebens ......... 50 
name for the program with the title meeting expresses the feeling which Wm. Vollbrecht ........... 50 
of your paper, without our asking " see A fone ni H. J. Rahmlow ........ 1.00 for it. every beekeeper in America should E. W. Atkins  y00 

OS have, “There has never been a bee- FL. Schultz ........ 1. 100 

Dr. Miller Memorial Fund Keeper in this county or any other Wm. Ry Pombersewissevews 50 
A National Committee of Beekeep- Country that has Bolten, 88 aia 1 ie C.D. Adams ............... 1.00 

ers, as indicated in several numbers the hearts of beekeepers as did DR. Dan Starman .............. 1.00 
of Gleanings and the American Bee MILLER. No man has helped you as Wm. Klessig .............. .50 

Journal, has been appointed to raise much as DR. MILLER. If you have Albert Peterson ........... 50 
a fund to provide a suitable memorial read his articles, I do not believe it W.. B) KRra8é: cccces ace 50
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Lake Region Honey Co. .... 1.00 some splendid material to study over un open-minded person open to con- 
Geo, Stowell ............... 1.00 auring the winter. viction and not satisfied with his own 
C. M, Tarr ................ 1.00 According to the plans now under methods. 
Mrs. Fred Christenson .... 2.00 way, the next Summer meeting will 5. There is another extreme to 
Lewis Francisco ........... 1.00 be held at Green Bay, August 15 to which beekeepers go and which they 
A. W. Ewing .............. 1.00 18, 1922. Begin making your plans must get over: That is in their ex- 
Dr. Robert Siebecke....... 1.00 for this conference. The Beekeepers treme method of trying out new 
Sam Post ................. 1.00 of Brown County have promised us a_ things. One of the curses of beekeep- 
E. K. Chaffey ............. 1.00 big celebration. ing has been the continual change 
E. P. Minsart ............. 50 Resolutions were passed as follows: and experimenting with untried equip- 
Wm. Michaelson .......... 1.00 “It is the sense of this body that ment and new schemes. Many things 
Mr. Tobey ................ 1.00 sweet clover is not a noxious weed have already been solved for us, so 
Hy DL Hartwig) scission cx 50 and that steps should be taken to what is the use of trying to experi- 
Mrs. Hildreth ............. 1.00 prevent its being cut along the high- ment with things which have already 

—__ ways until after the blooming period been proven to be of no value? It 
$47.00 is over.” does not pay to try out every new 

The following beekeepers have sub- ‘It is also the sense of this meeting scheme given in bee books and jour- 
scribed, but not yet paid: that a resolution be sent to the State nals. The beekeeper must conserve 

Linus Brock .............. 1.00 Association at their December meet- his time and not spend it experiment- 
Dr. W. Lumley ............$ .50 ing relative to a change in the pres- ing. Leave the experimental work to 

BV. Wilson wscecccccs vevess 2:00 ent market reports, it being under- the national government and to our 
BS: MONI) wascsicae concn 100 stood that at present they are some- colleges and universities. Use the 
Leo. Bentz ..............05 50 what deceiving to the beekeeper.” knowledge we already have to make 

Mrs. J. F. Furlong ........ 50 ——_— your business a commercial success. 

W. C. Ehrhardt ...........  .50 Our Future Beekeepers —H. L. McMurry. 

6.00 The peek eep ine industry is going i Mr. McMurry gave some very per- 
DON’T DELAY! SEND IN your Pass through a decided change in the  tinent remarks concerning the Amer- 

SUSE ERIDRON TODAY. ou next few years and there are certain jean Honey Producers’ League and the 
_ characteristics which wa ba predom- advantages to be gained by supporting 

' . inant among our future beekeepers. Changes in the University Staff Hany now in the business are going %aauonll creanzation of beekeopers 
Mr. J. I. Hambleton, formerly apiar- to go out of it, while some will die reason for not supporting the League 

ist of the University, is now with Dr. out. There are five important factors and that we all have a dozen reasons 
E. F. Phillips at Washington, and Mr. which must be followed by the future why we should give it our full support. 
V. G. Milum, a graduate of the Univer- beekeeper. 
sity, has taken his place. 1. In my judgment every beekeeper . . ; . 

Mr. H. L. McMurry, extension api- must be a cooperator. He cannot Wisconsin Cooperative Associations 
culturist, has resigned to enter com- keep bees by himself, having nothing and How the Division of Markets 
mercial work, and Mr. L. P. White- to do with other beekeepers in his Can Help the Beekeepers 
head, a graduate of Kansas Agricul- neighborhood. He cannot do it indi- We are interested in cooperative 
tural College and experienced bee- vidually. This jis an impossibility. marketing of all farm products and 
keeper, is now in charge of beekeep- Individualism is the worst doctrine hope that in the future we may be 

ing extension work, ever advocated. We are not living able to help a great deal with the bee- 
a as individuals and we cannot live as keeping industry. You have been 

Summer Convention Well Attended andividuals. The tuture Beekeeper is spending your time becoming efficient 
After three successful going to be a cooperator. e 1s golIng producers of honey. What marketing 

hold a Summer Loakeobere’ wonton to cooperate with everybody who will has been done has been due to indi- 
ence, we know definitely that such cooperate with him in protecting his  yjdual effort. The marketing end has 

meetings are well appreciated by the Dees and selling his honey. Maybe heen entirely neglected by the bee- 
beekeepers and that they have really he will be a politician and go into the keepers. It has been almost entirely 

more educational value than the Win- thing to protect the industry. To suc- 4 peddling proposition. Your biggest 
ter convention. While the registra. ceed we must pull together hand in problem is to find a satisfactory mar- 
tion at Chippewa Falls was not as hand and work together to control the et for your surplus at a fair price. 
great as during the past two years, disease situation and improve market- In the past your methods of selling 

still the attendance was excellent con- in& conditions. have not been satisfactory. Now what 
sidering the short honey flows for this _ 2 The future beekeeper will be can be done? How large an associa- 
season. The officials in charge were ore or less of a migratory nature. tion do you want? Shall it be a state 
somewhat handicapped because they lt is not necessary to move bees long association or a county association? 
were unable to provide the promised distances, but most of our beekeepers Regardless of the kind of organization, 
cafeteria in the City Park, but in spite in Wisconsin can move bees short dis- there are certain fundamentals you 
of this, the beekeepers seemed to tances with great success. The smart must have as a basis for that or- 
thoroughly enjoy themselves and beekeeper will keep his eyes open and ganization. There must be a sufficient 
everybody seemed to have a good Will move his bees to better locations yolume of honey to make a big busi- 
time. One hundred twenty-six bee- in years when there is no crop at ness and your product must be stand- 
keepers registered from 24 different home. An example of this is moving ardized. Your product must also have 
counties. A total of 5,889 colonies the bees into the fireweed flow this a standard label. What have you done 
were represented, this making an ay- season. I have never seen a universal to advertise? How much of your 

erage of 47 colonies per person, as honey dearth and ‘it is well known jncome do you spend in advertising? 
compared with an average of 37 col- that failures as a rule occur only in  Judicious advertising will make any 

onies per person in 1919 and 38 col- limited localities. honey product successful and if you 
onies per person in 1920. As in the 3. The future beekeeper must be @ have a good standardized product, it 
past, the success of the meeting was Closer student of honey plants and wij] not be a luxury but a food. In 
largely due to the speakers from out- nectar secretion. I believe that it this work you must have a guaran- 

side of the state. Dr. Phillips, Mr. C. Pays to sow sweet clover for bees. teed’ volume of business. It must be 
P. Dadant and Mr. B. R. Root gave us 4. The future beekeeper miust be well financed and well managed.
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There are three things that are of and that is to keep the temperature agencies for what they have done for 
utmost importance in an organization up to 57 degrees F. around the cluster. farmers in general. There is, how- 
of this kind and you must keep them As soon as the bees are set out in ever, one branch of industrial agricul- 
in mind: the spring, they raise the temperature ture to which the above agencies must 

1. You must have a contract with up to 93 to 97 degrees F. The queen not and can not turn their intensive 
every member. apparently will not lay eggs until this attention, i. e. the organization of agri- 

2. You must have a sufficient vol- temperature is reached and once it cultural groups whose chief object 
ume of business. starts in the hive, it continues until Such activities necessarily fall upon 

3. You must be well financed. the brood rearing ceases in the fall. might be the improvement of market 
If you do not have these you better Ordinarily, our beekeepers do not set the producer himself. The Wisconsin 

leave cooperative marketing alone. If their bees out until April 10 to 15. prices affecting such organizations. 
you do have them you can give Wis- For this reason bees wintered out of beekeeper will find himself no excep- 
consin Honey the name it should have. doors have the advantage over bees tion. With greater production, we 

The Department of Markets offers wintered in the cellar in that they have to solve the matter of greater 
you its services in any way that it can have an opportunity to fly earlier in consumption of such increased pro- 

help. You now have Mr. Adams of the spring. If bees wintered in the duction. That problem must be met 
our Department to help you work out’ cellar are set out on or near March py group action of those producers so 
your honey grading plans. 20 and are given good protection, they interested. For example, our state 

There is one other reminder which will have every advantage of bees win- and college co-operators may find ways 
I wish to give and that is, do not tered out-of-doors and will be in better and means of increasing the 1921 
expect to get an organization that condition because they do not have to honey crop by fifty per cent, but in so 
will be satisfactory to everybody, be- stand such low temperatures during doing will find that some procedure 
cause there are no such organizations. the winter. must be taken whereby such increase 
If there were, they would be no good. One very important thing which is will be profitably absorbed. 
Remember that although we are in a now being neglected by beekeepers is The average Wisconsin county unit 
way your boss, at the same time we spring protection. Spring protection of honey producers has a membership 
are your servants.—L. G. Foster, Wis- is in my opinion much more necessary of thirty to fifty active members. 
consin Division of Markets. whan ee hs ee up te a teat Should you take from that number in 

_ each county from five t 
The Influence of Weather on Beekeep- ‘eal more energy in developing the  jargest beekeepers, you will have. tn 

ing Practice brood nest and the development of the such group throughout Wisconsin all 

; colony is limited to a very large ex- the producers who are making a spe- 
The knowledge of beekeeping which ont by their ability to conserve heat cialty of honey production for export 

we now have has been accumulated which helps them to conserve energy. yt of their immediate community. It 
through a great number of years. The Bees should be set out as early as ig guch honey producer to whom or- 
actual influence of bee behavior upon March 20 in the vicinity of Madison ganized action for the creation of a 
certain manipulations has been more and should then be given plenty of pro- Wider market for his product should 
or less accumulating for many years, ection as well as an abundance of appeal. It is such surplus producer 

ae rei Mere hese. be pieer, OTS and room, Ht f., Wilaon. also who will reap the benefit of the 
inently brought out. Dr. Phillips has Dr. Phillips gave us two very in- ToeapHale trie. Tieton eee 2 

done more to collect and bring out teresting and valuable talks, but be- honey of quality’ and has no equal on 
these things than any one else. Bee- fore these can be printed they must {he market in America. Wisconsin is 
keeping is not simply a matter of hav- be revised and O. K.’d by Dr. Phillips. so favorably located both as to cli- 

ing bees, putting on supers, taking It will also be necessary to have Mr. atic conditions and attractive bee 
them off, but something vastly greater. Dadant O. K. his talk before it can be pastures that honey production should 

In beekeeping we have every phys- published. be especially profitable. We in Wis- 
ical science to deal with. Although ————_————_ consin might be able ‘to attract the 

we may not be aware of the fact, we Only Organized Bees Gather Honey; markets of America to the Wisconsin 
must study bee behavior which is a Only Organized Beekeepers honey output if the merit of our prod- 

fon, botany fm connection with the de. — uet were more generally knows. We 
velopment of plants and secretion of Ladies and Gentlemen: ugh truly gay with mre the prod: 
nectar, climatology, electricity and so In this day and age of strenuous UC) 
on. The honey bee is one of the few competition in all channels of com- COME OVERLAND TO CLOVER- 
animals that is influenced to a very merce and industry, it becomes a mat- LAND, THE BADGER LAND OF 
minute degree by slight changes in ter of utmost importance for the Wis- HONEY. 

temperature. All animals are influ. consin farmer to turn himself to the The adoption of a certain brand for 
enced by changes in temperature to a attention that his profession deserves Wisconsin honey would do wonders in 
more or less degree and perhaps in nd to those things which concern the the way of creating a demand for our 
the future we may find that many distribution and marketing of the prod- product. When we approach the ques- 
groups are as closely affected as bees. ucts of his labor. . . tion of branding Wisconsin honey, we 
Weather conditions are in my Agriculture, in its various phases, also assume approval of the fact that 

opinion as important if not more im- has been given an unusual amount of honey qualities vary and should be put 
portant than any other factor in bee- consideration and has been the object upon the market at prices that vary 
keeping. A study of the weather rec- of a great many experimental studies accordingly. Let us agree here that 
ords for the past ten years will show wherein the matter of economical pro- the State Department of Agriculture 
that bees should not be put away in duction was always given first thought. has taken a splendid forward step in 
the cellar in the vicinity of Madison Our agricultural colleges, universities, the urging of honey grades, but I be- 
later than November 20. These rec- and state departments have inter- lieve Wisconsin honey producers can 
ords show that practically every year ested themselves commendably well improve upon what is being proposed 
we have a cold spell or snow in Oc- in those activities concerned with dis- by our State Department in the way 
tober. Bees should therefore have seminating information and knowl- of honey grades by merely adopting a 

some kind of protection in the fall. edge on greater and more economical brand of their own to which they sub- 
Through the winter months the bees production. It is their sphere of serv. scribe their integrity and to which 
have apparently only one thing to do ice, and we must be thankful to such they will give every attention to their
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effort to make their product equal to of except as Suber eatse for Honey! and hotbeds. Studies made here 
that their brand would indicate. ioney is a primary product of out- . : . 

aed then are grading their honey not standing quality, food value and mer. Prove conclusively that this dis- 
because they must be law-abiding but its whieh never should fear a compet: ease lives on both wild and culti- 

ise they have pride in their prod- ing product. ere you may consider = i 

bocausvhon the pepatieer takes onde advertising as a program of education, vated lettuce, and, in many in- 
in his product, the consumer naturally weasel it undoubtedly. te. 2 fe sooner stances, the wild lettuce is a 

fol. with an estimate of it that isconsin honey producers wi ur . : : 
aye yl be in keeping with what their attention to the education of the Source of infection, The disease 

his brand claims. I should like to see ponsumers Of et product tne Seat carries over the heated period of 
Wisconsin honey advertised country- er will be the demand for their outpu' : 

wide so that every large market would and the greater will be the price that Summer on the wild plants and 

literally they. Weta a duction in ant its fects the first crop of garden 
“ a gricultura. production a . . . 

eee ONSIN HONEY.” il phases probably is at its height. lettuce in the fall. Certain spe- 
Let us assume that Wisconsin bee Greater markets must be or eet cies of wild lettuce also live over 

order at our surplui m - « ® . 
mon, adopt a brand, calling it, for ex. ea The limit of profit:to the Wis. winter and provides a friendly 

“i ” consin farmer has been reached as far harboring place for the disease. 
or by aaecoeHion TBE Be aad, as production is concerned. He must &P 

te » be paid reasonably for what he now Different fungicides were used 
BADGER BUSY BEE BRAND. produces before he can be induced to. . 8 é 

Honey, going ont under such aistine: produce more. If he must market im our spraying experiments for 
tion would establish a marke' * what he now has at a loss, it is evi- : 
lutely its own, and might eventually gent then that should he double his control of mildew, but none of 
educate the average honey consumer 4 preater amount of attention to mar- them proved superior to the 
ua 2 point here he would wee ouly. output, he would double his loss. Such standard 4-4-50 Bordeaux mixture 
goods stamped w : rocedure in the honey producing in- . . . . . 
Should you be tooth for further sug- Duetey would be fatal. We must turn Lettuce mildew is primarily a 
gestion we might offer kets in the future than we have done ‘ ‘ Shi seedli : Th : 

“WISCONSIN CLOVER MAID in the past. Emphasis on that phase eedling disease . 1s fact must 
HONEY,” of the industry will bring favorable always be kept in mind in mak- 

or views that might increase ite ap- may be recommended. i the spray applications. Spray 
peal to the average consumer. I sug- There is one outstanding feature of measures, to be effective, must be 
gest these things only to add vision to honey production that comes to my at- : 
those who have thought in terms of tention. That is that our honey pro- focused upon the seedling stage 
better honey markets, markets in ducers, after years or a lifetime of of the plant. The first spray 
wuaich Wisconsin honey should appeal _ study of bees and their habits, have : . 
extremely by virtue of its standards of not taken from these creatures the should be applied when the seed 
quality. Why would it not be possible lesson of organization and eoopera: lings are about an inch high and 
for Wisconsin producers to pool their tion. The very fundamental trait o . oo 8 
annual output and sell it on a brand bees in which every beekeeper is vi- the first true leaf is beginning to 
basis? Advertise the merits of the tally concerned, is organization. With- form. Coat the plants thorough- 
product and deliver goods that always out it, there is confusion and chaos. : 
will be more than equal to all that the The good beekeeper would not toler- ly, making sure that the under 
brand may mean. ate it in his bee yard, but he evidently side as well as the top surface is 

Before we have mastered the mar- has tolerated a condition among his : . 7 
ket, there is the advertising campaign fellow beekeepers which has been just ccvered with the solution. A sec 
that must of necessity precede all. I as destructive to them as disorganiza- ond application about a week later 
need only cite a few examples of what tion would be in the bee yard. I may . + 
has been done in the advertising world close by recommending that each take will usually Prove sufficient to 
and the success that has followed such home with him this lesson trom Bis control the disease. We have 
advertising investments. I may illus- own apiary. Profit by the example se 
trate this by clippings from our house- —organize and success in your voca- found that the control measures 
hold magazines which depict in beau- tion is assured. applied at this time are very ef- 
tifully colored plates in a most ap- —R. R. Runke. fective, whereas, if they are de- 
pealing manner the mreits of the prod- —— ts on 
ue Mana aia Downy Mildew in Lettuce layed until the disease really ap- 

e rn . : 
to note what is being done to promote The first step in the control of Pears as mildew on the under 
ihe market of some of ne moet unu- downy mildew is to destroy all surface of the leaves, the spray 
sual products an substitutes we 5 m . . = m a ‘ é 
know. To support this statement, let wild lettuce plants in the immedi- is ineffective—A. T. Irwin in 
us take for example, the advertising icinity of your greenhouse Mark ers Journal. 
plates which have for their aim the *t© Vicinity y 8 Market Growers J 
increased consumption of butter, lard, 
and honey substitutes. Oleomargarine 
advertisements fairly impose them- i ueens FOR SALE—Hardy northern Italian Bees an: ly 
selves upon the reading public. Ad- for Sal bred Itallan queens, each and 
vertisements of lard substitutes are in or Sale every queen warranted satisfac- 
the same class. Vegetable oils never tory. Prices: One, $1.50; 12, 
should be -considered on a par with sari, $15. 
pure and unadulterated animal fats. The Henseler Apiaries THEO. GEN’ SHAWANO, WIS. 
We may also say that syrups such as MARSH) - . HEO. GENTZ, ” 

| glucose, etc., never should be thought 

|
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We Have 126 C in U.S.A e Have ompetitors in U.S. A. 

In May, 1921, 126 firms advertised beekeepers’ supplies. 

They made and priced their products to get the business. 

Distributing nationally, we competed with all of them. 

Consider that of the 800,000 beekeepers in America over 

80,000 were on the ‘‘Beeware”’ list in 1921. 

ee 

BEWARE] G. B. LEWIS COMPANY 
BE ARE Home Office and Works . . Watertown, Wisconsin 

a $s 
WATERTON 1S.3 BRANCHES AND DISTRIBUTERS THROUGHOUT THE U. S. A. 
MAKES THE FINEST. 

acess Ask for a “‘Beeware’” Catalog today 

IN|) ”°_ Wirt hy - 

7 Z | | 
| A Chance to Earn ] Italian Bees and 
Y Z 
1 ONE DOLLAR y Queens for Sale BEEKEEPERS 
Z Y 
7 We offer for September and Oc- 7 
Z tober THRE Annual Member- Z 
ZY ZY Z ships in the State Horticultural 7 After June Ist, untested queens 

Z Society (including subscription Z $1.00; tested, $2.00. One Should send for our book- 
Z to Wisconsin Horticulture) for Z frame nucleus with untested let on the new MODI- 
Z Two Dollars. . Z queen after July Ist, $5.00. FIED DADANT HIVE. 

7, Send Two New Memberships, re- Two frame, $0,091. full col The hive with a brood 
JY newals not accepted, with Two Z onies after August Ist. Orders ; 

1 Dollars, and get your own mem- g booked now with 10 per cent chamber sufficient for pro- 
Z bership FREE or your time ex- Z down. lific queens. OUR CATA- 
Z tended one year if you are now a Z LOG IS FREE. 
7 member. 7 

| | | Open to All | The 
Z none y : G Send postal money order, draft Z 

| cma _|  Henseler DADANT & SONS . y ._e 
] F. Cranefield, Sec’y. 7 Apiar 1esS 
Z 701 Gay Building Z Hamilton, Illinois 

Z Madison, Wis. 7 MARSHFIELD, WIS. 

] Postage stamps not accepted 7 

Z Z 
Rw HTT QW w
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. How to Prune Small Fruits the reds it usually takes place in This “pinching back” will cause 

J. G. Moore the spring and may consist in cut- side branches to develop on 

(Eirpular 284, Bxtenslon Sarvies Col- ting off only the portion of the which the fruiting wood of the 

Raspberry Pruning cane injured during the winter to following season will appear. 

Raspberry pruning consists in cutting back the canes to about 5 These side branches are cut back 

‘removing the fruited canes, re- feet. Occasionally growers prune in the spring leaving them from 

moving canes not needed for pro- back the canes to 3 to 4 feet. Dur- 8 to 15 inches long. It may be 

duction, and heading-in the canes ing the past two seasons the Wis- advisable, also, when the number 

which are left, Growers do not consin Experiment Station has of new shoots is large to remove 

entirely agfee on the details of ¢atried on trials in heading-in the some of the weaker ones during 

these. operations, therefore prun- red raspberry using approximate- the growing season. 
ing ‘practice with the bramble ly these three practices. The Under Wisconsin conditions if 
fruits differs somewhat with the (ata secured in 1919 showed little summer pinching is to be practic- 

particular grower. difference ‘in the crop secured ed it should be done as early as 

Raspberry canes, other than from the light and medium prun- possible. Late pinching will often 

those of the so-called ever-bear- img but a marked reduction in the result in heavy losses due to win- 

ing{ varieties, fruit but once, CTP resulted from cutting back ter injury of the immature side 

therefore they shiuld be removed. the canes severely. In 1920 the branches. 

Opinion differs as to whether this plants receiving medium heading- Purple canes: ‘The heading-in 

should be done immediately fol- in out-yielded those which were of purple cane varieties is much 

Icwing harvest or left until given only a light pruning. The the same as for the black caps. 

spring. Both times possess some differences in some cases were With strong growing varieties, as 

ddvantages. In most cases re- ‘uite marked. As in 1919, the se- Columbian, the summer pinching 

moyal immediately after harvest “Ere heading-in materially reduc- method is usually preferable. The 

ip sheferable i ed the rop. yu, treatment differs from that given 

‘the removal of unneeded canes Either of two methods is used in the black varieties only in that 

wi inkes place in the spring. heading-in the black raspberry. the shoots are allowed to become 

Although set out as individual It may be pruned in the same way 2% to 3 feet long before pinching 

plants the red raspberry tends to @s the red, the heading-in, how- takes place, and the side branches 

develop a matted row. It is a ever, usually being more severe. are left longer—12 to 18 inches— 
goad plan in pruning to main- As this method requires less at- at the spring pruning. 
tain the original plants more or tention it is the one usually fol- Blackberry Pruning 

lesq closely. In some cases the [cowed in the home plantation. The blackberry may be pruned 
bu hes are planted in check rows The yields received are ordinarily jn practically the same way as the 
and the individdality of the plant somewhat less than where the syed raspberry. “The sumber df 

is jmaintained | rigidly. Home system of “summer pinching” is canes left to each plant is usual- 

bishtations are beldom handled in practiced. ly somewhat less—four or five. 

this way, however. The second method is common- Strong growing canes may 

i ere is not: much uniformity ly designated as “summer prun- branch somewhat the first season. 

dn e number of canes left to each ing” or “summer pinching.” It is a good plan to leave some 

plant or hill. Four to nine marks When this method is employed of these side branches, providing 
the| ordinary range. The usual the tips of the new shoots are they have come through the win- 

ner left is five or six with the pinched out when they are 18 to ter in good condition. The tips 

black and purple cane varieties 24 inches high. To carry out this of such branches should be cut 
and six to eight with the reds. method properly it is necessary back somewhat. 
Soine growers prefer only four or to go over the plantation two or Some growers practice “sum- 
fivé with the reds, , three times during the first half mer pinching” with the blackber- 

Heading-in: The greatest varia- of the growing season, as all the ry the same as with the black 

tion in pruning practice with shoots will not reach the desired raspberry. The pinching is usual- 
raspberties is in heading-in. With size at the same time. ly done when the new growth is
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about 2 feet high. The shoot A good plan is to remove a de- ground. ‘This is more commonly 
should not be allowed to grow finite number of old canes each practiced if the canes are unusu- 

4 feet and then be cut back to 2. year and leave an equivalent num- ally long. 

feet, as is sometimes done, be- ber of new canes to replace them. In removing superfluous new 

cause the effects secured will be When a three-year system is fol- growths on spreading varieties, 

very different from pinching at 2 lowed six or nine canes to a plant those canes which have a tend- 
feet. Some of the weaker growths makes it easy to keep the bal- ency to droop to the ground 

may be thinned out during the ance. If a four-year system is should be removed. Dense, up- 

growing season. practiced, eight canes are prob- right plants should be opened up 

The lateral branches produced ably most convenient. by cutting out the new canes at 

because of the summer pinching The three-year plan can be op-_ the center. 

should be cut back in spring. The erated as follows: At the begin- Gooseberry Pruning 

length of branch to be left will ning of the second season leave ‘The gooseberry is pruned much 

depend largely upon whether the | six strong canes. At the begin- like the currant as they have the 

variety is one which produces ning of the third season remove same general fruiting habit. The 
buds close or relatively far from 

the main cane. Usually 15 to 21 
: . © Rint OLD SPUR , — CANE 
inches of shoot will be sufficient Nf New sPUR Sa 

to produce a satisfactory crop. Hich Se ¢ Lue ee ee 

Currant Pruning —= pF e St 

The pruning of currants, like [ ARM co & SHOOT 
that of grapes, is likely to be neg- | a - 

lected. With both fruits the dif- {@$$@$@a@aaaa a. 

ficulty of pruning is greatly in- 

creased by neglect. Systematic ee -TRUNK 

annual pruning from planting Low -~ — 
should be followed. RENEWAL . 

If the root system of the cur- oor PRE ES 
rant is extensive it may be re- 

duced somewhat at planting to FIG. 1.—TERMS USED IN GRAPE PRUNING 

make the operation easier. All 
weak canes should be removed two of the canes from the prev- common practice in well-cared- 

and the strong ones cut back to ious season and leave five strong, for plantations is to remove wood 

two to four buds. new canes. At the beginning of after it has fruited two or three 

The proper pruning of the cur- the fourth season, remove one 2- years, replacing the branches re- 

rant is determined by the habit year cane, two l-year canes and moved with new shoots. The 

of fruit bearing. The finest cur- leave three new canes. There- gooseberry is inclined to grow 

rants are produced at the base «after the three oldest canes, those thicker than the currant and will 

of one-year old wood and on one- in their fourth year, should be re- need more thinning out. It is not 

year spurs arising from older moved and three new canes left so much a question as to what 
wood. Older spurs produce fruit to take their place. This will system is used for renewing the 

but the amount and size of the give a plant composed of three 1- wood but rather that the old 

fruit decrease rapidly with age. year, three 2-year and three 3- wood be removed and enough 

Canes have usually passed their year old canes. young wood be left to give good 
best fruiting after the third crop. The canes which are left an- Crops of large fruit. 

The chief item in currant prun- nually may or may not be cut Grape Pruning 
ing is to remove canes which back. Some growers do no head- J. G. Moore / 

have passed their best fruiting ing-in while others cut back the Circular ieee a eeu Col- 
and to replace them with new new canes left each year, so as to There are a number of ways of 

canes. cause them to branch nearer the pruning grapes but the four cane
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Kniffin system seems to be best vineyard and possess from one sist in cutting the plant back the 

adapted to Wisconsin conditions to three or four canes. The roots same as when it was planted. 

in most cases. should usually be cut back some- This is frequently necessary with 

The best advice which can be what in planting to make the op- one-year old plants or weak two- 

given the grower is to prune an- eration easier but it is desirable year old plants. If the growth 

nually, regardless of the system to leave a relatively large amount. has been satisfactory, pruning 

used. The failure to prune a Top pruning consists in cutting will consist in removing all the 

grape vine even one season often off all the canes except a strong shoots which have now become 

necessitates two or more years one as near the surface of the canes, except a strong one, pre- 

to get it into proper form again. ground as possible. The one left ferably the one arising nearest 

When neglected for more than 

one season the simplest and usu- 

ally the best method is to plan TT 

to start over again at the trunk 

or often even at the ground. er eee ee pe 

A knowledge of certain terms 
is necessary to an understanding 

of grape pruning. The parts of a 

the vine (see Fig. 1) are usually “~ ~ 
referred to in the following terms: 

Trunk. The main stem or body 

of the vine. 

Arm. A portion more than one A A B 7 a B 

year old arising from the trunk. oa 3 

Cane. A one year old growth —pn 2 B OS 

arising from the trunk or arm. A 

Shoot. The unmatured growth a J 

of the season. The shoot bears an = em 

the fruit. It becomes a cane at 

the end of the growing season. 
Spur. A short growth one or aaa aaa 

more years old, left when cutting FIG. 2.—PRUNING AT DIFFERENT AGES 
back the cane for one or more 

seasons. should be cut back leaving only the ground. This cane should be 

Renewal. A cane arising from two or three buds at the base. cut back so as to not quite reach 

the arm, trunk, or base of the (See upper left, Fig 2.) the top trellis wire, which ordin- 

plant which is to replace (renew) If grape vines are to be laid arily should be about 4% to 5% 

an older portion of the plant. A down for winter protection the feet above the ground. (See up- 

high renewal comes from the up- pruning is done in the fall. Other- per right, Fig. 2.) 

per part of the trunk or from an wise it may be done any time Several of the buds along the 

arm; a low renewal comes from after the leaves fall until early cane should produce strong 
the lower part of trunk or from spring. In this description it is growths during the second sea- 

the base of the plant. assumed that pruning is done in son. Pruning the second autumn 
A shoot becomes a cane. A the fall. will consist in cutting off all new 

cane cut back moderately and al- During the first season’s growth growths except those desired for 

lowed to persist becomes an arm. the buds left at pruning should further developing the plant and 

If it is cut back to two or three have produced shoots of consider- in heading-in the canes thus 

buds it is considered a spur. able length. If the grower is not selected. 

Grapes are usually one to two. satisfied with the development In the four cane Kniffin system 

years old when planted in the made, pruning in the fall may con- two canes are selected for each
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trellis wire. These canes are then The pruning for succeeding Winter Protection For Cuthbert 

cut back leaving from six to years is the same as for the fourth Raspberries 

eight buds on the upper ones and year. Sooner or later the first A member submitted the fol- 
four to six on the lower canes. shoot arising on the cane will be lowing inquiry and it was sub- 

(See lower left, Fig. 2.) farther from the trunk than it is mitted to twelve experienced 

Most of the buds left will pro- desirable to have the new cane. growers in widely separated local- 

duce shoots during the third sea- When this occurs it is necessary ities. The replies are given be- 
son. Pruning at the end of the t® take out 2 renewal. This may low: 

season will consist in removing be a cane arising on the arm, on Query: “I have one thousand 

superfluous wood and heading-in the trunk, or even on one of the Cuthbert red raspberries, set out 
the canes left. In saving the other old canes. As vines get this spring and would like to 

canes for the fourth year it is older there is a lessening tend- know whether any winter protec- 
tion is necessary for them in this 

part of the state.” Dated Wau- 

D __ kesha. 

H or ==B The replies: 
a Ago 00a Tor TRELLIS The Cuthbert raspberry should 

G A ao aye _ sis A we be hardy in \Waukesha and winter 

== = aN a Se I protection will not be necessary 

F — hae 2 though a mulch about the roots 
Za ERS Bortom TRELU ‘ a 

= a Vy IRE would be beneficial. 

H.C. Christensen, Oshkosh. 

In answer to the member will 
Grounp : 

Seis: exe say I do not grow Cuthbert red 

raspberries but grow Kings and 

FIG, 3.—DIFFERENT SOURCES OF HIGH RENEWALS FOR CANE A Latham or Minn. No. 4. IT use 
no winter protection. A few 

desirable to select those nearest ency to produce strong growth Kings winter killed last winter, 

the trunk if they are sufficiently near the head of the vine so that the Lathams come through in fine 

strong. (See lower right, Fig frequently renewal wood is se- condition. 

2.) In selecting the canes it is cured with difficulty. It is often I don’t think the member would 

better to save those of medium advantageous in providing renew- need winter protection as far 

growth rather than the very large al wood to leave each season a south as Waukesha, 

ones. This is particularly true on spur or two on the trunk so as to J. R. Williams, Montello. 

plants making very heavy growth, encourage the development of Generally speaking the Cuth-- 

as Concord or Worden. On vines vigorous growth from the trunk bert is considered hardy enough 

of comparatively light growth, which may be used for renewals 9 ——— sey 

relatively stronger canes may be if desired. but as it grows older this tend- 

saved. At times it becomes desirable ency decreases and in some cases 

The canes left should be cut to renew the entire top. This is the plant refuses to develop 

back. The number of buds to be done by taking out a renewal shoots from the base. When the 

left on each cane depends some- from the base of the plant. This plant is young all of these shoots 
what upon the variety and the renewal should be selected at should be removed. Later on, 

vigor of the particular plant. Usu- least one year in advance of re- however, it is advisable to re- 

ally a few more buds are left moving the old top; and if it is move all but one and cut that one 

than in the previous season. The done two years in advance less back toa spur. This method con- 

usual number is from eight to ten time will be lost in getting a full tinues the habit of growth from 

on the top canes and six to eight crop of fruit. A young vine pro- the base and makes it possible to 

on the bottom ones. duces many shoots from its base secure low renewals if desired.
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to stand the winter in \Waukesha laying down Cuthbert raspber- A Delightful Postscript 
county. If these plants were ours ries, will say in our section they Elizabeth Held 

we would take a chance on them will winter kill about 3 winters Dear Readers: There is an old 

wintering alright without protec- out of 4 if not laid down and cov- saying, and I presume it’s true, 
tion. This variety freezes back ered. that when a woman writes a let- 
badly however, in real severe Cuthbert is a fine berry but ter she makes believe she has fin- 

winters in southern Wisconsin. more tender than some of the oth- jshed, signs her name, then adds 

W. J. Moyle, Racine Co. er kinds. a postscript—in which she tells 
Answering the above, it is my E. W. Sullivan, all the things she intended to tell 

firm belief that no bush berries Alma Center. when she started the letter. Well 
grown in Wisconsin are safe un- —_—— I’m a woman—and as such claim 
less they are put down each fall, We never have practiced lay- all the rights and privileges of my 

except up in the Bayfield district ing down or protecting Cuthberts sex, Here’s the postscript. 

where they are usually buried in afy way and have had but very After I had sent the other letter 

with snow and no frost in the little loss. Do not think it neces- to the Editor I thought real seri- 

ground, sary nor profitable. ously of what I wanted to tell you 
With the considerable expense N. A. Rasmussen, this time, well there seemed to be 

connected with the planting, Oshkosh. something lacking, some things I 
growing and bringing into bear- TT hadn’t explained. I felt as though 

ing of red raspberries I should Lay them down—often kills you would have to be just a little 
consider the grower taking a very hack. J. F. Hauser, pit better acquainted with the 
great chance if he did not put the Bayfield. child Elizabeth before you would 
cane. down each fall, even in the ET understand why she did some of 
W aukesha district. I have raised this raspberry for the things she did when she grew 

In this district it often happens a good many years and I don’t older. You will understand I 

that some fellow will plant a small think covering is necessary in think when you have read this 

patch and neglect to put them location the first year. postscript why Iam a firm believ- 

down in the fall and invariably Wm. Nelson, er in “As the twig is bent.” The 
the cane kills back Sometimes Oshkosh. two little incidents that I am 
clear to the ground. Putting —_——. about to relate are still very vivid 
donee Hie gale poate ine About one year out of three to me. If I forget that I’m not 

© F. Kern, Sparta Cuthbert will kill back with us ten but,—well, considerably old- 

, y opar'a. “unless they are ina sheltered posi- er, Lam sure you will forgive me. 
a tion where the snow drifts in and As a child I was not very 

I know of one patch of Cuth- keeps the ground covered, strong and usually spent a consid- 

berts that has wintered success- Yours truly, erable part of my vacations in 

fully for five years here in Jack- J. M. Roe, the country, so when mother told 
son county, but it is in a very Oshkosh. me that I had been invited to 
favorable location. To be safe I — spend several weeks at the home 

would lay down and cover lightly Cuthbert will winter kill badly of some old friends whose two 

with straw or marsh hay. Lay- at Waukesha except when there daughters were school mates of 

ing down has its risks too, mice js unusual depth of snow or un- mine T was delighted. They had 

sometimes get in and damage the usually mild winter. Cuthbert a beautiful home out in the coun- 

canes unless the bed is in a good raising will not be successful try and I had often told my moth- 

clean place free from weeds and without winter covering. er that these two girls must be 

rubbish. G. H. Townsend, very, very happy with such a 
Hollis Sullivan, Madison. beautiful house to live in. I could 

Taylor, Wis. es hardly wait for the great day to 

——— | All of which shows that fruit come when Mr. J.— would get me 
In reply to your inquiry about men like doctors disagree. with the beautiful black horses
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and shining buggy. But the day smiled at me and child fashion | ing. We ran to meet him and 

came at last and then I was a_ adored her, she seemed like a when we got to the door mother 

little bit surprised that none of fairy princess to me. ‘Today as I was there and she smiled at fa- 

the children came to meet their walked slowly past the house ther and he smiled back and it 

father. They evidently were not eagerly watching the windows wasn’t any puzzle at all any more. 

watching for him. The house was for her smiling face she called to Mr. and Mrs. B. looked at each 
very beautiful inside, I thought me in tones that matched her other just as father and mother 

at once how small and shabby our smile. “Little girl don’t you did. Of course that was it and I 

house looks, but presently there want to come and visit with me a almost forgot to eat my supper. 

seemed to be something lacking. little while. I’m lonely.” Why 1 was thinking about the Indian 

Everybody was nice enough to ! fairly flew up the steps and into legends father had been reading 

me but I just felt as though [had 2 most beautiful room. [remem- to us; all the different sorts: of 

to be a real nice good little girl ber telling my mother it was like | spirits that came to dwell with us, 

every minute I was there. [I sat the woods when the leaves began some of them were such queer 

decorously on the edge of the to fall. The Pretty Lady was sit- funny ones but the best were the 

chairs. I ate my meals in silence ting in a big chair and pointing to Spirit of Love and the Spirit of 

because nobody told stories or another one just opposite, said. Understanding because if these 

said funny things. It seemed to “Now you sit in that chair and two lived with you then the Spir- 

me everybody acted as though tell me what you have been doing it of Ilappiness came, and that’s 

they had been told to “behave.” this summer.” Ina few moments what makes a home out of a 

Did any of you folks ever go vis- we were chatting together just as house and it doesn’t make a bit of 

iting and feel that way? If you though she was another little girl, difference whether you are rich 

have, you know just how uncom- or my mother, (You see my or poor. My but I was glad we 

fortable I felt, long before the mother was like that). I wasn’t had those three spirits in our 

first week was over, my mind was. sitting on the edge of a chair but house, and just then mother said, 

made up. I was never going to curled up sitting on my feet just “you had better eat your supper 

be rich, for rich folks were not as I did at home. Presently in because you know you have to 

happy, they didn’t have homes, came Mr. B. and sat down beside wash the dishes.” Well, if you 

they just had houses. When Sat- his wife smiling at her, she smiled were ever ten and had to wash 

urday came I insisted on going back and then he held out his the dishes you know just how I 

home. Didn’t a little grey house hand to me saying with the funi- felt then. I'll stop now, this is 

with the windows filled with est little smile in his eyes. “Why positively the one and only post- 

flowering plants and mother how do you do, little girl. I’m script. Next time I'll tell you 

standing in the doorway look very glad to see you. Did you of another visit and how I discov- 
good to one homesick little girl. come prepared to stay? We've ered the Spirit of Contentment, 

When I told mother I thought been looking for you quite a also found out I wasn’t the 

our home much nicer than the while.” They they both laughed only person who played queer 

big house in the country and that and so did I (You see he was that “games.” 

I was glad we were not rich, she kind too.) He gave me a big ee 

just smiled. And I wondered. bunch of purple grapes when I Ask questions, we will answer 
A few days after this, mother sent said [ must go home and help them, 

me on an errand that took me mother. Both said to come again _ 

past the “big house” of our town, and _ it sounded just as though Leaves are apt to cause trouble 

1 always walked very slowly they meant it. Tran part of when used as winter covering, 
down this block, hoping to catch the way home, then walked slow- by smothering the plants they are 
a glimpse of the “Pretty Lady” ly. Now here was a puzzle, these supposed to protect. : 
whom I admired very much. She folks were rich and they had ee 

was a very beautiful woman as I a home, not just a house—now Aim to protect plants from win- 

remember her and nearly always why? I was in time to set the ter sunshine rather than from win- 

wore a white dress. She always table before we saw father com- ter cold.
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Wisconsin Horticulture cannot afford to miss the conven- and other data valuable to rose 

Published Monthly by the tion. It consists of two parts experts. John C. Wister is sec- 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Soclety equally valuable; the sessions retary, 606 Finance Building, 
16 N. Carroll St, . Dh; ia. P. F Official organ of the Society. where the papers are read and Philadelphia, Pa. The fee for an- 

iscussed anc imes betweer a i ship is $3.00. FREDEIIO ORANEVIELD, Baitor, discus: ed atid the t nes etween naul membership is $3.00. 

Secretary) W..8. H.)8:,;Madison,. Wis. cssions. It’s the getting acquain- 

4 Bae at te powofics at Madan, Waco _ ne interchange “ vteas out- THE AL B.C. OF STRAW- 
vond-c! matter. .cceptance for mailing a’ , 1 4 9 is Hal rater of. Dupetal fied for in Becien «Side the convention hall that is ; Cc : . 

fog, At oft deistee” 3," 01, authorized Suis of as much lasting benefit as the renee ewe 
‘Advertising rates made known on application. he . SUNS “ A new member, attracted by 

Wisconsin State Hovaleuieueat iSeciety Omer. one of our leaflets, containing lists 
isconsin State Horticultu jet; eaige 

€ Horticultural Society of recommended varieties, asks: Annusl membership fee, one dollar, which  in- . “uo . 
Worktaltte." Send ong. dollr price te Wisconsin, Late October is not too late to You advise planting Dunlap 
“Remit. by’ Postal or Bxpress Money Order, A divide and plant peonies and other and Warfield strawberries, which 

dollar bill may be sent safely if wrapped or at- : . . : yy 
tached to a card. Personal checks accepted. herbaceous perennials. is best suited for canning?” The 

Postage stamps not accepted. fat 9 Bi Ri a Warfield. 

OFFICERS THE 7 “i ce S “Will you name best varieties HA, Mayas oo aceganec tis yigg Btadent PHE AMERICAN ROSE SO- ; FOU _ 
6. inaen, shy... Vice-President SETS £ everbes straw : _ 

F. Cranefleld, Secretary-Treasurer........ Madison CIETY Of everbeating’ sirawDelly, ve 
—— Altho the American Rose So- §ressive and Superb. The Pro- 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTER : 5 ‘ sssive is a better “pla aker” 
JAD Hay CUTIVE COMMITTEE uxmeio ciety is not as old as our society 8ressive is a better plant maker 
H. C. Christer de eeseeceeesccees + Bx-Offich “ee Met . . = a y 2 Q e ific ¥ Grgnetetdeeen 32502 )00000002 2 BOs its history is not unlike ours in than the Superb and more prolific 

st Dist., Win, Longland! 2)!!! lLake Geneva 9 . ; . : = a 
def Bie, 1S, Phutsca 220208 Aiea one particular. Organized in pie tKe trait sess 7 Sins 
ath Bist The ving, 21.22 TAMNates 1899 in 1907 it had but 111 active 10F 1M size and quality. ne Fro- 

ist., J. . te eeeeeeeeee s+ -Oshkosl « . yressive is sal an seed i 
fth Dist, U. Al Hofmann! 2222022 55/Bambeo members while now its member- Sressive is said to be a seedling 
Sth Dist! 1. i Weminghain.”... Stuygeon Bay a of Pan American, the first of the SY. 5! Birmingham’.”.”.., = mearly an é an, ‘ 

10th DRL Baul Berm. NBnomong Ship is nearly 2300. . nee : 
11th Dist., Irving “Smith ............. Ashland This does not necessarily mean fall bearing varieties, crossed with 

BOARD OF MANAGERS . . Oe 2 D | 

J. A. Hays H.C. Christensen FF. Cranefeld that there has been a great re- unlap. 

vival in rose culture, for that has “How many plants would you 
THE ANNUAL CONVEN- — peen constant and steady, but it @dvise setting to provide fruit for 

TION means that a group of earnest @& ordinary family?” One hun- 

The convention this year will and unselfish people have under- dred and twenty-four; 50 War- 
be held in Madison, as the consti- taken thru the Rose Society to field, 50 Dunlap, 12 Superb and 

tution provides, © Wednesday, pring roses to every home. Mr. 12 Progressive. 

Thursday and Friday, December j], H. Hume, a great rosarian and “When is the best time of the 

14th, 15th and 16th. It is set one 4 one-time president of the so- Year to set out plants?” Early in 

day later in the week than usual ciety states their standard in this Pring. 

so that we may not wholly con- way: “We are approaching the How far should the rows be 

flict with Minnesota’s convention, problems from the standpoint of “part and how far apart the 
. 4 o OF 

Dec. 13-16, a rose for every American yard, Plants? 
lhe Assembly Chamber has 4 dozen for every garden.” The plants 18 inches in the row 

been promised and we hope that That surely is a worthy ambi- and the rows three feet apart. 

we will not be crowded out at the tion. The Rose Society issues an “Are there male and female 

last minute as we were last year. annual of 200 pages. ‘The 1921 strawberry plants?” The terms 

The fruit and vegetables will annual contains many excellent used do not convey the right 

be shown in the Assembly parlor articles of interest to amateurs meaning, neither are the terms 

or in the first floor corridor. and in addition descriptive lists of “perfect” and “imperfect” used 
There were twenty-five topics the new roses of all the world by dealers correct but without 

on the program last winter cov- with name of originator and date haggling over technical terms, the 

ering every phase of horticulture. of introduction. In addition an facts may be stated as follows: 

There will be as many this year. official list of American Roses, Some varieties, the Warfield is 

If your heart is in your work you new roses registered in 1920-21, one, produce flowers having only
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pistils and will not bear fruit if a very important factor in grape 
planted alone, but must be in growing, almost any fertile soil 

close company, a few feet, with a will produce a good crop. McKAY NURSERY 

“perfect” flowered kind, one that Set plants four feet apart in COMPANY 

bears both stamens and pistils, the row and the rows six feet 

like the Dunlap. Nursery cata- apart. MADISON WISCONSIN 

ogs indicate which kinds are “im- The plant as received from the aaa SSS SSS log licate which kind “ Che plant 1 f tk 

verfect.” nursery will have from one to 3 | y ” ° Nursery Stock of 
———. or more slender stems or “canes. li 

Increased Interest In Grape Cut off all but one and cut this Qua ity 

Growing back to 2 or three buds. for Particular Buyers 

An unusual number of inquir- Cultivate as for other fruit or Have all the standard varieties 
See as és ss paar rape garden crops roppinge between as well as the newer sorts. Can 
1es concerning, grapes and grape § e on ps, c PE supply you with everything in 

growing have been received dur- the rows if desired the first year. ; 

; | ast yea It is saf The main difference between Fruit ‘Trees; Small Erultsy ing the past year. H 1s sate to .. a : Vines and Ornamentals. 

say that more questions of this raising a satisfactory crop of 

‘i av > sked i : =rapes and one of gooseberries or Let us suggest what to plant kind have been asked in 1920 and grape and 1 e ? g eberrie poth in Orchard and iv the dec- 

to date in 1921 than during the raspberries lies in the manner of oration of your grounds. 
rears sais ¢ srunine: e vine second and Prices and our new Catalog sent 

10 years preceding 1920. pron ng the e the se Var promptly upon receipt of your 
Grape growing falls easily with- succeeding years of growth. list of wants. 

in the field of horticulture and it here is nothing complicated, N ‘ t 
j i A aevelous raterious. 7 fe urseries a is our duty to give the fullest in- ™arvelous or mysterious in this . 

formation possible. Well ripened Process, as many seem to believe. Waterloo, Wisc. 
Concord, Worden or Delaware Gt@pe pruning has been simply 

os * 4 ie r Aer] y , De, grapes are delicious, while grape amd briefly described by Prof. J. We===—————" 
marmalades, jellies, ete are ©. Moore in Circular 134, If pos- 

scarcely less acceptable sible we will print the circular in 

+ ney : . this issue. If you do not see it | patentee ava.ss.1907 
Grapes will not ripen more : ~ 

. : . Bo, & send for a copy to the College of 
than two years out of five in the Aorictilt M li 

7 Agriculture dison. 
northern counties, and then only Bes % adis 

in favorable localities and situa- S fruit 1 tabl i 
. ne ‘ Save fruit and vegetables for i 

tions. The term “northern coun- weit me wegerabres tor ee see ies 
ties” is indefinite as is in fact the the annual convention. B B 

grape belt. We might say with — erry oxes 
considerable confidence that grape Sturgeon Bay shipped 90 car- Crates, Bushel Boxes 
giowing north of an east and west loads of apples of which 40 car- and Climax Baskets 

line thru. Appleton, or there-  Icads were Wealthy. As You Like Them 

abouts, would be unsatisfactory a We manufacture the Ewald 
fr : Z The 4 at @anventh f the Patent Folding Berry Boxes of 
rom an amateur standpoint and ne annual convention of the wood veneer that give satisfac- 

= : A : : oo tion. Berry box and crate mate- 
wholly unprofitable commercial- American Pomological Society rial in the’ K. D. in carload Tots 

; : , es - our specialty. e constant 
I). Yet this would not be by any — will be held in Toledo, Ohio, Dec- carry instock, Io-quart erates all 

: : _ 7 : , made up rea use, either fo means correct for this society ember 7th, 8th and 9th, 1921. strawberries or blueberries. No 
proved conclusively that grapes Prof. R. B. Cruickshank, Ohio eto Randte. We ‘Gan’ ship. the 
cannot be grown commercially at State University, is secretary. from Milwaukee. Promptness is 
Sparta, while a few vineyards in Sa Werain to do-our part well. A 
Eau Claire county yield fairly Bend roses to he a = Ie Setar tained ony phibs pagers: 
well. the canes securely in place an 

A few simple facts about grape cover with waterproof paper, Conbectanl Fruit Package 

growing follow: building paper secured with cord ompany 
+ ay : j Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. 
The character of the soil is not wire and brickbats. Pp berlan 8.
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Stand By Annuals the summer I, as well as every SS 

Mrs. C. E. Strong other passenger, view with plea- 

Read at Summer meeting, Osh- Sure a hedge of pink Cosmos bor- li d 

kosh, Aug. 18th, 1921. dered and mingled with Euphor- Qua ity an a 

From gardens that I have seen bia—or Snow on the Mountain. 

and my own experience, I will There were just a few scattering Square Deal 

try and give you something about plants at first, now it is most 

Standby Annuals. Standby in a lovely, tho grown from selfsown ARE WHAT WE 

flower means about the same as seed and with absolutely no care. ' 

it does in a friend. They are de- Not far from there, is another 0 FFER YOU 

pendable. garden whose owner is evidently 

A few years ago I should have @n Iris fiend, for there is not an- Our new 48-page catalog (16 

headed the list with the Aster— other plant or shrub in the yard. en 2 co etion’ of FRUITS, 

queen of all annuals, but stem- But when the Iris are thro bloom- VINES, ORNAMENTALS, PER- 

rot and yellows have taken this ing it becomes a mass of blue and ENNIALS, ete., for this climate. 

flower from its high position and pink Centaurea or Bachelor but- ae eal ea 

while you may grow them beauti- tons, also self sown. The owner to advise with you. 

fully—yet it is not a dependable evidently tolerates them, much to We do landscape work. 

flower. the pleasure of the passerby. On 

So I will give the Larkspur first @ little side street a few years ago The Coe, Converse 

place instead, the old fashioned was a window box filled with Edwards Co 

flower that grew in our grand- Petunias, now the yard is a riot of ° 

mothers’ gardens and that you color, every sort of Petunia grows Fort Atkinson, Wis. 

see today in nearly every garden there. Evidently that little wo- 

of any size. Sometimes the same man has decided Petunias are 1 

small purple, white and lavender standby annual. side. Salpiglossis and Calliopsis, 

pink blossoms, but more and more In my own garden the Nigella, graceful, fairy like blossoms, wav- 

frequently, the improved varieties or as we used to call it,— ragged ing with every breeze an invita- 

with their tall spikes emulating lady—is a favorite, no other early tion; “come see us.” “No other 

the Perennial Delphinium. flower appeals to me, as does this flowers in the garden have our 

Growing beside it in almost. sturdy blue one. It has decided wonderful coloring.” Celosias 

every garden is the Pot-Marigold that the vacant spots in the vege- with their odd combs, and the 

cr Calendula that too has changed table garden and the beet and car- plumed varieties, especially the 

and the great golden or creamy rot rows are improved by its Woolflowers, are always satis- 

disks are seen even in the florists presence. factory. Godetias, as beautiful s 

windows side by side with their Zinnias, not the old single Azaleas and much more easily 

aristocratic cousins of the green- brick red or muddy pinks and yel- grown, Still most people haven't 

house. lows we used to tolerate, but even a_ speaking acquaintance 

Driving around Waukesha last great dahlia like blossoms of with them. For two years this 

summer I saw Four O’Clocks glowing crimson, scarlet, rose flower exhibited at the State 

grown as a sort of filler for foun- yellow or bronze shades, delight Fair by Mr. Hauser has caused 

dation planting. They were very us now—or, if you prefer, there more attraction than any other 

effective both as to foliage and are midget blossoms in the same annual shown _ there. Linaria 

bloom. This year I saw rose and clear colors. Verbenas, Phlox D. with their dainty spikes of snap- 

white Balsams used in the same it, the separate colors, or mixed, dragon like flowers in orchid 

manner. While Balsams have al- they are a garden all alone, from colorings, will insist quite strong: 

ways been a favorite of mine I early until late, continuous bloom- ly on a place in your garden of 

never realized their effective uses ers. standbys if you once grow them, 

as a decorative plant before. So are the annual Dianthus. as they self seed and you are not 

In my trips to the city during they invite you to linger at their sorry, for they are especially
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adapted for table decoration. of the Pollworth Floral company. 

Mignonette, we need her sweet- He was overcome by oe sees 
ss. You can suit your own within two minutes and when 

_ a brought to the hospital was near The Hawks 
taste as to whether you wish the death 

small gray green blooms or the Physicians at the hospital stat Nursery 
newer gigantic reddish sprays. ed that Gogolewski’s nostrils and 
Those of you who have mourn. throat had the appearance of a 

ed over your failure in growing ™an who had smoked to a great Company 
“ : . = : extent for 50 years or more and : Hollyhocks, try the annuals, they a 2 : : 
ae 2 declared that only immediate at- . ue 

never fail to bloom, and tho they — tention given him saved his life. are in a position to fur- 

lack a little of the stately beauty ‘This seemed important, if true, nish high grade Nursery 
of the Perennial sorts, are very ag nicotine sulfate is as common Stock of all kinds and 
satisfactory. . ly used in greenhouses as in or- varieties suitable to Wis- 

; Now ‘ i were cate a nie chard and garden, and if danger consin and other north- 
mor ’ so cea cala- is ¢ Stall Raith. 4b aDelieati te : lst. ‘These I have chose is connected with its application een disivicls: 

logue st. nese i have choven we should all know about it. A Will be olad 
for freedom of bloom and freedom — Jetter to C. C. Pollworth brought ill be glad to figure on 
from insect pests and disease. the followine reply: : your wants either in 

Most of them are adapted both yaa. cipe . large or small quantities 
e ae < parden 3 tai “ae . for show = - — and for In reply to-your letter in refer: 

cutting. Most of them will gTOW ence to the man poisoned by nico- _ 

in gardens, window and porch tine will say that this man was 

boxes, an arematrveny particular spraying with a solution of nico- Wauwatosa ... Wis. 

as to soll. tine on an extremely hot day, and 

T saw nearly all of those l have was overcome. We rushed him 
named growing on a roof, in on€ to the hospital, and they claimed 

of the dingiest, dirtiest parts of i, was due to nicotine poison. 
Milwaukee. If I have left out However, we believe that the The 

some of your particular favor- man was probably affected by the 
ites; why please remember I am heat, which with the fumes of the Jewell Nursery 

not pretending to be an author- pjeotine made him pretty sick. 
ity, just a flower lover with favor- rever e srecovere , Company ily; J! r However, he recovered very 

ites in the garden just like your- ypidly and left the hospital the 

selves. following day, and he immediate- Lake City, Minn. 

~ ly went back on the job. 

Nicotine Poisoning In Green- We think the heat had about as Established 1868 

house. much to do with it as the effect 

The following news item from of the nicotine, and the combina- 

a Milwaukee paper of July 23rd tion was very bad. Fifty-three years 
will be of interest to florists: Very truly yours, . . 

One of the most unusual cases C. C. Pollworth. continuous service 
ever brought to the attention of Those who recall the terrific 
ear physicians was treat- days of last July, and who can 

‘ alt the Emergency hospital Fri- not, will agree with Mr. Poll- A Complete Stock of 
lay night when Sigmond Gogo- ‘ . 

lewski, 34 years old, 763 Ninth worth that the temperature was Fruit, Shelter and 

avenue, was brought to the insti- more than a contributory cause Ornamental Stockin 

enon death from nicotine especially when we consider ‘hat Hardy Varieties for 
~ i ; it was probably ten to fifteen de- 
Gogolewski was said to have he tter in the greenhouse Norther Planters. been spraying flowers witha soiu- 8TEES Otte 2 . 

tion of nicotine in the greenhouse than outside. ——
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perature conditions bees cannot win- arrange themselves more according to been specially built for winter:ng bees. 

ter over under long periods of confine- distribution of the stores and if One of two conditions nearly always 
ment if the stores are not easily di- no combs are completely filled with existed, either the storage places 
gestible. honey, the cluster may extend clear were so situated that they failed to 

The fact that bees are only able to across the broad chamber including give adequate protection and the tem- 
assimilate the sugars from their stores 8 to 10 frames, or if the outside frames perature on inside was only slightly 
and that all indigestible materials are are well filled with honey, the cluster above that on the outside or else there 
held as feces in the hind part of the may extend nearly the entire length was a more or less constant tempera- 

alimentary tract until the bees are of the hive and covering three or four’ ture which was not allowed to go be- 
able to free themselves in flight, is frames. low 40°F, Without exceptions the cold 
evidence that successful wintering Below 40°F outside the hive, the cellars were always unsatisfactory and 

depends to a very large extent on the cluster becomes more compact and much greater losses occurred than in 

quality of the stores. Winter condi- rounded, provided the clustering space the warmer cellars. Some few of the 
tions may be said to start as early as_ will permit. warmer cellars had not proven satis- 

September in Wisconsin because brood Phillips and Demuth have shown factory but the main trouble was 
rearing is decreased at that time and that the temperature around the edge caused by light entering the cellars 
may be completely stopped. Normal- of the cluster is not allowed to go be- and this condition always caused the 

ly no eggs are found after October 1, low 57°F and that lower outside tem- bees to be more or less active if the 
although egg laying in a few colonies peratures cause higher temperatures temperature is high in the cellar. 
may continue until the first of Nov- inside the cluster. The temperature IF BEES ARE KEPT IN ABSO- 

eniber. The conditions which bring within the cluster is developed by the LUTE DARKNESS AND THE TEM- 
this about are not definitely known bees through muscular action such as PERATURE IS KEPT AT A CON- 
although the lack of a nectar flow fanning the wings, moving the legs STANT RANGE OF FROM 45°F TO 
combined with cold nights is probably and other body movements. The up- 55°F. IT MAKES LITTLE DIFFER- 
the reason. If this is true, it is still per edge of the cluster will bo found ENCE AS TO THE SIZE, SHAPH, 
more difficult to explain why the bees just above the lower edge of the honey OR LOCATION OF THE CELLAR. 
did not continue late brood rearing in until the top bar is reached; then the Bees stored in basements with a 
the fall of 1920 when the temperature cluster moves sidewise toward the furnace invariably winter better than 
continued about 15 degrees above’ rear of the hive unless for some rea- pees in outside cellars where no arti- 
normal until the 20th of October and son the cluster was first formed at ficial heat is provided. 
some colonies stored as high as forty that point. If the temperature sur- Cellars in which no artificial heat 
pounds of surplus from aster. Out rounding the cluster is not too low, or special insulation is provided 

of some seventy colonies observed on the bees will shift the cluster accord- should be completely below ground 
October 1, only two contained eggs, ing to the location of the stores, but and the ceiling should be below the 
four more had some unsealed brood it is not uncommon in the spring to frost line. At the same time the top 

and 11 had sealed brood. These same find all the bees dead within the form ¢ the cellar should be well insulated 
colonies were examined October 20th, of the cluster and with plenty of from penetration of cold from abvve 
and only two contained brood. stores but a few inches from the The entrance to the cellar should 

Bees are less active in the fall than Cluster. This 1s somewhat of a com- pe through a vestibule and both the 
in the spring and frequently when the ™on occurence during a severe win- ingide and outside doors should be 
temperatures are fairly high some ter in Wisconsin when bees are left padded and fitted so that the cold can- 
colonies will have very few bees fly- out of doors and unpacked. Appar- not penetrate through into the cel- 
ing while others are quite active. Low ently the bees will not break the clus- 4). 

temperatures at night followed by ter when the temperature around ‘jt is a good plan to build the work- 
slowly rising temperatures on the fol- them is below a certain point and  jouse over the cellar and to fill in be- 
lowing day have a tendency to check Starvat-on occurs. In such clusters tween the floor and the ceiling of the 
the flight of the field bees even when the bees are found packed tightly to- cellar with shavings or sawdust. A 
the temperature rises to 70°F dur- gether with a bee in each cell, head complete iayer of a good grade roof- 

ing the day. At that temperature or inward. ing paper under the packing material 
slightly below young bees will freely Unless disturbed by some outside will help protect the ceiling .f made 
engage in their play flights. We have influence or abnormal condition within of wood. The packing materiat 
observed when the temperature was the hive the cluster is never broken  ghould be absolutely dry when put in 
as low as 35°F., but it was quite evi- as long as the temperature around it place. 
dent that the bees were suffering bad- is below 57°F. Observat-ons at the The size of the cellar will depend 
ly from dysentery and only a few entrance of the hive while bees are entirely upon the number of colonies 
managed to get back to the hives. Bees in the cellar show that the cluster is which it is expected to hold. Fo. ex- 

commonly fly when the temperature is effected by slight changes in the cel- ampie, .f ten frame Langstroth hives 
as low as 48°F. But perhaps only to lar temperature. While making cb- are used, a space 18 by 24 shoud be 
free themselves of feces, as individual servations during the winter of 1917- allowed for each tier of hives and a 

bees fly out and after a short circle 1918, it was noticed that wherever distance of three feet between rows. 
immediately enter the hive again. the cellar temperatures were below A cellar 8 X 10 and seven feet high 
When the temperature goes as low as about 45°F nothing could be seen of will very nicely accomodace utty to 

50° F on the outside of the hive the the bottom of the cluster, but when sixty hives without crowding. A cel- 
temperature in the hive is about 60°F the temperature was above 50°F, the lar 14 by 16 and seven feet high will 
and the bees are found moving around lower edge of the cluster would cx- hold 150 cclonies without serious 
freely inside the hive. With tempera- tend below the frames to the bottom crowding and 200 in case of ueces- 
tures of 45°F to 55° outside the hive, board and bees could be seen mov-ng sity, 
the bees form a loose cluster in which about more or less freey. if the cel- Permanent benches or hive stands 
the bees remain more or less together lar temperature rises to 60°F or above ten inches high and strong enouga io 
but move about freely and singie bees the bees may be driven vo cluster out hold tie s of four or five colonies 

may be sren moving about by them- side the hive. should be provided in the cellar. 
selves. The temperature at the edge The Bee Cellar 

of the clusier beiag 538 to 60°F. at During the course of our investiga- Ventliation Of The Bee Cellar 
these temperatures the bees do not tion w> hav~ visitel miny places used Do bees need fresh air in the bee cel- 
form a definite shaped cluster but for winter storage some of which had lar? If so, how much and why? With-
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out a full understanding of all the does not mean that bee cellars should able for a flight near December 1, 

factors which influence the behavior be built without some means of ven- But if there is a heavy snowfall in 

of bees during the winter we have for  tilation, for it may be necessary to October or about the first of Novem. 

a long time tried to regulate the have ventilation in order to cool the ber there is likely to be no opportun. 

health of bees in confinement by cellar in case the temperature gets ity for the bees to fly after November 

fresh air. Perhaps this is due to the too high. It may also be found advis- 20th. It is quite evident then that 

fact that fresh air is so generally con- able to have some means of lowering bees have only a slight chance for a 

sidered necessary for higher animals. the temperature near the end of the cleansing flight in December and less 

The oxygen requirements for insects season to prevent bees that are suf- than half a chance after November 

and warm blooded animals cannot fering from dysentery coming out in 20th. For this reason the beekeeper 

however be adequately compared be- the cellar. The beekeeper should re- should plan to put the bees in the 

cause of the great differences in body member that this is not a cure but a_ cellar not later than November 20th 

structure and the method of securing possible holding of the bees in the except in seasons where little or no 

oxygen from the air. Bees should hive an extra week or two until they snow has fallen previous to that date 

only be compared with other insects can be set out of doors. Bees that Following that period the bees should 

and since it has many times been show dysentery early in the winter be put in the cellar with the first snow 

demonstrated that insects may live cannot be saved by lowering the tem- storm. 

indefinitely in air tight containe’s perature and presence of these bees The season of 1920 was far from 

there is little chance for comparison, in the hive causes a serious disturb- normal and bees might have been left 

Even when the actual oxygen require. ance among those that may be in bet- out of doors until December 20th. 

ments of bees became known there is ter condition. The effect of the low- However, bees in the cellar previous 

no probability that it will be of prac- er temperature is to cause the con- to that time were in no need of a 

tical importance to the beekeeper. sumption of more stores and greater flight and bees in outdoor cases did 

Furthermore, it is not likely that there activity which only increases the not fly to any great extent. 

is a bee cellar existing that does not trouble. BEES WELL PROTECTED BEHIND 

have air currents passing through it IN PLACE OF VENTILATION, A WINDBREAK AND WITH TIGHT 

sufficient for all the needs of tho GIVE THE BEES GOOD STORES, OUTSIDE COVERS LINED WITH 

bees. KEEP EM Wan Cee FELT OR PAPER MAY BE LEFT 

It is a mistake to believe that bees 4 a: OUT OF DOORS UNTIL AFTER 

need special ventliation in the hee cel- NOVEMBER TWENTIETH. THE FIRST OF DECEMBER. 

lar to give them air. In fact, most Moisture running out of the hives Putting the Bees Out in the Spring 

systems of ventilation provided are is due to low temperatures and ex- The time when bees should be set 

more harmful than otherwise, because cess consumption of stores, and ven- out in the spring is generally based 

they lower the temperature of the tilation will not help unless the cel- upon the blooming of the willows and 

bee cellar, It has been nite notice jar femperature can be held at 45°F the majority of our beekeepers plan to 

able among the bee cellars visited dur- to » . remove the bees between April 1 and 

ing our investigations that in every Putting The Bees In The Cellar April 15. A few beekeepers remove 

cellar where extreme ventilation was § the bees as soon as the snow dis- 

given the winter losses were always Beekeepers in general differ a Brent appears. 

heavy and in cellars where no ventila- deal regarding the proper time: for We believe that if the bees are given 

tion whatever was provided the bees putting bees in the cellar but usually yo outside protection the time of re 
. 7 they wish to wait until after the bees 

wintered well nearly every year. In he their last flight hich. kk moval from the cellar should be gov- 

years when the bees did not do so have: "Enel es 1B which keepS  erned by the condition of the bees. If 

well the beekeepers all agreed that it them out until after Thanksgiving Or they are not restless or suffering from 

was due to the poor quality of stores longer. As a'rule this is a very bad dysentery they should be kept in the 

i "practice, for too often the last flight cellar until the tenth of April unless 

Mr. A. N. Hargraves of Hillsboro, peyer comes and if we are to take full the weather is warm eno ae} for th 

Wisconsin has two cellars, one in advantage of the bee cellar the bees bees to fly. S m ough fo he 

which he has no ventilation and the — should not have to remain out of doors If bees are protected bi inabraak 

other arranged so that ventilation can for two or three weeks of very severe and outside der ine ya wi all ihe 

be given in the spring should the bees eather at the beginning of the period a i ETS y may : 

become restless before putting them i taken out the latter part of March. 
of confinement. Our observations Here again the weather records of 

on the summer stands. He gives the show that bees may safely take a 2 ol ee 

bees no extra ventilation during the 5 the past ten years give us an indica 

: i flight on a sunny day when the tem- tion of how early the bees may be re- 

winter and finds that bees winter perature is 48°F in the shade. They moved to advantage. 

equally well in each of these cellars. qo not normally fly on cloudy days, Bees should not be taken out while 

He reports that his winter losses are at much higher temperatures. Bees the ground is covered with snow. Dur- 

very small except for the winter 1919- in the shade will not normally fly at ing the eight of the last ten ears the 

1920 when he lost thirty colonies out 48°F, We find in comparing the temperature was high sacugw at Madi- 

out of 140 by starvation. He has win- weather records for the past ten years gon go that the bee: 1 
180 lonies in a i s 8 s could not have 

tered successfully colonies i that on this basis bees had suitable jy i i h 
cellar 12 feet by 16 feet and 8 feet th aes der a dient only cod, & cleansing fight between Oe 
high ance er eqndi eae = ight only 10th and 15th of March if the snow 

. ree years of the ten after the first was melted away. However, the snow 

Mr. Martin Kreuger of Reedsville, of December, the latest dates being De-  qoes not usually ‘disappear before the 

Wisconsin, winters his bees under his cember 4, in 1913, and December 13th fifteenth of March and after that time 

dwelling house and there is one win- in 1920. During the sam2 period the 4 suitable day for a flight is not likely 

dow in the outside wall. Mr. Kreuger bees might have had a flight only four to occur before the twenty-third. Prac 

covers this up with packing and does times after the 20th of November and tically every year a warm spell occurs 

not open it until spring. three of these years were the same phetween the twenty-second and the 

This cellar was visited on March as for the December flights. In 1915 twenty-sixth of March, so that if the 

6, 1919, and the thermometer reading suitable day for a flight did not ce- bees need a flight they may be set out 

was 48°F, The bees were in excel- cur after November 13. on the twentieth or sooner, with the 

lent condition at that time and showed If the weather is warm during the assurance that they will be able to fly 

no signs of being restless and were fall and up to the last of November within a few days. In one year out 

not suffering from dysentery. This the bees are likely to have a day suit- of ten they may be able to fly before
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March 10. During the same period beekeepers were associate or aux- If you fail to have at least a 
there was one year when a flight was... . ogy . . 
not possible until March 26, iliary members of the Horticul- few tulips, hyacinths and_ narcis- 

It bees are known to be short of tural Society, entitled to Wiscon- sus next spring it will be your 
stores they should be set out during . . ‘ He ee 
the warm spell in March and given an SN horticulture but not entitled own fault. The bulbs are again 
abundance Of suger ee aon oree to the Annual Report. Since Jan- reasonable in price, may be had at 

e 
can gather nectar in the field, uary, 1921, beekeepers are full 10 cent stores and may be planted 

Spring Preparation for the Honey Flow fledged members of the Horticul- any time before the ground freez- 

lo at oR Bee emery aeetzenne fee: tural Society and each will re- es. 
or s SS s . 
right care of bees from March to June. Celve a Copy of the 1921 Annual a 
They feel that if the bees come Report,—if the printers ever get 

through the winter successfully, they % ‘i ‘ Wanted: At ce: One | lred 
have done their best and that success thru with it and give us a chance SRIEC.: EVE ORES + Line Mundres 
Cree chat upon ate eeason to to mail it. young men to engage in growing 

0.4, . é T vi . . re . 

beekeepers in the neighborhood who small fruit in Wisconsin. Un- 
secure a part of a crop although all For Postage Only limited opportunities 
others talked: pa he successful ones We have about two hundred = 
ive the bees the needed care , ieeonsi me s die. lewd « ering? surplus copies of the 1920 Report Wisconsin may not be the lead 

It is so easy to do and the results 6 hand and these will be sent ing fruit state but we lead in the 
are so well known among practical + _ . a. 
beekeepers that it is sometimes hard free to members of the State Bee- excellence of our product. 
to understand why ninety per cent of seepers association as lon as 

our beekeepers simply set the bees keepers Se ut S s > 

out of doors in the spring and leave they last, first come, first served, 
them without protection and without segs stage. The parcel 

sufficient stores, to build up as best OnsTEGeIpt of post Ase. © parce 

they can. It is our belief that pro- post rate is five cents up to 150 
tection and a superabundance of stores iles fri Madison and six cents 
{s fully as important in the spring as miles from ladis and s » BEEKEEPERS 
during the winter and perhaps more 150 to 300 miles, seven cents 300 

803 600 miles. 
During the winter the temperature to 600 2 

surrounding the cluster will be held at The Report is a cloth bound 
57°F., as long as the bees have stores volume of 150 pages containing 

; ss i < ages a . 
and energy to live, regardless of the "0" ; a : Should send for our book- cold outside. During that time the several pages of very carefully 
temperature may go below the zero | lied lists f os 3 led let on the new MODI- 
point for a short period at a time, but COMPp!1ec ISIS’ (OF FECOMenges FIED DADANT HIVE it will range mostly from 20° F. or fruits, flowers, ornamental trees The hi ith : 

muited. fo deveion’ wa cpetoriinnts i and plants and other material of tas rape Mele a_ brood 

erage of fifty heat units. In addition, like nature. In addition it con- Chamber's cient for pro- 
they are not at that time required to joing twenty-one articles by well lific queens. OUR CATA- 
use energy in the production of wax | ee . 4 . LOG IS FREE 

and food for the young. informed horticulturists, covering “ “ie 
As soon as brood rearing starts in, : er nae “ti ‘ the spring the temperature inside the almost every branch of horticul 

cluster and around the young brood is ture. It is cheap at the price 
increased to 93 to 95° F. At the same sem : > your postage 
time the temperature will in the North- — — your postag! 
ern States run about 30° F., with fluc. rate and forward stamp. 
tuations during March and April up to Teaderi f DADANT & SONS 65° F. Under those conditions the Frederic Cranefield, 
bees are forced to produce energy Secretary W. S. H. S. Hamilton, Illinois 
which will keep the temperature up to 
june of brood rearing, a difference of a 

irty to sixty heat units. During that ce HHI BN eS ails inte time an excess of energy is also being Rosa rugosa needs no winter 

used in producing larval food and pos- protection. 
sibly other products. 

(To be continued.) 

NOTICE Italian Bees and Queens FOR SALE—Hardy northern ‘ 
. for Sale bred Italian queens, each and 

According to the 1920 agree- every queen warranted satlsfac- 
ment between the officials of the The Henseler Apiaries ae Prices: One, $1.50; 12, 

Sta’ i i . te Horticultural Society and MARSHFIELD. WIS. THEO. GENTZ, SHAWANO, WIS. 
the State Beekeepers association,
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Annual Convention 

Wisconsin State Horticultural 

Society 

ASSEMBLY CHAMBER 

STATE CAPITOL 

~\) Wednesday, Thursday and Friday 

Dec. 14, 15 and 16, 1921 

The State Horticultural Society is for all the 

people of the state. It is not necessary that 

you should be a member to enjoy the bene- 

fitsofthe Convention. Everybody is welcome. 

It is helpful to read a printed report of the 

proceedings, but it is more helpful to meet 

and talk to the persons who wrote the pa- 

pers and to be able to participate in the dis- 

cussions. The convention furnishes this op- 

portunity. Even if you are well informed 

there is still a chance to learn; there are new 

things every day. 

Attend the Convention ana Learn
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Evergreens for Protecting and that the smiling sun coaxes forth farm and, confine my remarks on 

Beautifying the Home from nature. the use of Evergreens for town 

A. Hill, Dundee, Ill. An Evergreen is like an old and city planting merely to a list 

(Read at: Annual Convention) Janu: friend, the storms of years, the of varieties, such as can be recom- 

ary, 1921) strife of a life only make richer mended for ornamental use, under 

. . . his noble character. Soisahome the soil and climatic conditions 

The PUTpOse of this paper 12 to surrounded by Evergreens like a existing in Wisconsin. 

suggest the importance of im- an with many true friends. The home owner who lives in 

proving our surroundings and to In the store house of nature town can take advantage of as- 

show how bnlathractive conditions are many things beyond your sistance from a Landscape Gar- 

may be made appealing through power to possess, but any lover dener or practical plantsman, in 

the planting’ of Evergreens as of nature can surround his home the selection of good varieties, 

windbreaks, hedges and ornamen- ith Evergreens. In their man- and their proper arrangement to 
tal groups. ner is grace, in their color is rest, produce the right effect, while 

The need of beautifying the jy their presence is inspiration, such service is not always avai)- 

home appeals to us more strong- their influence is perpetual. An able for the farmer. 

ly every day. The home is the [ivergreen is truly a tree with a In the discussion of windbreak 

foundation of the nation. In great and noble character. planting for the farmer, my argu: 

clean and attractive surroundings For purposes of discussion, I ment will be entirely from the 

the children become strong, up-  \ill divide the planting of Ever- practical point of view. Do not, 
right, honorable citizens. Any- greens into two divisions: however, get the impression that 
thing that will make the home Evergreens for the Farm. a fine well grown Evergreen 

better will tend to improve citi- Evergreens for the City and windbreak is not a “thing of 
zenship. Town Home. beauty and a joy forever,” noth- 

The essentials of a good home It is a source of great satisfac- ing could be more beautiful than 

are a man and woman resolved tion to know that my father was a_ the Snow laden pines on a frosty 

by their mutual efforts to make pioneer in preaching the gospel winter’s morning. When you 

this world a better place in which of Evergreen planting for yur know Evergreens, you feel in 

te live and a structure that will prairie farmers. His life work their presence the hush of the 

protect life and health from tun- has been devoted to the deyelop- vast forest, you see the silent sen- 

due exposure to the elements. If ment and growth of hardy Ever- tinels, Evergreens typifying per- 

the dwelling is to be really a greens, to give the needed protec- manency, defying time and the 

home, it must be more than a_ tion to wind-swept prairie homes. c¢lements. 

place in which to eat and sleep. What could be a finer reward What Is a Windbreak? 
Inspiration to better living must than the letters he receives each What is a windbreak? For the 

be there, incentive to strive dili- day, from the honest farmers who benefit of those who may not be 

gently for the highest ideals and are enjoying to the fullest extent familiar with the term “wind- 

to attain these ends. Not only the beauty and protection of his break,” I will explain that any 

must the physical needs of the friendly old Evergreen trees. body of trees which gives protec- 
family be supplied moderately Evergreens planted by farmers tion to buildings or crops may be 

well, but the home must be at- are usually arranged in the form called a windbreak. This paper. 

tractive. of a windbreak, screen or shelter- however, will deal only with 

The Lvergreen is something belt around buildings, orchards [Evergreen trees. Deciduous 0° 

nature has given man to typify and fields, whereas Evergreens  leaf-bearing trees, are also use: 

eternal promise, the promise that planted by the city or town for windbreak purposes, but the) 

Spring shall always come again. dweller are selected and ar- are less effective in checking the 

In snowy winter, it gives the only ranged for the artistic improve- force of the wind than a row cf 

note of comforting color in the ment of the landscape. Evergreens. , 

bleak landscape. In summer it I will discuss fully the planting How a Windbreak Protects 

adds serenity to the riot of colors of Evergreen windbreaks on the The influence of a windbrea\
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upon air currents is purely me- growing the best crops. The windbreaks. The rapid ripening 

chanical. Its effectiveness de- farmer usually plows, cultivates of the fruit and of the wood of 

pends, therefore, upon how nearly and mulches with the object of the trees in late summer, is just 

impenetrable it is. The ordinary conserving every drop of water about offset by the danger of ac- 

windbreak of willow, cottonwood that may reach the soil during the cclerating the growth of buds and 

or ash, does not provide much year. the blossoms in Spring; on the 

protection from the cold winter Anything which helps to con- other hand, where warm Spring 

winds. A good Evergreen wind- serve the moisture of the soil is winds, like the Chinook are in- 

break will provide almost an abso- of direct benefit to the farmer. An volved, the effect of the wind 

lute barrier to the wind, some air Evergreen windbreak has this ef- break will be beneficial in Spring 
may force its way between the fect in a marked degree. The by preventing this warm air from 

branches and foliage of the Ever- drying power of the wind is re- striking the trees. 

green trees, but the movement of duced by the windbreak very Most fruit trees, especially at 
air on the leeward side is stopped nearly in the same proportion as time of blossoming, are very 

completely or nearly so. its velocity. In the immediate lee susceptible to the least frost. A 

An Evergreen windbreak is any of the most effective windbreaks, lowering of 4 or 5 degrees in the 

row or belt or body of trees which evaporation is reduced as much minimum temperature might 

checks the force of winds passing as 65 per cent. The amount of mean the difference between a 
over an area in the lee of it. By reduction depends a great deal mere chilling of the tender fruit 

reducing the force of hot or cold upon the density of the wind- blossoms and actual freezing. 

winds, a windbreak may help to break. Damage, however, from slight 

make the home more comfortable Windbreaks are especially val- dry freezing, is not apt to lead to 

fer man and stock within the zone uable, therefore, in the middle a complete loss of the fruit crop, 

of its influence. Less feed is re- west, where the cold freezing such as occurs when blossoming 

quired in winter to provide bodily winds of winter and the hot dry trees are subjected to a storm of 

warmth and nourishment to farm winds of summer are of frequent rain, sleet, or snow accompanied 

animals protected by it and they occurence throughout the year. by wind. 

will be more comfortable in sum- Effect on Temperature / Temperatures 

mer in its shade. Less fuel is aA i It is a well known fact that the 
. The farmer who has cultivated ;: 

needed to properly heat a home in same temperatures as registered 
. crops on a hot summer day, need . 

the lee of a windbreak and the by thermometers may very differ- 
“ae . hardly be told that the warmest 

buildings themselves will  de- . : . ently affect human comfort, ow- 
i . part of his field is the portion . . « ‘ 

ttriorate more slowly if not ex- ae : ing to differences in the quality 
which is sheltered from the wind. < nas 

posed to the full force of the cle- : of the air, its humidity, or most 
In the lee of the windbreak, there 7 ‘ é : 

ments. 5 of all its rate of circulation. Low 
is not only no breeze to cool the LemipeETENEES awhiel li 

: : i c ratures which cause no dis- 
What a Windbreak Will Do body, but the actual temperature I Le 1 

. . . . nn . comfort when the air is calm, be- 
\ good Evergreen windbreak of the air is raised. Tests with a . . . comes unbearable when a wind 

will shield an orchard from winds thermometer have shown that : agus, 5 
. : Le springs up. This is so widely ap- 

which might strike the trees when the area which is protected by a : ‘ ° 
| ; : ; ‘ preciated that windbreaks are, 
they are heavily laden with fruit, windbreak may be several degrees : 

} 2 . perhaps, chiefly valued for the 
}or protect the trees from cold warmer during the day and sey- : . . . . . protection they give against 
Winds which cause the winter eral degrees cooler during the . < ny 
ki; . . strong winter winds. That there 
killing of branches. night, than adjacent areas not. . . . 5% 

tected is a considerable saving in fuel in 
sdiiges Eva : orotected. 4 Reduces Evaporation I heating a well protected house, 

Vhere is no part of the United Evergreen Windbreaks for requires no proof. A good wind- 

Stutes, except small areas in the Orchard Protection break may reduce wind velocity 

\| palachian and Cascade moun- Orchards may be affected both as much as 80 or 90 per cent im- 

tins, which normally obtain more favorably and unfavorably by the mediately to leeward. Evergreens 
mun or snow than is needed for increased temperatures due to are, of course, much superior to
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deciduous trees where winter pro- nent improvement on the farm There is also a question of beun- 

tection is desired and even a nar- should be worked out with ex- ty which should be given atte:.- 

row strip of spruce or pines, con- treme care. Usually the wind- tion, since it usually is possible, 

sisting of only a double row break is confined to the north and from the list of hardy Evergreens, 

planted close together and 20 feet west sides of the farmstead, since to select a pleasing tree, which 

high, reduce the wind velocity at in the central prairie states the also has the other necessary re}- 

100 feet to the leeward by four- severe winds are from the north uisites. Since the windbreak trevs 

fifths. In other words, if a 25- and west. are for the purpose of breaking 

mile wind was blowing, the force Best Evergreens to Plant the force of the wind, a tree of 

in the shelter of such a wind- After the location has been de- heavy foliage is to be desired, one 

break would be only about 5 miles cided upon, the next important which branches to the ground 

per hour. This reduction in wind thing is the choice of the best va- and retains its branches even 

velocity is equivalent to a reduc- riety of Evergreen to use. A fast though the trees are crowcded 

tion of 19 degrees F. in the cool- growing conifer is always given and shaded somewhat. 

ing effect of the wind upon the a wide margin of preference. The Best Time to Plant 

skin. A French experimenter, Hardiness also must be given at- The best time to plant an Ever- 

Vincent, has calculated that the tention. Only varieties that have green windbreak is in the Spring. 

cooling effect of a wind upon the proven their ability to withstand After the spring rain and sunshine 

skin is about 1 degree F. for each the extreme cold of the winter have removed the frost, the soil 

mile per hour increase in the and the heat and drought of the is usually warm and mell:, 

wind. summer, should be selected. which is just the condition re- 

One, Two or Three Row 0 EO OO ror - 

Windbreak PREMIUM LIST 

The space to be devoted to the The following cash premiums are offered for exhibits at the annual 

windbreak need not be large. One convention, Madison, December 14th, 15th and 16th, 1921. 

row of the right kind of Ever- (1) Best 25 plates, 5 plates each, 

greens will give effective results. 5 commercial varieties for 

Two rows are better and three or Wisconsin .ceccccc cee eeeeeeee-s$12.50 $7.50 $5.00 $2.50 
four rows will make a windbreak (2) Best collection of apples, one 

which will be up to the standard plate each not to exceed 10 

which should be maintained on VATICtHCS cecccccccececeeeeesesveeeeesseeeeee 10.00 6.00 4.00 2.00 

land that is worth from $300 to (3) Best plate of each of the fol- 

$500 per acre. Instead of consid-  jowing varieties: wecccnu--- 100 .75 50.25 
ering the land occupied by a few Ben Davis, Fameuse, Gano, 

rows of good Evergreens as Golden Russett, Grimes Gold- 
waste, the farmer must realize en, Jonathan, King, Malinda, | 

that the space thus occupied, McIntosh, McMahan, Newell, 

probably brings higher returns in Northern Spy, Northwestern 

money, comfort and attractive- Greening, Patten, Pewaukee, 

ness than any other equal area on Plumb Cider, Salome, Seek- 

the farm. For this reason the no-further, Scott Winter, 

land which is occupied by the Tolman, Twenty Ounce, Ut- 

windbreak should not be given ter, Wagener, Wealthy, Wind- 

over too grudgingly for this pur- sor, Wolf River, York Im- 

pose. The windbreak is a busi- perial. 

ness proposition and is a financial (4) Best tray of any of above 

asset. named varieties except Gold- 

Correct Location end Russett, Malinda, Newell, 

The exact location of the wind- Northern Spy, Patten, Plumb 

break with respect to the perma- Cider, Twenty Ounce, Utter... 3.75 2.50 1.25 1.00
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(5) Best 5 trays of any of the fol- quired for the planting of young 

MOWING oo... eee 12.50 7.50 ° 5.00 3.50 2.00 Evergreen trees. There is noth- 
McIntosh, Northwestern, ing delicate about any of the 

Wealthy, Tolman, Wolf Riv- hardy Evergreens, as they come 

er, Fameuse, Gano, Salome, from the nursery ready for plant- 

McMahan, Seek-no-further, ing in windbreaks, shelter-belts 

Windsor. and hedges. If they get reason- 

(6) Best 10 trays of any variety in able care in the planting, they are 

5 tray ClaSS........ cece 25.00 15.00 10.00 6.00 4.00 sure to live and thrive from the 

Separate samples must be beginning. In spite of their nat- 

furnished for each entry. ural toughness, it is important 

(7) Any other standard variety, properly labeled with variety name. that every care is given in the 
Ten prizes of $2.00 each will be awarded under this prize num- planting and after care of the 

ber. Any exhibitor may enter a maximum of five plates under this young Evergreen windbreak. 

prize number, but each must be of a different variety. The very name, “Evergreen,” 

Trays shall be packed “diagonal pack.” suggests moisture. It is only at 
The following score card will be used in judging apples: the moist points of the earth that 

THUGHESS (0. HY Pir rnel) POlNts green things grow. Such Ever- 

SIZE oon eeeeseeeeceeseeesteee ceeeeteennnees serene sonselo “ greens as I would recommend for 
Color ............ 5 svestesnenesess sees 20 . planting in the northern states do 

Uniformity... nvnstrenagocsosennetsnntnanctsensereenanenee . not require an excessive amount 
Freedom from blemish. . = 30 f of moisture, nor special cultiva- 

SS tion, but the attention they do 
FROGAL scsssscasscawescaccenses Minin LOO, points require should be given them 

Apples to be exhibited in trays 18 x 1114 inches-and 3 inches deep. without fail. 

Trays will be furnished. Do not use green stable manure 

Vegetables for mulching, you may damage 

Best collection, not less than 10 entries, Ist, $5.00; 2nd, $3.00; 3d, your Evergreens if you do. They 
$2.00. do not ask for much plant food, 

Ist 2nd 3d merely for an opportunity to send 

6 Blood Turnip Beets......0..0000....... - $1.00 $0.75 $0.50 their roots down and about in a 
3 White Turnips.0000 0 1.00.75 50 Soil that is moist and not packed 
3 Yellow Turnips........0..cccccccece: coe 1.00. .75 50 too solid. 
3 Rutabagas ............ ee cote 1.00.75 50 If the ground is very dry, it is 

6 Chantenay Carrots. ccc ee 1.00  .75 50 best to water the trees. As the 
6 Short-Horn Carrots... ccc 1,00 .75 50 trees grow older, they will shade 
3 Winter Cab Dag Cricscccsens scenester casein rencecscvianecsieverscemeeeseaes 1.00.75 50 the surface more and more and so 

3 Red Cabbage. eee 1.00.75 50 will cover it with needles and 
6 CRI COPY eee ee eteeeeeeteeeettttetettitttttttttetee: 1.00.75 50 foliage. The shade and needles 
6 Ears Pop Cornice cece 1.00.75 .50 make the natural mulch. How- 
6 Red Onions...c.....ceccccesssceeeseeesees eestor 100.75 .50 ever, as most windbreaks are only 
6 Yellow Danvers Onions.........00ccc0ccc ere 1.00.75 50 two or three rows wide, the con- 
6 White Onions......ceccecccec cece cece eee 1.00.75 50 ditions of shade and litter are not 
6 Onions, Large ‘Type... 1.00.75 50 nearly so good as in the thick nat- 

6 Winter Radishes....0...cc.cccccecseceeseeeeveeeeteeteeeeeeeeee 100 .75 50 ural forest, and you had better 

G6 ParshipShercscscrnacuarenemnnnn 100 .75 50 apply more leaves, straw or de- 

6 Peppers oon ceccceceecc eects eee eeetteeettteteeettttteee: 100.75 50 cayed litter every two or three 

Habbard Squash... eecceeeeeseeeeeeececteeeeeereettteceeeneeeeeeeeeeees 1.00 75 .50 years, under the trees. Pine 

3 Table Queen Squash... 1.00 75.50 needles, or forest leaves, are the 

: (Continued on page 38.) very best mulch and should be
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used if you can get them easily. PREMIUM LIST. 

Be careful about fire while the (Continued from page 37.) . 

trees are small, the burning of the 6 Heads Celery ieee cee cscceeee eee eeeeeets tees tt eteneseeneees -100 75 0 

mulch will surely kill them. 3 Chinese CAD WAP E scccscccsnssasnncoranerssrnsenense cove 1.00 75 50 

6 Salsify o..ccssssssseececccesccsessseeeeeeeesseseeeeceeccecennnmnnseececeeceennnensss 1.00 .75  .50 

Varieties for Windbreaks Sweepstakes awarded pro rata... eceeseeeeseceseee 10,00 

We are here today to consider Rules of Entry for All Exhibits 

chiefly the best. Evergreens to use 1. Exhibits must be arranged ready for judges by 1:00 P. M. Wed- 

for various purposes. . nesday, December 14th. This will be strictly enforced. 

Of the many European species, 2. Five apples constitute a plate, no more, no less. 

we may discard a number that 3. Competition open to all residents of Wisconsin, but premiums 

are not of any particular value. paid only to members. Successful exhibitors, if not members, must 

Generally speaking, I believe it is forward fee for membership before receiving check for premium; fee 

best to confine our prairie state for annual membership, One Dollar. 

plantings to as few varieties as Members or others unable to attend the meeting may send fruit 

possible, selecting only those to the secretary, who will make entries and place fruit on exhibition. 

which are suited to our conditions. ‘Transportation charges must be prepaid. 

Evergreens are not particular All final entries must be made on regular entry blanks which will 

as to soil. They prefer a light, be furnished by the secretary on application but exhibitors are urged 

sandy land, but will do well in to send lists in advance even if not all entries are filled at convention 

any well drained soil, F. Cranefield, Secretary W. S. H.S., Madison, Wisconsin. 

For Windbreak Planting: Ne le 

Norway to recommend its use, mainly the White Spruce. 
y Spruce. ‘ . : 

White Spruce. fact that it may be clipped along Douglas Fir. 

Black Hill Spruce. the sides and made to occupy as Austrian Pine. 

White Pine small a space as is necessary. Black Hill Spruce. 

Scotch Pine: For grouping at entrances, near Red Cedar. 

Ponderosa Pine, dwelling houses, and for massing Colorado Blue Spruce. 

. in formal plantings, dwarf Ever- Diseases of Evergreens 

All of these pines and SpruceS — sreens are favorites. They are al- The diseases of Evergreens are 

are entirely hardy, rapid Mm ways cheerful, in evidence and comparatively few, and as a gen- 

growth and long lived, manure wide awake the year round. eral rule, mostly confined to a 

into tall well formed specimens. Among the best for this purpose few species, and restricted prob- 

Hedge and Ornamental are: ably to certain conditions of at- 

Evergreens Dwarf Varieties mosphere and soil 

Evergreens for ornamental pur- Juniperus Canadensis. Trimming and Shearing of 

poses must be selected with refer- Juniperus Procumbens. Evergreens 

ence to the position they are to Globe Arbor Vitae. Many Evergreens are spoiled 

occupy, the purpose they are to Japanese Yews. through a mistaken idea of beau 

serve and their relation to the The list of Medium Large ty, by having their lower limbs 

place where they are to grow. _Growing Sorts is more extensive, cut off, and thus forming a long 

For hedges and medium grow- scme of the most valuable being: naked stem, considered very lis 

ing windbreaks, the American Hemlocks. tasteful to the intelligent Ever 

Arbor Vitae is recommended as Silver Cedar. green planter. 

the best. As a hedge plant it can Pyramidal Arbor Vitae The entire system of pruning 

be sheared into any desired form Pfitzer’s Juniper. an Evergreen depends very much 

and is always green and attrac- Concolor Fir. upon the same principles that 

tive. As a screen or windbreak Golden Arbor Vitae. govern the trees of other classes. 

for the flower garden, vegetable Some Tall Growing Sorts Most of the upright Junip rs. 

garden or lawn, it has many points White Pine. Arbor Vitae, Hemlock and Ce
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dars are benefited by an annual been a farmer until 26 years of rare cases, until we suddenly find 

pruning, either in early Spring age, and he never lost interest in the expense is prohibitive on ac- 

orlateSummer. Shorten the ends agriculture and horticulture, never count of development. 

of all over luxuriant branchlets, missing a meeting of the County We have not protected nature's 

thereby causing them to thicken Horticultural Society, so that I beauties. If we do not protect 

and otherwise vastly improve in heard the subject discussed at them, critics of the future will 

appearance. home from the time I had but the regard us, who destroy the charm- 

When the leader or main stem most vague notion what it was all ing vista, the choice bit of wood- 

of an Evergreen becomes broken about except that it had some- land, the marvelous rock forma- 

or destroyed by accident or other- thing to do with apples. tions, such as there are at Devil’s 
wise, a new one can be readily I am going to discuss an ideal- Lake and vicinity, as we regard 

formed by tying up a side branch  jetic subject, “The Friends of the vandals who wrecked the 

in as nearly an upright position as Qur Native Landscape,” an or- architectural monuments of an- 

possible. ganization of universal appeal. tiquity. 

Two leaders should never be al- The word “idealistic” is used Fortunately an awakening is at 

lowed to remain. The stronger with deliberation, for we are so hand and is getting more and 

should be selected and the other  fijled with the idea that in educa- more the force of law behind it. 
cut away as soon as noticed. tion everything but the so-called Creative laws trail public senti- 

As a general thing, don’t be “practical subject,” a greatly ment, seldom if ever does the law 
afraid to trim and prune your overworked term by the way, go in advance. 

Evergreens. Keep the knife on must be eliminated, rigidly ex- One of the greatest stimulants 

them constantly, proper and care- cluding the theoretical and ideal- has been “The Friends of Our 
ful trimming will keep them to a jstic, Native Landscape,” organized in 

well formed outline for years. A disciple of the practical Chicago some ten years ago, 

Summary school is destined to meet many under the militant spirit of that 

In closing, I wish to say to you a rude shock as he finds case after true friend of nature, Mr. Jens 

and to many other home owners, case in which the despised “theo- Jensen. 

the economical and permanent. retical trash” turns out to be Wisconsin has its new County 

improving of your property is a more practical than anything Rural Planning Law, an immeas- 

hig problem. No matter how you taught in the empirical school. urable step in our state in ad- 

look at it, Evergreens will give Scarcely an illustration comes vance in the preservation of na- 

your property an air of coziness {1G mind in which any one of the ture’s best works. 

and hospitality all the year round, great basic inventions which The Woman’s Clubs have some 

which can be gained in no other make the comforts of present life great things to their credit in the 

way. what they are, but at some time preservation of landmarks, as has 

a past was the serious plaything of the Wisconsin Archaeological 

Who Are the Friends of Our a man whom his neighbors were Society. 

Native Landscape? sure was not quite right and who [ am a member of the Land- 

John G. D. Mack, State Chief En- was frittering away his time. marks Committee of the State 

gineer, at Summer Meeting, The future, even for a year, ap- Ilistorical Society. Under the 

Racine, August 18, 1920. pears an interminable period, but leadership of the Hon. P. V. Law- 

It is a double pleasure for me a year in the past seems but a son, this committee took for its 

to attend a meeting of the State moment. first work the arousing of public 

Horticultural Society, first on ac- The future being so long dis- sentiment in the preservation of 

count of having been assigned a tant we do not realize that it will .\ztalan. 

subject in which I am so greatly soon be here and thus do not lay Many cities have done wonder- 

interested, and second, because the proper plans. ful work in planning and securing 

one of my early recollections is We do not plan to broaden our parks, drives and playgrounds. 

about such an association. My streets, when it might be planned The Friends of Our Native 

futher was a lawyer, but had with small expense, except in (Concluded on page 48.)
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Wisconsin Worticulture For those in doubt about at- side trees, memorial trees, defin- 

Published Monthly by the tending we give a general outline ing the duty we as horticultural- 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society of the program. ists owe to the world about us. 
16 N. Carroll St, 

Oficial organ of the Society. Thursday Afternoon and Friday 
—____ Wednesday Forenoon _ . . 

*REDERIG GRARERIEED, Ba ; Two sessions each day; 9 to 
“DERIOC © Editor. “a rde Jo ake: As- . Beaten We, SEEN eer, Call to order 10 o'clock : AS- 12 and 2 to 5. No definite an- 

Hinfaredsi:Bio.portodinaval. YcHlaon, Wiecousl sembly Chamber. Greetings by youncements can be made at this 
al e at ce al fadison, isconsin, i 5 \d-cl Fer a t maili Governor Blaine or other State ,.. Heat eaee oman det MMAR AE CO time further than to say that 

To. forge Of October 8. 1917, authorized July Ol cer. about twenty subjects will be 
Advertising rates made known on application. i s fr 7 a Introduction of delegates from presented covering every aspect 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society other ee eon. of horticulture. While many of 
Ani b 5 esota, inois, Iow n- subiec . , guides ty” conta” subscription prtea wide nest a and I the subjects will be presented by 

eld, Baitor, Madigony Winn “ion aa diana. commercial growers of fruits, 
mi} Bt » A Tr > 

dollar bill may be sent safely it, wrapped ‘oF at: Phe forenoon of the first day gowers and vegetables .and by tached to a card. Personal checks accepted. rides ¢ tunity t ta : oa 
Postage stamps not accepted. provides an opportunity to get ac- men from the Agricultural Col- 

eaiGeha quainted and time for the exhibi- lege, everything will be of inter- 

TA, Haye. ee esse eeee President tors to display their fruit and ost to the amateur. It has beer HG. Christensen, Oshitceh: Vice-President. ecetables, so that they will have . . . Cranefleld, Secretary-Treasurer.......Madison Vegetables, so at t hey will have  yoticeable in the past that the 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE no excuse for staying away from most keenly interested listeners to 

fb ican ocr aay “he! atternaan session, papers on pruning, spraying, ete., 
FB. Cranefleld 0.200002 2 22D D LI exOmied 
gat Din Win, igo: 2122. Digke Genera Wednesday Afternoon by experts have been amateurs nd Dist., R. J, Coe... . ++. sess Ft. Atkingon ; 2 , ard Bat B Peiqirataebi: 22552. Madigon Amateur Gardens and Garden- Who owned but a tree or two. 

Bi Bik Jemay Pgrinatione, - 2 - Mma ioe There is nothing remarkable ath Dist, G. AD Hofman: 221.12... Baraboo a . bout that. Whe ts the we Bist: i E gitninghn’. Sion Hag There will be four or five short @bout that. ere else can the 

1th Dist) iving gman. éeuaRems =~ papers by carefully picked men @mateur go for better help than 
BOARD OF MANAGERS and women, those who have been to the professional? We promise 

J. A. Hays -H. C. Christensen‘ F._Cranefleld a — 3 full and isfact f 
— successfull in some line, with am- full and satisfactory program for 

The Annual Convencion ple time for questions and dis- these four sessions. 

Our Convention will be held in ¢USSton. Thursday Evening 
the State Capitol building, Decem- Wednesday Evening Our annual dinner. This is 

0 ma ‘ infor a part a e ber 14th, 15th and 16th, one month Program by The Women’s wholly 1 ormal and a part of the 

earlier than last year and one day Auxiliary convention that old timers look 
later in the week than usual. The This is a new teature and. § forward to with pleasure. No in- 

Ss Sa ew a r anc 1S : . . 
board of managers were of the . vitations are issued but attend- 

- certain to be the best one. In fie, Sean ‘ 
opinion that most of the members ; ance is limited to membership. 

other years the W. A. have met ‘ 
prefer December to January and; Z : We just get together by ourselves, 

: ee in separate session with a sepa- : 3 
were also influenced in fixing the mM. : enjoy a good meal, a few jokes, 

, rate program. This was satisfac-  _ - ha 
date by the dates of horticultural : some good music and leave hap- . . tory, in a way, but the women : 3 . 
conventions in other states. . py. Several prominent members 

‘ missed the regular program and : 
It is unfortunate that the pro- ‘ were called out by telegrams last 

: . Pe the men missed the women, very Sy h 
gram cannot be printed in this is- “year and it is not unlikely that a much. Now we can all be to- : _ 
sue but it is planned to get the i ‘ something worse (or better) may 

gether all the time and the Editor 4 op . _ 
December number to you by De- happen this year. There is always has no doubt that a program that 7 . + 
cember Ist. : ° ‘ something happening to drive 

will make us all sit up and take 
Those who have made a_ prac- ' . : dull care away. “ 

‘ ‘ : notice will be provided. 4 5 «5 the 
tice of attending conventions The annual convention is the 

know that there will be two and Thursday Forenoon biggest horticultural event of the 

one-half days of papers and dis- Topics, five or more, concern: year. The best proof of the value 

cussions that no up-to-date horti- ing public welfare, community of it is in the never ending de- 
culturist can afford to miss. parks, cemetery planting, road- mand from other states for copies
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of the annual report containing Bayfield Strawberries 

the papers presented. An article in the September M KAY NURSERY 
The questions and discussions pymber of this paper, page 11, € 

are worth more than the papers under above heading was print- COMPANY 
and the contact with the men and eq without proper credit. It was 

women who are making horticul- lipped from a Washburn paper, MADISON WISCONSIN 

ture in Wisconsin is worth more according to our best recollection, 

than all the rest. You can’t get the Washburn News, and should Nursery Stock of 
that from reading a book. Bet- faye been credited to the proper Quality 

ter fix it up now so you can at- source, A further error was in 

tend. the head which was the Editor's for Particular Buyers 

The C 5 Exhibi own and should have read BAY- Have, oil the ‘standard, varieties 
e Convention Exhibits The + > T ae mM 7 

W ' FIELD COUNTY STRAW- supply you with everything in 
Je may not have as many ap- pr aS. oT i st mistak y ave ¢ a P- BERRIES. The biggest mistake Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, 

ples on show as at the State Fair of all was in printing figures on Vines and Ornamentals. 
or as many as Indiana or Illin- yield and prices. It is the estab- 

is sl y at thei al r Se é . Let us suggest what to plant ois show at their annual conven- jished policy of this paper to re- both in Orchard and in the. dec- 
tions, but we have them all beat frain from publishing figures on oration of your grounds. 

ii _ ‘ feat ay Prices and our new Catalog sent 
on two counts,—quality of fruit bumper crops. These are often promptly upon receipt of your 
and a Venetian marble back misleading and often induce peo- list of wants. 

ground. ple without experience, common Nurseries at 

There is no other fruit growers’ sense or capital to rush into fruit WwW Wi 
association in the world that kas growing greatly to the detri- aterloo, ISC. 

a million dollar setting for its ment of the business. One of our 

exhibits. The rotunda, first Moor, best growers of small fruits in- 

of the Capitol building is just sists that “bumper” returns, as 

exactly that; then, after looking this year, must be spread over | cisco ave.s.1909 

at the fruit, if you lift your eyes three years in order to give the 

to the dome you see another facts. 

million dollars, please don’t think A reader, who lives far from 

of that, one of the architectur- Bayfield, but who knows Bayfield, ner Po2 Fas 

al masterpieces of the world in says that Mr. Ed. Carlson lives 
marble and canvas. just outside the city of Bayfield Berry Boxes 

With all this our apples seem and not at Washburn. This is not 
: : Crates, Bushel Boxes 

to emphasize the beauty, to add aa matter of great interest to most A 
finishi toureh Cc ? sit f 1 GE Gk ld t and Climax Baskets 
inishing touch. an you paint of our readers, but it would be ° 
the lily?) Or gild the rose? only natural if Bayfield local pride As You Like Them 

Ed . aps should resent the theft of Mr. ae manufacture the ewald 
‘ducational Exhibit at the Con- ‘ ae wood veneer that give satisfac- 

vention Carlson from their community in tion. Berry box and crate mate- 

1 HiBi which: will order to shed glory on Washburn. ee OCG. OW nonaran tle 
ie exhibit which will be stag’ cieh things led to bloody wars eed Te eee eae: grates all 

cd by Dr. Fracker, state entomo- . |. % Hite strawberries or blueberries. No 
wo candice’ . If SNSIENE (HMES: order too small or too large for 
logist, consisting of specimens of us to handle. We can ship the 

‘ajurious insects, remedies used <== foun Biaakes Srouptness 13 
i : Aree 2 essential in handling fruit, and 

for their control, ete., will be This is the chrysanthemum sea- ye vain: to do, Our pace wells, <A 
“ . . j Ss large di t ly orders. 
worth the price of railroad fare at con again. Visit the nearest ‘A postal brings for any fee 
least . . . : 
Sat reenhouse. It is worth while. . 

. ve BES Cumberland Fruit Package 
Other educational exhibits of Many of the pompon and some Company 

equal interest and value will be of the larger varieties can be 
. Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. 

Staged. grown in the house to advantage
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Blasted Narcissus Buds quantities of water. This applies [~~ ———~<~;«7;«;<;7; 

An experienced grower of nar- " dour varieties m Particular. . | 

. : e flowers are being grown | 

fa a iene: Bitten wt out of doors, they should have no Quality and a 

the question to five different cover whatsoever until after the 

growers brought but slight com- ground is frozen to a depth of Square Deal | 

fort. All agreed that the thing about two inches. The COVEE 
happened but only two offered a should be left on rather late in ARE WHAT WE 

suggestion: C. C. Pollworth of the Spring to prevent the flowers 

Milwaukee, says: “There are a coming too early, and getting OFFER YOU 

number of reasons. When we caught by SEVEEE late frosts. 

force these bulbs too hard they se will, of course, blight the ween BEM eee cicea wen as 

often dry off at the end of the . . . oo honest description of FRUITS, 

stem just about when the bud For growing” indoors, Kirby's eT eo te coe tule euste, 

is forming. We always find that book on Daffodils, Narcissus and . 7 

when bulbs are not well rooted How to Grow Them, gives the fol- ee nese ain o wea 

they are inclined to throw blight- lowing directions : to advise with you. 

ed buds. Again it may, in some 1. Early planting. Procure We do landscape work. 

cases, be caused by disease as the bulbs as early as possible and 

from our own experience we find pot up at once. The Coe, Converse 

that from an original case of 2. Plenty of time to root thor- Edwards Co. 
bulbs, some come perfect while oughly out of doors. Allow about ‘ ‘ 

others will blight under similar twelve weeks for hardy varieties scoala Bal 

treatment, but we find on exam- and six weeks for tender Tazetta 

ination that the latter usually varieties. ———— 

have a poor root development. 3. Slow growth when first Premature Blossoming of Fruit 

Mr. C. S. Hean, an expert ama- brought into the house, giving . ae Trees 

teur writes: ventilation and keeping the room = dailies AS Oe tee time 
3 . ekli are se 

Your letter does not indicate ms ae ot es oe Hane is “on flowery tales of, “Ap- 

whether your correspondent is at- nee ang OF, HOWEMNS: ple Trees In Bloom,” “Spring 

tempting to grow these Narcissi 4 Flenty’ of water when the Advanced Six Months” and other 
out of doors, or to force them in buds are developing and when in exciting stories of like nature. It 

the house. In either case the flower. seems to be a never ending source 

problem does not appear to be If your correspondent is grow- of wonder to most people when 

one of cover, inasmuch as all pos- ing his bulbs indoors, it would a few blossoms appear on fruit 
sible variations of covering have seem likely that he has either fail- trees out of season and to many 

been tried without affecting ed to get good roots or has it is a source of superstition. It 

the result. It would seem brought the flowers into too happens every year to some ex- 

therefore, that the most likely warm a temperature in the house. tent and the numerous cases th's 

cause for the blasted buds might Caution him that the nourish- fall could easily have been pre 

be due to insufficient root devel- ment in the bulb must go toward dicted by any experienced grow 

opment. This should be induced root development and the roots er. 

by plenty of moisture and very will then see to it that the flower The crop of blossoms which 

cool growing conditions during develops properly. If conditions would normally appear in May. 

the fall. There must, of course, are such that both root and top 1922, began their growth as early 

be good drainage, as the bulbs are developing at the same time, as June of this year and we* 

will rot if they are standing in the bud will almost certainly fail carefully packed away im whit 

stagnant water, but with good to develop properly. the specialist calls “fruit buds” 

drainage they can stand large C.S. Hean. or “blossom buds” distinguish
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from other buds on the tree, with some disease or are suffer- 

which produce only leaves, chief- ing from some harmful conditions. 

ly by their size. This year a dor- In most cases in Wisconsin they The Hawks 

mant, (dry), period was followed are first attacked by a fungus 

by a season of heavy rains fol- canker known as Sphaeropsis ul- Nursery 

lowed in turn by warm weather. micola. 

On the trees having buds fully No control measure for this dis- Company 
matured and on branches of other ease has been worked out as the 

trees, usually diseased, the “fruit fungus which caused it was not 
buds developed and we have a sit- discovered until about a year ago. are in a position to fur- 
uation which every fruit grower ])r, Humphrey of the Forest Pro- nish high grade Nursery 

expected and regrets for it means ducts Laboratory, who has car- Stock of all kinds and 
fewer apples next year. ried on most of the work with the varicties suitable to Wis- 

fungus, suggests that it would be consin and other north- 

Troubles Enough highly desirable to cut down and ern districts. 

I noticed an elm tree (planted  purn infected trees to prevent the Will be glad to figure on 
by me several years ago) was not disease from spreading to the 8 i ; 
doing well. An examination to-  yeighboring ones. Bridge graft- your wants either in 
day revealed that the bark for jing under the circumstances large or small quantities 
four or five feet is loose from the \ould hardly pay. 

tree and crumbles off easily; that nn : —— 
. . . . The corn ear worm is controlled 

there are larvae and ants, ete, . Illinois, Towa. and Kansas 

under the bark. It is possible to m mis owa, an arises Wauwatosa ... Wis. 
. where its damage is serious every 

scrape it and cut down all deep : : aa 
5 ; year, by dusting the silk with 

affected places and treat it with - - ; eye 
. . 5 Be age powdered lead arsenate. This is 
some solution and it could per- 

; done, of course, before the worms 
haps be bridged although the 

“ enter the ear and should be re- 
withes would have to be five feet * 
1 " peated a few times shortly after The 
ong. Have you an idea what the 3 5 

* ; the corn silks out in the summer. 
matter is and can anything be Jewell Nursery 
done? It is one of a row of street T suppose you would prefer not 

shade trees along a garden lot. to use arsenate of lead on head Company 
Is it liable to spread to the other lettuce and Chinese cabbage for 
trees? The leaves were not even fear it would not be washed off Lake City, Minn 

to start with. by the rain before the vegetables , 

Is there anything to do with were used. Either pyrethrum . 

the corn tassel worm that is rid- powder or hellebore is  satisfac- Established 1868 

dling our green corn but swear- tory under such conditions, hele- 

ing? The fall worms are certain- bore is more common for leaf-eat- Fift h 
ly fierce. They are chewing the ing insects. It should be purchas- ifty-three years 

head lettuce and Chinese cab- ed fresh from the drug store as it continuous service 
bage. Would pyrethrum powder rapidly loses its strength. There 

do any good? I presume you have is no danger whatever in employ- 

cnough eM of your own aside in it, as it is not poisonous to A Complete Stock of 
fr is ligher animals or man. : rom this? 1 = Fruit, Shelter and 

Dr. Fracker, st tomol “s OO Ornamental Stock in 
r. hracker, state en me PIS . 5 : . nswere, omolog ‘ se pa oe = Hardy Varieties for 

answers: ree from dust. ater thorough- N 
orthern Planters. 

Elm trees are rarely attacked ly when the plants need water 

by borers unless they are infected rather than a little every day.
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The New Freesias bloom and the freedom of produc- Timely Suggestions 

It is rarely in these modern tion of flowers.—Exchange. By Prof. LeRoy Cady, Minn. 

days that a brand new flower is SS = ie 
introduced, but in the new color- Woodpeckers, Sap-suckers and There is still time to plant bulbs 

ed freesias developed in the last Apple Trees in pots for spring flowers, Use 
few seasons and which have tak- A member complains that hyacinths, daffodils or tulips. Tu- 
en the florists’ world by storm, “woodpeckers” are attacking his lips may still be planted out doors 
we have something new. Frees- apple trees causing serious in- to advantage. 

ias are easily grown pot plants jury. The following by Dr. S. Al t 1 

for the winter and can be bloom- B. Fracker, state entomologist, if am a ao one vfted wit eae 

ed in the window of the average throws much light on the sub- they will be satished with teta 
: : : sel « or Janeville varieties. Some bet- 

city apartment without great dif- Ject: tar varieties may be grown: in 
ficulty. The earliness with which — The black and white woodpeck- ae a 1 ay 08 8 
they are planted determines the ¢rs which are attacking your ap- avorable Places. 
time of their bloom. 7 ple trees are undoubtedly the spe- Hyacinths, daffodils and other 

Resembling in growth a minia- cles known as sap-suckers (Sphy- bulbs should be set in a cool place 

ture gladiolus they now come in fapicus — varlus _ varius). They until the roots are well formed 
a bewildering series of lavenders, may be distinguished from other when they may be brought into 

roses, mauves, orange, bronzes Woodpeckers by the velvet black heat and forced as needed. 

and yellows, and the hybridizers chest band contrasting with the 

have only started on their work. pale yellow of the lower breast, Greenhouse sanitation is becom- 

The old white and yellow varie. and by the scarlet spot on the jng more and more important. 
ties were fine but the introduc- forehead and front part of the We cannot be too careful not to 
tion of the colored kinds makes crown. allow the numerous insects and 

an entire new race of plants. This is the only member of the fungous diseases a chance to gain 

They will grow in any good woodpecker family which is in- any foothold. 

soil with good drainage and giv- jurious. The ornithologists re- 
en enough water so that they do port that it punctures the bark Better put a little good rich 

not dry out. If the temperature of orchard and forest trees pri- garden soil in the cellar or where 
is too hot, a fault often found in marily to suck the sap of the trees it will not freeze. It will come 

city apartments, the buds may and to eat the soft cambium lay- in handy to start those early vege- 

blast after appearing, but if plac- e1 of the wood. They also feed tables and flower seed in next 

ed in a sunny window at some on the insects which are thus at- spring. 

distance from the steam coil and tracted to the flowing sap, about 
given an occasional syringing or one-third of their stomach con- Straight garden or orchard 

spraying in the bathroom or sink, tents consisting of ants. rows give the field a better ap: 
they will respond nobly. The only way to prevent their Pearance and are easier to culti- 

They have a delicious fragrance depredations is to kill the birds, vate. 

which adds to their charm. which are unfortunately protect- u 
They ‘have in two seasons be ed be the & laws. H oe all grass and weeds away 

y =u SERSONS! ET TES, BY nee! BEDE 7AM OWSYEES fi the trunk of the tree. This 
come one of the most popular if you will write Mr. W. E. Bar- ren : : 

. : . oo. destroys a winter home for mice. 
cut flowers in the florist trade, ber, Conservation Commission, 

and the bewildering array of col- State Capitol, Madison, describ- Prune the grape vines as soon 

ors has proved a constant de- ing your trouble and letting him 45 the leaves drop. They should 
light. Hybridists both in the know that you can tell sap-suck- pe Jaid down before the ground 

United States and Europe are de- ers from other woodpeckers he freezes, 
veloping new shades and strains tells me that he is empowered to 

each year, and in addition to the grant you a special license which Don’t try to grow house plants 

great variety of color they have will enable you to shoot these in a very warm room with a dry 

greatly increased the size of the injurious birds. atmosphere for it can’t be done.
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——————— ee tion to the wholesale grocers of the 

United States. 

AMONG WISCONSIN BEE KEEPERS sce Diseases In 1924 
Devoted to the Interests of The Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ Association As if the beekeeper did not have 

H. F. Wilson, Editor enough troubles this year between fail- 
ing honey prices and a poor crop, he 

ee eee has also been compelled to fight 

OFFICERS OF THE WIS. STATE BEEKEEPERS’ ASSN. Ameritan foulbrood, harder than ever. 
Pres. L. C. Jorgensen, Green Bay. Treas. C. W. Aeppler, Oconomowoc. ipl raciiros ae being eealiGd ti: 

Vice-Pres. A. C. F. Bartz, Jim Falls. Secy. H. F. Wilson, Madison. fections with this disease were disas- 

Annual Membership Fee $1.00. trous and resulted in widespread in- 

Remit to H. F. Wilson, Secretary, Madison, Wis. Te ail of 1920 and the spring of 
TT TST «1921 offered ideal conditions for ex- 

The Lake Region Honey Co................. 1.00 tensive robbing. Long periods of mild 
Geo; Stowell isssscsccnaccnaces 1.00 weather gave the bees a chance to fly 

® CG. ML Tarr... ccceeeeetececeeess 1.00 every day for weeks when no honey 

Annual Convention Mrs. Fred Christenson................... 2.00 could be secured “honestly.”  Par- 
of the Lewis Francisco.......0.02..00...... . 1.00 ticularly in the spring, the very early 

AL W. EBWing.... ccc 1.00 flow followed by a three weeks’ com- 
Dr. Robt. Siebecker..000....... 1.00 plete dearth of supplies maddened 

State Beekeepers Sam PoSt.o eee 1.00 the bees until robbing would be start- 
° ° E. K. Chaffey... scutes 1.00 ed on the least excuse. As a result 

Association E. P. Minsart. 0. «=-50 every exposed comb, partially clean- 
: . Wm. Michaelson.............................. 1.00 ed honey container and sweet stuff of 

will be held in Room A Mi; TODBY-scsccassccses lessee 1.00 every kind was found and taken up at 

: : H. L. Hartwig. = 50 once. 
Auditorium Mrs. Martha White... 1.00 The result of this condition may be 

H. V. Wilson... eee 2.00 illustrated by an occurrence in the 
MILWAUKEE M. F. Hildreth... 0000.... 1.00 western part of the state. An ex- 

tensive beekeeper in a district infect- 
The following beekeepers have sub- oq with American foulbrood but who 

December 8 and 9 lala but have not yet paid: had not had previous experience with 

a Pinus Frock. co sresceseteeeee ont the disease himself, discovered a year 
. r. © LUMO. eee ago that a few of his colonies were 

Beekecping In The Far North F. J. Mongin..... -... 1.00 pringing in a fine quality of basswood 
Very little is known regarding bee- Leo Bentz... 1.00 honey after the main flow was over. 

keeping in the far north, but a re- Mrs. F. J. Furlong... .50 He realized that his bees has discov- 
cent newspaper clipping tells of sev- W. ©. Bhrhardt................ 50 ered the supply somewhere and con- 
eral beekeepers who are securing PpON’T DELAY! PAY UP YouR_ Sidered it a good joke on some un- 
large crops and Mr. J. C. Dodds of SUBSCRIPTION TODAY. known neighbor. The quality of hon- 
Bowsman River, Manitoba, is cited as ~ 2 ey was good and after being taken off 
having sold $1500 worth of honey American Honey Producers’ League Was retained for feeding in the spring. 
from 33 hives. The writer of this Notes As might be expected, the feeding 
article says that Manitoba is a natur- resulted disastrously to the entire 
al bee country, that the prairies are Mr. H. B. Parks, secretary, Ameri- yard. By the time it was examined 
covered with a profusion of wild flow. ¢an Honey Producers’ League, San in July, 87 of the 115 colonies show- 
ers and the blossoms of alfalfa and Antonio, Texas, reports that the ed typical symptoms of American foul- 
clover are widespread. league signs offering a reward for the brood, a condition serious enough to 

arrest and conviction of anyone dis- discourage the most hardened and ex- 
Dr, Miller Memorial Fund turbing an apiary at which one of perienced victim of bee diseases. 

To date we have received subscrip- these notices have been placed are The marketing situation for the past 
tions through this office as follows: ‘eady for! distribution, Every bee- two years had also added to Wiscon- 

State Association................ $10.00 keeper in our state who has paid in gin’s difficulties. A larger proportion 
State Cooperative Ass'n .. 5.00 his dues to the American Honey Pro- of the honey crop is being marketed 
O. Bo Barta ~ 100 ducers’ League Section of the State Iocally than ever before and this 
H. F. Wilson ss - 2.99 Association is entitled to the right to means that owners of infected yards 
Wm. Brenner. “~ Yoo use these notices and they can be se- are providing more and more consum- 
Jennie Matzke 1.00 cured from Mr. Parks on request at @ org with honey containing the spores 

A. C. F. Bartz ee, 909 Minimum) cost: for printing. of Bacillus larvae, the bacterium 
Emma Bartz.20 0. 1.00 Members of the League in Wiscon- Which causes American foulbrood. In 
V. G. Milum........ : . 2.00 sin who have not already done so the city of Madison this has been 
Harry Stebens sess ... 50 should look up the honey advertise- especially serious for it has increased 
Wm. Vollbrecht ce 50 ments in the September number of the number of former honey contain- 

H. J. Rahmlow . . 1.00 Good Housekeeping. The advertise. ers to which the ever-searching bees 
E. W. Atkins......... cou 1.00 ment will be found on page 14, The had access. 
Be Yi SOU tae ssccssesessccssccess 1.00 secretary reports that he is receiving Under these conditions the beekeep- 
Wm. R. Pember........... ......50  Jarge numbers of requests from every ers in many localities have been able 
C. D. Adams........ cco 1.00 part of the United States asking for only to hold the disease to its former 
Dan Starman... ee 1.00 the recipe booklet. It is the plan of proportions. A policy of more drastic 
Wm. Klessig..........e: -50 the League to use additional methods ertion than ever before was adopted 
Albert Peterson... 50 in connection with these advertise- for this season and it was badly need- 
W. BL Krause... cece 50 ments by sending circulars of informa. e4, for certain beekeepers in some
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counties had succeeded in retaining known and suffered from American For some unknown reason, the bass- 

American foulbrood on their premises foulbrood for from ten to forty years, wood failed to yield, except in a small 
throughout a five year campaign in the problem has reduced itself to that section in the extreme western part 
spite of treatment being applied every of handling the larger yards and keep- of the state and a small section in 
year. ing the up-to-date commercial beekeep- the extreme eastern part. There was 

Since the area clean-up method of TS from perpetuating the disease on a light yield of clover in the southern 
foulbrood control was begun in 1918, their own premises. The two-colony and eastern sections. In the north- 
campaigns have been undertaken in “back lotter” is now supporting foul- ern section there was practically no 

the entire belt of counties extending brood clean-up work and is offering lit- honey gathered until about the first 

from Madison and Milwaukee north tle difficulty. Everywhere he is suf- of July. Quite a severe drought af- 
to the north boundary of the state, fering loss from his neighbor who is fected the whole state during June 

and reaching from Lake Michigan to Producing honey on a commercial and July. Late summer rains and 
a width of sixty or eighty miles west. scale and who is treating and shak- favorable weather gave an unusually 
The only counties in their entire belt ig and shaking and treating until early development to the fall flow. 
in which no work has yet been at- he has become so used to the idea of Many of our northern people secured 

tempted are Washington and Ozau- having disease in his yard that he a splendid crop of honey after the 15th 

kee, but large areas of Dodge and would be lonesome without it. of July. The accompanying picture 

Waukesha also still remain untouch- Not all the results of the present shows one of the yards of the Clover 
ed. In six or eight of the counties season's work have been tabulated and Land Apiary Company, which was 

north of Green Bay, only general @ complete report of the results to moved from near Wausau to a fire- 
scouting trips have been undertaken date will be made at the meeting of weed section thirty miles away on the 

and these have shown Marinette, Oc- the state beekeepers’ association in twentieth to the twenty-seventh of 
onto and Kewaunee counties appar- December. The general statement July. The picture was taken on the 

ently free from disease. Isolated out- C@0 be made that all infected yards 15th day of August, at that time it 

breaks have been discovered in one located by inspectors in the entire was found that each colony had from 
location in each of Door, and Forest belt covering the eastern third of the two to four ten-frame hive bodies 
counties and these were immediately State, and Richland county in addi- well filled with honey from willow- 

cleared up. The amount of infection tion, were cleaned up by the close of — herb. 

has been reduced to such an extent the inspection season, except in Many of our beekeepers turned fail- 
that American foulbrood is no longer Dodge and Fond du Lac counties, ure into success this year by a little 
a cause of serious loss in Langlade, Where the survey was begun only this vice migration. 
Shawano and Calumet, and tho dis. Year and the owners of infected yards | 

ease is so scarce in Outagamie and have not all had time to become fam- A small yard of mine at Shawano 
Sheboygan that these areas, begun ‘liar with and apply treatment. county, Wisconsin, secured an average 
this year, will apparently offer little 3. B. Fracker. of fifty pounds from “wild  buck- 

difficulty ’ wheat.’ The honey is almost as dark 

“ . ‘i i z Are We Overlooking Some Of The as buckwheat honey, but has an en- 

en i Moauon ead Mlwautoe ony Sources Of Nectar? tirely different flavor. It is not so 

inspectors have been working under The season of 1921 developed some eo one ang many peop'e are we fond 
serjous difficulties, and at times have new wrinkles, so far as honey produc. nich comes up in the “grain fields 
been greatly discouraged. Jeiferson tion is concerned. An unusually early atter harvest has leaves similar to 

county took four years to reduce the spring enabled the bees to be ready swact potatoos and the flowers are 
disease to an infection of twenty per for the clover flow which came at joan q ‘gets the tame from fs ¢e: 
cent of the apiaries, but the number least two weeks before schedule time samblande of the aéed to that of buck 
of diseased colonies has gone down A dry fall in 1920, followed by a large wheat seed. ” “ : 
until at the time of writing practicai- porticn of the state being bare of ~~ — 
ly no disease is known in the county snow during most of the winter was Summing up the honey situation I 
except in the extreme northwestern responsible for the freezing of the should judge that we have about 
corner. In other parts of the area c’cver n the northern half of the thirty or forty per cent of a crop of 
the results of selling infected honey State. white honey, while we have perhaps 
in the immediate neighborhood of the 

yards to be cleaned up has offered 3 
especially serious difficulties around ‘ i 

the larger cities such as Milwaukee, i la % 
Oshkosh, and Madison, and has delay- ¥ . SUN ee 

ed results. Q ae oe os 
The brighter side of the picture is : age) 

the fact that there is no area in which jg ees 
cleanup surveys have been carried on ® Raa ae | 
for even one year in which the amount t J La : borane 8) 
of infection has not been reduced to ile “ : Ma Saale 
less than 20 per cent of the total Pil pe: =p 
number of apiaries and less than 8 ai ay ie Barer L ahs = ate: Lala i Se ol 
per cent of the total number of colo- i Poa a f 
nies. When it Is remembered that in 
several counties from one-half to two- 
thirds of the total number of yards 

showed disease when the work was be- 
gun and that in a number of these 
ccunties Anvysrican foulbrood is no 
longer a cause of serious loss, the 
amount of progress in the state can 

be seen. ee 

In the older counties, which have 5000 Pounds of Fireweed Honey Secured After July 15, 1921
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a very large surplus of the various tically no eggs were to be found and_ the bees do not need to fly, but three 
fall honeys. it appears that brood rearing has been’ or four times during the latter part of 

H. L. McMurry. discontinued. Only about half of the March and April and conditions with- 
stores have been sealed but the re- out the hive have little or no effect 

Observations On Sugar Feeding maining syrup seems to be well thick- on the development of the brood if 
Experiments carried on in the De ened. More and more our beekeepers conditions are right within. 

artment of Beekeeping at the Uni. ®%¢ realizing that sugar syrup makes There is also considerable evidence 

versity with sugar syrup indicate that 800d stores for winter and as it is to show that too much packing in the 
there is a great deal to be learned by ©2SY to give to the bees, there is no spring is detrimental as in heavy win- 
weighing bees before and after feed- ©XCuUse for any colony of bees going ter packing. If the packing is too 
ing to determine the loss in weight into winter quarters short of stores. heavy, the heat of the sun does not 

occasioned while the syrup is being H. F. Wilson. penetrate to the hive and the bees do 
taken down and ripened by the bees. anal a st out and fly LaLa i few 
Five pounds of sugar syrup fed to a Spring Preparation for the Honey Flow flight at are warm enough for a 

Ay Ae ne oR eg (Continued from October number.) Our recommendations for spring are 

colony is only about two pounds. A practical illustration of how tem- that, First, the beekeeper arrange to 
Tests in which 40 pounds of sugar perature influences the development of set the bees in location where they 
syrup were fed to colonies without brood in the spring may be demon- will positively be protected from the 
stores showed that the total amount strated by watching these colonies, of direct influence of the wind. Provide 
of syrup was reduced by from 10 to minimum, medium, and maximum some kind of windbreak. Second, if 
12 pounds. In other words, 40 pounds strength. By May the weak colony the largest possible colonies are de- 
of sugar syrup will produce only about will have only a small circle of brood sired at the beginning of the honey 
from 25 to 30 pounds of actual stores. indicating the inside space covered by flow, prepare to provide every colony 
Considerable difference was noticed the cluster. This will also be more or With some outside covering or packing 
in feeding sugar syrup of various less true of the medium colony, but the aS soon as the bees are put on their 
strengths. Sugar syrup made with area of the brood nest will extend be- summer stands. Third, see that every 
one pound of sugar to one pound of yond the ordinary winter clustering colony has more stores than you think 
water was considerably more reduced space. In the strong colony the brood it can use during April and May. If 
than 2 pounds of sugar to one pound nest will be several times longer than you do not have combs of honey, feed 
water and syrup made with 3 pounds’ the winter clustering space and sey- sugar syrup and give forty to fifty 
sugar and one pound water was much_ eral frames may be filled from end to pounds because as a rule ten to twenty 
less reduced than either of the others. end. It is, of course, a recognized pounds is about half enough. The 
Tartaric acid was found to be neces- fact that strong colonies in the spring strong colony will need from 75 to 100 
sary in making the best syrup. are able to build up strong for the Pounds (of stores' to build up during 

honey flow, but how many beekeep- he spring and 1 ey cannot get it in 

of eect aera tone cungy euren te ers have ever carried on trials with the field, the beekeeper must supply 

one pound of water for early fall feed- peeeied and aerotecied eponies 
ing, and three pounds of sugar to one ON Ch inane aca ne we 
pound of water for late fall feeding. Wien a. demonstration of duis nature 

nae pice ea tee the, water is carried on the results are truly re- 

to come to boil or until the sugar is mareple and 1 believe this is ane Brie 
P i jquid i ciple reason why beekeepers who have 

he node “austoeutit ot is clear, tried packing the bees out of doors BEEKEEPERS 
acid to each five gallons of syrup have reached the conclusion that out 

stir well and remove from fire. With ee pee se veer sean eantetine 

ae ot he aes fara eons was not at fault, but the fact that the 

be kept in solution, the sugar crystal- bees had wintered out. of doors had . 
izing out in a few days time. When Pring protection made it appear so. Should send for our book- 
the tartaric acid is used, no sugar In, the: Northern states the bees are 
crystals are formed for many days Often removed from the cellar and let on the new MODI- 
and bees have been found to winter placed in exposed tofarone where he FIED DADANT HIVE. 

von Se ee tetiees ae them, causing a loss of temperature The hive with a brood 

in the spring. which»can only ‘be made up by extra chamber sufficient for pro- 
work on the part of the bees and a con- -. 

While carrying on these feeding ex- sequent loss of energy which should lific queens. OUR CATA- 
periments four colonies with foul- be conserved for a greater expansion LOG IS FREE 
brood were shaken onto clean empty of the brood nest. Whenever a cold ° ~ oo 
combs and allowed to starve for wet spring occurs the bees have great 

twenty-four hours. At the end of that difficulty in building up and always 

t'me each one of these colonies were reach the horey flow in poor condition 

e-amined and no honey could be found unless protected. 

(01M $0 houndMia onda Tae geet, month of Ari t aiways co : and the night temperatures frequentl. 
| td taken down 40 pounds. In each drop to near the freezing point, Per. DADANT & SONS 
iv ihe sa too many eggs were found haps there are only a few days when . to 
ace he 2 or 3 center frames. Later the bees can fly and in that case we Hamilton, Illinois 
bemations: showed that brood was gay that bees were unable to gather 
;. ing reared and from 10 to 20 square pollen and nectar and could not build 
pelied of sealed brood was found in yp, This condition may be true, but 
“0 of the treated colonies. would not be if the beekeeper would 
When examined on October 27, prac- only provide abundant stores. In truth SS
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it. Fourth, the bees must have brood- Jakes and streams as left by na- practical that it should delight 
ing room and the beekeeper who has th vest ft 
swarms in May should not be proud ture. ; he narrowest exponent of the 

of whe: fact, for it is a eure sign of Then we might consider the purely utilitarian. 
neglect in one way or another. . ; eo be 

Some of the beekeepers in Wiscon- PeTSOns who like io) hunt, camp, My topic 1s, Who Are the 
sin who have been content with one fish, drive or walk, in addition to Friends of Our Native Land- 
hive body full of bees at the honey + . . . o» s . 
flow, have, during the past two years other outdoor diversions. All will scape? It will be easier to re- 

been amazed to find that they sonia be with us. Also the farmer, who verse the question and tell who 
by following the above recommenda- : : . 
tions get two ten frames hive bodies has quite as much, if not more, are the enemies, for when the pur- 
full of bees and from twelve to seven- appreciation of these things than pose of the Friends are under- 

fine ae tne honey prood Fe amon has the city dweller. stood, there are no enemies.— 
ers in late May, 1920, actually had Why do so many persons —————— 

moat 9f [he colonies an, they coule choose for their vacation place the Bitter-sweet makes a fairly 

get into the hive. We do not put two wildest spots they can reach? It good hedge when carefully train- 
hive bodies on when the bees are first . t f time fromthe 1 f 1 Te 
set out, but wait until six or eight is to get away fora ti ed over a fence or wall. s 

frames contain brood aud wien: te artificial places, back to places orange-colored fruit adds greatly 

sconime Un ‘quesn taeks epane below, like the haunts of their distant an- to its attractiveness in autumn. 

she goes up, if the upper body is cestors, some authorities hold. , . - 
packed and warm. In spite of evi- TH 1 ‘ . I Remember the winter meeting 
dence to the contrary, she will go NES ancestral traits are In all Of the Horticultural Society in 

down again when everything is filled of US In some form. December. If you are interested 
7 , a . ; THE FUNDAMENTALS OF SPRING For those whe “ ae x in trees, fruits, flowers or vege- 

CARE TO GET LARGE COLONIES the distant places the Iriends : : 

AT THE TIME OF THE HONEY  ropose to bring the distant places fables: if will. pay ‘you toi attend. FLOW ARE BEES TO BEGIN WITH: = P’TOPOS sti Did y ice the high color 
PROTECTION DURING APRIL AND nearer home, that all may have id you notice the high co “ 
M AY: SUPERABUNDANCE OF ‘ ae 2 c ing of the Virginia Creeper this STORES; NOT LESS THAN Two ¢Pportunity to enjoy them, and ng ai g med . ; 

HIVE BODIES FOR SPRING BROOD thus add to the happiness of those Season? It is a splendid thing tor 
REARING. here and those to come. autumn color or a brick or stone 

: : Is it idealistic? Possibly, but wall or when grown over an old 
Who Are . the Friends of Our 4¢ the same time, it is so intensely tree or stump. 

Native Landscape? 
(Continued from page 39.) 

Landscape, however, is the all 

including organization where all A P ti ] S h ] f 

the specialists may get together rac 1Ca C oo Oo 

and by mass action arouse pub- e 

lic sentiment before it is too late Horticulture 

and the damage done beyond re- 

pair. 

I have tried to think of a group y I ‘h A 1 Convention 

who would not be interested in e nnua 

the work of the Friends, but with 

no success. 

One large group, the children, MADISON 

will all be with us, for most of 

them would rather live outdoors 

than indoors. The native land- Decet iber 1 4- 1 5- 1 6 

scape appeals to them for their ! 

imagination is still unimpaired, 

and they regard the finest of man- It is Free. Come and bring your friends 
made parks with some disdain, in 
comparison with the woodland, fst Sa ——e—————E—
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Planting and Care of Street Trees, burb or small village often is not cer. Methods of organization are 
a Municipal Function much better unless the planting described, and numerous illustra- 

Ove of the characters in an has been done under municipal tions show how trees should be 

early-day American romance of control, and the plantings on a planted. There are chapters also 

the time when the Stamp Act was street have been confined to a describing pruning, spraying, 

causing all kinds of trouble is single kind of tree. The tele- transplanting, and other subjects 

recorded as declaring that New graph, the telephone, the electric of importance in every town or 

Voik never would be a #éal ‘busi light, and the trolley car have city whether it has trees or wish- 

ness city because Broadway and added their share toward the mu- es to have them. The bulletin 

Maiden Lane were lined with tilation or destruction of the good may be had free upon application 

trees. The Van Vrooms, the trees that were in existence at the to the Division of Publications, 

Stuyvesants, the Artavelts, and time of their coming. United States Department of 

other early settlers of the coun- Faulty methods of pruning Agriculture, Washington, D. C. 
try saved fine trees about their have caused disfigurement and ——— 

homes, on the village greens, ruin. “Success follows the care- The Growers and the New Mar- 
along the country roads, and in ful planting of good trees which keting Law 

the fields. But one will see no are given adequate protection and The purpose of the law which 

trees nowadays on Broadway, and timely: attention,” Beye Farmers was ae by the 1921 Wiscon- 
Maiden nae a tenant trans: Tad tee nat eek ay sin legislature establishing a De- 
ormed from the ant, tree- : 8, ; Mar : dly 
bordered region of Dutch homes the United States Department of awed, or once et etton 

with flower gardens into the Agriculture: . ete ten etic under which products and ei. 

busiest wholesale jewelry district be trained touts proper formiwnle modities will be marketed to the 
in America, if not in the world. tiquity. . greatest benefit of all the parties 

Business Streets Bare or Trees ¥OU"8 S° that sexere pruning cencerned in their distribution, 

Beauty and comfort gave way will not be ‘necessary later. namely, the growers, dealers and 

to the inroads of commerce, fot = ae tou, ton consumers. This law, which 

only in New York but in most of irs aoe mutilation of severe gives the Department of Markets 

America’s great cities, so that to- ae! hae bi added the de extensive powers, aims to: estab- 

day trees in a business street are pruning ‘ cen A lish a better system of distribu- 
a rare sight. There are elm- meen ® ne Ee mee cen- tion of farm and other products 
shaded villages in New England; au ° ‘Tile fi ie ar a are by means of checking unfair prac- 

maple-shaded towns in New York uded a little light, or made the tes in business and eliminating 

and the Ohio valley, and there are store less Promunent; or Were ‘the waste and unnecessary €X- 

oak-tree streets to be seen in the somewhat im the way of vee: the pense incidental to the present 
southeastern states, but for the sidewalls for, merchandise. system of marketing of such 
most part this refers only to UNPaID Commission Does Best products. ‘ 

small towns or cities—never to Work The marketing law is based 
the congested centers of popula- The bulletin insists that provid- upon the idea that the present 

tion where they should have been jing shade on city streets is as high prices to consumers and low 

preserved. Washington, the na~ much a municipal function as prices to producers is due mainly 

tional capital, is one of the ex- providing lights or sidewalks and to a lack of organization in the 

ceptions, and even there the should, therefore, be cared for by distribution of products. In many 
plantings were not always wise- public officials. Probably the cases growers lack the necessary 
ly arranged. most efficient way of arranging market information and as a re- 

The tree growth on the streets for proper supervision, it says, is sult often ship their products to 
of the average American town or . through an unpaid commission of places where the price paid is 

city is ragged and unkempt in ap- three or five members which in less advantageous than to places 

peardnce; while that of the su- turn employes an executive offi- where higher prices prevail. Ou
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the other hand, the means of dis- reasons: First, because of the products from the producer to the 

tribution of products, that is the comparatively infrequent occur- consumer. It is a recognized fact 

system of transfer of products ences of such practices, and sec- that growers, by co-operating in 

from producer to consumer, is cnd, because of the fact that if the marketing of their products, 

costly and cumbersome. It has those practices do make their ap- are able to dispense with the 

been found that there is a need- pearance they usually occur on services of certain superfluous 

less duplication of the middle- terminal markets which are lo- middlemen, thus saving for them- 
men concerned in the marketing cated outside of the state and selves the profits which these un- 

of products and that this duplica- which, by virtue of the interstate necessary middlemen realize. The 

tion is due to the fact that there trade in which they are con- Department of Markets has been 

are more middlemen handling cerned, are subject to the jurisdic- active in the organization of co- 

products than is necessary for an tion of the Interstate Commerce operative associations and it will 

efficient marketing system. The Commission. be in a position to render more 

superfluous middlemen entail an Of the utmost importance to substantial services in this field 

unnecessary expense which is fruit growers of this state, how-to the growers of the state because 

charged to the consumer and the ever, are some of the other pro- of the facilities which the new 

producer. And finally, an unde- visions of the new marketing law. co-operative law places at its dis- 

sirable thing has been found to ‘Thus a great drawback to dealers posal. This law has been spon- 

exist in the marketing of products and growers of fruit and vegeta- sored by the Department of Mar- 

in the shape of unfair methods of bles is the lack of systematic mar- kets and its provisions tend to 

competition, such as manipulation ket information. The new law remedy certain defects of the old 

and certain forms of speculation, gives the department the power co-operative law, which hindered 

which give the persons practicing tc obtain and furnish information the growth and development of 

them an undue advantage over relating to prices and commercial co-operative farmers’ associa- 

their competitors and thus de- movements of products; informa- tions. 

stroy the benefit of free competi- tion relating to the selection of The question of standardiza- 

tion. In this connection it must proper shipping routes and to the tion of farm products occupies 

be borne in mind that anything adoption of advisable shipping considerable space in the new 

that destroys free competition methods. As mentioned above, a marketing law. There is a pretty 

hinders the free play of the law great deal of loss is entailed by general complaint of loss through 

of supply and demand and has a_ dealers and growers because of failure on the part of the producer 

detrimental effect on the prices of _ the lack of definite information as or original shipper to sort and 

products, and consequently on tc where and when it is best to grade his product properly. It is 

the cost of living and on the re- sell. The Department of Mar- a recognized fact that much of the 

muneration of producers and kets is maintaining a market waste and unnecessary expense 

growers. news service for the benefit of all involved in the marketing of farm 

The marketing law contains the persons concerned in the dis- products can be eliminated if 
provisions which give the Direc- tribution of products and it hopes products were shipped on the 

tor of Markets the power to elim- to be ina position to considerably basis of quality. This question 

inate many of the undesirable enlarge its activities in this field. has received a great deal of at- 

features of the present system of Another important provision tention on the part of the Depart- 

distribution. All these provi- of the marketing law relates to ment of Markets. Some of the 

sions, however, apply in a differ- the assistance which the depart- efforts of the department in this 

ent degree to the different trades ment is empowered to give to co- field were devoted to changing the 

and businesses in Wisconsin. The operative organizations. Aside law of 1917, which regulated the 

fruit and vegetable trade, which is from the lack of definite informa- packing and grading of apptes. 

of the most interest to the read- tion as to markets an important Changes in the regulations were 

ers of this magazine, is little con- item of unnecessary expense in necessary in the general opinion 

cerned with the provisions re- marketing is due to the duplica- of growers and dealers of the state 
garding unfair practices for two tion of services in the transfer of as voiced at public hearings held
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by the Department of Markets at bear the name and address of the the profits of the growers.—Wm. 
six cities in the state. person by whose authority the Kirsch, Wisconsin Department of 

The new grades which were apples were packed. The facing Markets. 

made the official ones of the state of apples in a container ina ali 
3 received special attention under 

and which were modeled very : 5 The Peony 

closely after the grades for apples these regulations andra particular F é 
proposed by the U. S. Bureau of emphasis is laid on regulations Peonies do not require very 

Markets and Crop Estimates, es- governing the color. The rules much in the way of culture. The 

tablish three grades for apples: provide that each apple shall have best time to plant Peonies, of 
(a) Wisconsin Fancy Grade, (b) color to the extent of a certain course, is in September. The 

Wisconsin “A” grade aad (c) percentage of its surface for its sooner you can get them in after 

Wisconsin “B’ grade. , In addi- variety. ‘The varieties, stipulated the first of September, the better 

tion ungraded apples are allowed are: Solid red varieties, striped it will be because they will have 

to be packed and sold if they con- or partial red varieties, red an opportunity to make a good 

form to-certain regulations, Ibis cheeked or blushed varieties, and root growth before winter. The 

provided. that the ‘Wisconsin yellow or green varieties. The tops of the Peonies should not be 

Fancy grade shall consist of ap- percentage of required color for cut off until they are frozen, I 

ples of one variety which are well these varieties is higher for the would say, and a good many 

formed, uniform in size, firm and fancy grades than the “A” grade. Peony growers do not cut them 

mature and free from decay dirt There are no color requirements off then, because the stems are 

disease; bruises, insect of mechan. for the “B’ grade. hollow, and water will get down 

ical injury and other blemishes or These apple grades, as well as into the crown, and cause rot. So I 
defects except those necessarily the grades established by the de- just bend mine over and leave 

caused in proper packing. The partment on potatoes and cab- them there to catch the snow, and 
Wisconsin “A” grade comprises bage, aim at solving an important in the Spring I cut them off. The 

apples. of one ‘variety which, are problem of the fruit and vegeta- Peony has very few enemies. 

firm and mature, free from decay ble trade, namely : Selling on the Once in a while you do have a 

and practically free from dirt, dis- basis of quality. But even if all little root rot. Sometimes that is 
ease, bruises, insects or mechan- his produce were shipped proper- traced to manure. They do not 

ical injury and other blemishes ly packed and graded, it would like to come in contact with ma- 

and defects; while the Wisconsin not solve the whole problem for nure. T would advise bone meal 

“B” grade apples shall be firm, the grower, for the lack of mar- as a fertilizer, and a little nitrate 

fiatiire, free from! detay, worm keting information and the un- of soda, perhaps, in the Spring, to 
holes and serious bruises and shall "°CeSSaty expense involved in encourage leaf growth, although 

not‘be materially deformed!or maz marketing would tend to check you do not want to give them an 

terially discolored. the benefits of selling on the overdose of that, because you do 

basis of quality. The efforts of not want all tops. Nitrate of 
The regulations governing the the growers should be concen- soda is pretty strong, and liable 

grading and packing of Wiscon- trated at the same time along the to burn them. In order to secure 

sin apples refer to the marking of three lines of standardization, se- fine exhibition blooms most 

containers. It is stipulated that lection of the right markets and Peonies should be disbudded. 

every package containing apples organization of co-operative sell- Most Peonies send up a large bud 

produced in Wisconsin which is ing associations. It is expected in the center, surrounded by 
packed for sale, sold, or delivered that the new marketing and co- other buds, and they will all 
must be marked to show the grade operative laws will give them bloom if you give them a chance. 
of apples, and in case of ungraded considerable facilities to realize The surrounding blooms will not 

apples must bear the mark “un- this three-fold ambition, thereby be as large as the center one, so 
graded”; it must give the true promoting a more efficient mar- if you want the finest blooms, take 

name of the variety and the mini- keting system, reducing the price off all the little buds around the 

mum size of the fruit; it must for the consumer and increasing center one, and leave just the cen-
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ter one, the same as florists do on of the higher priced ones. But Peony, and has a silvery reflex, 

with the Chrysanthemums. you do not have to pay a big price and is very sturdy, and also frag- 

Now, as to varieties. Festiva to get a good Peony, and the price rant. 
Maxima is one of the old stand- does not always indicate whether Madam Ducel is another dis- 

bys. It was originated in 1850, I a Peony is good or not. When tinctively shaped pink. It has a 
believe, and in some respects it you realize that it takes about collar of wide petals, and the cen- 

has not been beaten yet. It is a seven years for a grower to know ter of it is a large ball that looks 

strong grower. It has a large whether he has got a good Peony like a big Chrysanthemum. The 

flower, and is very fragrant. It or not from seed, and it takes petals are narrow, and they are 

is a pure white, with a few crim- about ten years more for him to curved in like a big Chrysanthe- 

son marks in some of the center Work up a respectable stock of it, mum. This is a very good pink, 

petals. I think if I had only one you can understand that he has of distinctive shape. 

Peony, I would want Festiva got to charge a high price for his For midseason we have Madam 

Maxima. Madam de Verneville roots when he puts them on the Geissler, a violet rose, tipped sil- 
is another good white Peony, a market. And when they are new, ver, one of the largest of the 

strong grower, and very fragrant. they are high priced because they Peonies. Clair Dubois is a light 
Mons. Dupont is another fine are scarce. The law of supply — satin pink, which is also very fine. 
white, large, flat flower, with a and demand governs. But they Among the late pinks we have 
few center petals tipped carmine. may not be much better than Livingstone, which has a beauti- 

Al Patrie, which is practically the some of the older varieties, of ful soft pink center, and the petals 
same as Avalanche—some grow- which there is a large stock, like are flecked carmine. 

ers say they are identical—is a Festiva Maxima, for instance. In the red, the earliest Peony 
very fine white, with a few petals You can get that for 50 or 60 that we have is Officianalis Rubra. 
in the center having a little edge cents anywhere, for it has been That is the old red Peony of our 
of carmine or ruby. It is a fine on the market so long that there grandmothers’ garden, but be- 
Peony. These last two are mid- is a big stock. cause it is a good red, a very good 

season varieties. The first ones Octavie Demay is a hydrangea red, and very early, there is still 

that I mentioned are earlier pink striped with carmine. 1t is a place for it. Augustin d’Or is 

Now, in the late white, we have @ Very fine flower. Then in the a bright brownish red. Those 
Baroness Schroeder, which is a ™idseason we have Eugene Ver- last two are early. For midseason 
flesh white, changing to white, ‘ier, which should not be con- we have a very good red in Felix 
and a very fine flower. fused with Eugenie Verdier. This Crousse. This is a brilliant red 
Coronne d’or is another old iS one of the pinks they meas- flower, and one of the best. Sou- 

standard white which is very ‘Te the others by. It is a stand venir d’Exposition Universal, is a 

good. It has a collar of yellow ard variety, a standard pink, and violet rose, tipped purple, and a 

stamens around a tuft of central @ Very fine all-around flower. One very good variety, very fragrant. 
petals, and these central petals StOwWer considers it—at least, so In the lates we have Delachei, 
are tipped carmine. This is an he says—the best Peony there is, which is a violet crimson, slightly 

ivory white. although I do not agree with him tipped silver, growing on a long 

Then in the pale pinks we have on that. But that shows you that soft stem; it is a very good grow- 
some very lovely flowers. Among it is a very high Peony. a ing variety, although it is not as 

the early ones are Eugenie Ver- Among the late varieties we large as some of the others. 
dier. This is a hydrangea pink, have Albert Crousse, which is of Then there is another group of 

very delicate and very fine. distinctive form, like a big flesh Peonies which are called Japanese 
Now. ail the. Peonies Tf am pink Carnation. Among the deep Peonies. They are really in the 

naming for you are moderate pinks and the early varieties we process of forming from a single 
priced Peonies. I do not think have Mons Jules Elie. This is to a double Peony. You know, 

any one will cost over $1.50 or also a pink to measure the others the Peonies originally were single, 

possibly $2, and some very much by, one of the very best pinks but through cultivation they be- 

less. I will give you a list later that we have. It is a very large gan to double, by the stamens
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widening out and forming petals. priced Peony, but the price is Adventures With Hardy Peren- 

The Japanese Peony is just about coming down within reach. It is nials. 

midway between the single and a very fine Peony. W. A. Toole, Baraboo 
the double. One of the best of — Le Cygne, another French va- Read at Summer Meeting, Osh- 

these is the Mikado. It has a fiety, is a pure ivory white, and Koshi. ‘A 18 1921. 

dark crimson center, edged and one of the best Peonies. Thi eee . : ents Le : is is to be a paper without 
tipped gold, and is a very striking Martha Bulloch is another of any particular beginning but I as- 

flower. There are also a num- the Brand Peonies, and one of the sure ie will tame an a or at 

ber of other very good ones, best pinks in cultivation; an least: stop, somewhere One of 

which are new. enormous Hower, some ten ior the waa ie things ia consider- 
Now, these are all moderate twelve inches across. It is among ing hafdy hérbacéous, perennials 

priced Peonies, and I think they the high priced ones, of course. a tee of ome definite stan- 

are some of the best of the mod- Mary Brand is another Brand or- dards as to what constitutes hardi- 
erate priced ones. I have here a_ igination, which is one of the best ness in Wisconsin Some kinds 

short list of some of the newer Teds. Solange is an orange sal- as the Forgeesmesnot are quite 

Peonies, which I think are a little mon, which is very hard to de- hued iti winter but find difficulty 

higher priced, but still not up too scribe. It is a very fine color, and in withstanding our hot dry sum- 

high ; around $25. You know they @ very fine flower. Therese is mers ‘Some things are perfectly 

sell Peonies for $100, and some of also a very fine pink Peony, one of hardy at Bayfield where the snow 

the enthusiasts would give more the best. It is a fine flesh pink, is sure and comes early before the 
than that for a good yellow Peony, and one of those Peonies that you ground freezes much, while at 

Primevere is a large sulphur want to possess as soon as you Baraboo, where the winters may 

white flower, with a yellow center. see it. be more severe, but nearly snow- 

It is one of the rare Peonies, and Now, there are others that I le s, some plants may survive but 

is a good Peony. Elizabeth Bar- could name in that list. Mrs. die with the freezing and thawing 
rett Browning, which was orig- Harding is a new Peony. I be- of spring. Some are hardy on 

inated by Mr. Brand, of Fairi- lieve that it is on the yellow or- sand but winterkill on clay soil. 
bault, Minnesota, is an enormous der. It sells for $100. There are Just for the sake of some standard 
pure white, and the American Other new Peonies that are high 1 will consider as hardy, any kind 

Peony Society voted that the best priced, but it is perhaps just as that will survive an average win- 

Peony of American origin. And well to see if they are going to ter at Baraboo, with moderate 

by the way, Mr. Brand advertised stand up before paying such a protection and sufficient surface 

in his latest catalogue that he has high price for them. drainage of water. 

a ruffled Peony. He does not ad- Now, I think that is all I have One of the pretty perennials 

vertise it for sale, but he merely tosay. I want to invite youagain that seems to be very hardy is the 

makes the announcement that he to join these two societies,-or Great Sea Lavender or Statice 

has a ruffled Peony. You know three, in fact: The Northwestern stifolia. The delicate lavender 

what the ruffled Gladiolus is like, Peony and Iris Society, the Amer- flowers work in with other flowers 

—a big improvement on the plain ican Iris Society, and the Amer- when cut much as does the Baby’s 

petaled one; and he claims that ican Peony Society. I am sure’ Breath. With us it has survived 

this ruffled Peony is just as great you will get a great deal of in- all sorts of winters both with and 

an improvement over the ordinary spiration and help out of your without protection. Our great- 

Peony membership, if you should de- est trouble has been in propaga- 

Jubilee, by Mrs. Pleas, an cide to join. I thank you very tion as it seems almost impossible 

American grower, is one of the much for having had the honor to buy seed that will grow. Every 

very finest Peonies, and won and pleasure of speaking to you year a great many of the flower 

prizes at the American Peony this morning—T. A. Kenning, stalks turn brown and die just be- 
show held this summer. Lady Minneapolis, Minn., at Summer fore or during flowering. I can 

Alexandria Duff is a delicate Meeting, Racine, August, 1920. see no signs of disease and the 

flesh pink, which has been a high From Reporter’s Transcript. main part of the plants is not af-
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fected. I do not know of any sirable male. I don’t know how that the question of seed-bearing 

remedy. the dope is made, but think there is important in considering hardi- 

I have always wanted to grow surely must be a little moonshine ness. Many perennials do not 

the Bears Breach or Acanthus. mixed in to be effective. If any survive if allowed to seed heavi- 
Something about the name seems _ of the ladies wish to try it out, our ly. 

to attract me but it does not vice president would seem to be The hardy candytuft or Iberis 

seem to be possessed of any de- a good subject. You will find sempervirens is one of those 

gree of hardiness in this climate. some of the attractive lavender plants that seems very hardy way 

A couple of years ago we re-_ blue flowers on exhibition. I am up at Bayfield but will rarely win- 

ceived some plants of Dianthus, not sure about its hardiness, but ter over with us. The Iberis, Alys- 
Red Grenadin from Mr. Hauser father doubt if it will live with sum, Arabis and others of the 

of Bayfield. We have found this us. cress family do not root very 

very hardy and desirable. The One of the very pretty spring heavily and are not easy to trans- 
flowers are like a brilliant scar- perennials flowering in June is plant unless done quite early in 

let carnation, sweet scented, Heuchera sanguinea or Coral the spring. Perhaps as easy a 

many are double if grown from Bells. Among the different kinds way to grow these as any is to 

seed. It flowers in July and vies we have tried, the one known as_ sow the seeds where they are to 

with the scarlet Lychnis in in- Walkers Variety pleases us the grow to maturity. 
tensity of color. most. The brilliant though deli- One of the new things sent out 

Some of our friends from Lake Cate stems of coral pink flowers not many years ago is Lychnis 

Geneva had told me of the beauty are very attractive. We have Arkwrightii, a hybrid between 

of Rudbeckia triloba, especially found this variety hardier than our scarlet Lychnis and Lychnis 
if planted in masses in waste others, as it seems to survive our Haageana. At first I was dispos- 

places. I could not find it listed winters with moderate protection éd to be disappointed ia dt-as it 

in any catalogs but one of the if given a well drained place to appeared no different to Haagea- 
gardeners sent me seed two years grow. na which has proved to be too 

ago and they are flowering now. Another attractive hardy plant tender with us and not very at- 

The medium sized golden yellow not commonly known is the Leo- tractive. Arkwrightii seems per- 

flowers are borne in greatest pro- pards Bane or Doronicum. The fectly hardy and flowers for a 

fusion and it is very attractive. flowers are yellow and daisy like month or more if not too dry. 
This plant is a biennial, but self in form. A few vigorous growing In England it is recommended 

sows readily and after it is once dandelions in full flower in your for an all summer bedding plant, 
established takes care of itself. garden will spoil the effect of 414 our summers are too hot for 

Like pretty nearly everybody the Doronicums however. These it to keep flowering all the sum- 

who is kind of “bugs” on growing (the Doronicums) also need a ney, 
plants, I do my most enthusiastic well drained soil to successfully During the war a new kind of 

gardening in the winter time, and C@!TY Over winter. hardy carnation was introduced 
usually buy a lot of seed that One of the new things hailed in England, known as Dianthus 

never flowers up to description, @8 something wonderful a few  atiwoodii. They are said to be a 
or never grows at all. Fortunat- years ago was Meehan’s Mallow hybrid between the grass pink 

ely for my happiness, hope is a Marvels, a variety of Hibiscus. jnq the greenhouse carnation 
hardy perennial with me and The immense flowers like single and over there they are creating 

I never fail to read the catalogs Hollyhocks are showy because much interest among flower lov- 

with interest. One of the things of their size, but after the first ers because of their continuous 
that sounded attractive last win- View of them there seems little flowering qualities, as well as size 
ter was the Greek Love Plant or to keep up one’s interest. They iq hardiness. We had high 

Catananche coerulea. The an- seem to be hardy for a year or hopes of these and propagated 
cient Greek ladies were supposed two and then after flowering they them heavily but find they are 

to have found it useful in making winter kill easily. lacking in hardiness and do not 
love potions to attract some de- The above remarks remind me (Continued on page 59.)
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B Grease ce A — 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTED WEDNESDAY FORENOON, 10:00 o’clock 

J. A, Haye... oo. cece eee ee ee + / Ex-Officio . . . 
¥ Granatenden 2020000000521 Be Omete (1) Greeting. eee ceeeceesenttteeseessessssseeeGovernor J. J. Blaine 
2nd Dist, RJ, Goes ss. ss eset Atkinson ‘ : - 
8rd Dist., W. J, Froutechi:/!//!!..,.Madison (2) Introduction of Delegates from Minnesota, Iowa, Indiana, II- 
4th Dist. A. Leidiger .... 2... Milwaukee ee oS wine 
bth Dist., James Livingstone... ...: ‘Milwaukee linois and Northern Illinois Societies. 
epee) de oe ee 
BEBE GB Beet ages (3) Dalia. nnennnnannnanncnmneen Js Te Fitehett 
ie Dart Te gene ee Negnens Just Dahlias, nothing more. 

aa Heh or Ginadune (4) The Front Yard... ceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee- Frank Merle Edwards 
J. A. Hays H.C. Christensen F. Cranefield A commonplace subject which will be treated in a new way. 

Last Call Our program is a full one this year and in order to give ample 
time for discussion we must begin early. You cannot afford 

ep mame {ne to miss these two interesting topics, therefore be on hand early. 
We present here for your in The meeting will be called to order at 10:00 o’clock sharp. 

spection the program for the 

Convention, December 14th, 15th WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON. 

and 16th, along with a few com- (1) (1:30 to 2:00) What’s on Your Mind? 
ments. We have tried thereby From 1:30 until 2:00 o’clock W. A. Toole will hold court. What's 
to create a desire on your part to on your mind: About the Society and its affairs; about the con- 
ttend thi ti WwW vention and the manner it’s conducted; about WISCONSIN 

attend, “this: meeting: e espe- HORTICULTURE, the paper? If you have criticism or sugges- 
cially invite young men to come. tion be on hand at 1:30. Your time limit will be exactly two 

A tremendous field is opening in minutes. : 
Wi ‘ ‘shit for horti 2:00 o'clock. 

isconsin right now for horti- 
cultural development. We want (2) Our Native Ferns Under Cultivation......................Wm. Toole, Sr. 

+ + + Who in Wisconsin has a more intimate acquaintance with our 
young men who will till this field native plants? None. This will be the fourth of a series pre- 
and young women too. If on sented by Mr. Toole on our native Flora. 

reading this program you should (BY) Reval Cenrever i GS irscesccocsccsssees sy, cssscces ceenteonsnseataeeneceeeeeceese tts WA. AUSt 
feel that it does not include a suf- There are some things that are a disgrace to a community. Us- 
ficient number of topics of inter- ually the rural cemetery is one. Prof. Aust will not scold but 

tt that it will not there will offer helpful suggestions. 
est to you, tha w = 
fore pay you to attend please con- (4) Looking Outside from Inside a Greenhouse in Wintec... 

sider the opinion so often ex- coseseteeeeteeeeeteeneereemntteneeeemeestmereteneremneteerereneeecceeees Win, Kennedy 
b h When you see beautiful roses at’ Christmas, or any time in win- 

pressed by many members who ter, do you give a thought where and how these flowers are 
have attended these conventions grown? Mr. Kennedy has spent a lifetime “under glass.” 

for a quarter of a century Of (5) The GladiolUs..-.-sceeesesnweeenA. E. Kunderd, Goshen, Indiana 
more. In effect it is this: Mr. Kunderd is known wherever the Gladiolus is grown as well 

(Continued on page 58.) in Europe as in America. A breeder and grower second to none.
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It is doubtful if there is any garden flower that excels in popu- ——_—— — 
larity the Gladiolus. It is doubtful if there is any one in Amer- 
ica who can tell more about this flower than can Mr. Kunderd. 

(6) Orcharding—lst, Location; 2nd, the Man and 3rd, the McKAY NURSERY 
Varieties... ee eeecececeeceeeeeeceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeteseeeeeeateeseseeess WW. J. Moyle 
Whatever Mr. Moyle may have to say we don’t know, but we COMPANY 
do know that it will be original and interesting. Bl e MADISON WISCONSIN 

WEDNESDAY EVENING. ee 

Program by the Women’s Auxiliary of The State Horticultural So- CE ee. y Nursery Stock of 
THURSDAY FORENOON. Quality - 

4 > 
. . 9:00 o'clock . for Particular Buyers 

(1) Business session 9 to 10 o’clock. President’s Address, Reports i aL tus, Sanaa Santetl 5 s : ave al e standard varieties of Trial Orchard Committee, Delegates, Secretary and Elec- as Wall AS thé newer sorts, Can 

tion of Officers. . oo supply you with everything in 
This is an open session and our guests are invited to attend. . 
It will be short and snappy Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, 

a = : . P Vines and Ornamentals. 
(2) Bettering Relationship Between County Agricultural 

Agents and the Soctetysssccccccssccssssnnscsesssanac Let us suggest what to plant 
cecseststtststssestsstsseeeeee W. E, Spreiter, Co. Agent, La Crosse Co. pot an Orchard and aa the dec- 
There is a big field here for us. The county agents are in a Pa ion or oan eronn el t 

position to know what the farmers need. Mr. Spreiter has al- r antl’ our new ine - oo 
ways taken a keen interest in our work. ae Santa. Tecelpt of your 

(3) Bringing Up an Orchard.........2.00.2-0-.-..-.--.-...Ernest Gonzenbach ‘ . 
Mr. Gonzenbach has been busily engaged for Many years in busi- Nurseries at 
ness affairs, bringing up boys, helping in bringing the German é 
army to a stop, etc., but has found time to bring up an excellent Waterloo Wisc. 
home orchard. , 

(4) A College Education for the Farm Orchard................F. R. Gifford, 
Horticultural Department, College of Agriculture, Madison ‘| 
About a year ago the horticultural extension department of the 
College announced that Mr. Gifford was about to tackle the farm 
orchard problem. We said, editorially, at that time, “Go to it, parenies ddalis. 4009 
Gifford.” He did. 

THURSDAY AFTERNOON. 

1:30 to 2:00. Reports on Delicious and Golden Delicious Apples and 
Table Queen Squash. 

. . Fio.1 F102 Fia. 3 
(1) The New Pest Reporting Service—.....022..e.cccececceseeeeteeeeee 

ceceeeeeeeeceeeeeteeteeeteeetteteeeteeeeeeee 9. B. Fracker, State Entomologist B B 
Most of us would feel lonesome without the pests we have about e r ry Ox es 
us. Some have many legs, some only two and some are just bugs. Crates, Bushel Boxes 

(2) The Weston Fire Blight Control Project. ......2.02..2.02:0:00-+ and Climax Baskets 
cesseteeteeeeeeeeeE. L, Chambers, Assistant State Entomologist i 
(Same as above) As You Like Them 
In another manner of speaking we are seriously interested in Wé ‘WHanUfActuKe the wala 
any plan for eliminating fireblight or other pests and will seek Patent Folding Berry Boxes of 
to find a way to lend aid to Dr. Fracker and his department. ood veneer that give satisfac: 

(3) The Development of Apple Culture in the United States Hal in the K. D. in carload lots 
cescestttteeeeneennnnneteetnnnntnmntnnneeeS: A. Beach, Horticultur- OE ey ig Nuri ee 
ist and Plant Breeder at the Agricultural College, Ames, Iowa made up ready for use, elther for 

Prof. Beach will tell us a delightful story about orchards from caw Soe ceili Getoe laree ton 
Pilgrim days to the present time. You will enjoy it. us to handle. We can ship the 

(4) The Farm Orchard Problem feat Rigeukee. Promptnees 18 \ alll eeepc aangeidaa al rom Milwau ee. Promptness is 

P ...Prof. Laurenz Greene, Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind. we aim to" do our part well, A 

) Facts and Fallacies About Tree Surgery....................S. L. Brown large discount {or early orders, 
There are fallacies in this business and we ought to know what A postal brings our price let. 

they are. berland Fruit Pack ‘i . mberilan ruil ackage 
(3) Diseases: Of VretSicccccccvssscsccccnsccresscvticonsssessninmnce, J. Humphrey; Cu Coitipan é 

Pathologist, U. S. Forest Products Laboratory. pany 
Not too technical but told in a way we can all understand. Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. 
There will also be lantern slides,
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a 

THURSDAY EVENING. 

Informal Dinner. 
e 

FRIDAY FORENOON. Quality and a 
9:30 o’clock. 

(1) Hardiness in Small Fruits..............------J. F. Bartlett, Minnesota S D l 

Whatever interests Minnesota interests us. Mr. Bartlett is quare ea 

from Excelsior. Enough said. 

(2) The Vegetable Growing Industry in America..............-. ARE WHAT WE 

veecesseeteeeJ. W. Lloyd, Agricultural College, Urbana, Ill. 

It is not only that Prof. Lloyd knows about vegetables both from 0 F F E R Y 0 U 

the scientific as well as the practical side but he can tell what 

he knows. You have heard him other years. 

: . 
. Our new 48-page catalog (16 

(3) Better Packing in Better Baskets......::000000eeeee-- FF. P. Downing pages in colors) gives you an 

We want to know more about the basket as a package for apples. honest description of FRUITS, 

Mr. Downing was formerly in charge of “Weights and Measures” VINES, ORNAMENTALS, PER- 

in Wisconsin, later held a responsible position at Washington ENNIALS, ete., for this climate. 

and is now general manager of the biggest basket manufacturing . 

firm in the United States. 
If you are in doubt as to what 

is best to plant we will be glad 

(4) Overhead Irrigation for Berries....-..0-c00e0e------- J. R. Williams to advise with you. 

Every grower of berries, whether the back yard gardener or the We do landscape work. 

big grower, wants to know if the considerable expense involved 

in the installation of an overhead system pays. We picked on 

Mr. Williams because he knows. The Coe, Converse 

FRIDAY AFTERNOON. Edwards Co. 

(1) 1:30 to 2:00 o’clock. Why Is the State Fair?....Prof. J. G. Moore Fort Atkinson, Wis. 

Mr. Moore will lead, you follow. 

2:00 o’clock {___ 

(2) Has the Fruit Grower Any Rights That the Nurseryman Last Call 

Is Bound to Respect and vice versa... (Continued from page 56.) 

Ov ceeescce esses Lloyd Stark, Louisiana, Mo. or ° th BBS 00: 

Mr. Stark is president of the American Association of Nursery- : Ven IE there was not a 

men and extensively engaged in fruit growing. He ought to single topic on the program bear- 

know how relationships between these two closely connected és ; 

lines of business may be bettered. He does. ing directly on my’ work I could 

an ooo, not afford to miss a convention. 

(3) Apple Breeding in the Upper Mississippi Valley.............--- The association with my fellow 

Bere eeesssssssssseeee-Prof, §, A. Beach, Ames, Iowa kersie worth the price?” ‘This 

“Yes, the same Prof. Beach who spoke yesterday.” WOLKETS/18/WOF cE prc: ~ 

It will not, we hope, be violating a confidence to quote from a thought has been expressed to 

zecert jeter written by Prof. Beach to the Secretary of this the secretary many times by men 

“T am confident that if the entire list of apples now propagated who have been successful in life. 

in our nurseries and grown in that part of the Upper Mississippi : ” a ll 

Valley north of the Jonathan and Grimes Golden belt, were to be It applies to amateurs Ss we 

wiped out of existence, we could replace them from our seedling as to commercial gardeners and 

collection at Ames with varieties as good and in some cases de- i . e make no fur- 

cidedly better than the old kinds.” ne i. We he t fiat 

Fruit Growing; Its Decline, Its Future in the Middle ther plea. Here is the best tha 

WeSt cccccccc coos vesessssesseeet eetteeeesstteenesttsessseeeeeee-Laurenz Greene months of careful thought and a 

a : iberal outlay of money can pro- 

(4) Prof, Laurenz Greene, Professor of Horticulture, Purdue it She oy y y Pp 

University 
vide. It’s for you to decide. 

Or anything else he cares to talk about for whatever topic Prof. SS 

Greene chooses will be of interest to all of us. More attention should be given 

(5) Some Ways in Which the Department of Markets Aims to careful mulching of plants this 

to Help the Fruit Grower... year because of the dry condition 

ceeecissssisssissB. B. Jones, Wisconsin Department of Markets of the soil. Evergreens should 

The very things we want to know. Quite likely after Mr. Jones have been watered well to give 

has finished we may think of ways in which we can help the them a better chance to come 

Department. 
through the winter.
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Change in Method of Electing readily be remedied by resolution 

Members of the Executive or amendment if the members see 
Committee fit. It should be so arranged The Hawks 

During the last minutes of the that, following the first election, 

last hour of the last day of the the terms of one-third of the Nursery 

last preceding Convention that Committee should expire in one 

portion of the Constitution pro- year, one-third in two years, etc. Company 

viding for election of members of In this way there is always a ma- 
the Executive Committee was jority of “seasoned” members on 
amended. This amendment had the Committee. This is for the are in a position to fur- 

been considered for three or four convention to decide. nish high grade Nursery 
years but its presentation had — Stock of all kinds and 
been delayed for various reasons. Adventures With Perennials varieties suitable to Wis- 

The old method: The Com- (Continued from page 55.) consin and: other ‘north: 

mittee ee of the free of Hower over the whole areal ern districts. 

cers and one member from each here. In reference to these flow- % 
congressional district nominated ers and their behavior with us, Will be glad to figure on 

(elected) by the local horticul- Mr, Kruhm of the Garden Maga- your wants either in 

tural societies in the districts. If zine has the following to say: “I large or small quantities 

there was no local society in a was very much interested in what 

congressional district the mem- you say. You but corroborate the —_—— 

ber from that district was elected impression which we have re- 
by the members present at the ceived in many instances. Things Wauwatosa ... Wis. 
convention. that do well in Europe will do 

The new method: Members of well on the Pacific coast but will 

the Committee are to be elected not do so well east of the Rock- 

by the members present at the ies. Our soil and climatic condi- 
convention without regard to any tions east of the Rockies are very The 
district lines and in the same much different from those found 

manner that other officers are in Europe and in California. This Jewell Nursery 

elected. is a big story and some day it Cc 
Those who have considered the might be interesting to check up ompany 

matter carefully are convinced the same experience with other 
that the new method will be more plants of European origin.” Lake City, Minn. 

satisfactory than the old. In This brings us around to this 
some Congressional districts we fact; that many of the most satis- Established 1868 
have a strong membership but no factory of our hardy perennials 
local societies, in others a single, are but developments of plants 
often weak, local society may that are native to this country. Fifty-three years 
control the election of a Commit- Many of the best are to be found 7 ° 
tee member. growing wild in our own Wiscon- continuous service 
There are other eventualities sin woods and fields and swamps. 

ind possibilities that are set aside If you love to go adventuring, 

by the new method. If you have hitch up your auto of a Sunday A Complete Stock of 
Political ambitions get in the afternoon and go out seeking Fruit, Shelter and 
game. Fleas, a few, are said to what you may find. Get off the Ornamental Stock in 

je eae Hak fs Lope Politics, not main trunk highways and look Hardy Varieties for 

= me 8 ould also prove goo or spots that ave not been pas- Northern Planters. 

ociety. There isa weak tured heavily. If you see a pret- 

Spot in the new method that can ty plant, dig it up with plenty of -
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PROCLAMATION dirt and carry it back home. Give 

it careful culture and you will be 

of the surprised to find the improvement 

* * ‘ in size of flowers and vigor of 

Thirty-Fighth Convention of the growth. No matter on what kind 

American Pomological Society > sil or exposure you find them, 
most of our native plants will re- 

spond to careful culture in good 

We hereby proclaim that the American Pomological Society garden soil. Among the desir- 

is to hold its thirty-eighth convention in the city of Toledo, Ohio, on able native perennials are two 

the days and evenings of December 7th, 8th and 9th, being Wednes- kinds of Phloxes, Shooting Star, 

day, Thursday and Friday, in connection with the National Farmers’ Hare Bell, Aquilegia, several 

Exposition. In pursuance of the time-honored declaration of the Hardy Asters, Cardinal Flower, 

constitution, the conclave is called for “the advancement of the sci- Hepatica, Heliopsis, Helenium, 

ence of pomology.” To this end we cordially invite all friends of Euphorbia, Butterfly Weed, two 

fruit-growing to attend the convention and to take part in the dis- kinds of Eupatorium, Physoste- 

cussions, and request that horticultural societies, organizations and gia, Polemonium, ‘Tradescantia 

firms send delegates. and many others. 

We solicit specimens of good fruits, fresh and preserved, for the Probably some imaginative na- 

exhibition tables, as also manufactured fruit products, machines, de- tyre Jover will get off some senti- 

vices, apparatus, materials, nursery stock, and whatever else may mental bunk protesting against 

contribute to the attractiveness and educational value of the general devastating the beauties of our na- 

display. It is the desire to make the convention, both in its speaking tive landscape by digging our 

program and its exhibition, a worthy expression of the best develop- wild plants. This may be per- 

ment of pomology in the United States and Canada. fectly good criticism near our 

It is expected that the program will outline the large forward large cities but through a large 

movements in organization, transportation, marketing, governmental part of our state, there are thou- 

oversight, and the prospects of the fruit industry, as well as to con- sands of acres of beautiful native 

sider problems of production and the valuable knowledge of species landscape where the flowers will 

and varieties. It is purposed not to duplicate the work of state and be forever doomed “to blush un- 

provincial horticultural societies, but to give the meetings a national seen and waste their sweetness 

and international character. The convention should be a clearing- on the desert air”. Sooner or lat- 

house for the problems of both the commercial grower and the ama- er most of these spots will be 

teur. pastured and that will be the end 

The student fruit-judging contests and the participation of col- of the flowers. I think it far bet- 

legiate members from the colleges of agriculture should be attractive ter to transplant some of this 

features. beauty to some place where it 

The American Pomological Society stands for an educational can be enjoyed. I am however 

policy and program, and we ask the cordial cooperation of the fruit- strongly in favor of preserving 

loving public as a renewal of fellowship and a contribution to the pub- unmolested as many beauty spots 

lic good. as is really practical. 
L. H. BAILEY, President. 5 . . 

R. B. CRUICKSHANK, Secretary-Treasurer. Like many, other interesting 
October 25, 1921. subjects, there is much more that 

might be said. I hope that these 

Mulch the strawberry beds with well about each tree. This will Temarks will suggest something 

clean straw or hay put on from often discourage the mice work- to your mind to add, or criticise, 

four to six inches sleep. ‘ ing around it. ay oe to pure as it has always seemed to me 
ss and othe : Pewee a 

mie Whe wrecus about “the eae the free under the snow and that the discussion is the most 

trees are good. Tramp the snow eat the bark. valuable part of most papers.
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nf Open Discussion on How to Make 

Our Association More Valuable to its 

AMONG WISCONSIN BEE KEEPERS MambeTS: dion 
Devoted to the Interests of The Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ Association Report of Committees 

H. F. Wilson, Editor Old Business 
New Business 

———————————— Election of Officers 
OFFICERS OF THE WIS. STATE BEEKEEPERS’ ASSN. Appointment of Standing Commit. 

Pres. L. C. Jorgensen, Green Bay. Treas. C. W. Aeppler, Oconomowoc. * 

Vice-Pres. A. C. F. Bartz, Jim Falls. Secy. H. F. Wilson, Madison. CROP REPORTS 

Annual Membership Fee $1.00. aeuy ot ata beekeepers have saa f . 
Remit to H. F. Wilson, Secretary, Madison, Wis. Eeatent and. gay that Sich reports ae 

—EEEEET—_——- not reliable. It is only fair to those 
ANNOUNCEMENT 9:30 A. M. Call to order who are attempting to secure such 

Annual Convention Meeting of Wiscon- Reading minutes of last convention data to say that if the reports are un- 
sin State Beekeepers’ Association Report of Board of Managers reliable, it is not always their fault 
December 8 and 9 Room A, City Secretary’s Report but rather the fault of the beekeepers. 

Auditorium, Milwaukee Appointment of committees for Con- While it is well Enown that reports 
vention. on crops are not always authentic, 

Bt eect te estantene the 11:00 A. M. President’s address, LC. yet the averages secured are of suf- 
Jorgensen, Green Bay. ficient value to make the system val- new precedent and no doubt some of ble to both th 4 ad th 

our members will feel that this is not Afternoon aagie © aemcuite is. that: the 
dealer. The big difficulty is that the 

the best thing to do. However, the 1:30 P. M. From Neglected Bees to producer does not always take advan- 
secretary was requested to place the Profit, A. A. Brown, Juneau. tage of these reports 
matter before the members of the Worth Remembering, N. E. France, . 
Association by the Executive Commit- Platteville During the season of 1921, the De 
tee of the Wisconsin Markets Exposi- Choosing a Location in Wisconsin, P@rtment of Entomology attempted to 
tion and only seventeen votes were H. L. McMurry, Madison secure a report of the average pro- 
cast against changing the meeting to Experience in Pasturing for Buck- duction for the state of Wisconsin. 
Milwaukee, so that the officers felt wheat Honey, Conrad Kruse, Logan- This report is made on a basis of 
duty bound to make the change. ville figures furnished us by the beekeepers 

In general our newspapers are giv- HUBAM Clover, Wm. Brenner, themselves and without making a 
ing the exposition their full support Green Bay special visit to such beekeepers, a 
and a great deal of publicity both in- Beekeeping, E. W. Atkins, G. B. More reliable report could not be se- 

side and outside the state is being Lewis Co. cured. 
developed. Bee Yard Experiences, H. H. Moe, The Extension Committee of the 

This exposition is not a fair but is Monroe State Beekeepers’ Association in co- 
being conducted to advertise Wiscon- Treating Diseased Bees Out of Sea- Operation with the Division of Markets 
sin farm products and to acquaint son, A. C. Allen, Portage proposes to try and work out a satis- 
buyers with the farm resources of our The Association, Wm Sass, Jr., Fond ‘factory plan for getting reports on the 
state. Every producer of farm crops du Lac honey crop each year for Wisconsin. 
should avail himself of the opportun- — Cooperative Marketing, Representa. The only way in which this can be 
ity to visit this show. tive, Div. of Markets. done is to secure the cooperation of 

During the week of December 5 to Evening every beekeeper throughout the state 
10 many of our Farm Crops Organ- 2 and each beekeeper who is willing to 
izations will hold their annual meet- 7:30 P. M. Beekeeping Movie. send in reports will be included in the 
ings in the Milwaukee Auditorium and Friday, December 9 crop reporting organization. 
practically every farmers’ society will Morning We submit the following data as 
have a booth for the display of their 9:00 A. M. The Next Step in Mar- representative of the average report. 
wares, keting our Honey, C. D. Adams Div. We would appreciate having our bee- 

The Wisconsin Honey Producers’ Of Markets | keepers examine this carefully and 
Association has arranged for a booth Better Marketing, W. T. Sherman, would ask for their cooperation and 
and sample jars of 8 ounce size will Elkhorn suggestions. We would like to have 
be sold under the Association label. Sweet Clover, Its Value to Agricul- the name of every beekeeper who is 
Orders for honey will be referred to ture and the Beekeeper, H. E. Rose- willing to cooperate with us in secur- 
a number of retail stores where ar- now, Oconomowoc ing an authentic report on conditions 

rangements are being made to have Out-Door Wintering, L. T. Bishop, in_this state. 
honey on sale. The big question now Sheboygan = Total Average 

is to get the honey to sell. Advertising, Jas. Gwin, Gotham county. Beets Chie Cee 
Plans for 1922 Extension Work, L. Adams ..........-. 1 5 50 

State Beekeepers’ Convention P. Whitehead, Madison Ashland wn 2 109 77 
December 8 and 9, 1921. Relation of Queens to Seasonal Man- Barron ..........-.....-. 1 13 15 

Meeting of Board of Managers, Wed- agement, G. H. Cale, Dadant Company Bayfield .............. 4 246 58 
nesday afternoon December 7, 2 P. M. Comb vs. Extracted Honey, Dr. Robt. Brown oe. 9 262 56 
Milwaukee Auditorium, Milwaukee. Siebecker, Madison Calumet ................ 11 907 48 
Committee Room “A”. The Influence of Weather on Bee- Chippewa ............... 3 437 60 

Program keeping Practice, H. F. Wilson, Madi- Clark ..0....-.--. 9 200 42 
7 son, Columbia. 6 = =171— 46 

Thursday, December 8 Afternoon Crawford ...............1 160 62 
Morning 1:30 P. M. Bee-Tight Honey Houses Dane ....................... 17 510 30 

9:00 A. M. Social Meeting. Paying and Other Popular Fallacies, S. B. Dodge .................... 11 144 44 
dues, Fracker, State Entomologist DOOP cisscnwncuas 80 51
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ns Tote) pares. The Wisconsin Honey Producers’ them ever contribute material for 
County. Reports Colonies Colony Association publication and we have to beg for 

Dunn 2. 1 15 37 Now is the time to lend your aid that. Send in notes so that we may 
Hau Claire... 5 215 39 in building for the future. At the know something about conditions in 
Florence ............ 1 3 25 time of the last convention an organ- your neighborhood. Tell us about the 
Fond du Lac ......... 5 215 39 ization was started for getting better condition of the bees and the honey 
Forest... 1 110 45 distribution for Wisconsin Honey. The Plants. Make it a point to send in one 
Grant eee 9 489 IL Association started with a capital of little paper each season. 
Green 0... 8 693 24 $1,000.00. This year it is hoped that 
Green Lake ........... 2 165 31 the capitalization can be increased to ji i 
Towa cc 38 104 15 $10,000.00 and that a state bottling Stamping and Labeling Honey 
Jackson... 2 16517 plant can be started. Such a plant . By C.D. Adams , 
Jefferson ............. 8 267 38 can be made a success if the majority There has been considerable com- 
Juneau -. ee 5 89 34 of our beekeepers will help in the  plaint of the ink used on stamp pads 
Kenosha ................. 3 67 35 building. Every single one of us can fading when exposed to the light. In 
Kewaunee ............ 1 1 22 save on our cans and supplies. Fur- many cases we find labels have been 
La Crosse ............. 2 184 9 thermore, we can secure a better re- stamped with the grading stamp but 
La Fayette 0.000... 4 165 11 tail and wholesale price for our honey. so badly faded that it requires close 
Langlade ............. 3 283 57 The following clipping from the _ inspection to find it. 
Lincoln oe 1 9 0 monthly news letter of the Texas We took this matter up with G. B. 
Manitowoc ........... 7 517 43 Honey Producers’ Association well Volger Manufacturing Company, one 
Marathon ............. 7 143 54 illustrates the value of better coop- of the largest manufacturers of stamp 
Marinette 0000... 2 64 51 eration. pads, and they admit that it is very 
alvaunee neciiteade 4 uy u tie Biles Cute hard 2 ake, @ sallelaciory ini, that 

sppoueeuengusecen e is to be exposed to strong light. hey 

Outagamie ............ 8 260 AT “We said a good deal last month say that their Black Stamping Ink No. 
Ozaukee .....0.0.0... 6 56 45 about the price pirate. We find that 211 will be satisfactory when stamp- 
Pepin 2... 1 10 71 a great deal of the fault lies with the ing wood or paper that does not come 
PUOTCO sscscsecscseecccsss 7 510 26 beekeepers themselves. Some will in direct contact with the honey but 
POlKcncmagene 8 92 27 persist in selling a few cases ata time probably could not be used for stamp- 
POPMtAS? sascccccssees: 1, 5 40 to retailers at the wholesale price or ing sections on account of its odor. 

Price weeeeteteeeeeee 169 59 even less, and this always has a ten- For sections they recommend their 
Hacing specrecr ‘ ae a dency to demoralize the regular chan- Black Uzcal/or Stamp Pad and Black 

ichlang :2ssc-<csss0e2- nels of trade. ubber Stamp Ink. 
ROCE sass: |, 42 40 We want to quote a case in point. None of the purple ink commonly 

Rusk seentenat t a . A man wrote from Afton, Tennessee used seems satisfactory. It is in- 
© Croix oe as follows: tended to be used in letters and books 

Sauk oo. 11 652 25 “Have you any bulk comb honey for not continuously exposed to the light. 
Shawano .....0...0..... 6 416 26 sale? I want to buy 1,000 Ib in 10 But why use the rubber stamp at 
Peers seavansscess us ae 3 Pound spate: I recently hougnt a big all? The. Marborne Department has 

wasgevareerenceatex ‘ot o: r,—————— at Clint, Texas, or some time been urging the print- 
Trempealeau ...... 8 385 18 for 15c per pound f. o. b. my station. ing of the desired information in the 
Vernon ou. 8 478 32 It was nice honey in 10 tb pails. body of the label and dozens of our 
Walworth ............. 6 270 26 We have looked up the freight rate beekeepers have been doing this. It 
Washburn ............ 1 650 25 and find that our member at Clint got is not even necessary to have a rub- 
Washington .......... 6 170 63 about 11 cents basis for his honey and her stamp. Some do not have. They 
Waukesha ............ 14 426 41 had to furnish 10 pound pails to pack simply wrote to the Department re- 
Waupaca .............. 8 224 20 it in. At the same time that the As- questing that they be given a “Pack- 
Waushara ............ 3 285 21 sociation was praying for permission er’s Number.” There are no charges 
Winnebago .......... 8 302 25 to sell the honey for him at 13% cents for this. Then they went to their lo- 
W004 oe 5 199 50 in the same size can f. o. b. his sta- gal printer and asked him to print 

—_ — —— tion.” them an attractive label giving their 
340 14,965 37% Ibs. This association reports sales of name and address and some informa- 

The average per colony secured from seo thea, tr me joooen Hy ony ie capone eranulated honey: Ate 

this enerh oie Ibs. per, colony, is more ‘than for October 1919. — consin No. 1 Honey.” Let the word 
tea ‘e tha Goveratment One te Why not do this for Wisconsin? “Honey” be the outstanding feature 

porting Service. Their Report V ave Michigan beekeepers have organized of the label. If any red ink igs used 
37 Ibs. per colony as the average for a selling organization and have hired here is the place for it. In some 

. a full time manager. Minnesota is other part of the label, usually at the 
the state. doing the same. If we do not get into bottom, is found color........, net 

the game, we will soon be far behind? weight ......, and Packer’s No......++ 

Busi Is Good The Packer’s number should be 
i i , : 
ness Is Goo! The Beekeepers’ Section of Wisconsin peated Ae oe ed ae ae hand 

The honey market is rapidly getting Horticulture Of course it is Detter to: have the 

better and honey is getting scarce. Is this section of value to Wiscon- labels printed by some of the firms 
y of our producers have sold out sin beekeepers? It is hard to tell for making a busi f h kU 

and are buying from their neighbors. pee & uginess.Of such ‘work, 10 
From present indications there will we never receive any comments good to the present time there has been 

or bad. Furthermore, most of our little space left on the lithographed 
be very little honey on hand by spring. heekeepers do not seem to realize that labels for extra printing and when the 

Some of our beekeepers have sold the paper needs help from each and rubber stamp was used it marred the 
out early at a low price, but the mar- every beekeeper to keep it going. Al- otherwise attractive label and often 
ket has held firm and prices are im- though we have nearly 800 members, was not legible. 
proving all the time. in the Association only a very few of This matter has been taken up with
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some of the leading firms and we siderable trade of this kind but had From my earliest recollection, 
hope now to have colored labels de- never received a mail order. This hi h b k 
signed especially for Wisconsin honey. year he had some attractive labels this tree has never been known 

As yet we have found only one printed including the grading require- tc, fail producing a good crop, ex- 
comb honey producer using a printed ments and to his surprise he soon be- & A 1834 h tial 
label for each section but we believe gan receiving mail orders from friends C¢€pting in » When a partia 
it a 8 Bond sce. We must not for. of vie) Louse he had sold to. ahey failure was occasioned by severe 
get at people uying Loo pay too probably never new is correct ad- . : . : 

little attention to flavor. They are dress before. “It pays to advertise.” ate frost in spring. Our belief is, 
ae by that whieh pleases the = eee that it has not failed to produce 

eye and what is so unattractive as a Honey bottlers complain that nearly ‘ 
leaky, travel-stained, propolis-covered 4}] the vant year’s Crap of honey they fruit each year for the past three 

section of honey? On the other hand, ought this year is souring. Mr. H. L. quarters of a century. 

few foods are more alluring than wMeMurray says it is another result of an 
clean, uniform, beautiful comb yoney the unusual season this year, that dur- The tree has not been pruned 
nicely displayed under glass, with an jing the hot, dry weather, honey in 5 
attractive label on each section. The sealed cans eave Of some of its mols for ‘the, past forty YERES) and. has 
cartons often used are sanitary and ture which collected at the top of the had no sort of cultivation for the 
the very fact that the producer uses can where it condensed when the * ra * 

them indicates that the contents are metal cooled. Later this started fer- past twenty years: yet ab us quite 
above the average but they do not mentation. His remedy is to remove healthy, making fair growth, and 
catch the eye of the housewife who is the cover in the future and tie over ‘ s ‘ 
probably thinking of buying some- cheese cloth which will allow the bearing an average crop of fruit 
thing else. moisture to escape. every season. 

So let us use more and better honey ee: eee F z 
labels and thereby help create a de- Origi d Hi f the Gri From a grafted tree of this va- 
mand for one of nature’s best foods. rigin and History of the Grimes riety, planted eighteen years ago, 

C. D. Adams, Golden Apple { ‘dick las 
Wisconsin Department of Markets picked, last season, ten barrels 

Most of the popular and valua- of fine fruit. If I could only plant 
NOTES ble varieties now in cultivation one variety of apple, I would 

mit, aveling ove the state we and were children of chance and choose this in preference to all 
ost sections short of com oney. jana’. : 

course there is always a shortage of Indiana S greatest apple, the others, for the following reasons: 
fancy comb honey, but if you have Grimes, is no exception. The ‘The fruit is beautiful, and unsur- 
Wisconsin No. 1 the Secretary of the exact date of its birth or the cir- 
cooperative association can quickly : : 
put you in touch with some grocer cumstances surrounding it are 
who is just as anxious to buy as you itel n 
are to sell. If they do not find you ekg defn: tely known but the 
they will be buying the western honey mountains of West Virginia near 
with high freight charges added to the the town of Wellsburg was the 

cost. = it . 
ae ce home of the original tree. Like BEEKEEPERS 

We are finding beekeepers in sev. many other pioneers it lived 
eral sections of the state who report any P : . 
that bees harvested a good crop of Many years before its true merits 
alfalfa honey this year for the first were recognized by the world. I 
time. Let us not be deceived—this ere ie n t ‘i a t dat 
does not happen often. The unusual cobs ab e to hx the exact date Should send for our book- 
weather conditions made it possible. of jts discovery from the data at 

—————_—_— ; x let on the new MODI- 
The big crop of honey gathered by My command, but it was evident- FIED DADANT HIVE 

the bees in Milwaukee County this ly about the year 1789. The fol- ee : . : 
year came as usual largely from sweet lowing: extracts f£6m .afy account The hive with a brood 

clover, Only one or two farmers as iw & ex ah ie chamber sufficient for pro- 
yet are sowing it for pasture and hay written by Thomas Grimes, Jr, : 
but they are enthusiastic about it. . . os lific queens. OUR CATA- 

2 in 1874 fixes the date of its origin LOG IS FREE 
er : 7 ‘ 

Notwithstanding the good crop in approximately at this time, which 
the eastern part of the state many o: + 
the beekeepers are diligently search- would make the variety 132 years 
ing for good honey to finish supplying old. 
their trade. In most cases they insist He Sead ‘ 
it must be quite similar to their own The original tree is on my 
honey. Some overlook this and in so farm, bought by my father sixty- 

doing lose a few good customers. , 8 y y y DADANT & SONS 

People as a rule like the honey they seven years ago, and, from our . . 
are accustomed to and suspect adul- pest information, it is not less Hamilton, Illinois 
teration in other honey. : d: f 
Many beekeepers on our main trav- than eighty years old; my father 

eled roads have for years been regu- gold fruit from it to the New Or- 
larly supplying tourists from other 
states. We found one who had a con- leans traders as long ago as 1804.
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passed in flavor; the tree is with- than 1860, seventy years after its take kindly to this apple on ac- 

out a rival in hardiness, produc- discovery. It was about this time count of its color, but color like 

tiveness, longevity, and symme- that the variety was given its beauty is only skin deep, and the 

try of growth; the fruit is fit for name which was originally Grimes Grimes is gradually making its 

cooking in September; and for Golden Pippin, this was later re- place more secure in the markets 

eating from December till April, duced to Grimes Golden and even each year, and will continue to 

thus combining the good qualities that proved too long for the pres- hold its own until we find a red 

of many in one.” ent age, and it is now most com- apple which has all its good quali- 

Its popularity continued to be monly known as Grimes. When ties and none of its faults. 

local for many years. There you hear the name Grimes it The excellent quality, and its 

seems to have been no concerted makes your mouth water just the adaptability to so great a variety 

effort to introduce it into elite ap- same as if you added Golden Pip- of conditions places the Grimes 

ple society, but as the pioneers pin. among apples in the same posi- 

drifted westward from this sec- Like many other varieties it tion as that held by the Bartlett 

tion into Ohio and Indiana some has proven more popular in the among pears, and the Concord 

of them brought scions of this, states of its adoption—Ohio and among grapes.—Hoosier Horti- 

their favorite fruit and grafted in- Indiana—than it ever did on its culture, April 1921. 

to the seedlings they found grow- native hills. The public was slow cs 

ing in their new home, some of to recognize its splendid quality Get under cover now all hot 
which undoubtedly were planted and superior merit as a commer- beds, lawn seats and other garden 
by that historic character, the cial variety, even yet there are furniture not needed outside. 

2 , Winter weather wears them fast. 
pioneer apple booster, John Chap- sections of the country where Have you a few plants of rhu- 

man. they are not fully appreciated, barb in the cellar for spring forc- 
The farm, where this original but Hoosiers who have once ing. Put in a few if they can be 

tree grew, descended from father learned to eat Grimes prefer them dug now. ' . 

to son, Thomas, Jr., the writer of to all others, and in most Indiana Di eee ey eae Buseca 

the above account sold the place markets it heads the list. Some were among shrubs the fruit of 

at about this time. of the northern markets do not ‘which was still ornamental Nov. 1. 

In 1896 Professors L. C. Corbett 

and A. S. Hopkins of the West 
Virginia University visited the ‘ , 
tree and reported it to be on the A P t ] S h ] f 

decline and something like ten rac 1Ca C 00 O 

years later it was reported by the ® 
owner of the farm, David Coun. Horticulture 

cilman, to be lying prone upon the 

ground, the cause of its death is 
not given, but it was probably old Th 7 q 
age with complications. There e Annual Convention 

seems to be no direct evidence 

that its untimely end was caused 

by that dread disease collar rot, MADISON 

which has laid low so many of its 
descendants. 

The first general distribution of December 1 4. 1 5-1 6 

this variety of which I find record 

was on the Ohio side of the river a 

from the nursery of Nathan L. It is Free. Come and bring your friends 
Woods in the town of Smithfield . 
near Mt. Pleasant, Ohio, not later JU
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Charles G. Patten Charles G. Patten has long been Mr. Patten was born in north- 
. . widely recognized as a pioneer ern New York in 1832. He wasa 

Charles G. Patten, born Novem- and leading plant breeder. For farm boy and was brought up 
ber 4, 1832, died at his home in fifty years he has labored with amidst the general farm hus- 
Charles City, Iowa, November fine public spirit in an untiring bandry of northern New York, re- 
10, 1921. While he had retired effort to develop new fruits for ceiving what advantages the com- 
from active work and while phy- the Upper Mississippi Valley mon schools of New York gave 

. : . sad Wa le which would be hardy enough tc up until the time he was about 14 
sically infirm, his mind was keen withstand the rigors of the exact- years of age. Following this he 
and alert to the end. Among the jng climatic conditions of that re- had one winter in a poor school 
memories of the writer,.one that gion. Mr. Patten’s pioneer effort in northern New York, and three 

he will retain always is a pleasant im fruit breeding has given to the winters in Wisconsin, only one 
day spent with him scarcely two people of the Upper Mississippi of which he considered a good 

ks bef his death. C. G Valley region a number of new “common” school. ‘“Neverthe- 
weeks Detore fis deat.‘ "hardy apples, pears and plums. less,” said Mr. Patten, “at the 
Patten was a remarkable man; More than that, he has developed close of the winter following my 
there are not many of his kind. nineteenth birthday I could have 
He labored unselfishly for over obtained a certificate to teach.” 

half a century in improving fruits, _ He then spent about two years 
in producing varieties that would x in the construction of railroads, 

withstand the rigorous climate of r s being a contractor patt of the 
ie s honrexpeeti- a 7 time. His “school education 

the prairie states without expecta Be q was completed by studying two 
tion of financial returns or hope of Bi terms at the Delton Academy, 

other reward. His life was a life : bone Sauk County, Wisconsin. 

of service to his fellow men. yi :™ ‘ali He followed general farming in 

While not lacking in business ee Wisconsin from 1856 to 1864, and 

ability he set for himself the task . then marred to Charles City, lone, 

of producing hardier apples and 4 engaging Lr WO Years) In Muxe 
wren farming and lumbering. 

bligh istant pe nd spent oe & 5 
ight resis ant pears @ P ie ya Mr. Patten is by nature a lover 

so freely on this work the profits a of plants. He saw at once the 
derived from a modest nursery AA, great need of fruits and ornamen- 
that at times he was in doubt : tals for northern Iowa, so he im- 

about being able to continue his mediately set himself to the task 

experimental work through lack jj of supplying that need. In 1866, 
f funds, Finally the city grew y without ever having seen a graft 

oF itunds.. Zanally 8) Or ade he | in the nurser. : 4 made he began in the nursery 
out of his farm, enveloped it ex- business. = 

cept the experimental grounds. CHARLES G. PATTEN “Tn 1866,” said Mr. Patten, “I 
These were later taken over by / made quite a large planting of 

the state of Iowa, enabling him a unique collection of foundation apple seeds with a view of im- 
to spend his declining years in Plant material which should be proving the well known varieties. 

fort avid vet close by were his used for further advancement in I had_ made some effort in this 

Oe ee : the development of hardy fruits work in Wisconsin.” From that 
beloved seedlings. There was o¢ good quality. time on his fruit breeding work 
none richer than C. G. Patten. I shall never forget my first Was studiously carried on, twenty 

While over half of his life was visit at Mr. Patten’s breeding and acres being entirely given over to 

spent in Iowa, he yet belonged to testing grounds located at the the work. This was done in the 
all of ua edge of Charles City, Iowa. It midst of a business carried on for 

. was in September, 1917. The 4 livelihood and in spite of a con- 

The following excellent account fruition of a life time of effort was Stant struggle for health. 
of Mr. Patten’s work was written a tangible reality expressed by Mr. Patten’s methods were not 

by Prof, H. L. Lantz of the Iowa hundreds of perfectly hardy trees haphazard, but born of foresight 
State College at Ames, at the re- which were ripening loads of well planned and always looking 

t of th iter and published beautiful fruit. New apples, pears toward hardiness and fruitfulness 
questo) De Wate Pp : and plums were fruiting under of tree as well as to quality of 
in the Bulletin of the American the trying climatic conditions of fruit. He had no training in plant 
Pomological Society June, 1920: a formerly fruitless prairie. breeding, but nevertheless began 8 y P &
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contributing articles for the pa- hardy and productive in the Da- resistant pear of all the Chinese 
pers in the early seventies, and kotas, northern Iowa, Minnesota, species which have been intro- 
from 1875 contributed many of Wisconsin, and even in Canada duced in the United States be- 
the leading papers on fruit breed- it has proved its worth. Mr. Pat- cause of the possibilities which it 
ing to be found in the reports of ten’s success in producing this offers as a blight resistant stock 

the Iowa Horticultural Society. seedling further convinced him for the varieties of pears now 
These articles show the vision and that the best winter apples for grown in America. Mr. Patten 
prophetic eye of the true plant the Upper Mississippi Valley re- came to recognize its value as a 
breeder. gion would have to be produced new foundation upon which to 

None of the standard eastern in that region. He did not believe breed for hardiness of tree and 
varieties such as Baldwin, North- that a good winter apple would blight resistance. Today there 
ern Spy and Rhode Island Green- come out of the Russian importa- are growing on the grounds a 
ing were hardy enough for this tions, and constantly set before number of seedlings of Pyrus us- 
region. Even many of the Wis- the people the necessity of plant- suriensis which are without doubt 
consin varieties failed in northern ing and testing thousands of crosses with Seckel. These seed- 
Iowa. In the early days winter seedlings. lings are “hardy as an oak,” one 
killing repeatedly eliminated near- Out of the thousands of seed- of which has been a regular and 
ly every variety tried except Briar lings grown by Mr. Pattenanum- consistent bearer for more than 
Sweet Crab. Consequently most ber of varieties have been named _ ten years. Several thousand cross 
of the farmers relied mainly upon and distributed. Other promis- bred seedlings of these particular 
this variety to supply their needs ing new varieties are being tested. hybrids, crossed with such varie- 
for fruit. Even Oldenburg, Patten (Greening), a seedling ties as Bartlett, Flemish Beauty, 
Wealthy, Fameuse, which are of Oldenburg, originated in 1869. Howell, Anjou and Winter Nelis 
classed among the more hardy It is probably the most widely are now coming into fruiting. 
sorts, were sometimes severely in- known of Mr. Patten’s origina~ These seedlings are very vigor- 

jured or killed outright by the tions. ous, and to date have shown no 
fierce winters. Clearly it was nec- Eastman is a fine large and injury from blight, although they 
essary to breed a new race of striped apple, a seedling of Fam- show much variation as to hardi- 
fruits. In looking over the stand- euse originating in 1880. ness, vigor, type of growth, leaf 
ard varieties grown in the United Brilliant is another seedling of area, etc. Out of this collection 

States, Mr. Patten observed that Fameuse originated in 1881 which with such remarkable blood lines, 
nearly all were of American ori- bids fair in Mr. Patten’s estima- if one may judge from results 
gin. He did not believe that the tion to become an important va- heretofore obtained by Mr. Pat- 
hardy Russian sorts were adapted riety in Michigan and Wisconsin. ten’s work, will no doubt come a 
to northern Iowa. Neither did he Silas Wilson, a bright red, at- distinct advance in the breeding 
believe advancement would be tractive, sprightly, subacid apple, of blight resistant pears of supe- 
made by hybridizing with native is a seedling of Ben Davis and rior hardiness. 
crab, the Soulard or the Siberian evidently a cross with Jonathan, Several hardy pears have been 
crabs. These were too small in showing as it does many of the introduced by Mr. Patten. Seckel 
size. Indiscriminate planting of characteristics of Jonathan in both No. 1 is a seedling of Seckel. It 
seeds, trusting that something of tree and fruit. It is of good qual- is perfectly hardy at Charles City 
value might come out of it did not ity, but not reliably hardy in and is a vigorous grower and reg- 
appeal, although Peter Gideon northern Iowa unless top worked. ular bearer. The fruit resembles 
did produce the Wealthy in this These are a few of the most not-  Seckel in form and color, but is 
way. This method he considered able varieties which Mr. Patten easily a third larger in size and 
too unscientific. originated and introduced. Other quite similar in quality and sea- 

He began then, after consider- new promising sorts are being son. 
ing all these theories, to plant tested, some of which no doubt The most notable seedling in 
seeds only of the best and most will prove to be of value. Point of i and quality is a cross 
hardy varieties of apples. These of Orel 15 and Anjou. It favors 
wee his foundation. Seedlings DEVELOPMENTS IN PEAR BREEDING Anjou in form and size, is an at- 
of superior merit were preserved In the early eighties Mr. Pat- tractive green pear with a red 
and these crossed with other va- ten secured several trees of a cheek, juicy, sprightly, fine in 
rieties of merit. The results were hardy, blight resistant Chinese grain and ranks very good in 
concrete almost from the start. pear which was first thought to quality. Season September. 

In 1869 Mr. Patten planted a be Pyrus sinensis, but which was Other promising new seedlings 
number of seeds of Oldenburg later identified as Pyrus ussur- have fruited which bear out Mr. 
from Wisconsin from which he iensis by Prof. F. C. Reinmer. Patten’s early prediction that 
secured his Patten (Greening) Pyrus ussuriensis is perhaps at hardy and blight resistant varie- 
a variety well known. reliably present the most talked of blight (Continued on page 71)
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System in the Orchard I use the coordinate system of replacements are made. After a 

Witt J. PLatren numbering, numbering rows from few years if it becomes illegible, a 

(Contributed.) north to south, and trees from new revised map should be made. 

Most orchards are planted with east to west. Thus number 22-37 When _there are many varieties 

some regard to system. Their would be the twenty-second tree intermingled in the orchard, it is 

trees are at regular intervals, the from the north and the thirty- very handy to have some photo- 

varieties are in rows and blocks; seventh tree from the east; always graphic reductions made of this 

some sort of a sketch or map is giving the row first and tree sec- map down to a 6x§ inch size. 

kept, and occasionally the trees ond. Each tree bears a label or These can be folded to pocket size 

are marked in the orchard. Usual- tag of copper, in size about 1x2% _ for carrying into the field. With 

ly, however, with small orchards inches, having punched thereon good photographic work, the va- 

and home orchards, dependence its number and its name, abbre- riety names should still be de- 

of location of varieties is left to viated, i. e., “Wel.” for “Wealthy.” cipherable. 

memory and recognition by ap- These tags are fastened to each The real tree records are kept 

pearance. tree on the south side a foot above in a card index; one card for each 

With large commercial orchards ground by ss long galvanized fin- tree. I use a standard 4x6 inch 

it becomes an impossibility to re- ishing nail driven into the trunk card made by the printer. For 

member the many details of va- about one-half inch, the tag out forty acres on an assumption of 

rieties, location, and condition about three inches by the head of 2,500 trees, two filing drawers 

that are essential to the modern the nail. _ This will allow about each twenty inches long are re- 

management of them on a profit- ten years growth before read- quired. Cards are indexed and 

able basis. In olden days but few justment is needed. I have tried tabbed in rows and varieties as 

businesses kept accurate record— both . Zine and copper tags; the they occur in the orchard. Using 

some branches made money, some zinc is inferior as tags get brittle both sides, each card should care 

lost money—as long as the net and break. Large loops may be §5, the record of a tree for thirty- 

balance was favorable, they were used instead of nails to fasten the five years. In the upper left hand 

satisfied. In general, this condi- tags on. _These tags are very CON” Corner is the row number, tree 

tion is still true of fruit growing venient in helping locate certain number and block letter. In the 

in Wisconsin. trees that might need special at- upper right hand corner is the 

The questions that modern tention. Give the man the num- name of the variety. The cards 

business continually ask are— ber and he can. go almost directly are lined on both sides, one line 

Does it pay? Will it pay? What to the tree instead of hunting for a year’s record. The years are 

rate does it pay? Every orchard through a whole section of the down the left margin and a dou- 

man should be able to answer orchard to find, for instance, 2 t,1¢ column on the right margin is 

those questions regarding his tree that had blight on. The num- pounds of fruit production. 

orchard as a whole, each variety, bers are necessary’ also to keep The center is used for remarks. 

and each tree, just as the dairy- the production records by tree. Current operations, such as spray- 

men are doing with their cows. A large wall map or blue print ing, pruning, etc., that are appli- 

An accurate tree record is the of the orchard should be made to cable to all trees alike, are not 

basis of a successful cost account- a scale, such that trees show as mentioned in the remarks. Spe- 

ing. I will not attempt to discuss dots about one-half inch apart. cial work, such as blight removal 

the bookkeeping end, the appor- For a forty-acre orchard, this will or any unusual condition or treat- 

tioning of costs, etc., but will con- give a map about thirty inches ment is noted. Notes are taken 

fine the topic to tree records as I square. This should show the ina note book for all such special 

keep them. outside row and tree numbers, work, and also during the harvest 

The numbering and labelling blocks of varieties, odd varieties time, crediting each tree with the 

of trees, maps of the orchard, in- ina block, vacant positions, roads, pounds of fruit picked at each 

dividual tree records, and field drains, and main topographic fea- picking. The man in the orchard 

note books are all necessary for tures. This map should be kept always carries his note book. 

a complete tree record system. up to date by pencil changes as About once a week the items from
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the note books are posted to the The Story Of The Building Of its citizens knew its faults and 

cards, and changes, if any, are in- A Village Park loved it just the same. They, 

dicated on the large map. Mrs. Lewis Morton, Omro. loved it because they looked past 

In addition to one card for each Read at Summer Meeting, Osh- the rubbish strewn river banks, 

tree, a few general cards complete kosh, August 18th, 1921 and the weed grown vacant lots, 

the system. One card should If the building of H. C. Scott beyond the unostentatious build- 

show the total production of the Park had been merely the plant- !8S and the dusty streets, and 

entire orchard for each year; and ing of trees, shrubs and flowers, S2W that Omro was a village of 
one give the total production of the laying out of walks, the erec- homes ; that her first business had 

each variety. One for pruning tion of bridges or even the dig- been and must be to make good 
done, one for fertilization, another ging of canals, there would have “!t!Zens; and they knew the spirit 

for cultivation, one commenting been no story, just the dry com- that had erected fine schools must 
on insect pests of the year, and pilation of financial reports. But be enlarged; the community must 

finally a card should give a brief because the effort of building the have a playground as well as a 

summary of weather including park has produced something big- workshop. So the seed bed was 

the last spring and first fall frost. ger and better than the park itself right in the hearts of the people 
Other cards may be kept accord- —a by-product greater than the for the planning of a project, the 
ing to the individual desire. It product, “community spirit? 8¢rmnation, growth and fruition 
is not near the task of keeping there is a story founded on vision of which has astonished even its 
these up as might appear, because and developed through persis- Promoters. The planting was 

there is only one line entry made tence and sacrifice. done by an old lumberman who 

per year per card. In the good old days of the had spent his years among the 

With records like these, con- Arabian nights when an Aladdin trees of Wisconsin. -. 

sistently kept up, the productivity wished a garden or a palace, he Long before the citizens knew 

of the different varieties, and that tubbed his wonderful lamp and that. they wanted a park, H. C. 

of individual trees is known be- While he slept a magician made Scott had determined to give the 
yond doubt. Guess work for fu- trees grow, waters flow or palaces village a strip of land which he 

ture planting is eliminated. Poor arise. It was good for Aladdin; owned along the river bank, and 

varieties and drone trees are it saved him the difficulty of blue ¥POn which he had already plant- 
found out and may be top worked. prints and contracts and labor d trees in furtherance of his idea. 

Many other ways may be found problems, but he never knew the Declining years and multiplied 

to use the records in an experi- constructive joy of bringing into business cares delayed the trans- 

mental way or to increase the feality little by little, day after fer of the property until a new 

orchard efficiency. For the smal] day, the object of his dreams. H. organization had Sprung into life 

amount of time required, it is very C. Scott Park is a dream mater- !" iconmection with the Presby- 

nice, in after years, to have a com- ialized, but only after “long days tenan Chareh of the village. he 
plete life history of each tree. of labor and nights devoid of organization was called the Men’s 

Each grower could modify the ease.” Improvement League and was 

system to meet his own require- We think of Omro as being a headed by Rev. O. W. Johnson, 

ments. More general use of some typical Wisconsin village of the pastor of the church. ‘Lo them 

such system would eventually re- last century, built by the lumber the land was given and the first 

sult in a more successful fruit industry; left decadent by the re- organized effort was made by 

growing industry in the state. ceding forests; rehabilitated by these men when they went down 

Green Bay, Wis., Dec. 20, 1921. the farming interests; justly to the site and began to cut the 

, proud of its ancestry, its historic weeds and to remove the cans 

river, its schools and its cemetery, Which had given the place its dis- 
ee of on shitbs or trees ate Strangers invariably character- reputable name of “Tin Can Al- 

sicW eat with a covering of ized it as a sleepy, old, unenter- ley”. 
ow as when in bloom during ws : . : sy: 

the summer. Plant for both sum. Prising, torn by jealousies, and Now for a second time failing 

mer and winter effect. handicapped by prejudices; but health interfered with the pro-
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gress of the park. The Rev. Mr. The morning dawned rosy and still, it had taught the Civic 

Johnson became ill and was oblig- promising and continued so until League its power. It was only a 

ed to resign before the work had_ the tables for the big community step to the next big undertaking, 

advanced for enough to proceed picnic were spread on the school the “Greatest Five Day Industrial 

without his leadership. At this grounds. Then came a deluge of Fair Under One Cover in the 

time the Omro Study Club, an rain, unexpected as April and as State of Wisconsin.” This mam- 

organization of women, began to persistent as November. The moth boast was made possible be- 

feel an impulse to accomplish picnickers, seizing baskets and cause of the building that had 

some tangible improvement in the provisions, rushed into the school- been termed “Omro’s financial 

village life. At one of their after- house for protection. Outside, tragedy.” The old three-story, 

noon meetings a casual remark the rain proceeded to reduce the brick woolen-mill had been built 

about the Men’s Improvement carnival grounds to bottomless on honor with the funds of anoth- 

League’s needing help in their red clay. The amateur side- er generation, but had never pro- 

park undertaking aroused enough shows were literally swimming in duced anything except failure and 

enthusaism to result in a special mud and water. But what was disappointment. There it stood, 

meeting being called at the school rain or a spoiled dinner or drip- empty and forlorn and disgraced. 

house to discuss organization ping tents when there was a park It had failed as a woolen-mill ; 

along broader lines. Thus far to build! With courage born of it had failed as a carriage factory: 

physical disability had been the inspiration the crowds slopped it had failed as a shoe-tip factory. 

only handicap in the whole pro- and slushed from one show to an- Mr. S. Leighton, the owner, 

ject, but now a new little imp of other, getting as much amuse- gaye the use of this building to 

disaster sharpened — his arrows. ment from their predicament aS the Civic League for their fair, 

At this special meeting the intro- from the performance itself. In and the lonesome old building 

duction of an entirely foreign sub- one of the tents thrilling patriotic teemed with preparations. Scores 

ject created such ill feeling that dramas were staged. The en- of busy workers transformed the 

if it had not been for the frantic trance fee was two cents. Mr. dingy cobwebbed interior into a 

appeal of one of the promoters, Clyde Terrill, now an authority fairy-land of festoons and draper- 

the matter would have been con- on wild ducks, was acting the part ies All the skill, art, talent and 

signed to oblivion. a George Washington in the ingenuity of the village were con 

The second special meeting was Making of the First Flag.” The centrated on the old mill, and its 

more successful than the first. A Play had passed successfully prosaic old walls became a pal- 

constitution and a simple code of through the first act, the second ace of flowers, a garden of fruits, 

by-laws were adopted to regulate act, and then came a halt. The py emporium of needlecraft, the 

the, new organization which from curtains parted and a pretty fine arts, antiques, a labyrinth of 

that time has been identified as YOung lady General Manager an- mystery, and all this pageantry of 

~ the Women’s Civic Improvement nounced, “We are sorry, but we wonders for five days for the ex- 

League of Omro. No sooner had can’t give the third act now. orbitant price of 25 cents. Of 

the new women’s society material- George Washington had to £0 course, that was only for entrance 

ized than the Men’s Improvement and play es the band. You may __it cost much more to get out. 

League, with a characteristic gal- COME @8ain at 3 o’clock, or you Fyeryone must eat in the cafe- 

lantry that has marked the men ™@Y have your money back.” teria, drink at the lemonade 

of the village, handed over their | We want our money back,” came booths, check the babies at the 

accumulated funds to finance the !" Stentorian tones from County est room, laugh at vaudeville, 

first money-making enterprise for Superintendent of Schools H. B. patronize the rummage sale, fish 

the benefit of the park. This was Patch, and the laugh that follow- in the magic canal, find a fortune 

in the nature of a sane Fourth of ¢4 fully reimbursed the crowd. at the gypsy’s booth. One visi- 

July celebration. Now fora third This little tent with its two.cent tor from a northern city became 

time misfortune seemed to threat- shows netted over $17.00 at the so interested in the magic geese 

en the park, for the weather took close of the day. The sane Fourth that he paid one dollar for the 

a hand. was a financial success, and better privilege of operating them. But
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bigger than all this pomp and dis- dredging and grading, drilling and memory of C. O. Marsh, a much 

play and merriment was the com- building, with the unusual touch beloved teacher of the village 
munity ambition to realize its of “bees” when business men and school who had suggested the 
dream park. This spirit of happy farmers donated labor, teams, plan. 
co-operation made it possible to money; when women gave vines H. C. Scott Park is a dream 

present a vaudeville utilizing over and flowers and organized them- come true, but it is more—it is a 

one hundred people, from the selves into committees for trans- monument to the power of a unit- 

grey-haired hero of an old time planting them into the park flow- ed community’s organized effort. 
farce to the infant prodigy of the er beds. But it was happy work — 

musical drama. With six com- for it was our park that we were Charles G. Patten 

plete changes of program, extend- beautifying. Of course, there (Continued from page 67) 

ing over a period of nine hours were discouragements—how blue ties could be and would be orig- 

a day, this committee made the we all felt the first spring when inated by scientific breeding. He 

remarkable record of not having the river rose the highest record-_ lived to see his prediction realized 

a single failure on the part of an ed in years, and the whole park i” 4 measure in already developed 
actor to respond at the appointed was under water. Everyone Vian suited to. ‘northern, Lowa: 

. : innesota, Wisconsin and the 
hour. laughingly told us it was caused Dakotas. 

It made it possible also to man- by the large fountain we had PLum Breeprne 

age a cafeteria in which the work drilled in the park the previous . 

was divided along denominational fall. One venturesome lad went A: prominent murseryman, mot 
lines, and yet was without sectar- Out in a rowboat to get a drink Pose Sep Saree Wiee 7 all me , y “. known varieties of American 
ian differences—Methodists serv- from the fountain. plums now grown in the Upper 
ing with Presbyterians, Baptists But the park is past experiment Mississippi Valley were wiped 

with Catholics, Lutherans with pow. The merry laughter of pic- CUt and the plums of Mr. aes 

Episcopalians, and finally the Big pickers daily testifies to the at- origination were to be’ placed on 
Brothers with some of the weaker tractiveness of the place. Each growing would be advanced 

churches. And when the first year adds beauty and interest to twenty years. 
thousand dollars lay safely depos- the locality as the personal as- Mr. Patten has bred, grown and 

ited in the bank to the credit of sociations increase. High on a erected from thousands & = 
the Civic League, what a com- pole stands a beautiful bird-house, ings, always preserving te oest. 

minity handshaking and congrat- the gilt of 2° Manual Training Quiet ti flor have come many 
ulating and rejoicing took place. Teacher of the school; while in quality. Several are freestone. 

By this time legal intricacies lesser corners are tiny houses The best of these plums are now 
had demanded an incorporated donated by his pupils for the birds being distributed for further test- 
Park Association and a Park that throng the trees. At the en- ing as fast asi ‘eron swaod ‘ean. be 

Board. How well i remember trance of the driveway is an iron P These wee a few of the things 

the day we slipped into our rub- pillar crowned by a large electric wy Patten accomplished in a life 

bers and met at the park site to globe. This is the gift of a one-time of unselfish effort. He gave 

determine which of the native legged man whom the citizens the people of the Upper Missis- 
willows should be sacrificed for had helped at the time of his mis- S!PP! Valley, where climatic con- 

the artificial canal. We were fol- fortune. He had not forgotten in eitias Were ‘not iconducive: ito 
. . : . ruit growing, new varieties of 

lowing a blue print prepared by the days of his prosperity and he apples, pears, and plums of su- 

Professor Hatch of Madison. We returned to pay his tribute to the perior hardiness and of better 

felt our responsibility as watch- village. A rustic settee is the quality. His contribution to hor- 

dogs of the people’s money, and handiwork of a man over eighty ticulture will not only benefit the 
we were determined that every years of age. In one corner of immediate region of Towa and its 

: ‘ ; contigious territory but the whole 
penny should bring definite re- the park stands a circle of trees Gf American horticulture. 
turns. planted by the Logan Circle in ———— 
The story of the development of honor of the boys who gave their Pine cones or pine wood makes 

the park is the usual story of lives in the great war and in good fireplace fuel.
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Wisconsin Morticulture What’s On Your Mind? complained nor do I mean to do 
Published “Monthly by th i = i i 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society This half-hour session, length- so now. The busy men and wom 
omeict®o Nan CAF Sctoty ened to an hour Wednesday of en who are readers of the paper 

cial organ of the Society. . : . 
——__ Convention week, proved highly too often feel that the things that 

See, eRe Menton Wis. interesting. The topic onthe pro- they know so well, know front- 

Entered at the postofice at Madison, Wisconsin, gram was as follows: wards, backwards and crosswise, 

Special "rate Hoe postage ‘peenided for, in Bection WHAT’S ON YOUR MIND? are too simple and too trivial to 
395) Act of October 8, 1917, authorized July . : 

18 xdrortising rates made known on application. What's on your mind about the So- write about. No greater error is 
Wisconsin Giake Uorilculturel Gaclety clety and its affairs? About the Con- possible. The most successful 
Peconsin (State noreleuleural secs y vention and the manner it's conduct- publication ever issued by this 

cludes fifty cents, subscription price to Wisconsin ed? About Wisconsin Horticulture, : Horticulture. Send one dollar to Frederic Crane- Society was the garden supple- 
field, Editor, Madison, Wis. the paper? If you have criticisms or f 1918 : d in 1919 

0 Ota oF express (Money Order. A suggestions be on hand at 1:30. Your ment o ,» reprinte am 
$ached toja)card., Permonal checks accepted. time limit will be exactly two minutes. and 1920. Over 150,000 copies of 

Postage stamps not accepted. . _ h b di 
—. The discussions brought out by this supplement have been dis- 

OFFICERS . 7 i 

H.C. Christongen, President..........Ositoay the chairman, Mr. W. A. Toole, tributed and the effort to fill the 
Roadie Sisheteld, Sectetary-iveaairer: “Mudwon centered about the paper and the demand for other copies strains 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE criticisms offered were for the OUT financial resources. Why 18 
President, Vice Preatdent. and Secretary. greater part constructive and help- it so? Because the five subjects 

A. K. Bassett. constr ee neers... Baraboo fyi] in the supplement were written in 
GL Brigham! <2. 2.1.0... 02. Blue’ Mounds ul. 3 1 tell th 

Pan oa BOF “iw “Years! . one Certain things were brought Simple language and tell the ele- a peeedeersoeeces os ifenomont : a : : 
Helge Witla oat out concerning tha editing of Mentary things abou sowing 
FM, Baceetg, BOF One Fea 7" waits Wisconsin Horticutrure that can C60, transplanting; Hoes; €fC-— 
James | Livingstaie CULL waaties now be brought before the reader the A. B. C. of gardening. 
Amo Wittig. UV tiirgeon Bay by the editor without any feeling The purpose of the Society is 

uo omiQai? OF MANALI, of embarrassment. One question 0 cfeate in the hearts of people 
Oe asked was “Why is not the paper 2 desire for things horticultural 

Co ” and then through the paper and The Convention larger? Another member gave ih fee ae to do 

. , it as his opinion that the paper is Ot7€T Means furnish pt 
It is probably best to dismiss 144 a5 good as it formerly was these things. No editor writes or 

the convention held in Madison 4 scathing criticism was made of ©" write all that is in his paper. 

December 14-16 with a few words. the cover designs. All who par- Even if he had the necessary 

For two reasons: the usual trite ticipated did so in the best pos- knowledge to do it, which is never 
statements that it was the “big-  <ij¢ spirit and great good will the case, the paper would soon be- 
gest and best ever held” coupled gout come stale and very unprofitable. 
with an account of those present, Best of all was the hearty re- It is his business only to edit. He 

etc. ,etc., is of no interest to our sponse on the part of members buys, begs, or steals his material. 
readers; secondly to give a worth present to an appeal by the chair- In the case of papers published 
while summary of all the papers jan for help for the editor. At for profit the problem is an easy 
and discussions would require at jeact fifty members agreed to fur-  ON¢: There is an editor-in-chief, 

least two issues of the paper. jich contributions during the com- with money at his disposal to buy 
Those who attended, some from ing year material, with one or more assist- 

a distance of three hundred miles, Many, many times as editor, I ants, a circulation manager, an 

enjoyed every hour and went jaye sent out appeals for help advertising manager and a trained 

away satisfied with their invest- pleading, begging, coaxing read- office force. We are not in that 

ment of time and money. ers to write of their own rich ex- field nor do we want to enter. 
periences for the benefit of others. The secretary of this Society 

It is estimated that California For three years there was scarce- edits Wisconsin Horticulture, in- 
will produce half the beans raised jy a copy of the paper but con- cidentally; it cannot be his sole 

in the United States this year, or tained an appeal of this sort. The thought. The foundations on 
about 4,000,000 bushels. returns were meager. I have not which the Society rest, must, with
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the aid and under the direction which I know are undeserved, but 

of the officers and members, be which none the less do hearten 

kept propped up. The extensive onea bit. Nor will I be quite sat- McKAY NURSERY 

field work must not be neglected, isfied to stop until I have whis- COMPANY 

the convention programs must be pered a secret to you, my dear 

built up; the daily correspondence readers: During the twenty- MADISON WISCONSIN 

must “be attended to and plans eight years that I have been a ——————————————— 

evolved for new work. We do servant of the public, although in Nursery Stock of 

not want to entertain an ambi- a minor capacity, no other task . 

tious publishing program, we do that has fallen to my lot has given Quality 

not expect to enter the field of me greater pleasure, nor served for Particular Buyers 
horticultural publications, or do to make me more content with Have all the standard varieties 

we? We want a little paper just life’s duties than editing this as well as the newer sorts. Can 

our own for Wisconsin only, do paper. We will now turn our supply. you withieverything:in 

we not? Will you help make it attention to other matters. Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, 

that? Otherwise, George will FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, Editor. Vines and Ornamentals. 
have to do it as best he can in pet as Giseest iat te lant 

such time as he has to give to it, ‘ ay oe eee 

and will aim to do it cheerfully. Honor Where Horior Is Duis Pitvon fend: our ule: Catalog sent 
Which brings us back to the ques- Not all Milwaukeeans are of prompuy. upon receipt! of "your 
tions asked at the convention, Scotch birth or descent, but many . 

“Why is not the paper larger and of them are of that sturdy race. Nurseries at 
why is it not better?” It was About five hundred of them, mem- Waterloo, Wisc. 
founded as a sixteen-page paper bers of St. Andrews Society, fore- 

and is advertised as such. Since gathered about banquet tables in 
publication it has averaged a frac- Milwaukee recently. A full ac- 

tion less than eighteen pages ex- count of their meeting is not of 

clusive of supplements. For the interest to us, only a printed line _ | preter ave.1s.1909 

year following the addition of of two: ; 

or pages of hn mater the gy", ume mca | ey 
paper was a twenty-page paper. stalled as follows: James Living- 
Beginning with January the edi- stone, prestdent;” etc., etc, 0.1 fi0.2 F103 
tor began preparations for a sick The Scotchmen of Milwaukee B B 
spell and for several months there- will now call him “President Liv- er ry oxes 
after the paper edited itself, or ingstone.” Because we love him Crates, Bushel Boxes 

was missing entirely. Between we call him “Jim,” as we have al- and Climax Baskets 

September 10 and December 10 ways done. As You Like Them 

five issues were edited, after a os We manufacture the Ewald 
fashion, and mailed. Wisconsin Balsam and other evergreens und wenber that nite aatintans 
Horticulture is a sixteen-page from the bogs and marshes make |- Hon. Berry Box and crate mate. 

paper. All you get over that is good Christmas trees and are of | our, 4BSslaly,, Wa, °onatan ay 
clear profit, Wedowatowanta big, $0 Vallis for other DUNpORSS: A. | Geeeie ee te nuneheien We 
paper, do we? Or dowe? Justa windbreaks on one’s own land | Snvve ‘Randie! We ‘sen srip tee 
little one all our own. Will you are easier to get and as a rule from Milwaukee, Promptness 16 
help? I cannot conclude without more lasting than those shipped Drie ci eee 
extending my sincere thanks to all .1". ; eee eee een oir Shine ee 
at the convention who offered Flower buyers are becoming , 
help; to the scores of members ™OTe particular as to variety now. Cumberland Fruit Package 

who have from time to time sent Bormet|y purchases were alte Company ; : as to color only. Now varieties Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. 
cheerful letters with compliments are called for. ” :
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Each Year 

Become more firmly intrenched in the minds of the growers as a standard of quality 
and efficiency by which all other machines are to be judged. 

Special features and extra strength, insuring long life and economy in operation. 

A sprayer for every purpose—orchards, crops, shade trees—whitewashing—disinfect- 
ing and all others. 

==". 

Sas Bs ke ) 
Send for our catalog and get com- (Cae ies Ah ) Explai d. 

plete information on the many fea- Ne) “pian your weeds 10 us 
tures found only on Bean Sprayers Cor EAD Saree and we will help you. 

aS 

BEAN SPRAY PUMP COMPANY 
LANSING, MICHIGAN 

The Spirit of Contentment same, sunny, pleasant rooms filled to get. We think of this all the 

By ExizanetH HeEtp with blooming plants. Every- while we are working, of the 
Dear Readers: One of the best thing had the air of being care- pleasure it will be for our cus- 

places to study “folks” is in their fully looked after, down to the tomers to get these things we are 

own homes. They are much more well cooked daintily served meals. raising, and we don’t mind the 

likely to be themselves, to forget It was a pleasant place to visit work at all. Besides we feel that 

the veneer they sometimes use and I thoroughly enjoyed myself we are very fortunate in being 

when you meet them out in the as we talked of old friends and able to work. That is the way 

world. bygone days. we earn our living,” she added 

I was not thinking of studying Being a horticulturist of course simply. “Of course we have a 

folks though when I went back I asked them if they had much of little laid by for a rainy day, but 
to my childhood home, I just a garden. Imagine my surprise We do not wish to use this until 
thought of having a pleasant time. when I was told that they culti- we are obliged to.” 

Among those whom I visited vated two acres of ground. Per- I looked at them more closely. 

were two sisters who live together haps you may not wonder at my Their faces were calm, placid. 

in the old white house on one cor- amazement when I tell you that But above all there seemed to be 

ner of the farm their father both of these sisters are close to something else, an indefinable 

wrested from the wilderness. The the seventy mark. “Why, it must something I could not quite 

place had not changed much. The be dreadfully hard work, isn’t grasp. “Don’t you get dreadfully 

orchard was a bit more gnarled it?” I asked. “Oh, yes, it’s hard, lonesome here in the winter 

and twisted, perhaps, and the row of course, but we enjoy it. You time?” I asked one evening after 

of evergreens that shielded the see, we raise things no one else the dishes were washed and we 

house a trifle more stately. Inside around here bothers with, and had each found a comfortable 

the house was just about the that people in the city are glad chair. “Oh, no,” came the smil-
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One bushel size for apples, tomatoes, onions and other farm products. 

Half barrel and barrel size for cabbage, watermelon, cantaloupe 
and muskmelon. 

One bushel seed corn crates. Butter and cheese boxes. 

Our newly designed coop for shipping live chickens, weighs 30 pounds 
and it is the strongest on the market. 

LA CROSSE - - - - WISCONSIN 

ing reply. “We usually find some- was a child. There was a never- jolly little laugh. ‘“Aren’t you 

thing to keep us busy—and we forgotten Sunday afternoon when, going to get out of that rig? We 

travel quite a good deal.” on one of his rare visits to the won’t get home tonight if you 

“Travel!” I was surprised for old farm home, he had gone with don’t hustle.” 

I had never known them to go us to slide down hill. After doing “Tt does get ‘real,’ doesn’t it?” 

very far from the old home:. all the hair-raising stunts he 

“Well, we call it ‘travel,?” said could think of, he voted the hill 

the younger sister. “It’s a game tame, and taking a sled to the roof The 

we invented to pass away the he poised it for one brief instant 

time when we're tired of every- 7 the be a ae oe : Jewell Nursery 

thing else. We find it real inter- Whoop that would have shamec 
esting.” a Comanche Indian, he slid down Company 

At my request they started on the long sloping roof of the house 

one of their imaginary journeys. into the snow banks pelo. . he Lake City, Minn. 
At first I sat listening with a sort a tia vie an easy i de fee in 

of smiling tolerance. It seemed re t6 a8 nen 08) anne ae f Established 1868 

funny to think of these two wom- IPB 28 MESSE Sect 2 
; this drive. Indeed not. I was 

én playing ‘a. game of make be- holding fast to the sides of a 
lieve. But all at once I sat u . rr . i a 

straight, for the imaginary ic Swaying — swinging buckboard itty three years 
eler was saying: “It’s about time watching a pair of plunging ponies continuous service 

for us to start back home, but I as le ‘drove oe a ve 

think we will stop and see Cousin mountain ioad at brea neck 

Will at Denver. We will surprise speed. T saw a hatlesa driver A Complete Stock of 

him; stay over night at the ranch with 2 well remembered smile on Fruit, Shelter and 
and in the morning our genial his face, his capable fingers held Ornamental Stock in 

host will drive ws down the moun- the — ce eno Hardy Varieties for 
tain road to the station wit is ing the ride 1 didn Taw a rea 
ponies and buckboard.” You see, breath until we reached the val- Northern Planters. 

I had known Cousin Will when I ley below. All at once I heard a |
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said my hostess. “We think it’s Do Not Be Led Astray 

ee fun than going to the Unless tremendous climatic ‘ j 
movies. oe } 

h S$ occur soon or varieties 0 al d 
There was silence then for a herder étian: any tow. jinn ap- uall an a ; 

while, but I didn’t notice it. I ae \ , : pear, grape growing in the north- S D al Hl 
was busy with my thoughts, I . i 

was be! innin to understand that 74, Hall at ‘Ure atte 99 ery tt quare e 
indefi a 8 ne ih é ad likely to prove a profitable invest- 
indefinable somethin : 
puted me, These * vo “people ment. The following from an ARE WHAT WE 

ene : Ashland paper is misleading. We 
ee ee in ue of ue fact are not apt to have as much grape OFFER YOU 

that they had to work hard at an eather in some time as we had ‘ 
age when most people feel they lise summer: Our new {space catalog (16 

* * See : pages in colors) gives you an |: 

are entitled toa rest. They enjoy Raising grapes as a commercial honest description of FRUITS, 
it because it helps to give others iti i, Bayfield t VINES, ORNAMENTALS, PER. 

. Proposition in oayneld county ENNIALS, etc., for this climate. 
pleasure; they are thankful be- may become profitable. On the . 
cause they are able to work, and Pine Tree farms vines of three If you are in doubt a < what 
instead of grumbling and finding varieties are bearing fruit and the is ees ein won WHE Bee 

fault with cold stormy weather, first shipment of Concords made 
“ to the Duluth markets proved the We do landscape work. they play the game of “make be- it was of the best variety. 

nee mee wor they lve Since the Pine Tree farm has The Coe, Converse 
out a celer COX'S ac- shown the way other persons are Edwards Co. 
vice: “If you can’t have what becoming interested in the project 
you like, like what you have.” and grape growing should soon Fort Atkinson, Wis. 
“The Spirit of Contentment,” I become an important commercial 

enterprise. thought, as I went slowly up the J 
stairs to bed. 3 

The best part of a visit is th Begin now to make up the seed 
: P : S the and shrub list for next year. Try 

memories you bring back with a few new things each year but 
vou if Dies as Peat ans. If rely mostly on the standard sorts. The Haw ks 

ey are not, w usua. try to a 
isa them. » mae Tramp well about the apple and Nurser 

: «as tender ornamental trees. This y 
‘The memories of this visit are will discourage mice from finding 
both vivid and pleasant. They homes near them. Now is the Company 
have helped, for when things don’t time to get the rabbits that are 
go as I like, I just play the waiting for more snow to girdle 
“game.” And do you know that PpPle trees. are in a position to fur- 

when I’m contented and happy , : oo. nish high grade Nursery 
without, I usually get what I de- — forget = ae this win- Stock of all hinds and 

° So I lly beli th ter. ut up a bit of suet or tie a ieti table to Wi 
sire: oO really believe € sheaf of grain on a post or tree. varieties suitable to WW is- 

Spirit of Contentment has come Birds soon find it. Quail or other consin and other north- 
to abide with me. Do you think wood fowl may be kept on the ern districts. 

this is a queer way to tell about Place if a pile of straw with some ; 
“folks?” Well, I suppose it is, S'@!7 17 it is left in a sheltered Will be glad to figure on 

but then, I have to keep up our place near their haunts. your wants either in 

reputation, you know. They’ve large or small quantities 

always said you could never tell For Sale: A goad-as-new berry 
what a woman would:do next. box wire stapling machine, adjust- —_— 

able to fit any size box. Wire 

A little sand over beets, car- Cough for car load of boxes. Wauwatosa ... Wis. 
rots, and other roots will keep $15.00 for both—N. E. France, 
them from shriveling. Platteville, Wis.
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SE  ——————————————————————————— the league, but the majority of direc- 
tors did not think this would be satis- 

AMONG WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS factory and this motion was not car. 
ried. motion s th 

Devoted to the Interests of The Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ Association carried that er eer nen made. and 

H. F. Wilson, Editor ship of at least 100 in the American 
Honey Producers’ League. 

A motion was then made and car- 
OFFICERS OF THE WIS. STATE BEEKEEPERS’ ASSN. Hed that 2 committe of three be ap 

¥ " pointed ai is convention to study 
Pres. S. F. Stelling, Reedsville. . Treas. C. W. Aeppler, Oconomowoc. during 1922 all beekeeping matters 

Vice-Pres. Conrad Krues, Loganville, Secy. Mallitta F. Hildreth, Madison. which might come before the legisla- 
Annual Membership Fee $1.00. ture in pr ant ie report back at the 

i : i convention in . Remit to M. F. Hildreth, Secretary, Madison, Wis. ‘A. motionwas alsd‘made and varriea 

oo that the state association ask for an 
43D ANNUAL CONVENTION were read by the secretary and ap appropriation of $3,000, at the next leg- 

proved by the board. islature for the purpose of promoting 
5 The matter of continuing our ar- the association and the beekeeping in- 

Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ As- rangement with Wisconsin Horticul- dustry. 
sociation ture for 1922 was then brought up by A discussion on the value of month- 

the secretary and after considerable ly reports followed and many of the 
———— discussion as to the value of the paper, directors requested that we have a 

Milwaukee Auditorium, Milwaukee, a motion was made and carried that crop report for the state sent out 
December 8 and 9 we continue our arrangement with from the secretary’s office just after 

Wisconsin Horticulture at 50 cents per the honey flow. 
member. A motion was made and carried that 

The annual meeting of the Board Whether or not the state associa- the salary for the secretary for the 
of Managers was called at 2 p.m. De- tion desired to hold a summer mesting ensuing year be $180. 
cember 7, at Committee Room A, Mil- 1n connection with the beekeepers’ It was decided that the nominating 
Waukee Auditorium. The President, chautauqua held by the University in committee meet the following morn- 
Mr. Jorgensen, appointed the follow- August was the next matter brought ing at 8 o'clock. 
ing committee on credentials: Mr. up, Mr. Brenner extended the invita- The meeting of the board of man- 
Hildemann, Mr. Brenner and Mr. Has- tion of the Brown County Beekeepers’ agers adjourned at 5 p. m. 
singer. The committee reported the Association that the summer meeting 
fgllowing associations as having dele- be held at Green Bay. After a rather Thursday Morning 
gates with credentials: lengthy discussion a motion was made __The convention was called to order 

1. Baraboo Valley Bee Association— and carried to the effect that the State at 9:45. The minutes of the last con- 
Frank Hanley. Beekeepers’ Association hold their Vveution were read by the secretary 

2. Brown County Bee Association— summer meeting in connection with Nd approved by the convention. 
William P. Brenner. the beekeepers’ chautauqua at Green The recommendations of the board 

3. Dodge County Bee Association— Bay. A motion was also made and Of Managers were then presented to 
A. A. Brown. carried that this meeting be held the the convention as follows: 

4. Fond du Lac County Bee Associa- third week in August as arranged by 1. That the present arrangement 
tion—William Sass, Jr. the University. with Wisconsin Horticulture at 50 

5. Fox River Valley Bee Associa- The report of affiliated associations cents per member be continued. 
tion—Edward Hassinger, Jr. was then read by the secretary and 2, That a membership of at least 

6. Jefferson County Bee Association approved by the board of managers. 100 be continued in the American 

—Arthur Jaeger. This report will be included in detail Honey Producers’ League to keep our 
7. Northeastern Wisconsin Bee As- later. It was the general opinion of State association affiliated with the 

sociation—F. F. Stelling. the board of managers that each dele- league. 
8. Price County Bee Association— gate present should explain to his as- 3. That a committee of three be ap- 

H. J, Rahmlow. sociation when he returned the neces- P0inted at this convention to study 
9. Richland County Bee Association sity of having every affiliated associa- during 1922 all beekeeping matters 

—James Gwin. tion send a delegate to the board of Which might come before the legis- 
10. Shawano County Bee Associa- managers meeting and if necessary ‘ature in 1923 and to report back at 

tion—E. S. Hildemann. that a special meeting be called by the the convention in 1922. 
11. Sheboygan County Bee Assocla- ocal association to elect that delegate. 4. That an appropriation of $3,000 

tion—A, E. Walkow. Each delegate present agreed to ask be asked for at the next legislature for 
12. Washington County Bee Assocla- their secretary to send in their an- the purpose of promoting the associa- 

tlon—A. H. Seefeldt. nual report by the time set by the sec- [lon and the beekeeping industry. 
13. Waukesha County Bee Associa- retary of the state association. 5. That a crop report for the state 

tion—Phillip Rudolph. The report of the extension com- be sent out from the secretary’s office 

Mr. Sass of the Fond du Lac County mittee was then read by the secretary Just after the honey flow. 
Association and Mr. Rahmlow of the and approved by the board. This re- 6. That the salary of the secretary 
Price County Association did not have port will be printed later in detail. for the ensuing year be $180. 
credentials but as both of these men The American Honey Producers’ The convention voted to take the 
were secretaries of their respective League was then discussed and the matter of approving the recommenda- 
associations, the board of managers question as to whether or not the Wis- tions up later at the regular business 
voted to allow them to vote. Other consin State Beekeepers’ Association session of the convention on Friday. 
beekeepers attending the meeting should continue its section in the na- The report of the secretary was then 
were allowed to remain and take part tional organization was considered. read and approved by the convention. 
in all discussions but were not allowed One of the directors suggested that Greetings from Brothers Allen, Ditt- 
to vote. we increase our dues to $2, $1 of mer and Bartz, who were unable to 

The minutes of last year’s meeting which was to go for membership in attend the convention, were read by
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the secretary. An explanation of our they helped the state association. This Friday Morning 
affiliation with the American Honey paper will be published later. 
Producers’ League was then given by Mr. L, G. Foster, assistant director eae te rete eee ees a 
the secretary and the convention de- of the state division of markets, in present and since the vice president, 
cided to consider this later. his talk, “Cooperative Marketing,” Mr. Bartz, was not in attendance, Mr. 

President’s address (to be printed brought out the following three essen- Mongin consented to act as chairman. 
later). tials which are necessary to make a Mr. Hassinger brought the follow- 

Just before the president finished, cooperative association successful: ing recommendation of the board of 

Mr. E. R. Root came in and our bee- 1. “You must have a sufficient vol. managers before the convention: 
keepers were happily surprised since ume of business guaranteed by a con- “That the secretary be given author- 
we did not know he was coming. We iract. By a sufficient volume of busi- ity to take a mail vote on whether or 
were all very glad to have Mr. Root ness we mean enough business to pay not the state convention be held in 
with us and the president asked him for efficient management. The vol- 1922 at Madison or Milwaukee in con- 
to address our convention. Some notes ume of business determines to a very nection with the Markets Exposition 
were taken on Mr. Root’s talk and Jarge extent whether or not your as- as was done this year.” 
these will be published later. sociation can succeed. That is the A motion was made and carried that 

Mr. C. P. Norgord, commissioner of first fundamental need.” the secretary be given this authority. 
agriculture, being present, was called 2. “You must have good manage- “The Next Step tn Marketing,” by 
upon by the president to address the ment, You must have a manager who C, D, Adams, brought out very clearly 
beekeepers. His remarks covered the knows something about the demand, the grading and marketing problems. 
present beekeeping situation very well the market, etc. He may be a pro- This paper will be published later. 
and will be published later. ducer or he hoe not OF Thee de- Mr, Sherman‘s paper, “Better Mar- 

pends upon whom you select. you keting,” could not be given as Mr. 
Thursday: Afternoon fail to get proper management, I don’t Sherman was not present, This will 

The afternoon session was called to care what other things you have, you ho published later. 
order at 2:15, Mr. C. W. Aeppler, had better not start. What does good “Sweet Clover, Its Value to Agricul- 
treasurer, read his report which was management consist of? Good com- tyre and the Beekeeper, "by H. EL 
accepted by the convention. mon sense applied in the business Of Rosenow, was also omitted as Mr. 

Mr. A. A Brown then read a paper marketing honey.” Rosenow could not be present on ac- 
“From Neglected Bees to Profit,” 3. “You must have proper financial Gount of the unexpected death of his 
which will be published later backing so your manaegr can go ahead jjttJe girl. 

Mr. N. E. France was unable to at- without hindrance. You cannot get a Mr. L. T. Bishop explained his meth- 
tend the convention and his paper was manager to start your machine going oq of out-door packing and an open 
omitted. It will, however, be pub- without sufficient finances.” discussion was held on outdoor win- 
ished sometime during the year. The president then appointed the tering. Mr. Bishop has had very good 
“Choosing a Location in Wisconsin,” following committees: success with his out-door winteriig 

by H. L. McMurry was next on the Auditing—Mr. Wolkow, Mr, Ed- and has promised to prepare a paper 
program, but Mr. McMurry was not ward Blumer, Mr. Gwin. for us on this subject. 

ole et be present and this paper was“ ‘Resolutions—Mr. Brown, Mr, Rahm- “aitvertiaing,” by Mr. Gwin wis 

A paper on “Experience in Pastur- '°W, Mr. Hanley. ne Plans for 1922 Extension Work,” ing for Buckwheat Honey,” by Mr. The following recommendations by L. P. Whitehead was omitted in 

Cruse was also omitted and will be made by the board of managers were order to give Mr. Cale and Mr. Root 
published later. voted on separately and adopted by more time on the program. . 

“Hubam Clover,” as discussed by the convention: “Relation of Queens to Seasonal 
Mr. Brenner was very interesting to 1. That we continue our arrange- Management,” by Mr. G. H. Cale was 
our beekeepers. Mr. Brenner has had’ ment with Wisconsin Horticulture at very interesting and valuable to our 
some actual experience with Hubam 50 cents per member. beekeepers. Mr. Cale gave the bee- 
clover and we are very sorry that Mr. 2. (a) That a summer meeting of keepers an opportunity to ask ques- 
Brenner did not have a copy of his the state association be held in con- tions and many of our members took 
talk to leave with the secretary. Some nection with the Beekeepers’ Chautau- advantage of this. This paper will 
notes were made, however, and these qua held by the University the third also be published 
will be included in a later issue. week in August, and (b) That this Dr. Siebecker wags unable ;to be 

Mr, Atkins then gave us some very meeting be held at Green Bay. present and his talk, “Comb vs. Ex- 
interesting and enlightening figures 3. That we continue our member- tracted Honey,” was "omitted. 

on beekeeping as a business. He _ ship of at least 100 in the American Mr. Root then gave our beekeepers 
showed quite clearly that one must Honey Producers’ League and secure a talk on wintering bees without sugar 
secure a yearly average of at least more members if possible. honey, Some notes were made on this 
60 pounds per colony in order to make 4. That a committee of three be ap- talk and as soon as they can be as- 
beekeeping pay. Mr. Atkins did not pointed to study during 1922 all bee- sembled will be published if we can 
leave a paper with the secretary but keeping matters which might come secure Mr. Root’s permission. 
it is hoped we will be able to secure before the legislature in 1923 and re- “Bee-Tight Honey Houses and Other 
this data for publication. port back at the convention in 1922. Popular Fallacies,” by S. B. Fracker, 

“Bee Yard Experiences,” by H. H. 5. That a crop report for the state was the next paper given. This will 
Moe was not given since Mr. Moe was _ be sent out from the secretary's office pe published. . 
unable to attend. just after the honey flow. As all the papers had been given 

“Treating Diseased Bees Out of Sea- ‘6. That the salary for the secretary the business meeting was next in 
son,” by A. C. Allen, was also omitted for the ensuing year be $180. order. 

as Mr. Allen could not come. We Thureday Evenin The following resolutions were rec- 
have a paper from Mr. Allen on this y . ommended by the resolutions commit- subject which will be published later. The evening meeting opened at 7:30 tee and adopted by the convention: 

Mr. Sass, in his talk, ‘“‘The Associae when a movie showing how Lewis 
tion,” brought out the value of live Beeware is made was given by Mr. Resolutions as Adopted by the State 
local associations, what they have HE. W. Atkins. An informal discussion Convention 
done for their beekeepers and how followed until a later hour. 1. Whereas, in His infinite wisdom,
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God has seen fit to remove from the tions who have not already done so to 9. Be it further resolved, that‘a like 
midst of our beekeeping fraternity. appeal to their county boards for vote of thanks be extended to other 
Mrs. A. I. Root, loyal friend, a charm- financial aid in eradicating this dis- retiring officers for their untiring ef- 

ing personality and a tireless co- ease and that the state department of forts for the advancement of beekeep- 
worker, and agriculture be hereby encouraged to ing in this state. 
Whereas, the loss of the most in- give precedence to those counties of- H. J. Rahmlow, 

spiring coworker of our beloved and _ fering such financial aid. A. A. Brown, 
revered friend Mr. A. I. Root, will be 5. Whereas, sweet clover is not a Frank Hanley. 
felt more and more as time passes, noxious weed, and The following label committee was 
therefore, Whereas, sweet clover is one of our appointed: C. W. Aeppler, C. D. 

Be it resolved, that we, the beekeep- best honey plants, and Adams, R. L, Siebecker. 
ers of Wisconsin in annual convention Whereas, our highways and railway The nominating committee gave the 
in the city of Milwaukee assembled, right of ways are extensively cropped following report: 
extend to Mr. Root and other members’ with this plant; and For president—F. F. Stelling, H. L. 
of his family who mourn the loss of Whereas, it is a practice of the sec- McMurry, 
so noble a woman as Mrs. Root, the tion crews and patrolmen to destroy For vice president—Conrad Kruse, 
heartfelt sympathies of the Wiscon- this plant from time to time thus cut- . J, Rahmlow. ’ 
sin Beekeepers’ Association, both col- ting off a good supply of nectar for For treasurer—Edward Hassinger, 
lectively and individually, and honey production, therefore, C. W. Aeppler. 

Be it further resolved, that the sec- Be it resolved, that we both indi- For secretary—M. F. Hildreth, 
retary of our state association send a vidually and collectively through our Frank Hanley. 
copy of these resolutions to the be- associations both state and county ap- The following officers were elected: 
reaved family and cause same to be peal to the railway maintenance of president, F. F. Stelling; vice presi- 
spread upon the records of our asso- highway departments and the state dent, Conrad Kruse; treasurer, C. W. 
ciation. and county highway departments to Aeppler; secretary, Malitta F. Hil 

2. Whereas the State Bureau of Mar- instruct their section crews and pa- dreth, 
kets has established a Market Exposi- trolmen to delay the cutting down of The convention adjourned at 5:30 
tion or Winter Fair for the display of this plant until after the blooming pe- p, m. 
farm produce to encourage better mar- riod. ee 
keting and 6. Whereas, the State and Federal FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE SEC- 
Whereas, the Wisconsin Cooperative Bureau of Markets and Crop Report- RETARY FOR 1921 

Honey Producers’ Association has ing Service have given a large amount = 
seen the advisability and benefits to be of valuable information and assistance Received Dues From 
derived from the display of Wisconsin to the beekeepers of Wisconsin and 113 members at 50 cents each....$ 56.50 
honey in a booth at the exposition, other states, and 571 members at $1 each.............. 571.00 

Be it resolved, that the State Bee- Whereas, crop reports and assist- 1 member at $1.50... 1.50 
keepers’ Association set aside the sum ance in marketing are most urgently 4 associations affitated at $5 
of $25 for the purpose of defraying needed in this time of general busi- CACN oe eeeececeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 20.00 
the expenses of such an exhibit at ness depression, —- 
1921 Markets Exposition. The treas- Be it therefore resolved, that the TOGA: -scsSccccccwcsepeseensscacsscszencacscse 649,00 
urer is hereby authorized to pay the Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ Associa- (Includes dues of H. E. Towns, Oct. 7.) 
above amount to the treasurer of the tion in convention assembled, extend Paid to C. W. Aeppler, Treasurer 
Wisconsin Co-op Honey Producers’ their thanks to the above departments Webruary 3 .......c... ccc cesceecs esse eeenee $409.50 

Association. and pledge their support and coopera- July 220 ooocceccccceccceecsseesseesseessseeeeees 224,50 
8. Whereas, Wisconsin beekeepers tion to the fullest extent. October VW eee 15.00 

have derived a vast amount of knowl- 7. We, the members of the Wiscon- Soemewt 
edge and therefore considerable mate- sin State Beekeepers’ Association in POCAL ssccsssansccencsepesstocscccrcewccessess§O4900 
rial benefit from the teachings of Dr. annual convention assembled, realiz- Expenses Paid by Secretary 
Cc. C. Miller, and ing that the value of haney as a food postage $ 83.27 

Whereas, Wisconsin beekeepers jg not generally known by the con- Mimen raphing 720 
have derived a vast amount of pleas- suming public, most earnestly request Tele; BEDI SIR sceeonscoszsnersnrnansntnen 224 
ure and enthusiasm from the inspira- the Agricultural Extension Depart- popister of docde 150 
tion we have received from Dr. Mil- ment of the University of Wisconsin }.° Mier Memorial 10°00 
ler’s teachings and exemplary life, to add to the Agricultural College in- Ghautauqua tags 8 8B 
therefore, structional force a party whose sub- Chautavone oreeneeg 15.00 

Be it resolved, that the State Bee- ject will be the value of honey as a s y au D “Ti ao . 
keepers’ Association in convention as- food and the value of beekeeping to ‘Oni ary ® expenses,; trip “0 87:00 
sembled, pay the amount of $40 to the agriculture and horticulture. C880 anne aeS y 
Dr. Miller Memorial Fund and we fur- 8. Whereas, the beekeeping indus- Total 159.46 
ther recommend that all Wisconsin try of the state of Wisconsin has ad- OLAL eeeesceeenseeeernneeeeeeseeeeeseseeees B19, 

beekeepers contribute as liberally as  yanced in the past few years to its Recelved From Mr. Aeppler 
Possible to this fund. present status as one of OUT iMPOT- Webruary 4 eee cccccccseveeeeceseeeeeseeeeeee-$ 53.85 

4. Whereas, the State Department tant agricultural industries and has July 260. we 54.01 
of Agriculture finds it difficult to eradi- grown to a live association and October 17 cove BREE 
cate American foulbrood from all the Whereas, the Wisconsin State Bee- 

counties of the state as fast as bee- keepers’ Association under the help WORRY scree eye AAU AE 
keepers desire to have this work and inspiration of Professor H. F. Balance due secretary............$ 19.35 
done, due to limited funds, and Wilson, and Total number of paid-up members 

Whereas, certain county boards Whereas, Professor Wilson has seen LOT V9BD oa eeeseeeeceeeeeceeeeeceeeeeneeeeeeeeee TOT 
have appropriated money to help the it to sever his relations as secretary Members paid to July 1 1921............ 35 
state defray the expenses of this work of our association, therefore, Unpaid members (paid to Dec. 31, 
in their respective counties, Be it resolved, that we extend to 1920) excesses OL 

Be it therefore resolved, that the Professor Wilson a rising vote of New members this year....................108 
Wisconsin Beekeepers’ Association thanks for all he has done for the Members paid for 1922 .................... 23 
encourage the various county associa- beekeeping industry of this state. New affiliated associations.............. 4
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Approved Budget for 1922 Tq Wisconsin Horticulture..........$400 New Hardy Grapes 
Income for 1922— Expenses of secretary’s office...... 150 

Estimated dues 800 members at Salary of secretary...................... 180 William Pfaender, Jr.,. of New 
$1 CAH oa acecceseccsecenneesensesssensseeeeseeees $800 Printing new. directory.................._50 Ulm, Minn. declares: th 

Proposed expenditures— . $ Total proposed expenditures..$780 ? ” ‘ ares’ there are 

2 4 iis now grapes in Minnesota that can 

REPORT ON AFFILIATED ASSOCIATION be grown there ‘successful ith- 
Report blanks were sent to each affiliated association,.29 in all, on October 8 ; zg sfully with 

6th, asking that these be filled. in and returned to the secretary's office by Out winter protection. 
November 15th. Up to the time of: the’converition 24 reports were received. re 
During the convention Marathon County Association ang Chippewa County The standard yaneness such as 
Association reported: No reports were received from Rusk County and oo Concord, Moore’s Early and oth- 
County Association. ._Two associations were found to be bélow the’ require : . 
membership in.the state association, Vernon County having 8 members and ers) Can be grown in Minnesota, 
Door County Association having 8 members. but a fair crop can only be ex- 

The following new associations affilfated with our state organization this pected if they are well protected 

year: . : 
Dodge County Bee Association in winter. For several years, 

. Waushara County Bee Association h 3: u 2 gone owever, growers have raised a 
Door County Bee Association * 
Marinette County Bee Association quartette of grapes, all of the 

REPORTS FROM AFFILIATED ASSOCIATIONS same parentage—being crosses of 
Ni State . : No. Mem- ; Fi % + Anenotatt Mein- Mem- Meet-. Aver. | Valuo of bon vere in haere wild ae and Con- 

ame of Association. bers. ers. ‘tings. Attend. Order. Saved. rder. cord—that are perfectly hardy in 
1. Baraboo Valley 22 11 5. 20 . 
2. Brown County ....23 14. 2 (25. $300.00 $40.00 7 severe winters where the ther- 
3. Dane County ..........20 17 3 19 150,00 27.00 5 mometer often drops to 21 
4. Dodge County ...53 41. 6. 27. , 515.00. 77.25 ad ps to 20 and 30 
5. Door County .....16 8 ee es | a below zero. 
6. Fond du Lac County.52 + 36 ceo, : ‘: * . 
7. Fox River Valley....22 12 4° 10,200.00. 20.00 The wild grape, with which the 
8. Grant County ........35 11 1 HA 401.15 | 100.00 . 15 Concord was crossed, was quite 
9. Green County ........25 12 2 2 

10. Jefferson County 23 17  2- . 22. 413.76 70.00 17 sweet, a late bloomer, and ma- 
11. Langlade County ..38 10 7 30 tured its fruit very early, which is 
12. Marinette County 14 14 1 16 . 
13. Milwaukee County 49 28 5 44. 782.08 154.59 11 also true of these hybrids. The 
14. North East ..............58 20, - vines of these hardy grapes drop 
15. Richland ..................19 12 5 15 : ° . 
16. Shawano County 12 12 1 15 272.44 10 their foliage early and ripen up 
17. Sheboygan County 44 27 6 25 125.00 5.00 8 their wood perfectly. They are 

He Fee ny ee : 1 25 . vigorous growers, and annual 
20. Washington County28 11 3 12 199.98 18.00 6 bearers of a good sized bunch and 
21. Waushara County .29 12 2 12 52.00 9.00 3 ‘ 22, Winnebago County 23 12 1 25 the berries are nearly as large as 

23. Wood County .........30 11 1 20 350.00 35.00 those of the Concord. They pro- 
24. Price County ..........18 12 3 12 450.00 67.50 12 duce jelly and unfermented 
25. Waukesha County 37 22 Cuce jeny anc untermented grape 
26. Marathon County ...28 16 3 31 juice of superior quality. 

27. Chippewa County 22 15 These grapes can be success- 
REPORT OF EXTENSION COMMITTEE full own much farth th 

Meetings held during December 10, 1920, to December 2, 1921—57, with an y er uc antier HOP 
average attendance of 21. than southern Minnesota, and are 

During the same period 10 two-day bee schools were held and one three- pow being tested near Winnipeg 
day bee school. : 

The third annual Beekeepers’ Chautauqua was held at Chippewa Falls, Man., and Indian Head, Sask., 
with a total registration of 160 and an average daily attendance of 60. Canada. 

108 new members were secured for the state association. . 
4 new associations were affiliated. They are known as “ Suelter’s 
5 new associations organized. Minnesota Hybrid Grapes” and |: 

pa eee STENOGRAPHIC REPORT OF ASSISTANT SECRETARY named by Mr. Suelter, the origin- 

Total pages of manuscript... 236 «ator: Beta, Dakota, Monitor and 
Total receipts ........--.------e-ceccecceceeceeceeseeceenesnessenieceeesessesstssnesneeatesnesneaeestesesstsoneeemececeeeee 694  Suelter, 
Total stencils CUt.....-.-------ecececece eee eet cette eeeeeeneneengeneesneenteeneeteteetensteeeeeeeee BO 
Total circulars  SOMt. cscs cccstentenecennnnattreeneeeeesaeeenenetsessseeeeececeeecenee BLLZ as 
Total league ciYCUlaTs. SON tecuiccccie ccc commana L089. Total envelopes, addressed 000s AMO indore bos or oat tek en on 

‘Otal cards Made OUt......-p.ee ee cece eects eee ccececcateeenenetaneetecsseeetseetesseesstneseseeeee 142, : a ie 
Total invitations sent OUb cece. 274 tons and add a little color to 
Programs sent, OUt............2022.0e-eec cece ee wanes. cone: O00, helt surroundings.
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“Inspection in the Orchard” nent records as described in a are definitely located on the or- 

Will J. Platten, Green Bay, Wis. previous article. chard map, special attention can 

. : Starting with the newly planted be given to prevent spreading. 

“Know thy trees and their fruits young orchard, the first inspection This applies particularly to blight. 

shall make thee rich” is one Way Gtter ten days would be to visit After storms, damaged trees are 
of paraphrasing = familiar quota- each tree to do any pruning at once cared for. The time for 

tion, If not rich oe _material missed during the hurry of plant- making sprays is governed by 

sens¢jjat least rich in intimate ad ing, to firm any trees that might conditions as disclosed by inspec 
sociation with nature’s fruit trees. he loose in the pround, and toad- tions. This is essential in the cor 
To really know the trees of an just trees to the right slant. A rect spraying for late broods oi 

orchard, the owner or manager spade would be carried on this in- the Codling Moth. 
must be well acquainted with spection, Other objects for in- Ns showing: the diredh value of 

their history from planting ume spection of young trees are, this type of inspection work, I will 

to the present time, With ae spreading nitrate around base in cite an instance that occurred with 
dreds or thousands of trees in the early spring, hand picking of plum me this last year. On one inspec- 

orchard, this may seem very dit- gougers if they start operating, tion I decided to look closely for 

ficult. However, by . plan offre: the looking for canker worms, scale. In 24 acres or orcharil [ 

quent personal inspections, such web worms, tent caterpillars, found two trees, widely separated, 

as I will outline, a san Be accom: seale, scab, blight, borers, and also that had Oyster Shell scale. Both 

plished quite easily. liking uo: the training of the tree’s shape by were small trees, and on looking 
the task, or a sort of individual pruning. All of these require com- up their records, found that they 

solicitude for each and every tree, paratively little time per tree, ind were replants from a nursery plot 

is necessary to doing the job well. can be a part of the inspections. in an old farm orchard, which was 

Starting with the time the trees The hoeing for a space of two feet badly infested. By spraying these 

are planted, I suggest a complete around each tree (three times per two trees this coming spring with 

inspection tour of the orchard year), the spraying, and the prun- winter strength Lime Sulphur the 

about once every ten days. This ing of the larger trees is done by scale will be destroyed. If they 

time period may be more or less the regular help and is not consid- had been undiscovered for a few 

depending on conditions. It may cred a part of the inspections. years, it would have been neces- 
have some inspections in which One interesting record of the sary to give the entire orchard a 

each tree is visited; or others in Gilder trees is a blooming record, dormant spray, as the scale would 

which two rows are looked at, or noting dates of full bloom of the probably have spread over a large 

there may be as many even as four varieties and scaling the amount area. 

rows inspected during one trip. of bloom per tree as zero, poor, When the fruit gets heavy on 

In any event, the inspector should fair, good, and excellent. An- the trees, an inspection is made to 
walk up and down the orchard ther interesting record of trees determine the overloaded trees so 

rows, so as to include every tree up to 8 years old is the grading that bracing or propping may be 

in the method he is following. according to the same scale, of resorted to in time. Later inspec- 

Certain of the inspections are for tree vigor and growth. This is tions are for the purpose of locat- 

particular purposes, noting some done by their appearance on a ing where wind falls are heavy 
one thing about each tree or doing comparative basis, as to size, and need picking, and when the 
some one thing required. Other orowth, vigor, health, ete. In the fruit of each variety is ready for 

inspection trips are general in inspection of the older trees, those _ picking. ‘ 

character, taking note of any of that need special pruning are As winter approaches, the bot- 

the things that need attention. yoted, and especial watch is kept toms of all trees are painted with 

The man making the inspection for signs of blight and borers. white lead and raw linseed oil, the 

should always carry asa minimum Qutbreaks of blight, borers and soil packed close to each tree, and 

of equipment a pruning knife and insect attacks are usually focussed a spoonful of poisoned wheat 

a note book and pencil. Notes within certain restricted areas in placed at the base of each tree. 

are taken and handled for perma- the orchard. When these areas This I have found to be the best
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and cheapest protection against soon in the spring as the ground to keep on the way they got 
mice and rabbits. Finally, trees can be got in good condition. That started. In fact, everbearing 

that are in very bare exposed po- has been our plan to set just as strawberries seem to have an al- 

sitions are liable to dry out and early as possible, but in setting most human characteristic of get- 
ireeze over winter, are noted, so an acre or two the time of setting ting into a rut and running in it. 
that a manure mulch can be put usually varies quite a lot, and Last spring a man near here got 

on for winter protection. sometimes a part of them have , few everbearing plants about the 

While it may appear that much been set from the fifth to the  tventieth of May and had berries 
of this is excess work, yet by com- twentieth of May. The early set from the first of August to the 

bining and systematizing the ones start quickly and commence tenth of October almost continu- 
work, it will be found more eco- to put out runners amost as soon ously. Each plant had made a 

nomical than the haphazard older as they get well established. It Grown with about a dozen parts 

methods. To visit every tree ina Seems that when they get to mak-  ayq they were all bearing berries; 
20-acre orchard one must walk ing runners profusely that the old .oine plants had from forty to 
about six miles and ordinarily plant will not form so many fifty berries green and ripe on 
take one-half day, and if a trip crowns nor bear so many blos- hem, 

every other row, about half as soms and berries but instead ma ‘ . 
long. It is good exercise,-espe- spread out and make a wide row These experiences which COREES 
cially when there is a high clover of small plants which don’t bear spond with HY OWN, Seem to indi- 

crop. The inspector acquires a very many berries, and what the sate that it 18 impossible to set 
certain expertness in being able small plants do bear are usually ne plants too early for 

to diagnose a tree’s troubles at a tndersize of inferior quality. If he ‘best kind of a fall crop of 
glance from a distance. plants is the crop we are after ?CTTCS- 

This inspection, as outlined, is early” setting would be the best ; The season would make a dif- 

intended primarily for young trees practice. ference of course, so it would not 

under 10 years old, although the Vive years ago a lady got one be possible to pick the date that 

principles would apply to. the hundred Superb everbearing would give us the best crop of 

older trees as well. It is a plan plants and set them about the berries, but T think it can be con- 

for the continuous and prompt third or fourth of April. She got trolled to quite an extent by the 

maintenance of the orchard. them in order to have fresh ber- time of setting. 

ee _ ries for the table, but was very 

Experience With Everbearers much disappointed as she couldn't OO ; 
Contributed by Hollis Sullivan. get enough for a dish at one time. Apples for Sandy Loam Soil 

In raising aveebeating straw- ger ger incor a member in Adams: county 

herries over a period of eight or ‘ 4 . 1 1 h a tes foc asks for 4 ist sof apples for the 
nine years I have come to the con- nie he, She hed 4 note dfsaut tes sandy loam soil of that county. 

clusion that the time they are set and one-half feev-wide filled with — Og he, ee 
in the spring has more influence plants standin so thickly they ard varieties recommended ‘for 
it the (ind of cep we ane. going sen iad sae anh ether ee ane culture in the north central part 

to get from them than any cther “ ant tin ; a few cial bare of the: state: Duchess, Patten, 

factor whether it will be berries me eb , ie ly ‘ f Wealthy, Okabena, Malinda and 
. : | . Tess 1S was plainly a case oO" others of the “extra hardy” kinds. 

or mostly plants. Most everyone too early setting as there were lots . 
who plants everbearing straw- of Jater set beds bearing right The question of the character 

berries plants them to get as along at the same time. of soil is of slight importance in 

many berries during the late sum- Plante set in May, up to about apple culture, one of the last to 

mer and early fall as possible the the twentieth, seem to be shy be considered, except that trees on 
sume season they are set. plant makers because they usually very light sandy soils will require 

Nearly all growers advocate set- get to bearing berries before they more fertilizer than on clay loams 
ting strawberry plants just as start runners and have a tendency and will not live as long.
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The Day’s Work Done, Well instead of just one of the teach- preach, so we lived in furnished 

Done. erst” rooms and had our meals out 

Elizabeth Held. “No, indeed,” came the prompt when I was small. Then I went 

She didn’t look like a successful answer. “I would never be a_ to boarding school and since then 

teacher, the shabby little woman leader. . I have no talents, unless I have been teaching. I have dived 

who passed my home every day. heing friends wit so-called) uiitily Gat & boarding’ house all "ats BIS. 

She rather gave the impression of boys is one.” She said this softly. | have longed for a real home. - | 

not being interested in anything. She was we enthusiastic about have weoleeil Bnd peaet for years | 

But they said the principal of the her work in the school, “My Sometimes 1 think perhaps | 

eliool Jeaned back in his chair great dream is to have a really have worked too hard. But, oh. 

with a sigh of relief when Niss truly home with a cookie jar in you don't know how happy | am 

B_— took charge of grade seven. the pantry, and | am building a to come here to my own home at 

‘The room full of mischievous, wn- little house up there in the woods, night, to sit here so quietly and 

rly boys laughed at her, made so 1 really think my dream is rest. I don't even go to church 

fun of her freckled face and wispy coming true.” on Sunday—Just st out tinder ‘the 

ved hair but ended by giving Many mornings after that the trees and rest. It's His outdoors, 

her their whole-hearted devotion. little teacher stopped to chat for YU know, and I think He: would 

The report-cards from grade seven a few moments, telling me how rather I would sit out under the 

were soon a credit instead of a her little dream home was pro- trees and feel glad and thankful 

disgrace to the school. gressing. Usually one or more of mm my heart than have me go to 

One sunny morning the little her “boys,” as she affectionately Se Oe Wn so trea 

cexeiver stopped for a drink of cool called them, went out with her on wowen t even listen to the ser 

water and like the boys, I soon Saturday to spend the day and mon . : 

yielded to her charm, for her help her in her tiny garden. The Bor a Tew acne ne little 

Voice was sweet—and her eyes boy who dreamed of being a pir teuenee lived hapoily in her little 

held the eager light of a child. Tals sented te eapsnially endoy cream ee ae calcd " 

When | asked her what she had these trips. Mey hed pienic din 7 ne ieee ‘ ne tke . 

done to charm away the evil spir- ners and it was doubtful who was flow ‘ t " has st ie a are 

its that hovered around grade the happiest, the hoysor their lit- ie a ‘ot ‘ a . en : Meer ai 

seven she laughed. tle teacher. Mhere was a curious so aed ver had a to en with 

“My boys were not bad. All sort of comradeship between them rer at a quite 1 7 “went 10 

2 ° though they never failed to give see if T could help her in any way. 

they needed was to be trusted and her the respect due her. They When she came to tne door T was 

interested. We are friends. They treated her exactly like one of shocked. Poor little teacher, 

ve o what “ we e do ane thenrsal ves: = what was wrong with her? All 

De. ne boy told me his grea . . . = fmowitess was. ole 6 

ambition was to be a — He , When the little house was fin ne saa gee chow eee 

doesn’t ever expect to become ished I welt to see her. ike a cheerful ‘ — ° 

one, for he will soon have to leave happy child she led me from room “Yes " etlee is with me, and 

school and go to work, but he to room. -) hen I had admired auite at The Voctan = i 

thinks about it a great deal and the Cosy little house sufficiently aeods rest and careful eeeuibi 

finds it very thrilling to imagine she gleefully reminded me of the i diet or che will net neeavee s 

himself Captain of a band gi ‘saakis ie Just hen a fretful voice called 

brave, reckless men sailing over “Now we will have some of «pont stay out there. Come if 

the ocean. 1 understand how them andl a cup of tea.” here. You know I dislike to hear 

children dream and imagine things Over our cup of tea we talked \oices and not understand what 

because I dream dreams and build of many things, principally of her they are saying.” 

castles myself.” desire for a home. She did not look like her daugh- 

“T suppose you dream some day “You see, I never had a real ter—this fine-looking woman wo 

of being at the head of the schools home. My mother had a call to. greeted me most courteously—
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and I soon discovered she was not As the days grew shorter and The Golden Delicious Apple. 

like her daughter in many other colder the mother grew weaker A Door county member writes: 

ways. Fretful and impatient, she and more fretful. She would not “Owing to the poor coloring on 

complained bitterly of the meager obey the doctor’s orders as to her our red Delicious in Door county, 

diet imposed upon her by the doc- diet and suffered severely at times. we would like to try out a block 

tor and her daughter. Every call- The little teacher could do noth- of Golden Delicious. We have a 

er was told how hard it was for ing right, no matter how hard she — few in our orchard which seem to 

her to live in this lonesome place. tried. Again and again she was thrive and withstand both mild 

She could not go to church, her told how wicked and selfish she and severely cold winters, but not 

daughter did not care to go. We was. old enough to bear. We would 

were invited to sympathize with “T would get well, I know I plant about 200 trees if we felt 

her in her affliction, for it was a \ ould, if you did not make my it a satisfactory variety.” 

terrible thing for a mother to ite so hard. It’s a terrible thing The Golden Delicious is a re- 

know that her daughter was lost. 4, 4 mother to know that her markable apple in many respects, 

“All my life,” she would repeat, daughter is lost.” bearing on terminal and_ lateral 

“T have worked for the church Finally she sent for her son wate buds, in other words, an early, 

and Iam sure I have taught her qiveq in a nearby city. He came exceeding early, bearer. It also 
to do right, but she is an-unbe- and took her to his home where, @PPE@s to be an annual bearer to 

liever, She is lost.” auil Bitterly: condemning her a marked degree. It is of good 

Her daughter’s gentle expostu- daughter’s unbelief, she died after quality, almost ‘the: equal ot g gentle ex] g , mciaccite (5 : 
lations went unheeded. A Chris- a few weeks. Gririe . Gonden, Pate 1s) ot 2 long 

tian went to church, even if tired. After the funeral, the little Keeper. . Phat i will prove sue- 
i al, cessful and become a_ standard 

I looked at the frail little teacher once more tried to take up market variety 200 to 300 miles 

teacher. She needed all the rest her life in the little house and be south of here the writer does not 

she could get. She taught all happy. But she was worn out, doubt. As to its hardiness in 

day and at night when her mother — sick, unstrung. Wisconsin, we have as yet no 

could not sleep, she brought her “I cannot stay there. ‘The house proof. The fact that trees have 

aeaol drink, turned list pillows ig haunted,” she said with a shud- lived through two or three Wis- 
and then read to her in a sweet, der, “My mother comes and tells consin winters is not sufficient 
clear voice until she slept quietly. 446 | am lost. I cannot sleep or proof. Almost any variety will 

Sometimes the gray dawn was sect | tried to do what was do that. The Golden Delicious is 

hd softly in through the right, but I must have failed, and being tested in many parts of Wis- 
windows before she could go back still, somehow, I feel God under-  consin and five or six years from 

to her couch, yet she must get UP stands.” now we ought to have some re- 
early, prepare breakfast and leave . . - _ liable data concerning it. In the 

things in readiness for the woman So the little house was sold and meantime twenty trees of this va- 
who caine to-eare for the mother she went back to the old boarding riety and 180 of Wealthy would 

during the day. She did every- place where in a few months she be a gooil proportion. 

thing willingly, gladly and would died. When the nurse told her 

have been happy if she could only she could not live, she smiled and OO 

have pleased and_ satisfied her said, Begin now to make up the seed 

mother. But not once during my “Tam so tired. It will be good and shrub list for next year. Try 
first visit nor any time after did to rest.” a few new things each year but 

I or anyone else ever hear one rely mostly on the standard sorts. 

word of praise or pleasure m the The editor is moved to add just . a 
thought of her daughter’s willing . Black Hills and white spruce 

acceptance of the burden that she ane: make good Christmas trees. Both 

must have known she placed upon “In my Father’s house are many are easily raised on the home 

her. mansions.”—John 14:2. grounds. 

|
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The Women’s Auxiliary Holds Our President will plan for led to many arguments of the men 

Meeting next winter’s meeting and will who see either the dollars and 

Mrs. W. A. Toole. appreciate the co-operation of any cents side or the more aesthetic 

Our Women’s Auxiliary held a of our members she may call upon — side of the question. 

short business session Thursday, to make this program a complete One man considers that the 

December 15, at the G. A. R, Success. farmer may buy his fruit from the 

room in the Capitol building, four- The following memberships commercial grower, but we all 

teen ladies being present. The have been received: Mrs. E. L. know that in such cases the chil- 

lack of numbers was quite made Roloff, Madison; Mrs. C. FE. dren of that farmer do not have 

up by the intense interest of all Strong, West Allis; Mrs. N. A. a sufficient supply of fruit. In 

present in the subjects under dis- Rasmussen, Oshkosh; Mrs. A. K. other words the farmer who ar- 

cussion. After the reading of the Bassett, Baraboo; Mrs. J. T. gues that he can buy his fruit 

minutes of the previous meeting  Vitchett, Janesville; Mrs. R. L. cheaper than raise it does not 

and the treasurer’s report the 1921 Marken, Gays Mills; Mrs. J. J. buy it. 

officers were re-elected. Mrs. N. Ihrig, Oshkosh; Mrs. E. C. ra aa ts “e sickly. sist 

A. Rasmussen Oshkosh, Presi- Schneider, Madison; Mrs. J. F. ners fe ye more sickly” sight 

dent: Mrs. F. B. Sherman, Edger- Swartz, Kenosha; Mrs. EJ. ‘han e ese = neglected farm 

ton, Vice President; Mrs. W. A. Frautschi, Madison; Mrs. I. X. ore wd “ hethes it be five trees or 

Toole, Baraboo, Secretary-Treas- Schoen, Madison; Mrs. G. W. five hundred. 

urer. Reigle, Madison; Mrs. W. A. This farm orchard problem ap- 

The chief subject of discussion ‘Toole, Baraboo. peals to the writer as being pos- 

was the ways and means of indi- Mrs. A. K. Bassett of Baraboo sible of only one solution, namely, 

vidually and collectively aiding was chosen to furnish the con- that every effort should be made 

the Horticultural Society, also tribution for next month's issue. to see to it that all living fruit 

promoting the growth and scope : oe - trees are given the best possible 

of our Auxiliary. Especial inter- care so far as soil treatment, prun- 

est was evineed in coca bURGnE ) The Farm Orchard Problem ing and spraying are concerned. 

to the columns of Wisconsin Hor- Prof. Laurenz Greene, Indiana. [f the farmer or the fruit grower 

ticulture and a plan was finally When one considers the farm will not give this kind of care to 

adopted whereby we may hope orchard problem in the light of the his trees he should remove them 

to hear from many of our mem- past 20 years, conflicting emotions and put the land to better econom- 

bers during the ensuing year. undoubtedly arise. We would all ical use, growing some crop that 

Each month, starting with the like to see good fruit produced he will take care of. It is barely 

present issue, a member will con- on the farm in sufficient quantities possible that in regions where no 

tribute something of interest, with to supply the farmer's family, par- commercial orchards are planted 

the privilege of choosing the one ticularly the boys and girls. This that these neglected orchards may 

who is to follow, and making desire in many cases leads us to produce occasionally some fruit 

note of it at the close of her ar- advocate a_ fruit plantation on for the farmer’s use but no farmer 

ticle. This method will insure the every farm and much missionary should be allowed to maintain a 

added pleasure of anticipating work has been done along this menace to his neighbors regard- 

who may be called upon next. line, yet when one considers the less of any sentiment that may be 

This need not preclude other con- kind of fruit which has been mar- involved. The farm orchard should 

tributions whenever the spirit so keted from these farm orchards be one of from fifteen to twenty 

takes our members. and when the toll of insect and trees of all kinds, thoroughly well 

Reports from local societies and disease injury taken from the taken care of. It is the only farm 

means of organizing the same commercial orchards because of orchard that any of us should 

were suggested among very desir- these farm orchards, we cannot recognize. The uncared for, un 

able contributions, and it is hoped help but feel that their passing is sightly fruit plantation of the 

thereby to encourage the growth a blessing. present should not be tolerated 

of these. These two opposing ideals have longer.
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Overhead Irrigation ing, the sides are first covered A crop can be saved from a 

. R. Williams with heavy galvanized screen, heavy frost by the use of an irri- x § y 
(Read at Annual Convention.) then covered with 60-mesh brass gation system. For protection 

It might be a good. plan to tell screen. Main supply lines must against frost we should start ply g 

you how I got interested in irri- be laid so they can be drained spraying about midnight and 3 g praying is 
gation. Seventeen years ago I during the winter. water until sunrise. 

finished the short course and soon A plunger pump is the best for Weeds should be killed as soon 

after got a job running a pumping an outfit using 10,000 gallons or as they sprout for if they get to 

plant at Santa Anna, California. Jess per hour. For a large outfit be any size it is nearly impossible 

Often while watching the water 4 centrifugal pump is cheapest. to kill them on irrigated ground. 

on its way to the crops I would ne , s While the first cost of irriga- 
3 pa y F ps | ‘ Che first system | installed I ‘ . > 

think, “why can’t we irrigate in ; - a : tion seems high it has been a 
a ; used nine-foot posts. ‘The lines T 

\Visconsin, for we have so much ° : money-maker for me every year 
: . veto? am putting up now I use seven-  . | Li 

water going to waste? . since I installed the system. 
I think irrigation | i foot cedar fence post. and I like . 

think irrigation has been the . oo . Li - ~— aa. Scabies . a them better than the high post, prow Many Bushels of Straw- 
most talked of subject by the gar-  ¢o. it iss Wy paeior Ten . ‘ or it is so much casier to clean berries Per Acre? 
deners and small fruit growers sdiae <ehie “i Feae ; aa the nozzles when you can reach I have had nine years’ experi- 
the past summer. here are a iyo fr he a 1 , e ADE YSLES “CADE 

: (hem. trom. the ground. ence in growing strawberries. number of different systems of ap- - . . O 5 ; i ; 1 
plying water to a crop, but there Che cost of installing an over- ne year ago I p anted two vun- 

is only one system that is prac- head system will run about $250 dred full bearing plants and just 
. wi as ny ¢ Sah WR ERIE 5 Ra 5 oes . ar 3 . ar tical in Wisconsin, and that is the ' $400 per acre without the sup picked (October 0) one quart. 

overhead system ply line and pumping plant. Phe plants cost $2.75 to $4.00 per 

“ : : ‘eeloati hundred. I can’t see the profit 
T have fourteen acres piped, but I have used irrigation on a Li | ‘a . » é 

° . pe everbearing strawberries 
by moving the lines we watered number of different crops—straw- enc. 1 VEE 8 = 
}. ierties. waspberries we 1 unless we have an overhead 
about twenty-two acres the past berries, raspberries, onlons, cab- inkli t sprinkline svste 
summer, bage, melons, cucumbers, pota- nF bout System. lants f 

: ught some plants from a 
7 nstalli any anon toes, tomatoes and flowers. It is vous - 

When installing an irrigation sarly impossible to erow a good Man in Wisconsin; those plants 

system the supply of water is the | BY"") Eee ice were packed so tight and were so 
most important thing. A lake or TOP of everbearing strawberries sloppy wet of one variety I lost 
river is the most reliable supply without irrigation. I think irriga- quate SELENA, BZ others, what 

for a large outfit, while wells or "0" will increase a Crop ‘every would have been good plants if 
i . sae. Y % Bax rane [ize 14 = “ g € s 

city water will do for a small year, and a dry year like last sum roperly packed, made only a de- 
acreage mer it will increase it 200 or 300 i I i pe i ao 
‘ . plorable stand. 

: rer cent. ! . ‘ 
Next after the water supply is. ! : . A preacher told me once if [ 

a good intake. If we are pump- It is impossible for me to tell gian’t live right I would go to a 

ing from a lake or river an intake you when to water any more than place I cannot pronounce. 

that will let in plenty of water morning and evening is the best Tt was reported some years ago 

for the size of pump we are using time to water. Some crops may that Mr. Smith of Green Bay 

and at the same time keep out be watered in the heat of the day  vaiced 450 bushels of strawberries 
all weeds and dirt, for a few without hurting them, such as (44 one acre. 

weeds pumped in an overhead sys- cabbage, cucumbers, melons and I have two ‘acres for next sea- 

tem will cause trouble all sum- onions, while other crops are oj By continuous cultivation 

mer. The lake T pump out of is liable to blight if watered while and hoeing I carried them through 
very weedy, and I tried a number the sun is shining. Irrigation is the severe drought of the early 

of intakes before I got one that a great help in starting seeds. part of the season; the late rains 

would do the business. The in- ‘They will come up even and make brought them up to a good stand. 
take IT use now is a box 2x2x5_ strong plants. With irrigation I have been preparing one acre 
fect. The top, bottom and ends we can set plants at any time and of ground for over a year for a rec- 

are made of matched pine floor- get a good stand. (Continued on page 93.) Di
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BOARD OF MANAGERS . 
HL \O: ‘Chttetensen Waiese Cravens Watch Your Step “An early apple that is a good 

NW Toole — The following letter froma sub-  C@ter and red is most desirable 
Be Friendly scriber in Trempeleau county is provided it will stand Wisconsin 

if vou are satished! with, your interesting. Those of our mem- climate and bear enough to be a 

membership if you feel that you bets who do not agree with the profit commercially. 2 under: 
are getting good returns on your ¢ditor in the answers given are stand the greatest objection to 
ane 6! 8s . ’ — ses in eritieisims. 16 Liveland Raspberry is its tend- 
investment, be friendly and let ‘sed to send in criticisms for a 

s . - Pe oy 5 ‘ publication ency to be a shy bearer. The 
- sip’ chaps @ ; : : . 
‘edi wa len m a at ' eS “In Stark B ios unde earliness and quality of this ap- 

bes not k _S. n Stark Bros. catalog = wa oie 

i. s Se ne ee wen : their description of Wilson Red ple would make it an ideal earls 2 4 , > 211 escr mn Oo Ss « ‘ - 
5 Here are many BEOpIE im June is th r lowing: “Wilson apple were it not for this. Who in 
1iSSONS ; e is the following: so ‘ 

W ISCOnsin who don’t. W ill you =. cso: adi @rcwerm Bay the State has these in any number. 
help increase our membership? If Red June grown at Sturgeon Bay . oe . 

you send in one new member the Were very fine. We certainly Following is a list that I would 
Secretary will thank you, if you have something worthy of our like to plant in my new orchard. 

send in two he will extend your attention,” and your name at- I would appreciate your com- 
membership a full year. This tached thereto. Do you think the ments on this list with subtrac- 

offer is extended to members as a Wilson Red June is a good apple tons or additions as may be your 5 3 ‘ ele ii 
reward for securing new mem- to plant in Wisconsin commer- Opinion, 

bers. Send two dollars for two cially? Can you furnish me the (1) Wilson Red June. 
new members and we will extend ames and addresses of those who (2) Liveland Raspberry. 

your membership for a year. are growing them?” (3) Duchess. |
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(4) Okabena. but without effect. So again we Early Apples Win. 

(5) Wealthy. say, watch your step, always. We For many years we have been 

(6) Femeuse. will be pleased to hear from any preaching the gospel of planting 

(7) McIntosh. one in Wisconsin who knows early-maturing apples in Wiscon- 

(8) Grimes Golden. about the Wilson Red June. sin—Duchess, Wealthy, MeIn- 

(9) Stayman Winesap. Concerning the list of varieties, tosh, etc., in preference to winter 

(10) Golden Delicious. opinions are solicited from mem-_ varieties. A member who lives in 

“Do you think that correct cul- bers. While waiting for them we Manitowoc county accepted this 

tural practice, fertilization and suggest that Numbers 1, 8,9 and advice rather reluctantly several 

spraying, in other words, keeping 10 be dropped from the list. Num- years ago and now writes: 

the tree in the healthiest condition bers 2 and 4 will probably be “Tam going to set out more 

possible, will add to the life of dropped by others. Liveland is trees next spring of which a con- 

trees like Grimes Golden and oth- a trifle earlier than Duchess but siderable amount will be of the 

ers that may not be as hardy as will not bear as many apples per early varieties. I find that the 

Wealthy and Duchess. Opinion tree nor is the fruit as attractive market has gradually and is still 

seems to vary greatly as to what or popular as the Duchess. The improving on these since I set out 

varieties to plant in Wisconsin for Okabena has only a stepmotherly = my first orchard. Kindly tell me 

a commercial orchard.” affection of most growers, but in| what you think of the following 

The street cars in our city have northern Barron county it seems varieties as to quality, yield and 

signs “Watch Your Step.” Every to grow to perfection, and is adaptability: Liveland  Rasp- 

person ina public position should highly prized. berry, Wilson Red June, Duchess 

post a similar sign over his desk, In southern Wisconsin it is of Oldenburg. Later varieties— 

also carry one in every. pocket. usually cider stock. Fameuse, Stayman Winesap, For- 

About five years ago the writer No we do not believe that “cor- est Winter. Yellow Transparent 

received (from Sturgeon Bay, for rect cultural practices, fertiliza- not considered on account of its 

identification), samples of a fine tion and spraying” will add more — blighting habit. 

appearing summer apple. Enter- than five minutes to the life of N. HH. B., Manitowoc.” 

taining a suspicion that it was trees of Grimes Golden and others In regard to Liveland and Wil- 

Stark’s Wilson Red June, the box that may not be as hardy as son Red June, see article “Watch 

was forwarded to that firm with Wealthy and Duchess. We will Your Step,” in this issue. Study 
the casual remark that the speci- leave to the scientists to tell why your home market carefully be- 

mens were grown at Sturgeon but in the meantime we must ac- fore planting heavily of Duchess. 

Bay and were “very fine indeed; cept the evidence at hand. At the Formerly “home market’ meant 

something worthy of our atten- same time we lack proof of the the nearest city, but in these days 

tion,” meaning that we ought to assertion that top-working tender of conerete roads and motor 

follow up the apple, learn more varieties on Hibernal or other trucks it may easily be enlarged 

about it, etc. From this letter a stock insures hardiness of the to include one or more counties. 

single sentence was taken without — graft. Forest (drop the “Winter”’) has 

its relation to the balance of the P. S. I have just received a not been widely tested. — Plant 

letter and made to appear as my report) on Wilson Red June. McIntosh, Fameuse, Wealthy and 

endorsement of the variety. There is one tree on Washington then a few more McIntosh. 

I know nothing of the apple in Island, Door County. If any one —_—__-—_——_ 

question except as stated above. knows of other trees in Wiscon- A crate of celery grown on a 
I have never seen it on exhibition sin, please report. Iditor, market garden in New York state 

or offered for sale in Wisconsin. ———= — was one of 200 taken from a half 

I have no reason to believe that it Roses should be either buried in acre of irrigated celery land. The 
has ever been planted in this state the earth or laid on the ground total sales from the half acre 

except in an experimental way. I and covered with straw and amounted to $585; the total cost 

protested vigorously the Stark otherwise protected to keep out of growing was $240.66, leaving a 
Bros. statement in their catalog moisture. profit of $344.34.
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Each Year 

Become more firmly intrenched in the minds of the growers as a standard of quality 
and efficiency by which all other machines are to be judged. 

Special features and extra strength, insuring long life and economy in operation. 

A sprayer for every purpose—orchards, crops, shade trees—whitewashing—disinfect- 
ing and all others. 

<= 
a \ 

ifeatane fare a ‘Lt Wh 
Crepes i fa eX |) 

Send for our catalog and get com ASCE Nk WN (i | Explain your needs to us 
plete information on the many fea- ae SS AN PN Sasa (ID d ‘ll hel 
tures found only on Bean Sprayers Ce SSN and we wile help you. 

KAY ie bal 

LANSING, MICHIGAN 

Birds Kill Many Injurious Insects vil, the greatest feathered enemy grants were present this destruc- 

Mobilization of the wild birds, Of this pest being the orchard tion was doubled. During the 
anarmy of the air that allies itself OTiole. A single stomach of this season such numbers of birds 

with man to. fight crop pests kind of bird contained, upon ex- flocked to the grain fields that the 
a § ad . . : 6 : 

nearly always follows the pres- @™ination, forty-one boll weevils. aphis infestation was reduced to 

eiree: ‘of large numbers of insects! he green bug or wheat aphis also an incalculable number.” 

that prey upon growing plants. —but let the department tell the Hardly an agricultural pest ex- 

Their aid in stamping out the Story: ists, the department states, but 

menace is almost incalculable, “On a 200-acre farm in North has numerous effective bird ene- 

says the Biological Survey, United Carolina, where wheat, rye, and mies. For instance, twenty-five 

States Department of Agricul- oats were severely attacked by kinds of birds are known to feed 

ture in Yearbook Separate, “Farm green bugs, it was found that the upon the clover weevil and a like 

Help From Birds.” Some illus- birds were very effective in de- number on the potato beetle, 

trations of what the birds have  stroying the pests. The outbreak thirty-six on the codling moth, 

done are cited by the department, was at its height during the mi- forty-six on the gypsy moth, for- 

as follows: gration season of such birds as ty-nine on horseflies, sixty-seven 

On one Utah farm infested by the goldfinch and the vesper and on billbugs, eighty-five on clover- 

the alfalfa weevil, English spar- chipping sparrows, which with root borers, ninety-eight on cut- 

rows alone in one season fed to other species on the farm num- worms, 120 on leaf hoppers, and 

their young, it is estimated, bered more than 3,000 individuals. 168 on wire worms. 

500,000 of the pests, making them It was found that these birds were “A classic instance of the con 
about one-third of the diet of the destroying green bugs at the rate centration of bird attack upon an 

growing birds. Sixty-six kinds of of nearly 1,000,000 a day, and on army of insect invaders,” the de- 

birds feed on the cotton-boll wee- days when additional flocks of mi- partment says, “occurred during
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One bushel size for apples, tomatoes, onions and other farm products. 

Half barrel and barrel size for cabbage, watermelon, cantaloupe 
| and muskmelon. 
| 

| One bushel seed corn crates. Butter and cheese boxes. 

Our newly designed coop for shipping live chickens, weighs 30 pounds 
| and it is the strongest on the market. 

| LA CROSSE - - - - WISCONSIN 

the severe outbreaks of the Rocky [lere is an example, taken from  denly came upon the picture of 

Mountain locusts between 1865 the Milwaukee Journal: you and your garden! 

and 1877. So numerous’ were In August, 1920, the Journal “I want you to know that way 
these voracious pests that many published a picture of the garden off in New York is someone who 
places visited by them were de- behind the sign board at 315 Reed (Continued on page 92.) 

nuded of every green thing. A Street, with the “Lady of the Gar- 
1 ly inves Sas oe ia den” amid her flowers. She is 
thorough IIVESHS ation was Mace Mrs. Jane Richardson, and to her 
of the relation of birds to the out- recently came a letter from New The 
break, and it was found that prac- York. It was from a “Milwau- 
tically every species, from the keean away from home.” He Jewell Nursery 

largest birds of prey to the tiniest Wrote: . Cc 
humming birds, from ducks and My Dear Lady of the Garden: ompany 

nauatioc 4 ~ oy.) In my happy days in Milwaukee 
other aquatic fowl to typical bird we ee ae . ; 

. : I used to pass your garden each . . 
denizens of the dry plains, turned yornimg on my way to work, cach Lake City, Minn. 
to feeding upon locusts. In fact, evening as I plodded home. Peek- 
most birds gorged themselves ing around the sginboard, I caught . 

with this abundant supply of food, @ very limited view of its sun- Established 1868 
and in so doing were the means lighted stretches of flowers and 
f: lesteuction* its carpet-like grass of glorious 
rom destruction. green. Fifty-three years 

- SSS “One day I was called to New . . 
What Is the Value of a Flower York to take a position of respon- continuous service 

Garden? sibility. And sometimes, wear- 
S . A : \ ied with my burden, my thoughts 
Sometimes a Hower garden may have rushed to the quiet days I 

yield financial returns to its own- spent in the pretty city by the A Complete Stock of 

ers, always it’s a source of com- lake. At such times I often go Fruit, Shelter and 

fort and often, far oftener than to the New York public library Ornamental Stock in 
we k hoa & sof pledsiire *¢ and taking down a bound volume oc 8 fi 

€ know, a source of preasure '9 of Milwaukee papers, I let them Hardy Varieties for 
others. When we grow flowers we carry me back to the old days. Northern Planters. 
never quite know how far their “And there in an old copy of 

fragrance and beauty may reach. the Journal, the other day, I ‘sud-
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aa What is the Value of a Flower 

THE INSECT PAGE Garden? 
Edited by E. L. Chambers, Assistant State Entomologist (Continued trom page 91.) 

a a ______t||’swas glad to see your garden and 
: to know who owned it. 

Control Cabbage Maggot With issues two or two and a half weeks “An Absent Admirer of Your 
Corrosive Sublimate later. Thus the total cycle may Garden.” 

Probably no insect pest of the average nearly two months. Have you a boy or two in your 

cabbage, cauliflower or radish has There are probably three gen- home? Quite likely they will 
been responsible for so much  ¢rations in Wisconsin. However, pretend to despise flowers and 

damage and heretofore been so the first generation of maggots is flower growing, thinking it manly 
difficult to control as the cabbage Mostly destructive, the others. {o do so, thinking that sort of 

or radish maggot infesting the particularly the third being of thing is for girls. Don’t be de- 

roots of the above. Experiments Comparatively little importance. ceived. The boy will think of 
conducted by J. J. Davis of the The winter is passed in the pupa- the roses or the hollyhocks in 

Indiana station during the past ‘ium stage, the puparium being a mother’s garden when much else 
year, according to the Indiana brown elliptical object to be found — has heen forgotten. 

Extension Leaflet No. 123, have in the soil near the roots of ¢ts©©° HHH. 

demonstrated the practicableness host and usually within a couple Usually one application is suffi- 

and effectiveness of the corrosive of inches of the surface. “This: is cient for radish, applying after the 
sublimate treatment against this the intermediate stage between radishes are above the ground, 

pest. The corrosive sublimate the maggot and the fly stages. preferably within a few days after 
remedy is applicable in the home TREATMENT RECOMMENDED the eggs are observed. 

gardens as well as commercial The solution used is prepared It is also possible to use dust 

plantings And! iS Use 1m; Wiseor- by dissolving in a glass or earth- applications, applying a small 
sin will prevent at a small cost the enware dish one-half ounce of cor- amount, about a tablespoonful of 
loss of thousands of dollars result- rosive sublimate in a pint of hot the mixed dust at the base of each 

ing annually from the maggot. water and then diluting to five Plant. This dust is prepared by 
Lire History axp Hanits gallons. This amount will treat thoroughly mixing one ounce of 

The flies issue early in the two or three hundred plants at a corrosive sublimate with — six 

spring, in 1921 by the middle of cost of five to ten cents for the pounds of hydrated lime or gyp- 

April, and immediately begin lay- material, per application. Apply St™. This dust should not be ap- 

ing eggs about the base of its host soon after setting out or as soon Plied in seed beds, as it may burn 

plants, usually in cracks and cre- as the small white eggs are ob- the very small plants. 

vices or on the stalk of the host served at the base of plants and Caution: Corrosive sublimate 

itself, but always at or just below again about twelve days later. is a white powder which corrodes 

the surface of the ground. The Pour about a half a teacup at the metal and is very poisonous, 

eggs are small and elliptical, but base of each plant. It is not usual- hence must not be used in metal 

are plainly visible because of their ly necessary to treat late cabbage containers and must be kept out 

pure white color, contrasting with transplants. Late cabbage in seed of reach of children and others not 

the color of the soil and surround- beds can be treated as for early recognizing its poisonous nature. 

ings. The maggots hatch from cabbage transplanted, except pour When used as recommended it 

the eggs in four to six days, as a along the rows with a sprinkling will not poison plants nor make 

rule, and immediately begin eat- can from which the rose has been them unfit for consumption. Cor- 

ing into the root tissue, tunneling removed or other vessel which will rosive sublimate is a common 

and girdling to such an extent as give a small stream. drug and can be purchased at any 

to stunt and often kill the plant. For radish, apply along the row drug store. 

The maggots mature in three or as for maggot in cabbage seed Get maura now tor next wears 

four weeks and leaving the root, beds, using about one gallon to garden. It will be hard to get an 

pupate in the soil. The adult fly each thirty-five feet of row. the spring.
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\, 7 Our new 48-page catalog (16 
= S pages in colors) gives you an 

SW 5 ae honest description of FRUITS, 
Waly VINES, ORNAMENTALS, PER: 

= ENNIALS, etc., for this climate. 

camvengmeses aun ige coe ate ak BORN it you are in doubt as to what 
Over 60,000 of them in use—they are made in thirty sizes and styles, is best to plant we will be glad 

ranging in price from $5.00 to $1,000.00 to advise with you. 
The model shown above is our Triplex power sprayer, a medium size, 

inexpensive, high-powered outfit - : a . We do landscape work. 
Hardie sprayers are noted for the simplicity of their construction, for 

their lightness, strength and durability, but most of all for their faithful 
orformance. 

Der our catalog tells the whole story and tells it truthfully, A copy of It The Coe, Converse 
is Waiting for you—a postal card will bring: it. 

THE HARDIE MANUFACTURING CO. Edwards Co. 
Hudson, Michigan . A < 

The largest exctusive manufacturers of sprayers in America. Fort Atkinson, Wis. 

How Many Bushels of Straw- sects,” is misleading, Granting 

berries Per Acre? the figures to be correct as given, 

(Continued from page 87.) we feel that with the bird popula- 

tion already greatly reduced and 
ord crop. It was seeded to clover ° 2 ean) un The Hawks 

‘ still on a decline that as bug ex- 
August 1 last, and by plowing un- terminators, tl ' 1 ne 

: : eriminators ICV ave g& since 
der next spring I think Ihave the ‘ ms *) fave cone sams Nursery 
: oe . reached their height and although 
ideal condition for strawberries. al . : : § Co = 

ley may continue oO ea enor- m n 

Who eati beat my record for j,ous numbers of insects, yet in Pp y 

husking corn—22 bushels in four comparison with the number 

hours, tie the stalks and place the available for their food, they no are in a position to fur- 

corn in the wagon? Tam 54, don’t longer occur in sufficient numbers nish high grade Nursery 

drink tea, coffee or alcohol or use tg pe counted upon for more than Stock of all kinds and 

tobacco, ze an occasional instance of control. varieties suitable to Wis- 
F. E. 

a consin and other north- 
~ — For Sale: A good-as-new berry ern districts. 

“About the Birds” box wire stapling machine, adjust- ‘ 

. . . able to fit any size box. Wire Will be glad to figure on 

Far be it from us to belittle the enough for car load of boxes. your wants either in 

good done by our friends, the $15.00 for both.—N. I. France, large or small quantities 

birds, whose diets are made up to Platteville, Wis. 

1 greater or less extent of bugs. ESS ee 

However, we feel that the conclu- A potted plant, a few flowers 

‘ions drawn in an article appear- or a pot of flowering bulbs make Wauwatosa ... Wis. 

ing in this same issue entitled, suitable and much appreciated 

“Birds Kill Many Injurious In- presents on holidays or birthdays.
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Report on Iowa State Horticul- 

tural Society Convention. ; 

Prof. J. G. Moore, Delegate. SaaS eas ee re Me Nee AR gy 

I am herewith submitting re- C4 ALS Ca EAS aa eS SEE 

port as a delegate to the meeting 5 by Gigs NR a? pag ele ee a 

of the Iowa Horticultural So- el <4 ae te sys. oe 4 se aa ih 

ciety. bel) Ni eae (ee By eh ies 5 es ah “ed 
There are four things which I oe play Nees aD % 

believe should be mentioned in ‘, ¥ yy he Ua Ce a cea Te 

this report. The first thing which re ! Z ea. & QU geo “I 0 

impressed me was the form of or- 0 SG a ste | 

ganization of the Iowa society. 

In reality it is an affiliation of a TOP-DRESSING TALKS 

number of separate societies Ammonia Makes Fruit Buds 

which deal with horticultural sub- Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia applied about a week before blossom 

jects or those closely afiliated fl) fume (106,10 61 nome. er aco) wl lvigorate tao frlt bods and 
with horticulture. Some of those The failure of fruit to set and the early falling of fruit often is due 

represented are vegetable grow- [| Or cticuty-available nitrogen has’ increased the yields ct trult: trom 
ers, florists, nurserymen, beekeep- four to ten times. 

ers, fruit growers, etc. Each of _ 

the affiliated organizations elects ARCADIAN 

a member on the board of direc- ' 

tors. Additional members to the Sul; A “A c . 

board are elected at large. Each PP ate of: MMOnIA 

of the organizations hols 11s Gwin Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia is guaranteed to contain 254% of 
meeting. In the past these meet- ammonia—(at least %4 more nitrogen than in any other top-dressing 

ings have heen held largely at fl ferizer.. Aroadian in the goly lo-arenting emmontaie tat Ane 
other times than that at which the per unit of actual plant food. 

“society” meets. There is strong Order now from your fertilizer dealer and write for our free book- 
accor . lets, “Fertilizing the Apple Orchard” and “Fertilization of Peaches.” 

sentiment, however, to have meet- 

ings of affiliated societies beld at New York City Th Cc y Atlanta, Ga. 

the same place and the same week ie ompan Berkeley, Cal. 

as the Norticultural Society meet- Baltimore, Md. AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT Medina, Ohio 

ing in order to increase the at- 

tendance upon the latter. In talk- 

ing with some of the men they 

thought highly of this plan of or- proved strains of the shag bark chardist diversifying his interests. 

ganization after having tried it hickory. The persimmon and its It seemed to be Prof. Gardner’s 

out for two or three years. possibilities also received consid- thought that in many instances at 

The Iowa Society shows con- erable consideration. least some other phase of Agri- 

siderable interest in nut culture. The serious losses due to frost culture as an adjunct to orchard 

Some very interesting reports on injury in Missouri, Southern Iowa ing would be advisable in provid- 

the work done, hardy varieties and other sections has led to se- ing against the very serious finan- 

and the possibilities of nut culture rious reflection on the part of cial conditions frequently occa- 

in Iowa were presented at the fruit growers and horticulturists sioned by the entire loss of the 

meeting. Two things of partic- alike. An entirely new note as to fruit crop. This raises anew the 

ular interest were the hybrid be- policy was voiced in a paper by question of the advisability of the 

tween the hickory and pecan Prof. V. R. Gardner, of Missouri. commercialized farm orchard, or 

which seems to give much prom- The subject under consideration possibly we might say a “farmer- 
ise and in some selected and im- was the advisability of the or- ized” commercial — orchardist.
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After hearing the paper one is the program was given over to or—— {_(_—-— I 

forced to concede that there are chard topics to the exclusion of 

arguments for this policy as well other horticultural topics. In lis- MecKAY NURSERY 

as against it. tening to the discussions, one is COMPANY 

There was only a meagre dis- impressed with the fact that the 

play of fruit. Some flowers and Illinois grower has more difficul- MADISON WISCONSIN 

forcing house vegetables were on ties to contend with than does the ee 

display. Wisconsin grower. The San Jose Nursery Stock of 

~— scale is proving a very serious . 

Report on Illinois Horticultural pest. The fact that it was not Quality 

Society Convention. yielding to spray control as it was for Particular Buyers 

H. C. Christensen, Delegate. hoped it would was laid to the Have all the standard varieties 

The annual meeting of the LI- fact that the spray was not being oe Fe th eenethiog oo 

linois State Horticultural Society applied thoroughly enough rather Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, 
was held at Champaign, Ill, De- than that the strength of the lime- Vines: and Ornamentals, 

cember 20th to 224. “The sessions sulphur solution, as recommended 

of the society were held in the by the university, was not suffi- both ‘in Grenrd ae ti fhe we. 
Elks Club, while the exhibits of cient: Brown rot, shot hole and oration of your grounds. 

the society were placed in the old collar rot were proving destruc- Troantiy wean nest’ ioe sour 
dining room of the Beardsley Ho- tive. ; Methods of cultivation and list of wants. 

tel, the society having its head- fertilization were discussed. Clean Nurseries at 

quarters there. cultivation with a cover crop gave ; 

Although the late freeze of last the best results and the applica- Waterloo, Wis. 

spring was supposed to have prac- tion of a complete commercial fer- / 

tically destroyed all of the fruit, tilizer proved profitable. The ex- 
the exhibit was large and of fine ‘@ growth of the cover crop added 
quality. There were fine displays mus to the soil. marenveo:auasiasidee 
of Jonathans, Ganos, Imperials, Mr. Durst, of Chicago, gave an ™ 

and Grimes Golden. Northwest- _ illustrated lecture on co-operative 4 

ern Greening was the only Wis- fruit exchanges in the East and Sj 

consin favorite that was at all in Middle West. Many of them ASS 

evidence. A large display of hy- were proving succesful. The fot Fo? Mes 

brid chestnuts by Mr. Riehl, of Door County Fruit Growers [Ex- Berr Boxes 
southern Illinois, was very inter- change was cited as a fine exam- y 

esting. The university had adis- ple. In the matter of the fumi- Crates, Bushel Boxes 

play of greenhouse vegetables and gation there seemed to be a di- and Climax Baskets 

local gardeners showed some fine versity of opinion. The greater As You Like Them 

dry vegetables. The State Ento- number held to the opinion that We manufacture the Ewald 

mological Department had an ex- the damage to fumigated stock Rood veneer. that give ‘patistace 

hibit of insects injurious to fruit was often of more serious conse- Hatin the Doin Garload lots 

and fruit trees. quence than the possibility of the our gin aioe Wacwanst erates all 

The Illinois society is composed introduction of scale into sections eee baralear ar blueberries. No 

almost entirely of orchardists so where it was already present. The Cree handle Wa ean enig.the 

from Atiiwaukee. Promptness 18 
ToS p: ; we aim to-do our part well. A 
EASES Pioneer Nursery, New Ulm, Minn. iprae discon Top sere eure 

Jy ove \ GROWERS OF HARDY STOCK FOR THE NORTHWEST ‘ 
% Grapes produce more frult than any frult producing plant, occupying the same space. Cumberland Fruit Package 

oc unatues ee, Pn aa Company 
PIONEER NURSERY, NEW ULM, MINN. W. Pfaender, Jr. Prop. AGENTS WANTED. Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis.
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OF 

Produce Healthy Trees and Highly Colored High Priced Fruit 

Arsenate of Lead | Sodium Nitrate Ammonium Sulphate 
Calcium Arsenate Copper Sulphate Sulphur 

Lime Sulphur Nicotine Sulphate Lime (High Grade) 

Bordeaux Mixture Corrosive Sublimate Complete Fertilizer 

770-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. WRITE NOW MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

by the students of the Horticul- roy] A Ss 

tural Department of the Univer- ds eeds 

IRRIGATE sity. A program of musical num Go where you will you can’t find 
- eae eeleciinne was better Seed Corn, Oats, Potatoes, Clover, bers and humorous selections was Alfalfa or Timothy than. ours. We've 

The OVERHEAD WAY given after which refreshments end bantie trea year, We 
rere served Our Garden Seeds are no less reliable. No 

were served. seed house has better. We are constantly 
At. ‘Bianemberecer — | improving our special strains and 

Fool old man“‘Dry Weather” Che Secretary of the society is seeking the best for ourcustomers. 

this year and “Put Drought only giving a part of his time to | Olds’ Catalog years e y giving a pé : : L Tells the Truth” 
to Rout. the society, but they are hoping §F our slogan—is no idle boast. 

for increns lap st yriation so : ge Jenin plansing crops aid make ran increased < a ‘ 2 e 
Heretofore you have always h he ene “lew °P full time san 2 LL OLDS SEED COMPANY 
hoped for rain. Why not that he can ‘ evote vis full time “ y, 1 61 A n, Wis. 

BUY it this year? to the organization. 

Drop us a line with a rough _ : . 

sketch of your plot enclosed The Secret of Growing Wisconsin Planters Should 

and our catalogue and prices = . . a 
saill’ be sent, Good Dahlias Use Wisconsin Trees 

Get good varieties. : . 

. Split clumps to one or two sprouts Our 1922 Price List 1s ready. 
Rock River on a division. Get it. “Fruits, Trees 

. . Plant away from building or shade. and Flowers.” 

Irrigation Co. Water thoroughly—once a week at 

a night. Rockford, Illinois ; SPECIAL OFFERS 
Rake ground next morning. Keep 5 

this up until plants shade the ground. 15 Peonies, strong roots, 

The whole story is to keep plants assorted varieties for $7.50 

decline in the number of bearing rowing “without ia check, 1 dozen Phlox and 1 

fruit trees as reported by the last Fitchett Dahlia Gardens dozen Tris... nnn 2050 

census was commented on as fa- 735 Mitton Ave. Janesville, Wis. 

vorable to the establishment of Sixty-eighth Year 

new orchards. A pleasing part of P. 5. We sell ‘good ‘Danilas,, guaran: 

the pr fram Ww as the entertain dozen Fe ernst, wil’ be We KELLOGG’S NURSERY 2 progre yas e entertain- =] : 
cf 8 . . lighted to make up an assortment Box 77 JANESVILLE, WIS- 

ment given Wednesday evening for any amount you wish.
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BEEKEEPERS SECTION 

————————OOe eee honey production in like proportion, 

| there was no room for doubt as to ne- 
| AMONG WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS || cessity for some assistance. We were 

| Devoted to the Interests of The Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ Association the athe oeslaeee We been igiven 

| H. F. Wilson, Editor agriculture received, we would have 
| increased at the rate of 10% a year or 

i would be producing 100 million pounds 

OFFICERS OF THE WIS. STATE BEEKEEPERS’ ASSN. a gis (ate, thereby zanking far 
Pres. S. F. Stelling, Reedsville. Treas. C. W. Aeppler, Oconomowoc. tHAL’ Our jem ne Madre see 

Vice-Pres. Conrad Krues, Loganville. Secy. Mallitta F. Hildreth, Madison. saw the great loss in taxible property 
Annual Membership Fee $1.00. as well and they may well consider 

; 7 RA vate Renae a this angle, for it is an important one. 
Remit to M. F. Hildreth, Secretary, Madison, Wis. Why should not our bees be given 

~ — SO — a the same protection as is given to 
PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS ship had mounted to 783 and is still cattle, horses, swine and sheep? We 

Sister and Brother Beekeepers: going up. The county organizations have not asked for reimbursement of 
(Tempus Fugit.) It seems only yes- are all getting stronger and their de- loss by condemnation through inspec- 

terday that we were assembled at ands for the aid from the state have tions, but we do demand that we be 

Madison in our last annual conclave been coming in numbers. This is given the aid to successfully carry on 
repairing the foundation of this organ- largely due to the fact that the bee- a legitimate enterprise of the state 
ization or building additions thereto keeper has at last come to realize that It has long been a recognized fact 
where needed. the bee business is one in wh.ch he by food specialists that nowhere can 

It is gratifying to see so many of cannot go single handed to a success. — You find a food so highly concentrated 

our members present and I feel that His co-workers are socially incline dat and so absolutely pure as honey, but 

as the years pass that each succeed. times, so much so that they wil at this knowledge has been a dormant 
ing one will bring a larger number tO times visit their neighbors in large factor as far as the consumer in gen- 

gether, due largely to the eagerness numbers and really forget their man- eral is concerned. Honey has been 

for better understand ng, now that the ners by breaking the seventh com- used to a large extent in a medicinal 

business is becoming cs important mandment of God. Now, this is not way, but is looked upon as a luxury by 

asset to the state so bad, but every beekeeper knows the layman, while in reality it is an 

A person is not often indicted tor they frequently bring other things uncommonly good food. ; 
divulging his own age, therefore, I home with them which do not spell Here we are assembled with stores 
may say that this grand organization honey, but bring grief and disaster in- of knowledge concerning a food for 

and. your president were both born in stead. We now realize that unless Mr. which our bodies crave, yet it is only 

the same year, 1878, both of homely Neighbor Beekeeper is brought under in the last year or two that any real 

parentage “put by the usual caressing control, as well as ourselves, destruc- attempt has been made to get _this 
and fondling, and by the good grace of tion will be the next visitor. It is knowledge spread before the public in 

the Almighty, we have been granted a this that has brought every beekeeper general. 
lease of life Somewhat in advance of to his knees, first asking, now demand- Now, then, what have we been do- 

the average. ing, that they, too, be brought under ing of late to get the consumer out of 
It is with fond respect that I look control, in order that they may all sur- this notion and old way of thinking? 

at my brotherly organization, and as Y!Y° Think you, beekeepers, what it Many things, of which the two most 
I read its early history and see how its would mean if all of the affected area pronounced are, creating consuming 

founders struggled and vied with each °T® cleaned up and kept that way. markets and better production simul- 
other to gain for this association a This is exactly what your officers taneously. The consumption being 
position that would command recog. have had in mind for the past few handled by national and state organi- 
nition and respect. Their labors Years, knowing full well what should zations through strong advertising me- 

seemed almost fruitless at times, yet be done, but they could only move at diums, while the production is looked 

they clung to their honest convictions 4 Snail’s pace for want of money to after by the state organization. The 
and gave the best there was in them, ‘efray expenses. two, however, are so closely allied that 

I sincerely hope that what we have At the last annual meeting your Oftentimes they lap over into one an- 
gained by their work will be added to board voted to ask for an appropria- other. Production should lead; there- 
by each one of us and that we can all tion of $15,000.00 for two years to fore, protection to the producer must 
do our bit to bring this organization place the work of cleaning up badly be animated. 
to a state of greater perfection. affected areas on a good footing. After I was very sorry indeed that I could 
There is invariably a period of lull a vigorous and hard-fought campaign not attend the Chippewa Falls meeting 

in the development of every associa- with members of both houses and the in August, but have been told by mem- 
tion and there is no exception with governor, first by letter, then by per- bers attending that you had a very 
this one, Perhaps in the past we have sonal appeals of your secretary and successful meeting. This is the one 

been a little too conservative, but myself, we finally secured $21,000.00 time where business and pleasure can 

thanks to some of our newer members, for two years. This will enable us to be mixed. I am told our next Chau- 

we have taken on new life and we make a very good showing, although  tauqua will be held in Green Bay next 

are on our way to a complete recovery, not as good as we expected. year, and while I have the opportunity 

und when I tell you that the honey The main issue with our governor’ I want to repeat what my townspeople 
industry of Wisconsin ranks among was the curtailment of the expenses, have already told you: “Come over 

the first ten, all things considered, you but when we were able to show how _ to the ‘Pride of the North,’ Green Bay.” 

may well judge the situation for your- the beekeeper had suffered and that What we might lack in some things 
self. the number of colonies in the state we will try to make up in others and 

I am pleased to note that at the had been reduced from 105,000 swarms see that you at least get a fair shake. 
opening of this meeting. our member- in 1915 to 47,000 swarms in 1920 and The program as outlined for the
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coming winter schools has been given Therefore, Be it resolved that Pro- BETTER MARKETING 

a great deal of attent.on and clearly fessor H. F. Wilson be requested to By W. T. Sherman 
denotes that a great deal of benefit is conduct experiments to determine how . 

going to be derived from our univer- long honey must be left on the hives My subject of better marketing was 
sity staff in beekeeping. Every organ- with the bees so that the honey will brought to my attention by a conver- 

evion in the state must of necessity weigh twelve pounds to the measured gation had with one of the large ex- 
see that a fine attendance is brought liquid gallon. Also to record the eer . a 
out at their respective meetings, for amount of moisture in honey that is hibitors at the state fair, and also by 

in these meetings lies the success of just sealed by the bees. The same a_ Teports of low sales that came to me, 
the industry, both state and national, week later, again two weeks later, and by the advertised offer to fill even 
ants as slated before, I am convinced again a month later, again six weeks any small order by mail at prices that 
that the beekeeper can no longer feel later. General conditions of colonies i 
himself above master of the situation. and weather conditions to be recorded must leave the producer nothing on 

In closing, I want to caution every in conjunction with the experiments, Which to build a future business. My 
county organization to be very careful Samples of each experiment to be re- experience has been that any business 

in arene gpunchates a supplies, as served and watched to eee if mole to succeed must be compensating to a 

nothing bu e best of material can separates and comes to the top of the ss ae 

bring a satisfactory success. container: By submitting gaiples to degree that all ERPERSES be met, the 
L. C. Jorgenson. determine if there is a marked differ. OWners of the business to have salary 

aaa ence in the flavor in connection with enough to give inspiration for better 
(Note oe e. F. Stelling in- the Aseise of ripeness. Results to be efforts. Then let us make the busi- 

stead of S. F. Stelling, president. published, ; . . 
Our New Officers p Respectfully submitted, ness of beekeeping a hobby, and keep 

With the exception of the treasurer, (Signed) Edward Hassinger, Jr., the vision of our ideal far ahead or 
Mr. Aeppler, we have an entire new Secretary-Treasurer. high enough up so we will be con- 

set of officers for 1922, and it behooves In this connection beekeepers of the  tinually striving for “better markets; 
us all to get in behind them to build state are urged to send in samples of 80 to be a better beekeeper. 
up a bigger and better association. honey from all parts of the state so In talking with this large exhibitor 

No matter how hard our officers may that a survey can be made, Please at the state fair he said: “We should 
work, they can do nothing unless the Jabel carefully and give source of put the price of our product, honey, 

beekeepers co-operate with them both nectar. down so the poorer people could buy.” 

financially and otherwise. a I have since then thought about this a 

Probably more trials and tribula- WEST VIRGINIA BEE MAN TOO great deal and must frankly say I 
tions fall upon the secretary than on ENTHUSIASTIC wonder why? Shall we lower the 
any other officer and it is only those > 5 6 w. jy. Standard of honey in the minds of the 

of you who were able to attend the se the Hee cree enor pe eee medium and wealthier class of people 
conventions of the past few years that podueed’ an apiary inspection pil] that a very few of the poorer class 
are acquainted with the new secretary. ; vests "patting ne might buy? I believe we have been 

# which he succeeded in getting passed 2 : x 5 

We take the liberty of inserting a le; crore it. was given careful considera- 80!98 In the wrong direction long 
ture of her at work among her bees. tion. Section 3-a of the bill provided enough, for the class of people who 

The new secretary believes that the 141 no honey could be sold in the >UY a large part of our honey recog- 
enrollment for the state association 1416 unless it bore an inspection cer- "ize it as a high-grade article of food 
should be 2000 and she asks every bee-  tiacate showing that the apiary from Which should very reasonably com- 
keeper to help in building up to 1000 which it came os free from conta mand a good price. The poorer class 
for 1922. siolis bea: diseases of people largely make their compari- 

Have you sent in your subscription 8 As i ener . - sons by the cost price rather than by 
: A s it was obvious that this would . ; 7 

for 1922? Will you help the secretary yrevent the sale of any commercial the extremes in quality. Take a pail 
and the state association by sending Pered hone: in the grocery stores of of Karo Corn syrup and a pail of any 

in at least one new member? West Vir, ina and would tie u large of our white honies and almost any- 
In the March issue we will give a atiantiti : of hone " hauaed by one will tell you there is no compari- 

list of all the local associations with a ineics with only Salis ht infection son as to quality—the honey is so far 
the number of state members in each. the: anders! ned ? scontie sent an in. @bove as to be in a separate class; 

—— SS SS quiry to Mee Mt K Malsolm, the state and yet, please tell me why there are 

Mr. R. J, Martins, Vinita, RFD 2,  apjiarist of ‘West “Virginia, crecrdaEe —=_"_"l_eeEEYET 
Oklahoma, has 100 colonies of bees its enforcement. A reply has recently | 

which he would like to move into heen received stating that the author Bees Bees Bees | 
northern Wisconsin this spring. Any of the bill was too enthusiastic and —=————<|}] << 

Wisconsin beekeeper who would like that this particular section is not be- HELP GET 
to go into partnership with him should jng enforced. The state apiar’st will A CARLOAD FROM TEXAS 

write this office. ask for its repeal at the next session . AND SAVE MONEY . 
ee of the legislature. For particulare write Geo. S. Hall 

A RESOLUTION Where bee disease is being distrib- a 
At the annual meeting of the Fox uted by the sales of honey from in- 

River Valley Beekeepers’ Association fected yards as it is in Wisconsin, a | 
held on December 3, 1921, at Appleton, requirement somewhat along this line BEES FOR SALE 

a resolution was passed requesting is often suggested. No one has yet CR RORUCE YOUR OWN HONEY. sai! 
you to take charge of this work. discovered a practical way of enforc- pure-bred Italians. By express, April 15 

Whereas: There is still some un- ing it, however, and for the Drosent in point "Queens during My, “sn 
ripe honey being marketed by some _ we shall all have to protect ourselves cach, by mail. Sefe etrival and satisfac: 
beekeepers, and as best we can against losses incurred ~~ ee See Sean ae 

Whereas: This practice is unfair by the throwing out of containers of Box No. 36. | 
and very harmful to the industry, infected honey. S. B. Fracker. Pe |
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some ne claim to beekeepers who REPORT OF C. W. AEPPLER, TREASURER 
will advertise to sell, and some even pec. 7 To A. C. Allen 4 

spend their time in peddling this prod- “48 By Mrs. Hildreth... $179.12 

uct of their labors in competition with “18 By Mrs. Hildreth. ° $ 15.00 

Karo corn syrup? Have not these “48 By The Print Shop. — . oe ~ ee 

people pulled down their standard of “18 By Dem. Print Co. . : pee 

an ideal, and are they not lowering “ 18 B Dem. Print Co. 0.79 

the standard of value of honey? Who F en : 7 . 2 29.70 

as a class are largely responsible for 74" 10 By He Re RUMKS sss 21.89 
eon! 5 le 10 To A. C, Allen.. = 300.00 
eeping the movie shows going? Is “ 31 By Mrs. Hildreth 

it not the poorer class, and ones who . . PO Wi . 10.00 
: A aS), Feb. 5 To H. F. Wilson. 409.50 9.51 

might use their limited amount of “ 7 By H. F. Wilson enupk 

money to far better purposes. Would “ a y a st 53.85 
3 By Sec. Hort. Soc. : 320.00 

we not be doing ourselves, as well as “ ; i . ee 
G 26 By H. F. Wilson x 49.00 

all other classes of people who pos- “ 6 ee 

i 7 : 26 Mrs. Hildreth....... . 10.00 
sibly might think honey too high, a “ 9 + . 

ae 4 26 By Wisc. Hort. . 39.50 
. 39.51 

good turn by bringing to them adver- war 21 By Wisc. Hort 

tising in such a convincing way that a ee Pb roses ~~ 20.00 
a < ‘A Apr. 2 By Wisc. Hort. 5 21.00 

they will see the wide difference in “ 7 By Mrs. Hildreth 0, 0 

qualities of cheap syrups, as compared “ 18 By Wise Hort 10.04 

to the delicious and also health-giving yay : a Ee Aba 7.00 
itis o : ay 5 By Mrs, Hildreth - - - 10.00 

qualities of our honeys? I believe us 5 By Wise. Hort. 50 

this may be done to such a point that a 25 B Wise. Hort. ein 

we shall need to produce more honey et 28 By Mr: “Hild R hi 7.50 

to meet the demand, and at a price 8: By’ Mrs, Hildreth . . . . 10.00 
at June 8 By Mrs. M, White 5.00 

a ’ 
D. 

that shall pay us for our labor and july 2 By Mrs. Hildreth 10.00 

have a margin to build a better busi- “99 To H. F. Wilson 224.00 : 

~ . ff 23 By Wisc. Hort. iS : = 4.50 

I feel certain that to lower the price “23 By H. F. Wilson c : . 17.01 

of honey to such a level as offered by “ 23 By H. F. Wilson . 37.00 

some would be to lower its value to Aug. 1 By Mrs, Hildreth 10.00 

such an extent that the wealthier class in 13 By Blied Printing Company 30.44 

would largely say, “Well, if the honey “ 31 By Mrs. Hildreth . 10.00 

is worth no more than that I might as Oct. 15 By Mrs. Hildreth . . 10.00 

well buy any cheap sweet and one “ 17 By H. F. Wilson . . 32.25 

that is easier to secure, “11 To H. F, W.lson _ 15.00, 

‘i, + ee Nov. 9 By Mrs. Hildreth 10.00 

In engaging in the bee business | i" : . Hae 

have read nearly all the literature on Det 2 By Mrs, Hildreth . 10.00 

the subject of beekeeping, and have 
tom te 

endeavored to pick out and use such Balanc | eee $ 905.68 

methods of the best and most success- alance on han¢ $ 221.94 

ful beekeepers as I could, always be- = ten Bh Se aREIRe: 

lieving our business capable of being $1,127.62 $1,127.62 

lifted up to a much higher plane of 

prosperity and usefulness; and must 
= 

we not strive by helpful articles in 

our journals and by the companionship je yeally believe it is good and Fond du Lac 3 178 59 
of our co-operative societies to elevate healthful to eat, and they will order Green 2 150 15 

the standard of our ideals of our frst and pay second rather than ask- Outagamie 2 455 227 

brother beekeepers. ing to know the price first. Then bet- Sauk . 2 100 50 

I believe those beekeepers who have ter marketing must mean Better Bee- Shawano 2 70 35 

drifted down to the bottom in a busi- keepers, Better Methods, and Better Crawford 2 173 86 

ness way are the present great detri- Business Ideals. Manitowoc .. 2 62 31 

ment to better marketing. —————- Racine 1 45 45 

Better business people are quick to WISCONSIN STATE BEEKEEPERS’ Richland 1 40 40 

vecognize sound business principles in CONVENTION Towa 1 60 60 

inyone, and to go to a beekeeper to Milwaukee, Dec. 8-9, 1921 sence f ae a6 

1 ya i Q . : . rice 5 7 

ae ag honey aud neve nin bs 7 Counties represented, 22, Total num- Douglas 1 10 10 

price) that, will, make Ue (people: yoy ber of colonies represented, 3,373. 
der why, will cause them to think = oe te ee aoe 

something is wrong with the business \ Regis- Aver- Total . 15 3859 

or the honey. Shall we not be help- County tered Col. age per 

ing to create a better market for our Milwaukee - sera 607 55 Average per person, 51. 

honey by boosting our co-operative Waukesha 10 393 39 Out-of-State 

society, by helping these societies Dane .... 7 285 41 Illinois ........... 3 

with all the advertising they can af- Dodge .... 7 176 25 Ohio .......... . 1 

‘ord to put out, and by local advertis- Sheboygan .... 5 443 89 

ing in our country papers, Not just Ozaukee .... 4 178 44  Attendance— 

to advertise to sell honey for a lower Jefferson ....... 4 124 31 A.M. P.M. Evening 

price than someone else, but to bring Brown .... . 3 110 36 Thursday, Dec. 8 85 140 108 

out its desirable qualities, make peo- Washington .............. 3 122 41 Friday, Dec. 9 110 90
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“ADVERTISING” EAT MORE Goob HONEY sized families who are satisfied with 

James Gwin, Gotham, Wis. Gwin’s Apiary and Poultry. Yards two cenpound pails a honey 28 a 
ro i Q vay: Extracted honey guaranteed pure. yearly supply, when they should use 

A progressive beekeeper has always | Nis COME WHITE LEGHORNS | at least two sixty-pound cans, How, two important things in view: first, Heavy winter laying strain, then, shall we go at this educational control with an aim to eradicate foul Jas. Gwin aie Gotham, Wis. #2 “Gharity baeing: at t oa 
brood; second, disposing of his or her BOR SALE Work: BETILY: pcewe: Bt OMe: 
yearly product Any Article. The beekeeper must first learn for 

The beekeepers and the state have Y ill note, ladies and gentle mimae!t hen igo forth spreading the spent wisely much time and money on ou wi e, ladies and gentlemen, gospel 0 ey. do not mean to 
. hi ‘ay that I have through these ways of ad- burden the secretary of the state bee- the foul brood plague, while the way si 7 “a ” , : ; 

= - 2 vertising emphasized the word “GOOD keepers’ association, but I believe he 
of selling the honey has been badly ; ; ; ‘ 

‘i > ; Ba honey. And right here let me take will make a great stride for the good 
neglected, Foul brood allowed in a : . ae ‘ § : 

ie a ig Be gee e the liberty to say: the consuming pub- if he will write an article on the sub- 
yard for a number of years is a very lic-would eat nearly;doublecthe t ject of as w food and caves the 
bad advertisement for the sale of your i Would eat nearly double the amount jec honey as a food and cai's the 
honey. of honey if they were sold good honey same to be printed in every newspaper 

As we ride along our national, state instead of the “trash” they buy. in the state. This work could be done 

3 * ae ee ; Aa Every beekeeper should have letter- through the affiliated associations or 
and county highways our attention is : : 
ere es z ; head stationery. It need not be ex- in any other way most desirable to frequently called to large bulletin ensiv It. should indicate } sat hi 
boards, advertising cigarettes, cigars, DENSive.. | Should, Indicate t1onesty: mn 5 

7 ‘ ete 4 Ak weve and quality. I received an offer from This convention should pass a reso 
chewing tobacco, patent medicines, | ‘ 3 

a . a : miniett a Madison firm of twenty-five cents lution requesting the Extension De- 
etc. As we pass by a well-maintained e é : 

re fe eae . per pound for a ton of 1920 crop of partment of the State University to 
farm we see fastened to the fence or H «Ll had written ‘t f their nut th Farmers’ Institute force 
gate post tin placards advertising the Mey. had written to one of their put on the Farmers’ Institute force 

fa. ane : : employes. Honey was not mentioned someone who will present the subject 
American Fence Co., or Apex fencing, . = . : 

. + . + : : in the letter, Both firm and employe of honey as a food, and the value of or this farm is equipped with a w tr "s to me. This i iry to agriculture and horticultur 
Sharples milking machine and other ere BLrangers re} ne, his Inquiry pees 0 BBY cu e an horticulture. 

= ae i - e was taken from a letter head. Every county fair should have a 
advertisements of this kind. 74 ; aie 

‘ ° 2 4 Our newspaper advertising is badly honey and bee exhibit, patterned after 
Now, my fellow beekeepers, how slected. “It w ere to have @ & * state fairiexhibits. Quantities af 

many miles will you travel before you "eslected. we were to have a bee- our state fair exhibits. Quantities o 
Hl - fe : ou , keepers’ meeting the editor will ad- honey should be on sale, but we must will see this advertisement: Honey ; 7 + ; i a * fork 

Par ale??? . ey .  vertise it gratis. He will give us al- not lose sight of the educational work. 
for sale? How many grocery stores cu “ P 5 i 

3 3 most unlimited space for an article on A few minutes’ talk should be given 
will you enter before you see this = “i ee - ¥ 

aoard: “We a Qn the subject of “Honey as a food,” for every hour on the subject of honey as placard: Eat more good honey? . hi 5 i ; 
seat .q? such an article is a benefit to the pub- a food, Exhibitors should do their ut- 

The Richland County Beekeepers’ a a ce . ne Lams 
wnatinke . aca lic. These liberalities should draw most to get everyone present to view 

Association expects next season to : : z . 
i . . . aonyde the publisher a few advertisements. the display. Be very courteous, ex- 

purchase one hundred or more placards els é 5 . 
aes a Ce Gh ae If we expect the press to help us, and plaining the workings of the bees in 

12x15 inches with this attractive let- be Z ; Aa zee Beg 2 : sree 
tering: we cannot get along without it in this the observation hive. Get them inter- 

EAT! advertising campaign, we must give ested, but do not expect everyone to 

GOOD HONEY some compensation. All work and no buy a sixty-pound can of honey. At 

AIDS DIGESTION! pay makes an editor a bad boy. this fair is an ideal place to post your 

\ vue . , If you have a successful way of ad placards. It is an ideal place to swell 
Richland County Beekeepers vertising do not discard it. Add other your mailing list. It is an ideal place 

Association ways to it. Iam not unmindful of the to use all your forms of advertising 
These placards will be sold or given fact that there are those present who and get acquainted; but do not forget 

to the members, whose duty it will be will say, “I have no trouble selling my to talk honey. 

to see that one is posted in every busi- honey.’ Neither do I, That is not This advertising campaign should 

ness house in the county. The thing the point. The consuming publ.c be followed all the year. You will 

we aim to do is to convince the con- should and would eat double, yes, say: “But I have sold my entire 

suming public that we have an article triple the amount they do, and at a crop.” That is where the selling 
for sale of which we are not ashamed. higher price, if they knew that honey trouble comes in. You will sell your 

It would be profitable if every bee- was a necessity instead of a luxury. entire crop within three months after 

keeper would keep a mailing list. Ladies and gentlemen, I have given it is produced, while honey should be 

When he takes off his first crop of you just a few of the many ways of consumed all the year. Each _ bee- 

honey have printed leaflets or post informing the consuming public that keeper should carry over a few hun- 

cards ready to send to his regular cus- you have honey for sale. My subject dred pounds to hold his home custom- 

tomers telling the kind, quality and is advertising and there is only one ers. If this advertising campaign is 

price of his product. The quality way in a broad sense to advertise to do you any good you must hold your 

must never be exaggerated. You will honey. That is by good, thorough. trade. You cannot be sure of this 

be surprised at the number of sales honest education of the food value of trade if you are out of the goods nine 

you will make by this plan, for we honey. I do not believe my state- months in the year. 

show in this way that we have a per- ment will be challenged when I say: The last and most important phase 

sonal interest in our customers. that ninety-eight per cent of the peo- of “Advertising” is “Honesty.” Sell 

Gwin’s Apiary and Poultry Yards is ple of Wisconsin do not know the’ only the article you represent. Get 

located on Nos. 11 and 60 State Trunk value of honey as a food, and why? the confidence of the people. Avoid 

Highway. A bulletin board 6x10 feet Because they never have learned its emotional advertising. Avoid running 

is being constructed. On top of this value, People will buy the things they down your competitor and his  busi- 
board, and separated from it by a know to be valuable. The time should ness. Those things get you nowhere. 

two-inch space, is a board ten inches not be far off when the prices of eat- Make your customer satisfied, if he is 
w'de and full length of the main board. ables will be based upon their respec- worthy of satisfaction. It will do no 

Upon this is printed in large letters tive food values, That is when honey — harm to give overweight; but “DON’T” 
“EAT MORE GOOD HONEY.” will come into its own. I know of fair- cut your prices.
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Dahlias beauties and decorative possibili- off the foliage and dip base of 

J. T. Fitcuett ties of dahlias. It is my mission stem in hot water for a quarter of 

(Read at Annual Convention.) to help you, if possible, in their a minute. Then let stand in cold 

Since the days of Cain and Abel cultivation and care. water. Treated thus the stem has 

the human race has been divided About the middle of May split only tO; furnish moisture to the 

into two groups—horticulturists the old clumps into as many di- flower instead of to a mass of 

and others. So flowers may be visions as possible with one or foliage, and the hot water pre- 

divided into two classes—dahlias two sprouts on each. It is as rea- vents bleeding. 

and others. Our Secretary has sonable to plant a whole ear of A week or two after frost has 

assigned me the topic of “Just corn as a whole clump of dahlias, killed the tops cut them off near 

Dahlias, Nothing More.” A small root is better than a large the ground and dig the roots. 

Five years ago, from this plat- one, because a plant from a small Leave what dirt will stick to them 

form I made the assertion that root starts its new roots quicker. and do not separate the clump of 

while neither a prophet nor the Best place to plant is in the roots but store the boxes on the 

son of a prophet, I believed the vegetable garden where they can cellar floor where potatoes will 

next decade would witness a won- be cultivated. Dig a hole six keep. 

derful increase in the popularity jnches deep, put back a little loose Grow seedlings? Yes, if you 

and use of the dahlia as a cut dirt, lay the root on its side with have time and room and patience. 

flower. The wildest dreams have the sprout up and cover with four It is the way most new varieties 

been more than realized. Last inches of loose dirt. This leaves are produced. King of the Au- 

year the exhibit of the American a slight depression around the tumn only came to the master 

Dahlia Society was the largest stem which is an advantage in grower Hornsveld after years of 

show of a single flower ever watering. Two feet apart in the patient care in Holland. West 

staged in the world. This year’s row and three and a half feet be- in England produced Turner, a 

show exceeded it by more than tween rows is about right. Rake wonderful pink peony. The 

half. President Vincent staged the ground as soon as the plant- French gave us LeColosse, the 

a thousand blooms of one variety, ing is completed and repeat this best of the giant show type. 

Patrick O’Mara. raking every week until the plants George Walters, perhaps the best 

Aside from being a thing of are large enough to shade the hybrid cactus yet produced, is the 

beauty and a joy forever, the ground. If the season is dry, work of a California grower. Do 

dahlia promises to become a val- water thoroughly at night once a not expect the equal of all these 

uable source of sugar. Inulin, week and rake the ground the in every package of seed you 

somewhat resembling starch, next morning. We installed an plant. For you may be disap- 

comprises about 14 per cent of overhead spray system last year pointed. You will get more defi- 

the fresh tubers. This may be and by means of weekly spraying nite and satisfactory results by 

converted into levulose syrup. 4 night followed by raking the growing standard varieties from 

from 30 to 50 per cent sweeter next morning we were able to roots. 

than cane syrup. Levulose does bring the plants through an un- Keep plants growing lustily and 

not as yet crystallize readily but usually dry summer without you will have but little trouble 

it could be used in place of cane burning or stunting. This same with insects. The neglected plant 

syrup in soft drinks, etc., thereby SPray warded off frost until No- js the easy victim for all the ills 

releasing the cane syrup for sugar vember 2. Flowers are produced on the calendar. The tarnish 

making. on the soft growth, and if through plant bug may injure the new 

In no plant can you get such a neglect your plants have become growth. Dust with tobacco of 

wide range of shape and color or hard and woody, better cut them: slug shot. Green lice may colonize 

such a long period of bloom. Last back severely and start over on the stems but will not stay if 

season we cut flowers from the again. A top dressing of fertilizer you use kerosene emulsion oF 

same plants of George Walters in will help when plants are coming  black-leaf-40. Leaf hopper on the 

five successive months. My fair into bloom. under side of leaves is the latest 

colleague will tell you of the In cutting dahlia blooms, trim pest. Spray with black-leaf-40 or
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Bordeaux, bending plants to reach Winter On the Farm oh, yes, but our Brownies are 

under side if you haven’t a spray Mrs. A. K. Bassett busy. There is a whole crate full 

pump with a curved nozzle. The A lady from the city, who is the of nice white eggs. If you want 
stem borer works inside the stalk. wife of a prominent horticultur- fresher ones go to the hen coop. 

Its presence is shown by the top ist, while spending the day at Ski- But one can’t eat all the time, 

wilting. Split stem and remove yj farm, made this remark: “It need sociability too. Well, we 

worm with a wire hook. Tie stem  ;, very interesting here in the surely get that, and if we don’t 

shut with a bit of grass and it will summer, but I should die out here make the effort to go they’ll come 

grow together again in a short ;, the winter®* This-was not an right to your door. Our hired 

time. unusual remark. We hear it a ™2" just got married and he was 

Another pest is the grower with good many times during the sum- serenaded by a mixed orchestra of 

a limited conscience and an en- mer. cow bells, sea shells, tin horns, 

larged imagination who persists Just why people say this is a and buzz nt “ peat any 

in inflicting his seedlings on the puzzle to me. Winter is always saetale etal eae , 
public in unlimited quantity. 3 welcome season with us. Dur- Then-the other eVERINg We had 

They are described in glowing ing the long busy harvest I look a real “spree” as our little Jess 

terms and sold at a stiff price. io). o14 to winter with a great called it. What a merry ‘ime: 

The innocent buyer finds too late deal of pleasure. How we adi. ooo hel om bob-sleds, 

that they are often inferior to come! the. storniy: days and long at ers, mothers, sisters, lovers, 

standard varieties which he is al- : kids and all. We cracked jokes 

ready growing. shemeere For then he pave i and played games, then we had 
. - 4 onance to read those books and ur picnic supper. Such coffee 

The worst pest is the “insect,” magazines which have been laid anq sandwiches. You say “cater” 

to quote Mrs. Jiggs—who neg- aside week after week because we oh, no, Sophia brought the big 

lects his dahlias or fails to prop- were too busy to read. Now is coffee pot and Kathryn knows 

erly divide them in the spring the time to catch up with last pow to make coffee. Emma fur- 
and later complains that they year’s mending, and to do next nished a big panful of sandwiches. 

have “run out” and are all tops Stmmer’s sewing before chicken The happy groom furnished ice 

and no flowers. raising time is here. cream, not factory stuff, but real 
In closing I wish to quote the It takes winter to make us ap-_ home made, of Jersey cream. And 

late John Lewis Childs: “Dahlias preciate our summer’s labor. Just every lady brought her best cake. 

vs. Peonies. Peonies bloom two ‘SteP down cellar those of you who Mata made a Devil’s Food, 

weeks,  Dabilias. two to: four would die on the farm in the win- And Lottie, Angel cake. 

: : ter. See my rows and rows of Dora’s cake had a chocolate top 
months. A dahlia will produce ~~, ey 

,. jellies and preserves; grapes, And Katie’s a sweet for-get-me- 
about ten flowers to a peony’s 

one, and in most cases they are plum, apple, strawberry and crab. - not, 

fully as good and showy, but Oh, yee tie pistes, Wetetclen, Sanaa caKe had 2 carmel Hue 
. Whitney crab and Tolman Sweet. And Della’s was iced and jellied 

peonies bloom early when we And all the marmalade, grape jam, i6o, 

have no dahlias, hence they do and mince meat. All home grown Tillie’s cake had a lemon filling 
not compete. But remember, you and home made. Over there isa And the way they ate was just too 
get more for your money in punny sack full of hickory nuts, killing. 
dahlias than you do in peonies. too, besides apples, squash, cab- Such a supper, oh, my, so good, 

Dahlias bloom well in from two bage, carrots and potatoes. And but best of all some of the boys 
to three months, peonies in from fresh meat, oh, yes, there hangs brought their fiddles and they 
twelve to twenty-four months. a beef the boys butchered. We played all the good old pieces 
The dahlia is the most fascinating can have steak, roast or soup bone. from “Pop Goes the Weasel,” to 
of garden flowers, and no other Want a change of meat they will ‘The Girl I Left Behind He.” 

flower creates such intense inter- bring you in a rabbit or else we Then some of the young musi- 
est in a show.” will killa chicken. Eggs are high, cians got after the piano and we
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had some up to date music with firs not excelled by any deciduous fernlike appearance, dark green in 

“Let the Rest of the World Go tree. Mr. Roe’s report of his visit color, and is very ornamental. 

By” as a wind up. with the evergreens on the Col- Juniper Counarti is a medium 

The clock was pointing toward lege campus is of especial interest ene ene = for packoroune 

twelve when everybody began to to the editor as he planted many arene MPs and’ also single spec 

bundle up as it was zero weather of them twenty-six years ago and Groti £ pi h b 

outside. After happy good byes, has ‘lived neighbor to all of them planted in several Staten, ‘ities 

everybody loaded into the big watching their beauty unfurl from consist of the White, Norway, 

bobs and were off and away. If year to year. Austrian and Scotch pines. They 

that doesn’t beat a movie show “Professor Aust is enthusiastic 87° 8TOWINS nicely in spite of a 

and standing on the corner wait- Over evergreens for lawn decora- dry summer and no watering. 

ing for a street car to take you tion. He says that evergreens give After looking over the new 

hoine I miss:myiguess twelve months of the year effi- planting we went out to the agri- 

. . : ciency. He has been making new cultural building where  ever- 

Thus’ with these occasional planting at the university and in- greens were planted thirty-five 

good times, the Farmers Club vited me to go with him and see or forty years ago. There are 

every two weeks, wood-sawing how they had thrived since we many old pines, very tall and 

bees, ice packing, and school af- went over them a year ago, and spreading, with the White pine 

oe . yi also look at the recent plantings. easily the tallest and most vigor- 

fairs, the winter slips by and be- . > 

‘ . . The generous use he has made US. Here also were the beautiful 

‘ore we are aware the spring birds of conifers in his landscaping the Kosters Blue spruce, running from 

and apple blossoms will be here. campus of the university shows thirty to forty feet high, down to 

Die of lonesomeness, when there’s that the professor holds them high smaller trees planted at later 

hardly a chance to get time to i” his estimation. The dwarf times. These trees alone are 

write to Wisconsin Horticulture Mugho Pines, one of his favor- worth a trip to. Madison, The'Col- 
d hada fine ti h ites, are used as single specimens orado Blue spruce are there also, 

and say we had a fine time at the and in mass formation. This dwarf and while they are not as beauti- 

December meeting! The bouquet evergreen can stand a lot of hard- ful as the Kosters, they are more 

of beautiful straw flowers I ship, growing on hillsides or on V180rouS and may last longer. The 

brought home is a gentle remind- the south side of a building near ducen of these magnificent trees, 

er of the pleasant three days of # wall. The Mugho Pine comes t© my taste, is the Concolor fits 
th = from the mountains of Mexico, light pinkish green in color, with 

e convention. seven thousand feet above sea Jong needles and is a vigorous, 

Last but not least, our former level, and is perfectly hardy here. shapely grower. It grows larger 
hearty co-worker, Mrs. L. H. bo pine is amenable to trimming ue any anes and lives lane 

2 : and can be kept in form as desired With possibly the exception of the 

=e i Baraboo, has Modly from six inches to six feet as the White spruce or White pine. 
consented to give us a few lin : cae et ee ines eet be. It Reaghes mahi _The Norway spruce, Scotch 

; six to ten feet in height pine and Austrian pine are show- 
and spreads out making a round ing signs of old age. These vari- 
large bushy clump of rich velvet ties, they tell me, attain their 

Evergreen Planting on the Cam- 8reen foliage. growth early, reaching maturity 

pus of the Agricultural College . 5 atrrericays Yew (Canaden- at about thirty years. 
. sis) is a dwarf ever, itl i i 

Mr. J. W. Roe is a lover of ever- beautiful dark glossy eaves with Po) = pap en 

greens and so are we all if we coral berries which hang all win- ra do not rae vanes. wets 

only knew it. In the southern ter. It is very hardy, coming from many other trees for the reason 

part of the state we see too few Canada, and grows to a heighth that their roots do not spread out 
: of about six feet. P 

of them to get well acquainted; 7 oer on top of the ground. Because of 

in northern Wisconsin they have Juniper Sabina, another dwarf this they are desirable for roadside 
" species which I found planted in planting. As to their comparative 

been so very much in the way that mass formation and mixed with growth with such trees as the box 

everybody has been obliged to de- other dwarf species, grows to a elders, soft maple and elm, the 

stroy them. heighth of from two to three feet White and Norway pine are slow- 

There is a stateliness and beauty penne some good for paging er at first but catch up and pass 

. c of evergreens and for use these deciduous trees at from 

in well grown pine, spruce and jn front of foundations. It has a twenty to thirty years of age
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Austrian and Scotch pine grow and central part of Wisconsin, as shine will be credited back to him 

just as fast and live about as long well as nearly all of the central on account of the water the All- 

as any soft tree. apple producing states. Most of wise has furnished him to drink. 

Darkness came upon us before the apple orchards are young, I have heard that they have some 

I saw them all, and I still have a’ about the same as our Kickapoo springs here, but I have never 

treat coming in the way of another orchards and therefore are not in seen one—the water supply comes 

visit to them. Certainly the cam- full bearing. from a river or a cave or rain 

pus at the university is the best I met one orchardist who owns Water from a sink hole. The city 

place in Wisconsin to study the one of the highest elevations in of Bowling Green is a fine little 

ornamental planting of ever- this vicinity, who succeeded in city of about ten thousand people, 

greens. saving a few apples this season. and is noted for its schools and 

—— His elevation, by the way, is only churches. It has a splendid busi- 

Oil, Moonshine, Berries, Sunshine 750 feet above sea level and 250 ness college, a state normal, a pri- 
and Other Things feet above most of the surround- rae college for boys (Ogden Col- 

° ing country. He was selling some ege), a school of music and splen- 

Our esteemed ex-president, Mr. very small King Davids and some did public school system. There 

J. A. Hays, one time manager of fairly good Winesaps on the street 15 NO Sewer system in the city. All 

the Kickapoo Development Com- at 50 cents a small grape basket ne ite i oo, is fe drill a few 

pany, spent the winter of 1920- fall, hei wae.eignit wea souskel, eaunent thelr ewer ae ane 
* 1921 in Southern California and I haven’t seen any cherries, moth Cave certainly ought to feel 

was there bitten severely by two Plums or grapes and no small right at home in Kentuck. Sin- 

insects, one the “Beautiful Clim- fruit (berries) except strawber-  cerely yours, J. A. Hays. 
> 2 . ries. It looks like a great oppor- 

ate” bug. The poison of this pest tunity for some energetic Wiscon- 
seems to be powerful and can sin man who has a hankering for a Apple Seeds and Stocks for 
never be eliminated. The other little warmer climate, to get into Grafting 

bite is even worse, it causes no the frit agen aiid re 1s Q. Can you tell me where 

pain, quite the opposite, gives one rather high, ranging from $ to seeds can be bought in big quan- 
2 $300 per acre, within three or four |... 3 

a dreamy sort of feeling, a trance- tiles of town. But talk about titles, saved from ripe apples? 

like effect. The Editor doesn’t weather and climate—the only Ans. Apple seed for growing 

care to name this insect, perhaps tiene I nee been cold eronel to grafting stock was formerly large- 

Mr. Hays will be willing, later, to S1ver this winter 1s when 1 am |y imported from France where 
tall us about it. reading a letter from Wisconsin 1 1 holl 

. telling of 20 to 26 degrees below @PPI€S are grown almost wholly 
This winter the B. C. lure took zero. The coldest it has been for cider, but now may be ob- 

him to Bowling Green, Kentucky, here is 10 degrees below freezing, tained in considerable quantities 

and from there he writes an inter- aid ee only for fe ee from cider mills in the Eastern 
: : . wo in the morning. ere has 

esting letter about fruit SrOwing: only been one-half inch of snow states. 

and other matters with permission thi winter and it only lasted until If the member contemplates 

to print. It follows: noon. Notwithstanding all this raising apple seedlings for graft- 

Kentucky is full of interest for the weather down here is not all ing we would say, don’t. We have 

the horticulturist. Bowling Green sunshine although the winter sun-  pjeither the soil or the climate in 

is headquarters for a large straw- shine here is grand, it is so far ; ; 

berry growers’ association, a outstripped by the moonshine, Wisconsin adapted to that work. 

peach growers’ association and that it seems almost like an Most of the seedlings now sup- 

there are several commercial apple eclipse. I can’t say that the effect plied to nurserymen are grown on 

orchards near by that are very of this moonshine in my own case deep, rich bottom lands in Kansas. 
well taken care of. I haven’t the has dispelled any gloom or even 
official figures but am informed kept me from being a little home- 
that this station (B. G.) shipped sick at times, but I have seen a Among the vegetables that cre- 
more than five hundred cars of great many happy people (mostly ated comment at the crop show 

Spemberriss in 1921, va only native Kentuckians) that attribute was a small type of Hubbard 

about sixty per cent of a crop. their state of mind to the influence sot . : 
The peach and apple crops were of moonshine. I am inclined to squash, Snipiiated ae Pnsvensity 

an entire failure on account of the think that when the final account Farm. It is of more convenient 

same cold spell last April that is balanced that the charge against S!z¢ than the ordinary Hubbard. 

ruined our ‘crop in the southern a Kentuckian for drinking moon- —Minnesota News Bulletin.
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= insects actually hit by the spray 

THE INSECT PAGE are killed. Better results follow 

Edited by E. L. Chambers, Assistant State Entomologist spraying with lime-sulphur in 
early spring than in late fall or 

. ‘ ; duri he wi h S 
To Kill Bean Weevil the field and breeding continues erature odie nee ie o— 

Quite a number of inquiries after storage. Unless watched Seer h 

have been coming into our office Closely they may destroy the en- ing early. hemes the trees dur. 
of late concerning the control of a_ tire supply and should be treated value in killing young scale in- 
bug which works in beans in stor- in late fall before they have done : : 
age. This is the bean weevil. much damage. Seals aad SDESSE fi) seg wing! faa? Of AB HESHS Will bs LouE may have escaped destruction and 

be brought back on the sprayed 
showing round holes where the If Your Orchard Has Oystershell : 

adult weevils have emerged after Scale surienes By pact carriers as other 

their development. Just as soon as the temperature : . 
s ‘ ; In practice, therefore, the plan 

Where there are not too many _ rises above the freezing point and 
ne : we : ! should be to make one thorough 

beans to make it impractical the continuing until the buds begin to Sail 
: : application of a dormant spray to 

undamaged ones can be separated swell, is the proper time for mak- ‘ : 
: : the orchards in the spring, every 

from the others by throwing the ing the dormant spray. Contact 
: : two or three years, since one thor- 

whole supply into a tub of water. sprays are employed for this treat- : 
4 f ‘ . ough treatment will keep well 

Those having the grubs in them ment. Either lime-sulphur solu- . 
. 5 fd 5 under control the more important 

will float on the surface and may tion or some of the miscible oils : 4 
: : scale insects and certain of the 

be disposed of. for this purpose on the market are thee f fi ¢ d funei 
Since the eggs are attached to preferable. The concentrated lime- It “ho td he bs insee * ind hon \ 

the surfaces of the bean and some sulphur solution should be diluted re 
< ever, that this is just the first step 

of the younger stage are likely to with water, one part to ten of the. 
: i ‘ in a program of sprays necessary 

be present, the others, as soon as_ latter, while the miscible oils for sound fruit; in later issues the 
they are dry, should be heated in should be diluted about one part thers will be ae ant 

the oven to a temperature of 135 to fifteen. If San Jose scale is SiMe SP SEEs . . 

degrees F. and kept for an hour. present the solution should be The cost of these materials is 
This is the temperature of com-_ stronger. relatively low and they can Be 

fortably hot water and far below There are two principal advan- ean from On of the insect: 
its boiling point. If the tempera- tages in spraying at this time: onal ae or eich hae 

ture is not allowed to rise above (1) the absence of the foliage per- fee "e = 4 i lime-su Pl i as 

this and get too hot, by necessary mits of more thorough application een fou “e £ most Sauls actory, 

manipulation of doors and source with less material, (2) the spray but since it stains painted _ 
of heat, the killing of these weevil may be used much stronger than faces temporarily the miscible ° 

will be insured without injuring during the growing season. Be- spoule pe used for ‘he cone where 

the beans for seed purposes. sides being effective against oys- all a8 eaten dane, being 

Larger quantities can best be tershell scale, and San Jose when Own. against the buildings: 

fumigated in a tight box or bin, present, is also effective in the 

using carbon tetrachloride at the destruction of red spider, eggs of Selling Strawberry Plants 
rate of one ounce to six cubic feet plant lice, etc., and is an excellent What is the cost of a nursery li- 

of space. This chemical can be fungicide, destroying any spores cense and inspection? 

purchased at any drug store, and of the various fungi present on the How many times would it need 

will be found very effective and surface of the tree. inspecting ?—Correspondent. 

it does not affect germination. The prime essential is thor- | The following reply is by S. B. 
These beetles lay their eggs oughness in making application, Fracker, State entomologist: 

during the late summer in the so as to cover every part of the Nursery inspection is compul- 

beans while still on the vines in tree, because in general only those sory for all who sell strawberry
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and small fruit plants and all do you? I'll just say I’ve won- than three kinds of women?’ Ed- 
other nursery stock, including dered sometimes if she has any tors are autocratic and must be 
field grown florists’ stock. Under real friends, and if she has, if her obeyed. If he is anxious to find 

ie : friends have a friend. Sounds out how many kinds of women 
the statutes it is necessary for all Jie a puzzle doesn’t it? Well, there are I’ll do my best to assist 
shipments to bear a copy of the in- that’s what she is to me. Would- him. There is the woman who 
spection certificate and no one isn’t you think anyone who had all drops in to see you right after 
permitted to sell, give away, or those talents, charming ways, breakfast—she “isn’t going to stay 
transport any small fruit or nurs- ready wit anda pleasant smile are but just a minute, she knows you 

SS eats : talents you know, would want to are busy and so is she; but you 
ery stock without holding a cer- jive up to them and keep the never go anywhere, she is sure 

tificate. friends they won? you are lonesome; her husband is 

No charge is made for this serv- The second woman was differ- the kind too that thinks a woman 
ice. The inspection is annual, ont. fe ecie ee her ape Why? ot ae aoe 

ne i _ oh just because, isn’t that reason folk 1 ings t 
even of aa angus eee, enough for a woman? Or must make him worse.” | Wouldn't 

year. “Applic I be honest and say because | you think a woman’s husband 

must be filed before July 1, other- thought she was egotistical and ought to stick up for her? If he 
wise the applicant is required to forward and talked too much? doesn’t, who will? But then men 

pay the traveling expenses of the Anyway,I didn’t like her, but she are all alike, my sister’s husband 
inspector. became interested in the same is the same; her husband doesn’t 

work that interested me and we want her to go anywhere either, 
oo met quite often. I didn’t think and his mother made a fuss be- 

No Two Alike she would work very long, espe- catse she left the baby with her 

Exizanetn Hetp cially as she was criticised very ‘few times.’ She had to go to 

Dear Readers: I’m beginning to strongly (she had her own way of a siace creat that pa ee 
be scared—you’ve all heard about doing things), but she was ev ot cae 7 e Mes an oe ae 
a woman’s intuition? Well mine is “ently either too busy or too “big” uc ets a Pahauteral t naar 
working and its warning me that to pay attention to what folks body was talking about; you now 
you folks are likely to have a very said. I began to admire her, for the ‘One; but of course : know tee 
poor opinion of me before the stick-to-it-iveness is a quality that a , =e he I¢ - t either. 

year is up. Every time I start to appeals to me. To understand 2 Td seagh ee to oe 
tell something about somebody | that she was neither egotistical W hat I do ae ey cent. Most 

have to tell something about my- "°F forward, simply an enthusias- men she pice fon but my pa 
self. Do you suppose the Editor "C¢ worker with an honest appre- fies Ware a8 to a : fal 
intended to get me into this hor- ciation of her ability to accomplish tle and the ¢ eet eee He RS ec 

rible predicament when he insinu- the things she set out to do. That oe eatee cla ue a : ‘ v hs 
ated “Folks” were interesting to she was generous in her praise ba a me ea ath then nail nie 
write about. I hate to think it but, of others; she is so interested, so 08n see ct us eed a got pi i" ie 
as I said in the beginning, I’m sincere, so determined to succeed holes, ‘bale 2 ee | eae cers 

scared. However I promised, so that she does succeed in doing the fer t a ad reac Oh, owing 
might just as well go ahead and things others have tried and @ os! ner children. 1 ng ake you 
be honest. Don’t know how the #iled. The more I study her the ™@ aa you i eT need ee ox 

Editor will head this, but to me ™ore her real self seems to come Wear that color” | uate to loo 
it’s a tale of three women. The © the surface and its real gold too, WE€ ie It mS BER os nee - aL 

first one I liked at once, because 0t glittering mica. The third low leaking I'm ¢ jad ‘hough an 
she had ready wit, a pleasant smile Woman—myself of course—do are oi e I e i 7 : . . going to have a new dress. 
and a charming manner; I was you know what my old friend, the Mrs. H— said the other day you 
sure she would be an ideal friend. lawyer would have said about me, had ‘hot had one since Shermoved 

But as I knew her better I dis- “Thought you were judge and  jnto this neighborhood. My hus- 

covered that frowns replaced the jury and settled the case without band never notices either that my 
smile when things didn’t go to hearing the evidence. Snap judg- clothes are shabby but he’s always 
suit her. That she was discour- ment doesn’t amount to much.” talking about what spiffy looking 
teous, even rude instead of charm- ty would have been right too, clothes some other woman had on. 
ae Fie et cine: bee wouldn’t he? Did you hear about Mrs. B—? 

ing to find something to justify P. S. I thought I had finished You didn’t? hed ae vail sa 
my first admiration,—I don’t be- this article but the editor sent it for clothes at Blanks and they 
lieve you want to hear any more, back saying “Aren’t there more (Continued on page 105)
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: ‘ ‘ ae 5 
Wisconsin Horticulture work out beautifully just as soon Why Not a Local Society? 

Published Monthly by the as we get adjusted. March is a good month to or- 
; 7, . . & Wisconsin tate Hardie sural Society Advertisers and contributors ganize local horticultural socie- 

Official organ of the Society. are hereby notified that any mat- ties. Spring is just ahead and by 
FRWDERIG) GRANGER, Hediior ter for publication must Teach getting together now much good 

Secretary W. 8. H. S., Madison, Wis. this office one full month in ad- counsel may be had about gar- 

Bntered at the postofce at Madison, Wisconsin, VANC€ of the date when publica- dens and gardening. 
Special ‘rate of ‘postaze “provided “for in Section tion is desired. Matter for publi- 
Hogs Act of October 3)"1917, authorized July i. IS) nme pub? The State Society can offer 

‘advertising rates made known on application. cation in the May issue must be in nothing in the way of financial aid 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society the hands of the editor not later since the change in our constitu- 
Annual_membership feo, one dollar, which in- than the 5th of April and a week |. 

giudes fifty cents, subscription price, to Wisconsin +. tion but such help should not be 
Horticulture. Send one dollar to Frederic Crane- earlier is better. 
Hei, Slioe, Madison, Wis: needed. Where ten or more who 

dolar Wil’ nay be, sont atte ir Owrapied “or at ‘ sted h and 
tached to cant qremomal abel: seotetoae Why Not a Life Membership? are ete eT Beg “ an 

je § Ss oO . : : : a 
e " , The fee for life membership in Seieee, oca oe tural 

ta. © crommtannen, OEEIOERS oamom the State Historical Society is ociety, ad oe a simple con- 
. ©. , President...........Oshikosh : . . a -laws 

W. A. ‘Toole, Vice-President. ......,.,_Baraboo twenty dollars; in the State Horti- shtdtion and by~ews, the state 
Frodarlo Cranofield, Secretary-Treasurer.-Mfadi#on Cultural Society ten dollars. We society will enroll these members 

EXECUNYD, COMMITTEE may lose or gain by urging mem- at one-half price or fifty cents a 

President, Vive-Presidont ud, Seuretiry: bers to join the “life” roll but we Y¢@™ if the names and ee are 

AL Mamott For Three Years hartoo are Willing to take a chance on forwarded in one lot tot e secre- 

1 5s TcdiyBecrnereriion xecrnese 10 . tary of the State society. These Wier Daeg Thtenecotet cons Bins Mounds, thateif you are. Annualemembers b € the lowal : rf 
For Two Years. always mean to renew on time the heneh ns Oca: ea “ 

Pont Gmutie Ese senaneeieaaeMenamenle but often neglect to do so. If you ‘ smhene ts . hi eH _“ 

Wan Marken voccovscsssses+-Gaza Mills are an annual member, meaning to € fie 4 nie u ic Fe nai paper. 
For One Year. renew at the expiration of your fee ne rota ’ fi E ts ee 

James Livingstone 20. ..s 0 clio. tadiweares term and then neglect finally to tages See : rico 
epg name do so you are dropped from the Yiting at Rierleesgeniaes 

—. mailing list one month from the While the state society does not 
BOARD OF MANAGERS i i i @ G. Grusenan Sea e: cuweama sending of the first notice to you, guarantee to do so it has not been 

W. A. Toole mailed in your paper. Then we unusual in the past to pay the ex- 

. send you three letters, at inter- 

Sometime We Will Be On Time. vais, coaxing you to send in that Thi W th 
Since the big break last sum- dollar. Almost always we get it Is 1S Paper orth 

mer when the editor was tem- but at considerable expense to us ° 9 

porarily knocked out by illness and annoyance to you. Why not Fifty Cents a Year? 

and the whole works gummed up, settle the matter for all time and |/1s Membership in the State Horti- 

your paper has not reached you at take out a life membership? If suc Society , Worth | 

the time formerly fixed, from the you have paid a dollar for annual || i will! cost jusiOne ‘olla? 
a : . L cos ou | 

sixth to the tenth of the date membership since January 1, 1922, a Year for both: neither is sold) 
month. We are struggling. We nine dollars more will be accepted _ || separate. | 

ask, with confidence now, your as payment in full. A cloth bound copy of the Annual 

kindly consideration. Not all, We now have 317 life members. monber” also. sent. Free ‘fo: every. 
perhaps, but few, of our readers Fifty came in last year on direct || 

| You may also ask questions, 
know that WISCONSIN HOR- appeal through a letter from the which will be answered by personal 

TICULTURE, with all other secretary. Please, everybody, con- letter. | 

state printing is now done at Des sider this a personal letter and What More San You Ask for a | 

Moines, Iowa. It is not quite so make us all happy by sending a On ae: 
handy as having your printer ten-spot for life membership. Ger punaiee the: Secretary at 701, 

across the square but it will all F.C. | - aos
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enses of a speaker at one meet- three shall constitute a quorum Then there’s the woman who P | i 1 
ing of the local and sometimes to at any of its meetings. All above stops you on the street and says, 
furnish a sum of money for pre- officers shall be elected by ballot, “I’ve been hoping I would meet 

: t Lexhibit. Thi and shall hold office for one year you. I want your recipe for bak- 
Miunis eran annual exible: 'S thereafter, and until their succes- ing beans. Mrs. S— told me she 
was done in 1920 and in 1921, the sors are elected. never ate such delicious baked 
sum being twenty-five dollars. At Article V. The treasurer shall beans in her life as those you fixed 

this writing the Board of Man- pay to the Secretary of the State up for the Ladies Aid supper the 

agers has not acted on this mat- Horticultural Society, in the of and J want to con® 
ter but will no doubt do so soon. month of January of each year, cones other day and said 
The principal advantage:in having fifty cents for each member which your Jimmy had the highest 

. . : shall entitle such member to full op: - a local society is that which al- bership in the S Soci marks in his class. I just know 
ways comes from getting to- wn AGicle “i Ae eon ciety. how proud you feel. I saw your 
gether, an opportunity for inter- Article VI. nis Constitution, husband coming out of Blanks 
han f id Tt 1 with accompanying By-Laws, the other day ; when I saw you at 

change OF ideas, fen also very may be amended at any regular the club I knew what was in that 
good times may be had at such meeting by a two-thirds vote of big bundle he was taking home. 
gatherings. Such is the case al- the members present. My—but that was some pretty 
ways with the older locals. By-L gown, pretty fine to have a hus- 

This is written in the hope that y= jaws band who likes to see his wife 
(To fit local needs) wear pretty gowns, isn’t it? But 

some of our older members, who a I musn’t stand gossiping here on 
have shown their interest and No Two Alike the street; there’s a starving fam- 
faith in the society by steady re- (Continued from page 103) ily waiting for me at home—see 
newal of membership for many 7 you at the club tomorrow, I sup- 

ill t ili I made a mistake and sent one of jose. Isn't that little club of ours 
years, will be willing to pass the them to her husband. Poor thing, the nicest ever—aren’t you glad 
good word along. Calla meeting that’s the only way she could get we: have such a nice Sougenial 
at your home some evening. You any decent clothes—why she used punch?” With a smile and a 

may be surprised at the turn out. to take money out of his pockets cheery wave of her hand she’s 

The following constitution has at mien 5 Ee at a ume ene gone. I looked after her and 
said he never missed it. There laughed, but there was a curiously 

been adopted by nearly every was an awful fuss. Did you hear happy exeiehed feeling in my 
local organized during the past about Mrs. H—’s party? She had heart. I felt like the Arab, “May 

ten years. There are twenty-one oh caterer and DIMSLC lens) where her tribe increase.” 

locals at present, six in La Crosse fey get the money from I'm Sune oer 
Cc Wh il b 5 I don’t know. He doesn’t work . 
ounty. o will be next! steady. It’s a mystery to me how Set potted plants in a pan or 

segs they manage to live. Your hus- pail of water long enough to satu- 
Constitution and By-Laws of the }and doesn’t work steady either, rate the soil well, then drain well 

seseteeeeeceerteneeeeneeseeseeenssesesenesesesees does ne but I eee one can before returning to the window or 

Article I. This Society shall aaa to aes mes things. stand. 
Be knowns the sesssoces a see you are looking at the clock. 

I suppose your husband is fussy oo 
Tore naseen nesses ness senses seneresenenree too about having hi al ;: 

Article II. Its object shall be time. My husbard is always tell, Plant ‘breeding and seleonion 
the advancement of the art and jp i hi 1 plays a big part in the horticulture ‘ : g me how his mother always 
science of horticulture. had her dinner on the table when Of the northwest. We have had 

Article III. Its members shall the clock struck; he never had to. to make nearly all our fruits and 
consist of annual members, pay- wait a minute. They are all alike, many of the vegetables. There is 
ing a fee of ...................... which [I guess. Well, I must go. I’m — gtill room for improvement. 
includes membership in the State sorry I can’t stay longer but my 
Horticultural Society. husband thinks I ought to stay at OO 

Article IV. Its officers shall home and mend his clothes or Have you quail or other wild 
consist of a President, Vice Presi- sew for the children—is it twelve birds on the place? See that they 

dent, Secretary, Treasurer and an o’clock? I’ve got to go to the save some feed available. Heavy 
Executive Committee, consisting store. I haven’t a thing for din- falls of . var: theif féedi 
of the foregoing officers and three ner and there come the children. [US OF SnOw cover pet, Teeding 
additional members, of whom Good-bye.” ground.
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Some Melon Questions Q. 2) I have cropped one acre 

A member asks two questions ‘© melons for fifteen years, manur- The 

about mushmelon culture which ing heavily each year. Tam wen 

have been referred to several of dering whether commercial fer- Jewell Nursery 

our leading melon growers. One tilizer or lime would pay. ; 

reply has been received in time Ans. by H.S.: As to the lime Company 

for this issue, the others will be for melons, I don’t think it would 
3 in the April help unless to seed down with and . . 

printed in the April paper. I presume the idea is to crop the Lake City, Minn. 
Q. (1) Where can I buy a se- ground to cultivated crop each 

lect grade of Emerald Gem seed? year. E. ; , : stablished 1868 
There must be growers who have I don’t know just what com- 

: mercial fertilizer would do in this 
been selecting for years and have case, but think it would help to 

developed an ,early, sweet and balance up the fertility. Manure Fifty-three years 
netted strain. From my experi- year after year tends to unbalance ‘ 

ence you never know what type or the fertility in the soil. I have continuous service 
how many types you will get from used commercial fertilizer on mel- 
a seedsman gas with wy poise saakits. 
. . ast year ad a half acre that 

Ans. by H. S. The ———-——_ was heavily manured with clover A Complete Stock of 
Seed Co. sell a very good strain of hullings and stable manure. This Fruit, Shelter and 
Emerald Gem. I have selected Was plowed in the spring and Ornamental Stock in 
my own from it for several years planted ‘to Emerald Gem musk: Hardy Varieti f 
seek : fomesle, | . : oad melon. When they were getting ardy Varieties for 

ut have none tor sale 1 got secc the second set of leaves we ap- Northern Planters. 
from a certain seed house a few _ plied two teaspoons of 5-7-6 fer- 

years ago and had at least six dif- _ tilizer, one on each side of the hill. 

ferent kinds of melons from their Half of the patch was treated this i 
E 1 way and the amount of fertilizer it The Secret of Growing 
merald Gem seed. : ‘ 

: : took was very slight, about forty @Ggod Dahlias 
Ans. by Editor: I predict that pounds, maybe a little less. The Get good varieties. 

answers from other growers will one ee ae treated vad ripe Split clumps to one or two sprouts 
correspond closely with the above, ™elons a lew days sooner than the on a division. a 

Ever on etienced row . “. aves others and the melons were larger. tater Gaon enh laren et at 
very xP CG: BOWE! Saves They set more to the hill and were night. OKOUBALYOnGe: H WSS 

his own seed, selecting a type best more uniform in size. With us it Rake ground next morning. Keep 
suited to his market or more often paid. We will fertilize every hill this up until plants shade the ground. 

best suited to his ideas of what a__ this year. eroving witha es chook. keep plants 

market melon should be. These ; . Fitchett Dahlia Gardens 

men are melon growers and not Forward Steps in Truck Growing 735 Milton Ave. Janesville, Wis. 

seedsman and know better than to By H. C. THompson P. $.—We sell good Dahlias, guaran- 
tart that game. It’s one thing to Gosek’ Spo ostpald. Ail oy fe- 

. game. : & Great changes have taken place lighted ‘to make up an assortment 
secure a limited amount of seed jn the vegetable industry, both in for any amount you wish. 

for your own use, true to type, extent and in methods followed. 

vate ached nae que ee ee Ts « - in this industry than in any other ‘|= ARN - NK Nw 

tities. The seedsman does the jmportant line of agriculture. The ro oe 
best he can but in most cases the increase in the amount of vege- Pe ciicucane: prices wlTed 

seed is grown for him on contract tables produced and consumed is Hh weNGTON BASEN 5 

and beyond his personal super- due to increasing population, to RU BURLING TON. 10 Ty 

vision. The melon is one vege- the broadening knowledge of the nrc 

table that may be better propo- dietary value of vegetables, and ORR | 

gated by the grower than by the possibly to higher costs of meats Aah 

seedsman; the tomato is another. and other standard foods. At any ASK FOR BOOKLET W
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WOODEN BOXES and CRATES 
One bushel size for apples, tomatoes, onions and other farm products. 

Half barrel and barrel size for cabbage, watermelon, cantaloupe 
and muskmelon. 

One bushel seed corn crates. Butter and cheese boxes. 

Our newly designed coop for shipping live chickens, weighs 30 pounds 
and it is the strongest on the market. | 

LA CROSSE BOX COMPANY 
| LA CROSSE - - - - WISCONSIN | 

rate, the per capita consumption the United States; also in musk- made to control them than ever 

of vegetables has increased great- melons, celery, onions, spinach before. 

ly in recent years. and lettuce, and was third in to- Up-to-date growers have come 

Truck growing has made a_ matoes. to recognize that spraying, in 

greater proportionate increase Leadership in production of all ™any instances, is as important as 
than market gardening. The trend these crops was held by the east- cultivation. Ten years ago spray- 

is toward specialization in vege- ern states not many years ago. ing for celery blights was the ex- 
table growing and this has led to The muskmelon industry has de- ception rather than the rule; now 

selection of regions especially veloped rapidly in California, Ar- the reverse is true. The same ap- 

adapted to a particular crop or to. kansas, Arizona and New Mexico, Plies to treatments for potato dis- 
a relatively few crops. The pro- while it has practically stood still €4Ses and insects as well as for 
duction of muskmelons in the Im- or gone backward in the east, Omion smut, cabbage maggot and 

perial Valley of California and New York and Michigan have fal- hosts of other pests. 

Bermuda onions in Texas are il- len behind California in celery FERTILIZERS AND MANURES 

lustrations of this trend. production, and other similar The greatest changes in the use 

Crances In REGIoNs oF Pro- changes have taken place during of fertilizers and manures have 
DUCTION the last decade. been reduction in manure used 

During the past ten years the DisEASE AND INsEcT ConTROL and more judicious use of com- 
south and west have come to the Perhaps no greater change has mercial fertilizers in conjunction 

front in vegetable production. taken place in truck growing than wath soil-improving crops. The 
California leads in acreage and thea | an in decreasing amount of manure 

value of vegetables other than . tor ie usee conte! meas- available and increasing acreage 
ures or insects and diseases. :. ' 

potatoes and sweet potatoes pro- ‘These pests have become more of vegetables have necessitated \ 

duced in 1919. Some of the east- other means of maintaining pro- 

ern states, which have led in pro- troublesome from year to year and duction. : 
duction of certain vegetables, necessitated more attention to - During the last ten or fifteen f 

have had to relinquish their lead- Control measures by growers. Not years it has been proved that pro- ; 
ership. In 1919 California led in only has a great deal been learned duction can be maintained, even ‘ 

production of asparagus with over about the pests themselves but increased, by the use of commer- ‘ 

one-half of the entire acreage of more systematic efforts have been cial fertilizers and soil-improving }
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AND FERTILIZERS 
BRING 

$ PROFIT $ 
———— TT 

TO YOU 

Our products are reliable and prices are reasonable. 

Our specialists are at your service. 

Enquire for information and prices now. 

CREAM CITY CHEMICAL WORKS 
770-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

FE ERS m 7 been built in the south during the 
as Pioneer Nursery, New Ulm, Minx. past five years, Outdoor; trench 

SB een \ GROWERS OF HARDY STOCK FOR THE NORTHWEST pit and bank storage for all kinds 

ose Tarte moe ae ona eo fr ci, ome He eon. of vegetables has given way to 
Tidide Hiswt Caanle: “Ask for dbscrouivectvalars sel sur cataings ee See Cane ested oF Winnipeg, Mans. and storage houses in which temper- 
PIONEER NURSERY, NEW ULM, MINN.  W. Pfaender, Jr. Prop. AGENTS WANTED. ature and humidity can be con- 

trolled. The tendency has been 
crops. The Virginia Truck Ex- toward standardization of grades toward the large centralized stor- 
periment Station, at Norfolk, dem- and packages. Much has yet to age house rather than small 

onstrated this to the growers of be done along these lines, but houses on the farm. 

that region. progress has been made in creat- Ten years ago cold storage was 
Prior to the establishment of img 4 sentiment for better meth- used to a very limited extent for 

the station in 1908, it was excep- ods and standardized products. vegetables. Now a large part of 

tional to find a truck grower in More progress has been made _ the celery is stored in cold storage 

the Norfolk region growing a soil- in cooperative marketing during houses. Many other crops, such 

improving crop after harvesting the past ten years than in any as lettuce, carrots, beets, onions 

his spring crop and before plant- previous decade. While this meth- and cabbage are stored under re- 

ing his fall crops. Now it is ex- od of marketing is not a panacea frigeration to some extent. 

ceptional to find one who does for all ills of marketing, the co- All developments in storage fa- 

not grow cowpeas or some other operative spirit means much to cilities during the past decade 
legume at this period. The use the future of agriculture. Coop- have been improvements over the 
of soil-improving crops is now erative marketing has shown the old methods. Some of the storage 

considered essential in most absolute necessity of grading and risks have been eliminated by 

truck-growing regions where ma- has taught growers that market- storing in the improved houses 

nure is not used. ing is not a simple process. where conditions can be con- 

HANDLING AND MARKETING STORAGE trolled—The Market Growers’ 

Real progress has been madé During the past ten years there Journal. 

toward improved handling and has been great development in re 

marketing methods. Grading and both common and cold storage. Melons worth $500,000 are 
5 Q : ene grown in southeast Missouri each 

packing is done with greater care Storage houses for millions of year on land which was formerly 

and there is a decided tendency bushels of sweet potatoes have swamp. “
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Beloit’s Tree Population 
24 

Some time ago we published a T iw a ele a es 

Forester Spidel’s account of Mil- | | N yo \ i > | 

waukee’s street trees and urged \—\ | \ i i eo 
other cities and towns to take a SKIS J KY LT. Ie y SN 

tree census. Merely learning the Ras SAFIN aA f. /\ 

number and kinds of the trees Eel ~ wit EN c— lh 
within city or village limits is not aS —- fe WIN Passe? 7] 
a matter of the highest import- \/ \y a ew, ws . 
ance, but any carefully conducted MI \V = \ y ae He NG/ \\ 

count of the trees will reveal = Kk : Nai <<—Se 
much else of value about trees \ | 

and tree-planting. An interest N YW 

will be awakened in a matter that 4 

is quite generally everybody’s HARDIE TRIPLEX 

business and consequently no- Beae GOOG ot thea ine uneretiey, are made In thirty sizes ‘and styles: 
body’s business. If approached ranging in price from $5.00 to $1,000.00 . 
: : The model shown above is our Triplex power sprayer, a medium size, 
in the right way and executed in inexpensive, high-powered outfit. - 

. _. Hardie sprayers are noted for the simplicity of their construction, for 
the right spirit a tree census can thelr lightness, strength and durability, but most of all for their faithful 

not fail to result in a real com- perOur catalog tells the whole story and tells it truthfully. A copy of it 
munity interest fh. trees The is waiting for you—a postal card will bring it. 

, : ~ . THE HARDIE MANUFACTURING CO. 
following reprint by Mr. West is Hudson, Michigan 
recommended to the attention of The largest exciusive manufacturers of sprayers in America. 

residents of Manitowoc, Sheboy- 

gan, Oshkosh, Green Bay and PLANTED Too CLosE 

one-hundred other cities in Wis- Many trees are planted too [SY 

consin: close on both sides of the river. 
The present “tree population” There are about twelve miles of li d 

along Beloit streets is 11,577, of unplanted — the ig side ua ity an a 
which there are 4,929 on the east ad eich he ee alana NSH 
side and 6,548 on the west side, “°° ) . S D l 
according to a report on tree a ae vou to ee so ee quare ea 
planting submitted at the council ©, Plant feces vione otreete how 
meeting last night by Myron M!SSIng trees a 
West, city planner. aes hasi Hpleeal ARE WHAT WE 

a t sale 
_Mr. West recommends that the 4, Piling "there ne municipal OFFER YOU 

ri engage a municipal forester jursery, they could be planted at 
‘ a ele an charge cle trees an expense of $1.50 apiece, it is Our new 48-page catalog (16 

Pp an cets, planting new estimated. When not busy plant- pages in colors) gives you an 
streets with young trees, filling jn, ¢ the small crew of men honest description of FRUITS, 
vacant places where trees have me ee thi VINES, ORNAMENTALS, PER. 
died and removi dead 1 necessary for this work could be ENNIALS, etc. for this climate 

werons eee and Panne, apt ay busy! im the winter and summer If you are in doubt as to what § » SPray~ under the direction of the munici- : 
i < is best to plant we will be glad 

pend generally re for trees pal forester, removing dead and to advise with you. 
SHaDIS i undesirable trees and spraying, We do landsea k 
His report shows that the east pruning and putting trees already 8 AREECEDS' WOES 

side has about twenty miles of planted into good condition. The C C 
streets planted with trees, at an “Beloit has many trees and e Loe, Uonverse 
average distance of thirty-seven many exceedingly fine specimens Edwards Co. 
feet apart; while the west side of trees on her streets,” says Mr. 
has twenty-one miles of streets West’s report. “The general ef- Fort Atkinson, Wis. 

planted with trees at an average fect on looking down upon the 

separation of thirty feet. city from an elevation is like that
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Weeping Mulberry ................ 1 
Cherry oe cececeeeeeeeeee 10 

OD Bae EN” OG Na WEE SYCAMOTE sissies b 
FE 6 HOD ogres tebe, Neg UP Ailanthus 200s 
fay OR NE AOR ER [PP Willow 3 

a: ve NS Pe oP ae : ie ter, ae, Mountain Ash. S 
B . p se pM Be OC" So Coss en 

& | -- « SaNp. Bee Rae te ey Go ee Me a Chestnut n-ne 4 
Oly yaa Pepe ie Spl. ee Me PPLE eee seeeeeeesseeeeeceeeneeeeneeeen 
Se mo ee As Ue Bye Tamarack occ 1 

i WAN OLRM ce te oa tae Red Oak coven 10 
Ry? Ae Cah al a EE 4 Walnut 38 br FEA Guin, ae WR Se ants, Acad “s Hick 50 
bt Teg 0 Ee a ae ee EO ICKOTY  ~.--eeeeeeeeereeeeteeeeeteeeeseeess 
AE Se =e Spruce ceececsecsveecsseeseeevevesvene = 2 

TOP-DRESSING TALKS Lombardy Poplar 2 
. Sugar Maple wiccccscrccausnc, 337 

Ammonia Makes Fruit Buds aoe sosserancanrcateasnsnastnnssanaanasee = 

Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia applied about a week before blossom Basswood 301 
time (100 to 150 pounds per acre) will invigorate the fruit buds and sroresrorreererecerennrnnonnns 
increase the amount of fruit set. Fak berry? scccsiccenmmcmess LSD 

The failure of fruit to set and the early falling of fruit often is due Red Cedar oe 1S 
entirely to nitrogen starvation. In some sections an early application EWOPNS sesescccossemeneeeessaeseaee 4 

of quickly-available nitrogen has increased the yields of fruit from Mulberry 8 fein te tek mice, eo ceeeseceeeseeseeeeteeeseeeeeee 

DIA Total oe L477 
Many of the elms, constituting 

i half Beloit’s tree population, are 
Sulphate Oo “Ammonia fine specimens, according to Mr. 

/ West. The box elders, poplars 

Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia is guaranteed to contain 254% of and silver maples, which together 

ammonia—(at least 4 more nitrogen than in any other top-dressing make up more than half of the re- 
fertilizer). Arcadian is the only top-dressing ammoniate that is fine maining trees, are undesirable, he 
and dry, all soluble, quick acting and non-leaching. It is low in price holds, because subject to attack 

perunit-ofvactual iplant food: . by insects and pests and easily 
Order now from your fertilizer dealer and write for our free book- broken by wind stor 
lets, ‘Fertilizing the Apple Orchard” and “Fertilization of Peaches.” OREN RY? WANE SEO! TS: 

Mr. West has praise for Nor- 
3 Atlanta. Ga. way and sugar maples, oaks and 

New York City The Company hackberries, but condemns the 

: Berkeley, Cal. catalpas. 
Baltimore. Md. aGricuLTURAL DEPARTMENT Medina. Ohio In planting trees not only 

should attention be given to see- 
: f ing that the soil is adapted to 

them, but the width of streets and 

of viewing a forest. On streets many are poorly adapted for ‘Setback of buildings should be 
where trees were planted during shade purposes. ae seien iy ance to the type 
the city’s early history, the effect ; os : of trees. all, compact trees 

hardl Ke y d Following is a table showing should be selected for limited can hardly be surpassed. the number of t fv : 
é ‘ : : ‘ cr Tees OF various space rather than spreading trees 
Upon analyzing the situation, species now to be found on Beloit |jke the American elm 

however, the same conditions are streets: ‘ 
found in Beloit that are true im) Elm oo... 5,876 Piant ENTIRE STREETS 

most of our cities, namely: that Box Elder ..00000....................1,810 Entire streets should be planted 
through the lack of a city-wide Silver Maple ............................ 633 as far as possible with the same 
policy in the planting and caring Poplar eee ceceeeeeeeeeeeee--. 688 variety, he says. He recommends 

of trees the results have been spo- Ash oo eceeceseeeeeeeeeeeeee 740 about fifteen species for adoption 

radic rather than uniform, and Norway Maple ........................ 372 in the city, including American 
there is offered considerable room Hemlock 2.0.00... 1 elm, sugar maple, American lin- 
for improvement. Honey Locust 20000000. 2 den, Norway maple, ash, pin oak, 

Some trees are planted too close Black Locust 00000000000... 15 and hackberry, and possibly the 
together, others too far apart, and Weeping Elm 200... 1 Scotch elm for narrower streets,
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Each Year 

Become more firmly intrenched in the minds of the growers as a standard of quality 
and efficiency by which all other machines are to be judged. 

Special features and extra strength, insuring long life and economy in operation. 

A sprayer for every purpose—orchards, crops, shade trees—whitewashing—disinfect- 
ing and all others. 

a) 
nie eee) HAN 

peace | All 
Send for our catalog and get com- ELS] i (ht i Explain your needs to us 
pleteinformation on the many fea- SES a I d ‘Il hel 
tures found only on Bean Sprayers Faye) = aS iS ana we wil help you. 

ae (See 

on SS 

LANSING, MICHIGAN 

and the honey locust, the horse 
chestnut, ginkgo and scarlet oak. 
The distance between trees should RASPBE R RY T h H k 
be regulated by their size, Ameri- e aAwks 

can elms being planted fifty feet PLANTS 
apart, Hackberry forty feet, pin Nursery 
and scarlet oaks forty and honey —_ Cc 
locust forty-five. ompany 

“Probably no better investment EARLY KING 

be made by Beloit than in this $2.00 per hundred ‘ . oy 
work of tree care and planting,” are Ue position to fur- 
his report concludes. ‘““The amount LATHAM (No. 4) nish high grade Nursery 
needed annually is small and well Stock of all kinds and 
within what the city can afford. $3.00 per hundred varieties suitable to Wis- 

All that is necessary is compe- j doth th 
tent supervision, a very small consul an OUNCE norte 
amount of money for labor, trees G. H. TOWNSEND ern districts. 
and equipment and a careful re- Richland Center - ‘Wis. Will be glad to figure on 
striction of zealous but ill advised your wants either in 
attention on the part of property 1 43 

owners. Only by going at the According to Dean Watts of large or small quantities 

work in this way can the whole Pennsylvania the sales from the 

community be benefited in the Seabrook farms, a market garden — 
best manner. Tree planting and farm in New Jersey, amounted 
care by private owners will al- this year to $521,000. All but Wauwatosa ... Wis. 
ways be erratic, unbalanced and about $71,000 of this was taken 
generally unsatisfactory.” from 200 acres of irrigated land.
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BERRY BOXES --..... 
Crates, Bushel Boxes and Climax Baskets las SJ 

As You Like Them rot oz Fias 

We manufacture the Ewald Patent Folding Berry Boxes of wood 

veneer that give satisfaction. Berry box and crate material in the K. D. 

in car load lots our specialty. We constantly carry in stock 16-quart 

crates all made up ready for use, either for strawberries or blueberries. 

No order too small or too large for us to handle. We can ship the 

folding boxes and crates in K. D. from Milwaukee. Promptness is es- 

sential in handling fruit, and we aim to do our part well. A large dis- 

count for early orders. A postal brings our price list. 

Cumberland Fruit Package Company 
Dept. D. CUMBERLAND, WIS. | 

Olds’ Seeds 
McKAY NURSERY Go where you will you can’t find IRRIGATE 

better Seed Corn, Oats, Potatoes, Clover, 
COMP ANY Alfalfa or Timothy than. ours. We've 

specialized in these’ eed for years. We The OVERHEAD WAY 
grow and handle ight. 

MADISON WISCONSIN seed house has better, We are constantly . 
ee improving our special strains and 

—————— seeking thebest lorourcustomers. hold Dey Weath 
“ Olds’ Catalog Fool old man‘‘Dry Weather”’ 

Nursery Stock of l (am © Tells the Truth” this year and ‘Put Drought 
li : ities Rew cony atonens Gaiden to Rout.” 

Quality Pec nrenng cen end mate 
for Particular Buyers 4 y DE O1ps sere coma Heretofore you have always 

Have all the standard varieties hoped for rain. Why not 
as well as the newer sorts. Can BUY it this year? 
supply you with everything in 

Fruit T , Small Fruits, q « Drop us a line with a rough 
Wiig t oreententas Wisconsin Planters Should sketch of your glotienctosed 

Use Wisconsin Trees and our catalogue and prices 
Let us suggest what to plant Our 1922 Price List is ready. will be sent. 
both in Orchard and in the dec- Get it. “Fruits, Trees 
oration of your grounds. and) BIGWErs. 
Prices and our new Catalog sent SPECIAL OFFERS 
promptly upon receipt of your 5 Peonles, strong roots, 4 
list of wants. 19 Ussorted varieties for... .87.50 Rock River 

. 1 dozen Phlox and 1 I ° ° C 
Nurseries at dozen Iris... ee. eee. 8250 rrigation oO. 

e Sixty-eighth Year ee 
Waterloo, Wis. KELLOGG’S NURSERY Rockford, Illinois 

Box 77 JANESVILLE, WIS.
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SE creased until he at times had up- 

wards of a hundred and fifty col- 
AMONG WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS onies. I was enough interested in 

Devoted to the Interests of The Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ Association bees to be with him a lot of the 

H. F. Wilson, Editor time when he handled or worked 
a «Wit nem. He wld we 9 erent 

OFFICERS OF THE WIS. STATE BEEKEEPERS’ ASSN. ST Ene eed eee Pres. F. F. Stelling, Reedsville. Treas. C. W. Aeppler, Oconomowoc. . a. Pn es Ia ais 
i z ‘ ‘ ‘i ; could, and to my satisfaction. Vice-Pres. Conrad Kruse, Loganville. Secy. Mallitta F. Hildreth, Madison. When large enough he let me help 

Annual Membership Fee $1.00. . him where I could. 
Remit to M. F. Hildreth, Secretary, Madison, Wis. I will never forget the first time 

Od attempted to hive a swarm. | 
3 : didn’t have nerve enough to go 

} ot % ad after them as I should, so I got 
fob iis i 7 % * the trip-rope from the hay barn, 

ik. . ea 2? tied it to the limb on which the 
‘ © ~ edad td . i bees were clustered, placed a piece 

‘: of cloth directly under them and 
es -_ in front of the hive, as I had re- 

qe a j i= Q _ peatedly seen done; carefully car- 
Fas | wae L | 5 ried the other end of the rope to 

oe Sa Sim a nielet hi the smoke house several feet 

’ is a ” ete is away, and when concealed therein 
= Ba Bi aces Mme} gave the rope a quick jerk. | 
iis was unsuccessful, though [ jerked 

r- | several times, so Dad was obliged 

aa to hive a cross swarm when he 
=| came home to dinner. 

OUR NEW SECRETARY AT WORK IN HER BEBYARD My close study of bees began 
when three one-day beekeeping 

From Neglected Bees to Profit jected to the prank I played upon a reld " eee ea 
A. A. Brown, Juneau. them so much that I was unable the D Wis : ‘ f aie en i 

; : 44 to remoye it; a fish pole would not 6 le cParinent of beeseceping a 
Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gen~ allow me to get near enough to the College of Agriculture dis- 

tlemen, Fellow Beekeepers: scratch the dirt away from in cussed modern scientific beekeep- 
Were I to tell you that I began font of the hive. This happened methods. It was plain to be 

as a beekeeper when but one year in the month of June, because my SC°? that my father was a keeper 
of age you would smile. Such is father, like old beekeepers, with of bees and not a beekeeper, 
the case, however. When I was old beekeeping methods, was viewed from the light of modern, 
one year old, my great-grand- Constantly on the lookout for "P-to-date beekeeping methods, 
father gave me a ten dollar bill swarms; he was looking the yard 2s explained at these meetings. 
for a birthday present. I was, of over, as was his custom hefore go- Our county association was or 
course, too young to appreciate ing in to dinner, and discovered ganized April 23, 1920, We fur- 
it, at that time. My father, hop- the stopped hive. I had a brother ther held six monthly meetings at 
ing to raise a sweet boy, invested yg sister, big enough to get into the apiary of some interested bee- 
my ten dollars in two colonies of mischief, but as soon as my father keeper in as many sections of the 
bees and became a beekeeper S° found the plugged hive he looked county during the sumingr, JA 

= to piatyes » ee supply of ane up and ordered the dirt re- buo-day scligel wpa feel Jat yin 
loney, and not be obliged to pur- : : ~ Lene dn or. Lattended a s eetings 
chase it from neighbor mackeee moved, which I: did on my hands as Secretary of the Association 

ers. : and knees. I completed the task ind since seasonal topics in bee- 
My active interest in bees began without being stung, but when I keeping were discussed at all 

at an early age, for [ clearly re-think about it now, I believe I these meetings a full year’s work 
member, when a mere boy, how would rather have been stung jn modern beekeeping methods 
I stopped up the entrance of a than to have met Dad that noon was covered. These meetings, sup- 
hive with dirt just to see what the hour in the proverbial woodshed. plemented with extensive reading 
bees would do. The bees ob- My father’s interest in bees in- of modern beekeeping literature,
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gave me sufficient confidence to surplus honey; and Colony No. 3 supply of infected honey in the 
venture forth as an amateur bee- 110 pounds of surplus honey. This old supers. They were busy go- 

keeper. was an average of 155 pounds per ing in through the keyhole and 
My father’s active interest in colony. Colonies No. 2 and 3. out through the bee escapes on 

bees grew less and less until but) when united had brood combs the windows, carrying the honey 

five colonies remained. These few showing damage by wax moths. out and distributing it through 
colonies had heen completely neg- All surplus honey had to be stored the apiary. That evening they 
lected for the three last summers in combs first drawn out by the found the combs in the beehouse 
and two winters. About May _ bees. almost empty of the diseased 
15th I examined the colonies for These colonies are being win- honey and soon every one of his 
foul brood, found them clean, and — tered out of doors, with dry stover treated colonies was diseased.” 
decided they were worth buying as a packing material. The hives In spite of our knowing good 
modern equipment for, if Dad with covers removed were placed control measures, experienced 
would give me the bees. together. Tar paper was used to heckeepers are having many trou- 

On Decoration Day the frames line the packing case as well as to les similar to the story told in 
and bees were transferred to mod- cover the hives. The finely chop- this letter. The persistence of dis- 
ern hives, and | thus became the ped silage was firmly packed be- ease in large apiaries is so marked 
owner of the five colonies—de- tween the two layers of tar paper. and its permanent elimination so 
scendants of the original purchase The colonies are being wintered difficult. that. Mr. MeMurry re- 
made with my ten dollar bill thir- im two hive bodies with about marked to me in October, “In all 
ty years ago. Four of the five col- fifty pounds of honey to the col- yy work in Wisconsin | cannot 
onies showed wax moths had been OPY: . recall a single apiary which has 
present in the brood frames. | The total cost of equipment was eradicated an American foulbrood 
These were united to make two $43.00. _ Ninety-three five-pound — infection and come entirely clean, 
colonies by putting one hive body pails of honey were sold at $1.10 hy treating the infested colonies.” 
above the other with a perforated = Per pail, or $102.30. At the time I could not remind 
newspaper between. This was The inventory today consists of him of a successful case but the 

done after dark. The next morn- three strong colonies of bees, each statement was so striking that | 
ing the bees were united and hived in two hive bodies of six- have since gone through the 
what remained of the paper was teen frames each; six supers; and inspection records to find out 
removed. ‘Two supers were then fifty frames of drawn worker whether the shaking treatment is 
put on. Supers were added from comb, This equipment is worth — resulting in the eradication of dis- 
time to time as needed, it being at least what was expended in ease. 

my practice to get them on as time and equipment the past year. In four counties we have the 
soon as they began working in the Thus three colonies of neglected — foulbrood record since 1918 of 163 
last one put on to prevent swarm- bees with such care as an ama- infected apiaries in) which we 
ing. In this I was successful. teur can give yielded a neat profit know the control method em- 

When adding the first super [Tina lean honey year, ployed by the beekeeper. Of 
lifted a frame of brood into it to ee these, 64 applied the shaking 
draw up the bees, immediately. phe Bee-Tight Honey House and t"eatment while 99 destroyed their 
other supers added were always Other Popular Fallacies infected colonies, repeating as 
placed between two supers in Be S. B eneleer, Stare often as necessary. Among those 
which the bees were busy. All IN Oa al SV ERENE TY SALE who treated the diseased colonies 
frames were carefully wired, the Fentomnlngist. about one-half (27) had yards 
two top wires being crossed, and \ letter which came to the office free from foulbrood at the 1921 in- 
full sheets of medium brood foun- the other day told a story some- — spection, showing that the others 

dation were used. thing like this: “Called on Mr. S. spread disease during treatment 

In August the old brood frames yesterday and found he had had or stored infected material where 

were placed on top so as to allow American foulbrood in his yard of — the bees had access to it. Among 

the bees to prepare their winter 55 colonies last spring. When he — the beekeepers who destroyed the 
quarters in new brood frames of — had treated the bees he carefully infested colonies, only one-fourth 

worker comb, thus prevent drone — stored the honey in his ‘bee-tight’ still had disease in their yards 
rearing next season. honey house until he could finish — this year. 

A record of production was kept the pressing spring farm work. Over large areas the difference 
on the three colonies with the fol- One day his sister looked out of in result is great. In only one 
lowing results: Colony No. 1 pro- the window, wondered what the county could we say that the bee- 
duced 239 pounds of surplus hon- bees’ were doing and discovered keepers have failed in their at- 
ey: Colony No. 2 116 pounds of the whole bee-yard had found the tempt to control foulbrood. That
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is a county which insists on treat- 1919 and 1920 and 1921. The only ment and a good one in the ab- 

ing infected colonies, and judging thing they need not worry about — sence of disease. 
from the records the beemen of while Bacillus larvae makes his In the office we have a proverb 

that county will still be “shaking home in their honey houses is which is the basis of one of the 
bees” long after their neighbors the income tax! ten commandments of foulbrood 
have forgotten such disagreeable In other words treating the in- control. It is, “There is no bee- 
topics as bee diseases. fected colony is only the first step tight honey house.’ Leven if we 

The purpose of this paper is to toward eliminating disease. ‘To should equip one with a vestibule, 
discuss some of the reasons why _ illustrate: arranged so the inner door could 
there are so many beekeepers, 59 Not long ago an inspector went not be opened unless the outer 
in the counties just referred to, to look into a case in which re- one was closed, we should prob- 
who treat or destroy their dis- peated treating had not succeeded ably neglect an entrance some- 
eased bees but have been unable in freeing the apiary from disease. where large enough to admit a cat. 
to eradicate the disease. If we After talking things over with the to say nothing of a few bees. 
were to publish this list of 59 you owner, they went into the honey The storage of infected material 
would be astonished at the many house where it was admitted a in the honey house is one of the 
familiar names. Of all those who large supply of honey and comb — Jargest factors in maintaining dis- 
have failed to eliminate infection from infected colonies was some- eased yards. It provides a source 
in three seasons, only two own times stored. As usual the bee- of continuous infection as serious 
less than ten colonies of bees and keeper was sure his honey house as keeping the carcass of a cholera 
most of the yards are from was tight, although he was unable — killed hog in the barn, or tying a 
thirty to one hundred colonies in to explain the presence of somany mad dog with a string. As long 
size. They are not careless bee bees. A careful search revealed as diseased honey exists anywhere 
owners, but are uniformly the the fact that the bees were making it is a menace to every apiary 
progressive, hard working com- regular trips between the apiary within reach. 
mercial honey-producers of which and the honey house, entering Permitting old comb on which 
associations like this are com- through a crack in the cement eolonies have died to remain out- 

posed. floor and leaving whenever the doors for months is another com- 
We all remember the details of | door was opened. mon form of criminal carelessness. 

the various treatments for Amer- Not long ago an old German Sometimes the owners are mem- 

ican foulbrood and there is not a beekeeper was observed sitting bers of beekeepers’ societies, read- 
beekeeper in the audience who motionless on an empty hive eve- ers of bee journals, so experienced 
cannot take printed directions (if ing his beehouse closely and puff- in bee disease control that they 
he does not know them already) ing his pipe. When there ap- had treated infected colonies an- 
and treat a colony of bees success- peared to be no sign of life in his nually for from five to thirty 
fully. But that isn’t eliminating figure, a friend came up and in- years. This past summer inspec- 

disease from any apiary—not by quired what he was thinking tors have cleaned up four such 
many a weary season, At least about. It developed that the — cases, including hundreds of hives 
the unlucky 59 will tell you it building was full of bees and he and thousands of frames and ex- 
isn’t. . was trying to see how they were tracting combs. Every week the 

There are only three things we getting in. The storage room had rain would soak up a few scales 
forget when we fail to control arrangements for heating and it of American foulbrood in the old 
foulbrood and none of them is Was later discovered that the pipe comb and a few stray bees at- 
given in the printed directions: offered so large an entrance that a tracted by the odor would carry a 

First: the fack that bees seek good size honey crop could all bacillus or two to a formerly 

honey evervwhere, have been removed by the bees in healthy colony. Every year some 
or : : 4 a short time if they had found as neighbor would try to “keep a 

Second: the size of the hee. convenient an exit. hive of bees or two" and would 
Third: the size of the germ In some cases there is a missing soon give it up “because they 

which causes American foulbrood — \yindow pane in the beehouse or a didn’t do well.” 
and which lives indefinitely in half-inch crack in the siding. It would be interesting to take 

honey from a diseased colony. leven if the building itself is tight, a vote of the readers of this paper 
All three aré “first reader” enough bees can come in with the and ask, “How many have in- 

facts in apiculture, but several proprietor as he carries supplies fected material stored in a ‘hee- 
thousand commercial beekeepers back and forth to cause all sorts of — tight’ honey house?” “How many 
may well be uneasy about their trouble. The placing of a few have fragments of old comb in the 
1922 profits because they neg- bee escapes in the corners of the old weathered hives behind the 
lected these three little facts in| windows is a common arrange- barn?” “How many last August
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had hives containing infected keepers everywhere are giving ex- Association could do the same? 
comb piled in the woodshed, cellent support—particularly the In this way a means could be pro- 
standing beetight until Johnny one-colony “bee-owners” — and vided for advertising and to se- 
came in one day and pushed over the unpleasant reception inspec- cure a better distribution through- 
the pile?” tors used to meet from irate out the state. 

If we want to reduce taxes, as housewives has become a rare oc- == . 
we all do, let us first cut off the currence. _A note from the same publica- 
toll we are all paying to the In Fond du Lac and Dodge _ tion will indicate to the Wisconsin 
foulbrood germ, Bacillus larvae. counties work was begun this year producers what to expect from 
Twenty-seven commercial bee- and plenty of infections (472 col- the honey market. . - 
keepers have stopped the payment onies) found. In Dodge County _ Note that they are selling for 
of that tax in four Wisconsin two-thirds of all the inspected eight and one-half cents a pound 
counties by carefully treating the yards showed American foul- for the light amber grades and 
bees and destroying infested ma- brood. Neither county was com- the darker honey is not selling at 
terial. Forty-seven have accom- pletely covered even-once but will any price. (Some honey is mov- 
plished the same result by de- be finished next season. ing in Wisconsin but a great deal 
stroying both infected bees and The older clean up areas are more could be made to move if 
material. But fifty-nine real honey _ still showing a few cases of dis- there was a proper means of dis- 
producers are still paying that ease but they are destroyed as tribution available.) 
same tax in those same counties fast as discovered. In Jefferson ail 
because of the points that are for- county such was the fate this year Notes 
gotten when treatment is applied, of 3 per cent of the colonies in- In traveling over the state we 
namely (1) that bees like infected spected. Some other counties find most sections short of comb 
honey if they can reach it, (2) that showed the following percents: honey. Of course there is always 
they can crawl through a space a Langlade 2% per cent, Sheboy- a shortage of fancy comb honey, 
quarter of an inch across, or (3) gan 5 per cent, Marathon *5 per but if you have Wisconsin No. 1 
that the cause of disease is a germ cent, Winnebago 3 per cent, Mil- the Secretary of the co-operative 
which may be lurking in the most waukee 4 per cent. association can quickly put you in 
“microscopic drops of honey. In all the counties named only touch with some grocer who is 

Just a word in conclusion in the the infected parts were surveyed just as anxious to buy as you are 

way of a progress report. The and the percentages would be to sell. If they do not find you 

spotted, one-county area cam- much lower if we included all the they will be buying the western 
paigns are beginning to take a co- bees in the county. Over 10 per honey, with high freight charges 
herent form. At present we are cent of the colonies in the vicinity added to the cost. 
covering the entire eastern part of of Madison and Stoughton are The big crop of honey gathered 
the state from Milwaukee and _ still diseased, but less than 2 per by the bees in Milwaukee County 
Madison to upper Michigan ex- cent of the total number in the this year came as usual largely 

cept Ozaukee and Washington county. from sweet clover. Only one or 
counties. Six counties in this area Of course the last traces of dis- two farmers as yet are sowing it 

seem to have no American foul- ease will be hard to find and will for pasture and hay but they are 
brood at the present time and five require persistence to eradicate. enthusiastic about it. 

more have only an occasional col- But with the energetic work of ae 
ony showing disease. In the re- the honey producers American The State Fair for 1922 

mainder, where losses from Amer- foulbrood is sure to become more A new season will soon be here 
ican foulbrood approached the na- and more uncommon and Ido not and our beekeepers should start 
ture of a conflagration three years believe it is too much to say that thinking about exhibits now. Wis- 
ago, the problem has reduced it- it may even disappear. consin has one of the best and per- 
self to one of discovering and put- ae haps the largest premium list for 
ting out the remaining sparks. Note from Texas Honey Producer }ees and honey given in any state. 
The one exception is Dane county At the annual meeting of the During the past two or three 
in which the results are uniformly Texas Honey Producers’ Associa- years, the ‘Honey and Bee Ex- 
unsatisfactory. tion, the members voted to con- hibit” at the State Fair has be- 

Eradicating the last cases is tinue paying an advertising tax come a big unit ‘in the State Fair. 
proving a difficult task. When of one cent per colony for the We have for a long time had 
only one colony in two hundred is purpose of advertising Texas some pictures on hand but have 
infected, locating and cleaning it honey. Why cannot some ar- not had space to show them. We 
up without causing new infections rangement be made in Wisconsin include a picture of the exhibit 
requires careful work. The bee- whereby the members of the State in this issue.
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The Gladiolus which I know is “The Gladiolus” great deal from it in my work of 

A. E. Kunderd, Gladiolus by Matthew Crawford and Dr. crossing. I have other collectors 

Specialist. Van Vleet. It used to be pub- seeking for still other yet un- 

(Read at Annual Convention.) lished by Vaughan’s Seed Store known species in the wilds of Af- 

Aslam not much of a talker to @d may perhaps still be secured rica, so you can imagine what may 

public audiences perhaps you will through them. I believe it can: yet come from this wonderful 
bear with me if I deliver my mes. #80 be had from The Florists’ flower, and see that the work is 

sage to you by in part reading Exchange of New York. Allen's not yet all done. 

from notes. When I received an “Bulbs and Tuberose — Rooted The particular species I have 

invitation from your Society Plants” can perhaps be obtained just referred to has tall, slender 
through your secretary to deliver through either of the above firms and graceful foliage and stem. It 

an address on the gladiolus at 0% Your favorite seedsman. "here has on the main stem upwards of 
your annual meeting this year, I is also considerable literature on forty blossoms and four of its 
was pleased to accept the same. [| the gladiolus published abroad, by branches have more than thirty 
have read a great deal for many the New York Experiment Station blossoms each, giving from one 

years of the splendid work of your and elsewhere. ! must ek: torget spike about 175 individual flowers. 
State Agricultural College, and of ° Cin “s oer ee When you consider that almost 

your Horticultural Society in the Eemeretl e nauat, musnthie ant I endless combinations can be made 
improvement of grains, fruits and 7 of azine devoted from our ten numerals, you will 

flowers. Being a farmer born and Sarde ‘ nO fon’ to ee Saat, rd realize what vast possibilities ot 

still a farmer, all these things in- el an aa 7 "s wane I : combinations are yet contained in 
terest me greatly, but as you know a uo oted to ‘ we ae ve ° ‘ we the many species of gladiolus. Do 
my work is along a special line, dahlia, well wef “th ot ne fine. you wonder that I am fascinated 
originating and distributing new CTS: 2S well as fo the ae ach with my work? Do you wonder 
sladioli. and in its columns much valuable . pia = . 

» ; Sas @ ; information is published from ‘h#t | am impatient when T hear 
The gladiolus is fast becoming J that there are too many new kinds 

recognized as the most universally month to month. of gladioli? Of course, not all of 
adaptable and useful of all sum- Now I come to the subject of them are good, but only by new 

mer flowers. Its possibilities asa The Gladiolus, its history, past jytroductions and comparison of 
florists’ flower, not only for out and present, and its improvement yey yarieties can we advance in 

of doors growing but for green- and possibilities of still further improvement. When I hear peo- 

house use, are almost unlimited, improvement, or change. There ple say that only self-colors, or 

and just beginning to be realized. are of what is generally known light and delicate tints are desir- 
It is not an ornamental plant like as species perhaps 200 or more able, I wonder if they know what 

a canna or coleus, and yet it adds “known at the present. These they are talking about. I live on 

great charm either to the border are native mostly in Central and the main line of the Lincoln High- 
or among roses, shrubbery, ete., Southern Europe (what is left of way, 108 miles east of Chicago. 
and is unsurpassed as a garden at- it), Central and Southern Africa, “phere are. six parallel railway 
traction and as a cut flower. The Persia, The Caucasus, and Byzan- tracks representing three different 
story of its cultivation, handling, tium. The best of the species railway systems pass my home 
storage, etc., is too long for me are mostly native of Southern and thousands of people stop at 
to discuss here and I take it that -\frica. I am fortunate in having my place during “Gladioli Time,” 

most of you are as well posted on @ sister living in South Africa (not and I can assure you that hun- 

that line as I am. that Tam glad that she is so far dreds of the most prominent peo- 
I want to refer you to a few away), but her husband, Dr. Hall, ple will throw up their hands in 

books that will prove very useful brought me last year on a visit Ahs! and Ohs! when they see 
to the professional grower as well some fine new, almost unknown thousands of varieties of almost 

as to the amateur. The best species. One of these you will every shade and color. Show 

American book on the gladiolus of — want to know of, as I expect a your people thousands of rich and
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even gaudy colors and shades, flowered Nanceianus type. Then later conceived notion of some 

reds, fancy colored, and beauti- followed Max Leichtlin’s cross of great “law,” or rather something 

fully blotched varieties and they the “Saundersii” species on the said about a law which may not 
will forget old notions about only “Gandavensis” family, giving us bear the light of scientific investi- 

self and soft colors, etc. and your what was “Gladioli Leichtlinii,” gation or application. 

sales will tell you how the people which became the famous “Child- Bailey in his Cyclopedia of Hor- 

feel when they see something new, sii” strain. Next came Groff, the — ticulture describes species “Cris- 

something good. celebrated Canadian originator of- piflorus” as having “crisped or 

Now I must return more to the gladioli, who used still other spe- Wavy petals.” Species “Undula- 

history of the development of the cies among all the best varieties tus” as “wavy.” ; / 

gladiolus. Of course, you all then in existence, and his work Childs: says of species “Facia- 

know that development of a flower has attracted well deserved, world tus : “the petals have waved 

is largely the result of crossing wide attention and recognition. margins.’ . 7 

and selection by our new and sci- Che work of Groff is monumental. Allen in Bulbs and ‘I uberous 

entific methods of plant breeding. I had watched this work de- Rosted Plantes” Says of species 

There is much to be said on cul- velop since about 1880, or now Cuspidatus 2" The petals are un- 

ture and growing, but never forget over forty years, and having col- dulated. 

that the three greatest essentials lected as many of all manner and Now notice the names of these 

to successful growing of gladioli, kinds of gladioli as possible, and species: 

as of almost everything else, are being a student of evolution and “Crispiflorus” means crisped. 

good soil, good and frequent cul- greatly interested in the gladioli, “Undulatus” means undulated 

tivation and plenty of water dur- I began to cross on my own ac- or wavy. 

ing the growing season. Well count about thirty-five years ago. “Cuspidatus’—cusped. 

grown gladioli are very superior Observing an inclination among Faciatus, Imbricatus, and other 

to those less carefully grown and varieties to show more or less species also show a deviation of 
a very choice variety may be very variation towards convolution of edges of petals. You will be 

inferior if poorly or only moder- the petals, I began the study of the pleased to hear that soon I will be 

ately developed. Grow the best species to learn if possible how prepared to introduce an entirely 

and have them in perfect condi- the ruffled or wavy edged petals yey, type with beautifully lacini- 
tion, you cannot judge their merits might be intensified or improved  jteq petals. I can show you pho- 

otherwise, nor get the best results. anda ruffled strain might be pro- tos of iinow: . 

The principal older strains of duced. By 19041 was.vell on the On the subject of growing gla- 

gladioli are the Gandavensis, Le- Y@¥ towards success and hy. 1907 dioli in greenhouses, | am not well 

moinii, Nanceianus, Childsii, and Thad sufficient of ruffled NaTielics informed, as | am not a florist, but 

Groff’s Hybrids. Gandavensis va- to begin to sell a few, and in 1908 from what I have seen I venture 

rieties are the result of a com- and 1909 I sent = few corms of to predict that there is a great fu- 

bination of species and previous ruffled varieties to Crawford and ture open to the florist in this 

results of crossing different spe- Gage, and to Luther Burbank and field. Gladioli should not be 

cies and form the foundation of Dr. Van Fleet in 1910. planted too deeply as their roots 

what later became the Lemoinii Now Tam going to demonstrate are less liable to feed in the soil 

strain, produced by that wonder- to you the fact that The Ruffled which is above the bulb level. In 

iul breeder of flowers and plants, Gladiolus is the result of scientific shallow soils this is important. 
M. Lemoine of Nancy in France, work in crossing certain species Deep plowing or spading of soils 

by the infusion of the species which I shall name, with varieties, is desirable but must be done with 

“Purpurea Auratus’” into the and quote you some of the au- reference to the depth of the sur- 

hlood of the “Gandavensis” family thorities who describe these spe- face soil, as deep spading of shal- 

of glads. Then Lemoine used his cies, and are not a result of sport low soils would bring to the sur- 

results to cross with species variation or mutation, and still in face too much of the subsoil. A 

‘Saundersii” to produce the larger much lesser degree due to some (Continued on page 117.)
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[OOOO showed a fine basket of spring 

THE FLORISTS PAGE a The variety and excellence of 
EDITED BY the Sweet Pea exhibit has not 

HURON H. SMITH, Curator of Botany been equalled before in Milwau- 
PUBLIC MUSEUM MILWAUKEE, WIS. kee. Nearly 3 dozen varieties 

were shown by Hugo Locker & 
. . . . - Sons, and Rieb Bros. 

While we have had, for several QOur Milwaukee Carnation King, The cz tion show was. esp 
years, as auxiliaries to the State Nic. Zweifel, the originator of ‘all  lacwe a i varied Wi + Mie 

Society, the Milwaukee Florists Club) Edna and other fine carnations oa ¥ Lin a Varied id ate q arge : 
of 80 members and more recently the acted as the official information he yl an nthe it Ke ‘ ner 
State Florists Association of 168 mem-  }ureau, assisted by Arthur Leidi- Suinti Sha on hla ae, 1 
bers, we as gardeners and fruit grow- ger in the evenings, ape Ss have the a ade 

ers, have had little to offer them in The hibit ra staged | eis. We TAYE (EVER SUCH. ugust 
. Ne exmibit was staged DY Pohl showed some fine Matchless 

WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE. We  qjr¢.. ” Ma Rial 5 : : a Alfred Locker, Gus Kellner, Her- carnations, The Greenwood Car- 
are therefore pleased to announce the 2 , 2 7 7 eer . a 

man V. Hunkel, Wm. Kennedy, nation Co. showed “Hope Hen- 
Florist’s page as a regular feature. Nj. 7Weifel 1 Art. Leidig : an ae s pe 

; . ats Nic “4weitel and “Art. Leidiger. shaw, Ruth Bauer, Happy 
We feel sure that members who are errr 2 oe s F 

‘ Seven specially constructed Pay” and one new to Milwaukee not florists will find much of interest | tee i % TAKE seats tyes 2g COS : os © 7 : : shelves or tables were furnished “Maine Sunshine,” a fine yellow 
here. Owing to the late date of receipt . 5 ry. : a rey © ? ‘ by the Museum to fit in between carnation that elicited many ques- 
of the following story we are unable to , ere 2 any ques : : : the rotunda columns and grouped tions as to whether it was a 
provide imsrations. ian evi ap about the base of these columns fake or not James Livingstone 

sar in the May number.—Hditor. cere % <a sce tng ma pe y were choice potted house plants. showed his new pink carnation. 
MILWAUKEE ANNUAL \Il_ columns were trimmed with Heitmann & Oestreicher Co. 

FLOWER SHOW. smilax, Phe carnations were  showen some fine Windsor and 
People appreciate intimate grouped at the front door, while a Edna carnations. The Schroeder 

friendship with flowers, untram- |#rge central table held the Floral Co, displayed a new pink 
meled by plate glass windows, or choicest designs of retail mem- carnation unnamed as yet, and a 
glass cases. They like to get bers of the Club. fine variety called “Morning 
right up to the real orchid grow- Special mention should be Glory.” Hugo Locker & Sons 
ing in its airy splendor; they like made of some of the novelties in also displayed commercial carna- 
to take soul-satisfying whiffs of table pieces and corsages. One tions in variety. The C. C. Poll- 
the spicy carnations. of the choice table pieces, by worth Co, showed Edna, Laddie, 

These potent magnets no doubt James Fox, was an artistically Harvester, C. W. Ward and a 
account for the unqualified suc- opened Japanese basket, of gray pink striped whitesport of Ward. 
cess of the first annual flower tone, with jade decorations, from  .\. Reinhardt had a vase of his 
show of the Milwaukee Florists which a design of Schroeder’s new improved rose pink Enchant- . ; : sawn, CNT ” r 
Club, which ran from March 15th Sunset orchids, cyclamen, pansies, TSS, Nebraska and Belle Wash- 

to 18th in the rotunda of the Mil- Aaron Ward roses, Asparagus burn carnations. 
waukee Museum-Library Build-  plumosus fern, and purple Spen- As if our local growers had not 

ing. cer Butterfly sweet peas pro- done themselves sufficiently proud 
The Florists Club have held truded, tipped by lilies of the jn carnations, two growers from 

their annual exhibits previous to valley. distant points sent in their newest 
this year in their club rooms at Another interesting novelty creations, which we will probably 
11th and Prairie Streets, but at from Welke Bros., was a huge see on the market next year. A. 
the urgent solicitation of the Cur- Dutch wooden shoe in imitation Jablonsky, of Olivette, Mo., (St. 

ator of Botany of the Public of the old lady who had so many Louis grower) sent over a vase of 
Museum and at the invitation of children she didn’t know what to” kis new dark pink carnation 
the Museum and Library Boards, do. Tt was filled with sphagnum, “Betty Jane,” and the Joy Floral 
the Club decided to try a free planted with a dozen large blue Co., of Nashville, Tenn., sent in 
public spring flower show, thus crocus flowers and harmoniously a vase of their new pink carnation 
putting our Florists on a par with tied sandal-fashion with yellow “Natalie.” Both received much 
clubs in other cities of this size. and blue coarse silk ribbons. favorable comment. 

To say that it was a success is Gimbel Bros. contributed a fine Two fine orchids from the Poll- 

putting it mildly. From 3,000 to large wicker basket table piece. worth greenhouses created much 
5,000 visitors attended each of the Fdelfson & Leidiger Co., and interest. The growing plants 
four days, and the flock of inter- Baumeartner Floral Co., dis- were installed on two central 
ested questions threatened at played some ravishing corsage pillars, one bearing 22 blossoms 

times to swamp all attendants. pieces and the Granville Gardens and the other 19. These were the
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Schroeder’s Sunset orchid (a Cat- in the press brought Fred Rent- purposes then you must cater 
4 ore , 4 jata oC . Ma 1s. Iresj ~ : telya) and Cattelya labiata. schler, of Madison, President of so mewhat to the public tastes, but 

Roses were not shown in such the State Florists Association, as I Said bef the public will 
great variety, but nevertheless in| John Rindfleisch, of Beloit and “~ SEIT DEtOre, Ee “PUbhe: Wi 
great profusion. C. C. Pollworth James Taylor, of Oshkosh, Direc-  S00n learn to appreciate many and 
showed Columbia, Premier and tors of the same society, as well  vari-colored varieties, if you will 
Madame Butterfly roses. Holton as Meyer Bros., of Kenosha, to see have them in fine condition. There 

& Hunkel showed Premier, the show. are today almost no pure strains 

Madame Butterfly, Hoosie : Thursday the 16th being the of gladioli grown, owing to the 
Beauty and Ward roses. The regular club meeting night a lec- “ 8 ae . 
Cudahy Floral Co. showed Kill- ture was given to club members S'ett amount of mixed crossing 
arney and Crusader roses, and show visitors, numbering 130, that has been done in recent years, 

[wo especially fine exhibits in the Museum Trustees Room by and the field is open to the patient 
were the fine basket of General Huron H. Smith, curator of worker to produce yet many won ershi sesias ade : . i = 
Pershing freesias of Hugo Lock- Botany. With the aid of colored aeons kinds. Lee an tell y 

er & Sons and the five huge, splen- lantern slides, he led the florists EOUS RINGS eet no.man tell you 
did, red amaryllis plants grown far afield in the realm of the that this is the best one or that, 
by | James Livingstone. Mr. tropics and oriental countries, ex- for “the best one” has not yet ap- 
Livingstone could get rich grow- plaining the peculiar foods which peared, and you have as good a 
ing such huge bulbs. plants yield and proving the old Fielit (0) HORE HERLERENERS atid to 

The less usual cut flowers were saying that half of the world » : | “8 
the snapdragons and forgetme- doesn't know how the other half produce the best one as anyone. 
nots of the Fox Point Floral Co., lives, When two species, or varieties, 

and — at nee the The members of the Florists cannot be crossed directly, try the 
pansies and callas o homas  (* : : Se apis . : 
as bler: the cit te: 2 f Club are loud in their praises of — third one, and with the resultant 

O — Ki : ‘l es ; oO j, the suecess of the show and are seedling you may succeed in 
lendul ie Loc! and Holton even now discussing how much a lirectly 1 

ae as " a olton hetter they could do at a fall ‘essing indirectly and secure 
tei oe the Baty a show late in October, when the ®bout the results you wish. 
Schizanthus pinnatus) stocks. “\{yms” are in their glory 

: : 7 sa eir glory. 2d refer briefly 
mignonettes and tulips in great iy IT want to refer briefly to de- 
variety. 7 scriptions, especially of colors. ‘ The Gladiolus , a 

Bulb plants were there in pro- ‘Continwed fr aoe 115 For the expert I believe in a color . ontinved from page 115.) 
fusion, the finest hyacinths being s eee . hare and thinkawe owelie to @iVE 
from Aug. Kellner, E. Haasch, Covering of four inches of soil Chartand think we ought to give 
Chas. Menger, Holton & Hunkel above the corms is generally con- More attention to this, but au- 

and the Fox Point Floral Co. sidered about the best. Mellow thorities seem to differ as to col- 

as ce peg ae loam or sandy soils are better fs and tints, and as a rule T find 
shown by Follworth anc OON & - 4 4 Ners ic © Gis : adapte: ; awha reper that among the general public our 
Hunkel. Special mention should adapted te soni hat deeper il daeas it . lors wo c 1 best 
be made of the very large King planting than is a clay or heavy 1G Weas OF Colors 1S SUTTER Dest. 
Alfred and Gloire Sassenheim — soil. By successive plantings from No doubt I have failed to speak 

a marie shan a early garden making time until of much that might interest you 
culty in distinguishing be- pate; . viel - mi : s en ate in June, then following with q a answer any 

tween jonquils, narcissi and ed _ hut wll be glad £0 answer an) 
daffodils. plantings in the greenhouse from questions you might wish to ask. 

The finest box-grown plant at about August 10 on until the fol- as best I may. 

the show was an improved Ger- lowing March, one may now have a 
man primrose from Fred Guter- blooms of these magnificent flow- 4 leni 

tho 3 show Make haste slowly in gardening. muth who also showed some good — ors almost the year round. M ike haste slowly in gardening 
potted cyclamens. . . You may easily spoil all your 

ee You may be interested to know 5 . 2 
August F. Kellner deserves a chat Le “sid as tl tl chances for a good garden by 

good deal of credit for the capable ™Y lat 1 consider as the most rea planting before the ground is fit. 
manner of arranging the exhibit  tiful colors and types of gladioli 
as well as his large collection of and I will try to tell you. The 

Sar ’ exo Ban in variety, best variety is the one that pleases Poor seed do not pay at any 
which he furnished. i : i ig ; ‘ you the most, be it red, white, price. Be sure to buy good seeds 

Don’t imagine that interest was pink, yellow, or what not, but if from seedsmen of established 
solely centered in Milwaukee, for P!"™ Y€ 2 . : . . 
the wide publicity given this show You are a grower for commercial reputation.
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SE] emerge over a period of several 

THE INSECT PAGE weeks but a majority of them ap- 

Edited by E. L. Chambers, Assistant State Entomologist pear about one week after the ap- 
___|{ ple blossom petals have dropped. 

. ., The average life of the adults is 

Control for Pests on House Plants ing from the surface of the sor] about ten days, during which time 

Possibly the simplest and safest mall Be sutheient to fell THOSE OF from thirty to one hundred or 

remedy for such pests as plant these: TOOL forms invordinary, cases. more eggs ‘are laid. The eggs are 

lice, mealybugs, etc., is the use of it wall on wae ne and deposited principally on the sur- 

a strong solution of soap suds well a httle fertilizing value as face of the leaves and sometimes 
made by dissolving an inch cube W&"- on the fruit and branches. 

Se enon Sea meecatly ~ Control Codling Moth / The first brood eggs hatch from 

proved by the addition of a to- Spraying with arsenate of lead  S!* to ten uays alter they are laid. 
bacco extract or using water in at the rate of one and a half lhe tiny WORMS: are about one- 

which a few tobacco stems (one- pounds to fifty gallons of water sixteenth of an inch in length, 

half pound per gallon) have been as soon as the petals are off and with a shining black head. They 
steeped, (not boiled) for a couple while the calyx lobes are open and are nearly transparent and Mey 
of hours, There is an extract for the small apples extending up- feed slightly on the foliage before 

this purpose on the market sold ward will do much toward their ¢tering the fruit. Tt has been 

under the names of “Black Leaf control. Good results have been generally observed that this first 
40,” nicotine sulphate, etc. A tea- secured from a single application, brood of larvae almost universally 

spoonful of this added to a gallon but this is not sufficient for gen- enter the apple at the blossom end 

of this soap solution is usually eral orchard spraying in \Viscon- and a3 a result of this the isphay~ 
sufficient for most uses. It canbe sin, since there are other insects 18 operations have been directed 

purchased at most any drug or and fungous diseases which need toward filling the distended calyx 

seed store. Owing to the neces- attention. A greater number of cup with Polson and hence the im- 

sary weakness of this solution for applications must be made if a portance of the above recom 
such succulent plants, it may be high percentage of perfect fruit is mendation. It should be borne in 

necessary to repeat the treatment desired. The lead is usually ap- mind, however, that for a success- 

several times at intervals of about plied in combination with lime- ful control of this insect all of the 

ten days for the best results. In  st!phur which is made up by di- foliage and fruit should be thor- 
case of the armored scale insects luting a gallon and a quarter of oughly covered with the spray. 

so common on ferns and palms the the commercial solution in fifty lhe greater percentage of the sec- 

plants should be sponged off with gallons of water. The spray is re- ond brood enter the fruit through 

the solution rather than simply peated in three or four weeks to the sides. 

sprayed in order to remove the get the second brood of the cod- pe 

protective covering of the insect, ling moth. Raspberry Anthracnose 

and whale oil soap at the rate of a The codling moth passes the Numerous inquiries have been 
half pound per gallon should be winter in the larval or worm con- made recently as to the nature, 

used in place of the laundry soap. dition in tough cocoons, woven of — cause and control of raspberry dis- 
Root Forms—Plant lice on the silk. These cocoons may be found eases and it seems advisable to 

roots may be controlled by treat- under the pieces of shaggy bark present to the “Wisconsin Horti- 

ing the soil with ground tobacco on the trunks and limbs of apple culture” readers a few facts rela- 

stems. Tobacco dust which is trees, especially in the crotches. tive to the most important rasp- 

most commonly used by florists The larvae go into a resting stage berry disease in the state—rasp- 

can be purchased at the local seed in .the spring when the weather berry anthracnose. Leon K. Jones, 

store. In case of severe infesta- begins to warm up and remain in of the Department of Plant Pa- 

tions the tobacco should be placed this condition for twenty-five to thology at the University of Wis- 

around the roots, while the leach- thirty days. The adult moths  consin who has been making a
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study of this disease, makes the Beautify The Highways hacked and cut so as to spoil their 

following statement: “This dis- Contributed beauty. 

ease appears about the middle of by Mrs. L. H. Palmer. We may still retain some of the 

May on the young growing canes, Sitting by the register, watch- natural beauty of the Wisconsin 

causing at first a small reddish ing the snow, as the north wind Scenery along the road side, if we 

spot which later becomes gray to whirls it across in eddying clouds, encourage the growth of our na- 

white in the center surrounded by filling “hollows, drifting against te shrubs. W e have almost an 

a purplish margin. The spots, fences and buildings, we wonder endless number of varieties which 

usually small, may run together 4 the power of the One who con. 2"e easily grown and by simply 

making large irregular white trols the seasons and. votes. even leaving them where nature plant- 

patches on the older canes. The the “sparrows fall.” ed them, and giving them a little 

Only a few short months ago, fim ming out each year, to keep 

; we were nearly burned up by the down the dead stalks, they create 

mn <Q heat and lack of moisture in the ‘ park-like effect very pleasing to 

_ atmosphere, and had it not been the traveler along the highways. 

for the comforting coolness in the hey are readily transplanted and 

‘ shade of the many grand old trees“ hen planted in graceful lines 

Ps which grow so abundantly along around long SUEVES; i compact 

A : our highways, on our lawns, and clusters wn favorable locations, 

\ in the woodland pastures, we they will in no “way. obstruct the 

y would have suffered much more. view and will add a refreshing 
, . coolness and delicate beauty to an 

Se , It takes many years for trees to otherwise barren landscape. 
‘4 become large enough to be of use Nothing can be more dainty 

RY except as a beautiful addition to than a blanket of wild roses spread 
re the scenery, and for this reason, it along the roadside. Wild vines 

u is advisable for all land owners to wR be trailed along fences and 

0 set out one or more trees where oe boulders up the lichen-cov- 

a 3 they will be in harmony with their ered rock walls that tower many 
: : surroundings, so that those which feet above she: roadway in aiany 
; have to be removed, the vacancy sti Feeoncin . 

# : caused by their removal may be TE erratic ay OF 

5 : less apparent. them rivaling their hot house sis- 
We would not go on record as ters in beauty and sweet f:ag- 

RASPBERRY ANTHRACNOSE, objecting to the advent of the rance, will grow in sweet seclusion 

electric and telephone wires, with among tiie shrubs and along our 

disease also occurs on the leaves their weird ghostly cross arms, creeks water plants innumerable 
and fruit but the symptoms are Supported by gaunt poles that re- erow in rank profusion. 
not so noticeable as when the Mind one of nothing so much as May we not forget to replace 
canes are attacked. Experiments sreat giants standing sentinel by the benutx as far as we can, that 

have been carried on at the Uni- the road side, concealing power time and = man's. encroachment 
versity of Wisconsin for the last Sufficient to destroy the universe jy jiterates. 

two seasons in order to ascertain if it was suddenly let loose. a py 

the best methods of control. Al- The value of this harnessed Aphis may be kept off chrysan- 

though the data are not in form power is incalculable, but we note themums by spraying the plants 

for publication at the present with sadness that the beautiful vith picofume or other tobacco 

time, the results show that the trees along the highways where preparation. Sometimes it is a 

disease can be controlled with two these wires stretch in ever length- good plan to add a little soap to 

applications of limesulphur ening miles, are gradually dis- the water as it will cause the ma- 

(Continued on page 124.) appearing or worse yet, being terial to spread and stick better.
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itions gave ett - before a Wisconsin Horticulture ditions gave testimony before 1 Cantaloupes, Muskmelons and 
Published Monthly by the legislative committee which Mushmelons 

Wisconsin State Hore Teultural Society helped to put on the statute books Many years ago I ate breakfast 
. Carro : ‘ : 6 Ge Reprias : 

Official organ of the Society. a law which might now be modi- at the W. K. Williams hotel in 

FREDERIO CRANEFIELD, Editor fied. All this could be borne with Manitowoc in company with Mr. 
Secretary W. 8. H. S., Madison, Wis. more less fortitude, but here is R. J. Coe. The waitress replied 

Entered at the postoffice at Madison, Wisconsin, imit. ad: & in d ary, Wearis e negatiy as arson lt alia octane tr palit the limit. Read co in t dreary, wearisome negative to 

P08) Act of October 3 T01T. authorized July “AN entomologist in the potato our inquiries about what fruit we 
‘Advertising rates made known on application. district of Maine has come to the might have; denying us oranges, 

conclusion that there is a definite ice Poss te a “y 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society relationship between the rose grapefruit and the like. As the Annual membership fee, one dollar, which in- . ° : . : tie see ropitious: ave cludes ‘fifty’ conta, subscription priest Wisconsin bush both wild and cultivated and Season seemed propitious we 
Horticulture, Send one dollar to Frederic Crane- : : ‘ : ‘ 3 fleld, Editor, Madison, Wis. the potato mosaic, a destructive humbly inquired if we might par- ao yy, Bomal of xpree Money Onder. A 4: ft tato. H | 7 . 

jollar. bill ma: sent sa - Seas ato. 2 say alee i = are Gooed es aeea Pennant cioeny Lone rae 8 oe ce . po ; 0 : says the take of canteloupe. At this she 
Postage stamps not accepted. aphis which works on the potato seemed to brighten as if something 

—— is the same as that which works hdd: happened to rélieve her-mind 
RPh: : : d a one ¢ »>re ave S C 

‘ OFFICERS on the rose. This aphis carries Pl o rene H. ©. Ohristonsen, President... ...... .Oslikosh ; and she replied « @No, bukwe wot 
W. A. Toole, Vico-President...........Baraboo the disease to the potato plant. 4 ‘ I » NO, g 
Frederio Cranefleld, Secretary-Treasurer..Madison — JSither we will have to get rid of | mushmellers.” Mr. Coe has never 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE the aphis or breed disease re- forgotten the “mushmellers” al- 
Ex-Officio, sista atoes. Neither is - . . President; “Vice-President “ana! Secretary: sistant potatoes. Neither this though I must confess I did until 

wae THFGs eae, country or Europe would care to tod | li | tiel 
. Ae ~ oday Ww n reading > article A. K. Bassott.................++...Baraboo lose its roses—lLe Roy Cady, as- ly wien on reading the irticle 

C. 1, Brigham...............+.,Blue Mounds socjate horticulturist, University on page 106 of the March issue 
Wm. Longland..................Take Geneva i"; St. Paul, Mi ‘yy = ‘tere the Bs ad wats For Two Years. arm, St. Paul, Minn. where the printer made me say 

Paul EB. Grant.................++Menomonie You are right brother Cady,  “mushmelon.” J.B Hauser... ......... ses eee0++ «Bayfield a . - 
Richard Marken .................Gays Mills only we will go a bit further. Let Sometimes | feel that profanity 
W. EL Spreiter...................- Onalaska . - . a 5 i . For'Oie Year. us serve notice now and here on jg not sinful.—F. C. 
F. M. Edwards.................Fort Atkinson ve whole tribe of plant pathol- 
James Livingstone ................Milwaukee ul . \ le t . I ti OS 
Wm, Nelson ...............+.....-Oshkosh ogists, their present and prospec- . 
Arno Wittig............0+..++Sturgeon Bay : . . Miscellaneous 

sain tive progeny, that horticulturists ied ? ica 1695 © 
BOARD OF MANAGERS woe . a . . The dates of the 19 Summer HL C. Christensen Frederic Craneferad Of this free land will not submit, Mactine have heen fixed. lw the 

W.. a. Teele except through force, to the de- fe ; S “ en " 9 : e 
oe : oard of Managers as August 9 The Li £ Least Resi struction of the rose or any other er i saps Use t Ath 

e Line of Least Resistance ‘ anc 1. The place of meeting : so valuable a plant even to save fe t ve Bleee. OF = 8 
Phat, apparently, is the line that the succulent spud until the path- bs not been — fixec at 

has been followed by plant pathol- ologists have employed their God this writing. But one invitation 

ogists lately. lhe _Wwheat rust given talents and such common has been received. No doubt the 

passes one stage of its existence sense as they may possess, aided Board would be glad to have other 

on the common barberry, no py whatever little knowledge they bids. 

doubt about that, and at once the yyay have acquired, to find a re- — 

edict is promulgated, “destroy the — medy for the control of these dis- For three years in succession 
barberries.” The presence of cur- eases other than the destruction the war-time bulletins on garden- 
rant and gooseberry bushes seems of host plants. [Is it on record ing have been published as a sup- 

to be necessary to the continued anywhere that this has ever been plement to Wisconsin Horticul- 

existence of white pine blister attempted? No so that it can be ture and a copy sent to each mem- 
rust and at once the word goes noticed. ber, usually in February. Also 

forth, “out with the gooseberries “The wheat rust breeds on the many thousands were distributed 

and currants.” barberry, and other plants, why among schools and city garden 

The destruction of our barber- look for a remedy, it is much clubs. This year the same mat- 

ries, both green and purple, in easier to dig out the barberry.” ter is being issued in hook form, 

1918, seemed a patriotic duty and The line of least resistance, the about 40 pages, five by seven 

the writer under stress of war con- lazy way. inches, with cover and to be
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known as the Wisconsin Garden Dollar, which includes 50 cents, More About Melons 

Book. We havea promise by the subscription price to Wisconsin The member who asked where 

publishers that it will be ready Horticulture.” The sense willnot 4 true strain of Emerald Gem 

for distribution by April lst. The be changed if it is read—“Annual elon may be had and if commer- 

book will be furnished to members membership fee one dollar which cial fertilizer and lime for melons 

and others at cost price, probably includes subscription to Wiscon- \ould pay is answered by Mr. 
about ten cents per copy, possibly sin Horticulture.” The paper is Christensen as follows: 
less. supported by membership fees % a 

—— and advertising. The purpose of fr would probably’ be diffe 
‘ * : we . to secure an extra selected strain 

A copy of the 1921 Annual Re- publication 18 to chisseminate Hor of the Emerald Gem melon as it 

port was mailed to every member rear cacao and ner is a strictly home market melon, 

in good standing about February denn ly mmerease our membership, being too tender-skinned for ship- 
15th. It now appears that one or > ae iad beginning suns ping. The quickest way to se- 

more lists were duplicated when pos a a wrong idea and we cure a selected strain would be to 

addressing the envelopes. Mem- rope that olin members whe une send to several reliable seedsmen 

bers who have received more than ‘lerstand ‘ne Sifwation will ‘lis: and secure a quantity from each. 

one copy can help greatly by re- Gacato dh ele: Canreet eo Plant half of it for trial and the 

turning the extra copies. Owing * ae ae oneal report afd other next year plant the remaining seed 

to the excessive cost of printing privileges ef ineinbership are of the best strain by itself for fur- 
the edition was cut to the lowest worth fifty cents. Anyway: we ther selection. : 
possible limit and a shortage is can’t split the dollar. ac cage ge . a Commercial fertilizer adds to 
foreseen. We want every new a on a - see of . member to have a copy. If you The Ice Storm of February 22nd the size and firmness of the mel- 

have one more than you need let “The world today is a glittering ons and would undoubtedly be . ae c ey tees S profitable to apply it to soil that 
us have it. Postage will be re- sparkling mass of ice in the sun- LAS Hee Gonned so lane” 
funded. shine) ‘Trees and wires are still “ a = 

a Z i Mr. Rasmussen says: 
—— loaded with ice coating and icicles. daw . - 

Somebody, somewhere, some- —Win. Toole. . We HVE aiscoatintied SION” 
ing emerald Gem entirely. Grow 

how, has let loose the erroneous —— Ni stocen cate a 7 
idea that Wisconsin Horticulture “LT walked through the park and only Milwaukee Market, Would 
may be had on payment of 50 college grounds at Appleton and advise getting seed from any re- 
cents. For the first time in years, it seemed to me as if a giant with liable seed house and then select 

since. the membership fee was @ great club had passed that way YOUr Own seed year alter Yeats : 

raised, letters have been received Stripping the trees of branches.— “2 biould test for actdity ‘ef soul 
containing SO’ cents with the re. J: A. Harley. and use lime if necessary. [If I 

quest to be entered as a subscriber —— could. get plenty of harnyard ma 
only. It can’t be done. This pa- “Looks like Satan had paid usa nure T would not think it feces 

per is published by the State Hor- Visit. On our lawn three trees sary to use Someiereial fgreitiaed 
ticultural Society and is sent only out of fourteen remain intact.”"— ee 

to members of the Society. In N. A. Rasmussen. The George R. White medal of 

order to comply with postal regu- re honor of the Massachusetts Hor- 

lations we do fix the price of Eight cases of flowers and ticultural Society for 1921 was 
subscription as 50 cents, but in the plants were shipped from London awarded to Mrs. Francis King in 

same breath limit the circulation for the Armistice day celebration recognition of her services to hor- 

to members of the Society as we jn Washington, D.C. The freight ticulture by increasing the love of 
have a right to do. Read care- alone was over $800 and they plants and gardens among the 

fully the paragraph appearing on were accompanied by an English women of the United States. This 

the eighth page of each issue. florist who made up the work is the first time the medal has 
“Annual membership fee One here, Q been awarded to a woman.
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Mother and Son _JVorn between the two great shocked had anyone told her she 

Elizabeth Held. tetas, Son would have been was selfish, both to her husband 

. very unhappy had it not been for and his mother. She was so sure 

Ever since I could remember the unselfish attitude assumed by she was a model wife and mother. 

Mother and Son (that’s what the his mother. With rare under- Her house was immaculate, her 

neighbors affectionately called standing she interposed: “Your children clean and well behaved, 

them), lived in the old-fashioned wife is right, Son; you must give — her husband’s meals well cooked, 

white house on the corner. Moth- her the home she desires. ‘The his clothes mended and cared for. 

er was a dear old-fashioned wom- fact that we do not live in the What more could she do, that 

an whom we all loved, and Son same house will make no differ- her husband might feel he should 

“was the best boy in the world,” ence in our affections.” Soon a not have left his mother there 

so Mother said. “She never wor- new home was made ready in an- alone, that she might have done 

ried or fretted about him, she had other part of the town. Somehow many things to make life sweeter 

taught him truth, honesty, and no house near Mother’s just suited and happier for her?) That loving 

right living and then just trusted the wife. 1 do not believe she sympathy and interest in her hus- 

him to do right. To Son’s ever- ever admitted it even to herself, band’s work was of more account 

lasting credit, he usually deserved Jyut she was jealous of her hus- than an immaculate house. Those 

the faith she had in him. As he Jand’s affection for his mother. thoughts never even entered her 

grew older the bond between them She seemed to have the feeling head. She was so interested in 

seemed to grow stronger. Mother that any affection given to an- herself and in her children. She 

was interested in his work, rejoic- other was robbing her. She could adored them and always thought 

ing in his success, sympathizing pot seem to grasp the fact that of them as her children. She had 

with him if he failed, always spur- her husband would be a better so many plans for the future of 

ring him on to greater efforts. It husband because he had been a her son and pretty daughter. She 

was a pleasure to see them to- good son, that the bond between had no time to interest herself in 

gether, they were so happy. And Mother and Son strengthened in- her husband’s work. That he had 

then Son met the Girl. We rather stead of weakened the bond be- climbed high up the hill that his 

expected Mother would resent her teen husband and wife. It was work benefited humanity, never 

son’s interest in another, but she ery lonely there in the old home — seemed to interest her at all. The 

did not if Son loved this girl, why — aftér Son and his wife went away. thing she thought of most was, 

she would love her too, she want- — But like many another mother she that there was always plenty of 

ed her son to be happy. that was cmiled bravely and busied herself. money to gratify her desire for a 

the great desire of her heart. So jn doing things to make others beautiful house and further her 

when Son brought his wife to the happier. And Son was so content ambitions for her children. In 

old house (he never dreamed of jy the affection and trust given her affection for them and_ her 

taking her anywhere else), Moth- jim by his mother that he never plans for their future. she seemed 

er greeted her as warmly as she dreamed of the heartache hidden — to forget her husband entirely. He 

did her Son, saying, “Welcome under the gentle smile he loved so would have been very lonely had 

home dear daughter, I hope you \ell. Perhaps he too thought as it not been for his mother. Her 

will be as happy here with us as Mother did that after the wife be- affection was the same as of old— 

I know we will be with you.” The came better acquainted she would — she was ever ready to listen, cheer 

young wife’s greeting was courte- ye willing to bear with them and or sy mpathize. 

ous and kind, but her voice was the old happy life would go on But one day the summons came 

cold as she said: : Of course We as before. But the years rolled on to the old home and they carried 

will stay here a while until we can and two children came and still his mother away to the sunny hill- 

find a suitable house. I do not the wife held aloof. Though for side cemetery and laid her there 

helieve it wise for two families to a number of years the husband’s — to rest. and Son began to realize 

ns in the same home.” Son could oe called him away for weeks what she had really meant in his 
hardly believe he had heard aright. 9) |. “he asp Lask strangers lif TI ema ‘ 
“But, Alice.” he said earnestly, at a time, she would ask strangers life. There seemed to be no onc 

“Mother and I have always lived to come and stay with her and the now. It was useless to expect his 

together, we would not be happy babies rather than the lonely little wile to care about anything he 

if we were parted, surely you mother whose heart yearned for did. His children were growing 

knew that this was to be home her son and his children. Not that up. They did not seem to think 

and that mother would be with she disliked her husband’s mother. he was at all necessary to their 

us.” But the wife was insistent, She was really very fond of her happiness. Then it was that suc- 

“he could not expect to stay with in her way. But she stubbornly cess and garnered wealth turned 

his mother now that he was mar- refused to admit that she was to dust and ashes in Son’s heart 

ried, she was his wife and her wrong in her insistence for a sepa- His mother was gone; never again 

wishes came first.” rate home. She would have been would her hand clasp his. Never
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a eessesFesFseseseF 

One bushel size for apples, tomatoes, onions and other farm products. 

| Half barrel and barrel size for cabbage, watermelon, cantaloupe 
| and muskmelon. 

One bushel seed corn crates. Butter and cheese boxes. 

| Our newly designed coop for shipping live chickens, weighs 30 pounds 
and it is the strongest on the market. 

| 
| LA CROSSE BOX COMPANY 
| LA CROSSE - - - - WISCONSIN 

again would he know and feel the The Propogation of Plums can be made in March the same as 
touch of her soft cheek against 1. Can roots of young plum piece root apple grafts. 
his. Her loving sympathy, her |_ she & a shat . 
understanding, all that he desired irees.be cut Bp ins LOEE pieces and No. 3. Any of the cultivated 
most of anything on earth, was Used in making grafts the same as plums, cither native Japanese or 
gone forever. W e, who had known the piece root apple graft, or must European, can be grafted on na- 

him and loved him saw the lines \-hole roots be used ? . . Z 
in his face harden. He grew cold 9. Coca nrsieailte anailiedivls tive stock cither cultivated or wild 

and bitter; step by step his feet » Gan plum gratts be made this hut neither the Japanese or Euro- 
were straying from the old month (March) ? pean make a lasting, substantial 
straight path. 3. Can cultivated plums be union. ‘The cion aEReKOWs the 

. c. . 5 * 5 
And then—just how I cannot grafted to wild trees and stocks? ioe 

tell you—but out of the Silence his 4. Can the Compass Cherry and . . 
mother called) to him: Your Flangen Hybrid plittis | ented No. 4. We regret that we can- 
mother still loves you, do not give aTSe SEIS SDE: BETES ‘i] = at eroele ieveed far 
up, even though you may not un- to common plum trees and roots? not tell »eu what stock is used for 
derstand, everything will be all 5 My TERE trees are coated Compass Cherry and Hansen Hy- 
a i “ ee pags . ef i % eat ; anse atte Hememaee yee es Het with ice from the recent storm: brid plums. / Prof. H. E. Hansen, 

was peace ta his heart. tle tool will this damage the fruit buds? Brookings, 5. 1., can tell you. 

up the every-day burden of life | have hardy varieties only.—L. No. 5. We feel certain that the 

cheerfully, happily. He is win- G. C. recent ice storm will not injure 
ning back his children’s affecti “ — fat ‘ at is ss is 

standing that amazes his wife. To grafted on piece roots the same as cased with ice will not suffer on 
he to them what his mother was apples, but with less success. [account of the ice. This is en- 

to lim is his a Sesine ie IS should not expect over 50 or 60 tirely aside from mechanical in- 
cong more and more and better +e rsrow. A rereliable jur work. Firm in the faith that his P¢™ cent to grow. A more reliable jury. 

mother is still near him, and that W@y and one practised by many a 
all he is or ever will be he owes to Nurserymen is to raise seedlings 
her, and when one year old cut off the Some very fine specimens of 

go top close to the ground and splice- aconite have been grown in some 

. graft the crown. a bout Lake Min- 
MAY we be on time, don’t be 7 —- “ al the gardens epole ke 

discouraged. No. 2. Piece root grafts of plum netonka this year.
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BRING 

—————$—<— 

TO YOU 

Our products are reliable and prices are reasonable. 

Our specialists are at your service. 

Enquire for information and prices now. 

770-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

Shall We Plant Grapes? less than we in Wisconsin can 

Inquiries concerning grapes afford to grow them. Minnesota Fruit 

continue; whether grapes will This situation has changed ° i : s situe a angec 8 

prove profitable; the necessity of somewhat of late and there is a Breedin Farm 
winter protection, etc. Inthe past fair demand for table grapes at Originations 
grape culture has not been profit- hetter prices than formerly. It 
: : i : 5 ae fs as 4 Latham Red Raspberr: 
able except in the case of small js likely this demand may hold and e Mig No. pb y 
vineyards supplying local trade. that the cultivation of grapes on Nokomis Strawberry (new) 
What the future may hold forth is 4 limited scale may prove profit- (Minn. No. 849) 

doubtful. We have nothing but able Minnehaha Strawberry 
: ° . Minn. No. 935) 

contempt for the horticulturist { . 
; : een ameltist . S Duluth Evb. Strawberries 

who contemplates raising grapes (Minn. No. 1017) 
with the expectation of disposing Small Dusting Machine Send for Free Price List describ- 

of the crop at high prices for the “Shall I buy a — dust- ing these and other Utility Plants. 

making of wine. Many of those ing machine, crank type, hand The Daniels N 
who write asking for information operated, for a small apple or- e€ Daniels Nursery 

scarcely conceal this intention. chard, 15 to 20 trees, none of Long Lake, Box 130 = Minn. 

Further, we predict for them fail- which sare ‘over 12 feet in 
: 58 ne height ? 

ure if this is their intention. _ , . .. 

In the southern and southeast Phe application of insecticides Raspberry Anthracnose 

ern counties the early maturing and fungicides in dust form by (Continued from page 119.) | s art) ‘ g§ ‘i fs : 
varieties, Moore’s Early, Concord, ™€#"S of blowers is yet in the © spray: (1) lime-sulphur, one gal- 

and Niagara, if given winter pro- perimental stage. Many large jon to ten gallons of water, ap- 

tection may be expected to bear STOWETS who have thoroughly plied when the first two or three 

about five years out of six, the tested the dust use it m part, rely- eaves have opened on the rasp- 

sixth year a total loss from spring !"8 0? liquid applications for the berry plants in the early spring; 

frosts. important sprays. (2) lime-sulphur, one gallon to 

Usually the big grape producing For an orchard of this size a forty gallons of water, applied 

areas of Michigan and Western hand operated (liquid) sprayer about one week prior to blossom- 

New York flood Wisconsin mar- would be more satisfactory than ing. It has also been found ad- 

kets with grapes which sell for the duster. vantageous to add gelatin to the
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spray as a sticker, one-half pound 

of gelatin being put into solution 
The with a small amount of heating Strawberry 

and added to each one hundred 

Jewell Nursery gallons of the spray.” Plants for Sale 

Company “Young plants should be re- 

moved from the vicinity of the old 

lants in the spring before the jo Ste Comers of Senator Duns * * plants s g be = lap and Warfield exclusively and 
Lake City, Minn. new shoots are six inches high, through many years of careful se- 

since the disease lives over winter lection we have a superior strain. 
Established 1868 on the old canes and begins to We also have Everbearing Straw- 

spread to the new shoots at this berries, Raspberries and all other 
. time.” bush fruits, shrubs and trees. 

Fifty-three years . ; We have but one quality,—the 

continuous service Kill the Cankerworms With Lead best, and can supply any quantity. 

The spring and fall canker- 
. Catalogue on request. 

worms may readily be controlled 

A Complete Stock of win an arsenate H a eitoon at R ‘ 

, ie rate of one and a half to two 
Fruit, Shelter and asmussen S 

. pounds of the powder to each fifty F . 
Ornamental Stock in gallons of spray. In orchards ruit Farm 

Hardy Varieties for where a regular spray program is OSHKOSH, WIS. 

Northern Planters. being carried out the usual pink 

bud spray used against apple scab 

and such insects as the plum cur- 

The Secret of Growing cio. ec contend of one an as 

° fourth gallons of commercial lime- 

Good Dahlias sulphur to fifty gallons of water, . 
Split clumps to one or two sprouts plus one and a fourth pounds of Quality and a 

on a division. waved A KeanAtS = “a lant away drom ‘bulidine orvshade, PON dered arsenate of lead, will be 

Water thoroughly—once a week at found sufficient. It will soon be S are Deal 
night. ime for is trez > The 5 q Rake gtoiind wext ioraiag. Keep time for this treatment. The most u 

this up until plants shade the ground. effective work can be done by ap 
The whole story is to kee lants a oS SERS BREE. RGIS 

growing without a check. a ply es spray early, w hen ne ARE WHAT WE 
Fitchett Dahlia Gardens caterpl ars are young anc Wi 

735 Milton Ave. Janesville, Wis. thus succumb to a smaller dose of OFFER Y ou 

PY S—-We sell good Dantas. guaran: the poison. Some protection may 0 43 ‘ay as 
teed to grow. Priced from $2.50 per 3 he ur new 48-page catalog 
dozen | up—postpaid. ail be de: be secured against the spring pages in colors) gives you an 

for any amount you wish. — cankerworm at this time by band- honest description of FRUITS, 
eee : = VINES, ORNAMENTALS, PER. 

ing the trees with tanglefoot, but ENNIALS, etc., for this climate. 

es BR “ the madanity at the egg when If you are in doubt as to what 

sya eS GeO ET ESE oft the fall cankerworm will sti is best to plant we will be glad 
AE a SF . Sis 
SSRN ETH hatch, the importance of thorough touadvise-with:you, 
FAWKEYE SHIPPING BASKE 7 i 5 

fee’ CIRCULAR & PRICES Wl atl spraying should not be over- We do landscape work. 
‘BURT Teo looked EpNcron'aAsKER ooked. 
MU. Bbrstincsron10y A The cankerworms are the larvae The Coe, Converse 
ph, Au ee . 

nmr of two nearly related species of Edwards Co. 
K\\ } aaah a 

ce moths, very similar, both in ap- Fort Atkinson, Wis 

AT pearance and habits. An enormous 

ASK’ FOR BOOKEETIW amount of injury has resulted
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from these pests in various sec- 

tions of the southern part of Wis 
THE JEWELL NURSERIES consin during the past few sea- 

Lake City, Minnesota sons. Many of the orchards have 

now been defoliated two years in 
1868 1922 succession and another year may 

result in the death of some of the 

apple trees as the apple is not able 

to put out two sets of leaves each 

year indefinitely. The worms o1 

larvae of these moths are from 
ii three-fourths to one inch in 

cad length, dark green and sometimes 
F aie distinctly striped. At first they 
A, i i eat holes in the leaves, but later 

” ‘ the entire leaf is destroyed, except 
a the main veins. 

- Spring cankerworms—In case 
a eo of the spring cankerworms, the 

csi larva when full grown enters the 

ground, transforms to a pupa, the 

Z resting stage in its life cycle, and 

’ remains here until spring. The 

adults make their appearance the 

following spring, several weeks 

% before the apple is due to blossom. 

% The female which is wingless 

: crawls up the trunk of the tree. 

J]. M. UNDERWOOD and lays her eggs. A single fe- 

. male may lay over 400 eggs, which 

Founder and President of she tucks away in small irregular 

pits or clusters in the crevices un- 
THE JEWELL NURSERY COMPANY der bark scales and moss on the 

trunk and larger limbs of the tree. 

These hatch in April or May. 

Fall cankerworms—In case of 

- - 54th - YEAR - OF - SERVICE - - the fall cankerworms, the full 

grown larva enters the ground and 
OO - _ transforms to a pupa, but the 

adult emerges in the same fall, in 

Complete Stock of Fruit and Ornamental Trees, stead of in the following spring as 

Shrubs, Vines and Plants. Hardy varieties suited does the other form mentioned. 
The wingless female at once 

to northern culture. climbs the trunk of the tree and 

lays her eggs, the eggs in this 
—————— _ - case being laid in exposed posi- 

SEND FOR CATALOG AND PRICES tions on the bark, mostly on the 

twigs, in flattened masses of from 

| 100 to 400 and set close t-gether
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Each Year 

Become more firmly intrenched in the minds of the growers as a standard of quality 
and efficiency by which all other machines are to be judged. 

Special features and extra strength, insuring long life and economy in operation. 

A sprayer for every purpose—orchards, crops, shade trees—whitewashing—disinfect- 
ing and all others. 

este th 
|e ea ae ‘ Send for our catalog and get com- ELS el ‘ena ee NN \) Explain your needs to us 

pleteinformation on the many fea- a. NRCS a ‘ll hel 
tures found only on Bean Sprayers Rie AY Be ass: ab and we wil help you. 

ey wee VAY fee v U® 

LANSING, MICHIGAN 

on end in quite regular rows. tween fruit growers and beekeep- 

These hatch in April or May also. ers. The honey bee is one of the 

The use of mechanical barriers gteatest assets to cross pollination 

or sticky bands to entrap these Of Plants of all kinds and it is a The Haw ks 
wingles ; females as they attempt well: known fact. that:bees are'very stess Ttemales as yé important in the production of 
to ascend the tree to lay their eggs clover seed. Without insects to Nursery 
is especially recommended on carry pollen from one plant to an- 
very large, rough barked elms or other most of our fruit would soon Company 

other trees that it would be diffi- be reanced im quality and ile and 
. . . . -dey possibly even become sterile. It . .. 
tte ae ae at eit therefore is very essential that the are in @ position to fur- 

ha Ber Te Tall CAMKCEWOFN TE WII" fruit grower have a thorough un- nish high grade Nursery 
€ necessary to have the bands in derstanding of the development of Stock of all kinds and 
place and in good condition dur- insects and the proper method of varieties suitable to Wis- 
ing the fall, while for the spring spraying. In fact, not only is it ‘ d oth h 
lorm they must be in place at unnecessary to spray trees while consin an other north- 
least six weeks before the blos- in bloom but in reality much of ern districts. 

soms appear. The tanglefoot the spray is wasted and not near Will be glad to figure on 
may be applied directly to the as much benefit is derived as when your wants either in 
bark of the trees, making a band {fees are sprayed just after the l ll titi 

: “ge 2 blooming period. Fruit growers arge or smal! quantities 
two inches wide by one-quarter Who are spraying their trees dur- 
inch thick. ing the blooming period are not ——s 
a only causing serious losses to 

Spraying Fruit Trees While in neighboring beekeepers but they Wauwatosa ... Wis. 
Bloom are also indirectly causing losses 

More co-operation is needed be- to themselves.
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BERRY BOXES .-...... 
Crates, Bushel Boxes and Climax Baskets hee Py 

As You Like Them rot oz fas 

We manufacture the Ewald Patent Folding Berry Boxes of wood 
veneer that give satisfaction. Berry box and crate material in the K. D. 

in car load lots our specialty. We constantly carry in stock 16-quart 
crates all made up ready for use, either for strawberries or blueberries. 
No order too small or too large for us to handle. We can ship the 
folding boxes and crates in K. D. from Milwaukee. Promptness is es- 

sential in handling fruit, and we aim to do our part well. A large dis- 
count for early orders. A postal brings our price list. 

Cumberland Fruit Package Company 
Dept. D. CUMBERLAND, WIS. 

Milwaukee Dealer, O. G. BRYANT, 273 Broadway 

MADISON WISCONSIN EARLY KING The OVERHEAD WAY 

——— $2.00 per hundred rooteid paviWeatih 
‘ool old man‘‘Dry Weather’’ 

Nursery Stock of LATHAM (No. 4) Gaia year andP at Drought 
Quality $3.00 per hundred to Rout.” 

G. H. TOWNSEND 
for Particular Buyers . 7 Heretofore you have always 

Richland Center - Wis. ‘ 
Have all the standard varieties hoped for rain. Why not 
as well as the newer sorts. Can BUY it this year? 
supply you with everything in 

Fruit T , Small Frults, . . Drop us a line with a rough 
Vines at ornatnentals, Wace aaa Should sketch of your plot enclosed 

se Wisconsin 1rees and our catalogue and prices 
Let us suggest what to plant Our 1922 Price List is ready. will be sent. 
both in Orchard and in the dec- Get it. “Fruits, Trees 
oration of your grounds. and Flowers. 

Prices snd our new Catalog sent SPECIAL OFFERS . 

fo at eee EL | Be pealee, steee Pe seca Rock River 
. 1 dozen Phlox and 1 . ° 

Nurseries at Gozen Tris ...eeee eee 1 8250 Irrigation Co. 
. Sixty-eighth Year ‘ 

Waterloo, Wis. KELLOGG’S NURSERY Rockford, Illinois 
Box 77 JANESVILLE, WIS.
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The State Fair for 1922 try. Why not every one send in ye Mary G. Alley......... 10.00 i 5 Have you made your plans for @ dollar? Also count the number Bruce Anderson, orn oH 
an exhibit? If not, write at once Of your colonies and send in two Will M. Kellogg............ 1.50 
to Mr. Dittmer for space. cents for each one toward a state W. E. Woodruff............ 1.00 

aT < ee and national advertising cam- W. P. Southworth.......... 1.00 THE 1922 CHAUTAUQUA paign. I Ir \ Receipts—Miscellaneous: 
AND CONFERENCE 2 _ oe Sale of Warning Posters.... 24.07 

_Uhe fourth annual Beexeepers The American League Meeting Feb. 1, 1921 to Jan. 31, 1922 
Field Meet to be held by the Uni- ise Kes del i Total General Fund... . $3,431.63 
versity Bee Department and the : ty-six delegates and mem Disbursenients 
State’ Association cooperating bers attended the Third Annual s | bee 
will be held at Green Bay, Wis- Meeting of the American Honey Poste hire...........8 oes 
consin during the third week in Producers League at Salt Lake — printing, Bulletins, Stationery 372.70 
August. We will look for you. City on January 30-31. Freight ..............0.00008 4.12 

A new bulletin on “Winter The report of the secretary- P.O. Box Rent............... 9.00 | 

Care of Bees in Wisconsin,” by treasurer showing the following Miscellaneous PeleErams: 3.50 
H. F. Wilson has just been issued financial statement of the League eee a 
by the Wisconsin Agriculturai was filed: Total ................ $1,395.97 
Experiment Station. i = | Receipts Balance in fund. .......$2,035.66 

~~ OO , Balance on hand Sec'y Chas. ape _ x = a 
The American Honey Producers B. Justice..................$ 48.16 Phe Executive Committee em- 

League Balance on hand from 1920... 466.9) — ployed the secretary at a salary of 
Your editor believes that every eee ae ace ereamiaa: $2,400.00 per year for 1921 which 

beekeeper in America should be- Nebraska State Beekeepers’ salary has not been paid, 
long to this organization and give Association .............. 100.00 Phere not being a quorum of 
it his active as well as moral sup- Colo, Honey Producers Assn. 325.00 the members of the League pres- . Tashi ¢ PeD- . ~ Keet " 1 1 structe port. Very few of our beekeepers eee State Beekeep £00.00 ent the president was instructed 
are acquainted with the work the Kansas State Beekeepers’ : to carry on the work of the 
League is doing, or of the greai ASSEN: cuore weeiaress a= LOO League pending a_ postal ballot 
amount of good which the League Teves Honey Producers for the election of new officers 

4 sekeening i ; ABEM. ois crcvee sess ewan 79109 whose duty it will be to select can do for the beekeeping indus- ssn ‘ Whose duty it will be to select a 
Texas State Beekeepers’ SGOT ATAT fOr 

try at large. An abstracted copy ee Penn D 59,99 Secretary for 1922. 
of the proceedings of the League Montana State Beekeepers’ Honey Grading Discussed 
meeting has been sent to our of- ASBNy gro communes gases:  “T2O0 he Gret enlioe samen) AER 
fice anil we feel that these pro- Wisconsin State Beekeep- The first eur of Seated 
meaner: en ee : . ers’ Asst........2..2..... 91.00 Cussion was on the report of the 
ceedings are of sufficient import: Iowa State Beekeepers’Assn. 100.00 Bureau of Standardization and ance to warrant their being print: New York State Beekeepers’ Grades Mr. FF. Rauschfuss ed in full. ASSN: crane 2s poem os 18.00 sharin? mii . rusted eee 

ae eee . aver he a bie Oregon State Beekeepers’ chairman, had gone to consider- 
. peekeeping can eal ha be q big ASSN. oo. .eeeeeeeeeeeeees 100.00 able expense and labor in collect- 
kit a ae ae ae a ave S ti © Illinois State Beekeepers’ ing from various parts of the 
SING OF a. natlong organizallon ASSN. vos eeeee esses esses 100.00 Country, full sets of grades as used 
and that organization is now Ww ith Receipts from Allied Trades: in the different vistriets, Mare 
us, if we will only help build it up G. B. Lewis Co............. 200.00 Kg hirty of dl tee eee show 
by giving our financial support A. I. Root Co......+-...+.-. 200.09 than thirty of these were shown 

- If Wer péekeener inthe Unie: Dadant & Sons............. 200.09 and their great variation proved 
every Pe Leahy Mfg. Co.............. 60.00 the need for a universally recog- 

ed Stated would give two cents Falconer Mfg: Co......+--+-- 80.00 sized standard erader Papers 
per colony for centralizing our ad- Illinois Glass Co............ 25.00 eetanins bee eieaton es : areal Go 25.09 bearing on this subject were pre- vertising campaigns and other National Can Co............ 25. : : 

h ¢ th kw ould, at W. W. Boyer & Co..........  25.00° sented by Arthur C. Miller and 
phases 01 le WOrk, we would; ¢ Hamilton & Menderson..... 25.00 Dr, I. F. Phillips. 
a very little cost, be able to make Virginia Can Co............ 25.00 A é EE WAS) ASKEH for 
honey a staple household product A. G. Woodman Co.......... 10.00 “\ committee was asked for to 
within a few years. Read over Marshfield Mfg. Co......... 10.0) examine the various samples pre- 
the report and see what has been Receipts from Individuals: sented and to select from them a 

done during the past year. i: ¥ omit Thee eee e eee ees Bad set that would most nearly har- 
Wisconsin has 8000 beekeep- TE. Weisner... 1090 «6 MOnize the difference of various 

ers; 105 of them belong to the Wm. Glatter........-.-.--. 10,00 parts of the country. ‘I his com- 
League and are helping the indus- L. D. Leonard...........--. 10.00 mittee was composed of F. W.
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Wisconsin Beekeeping The committee made a strong all the time to prepare and present 
H. F. WILSON, Faitor recommendation that a new book data to ratemaking bodies. The 

~Ohicem of The Wisconsin State Heckeepers > OF the legal rights of beekeepers incoming president is instructed 
President Atapelatlon. awe oF Stan be prepared and printed by the to appoint such a committee. 
Vice Precitong..., weeili =e herete. ee he cost of compiling Research Work in Beekeeping 

ice President.................Conrad Kruse check . st ratbasiie and checking the various court de- as , 7 
reaper sii ae Hg eeiees as aye W. Aeppler — CISIONS affecting beekeeping was pan Bureau of eo a 

e : : C a a 
Secretary. oss a «Mitta FL Hildreth estimated at $100.00, and a fund De ty “Merrill ain ine Wil. 

Madison ma Seles Gat . J. He and H. F. : 
Annual Membership Fee, $1.00 ” a8 paces sae for i vale son, presented a full report of ac- 

Hemi to: My Be Htideethy Sey, Madioon, Wis: Tae ONATTIONS DEME MACE As 10" tivities to date. The change in the 

CO ~ Colorado Honey Producers Assn..$10.00 needs of beekeeping owing to 
Redfield, Thos. Changry, A. G. Kansas State Beekeepers Assn... 10.00 problems growing out of the war’s 
Anderson, C. H. Wiley and i Utah Beekeepers Assn........... 10.00 aftermath were pointed out and 
Skevbo: Anauxiliaey.oradvis Texas Honey Producers Assn.... 10.00 emphasized. Investigations were 

Tt tee toe eay CL ACNISOTY A. I. Root Co., (BY H. H. Root). 20.00 ade of the various national insti- committee composed of H. H. Dadant & Sons (By C. P. Dadant) 20.00 o oo a nanee 
Root, E. T. Atwater and E. GA. G. Anderson, Cedar City, Utah 10.00 tutions and state experiment sta- 
LeStourgeon was requested to act JF. Diemer, Liberty, Mo........ 5.00 tions and a report made on their 

with them. After a lengthy dis- R. A. Anderson, Rexburg, Idaho.. 2.00 findings and activities. The com- 
cussion it was decided to withhold It was decided to get out the mittee made a number of definite 
any final action until the next book in an an edition of five thou-  and_ specific recommendations to 
meeting of the League and Mr, Sand copies to be sold by the the League and particularly called 
Rauschfuss was instructed to con. League at 50 cents per copy so attention to the great value of the 
tinue his investigation of the sub- that every beekeeper may have a future of beekeeping in the estab- 
ject ready reference book in case of lishment of the C. C. Miller Me- 

| legal difficulty. The cost of publi- | morial Library. 
Bureau of Education Report ‘ : i : ‘i 

The Bureau of Educ si n, Dr aaranl is Bee Ee ee ior Needed Legislation rea f education, - popular subscription. Beekeepers “ 
J. H. Merrill, chairman, filed a full are asked to mail donations to the he report of the Bureau of 
report showing the activities of League for this purpose. No more Legislation was presented by C. 

state agricultural colleges and valuable work than this can pos- P- Campbell, chairman, and J. C. 
making recommendations for the sibly be done at this time. Henager. The first eport cov- 
furthering of the work. From Nebitéation and Disputes ered the matter of tariff on honey. 

data presented it was learned that a m . The committee was able to pre- 
there are only fifteen agricultural Phe Bureau of Arbitration, H. sent the claims of beekeepers to 

colleges in the United States in B. Parks, chairman, filed a report Mr. Fordney in such a way as to 
which beekeeping is not taught. showing that this committee han- secure the recommendation of a 
Seventeen states have extension dled some 150 cases of disputes three cents per pound tariff on 

workers in beekeeping and nine between beekeepers, nearly all of honey. This is a part of the bill 

experiment stations report experi- which were settled to the satisfac-_ now before Congress and has been 
ments were being conducted in tion of all concerned and an enor- favorably reported by the finance 
beekeeping subjects. mous amount of legal conflict was — committee. The Senate commit- 

Legal Aid for Beekeepers obviated. It was expressed by tee has reported their bill increas- 
Mr. O. L. Hershiser, of the Le those present that if the League ing this duty to four cents per 

val ie i B ee « fled © ° a “had accomplished nothing else the pound, The free conference com- 

e te 1S an i OO & NEED f the work done in this one department mittee will compromise these dif- 
ae Ree ed Seen] attctiote would well pay the effort that has — ferences. 

had been made to pass city or nl been put forth in the League This committee has also been 
. _ oo 2 ~ movement. ~onsideri sders ati f lage ordinances against beekeep- / considering federal regulation oi 

ers and were frustrated. It was The Transportation Problem the interstate shipment of bees 

through the agency of this com- The need for a special commit- aie used beekeeping appriances 

mittee that the notice or warning tee on Transportation was em- I ie ae 9 vilter be M a a 

posters were printed by the  phasized by the members present. re ‘a ject, written by i Tia 35% ne 

League and sold to members of Many examples of excessive and racker, for as ee to the 

the League to display in their api- unequal freight rates on honey Meeting Tor consi¢ eration. 
aries. Ten cases were recounted were cited. It was determined to Dr. E. F. Phillips presented « 
in which legal assistance and ad- have the League establish a Bu- paper on this subject pointing out 

cs = E this subject pointing 
vice was given to members of the resu of Transportation and have the esential differences in the two 8 i : : 
League. someone working on this matter types of prevalent brood diseases
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and making suggestions to the Financial Condition Advertising Fund: —}eekeepers organization, the local 
committee. He also discussed Isle oasn te nese. voce eee eee cess. $229.45 association is asked to collect a 
of Wight disease and the danger Unpaid pledge Foster Honey & tax of at least two cents per col- 
of its introduction into this coun- & Mere. Co.................. 50.00 ony. In order to co-operate with 

try through the importation of Unpaid pledge Elyria Enamelled the national advertising move- 

queens. Dr. Phillips was requested Ua clei &: H Wiley...) aoe ment they are requested to expend 
to appoint a committee of three Unpaid pledge Georgia State half of this fund in the advertising 
entomologists, who are also bee- Beekeepers Asn. ............ 100.00 of honey within their own state 

keepers, to act in conjunction with Unpaid pledge Michigan State , and to send the other half into the 
a similar committee appointed by Ui ones Vik Slate Bes 7.28 general advertising fund of the 
the American Association of Eco- keepers Assn. ...........-... 200.00 League. 
nomic Entomologists to further —— Third: A label or seal is to be 

study this matter and to take Total Assets............-$886.73 adopted by the League and honey 
whatever action they deem neces Liabilities: bottlers, and merchants who are 

sary in the name of the League. Due Proctor & Collier Co.......$628.77 Contributors to the fund may use 
Advertising Honey Nationally The report of the committee — this seal, at a very small cost, in 

as . . Pe showed the enormous number of | order to identify themselves with 
C Le eh Se anae re ee direct inquiries received from per- the League. The right to use 

ae Bs » chairman, mace a Te ons desirous of finding uses for these seals, even at a action: 
port on the national advertising cas and the wide distribution cost vill posi a oS ee 
campaign and the distribution ot of the recipe books directly into increasing income for the national 
the honey recipe booklets. The the hands of housewives. | won- advertising fund. 
financial statement of this com- derful amount of extra advertising The Committee on Advertising 

MICEEE Wd 2S follows: was given through notices of the Seals did not make a formal report 
Receipts: from Organizations: League movement that continue owing to the absence of the chair- 

Michigan State Beekeepers. 192.72 to appear in trade and advertising = man, Mr. C. W. Aeppler, but a 
Wisconsin State Beekeepers journals. On so small an invest- dozen or so drawings of proposed 
ASSN, .......000eeee0-+++++ 100.00 iment it is astonishing what a pro- seals were presented. Dr. A. F. 

Texas Honey Producers 350.9)  lound impression was created on Bonney and Edward Hassinger, 

iin State’ Heckae pare Assn. 300.00 the honey market. Jr., made some suggestions and 
Receipts from Allied Trades: The meeting went on record as presented a set, of carefully exe- 

A. I. Root Co............-+. 1,000.00 endorsing the work done and cuted labels. The president was 

F. W. Muth Co............. 500.00 urged that it be continued and ex- authorized to obtain the report of 
e x We. Weber. verre senses ee tended. To this end plans were this committee and to select a 
Dadant & Sons............. 300.00 made for financing the work in — seal. 

Falconer Mfg. Co........... 200.00 future and the same committee Plant Honey Producing Trees 

Boae ads Gites Wea {00.00 will be asked to continue the ous _ The Committee on Tree Plant- 
W. W. Boyer & Co.......... 100.00 ™MInIStration of the fund and the ing, H. L. McMurry, chairman, 
Leahy Mfg. Co............. 100.00 placing of the advertising. “This reported some progress in their 

Miller Box Co...........-.. 100.00 fund is to be kept separate from effort to have nectar-bearing trees 
U.S. Can Co.........+.+5- 50.00 the general expense fund of the planted along highways. Favor- 

Receipts from Individuals: er League and money contributed to ante action has been “secured by 

I . wilder, SET 50:00 it shall be used for no other pur- correspondence with other organ- 
S. F. Lawrence............ 10.00 pose. ized groups in various states who 

BPS E MON Mi a scasee vr we art Plans for Raising Money are interested in highway beauti- 

Ge epee eee Mae 5.00 First: An appeal is to be made fication and tree planting. An ap- 

John Kieser es. ii as sas oe sere 36 to supply manufacturers, dealers, peal was made for volunteers in 
Receipts from sale of booklets 31.00 honey bottlers and the manufac- this work from every state. A 

$4,604.08 turers of containers to renew the local committee is needed every- 

Disbursements: , pledges of last year and to make where to co-operate with the na- 

Paid Proctor & Collier Co.. $4,166.77 new pledges and contributions to tional committee. Suggestions as 

Freight on booklets........ 25.85 this fund. to the variety of trees suitable for 
gapressaee on fay matter. ee Second: Beekeepers everywhere planting in the different states are 

Magazines distributed...... 5.00 are to be solicited to send ina tax so requested by Chairman Mc- 
Postage on booklets........ 147.47 of at least one cent per colony for Murry. 

$4,374.63 this fund. Every beekeeper in Poison Sprays Injure Bees 
“America will be expected to con The practice of spraying road- 

Balance cash on hand..$ 229.45 tribute. In states having a state sides and vacant lots with arsen-
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ical and other poisons to kill “standard” and more than three League was shown, After recom- 
weeds was taken up by this com- dozen kinds of frames. It was mending to the Executive Com- 
mittee and an effort will be made pointed out that beekeepers gen- mittee that St. Louis be chosen 
to have such sprays carry in fu- erally have to pay more for the for the 1923 meeting of the 
ture some repellant that will keep hives they use because the manu- League, the Third Annual Ses- 
bees from taking up the poison. facturers are put to the necessity sion adjourned sine die. 
This subject was also referred to of having to make all these differ- —_ 
the Bureau of Legislation for at- ent sizes and kinds. In tin honey One Way of Saving 
tention and investigation. containers, the same is true. The Brother beekeepers, do you re- 

Dates of Beekeepers Meetings recommendation was made that alize what you are losing by 1 t 

on . = “ only three to five tin containers buying your supplies through 
_ The Committee on Meeting should be used and then the fac- your association? Every bee- 

Sehelg Stags ches ol make Tower prices on Keeper ne state of Wisco 
to date and presented schedules of oan ae att are elas. ane cee ean; inake: &: Saving’ of from 15 fo. 
state meetings for the period from for fs ee sre pte tose ha i been 25 per cent on bee supplies if he 
July 1922 to February 1923. Many or d Sal deh ee eo vill be so desires. In other words, if you 

states have rendered aid and sup- ae Mc : he | ss eee eh a nest don’t buy through your local or 
: : . P- expected of the League at the next — state association you are losing $2 

port in this movement. After these meeting. The committee was or- every time you buy $10 worth of 

schedules become established it dered to continue its work and to hee supplies. If you don’t believe 
will make it possible for many jake concrete recommendations it, write to the secretaries of the 
outside speakers and visitors to ag soon as possible. Fond 4d Lac and “Mil vauk © 
attend meetings at less expense, # leat oe ke ee ane Me aukee 
thus increasing the attendance as mendment to Constitution County Associations. | They aun 
and interest at state meetings. To The meeting went on record as tell you how they saved over $25 
show the amount of work done Peing in favor of amending the on buying $1200 worth of bee sup- 
by this committee it is interesting ComSUtution of the League so as plies. The saving in one order 
to know that 910 letters and cir- tv permit small state and regional will more than pay your dues for 

culars were mailed to the officers #SSeciations having fewer than a year. 

of our different state associations. 100 members to affiliate with the Every beekeeper in Wisconsin 
liiteratate Cooperation League upon pay meni, of $1.00 should bea member ofa local and 

. . per member, The president was the State Association. W hy? For 
The Committee on Inter-society ordered to take a mail ballot on several reasons! First, for the 

Co-operation, L. D. Leonard, the following amendment: good of the industry. Second, be- 

chairman, has been working along That the words, “Provided, that cause of the strength which a 
the line of co-operating with other the minimum fee for membership large membership gives to any 
agricultural, entomological, and from any organization shall be Association which is fighting for 
farm organizations. In the ab- 100,00” be stricken from Section the welfare of those who depend 
sence of Dr. Leonard, no formal 2 of Article II of the Constitution upon the industry which it sup- 
report was made but the commit- Gf the American Honey Producers ports. If none of these have an 
tee was urged to continue wher- League. appeal to the members of the bee- 

ever possible to assist other allied ‘The president having served for keeping industry, then try them 

bodies and to especially co-operate, years asked that he be re- from the financial standpoint. The 
with the Society of Economic pte lieved and that a successor be se- Saving on one order when the 
tomologists and such organiza- jected, ‘The term of office of B. members of an association send in 
tions as the Farm Bureau Federa- F. Kindig, vice-president and F. together will more than pay the 

tion and the State and National B. Paddock, of the Executive annual dues to both associations. 

Horticultural Societies. Committee having expired a ballot Each local association should 
Types of Hives and Containers was ordered taken by mail among acquaint its members with these 

The work of the Bureau of the League membership to choose facts and put on a drive to in- 
Standardization of Equipment, C. these three officers. Both these crease the membership in both the 

B. Baxter, chairman, was so broad ballots have been mailed and the local and the state organizations. 
that only a very little actual prog- result will be announced as soon Buy co-operatively and sell co- 
ress could be reported, but a great as received and tabulated. operatively. 

deal has been done to clear the A banquet was held at the Hotel ———— 
way for future action. Mr. F. Utah at 8 p. m. on January 31st. Everybody loves the “go-get 
Rauschfuss reported that a dozen Many inspiring and optimistic ter.” Go get a member Vou 
styles and types of hives are found speeches were made and much help yourself as well as the other 
by the committee to be in use as enthusiasm for the future of the fellow
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Hardiness in Small Fruits resistance to cold. Theoretically, doubt, to the fact that sand is less 
J. F. Bartierr, Minnesota then, it is advisable to select for retentive of moisture, thereby 

(Read at Annual Convention.) planting those kinds and varieties subjecting the plants to injury 

ve teray ‘hardiness in: ‘forticul: which attain the highest state of from drouth as well as cold. On 

ture seems to possess quite a wide dormancy and to practice those the other hand, over-rich soils 

range of meaning. Prof. N. E. cultural methods which will cause have a tendency to prolong 
. ; the plant to remain in this condi- growth and retard maturity of 

Beart eg ee eee ot ihe tion during the greatest possible the wood. . 

best authorities on the subject, portion of the danger period. It is my belief that lack of suffi- 

says that, “By the term hardiness _ In actual practice, the first step cient moisture is second only to 
is: understood ‘the capacity tore 1 the solution of the problem of cold as a cause of winter injury 

sist against any special condition hardiness is the selection of those to many of our small fruits, espe- 

of environment. So in speaking kinds and varieties of plants cially strawberries. I am con- 

of hardiness of a plant it may which, by actual test, are known vinced that much of the blame 

mean hardiness as to cold, heat, ' Possess the greatest degree of which we have been in the habit 

drouth, fungus or insect trouble.” natural hardiness. Experience — of attributing to cold rightfully 
Mr. Max Pfaender, Superinten- has taught us that there are really belongs to drouth. ‘The results 

dent of the Great Plains ‘Trial ‘¢Ty few varieties of our most in either case are similar. It may 
Station, defines hardiness as “the commonly planted fruits which be that in many cases drouth in- 
ability of a plant to withstand the @Te absolutely hardy in’ these jury serves only as a contributory 

winter without injury to any of northern states, that is, varieties factor to injury from cold as it 
its parts.” The former definition which are capable of enduring any has long been a recognized fact 

implies a perfection in plant life, extremes of hardship to which that plants will endure greater 
desirable, but hardly attainable, they may be subjected. There- extremes of cold where conditions 

yet establishing a goal for propo fore we have found it necessary of moisture in the soil and air are 
gators to work toward. The latter t© adopt certain cultural methods favorable than where they are 

probably comes nearer the aver- having for their object the modifi- otherwise. It is equally true that 
age fruit grower’s conception of cation of climatic conditions or plants frequently suffer severely 

what really constitutes hardiness. the protection of the plants from from lack of moisture even though 
Scientists tell us that winter the effects of those conditions. temperatures are unusually mild 

injury is due to the destruction Taving secured the hardiest as during the winter of 1920-1921. 

of the cell structure in the tissue possible stock available for plant- While evaporation is reduced toa 
of the plant. They do not, how- "8: the next consideration is minimum during the period of 

ever, pretend to know what in- choice of a suitable location. The dormancy it must be remembered 

herent quality certain species and advantage of natural shelter such that there is still a considerable 

varieties possess which enables @S @ timber belt or hill or an arti- amount of evaporation going on 
them to survive extremes of tem- ficial windbreak should not be even in winter especially in areas 

perature without injury while overlooked. Large bodies _of where strong winds prevail. It is 

other species or varieties may water usually have a modifying true that, at that time, the plant 
succumb. They do know. that effect upon extremes of tempera- is reduced to a minimum of sur- 
during the growing period there ture, as in your Lake Superior face Exposure, It is also true 

is constant cell activity taking district. that it is then that it is least able 

place within the structure of the Another factor worthy of con- t0 replenish its meager supply of 

plant which, in woody plants, sideration is that of soil. Recent moisture because of its inactive 

eradually diminishes as the wood experiments tend to prove that condition and the frozen ground. 

Tipens and finally ceases alto- with the brambles, that is, rasp- In commercial plantings the sup- 

gether as the plant becomes en- berries, blackberries and dewber- ply of moisture is largely beyond 

tirely dormant. It is during this ries a greater amount of winter our control except where irriga- 

period of complete dormancy that injury occurs on light, sandy land tion is practiced. It would be well 

the plant is capable of greatest than on heavier, clay soil, due, no to add that there is also some
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danger from an over-supply of ditions. “There have consequently peratures of an average winter 

moisture during the fall months been developed many different without killing to the ground. The 
which, like over-rich soil tends to varieties adapted to their respec- only sufficient protection seems to 
retard early ripening of the wood, tive environments, possessing dif- be an earth covering which is ex- 

Closely related to the question ferent degrees of hardiness. It is pensive not only in time required 

of moisture and soil is that of cul- therefore essential that in pur- for the operation of covering and 

tivation which, in a limited meas- chasing plants the hardiest varie- uncovering but in loss of crop 
ure, produces the same results; ties obtainable be secured; con- due to breakage of canes. Inci- 
that is, it tends to make both sistent, of course, with other re- dentally | have known this prac- 

moisture and plant food available quirements such as productive- tice to lead to the destruction of 

to the plant thus encouraging a ness and quality of the fruit. In many productive fields of black- 

late growth if continued too long. @ Series of experimental tests con- berries. In bending down the 

It is worth while to the fruit Gucted recently by Professor Dor- canes many of them, while not 

grower to be able to recognize S¢Y and Mr. Haralson some inter- broken completely off, are cracked 

winter injury when it has oc- esting results were obtained indi- or otherwise injured in such a 

curred. One of the surest symp- cating a wide variation in the de- way that the sap in flowing 

tome is a morevor Tess tioticeable, Btees of hardiness among differ- through the canes finds its way 

discoloration of the interioe of the ‘ent well known varieties. It was through these fissures forming a 

plant. Whether the injury has found that Latham (Minnesota sweet, gummy substance attrac- 

taken place in the bud, the cane, No. 4), King, Sunbeam, Herbert, tive to insects. In this way the 
or in the case of the strawberry, Miller, Shipper’s Pride and Lou- plants become inoculated wit! 
the crown, or the root the shade den showed greater or less de- germs of crown gall or other in 

of brown, from light to dark, in- grees of hardiness in the order fectious diseases until whole fields 

dieares altmost: Gefiniely the named. None of the black or become diseased and must neces- 

amount of injury that has taken purple varieties seemed able to sarily be destroyed. 

place. ° survive without earth covering None of the tame varieties of 

So far we have considered the and on sandy soil even this Pro-  Hlack-cap raspberries is supposed 

subject of winter injury in rela- tection did not suffice. This prac- to be hardy as far north as cen- 

tion to small fruits in general. It UC of laying the canes down and tral Minnesota. There seems, 
might be well to discuss its ef- COVETMS& with earth, however, 1S however, to be at least one excep- 
fects upon some of the more com- ME which many well informed tion to this rule. For six or seven 

monly planted fruits in particular, STOWETS, favor even with the hard- years [ have had growing at Ex- 
Most ‘varieties of currants and (5b Yartettes on the theory that celsior a field of black-eaps which 

gooseberries generally planted eoiaitions which may masa the have never had any protection of 
throughout this section seen to weaker, Inmate buds Near the any kind yet they have shown 

be sufficiently hardy so that in tips of the canes may weaken the  |ittle if any more winter injury 

the case of these fruits we ‘have “TO"SeF buds further down on the than a field of Latham raspberries 

no serious problem to face. They canes which must be depended next to which they grow. Plants 
are less susceptible to injury from upon for fruit. am, an there from this field sent as far north 

low winter temperatures than is always the DOSS! muity of the oc- as Winnipeg for trial are reported 

from occasional frosts during errs of est winter when to fruit well without covering of 

eheir’ Season GE bloom: © practically nothing: can survive any kind. In quality and quantity 

The raspberry is found in its above ground. his Praptiee, of production of fruit this variety 

natural state over a wide range of “ hich aMOUINS ‘oa Sub: soil sul compares favorably with any of 
latitude from the milder portion tivation, is also: beneficial to the those less hardy. As a commer- 

of the temperate zone to the soil. / cial berry its future is promising. 

northern boundaries of civiliza- With regard to blackberries the Dewberries are not hardy above 

tion. Its cultivation extends over Problem is more difficult owing to ground although the root seems 

a correspondingly broad territory a complete lack of any tame va- to be extremely hardy. The 

with equally varied climatic con- rieties which will endure the tem- (Continued on page 135)
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THE FLORISTS PAGE ’ SS 
EDITED BY Sy ry = eel 

HURON H. SMITH, Curator of Botany i i tl Ts ee 

PUBLIC MUSEUM MILWAUKEE, WIS. eae de 

The C. C. Pollworth ‘Co. of most overcrowded with — their 

Milwaukee enormous supply business which [fq a a a 
‘Ten to one; few peuple thought ships to nearly every state in the ee m af ra 

Clem Pollworth would become Union. . hey Shh an HNMENSS aoe ; 2 ss ; - a 

one of the largest wholesalers and stock of florist s supplies—fancy 4 *: fr 
growers in the Northwest twenty- baskets, containers and the hun- e Lo 

five years ago when he started in dred and one things a retail flor ff wee ae 
a humble way; selling flowers in ist uses. Last month orders were | 7 

a little store near his present lo- 4 FX . 

cation. But Clem knew folks and : 3 ft 

he was industrious and absolutely : sid yop ong 

dependable. He still is—and in ji sae | 

any flurry among the Milwaukee ‘ oe @ & BENCH OF ERIMUEAS 

florists, his is the cool head that i a a Ba Cg é economically and energetically at 

again brings harmony, and tides tian aaenccas 4 the plant. And now that William, 

over the trouble, whatever it may ee are hs ena |) Sr. has passed middle age there is 

be. Though by no means an old Wess ¥ fee Coie eel a Bill, Jr., as he is affectionately 

man, he has a trusted line of ad- |= Bees a ance known at the plant, that they say 
vice which he shares with all his est ne ate reese 5 has more pep than his dad ever 

brother florists for the good of the Pete Sots cr had. Anyhow, a little thing like 

business. aa eh : ee of an order for 100,000 carnation 

Two decades ago he began the = cuttings don’t make Bill bat an 
a - AN END VIEW ©, CG. POLLWORTH ao : 

building of his own greenhouses GREENHOUSES eyelid. They do stunts like that 

out in the wilds of West Allis, frequently out at the plant. I’ve 
where now a thriving settlement filled in Pennsylvania, New York forgotten how many minutes it 
grows with stores, a cemetery, a State, Texas and Bermuda Islands 

mausoleum, n’everything. And and two in the Hawaiian Islands. SS SO 

his greenhouses are not a bit be- Some of the supply business is SS SS GN 

hind the march of progress. They ‘ue to their traveling representa- SSS > SSRN 
have steadily grown until he now tives who call on trade and sell SSS 
has thirty-two 250-foot houses. these lines clear to the Pacific SS SRE 

He expects to make ‘it an even Coast. CREPES oa | MET 

three dozen this coming summer. Their out-of-town wholesale > ete vs is ee I 

The establishment is easily cut flower and plant business is ey ey 4 aah 

reached by the West Allis car shipped throughout the North- Lares "¢ a ; eG 

line, at the Fairview Mausoleum west. This past year they dis- an ; 

stop and visitors are always wel- tributed several carloads of Dutch 

come, although there is no retail bulbs as well as many thousands e 

business done either at the green- Of French bulbs, mostly Paper om * 

houses or the store downtown, White Narcissus. 
The downtown establishment is Early in the game Mr. Poll- 
on the northeast corner of the City worth associated with him a good , 

Hall Square on Market and English grower, Wm. Kennedy, ae ee : 

Oneida streets, and is really al- Sr., who has kept things going A CARNATION HOUSE
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a eo Wa. 7 Holland, but you should see the 

Lar = Hees ena huge trumpets! 

Pf ay i] As we write this they are grow- 

| P et hy iny a huge lot of Rambler roses, 

; i 4 i, ‘ Hydrangeas and Lily plants for 

hin Pa i f the Easter business. heir Yel- 
. Heh, 8 aE Py low Callas are blooming in’ pro- 

} rs Hy Bet 3 fusion now. 

bette Most of this article has dealt 
Ps os ne p. with the cut flowers so far, but 
A Gs aac don’t forget that they have a large 

I i “ } ‘3 section of potted plants, too, ably 

H ng s ae a 3 ones presided over by Mr. Wm. Hogie. 
<n re «, es <a A c= Sea) What he don’t know about shay- 

gl a ‘ < i | ing production costs isnt worth 

ey A S PE. d knowing anyhow, and you'd really 

2 & think he was holding an exhibit, 

, | " when you see how neat his stock 

J always looks. ‘To name the kinds 

/ of pot stock he grows would take 

B A ee up too much of this magazine, be- 

Flower Show, Milwaukee Museum-Library Building, March 15-18. Soe May cause this is a seasonable affair. 
Wisconsin Horticulture. and he always keep pace with the 

- - ; ; : . fickle public taste, yes—and an- 
takes to walk from one corner of — to new introductions. Some of ticipated it. Althowah te is solid 

their carnation house to the other, their King Alfred and Gloire de with the usual hardy foliage 

but it isn’t in yelling distance. Sassentieim Taffadil bulks cost plants, ferns, geraniums, begonias 
Roses are another big stand-by twenty cents apiece and more in (Continued on page 139) 

at the plant, such proven stock as 

Pink and White Killarney, Mrs. | 

Hearst, Ophelia, Hoosier Beauty, Ee 

Premier, Columbia, Butterfly and bear ay = 

Mrs. Russell being grown. 

In “Mum” season you'd think Po ij 

they were growing them all for Pm, Sam ; Cre ; 

the flower show. The fellows at ' oad a. 

the plant are not “stick-in-the . ) : 

muds,” either. They are always ni | 
originating something that other yt . 

growers want. Their “Mrs. C. C. ay N!. oe 

Pollworth” proved a fine yellow J 

show type of mum. Their new ; a 

hybrids of pompoms are eagerly je uy 

sought by Milwaukee growers: oy ae ue a 

Pollworth’s bulb stock is car- Shi all 

ried and grown in great profusion. : 

Likely they are not excelled in 

the Northwest in this respect. The 

Jonquils, Daffodils and Narcissi 

are in many varieties, with an eve A Rose Bud at the Milwaukee Flower Show
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fectiveness to twenty-five differ- 

THE INSECT PAGE ent materials and compounds 

Edited by E. L. Chambers, Assistant State Entomologist tested for the control of the 
Striped Cucumber Beetle. 

The dust may be applied with 

A New Insecticide should be stirred thoroughly be- a simple shaker, made by punch- 

“Poisoned Bordeaux” fore it is diluted and then it is ing a score of holes with an eight- 

Arsenious oxide, or the ordinary used in precisely the same way as penny nail into the bottom of a 

white arsenic of commerce, is the the stock solution of copper sul- halt gallon’ tin can ‘or by ‘sneans 
base from which all arsenieal ia phate in making the ordinary Bor- of shaking it through the meshes 
seéticides such a8 Paris green, a¥- deaux mixture, that is, adding it of a course burlap sack. A duster 

senate of lead, etc., are made. It £0” equal amount of a stock Son may’ alse be itsed a 

is by far the cheapest, and also the lution of lime, made by slaking 1 The first application is made as 

most concentrated form in which 1" @ little water and then diluting soon as the young plants eepeer 
fo ‘buy ihe element sesenje. Be- so that each gallon of water con- above the ground. Two applica- 

causevstits injury to the foliage it tains one pound of lime. To make tions per week are adequate dur- 

has not heretofore been success- "P 50 gallons of this poisoned ing fair weather, but during rainy 
fatiy weed om ik Alte @ peat Bordeaux mixture ready to spray seasons it should be applied after 

deal of experimenting it was de- it is only necessary to take four each: ran. Usually: ten’ or twelve 
termined that if Bordeaux mix- gallons of each stock solution and applications per season are said 

ture containing white arsenic was after they have been diltited ti Fe Be eegued, Ohne ces aUneEES 

made in sucha way that the major Separate containers to twenty-five best: however, when the plants 

portion of the white arsenic went gallons, they should be patted are wet Wath ess oF rain. 

into combination with the .cop- inte the spray tank simultaneous- 
per, and that the ratio of copper ly. This material has the toxic News Notes 

and arsenic present were within value, per unit of arsenic, equal The San Jose scale outbreak at 

certain limits, that a Bordeaux- ' the best form of any other ar- Whitewater which the city coun- 

white-arsenic mixture could be senic, and has its usual fungicidal cil asked the State Department to 

produced which would be safe on valite. a look after Iast season was found 
foliage. The following is the The low cost is, of course, the to have reached considerable pro- 
method employed. The arsenic great advantage In: using: this portions. About four hundred 

must be superfine, that is, guar- formula. It is possible by using different properties are involved. 

anteed to pass through a screen of np fG. Sptiy’ amy acre of potatoes These are being sprayed by Han- 
250 meshes to the inch. In order with both fungicide and insecti- son and Gilbert with a Myers 

to make ten gallons of copper sul- side: at approxitately the same power sprayer, together with 
phate stock solution, fill the ves- COSC @S that required to spray with some assistance from outside. The 

sel with ten gallons of water and *” insecticide, such as Paris green work is receiving strong local 

sift into this a mixture of one @f arsenate of lead, alone: support 

pound of white arsenic and one OO pee ey 

pound of hydrated lime. Thor- A Remedy for the Cucumber The State Department of Agri- 
oughly agitate the mixture and Beetle culture and the College are co- 

suspend in this solution a sack A) material composed of one operating in a series of demonstra- 

containing ten pounds of crystal part of calcium arsenate and tion potato spraying plots in the 

copper sulphate. It is preferable twenty parts of land plaster was northern part of the state. The 

to stir occasionally while the cop- found effective in the control of object is a tryout and demonstra- 

per sulphate is dissolving. This this pest in recent tests made at tion of the control measures rec- 
solution should be made at least the Ohio Experimental Station. ommended for the potato leaf- 

twenty-four hours before it is This material acts as a poison, hopper. Most of the experimental 
used, and when made it will keep repellent and fertilizer. It was work against this insect was car- 

indefinitely. This stock solution found to be superior in its ef- ried on in the southern part of
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the state and the series of demon- Hardiness In Small Fruits Professor Dorsey noticed in some 

stration plots will be the first (Continued from page 131) observations made last spring 

work in the commercial potato plants once established are hard that runner plants exhibited a 

sections. . to eradicate owing to their per- greater degree of hardiness than 
The presidents of the Farm Bu- sistent habit. of sprouting from parent plants in the same hill. 

reaus of Minnesota, South Da- the root. They are not a popular Plants which, by a discoloration 
kota, lowa and other states ap- berry among cominercial fruit of the interior of the crown and 

peared before the senate commit- growers because of their tender- roots, indicate that they have suf- 

tee on appropriations in March ness in winter and the difficulty feretl SeTHOUS winter injury) may 
asking congress to push the bar- of handling, SUBVIVE but it is safe to predict 

berry eradication campaign more OUL: OF Soiie Seidiitie wavietics that if they produce any fruit tna 

rapidly. The situation is said to o¢ grapes with which I have had year the crap will be sintall, prob- 
he especially serious in South Da- come experience the only one pos- ably consisting of one or two light 

kota where such grain rust out- sessing hardiness to any extent in plelings. - ‘ . ; 

breaks as have occurred durmg our Jatitude is Beta. Several new Tt was for a veng time thought 
the last few years have all been seedlings of Beta will doulitless that lack of hardiness a an al- 

directly traceable to the presence prove to be equally as hardy and THOSE HNistENGunIADIC obstacle to 

of barberries in the immediate of better quality commercially. the sticcessiiil TOWLE’ OL come 
neighborhood, Senator Lenroot,  \{oore’s Early fruits for me each mercial fruits in these northern 

of Wisconsin, made the motion in-ear without protection but I latitudes. bat we hae come to 
creasing the amount used in the Would) not recommend getierai believe the what we at frst sup- 

barberry eradication work. In planting of it without earth coy- posed to ee misfortune im 
Wisconsin the problem centers cring, reality a blessing’ for Wer £ HE not 

around the eradication of escaped Serawieries differ deont dite for we HEEESSLEY of ONE MANE 

bushes in the woods, such areas fruits already mentioned in that a ‘rats adaptable " these on 

occtirring, in several localities. the the plants do not have so pro- ditions the ee oF ow 
most important being near Black nounced a period of dormaney most valuable varieties would 

Earth, Glen Haven, Marshfield s an still be missing from our lists of 
a fas ® cwslileraten as the woody stemmed fruits. ilesirable fruits. 

and Trempealeau, respectively. Grow . - cance ae 
_ srowth apparently ceases entirely 

A warning has been sent out but there is not the same appear- 

to the press stating that the can- ance of maturing and ripening of 

kerworm outbreak of a year ago is the plant structure as in the cane 

likely to be repeated this spring. fruits. It is the popular belief that Summer 

The manner in which the farm or- strawberry plants receive their é 

chards of the entire western quar- greatest injury during the winter Meeting 

ter of the state were defoliated months from damage to the roots 

last season threatens serious dam- caused by alternate freezing and 

age to the trees this year if the thawing of the soil, but I am con- gy 

cankerworms come again. Only vinced that almost if not quite as 

the orchards sprayed with arsen- much injury results from lack of . 

icals, first before the blossoms — sufficient moisture. It is not only Sturgeon Bay 

open and, second, after the petals a fact that some varieties are 

fall, will be safe from the depreda- more capable of enduring severe - 

tions of the worms. Both the fall cold than others but that the blos- ¥ 

and spring species are present, the —soms of some varieties seem bet- 

females of the fall species laying ter able to withstand frosts during August 16. 17 

eggs in large numbers last Octo- the blooming season. In this re- . 2 

ber and those of the spring species spect the everbearing varieties 1922 

being engaged in the same under. appear to have the advantage 

taking at the time this is written. over the June bearing varieties. |
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Wisconsin Horticulture who have managed the Society's lar cony ention program which 

Published Monthly by the affairs have devoted much of their will follow and the amateurs and 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society energies and spent a very large “semi-pros” will show these tree 

Omatal rei Ce the Hbstaty. part of the available funds in pro- and berry men the true road to 

FREDBRIO CRANEFIELD, Editor moting and developing commer- salvation and, if possible, save 

Secretary W. 8. H. 8., Madison, Wis. cial fruit growing. This industry their souls. An appeal for the 

as Hularef pt the postomine at, Madison. Wisconsin, has developed in twenty-five years preliminary conference by Moulton 

PEOR) Agt’ of october 8. 101, tees = from almost nothing toa big busi- —B. Goff, _chairman of the Farm 

‘Advertising rates made known on application. ness, due in no small measure to” Bureau Fruit Marketing Commit- 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society the work of this Society. tee, follows. 

qqudgelty"santa"becngtion price t®, Wisconsin In spite of our best efforts, how- OO 

fleld, Editor, Madison, Wis. ever, there has been for years An Appeal to Wisconsin Fruit 

dollar bil may” be pent aately, Hwrapped or at more or less dissatisfaction on the Growers tached to a card. Personal checks accepted. 
Postage stamps not accepted. part of the commercial men with By Moutron B. Gorr 

; OFFICERS the conduct of the Society, a Shall Wisconsin fruit growers 
x ra a eta en peanen slight murmur of discontent, now play a lone hand? This is the 

Frederlo Cranefteld, Secretary-Treasurer. Madison swelling, now falling. The question asked by the State Farm 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTER spokesmen for the commercial Bureau Marketing Committee 

President, Vice-President and Secretary. Showers have said: “The conven- after a year’s thoughtful consid- 
a me maaan LO PROgTAM does not offer eration of Wisconsin’s fruit prob- 
©. 1. Brigham... ..............,Biue Mounds enough in our line tg attract Jems, 

Wa. Fongiand ss: Mee ae Geneva rowers from a distance ; we need Now, as never before, the ques- 
Bi init eee: seeevene cn TMenooae two or three days to discuss our tions before the growing fruit in- 

Richard Marken ......-....eeee--Gays Mils problems. That was manifestly dustry in this state need attention. 

we Seeing di Honiaeie este impossible and so the feeling of Phere are many fruit growers in 
BEM RAWRTIR axon women na RANMA discontent remained until recent-  \Vjseonsin, and they are not con- 

Wm, Nelson... 0.2... e002 ee e+ + +Oshkosh ly. fined to one or two areas. All are 
AERO WHER soso evs seins seu Bttgeon Hay As the outcome of a meeting of faced by marketing questions. 
HC Chri ARP OF MANAG RS ramenea - ZTOWEFS, A Committee appointed by standards of grading, styles of 

W. A. Toole the State Farm Bureau, a prelim- packing, discriminatory rates on 

Se inary conference of commercial freight shipments, lack of market 

A New Movement of Much men, both tree fruit and berry information, utter absence of un- 

Promise growers, will be held at the time derstanding among dealers of 

The Massachusetts Horticul- and place of our summer meeting. Wisconsin’s excellence in fruit 

tural Society is exclusively a so- The purpose of this preliminary — production. These and many other 

ciety of amateurs. The Illinois conference is to arrange fora two questions of magnitude have 

Society is an example of a com-— or three-day conference to be held brought the State Fruit Market- 

mercial fruit growers’ organiza- in connection with the winter ing Committee of the Farm Bu 

tion. meeting in Madison next Decem- reau to issue a general call to Wis- 

The Wisconsin Society has ber and to arrange a program. consin fruit growers to meet with 

aimed to serve both the amateur This is an excellent plan and of- them in a statewide conference at 

and the commercial interests. In fers a happy solution of a trouble- the time and place of the summer 

the beginning it was necessarily some problem, The bigger grow- meeting of the State Horticultural 

a society of amateurs, there was ers can have two days all to them- Society (Sturgeon Bay, Aug. 16, 

no commercial industry, and at selves when they can discuss 17). 

the present time its membership power sprayers, spray guns, mar- During the interval of over a 

is comprised of about 75 per cent keting anda dozen other problems year since the Fruit Marketing 

amateurs and the balance profes- of peculiar interest to themselves. Committee was appointed, its 

sional growers. In spite of this Following that the best of their members have discussed the prob- 

preponderance of amateurs those ideas will be drafted for the regu- Jems of handling Wisconsin fruit
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with growers from all parts of to fruit growers to meet for a day A Short Sermon on the Rose 

the state. The unanimous de- this summer is made after a most A member requests complete 

cision of the committee at their serious consideration of all of the directions for growing roses. The 

meeting of March 23d was: “The factors involved. We are enthu- scribe responded as follows: 

present is the time for a better co- — siastically and whole heartedly in Dear Sir:—I cannot give you 

ordination of fruit men and fruit favor of this move to give Wis- complete directions for — rose 

interests.” consin fruit growers representa- growing in a letter but will give 

The National Committee of 21. tion through a meeting of their you a few hints. 

are asking questions of Wiscon- own, and are leaving the discus- (1) The rose bush is not an 
sin fruit growers. What do we sion of the manner and the method — ornamental plant, therefore do not 

want? What are Wisconsin’s squarely up to this summer con- put it in the front yard. 

ideas on packages, on grading, on ference. The conference will be (2) The rose demands air and 

fake and imitation fruit juices, on called on to deliberate on the fol- sunlight, therefore do not plant it 
shipping point inspection, on re- lowing questions : close to the house or near shrub- 

vision of discriminatory freight Shall a fruit growers’ society be bery. 

ratés, on more adequate market formed in Wisconsin? (3) It demands a deep, rich, 

information ? Shall it be a co-ordinated part of mellow Soil, well drained. Z 
The answers to some of these the State Horticultural Society ? (4) For best results plant in 

questions can be secured at a gen- Shall it endeavor to bring Wis- the vegetable garden where the 

eral fruit) growers’ conference, consin growers into such intimate plants can be cultivated and hoed 

where fruit) growing interests fellowship with each other, and like potatoes. 

alone are represented. The gen- with the men who are brought in (5) Buy two-year-old dormant 

eral conference to be held in con- to speak at these meetings, that plants. (Do not hother with 

nection with the State Horticul- these growers will go out to put greenhouse stock.) Set two feet 

tural Society summer meeting is across such ideas as, “Wisconsin @Part 1 Tews. 

to be just such a meeting of simon fruits for Wisconsin’s use,” “Fair (6) Cut the tops back to mere 

pure fruit growing interests, packing rules, and better pack- stubs, not ONS four inches ; Ewe 

where fruit is to be the morning, ages,” “Unified standards of spray inches is better, Trim the roots 

noon and night discussion, and the materials,” “Dishonestly packed little or not: at all. 

only subject of thought. Fruit shipments from out of the state (7) Plant a little deeper than 

growers generally have objected eliminated,” “Fake fruit juices not the plants grew in the Eset yg 

to the general Horticultural So- made from fruits abolished,” and at least so that the entire Stown 

ciety program on the score that lastly, shall we begin now to per- is covered. That is: about all for 

they have had too little of any one fect an organization that can stage this year, . , — 

subject to give the maximum of a combined convention and fruit lhe American Rose Society, 

returns for the time and expense show the coming winter to con- John C. Wister, secretary, 606 

of attendance. So far there has — sist of a program solely of, by, and Finance, Bldg., 1 hiladelphia, I ae 

been no sufficient reason for a for fruit growing interests? offers valuable information on ‘ns 

change in policy, but the magni- From now until the August oe eek "aneludes 

tude and growing importance of meeting we want every fruit ve mi 1h hk “ae sé rowing 
the fruit interests of the state de- grower in Wisconsin to plan to SPIENels, BOOS cam ~ 

mand a common meeting ground ake this gathering the epoch in 

for those engaged in this industry. \isconsin's horticultural history . 
The Farm Bureau Fruit Mar- that it deserves to be. Let us all Summer Meeting 

keting Committee consists of M. resolve to be there to speak our 

S. Kellogg, of Janesville; W. H. convictions on the important Sturgeon Bay 

Hanchett, of Sparta; N. A. Ras- questions involved, and to deter- 

mussen, of Oshkosh; Frederic mine that the day of isolation for August 16 17, 1922 

Cranefield, of Madison; and the us is past; that henceforward we : : 

writer, of Sturgeon Bay. Our call will not play a lone hand,
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Will You Organize a Local were served, interesting pro- year, including, perhaps, an oyster 

Society? grams were presented and a gen- supper, a strawberry festival, a 

Mrs. N. A. RASMUSSEN eral good time was enjoyed. Pro- corn roast, a melon feast, a box 

In the March issue of Wiscox- $'@™S were made up of local top- supper, an auto trip toa neighbor- 

SIN Horticuturr: — Secretary ics, by local men and women, and — ing eounty fair or a dance in Ras- 

Crancfield urged the organization MUSIC Was never forgotten. Lo- mussen’s garage. We believe in 

of more local societies. Many of cal problems were discussed and combining pleasure with —busi- 

our readers no doubt read every those who were having troubles _ ness, interesting the young people 

word of the article and then said, were greatly benefited. When and keeping the older people 
“Yes, he’s right, we ought to or- large problems presented them- young. 

ganize a horticulture society here, S¢!ves which we were unable to Then, too, we have flower, fruit 
Our community needs it,” and there handle we secured help from the and vegetable shows and we co- 
it ended. . university, State Horticultural operate in every way possible 

Now, dear friends, make it Association and other sources. with other civic organizations in 

your business to do something. Names which appear in the min- beautifying local surroundings. 
Start the ball rolling and then ac of our meetings are those of We take an active interest in our 
keep it rolling just like when you ! Epiess0rs Moore, Milward, Pot- county fair and our worthy judge, 
were a youngster and rolled a ter, Vaughan, Roberts, Wilson, Billy Toole, will tell you we are 
ball of snow. My, how big it got! Sanders, Jones, Fracker and Gif- second only to the state fair in 
All you need to start with is a ford; Messrs. Cranefield, Coe, horticultural exhibits. We send 
part of a skeleton and a few live Bingham, Goff, Luther, Norgord four delegates to the winter con- 
people to work with it. One good and many others. In many in- vention and one to the summer 
head, five or six strong vertebrae stances these men held demon- convention annually and find this 
and a few live ladies will make strations which were very bene- a valuable asset to our society. 

any society a success. ficial. We have a live president and 
Iam going to tell you the his- Who is eligible to membership several committees all working 

tory of our local society with the i Our society? Anyone inter- together for a common good; ex- 
hope that some of the more timid ested in trees, shrubs, flowers, ecutive, program and refreshment 
members may gain courage and fruits, grains, vegetables, grass, committees. We meet regularly, 
start something. weeds, nuts, birds and bees or, in do not postpone a meeting unless 

On Oct. 3, 1907, a small gather- fact, anything having to do with absolutely necessary, have a 
ing of men and women niet and Mature. Our annual membership definite program at each meeting 
decided to organize a horticultural '¢¢ is $100 and, mind you, this and endeavor to attend every 
society. There were twelve char- includes the whole family. We meeting. We have had as high 
ter members, among whom were Want the children interested also, as 104 members (this means 104 

1. C. Christensen, NX. A. Rasmus. for are they not the horticultur- families). 

sen, ]. W. Roe, Win. Nelson and #St8 of tomorrow? We meet reg- Our April meeting will be held 

C. Philipson. Two have passed ularly the first Monday of the at the home of J. E. Taylor, head 
away and others have taken up month at the homes of members. of the Miles Co., the oldest and 

their residence elsewhere. They he six summer meetings are held largest florist shop in our town. 

held their meetings monthly in “ith country members when we We will visit the numerous green- 
Good Templars Hall and later in @!! get together late in the after- houses, covering about one acre 
Chamber of Commerce rooms. In "00n, inspect the fields and gar- of space. Our program includes 
looking over the minutes of these dens, have a picnic supper and a talk on “Annuals for Cut 
meetings I found such as. this: then our program. The six win- Flowers,” by Ward B. Davis; 
“Program postponed—too few ter meetings are held with city “Perennials for Cut Flowers,” by 

present.” The following summer Members in the evening, when, J. E. Taylor, and “What I Am 

the ladies came to the rescue, after our program, light refresh- Going to Raise in My Garden 

meetings were held at the homes ments are served. We arrange This Year,” by C. R. Fiss. 

of the members, refreshments several special features during the Should any members of the
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One bushel size for apples, tomatoes, onions and other farm products. 

| Half barrel and barrel size for cabbage, watermelon, cantaloupe 
| and muskmelon. 

| One bushel seed corn crates. Butter and cheese boxes. 
| 5 4s 4 5 5 ‘ 

Our newly designed coop for shipping live chickens, weighs 30 pounds | 
and it is the strongest on the market. | | | | LA CROSSE BOX COMPANY 

LA CROSSE - - - - WISCONSIN | 

state society happen to be in this at one time, is properly cared for? ciation will be held at Oshkosh, 

vicinity on the first Monday of the If we could grow a dozen of these July 25th. President Rentschler 

month we should be glad indeed for a year, we would consider re- has appointed the following com- 

to have you attend our meeting. tiring. mittee in charge of arrangements: 

We have entertained the state We have hinted before that Jas. KE. Vaylor, chairman; Wm. 
society three times during our ex- Clem Pollworth is well thought = Buehholz. Ward B. Davis, Carl 

istence and hope to be able to do of at home. He is a leading light, Fugleberg, J. V. Nelson and R. E. 

so many times more. We still indeed, in the Milwaukee Florists Pamplin. Henry R. Welke. 

have in our spinal column the five Club which comprises 80 florists Secretary. 

vertebrae mentioned in the be- in Milwaukee, some 42 of which 

ginning of this article, besides are growers. Of course, with such The beekeeper’s section of Wus- 

many more equally as strong. an establishment, he cannot begin constn) Horricuirure, formerly 

ener to grow all he can sell, so he han- found on the four back pages is now 

The C. C. Pollworth Co. of dles quantities of their stock as a printed as a “separate” and mailed 

‘ wholesaler. only to members of the State Bee- Milwaukee ? a oe : 
Sx ca glt - Mr. Pollworth is alsoa member keepers’ Association. This plan will 

(Continued from page 132) . : : Zs 
. i. . . of the board of directors of the no doubt satisfy members who are 

SaTSeVICTIAS; Coleus, Crotons and \ ational Florists and as we write — not beekeepers. Others who may be 

such, he is always srowing: novel- this, is down in Indianapolis, In- interested should join the Beekeep- 
aes in Improved I rimula obcon- diana, arranging for their annual ers’ Association. Fee $1.00 for 

1a, Cyclamen, C alceolarias, Cine- chow. He expects to make quite annual membership. M. PF. Hil- 
Paras; Azaleas, Genistas, _Jap a display at this show, especially dreth, secretary, Madison, Wis. 

‘ilies, Tce-plants, Cleveland Cher- in carnations. And we hope and 

“ies and such plants. He is gen- expect that he'll show the world 
erally to be found around the fern ren > thi x : 

? that hooch isn’t the only thing xe oO 

house seeing that the hundreds of that makes Milwaukee famous! Summe 1 Meeting 
Schroeder Sunset Orchid Plants - - Stur Bay 
and Cypripedium insigne are Wisconsin State Florists’ oturgeon bay 

properly cared for. And let me Association 4 

ask you if one orchid plant that The summer meeting of the August 16, 17, 1922 

produces 24 blooms at $2.00 per, Wisconsin State Florists’ Asso-
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BRING 

TO YOU 

Our products are reliable and prices are reasonable. 

Our specialists are at your service. 

Enquire for information and prices now. 

770-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

Everlasting or Strawflowers of attention, holds its color well, Lunaria: Biennial used tor its 
Conrriputep By J. F. Hauser and should be in every collection. transparent seed pods. 

a . . . Ammobium: Tender annual, Catananche: Hardy perennial ; 
These have become very popular . . . s Z 5 

. ate i white; should be picked in the bud color blue and white; daisy-like 
the past few years and perhaps the Lo ° 

. ' oo pe or it will show a brown center. flower. 
names of the various kinds of . . —— . ne . 

ae necwer ile a wast Gomphrena (Globe Amaranth) : Echinops Ritro: The best of the 
flowers and grasses that are suit-  _. . . amt : 
. wei . . Tender annual; color purple, white, Globe Thistles; hardy perennial. 
able for winter bouquets and to- . 1 1 j i Ek : Ss “ Holl \ 

. . . variegated, < 2 ‘Ity whose iryngu Sez ren 2 
gether with a few brief cultural di- y te a % \ ai a movelly” woes i anne < va ° os bl 

rections would be welcome to some - eas {0 be yellow. ' cen © ' a ere ia. wily bine 
cA lichrysum : s is the stems ; ha r al. 

of the readers of Wisconsin Hor- CHOMP YS Hite This as ithe most ems; darcy perennin ‘ 
FCULTORE popular ore; comes in a good many Gnaphalium Foetidum: Walf 

" itivati : . colors. Much better if picked in hardy annual. 

+ A culivation is very simple. the bud state. The leaves should Gypsophila  Paniculata: (Baby's 
i an kinds can mostly be be removed when the flowers are breath): Hardy perennial; cures 

classed as half hardy and terder an- picked, quite well, especially the double 

ruals and would need about the Physalis Franchetti (Chinese forms. 

pe treatment as your Asters and Lantern plant): Hardy perennial. NXeranthemum: Hardy annual not 

mnias. Rhodanthe (Swan River daisy): unlike the Centurea (Bachelor But- 

In the open, seeds should be sown — fale hardy annual; a very desir- ton); color purple and white. 

about the 10th or 15th of May; if able kind; color pink and white. Negilla (Love in the Mist): .\ 

started in hotbeds they may be Statice Bondnelli: Half hardy an- hardy annual. The seed pods of 
sown SO as to make plants for trans- nual; yellow. Statice Sinnata in this very good for winter keeping 

planting — about June Ist. The  piue pink and white. The better ornamental  grasse- 

flowers of most kinds should be The above Statice should have are Brisa Mavrima — (Quakiny 
picked before they are entirely open, quite a bit of room as they are grass), Tricholaena rosea and ly- 

or in the bud state, tied “pain small spreading in habit of growh. rostis Nebulosa, all annuals. 
bunches and hung up in an airy, Statice Latifolia is a perennial 

cool room to dry with their heads not very easily started from seed. 

down, Statice Suworowi or Russian Rat Summer Meeting 
Acroclinium: Half hardy annual, Tail: Very attractive; should be Sturgeon Bay 

color pink and white. This blooms — started in boxes, as seeds are very August 16, 17, 1922 

very early and attracts a great deal small, Annual. 4
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July and August. If you need a 

Th special permit this spring it will 

e be necessary for you to pay the St wb 

Jewell Nursery traveling expenses of an inspector ra erry 

from Madison to (———-——) Plants for Sale 

Company and return, unless we happen to 
have an inspector in that neigh- i £§ 

borhood. Please indicate on the © are "Erowers! ob Senator ‘Dur * * lap and Warfield exclusively and 
Lake City, Minn. enclosed blank whether you desire through many years of chi se- 

inspection at this time of the year lection we have a superior strain. 

Established 1868 at your expense orin July without We also have Everbearing Straw- 

charge. Ss. B. Kracker, berries, Raspberries and all other 
. State Entomologist. bush fruits, shrubs and trees. 

Fifty-four years i 3 Sulshup We have but one quality,—the 
* s ime Sulphur Keeps best, and can supply any quantity. 

continuous service I have part of a_ five-gallon 

wood keg of lime sulphur which Catalogue on request. 

is two years old. It has been 

cept corked up. tight. woul 9 A Complete Stock of ke; ked up tight. I ld asnmesen 
Fruit, Shelter and like to know if it would be O. K. S S 

. ‘ ° 
Ornamental Stock in to use as a dormant spray this Fruit Farm 
Hardy Varieties for spring or as a summer spray with- 

Northern Planters. out injury to trees, and if one OSHKOSH, WIS. 

would get results from using it. 

Ans.—Lime sulphur compound 

. is just what the name indicates, « i 
Again and Again . lime and sulphur combined by 

Although the nursery IMSpec- oiling, in the case of the home- 
tion law in this state has been in jade product; by a chemical 0 li d 

force for over twenty years WE process, as made commercially. ua ity an a 
ae constatnly im. receipt ot m- The only change that takes place 
quiries about inspection. These in lapse of time is precipitation, Square Deal 

letters are all referred to Dr. S. B. settling, of one or both of the in- 
Fracker, state entomologist, who gredients; ‘The remaining tiquid ARE W 

has charge of nursery inspection. j yot injurious nor is it effective HAT WE 
Although the information has It is simply a waste of time to use 0 FFER YOU 

been given in Wisconsin Horti- i, 

veain inthe ine al the nies I Precipitation might take place Our new 48-page catalog (16 
again in the form of a letter written . . a ain! tne 4h . pages in colors) gives you an even if the container was tightly 
by Dr. Fracker to one of our men- oo peg me honest description of FRUITS, 

? corked. VINES, ORNAMENTALS, PER. 

bers: . If no precipitation has taken ENNIALS, etc., for this climate. 
Under section 1494-1 to 1494- place the lime sulphur may be i you are in doubt as to what 

10i of the statutes it is necessary - sd j 8 best to plant we will be glad safely used no matter how old it to advi ‘i 
for you to have an inspection cer- +,” fo aduise with you: 
sa : 1S. We do landscape work. tificate in order to sell nursery p z 

stock, including flowering shrubs, 

field grown florists’ stock and Summer Meeting The Coe, Converse 

strawberries. Edwards Co. 
. = Sturgeon Bay 

No fees are charged for inspec- Fort Atkins ‘ . . . on, Wis. 
tion if that can be made in the August 16, 17, 1922 

regular season, which comes in
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Does Millow Dolly Business gs 344,605 188,080 205-453 
The Door County Fruit Grow- Strawberries. 4844 9,840 21395 Forse WA MAG 

ers’ Union did over a million dol- aS i aan Leet ae rt i] 

lars business during the past year, Raspberries . 5 ols 10 30 BvKEve srieeine Basher 

according to the report just issued Kyat (barvela) 2,940 1,192 8.662 res er rer “i FeO 

by Earl L. Johnson, secretary of Apples (bushels) 18,167 GRRE 
the corporation. There were a total of 179,975 bl dubs pa 

Following are the net sales and Ses of Richmonds and 173,720 Wy 7 wi 

income on the various fruit han-  C@S¢S of Montmorencies delivered TAT a 
dled through the Union: by the growers. There were 67 ro Eee 

carloads of Richmonds and 94 

Richmonds_ ..........$440,571.06 carloads of Montmorencies; 9 of : ~ 
Montmorencies 436,150.18 . ; 

_ J strawberries and 87 of apples, a farmers all over the state in- 

Apples. ere total of 258 carloads. This repre- creased their apple yields, it is 

Strawberries 14.571.23 sented a total of 100,060 cases of — not difficult to see that a tremen- 

Currants . peri small fruits shipped to the fresh dous impetus is being given to 
Gooseberries : 925.50 markets. In addition to this there \Visconsin’s fruit production. 

Raspberries ve 53.30 were 8,100 cases shipped by ex- More than 250 enthusiastic fol- 

Total . 977,999.87 PTESS- lowers of the gospel of better 

There were delivered to the fruit, with their families, attended 
It will be observed that there cannery 3,298,292 pounds of Rich- 4 yid-summer round-up picnic in 

was only a difference of $4,420.88 —monds, equivalent to 131,932 cases Grant county recently. At the 

between the receipts of Early of 16 quarts, and 2,854,855 pounds picnic, the Mount Hope boys’ 

Richmonds and Montmorencies of Montmorencies, or 114,194 16- cub orchard demonstration team 
in favor of the former. quart cases at 25 pounds each. gave an exhibition of spraying. 

The average price for fresh There is a total of 322 stock- ‘This team was the first orchard 
fruit and at the cannery (com- holders in the Door County Fruit team to show at the state fair, 

bined) was Richmonds—No, 1, Growers’ Union and the total and took first prize on their booth, 
$2.60; No. 2, $2.55; Montmorencies. number of — growers marketing and fourth prize on their demon- 

—No. 1, $2.67; No. 2, $2.65; fruit was 302, . stration work. 

strawberries (fresh) No. 1, $3.03 ; RPGSh PAaEEON Day, CooPeRATIVE APPLE MARKETING 
No. 2, $2.63; currants, $2.98; OO SraRTED 

gooseberries, $2.75; raspberries, A New Farm Orchard Era as . 
. Jefferson county inaugurated 

$4.11 per 24 pint crate. , Wisconsin farmers are showing this past season an organization 

The above averages on cherries a keen interest in bettering the for picking, grading and market- 

are net after deducting the cost production of the home apple ing the apples of its growers 
of the crate, 35 cents. orchards. More than 160 orchard- hich was the first organization 

Growers who picked on the ists in four counties have bene- of its kind, and as a general move- 
stem for the fresh market received _ fited by co-operating with the hor- ent promises to add many dol- 

in addition to the above price 25 ticultural extension service of the lars to the pockets of the RTTEES 

cents per crate on cherries. Grow- University of Wisconsin the past aj] over the state. 

ers picking off the stem were Season. Farmers in other parts Tere is a concrete example of 

charged with $.088 per crate of 25 of the state are now clamoring What grading apples will do to- 

pounds net weight cherries de- for similar aid. ward bringing in the dollars. A 

livered to the cannery. When it is understood that a lady in Dodge county brought to 

Following is a comparative total of more than 9,500 apple market four bushels of “orchard 

statement of the number of 16- trees within the boundaries of run” or unsorted apples which 

quart crates handled by the com- these four counties came through she was selling in the orchard for 

pany in the years 1919, 1920 and the season with a good crop of $2 a bushel. F. R. Gifford of the 

1921: sound fruit, and that hundreds of horticultural staff of the Univer
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SUMMER MEETING 
AND CONFERENCE COMMERCIAL FRUIT GROWERS 

STURGEON BAY 

August 16 and 17, 1922 

sity of Wisconsin took the apples fifty to one hundred interested of supervision a county is suffi- 

and by sorting them got three men, many of whom bring their ciently “cleaned up” so that the 

bushels of first-grade apples worth own saws and pruning shears. expert can move on to another 

$3 a bushel and one bushel of These men climb up into the trees county. ‘he work is so arranged 

second grade apples selling at $2 and Mr. Gifford keeps them busy that only two new counties are 

a bushel, a total of $11 or $3 more until the orchard is in first class taken on each year. Grant and 

in favor of the graded apples. shape. Dodge have now finished their 

. After the pruning is done the ‘ : : . 
The story of the county fruit men sit down together under the EOUNUES this ear, 86 INNES 

clean-ups now going on in the treesand otgaitize a “Tite,” elect- ing have been the results during 

Badger state reads like a romance. ing a president and a treasurer. the two years of supervised work 

This is the second year for this Each member then contributes an |" these counties that the farm. 
movement and its popularity is equal share toward a power ers need HO TEgINg ‘to continue 
already spreading throughout the sprayer. One man is selected who their efforts, s 
state. Here is what happens in a is responsible for the operating of After the “rings” have gotten 
county organizing to eradicate this Wahine: into full swing, a county-wide 

orchard pests: If a fertilizing demonstration spraying demonstration is held. 

During the winter months the is necessary, Mr. Gifford conducts Farmers from all over the county 
county agent round up a half one soon after the pruning demon- assemble at a certain orchard to 
dozen communities “raring to go” stration, The material for spray- be shown why a power sprayer is 
on this proposition. Directly he ing all the trees in the “ring” is absolutely essential to obtain suc- 

writes to Mr. Gifford at Madison, purchased and divided into three cessful results on 500 to 2,000 

and this fruit specialist schedules lots and distributed at convenient trees. Usually four kinds of 

a few big meetings in the county. farms in the community. The or- SPrtyers are shown at work, 
‘The meetings are advertised inthe ganization of a “spray ring” is Starting with a small hand force 
local papers and often as many as now completed and real work be- PUMP» small hand sprayer, and 
a hundred farmers are in attend- gins. [Four sprays are made dur-  "eXt, with a large lever sprayer 
ance to listen to a general talk on ing each season. At cach spray, Ted"!ring two men at the handles, 
the care of the orchard. Mr. Gifford is on hand to help and ending with a motor driven 

The next step in organizing a With the work. ee SprAVEE: @. Soipactson is 
county fruit clean-up is to hold Each year four counties receive obtained that opens the eyes of 

pruning demonstrations in each the personal aid of the fruit ex- many. 

community wanting to organize a pert. Jefferson, Grant, La Crosse - 
“spray ring.” The demonstra- and Dodge were on the list last SUMMER MEBTING at Sturgeon 

tions are attended by upwards of | season. After a two-year period Bay, August 16 and 17, 1922.
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Crates, Bushel Boxes and Climax Baskets - he 4 e) 

As You Like Them rot oz Fed 

We manufacture the Ewald Patent Folding Berry Boxes of wood 

veneer that give satisfaction. Berry box and crate material in the K.D. 

in car load lots our specialty. We constantly carry in stock 16-quart 

crates all made up ready for use, either for strawberries or blueberries. 

No order too small or too large for us to handle. We can ship the 

folding boxes and crates in K. D. from Milwaukee. Promptness is es- 

sential in handling fruit, and we aim to do our part well. A large dis- 

count for early orders. A postal brings our price list. 

Cumberland Fruit Package Company 
Dept. D. CUMBERLAND, WIS. 

Milwaukee Dealer, O. G. BRYANT, 273 Broadway 

Le 
fy 

MMA A The Hawks IRRIGATE 

MADISON WISCONSIN Nursery The OVERHEAD WAY 

N S k f Company Fool old man‘‘Dry Weather’”’ 

ursery toc oO this year and ‘Put Drought 

Quality are in a position to fur- toRout: 

for Particular Buyers nish high grade Nursery Heretofore you have always 

Have all the standard varieties Stock of all kinds and a for rain. Why not 

sue oe en oreryining a varieties suitable to Wis- ie'this year? 

Fruit Trees, Small Frults, consin and other north- Drop us a line with a rough | 

Vines and Ornamentals. ern districts. = of vous plot epslgsed | 

and our catalo; i 

Let us suggest what to plant Will be glad to figure on will be sent, epeand prices 

rae Qoauitea © || | your want thr in 
Prices and our new Catalog sen large or small quantities . 

ipt of 
=< Rock River 

Nurseries at Irrigation Co. 

Waterloo, Wis. Wauwatosa ... Wis. Rockford, Illinois
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Wisconsin State Fair 1922 spring the colony must contain use some one or more seasons and 
Have you made arrangements to Numerous young, vigorous bees, others by young queens  intro- 

put in an exhibit at the state fair? just before the winter period be- duced in May, August, or Septem- 
If not, write at once to Mr. Gus gins. Colonies that are small in ber. On October 28th, an average 
Dittmer, superintendent, Augusta, numbers or that have a large per- of four frames of brood in all 

Wisconsin, for space. Date, 4u- centage of old bees suffer severely stages was found for the young 

gust 28 to September 2, 1922. in the winter and may be quickly queens and an average of one 
—— reduced to a critical condition. frame of sealed brood for the old 

Beekeepers’ Chautauqua aad Such colonies begin brood rear- queens. Colony 1, with a queen 
Conference ing too soon, often in January or which began laying only 16 days 

The fourth annual beekeepers’ February, forcing the bees to ex- before frost, had 3% frames of 

chautauqua will be held at Green pend their energy in maintaining sealed brood on November 3rd. 

Bay, August 7th to 11th. The date 4 abnormally high temperature. Colony 7, with a queen which be- 
of this conférence was originally Under these conditions colonies gan laying oO weeks before frost, 
set for the third week jn Augusi, may die in winter or be so weak in had still 336 eggs in cells on No- 
but it has been found desirable to Spring that the queens cannot fur- vember 3rd Colonies 3. and 4, 
change it to the second week. Make nish brood with sufficient rapidity. with queens introduced in May, 
your preparations now to attend, In the average strong winter previous to the honeyflow, had 

. colony there should be, at least, two frames of brood and no eggs 
The Relation of Queens to three or four pounds of bees, en this date. cee older queens 

Seasonal Management raised at about the same time had ceased egg laying long before 
: = from eggs laid as late as possible and all of the cells were empty. 

G. H. Cote, in the fall. Since the occurrence In this case, it can readily be 
Of the Dadant Apiaries, of killing frosts usually marks the seen that the colonies with the 

Hamilton, Ill. end of brood rearing, the winter youngest queens were in the best 
In a general way, it is well colony must be secured before shape for the winter in numbers 

known that a good queen is essen- this. Three to four frames of of young bees. It could also be 
tial to the health, strength, and brood, Langstroth size, just previ- reasonably expected that, in the 
prosperity of a colony. However, ous to frost will insure the emer- spring, these colonies would still 
an attempted analysis of the defi- gence of 15,000 to 20,000 young have a maximum population suf- 
nite relation a queen has to suc- bees for winter, but this is an ficiently young and virile to push 
cess in the management of bees abnormal amount of brood for this brood rearing activities rapidly 
during the year may be of some time of year, requiring the use of forward. 
value. queens which are at their prime When brood rearing is renewed 

It is an axiom in beekeeping in productiveness and activity. in the spring, the difference in the 
that, when other things are favor- Queens which have been laying behavior of young and old queens 
able, the amount of honey ob- one or more seasons rapidly slow has been frequently noted. Here 
tained from a surplus flow de- down in their egg laying at the again, old or inferior queens do 
pends, to a large extent, upon the end of the season and stop brood not serve our purposes. It is nor- 
number and condition of the col- rearing early, especially where mal at this time of year for the 
onies of bees. Therefore, the ob- there is little nectar from fall flow- colony to increase its adult popu- 
ject of all well directed manipula- ers. They do not provide ideal lation until the queen reaches the 
tion previous to the honey flow is winter colonies. The activity of maximum of her capacity in egg 
to have colonies overflowing with young queens is just the opposite laying. This point has been aptly 
bees just as the flow begins. The to this. They usually lay eggs called the peak of brood rearing 
effort to obtain this objective is continuously until frost, insuring and, from the standpoint of honey 
begun in the fall in the prepara- an abundance of young bees. production, the occurrence of this 
tion of the winter colony and it is The writer was once interested peak is of extreme importance. 
at this time that the influence of in an experiment which entailed For best results in the honeyflow, 
the queen is especially noticeable. the daily counting of the brood each colony must be built up to 
An inferior queen can now do cells in eight colonies of bees and its greatest possible strength so 
much to defeat the beekeeper’s some of the results obtained well quickly that most of the workers 
purposes. illustrate this difference in the be- shall be young and vigorous when 

The point has been frequently havior of queens at this time. the flow begins. 
stressed that to become rapidly Some of these colonies were head- Brood rearing usually starts 
strong and prosperous in the ed by queens which had been in moderately in March or April and
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Wisconsin Beekeeping time, cannot be expected when a year, of about twenty swarms, 
IL F. WILSON, Editor single Langstroth hive is used. over 75 per cent were from col- 

a ae : ~~~ These colonies were each occupy- onies that were superseding their 
Officers of The Wisconsin State Beekeepers : . . 

Association oo ing two 10 frame hive bodies. queens. 

RRA rn -ance me eaaagggesns <BR A further experience to illus- So far, this has very evidently 
Whee Peewee oye gees moon BOE trate this point was furnished dur- been an argument favoring the 

Treasurers... +s. Q.4.2..-.s.-€ W. Aepper ing the past season in the Dadant maintenance of young, virile 
Beeretary ee. eeeayie gay Malitta B Hildreth apiaries. We have a yard of 90 queens as an essential part of good 

Aivniiat “AReABERANI Fee! 1:00 colonies, known as the Gillam management. There is one last 
Reiit® to St, Foe Hildreth, S86, Maateon; wis. yard, located on the East bluff of gun to fire, however, which gives 
—_—_—SSSSSSS———S—CSsnthee Mississippi River, in reach of no mean finish to the list of facts 

. . . a large acreage of heart’s-ease and and that is the great value of such 
increases steadily until the first of Spanish needle from which we ob- queens in the control of European 
May or June. If we could accu- (ain a fall flow. The colonies in foulbrood. Everyone familiar with 
rately depict the behavior of this yard were largely headed by _ this disease will agree that young 
queens during this period it would 1919 queens and, due to the pres- Italian queens do much to keep 
probably be something like the ac- sure of other work, they were not _ the diseases in check. Dr. Miller's 
companying diagram. (Fig. 1) requeened this year. The fall crop slogan was, “Strong colonies of 

Queens whose activity brings from the 90 colonies was 3% bar- strong bees,” and he had Euro- 
results of this sort are ideal but rels of honey, or about 22 pounds pean foulbrood all around him. 
not all queens meet the require- per colony. Further down the Yet he had little of it himself be- 
ments. A reduction in prolific- bluff is the Spencer yard. This cause he kept his colonies so 
ness, due to age or inferiority, started the season’ with 65 col- strong that it was rare for a col- 
changes the picture materially. onies, also headed by old queens. ony to show European at all. 
Brood rearing is then too moder- The colonies were weak in spring When it did show there was a 
ate and protracted so that the and built up slowly, finally show- comparatively small amount, eas- 
peak of population comes too late. ing a bad infection with European ily eliminated. Sturdevant at 

Demuth has estimated the foulbrood. We strengthened and Washington, found it difficult to 
honey gathering population as five requeened with young queens in infect strong colonies headed by 
times normal or about 100,000 June to clean up the disease, re- young Italian queens, even when 

bees, a large majority of which ducing the number of colonies to large amounts of diseased ma- 
should be reared in the month or 40. This was eight weeks before terial are fed directly to the bees. 
six weeks preceding the flow. This the fall Now. By the time of the He has emphasized the fact that 
means that 70,000 to 80,000 cells of flow the colonies were exception- colonies with European foulbrood 
brood must be present in the hive ally strong and the crop from the may be comparatively _ easily 
at about the same time. It means 40 was 3% barrels, or 50 pounds cleaned by strengthening and re- 
2,500 to 3,000 eggs each day. This per colony. In this case, the dif- queening. The strength of the 
smacks of theory but the facts of ference in crop between the two colony has much to do with re- 

experience show that these high yards, due largely to a difference covery. During his experiments, 
requirements are actually met. in queens, was 28 pounds per col- Sturdevant found that of 10 
Doolittle, whose word is well esti- ony, or $2.80 per colony. strong colonies, treated by re- 

mated among beekeepers, states There is a further objection to queening only, 20 per cent showed 
that a good queen is one which old or inferior queens, often over- recurrence of the disease; of 20 
will give us 3,000 to 4,000 eggs a looked, in that way they are fre- medium colonies, so treated, 50 

day for a month previous to the quently superseded in the spring per cent recurred ; of 14 weak col- 
honeyflow. Charles Dadant re- orsummer. To be sure, this gives omles, 57 per cent recurred. 

corded the presence of 73,000 cells us young queens, but often so late Our own experience this past 
of brood filled in 21 days. In that the peak of population is de- season with European foulbrood. 
Maryland, with the honeyflow layed until during or at the close at the Spencer apiary, has already 
from the tulip tree due the tenth of the honey harvest and a reduc- been mentioned. Of 65 colonies. 
of May, the writer found colonies tion in crop results. Supersedure over 25 had European foulbrood 
in the Government apiary with 14 will also increase the amount of in early summer. These were 
Langstroth frames, or about 70, swarming since conditions favor- treated successfully by requeening 
000 cells of brood, on April 14th, ing swarming are often present and strengthening with frames of 
four weeks before the flow. How- when the supersedure cells are emerging brood. Indeed, where 
ever, this was only from young built. In the Dadant apiaries, we the brood of the colony was not 
queens introduced the previous use the large Dadant hives and badly diseased it was merely re- 
fall. Brood in this amount, at one seldom have many swarms. This moved, completely or in part and
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given in exchange for sealed brood — gentle, industrious and not given ing the latter part of the clover 
from strong colonies, resulting in| to much swarming. A queen flow, This avoids the midsummer 
the complete elimination of the which has a fine record for two dearth when the work would be 
disease. It must be remembered, successive seasons is preferred to difficult because of robbing and 
however, that this is nota method one with the same kind of record the failure of colonies to accept 
to be generally recommended and for one season. Nothing can be new queens. The only other time 
that a mistake in diagnosis would decided by the color of queens available to us is towards the close 
be disastrous. since queens are very irregular in of the fall flow and this necessi- 

Since good queens are so much — their markings and often dark tates the introduction of laying 
the soul of the colony, it would queens that look like hybrids pro- queens previously produced and 
be within the scope of this article duce fine bees. The only way to mated in nuclei. 

to tell how queens are secured and test. queens is to judge their The majority of our queens 
introduced but this is a fundamen- Worker progeny. must bear the burden of brood 
tal matter in which most beekeep- The frequency of requeening is rearing for the fall crop, the win- 
ers are well schooled and it is not a matter of varying opinion. Some ter colony and the spring crop. 
our purpose to include it. There good beekeepers believe that a It is a good queen that will keep 
are a few things of importance, queen is good until she shows — this up for two seasons and, there- 
however, which may well be men- — signs of decline, while others in- fore, annual replacement is  be- 
tioned. In our own experience of | sist on annual or biennial replace- coming more and more a part of 
several years trial, we do not be- ment. The proper measure of a our manipulation. 
lieve it pays to requeen apiaries queen’s term of usefulness is to A labor saving method of re- 
entirely with queens sent by mail. be found in the severity with queening is by the introduction 
Supersedure is too common and which she is used. Seasons and of ripe grafted cells previously 
too many queens fail or are slow locations vary in this respect, but — produced in cell building colonies 
to regain their prolificness. We it must be remembered that in) \Where this method is used, how- 
think that the best results will be none of the cardinal periods which — eyer, it is important to remember 
secured by raising queens from we have mentioned must a queen that the raising of cells must be 
selected stock in our own apiaries. offer a chance of failing. In most so timed that they may be intro- 
To secure good stock, try several locations requeening is necessary duced to the colonies to be re- 

untested queens from several at least once in two years and it queened and the virgins which 
breeders, line them up and watch is frequently necessary every year. emerge may mate and begin lay- 
them. It is usually possible to get In extracted honey production, es- ing at least six weeks before either 
a very good stock of breeding — pecially where there are two flows a honeyflow or the end of the 
queens out of the lot. Queen- a year, as with us, queens are rood rearing in the fall. The 
breeders will agree that untested worked very hard and must be re- time usually allowed from the 
queens ship best and there is a placed often to keep the colonies — starting of cells to the beginning 

better chance of the purchaser in prime condition. of egg laying is about 25 days. 
getting his queen laying in the The best time of year to requeen Also, for best results, the mating 
hive. On the other hand, a breed- js sometimes given as August but, period should come when there is 
ing queen is a year old, her ovaries jn the Dadant apiaries, this time a nectar flow, otherwise there is 
are heavy, and frequently she IS is inadvisable since it means the too great a loss of virgins and too 
injured in the mails. Thus it removal of queens just before or many are either imperfectly mated 
often happens that a fine queen at the beginning of the fall flow. or fail entirely to mate. Sufficient 
will be obtained and superseded A preak in brood rearing then extra queens should be raised to 
almost at once. would be certain to reduce our introduce to colonies in which this 

In selecting a breeding queen crop. Unless queens are notice- happens. These queens may be 
from the apiary, individual colony ably failing, they should not be mated in nuclei and the latter may 
records are almost a necessity. remoyed during the six weeks be reunited with the colonies from 
The common practice of transfer- previous to a honeyflow nor dur- which they were made. Queens 
ring brood, from colonies that are ing the first part of the honeyflow. left over may be disposed of as 
strong to colonies having little After that they are of little further desired. 
brood, makes accurate selection use, as far as that flow is con- 
impossible. Queens not suffici- cerned, and may be taken out at . oo, . . 
ently prolific are thus helped out any time. The same is true of the The editor of Wisconsin Hortt- 
and at the end of the season the six week period preceding frost. culture regrets that the diagram 

comparative value of queens can- We are compelled, therefore, to referred to in Mr. Cole’s paper, 
not be known. A good breeding  requeen, as far as possible, earlier line 6 p. 14 is lost, strayed or 
queen should give bees that are in the season and aim to do it dur- stolen. Anyway, it can't be found.
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Bee Bulletins Whereas, The said associations today. Think the association did 
Control of European Foulbrood. cannot promote the great bee busi- exactly right by voting not to pay a 

Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1084.— ness of our county, state and na- dividend this year. Enclosed you 
Control of American Foulbrood. tion, entirely on “hot air,” be it will find 25 cents in stamps, the one 

Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1198— hereby hastily cent per colony tax on my bees, for 
Swarm Control. Resolved, (1) To amend the advertising Texas honey.—Glenn 

Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1215.— deficiencies by common consent; M. Anderson, 
Beekeeping in the Clover Region. (2) to mutually agree to deprive _ 

Farmers’ Bulletin No 1216.— ourselves of one round half dollar 
Beekeeping in the Buckwheat Re- and one large dollar or their equiv- League Notes 
gion. alent before March 10th; (3) to The American Honey Producers’ 

Copies of these bulletins can be see that our secretaries at orce get League is preparing a book on legal 
secured by writing to the U.S. De- these humble tokens of our undying rights of beekeepers through Mr. 
partment of Agriculture, Washing- interest in the success of the bee Colan P. Campbell. This book will 
ton, D.C. business. include all possible data with refer- 

Farmers’ Bulletin No. 975.—The If this sentiment produces a ence to matters pertaining to keep- 
Government Bulletins— sufficiently satisfying sensation to ing bees in villages, towns, the de- 
Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment awaken your slumbering Jove for cisions handed down by courts in 

Station Publications— our beekeepers’ organizations and different states where such matters 
Bulletin 333.—How to Control all they have meant and are destined have been taken to courts. It is ex- 

American Foulbrood. to mean to you, do not delay to pected that the book will sell at 50c 

Bulletin 338—Winter Care of Tespond to the often repeated calls per copy and as the number to be 

Bees in Wisconsin. of your county secretary and your — printed will not exceed 5,000 copies, 
Stencil Bulletin No. 11.—Better state secretary. . all of our beekeepers who desire a 

Oneens, Faithfully and cordially yours copy should send in their name at 
~ Copies of these bulletins can be for progress in the production and once. This book will not be ready 
secured by writing this office. marketing of the best honey in the for several months, so do not send 

. world, ~ in your money at this time, just 
rs Lewis FRANCISCO, your name, 

Local Association Notes President. eo cos ee ceceesesesteseetessesseseesesteeeeseereseeeeneeeeeees 
The following resolutions were IENGELBERT HENSELER, Please place my name on your 

adopted by the Marathon County Ist Vice President. order file for one copy of the book 
Beekeepers’ Association at a recent Rapin GUNZEL, on legal rights to be issued by the 
meeting. Such resolutions should 2nd Vice President. American Honey — Producers’ 
be adopted and carried out by each LC. PAINTER, League. 
and every local association in the Sec’y-Treas. Name oe . 

state. A Asvacei tage Address . . st 
Dear Fellow Beekeeper: _ Advertising 18 idre _ 

We, the undersigned, being The following notes . haat the 
gathered together in solemn and lexas Honey pee cuamas Notes 
serious (conclave, over the grave tion will show how our eet Washington, D. C—A traffic cen- 

state of affairs imposed upon our beekeepers may profit rom one sus of bees coming home from work 
society by the unbecoming silence of plans followed by other associa- 5. being taken by scientists of the 

many warm-hearted beekeepers of — Uons. Bureau of Entomology. A gate is 

Marathon county, who should be Wuat THE MEMBERS Say provided that works on the one- 

enthusiasts for our county and our The two letters which follow way street principle and only one 

state beekeepers’ associations, do happen to both come in the same bee can enter the hive at a time. The 

hereby draw up and present for jail and both from the same town. apiculturists keep tab on the bees 

your approval and action, the fol- They are not exceptional. They by the same device that is used by 

lowing resolutions : show the spirit and temper of the telephone company in keeping 

That, Whereas, Many members every member who has expressed track of the number of times a sub- 

of our beekeepers’ associations, himself at all. The letters follow: — scriber uses his telephore. As the 

both county and state, and many I am sending check for two. dol- number of entrances made by the 

more who ought to be members lars ($2.00) for your advertising bees is something like 300,000 a day. 

have forgetfully, inadventently, or fund. T have fifty colonies of bees, the Bureau of Standards experts 

bashfully failed to send in their in good condition; much better than who constructed the counting device 

“50 cents dues” for the county and at this time last last—John Done- had to provide a special source of 

“$1.00 dues” for the state associa- gan. electric current to operate the ap- 

tion, and Received the Honey Producer paratus.
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“Variability of the Wealthy sidered as a large family of this apple and next spring graft 

Apple” branches and buds, all somewhat the scion taken from as close to 

WiLL J. PLATTEN alike, but each having its certain this apple as practical. Use long 

To the average child all Chinese distinctive traits, which are in- scion, and short root, plant deep, 

look alike; to the average person heritable. allow only one bud to develop on 

all apples of a variety look very There are several causes for the scion. Next spring dig up 

similar. Yet there are as many variability, first, environment or and prune off original root to 
differences between the apples of conditions of soil, moisture, heat force a self-rooted stock. The 

one variety as there are between and Jight; second, the character of tree coming from this one bud 

Chinese individuals. root stock used; third, the influ. would make a pure strain, The 

I will attempt a little non-tech- enee of pollenization from neigh- bud would thus be considered the 
nical discussion of the differences },oring varieties on the fruit; and unit for improvement, though 

or variability of the Wealthy ap- fgurth, the natural variation re- even these propagated vegetative: 
ple from the standpoint of pos- sulting from nature’s law that ly would have variable descen- 
sible utilization of these differ- «4 two identical individuals dants, but much more uniform 

ences in the improvement of the ever occur.” than would be the descendants of 

I thoose the Wealthy becawse ie SS ¢BE Sariatons (hat Ot oe eee ese enh 
is the chief commercial apple of Important m the selection of an one bud only let prow ishould he 

Wisconsin and has certain out- improved strain could come only the basis of @ start for improve: 
standing faults—a tendency to from this last group, it would be vant ae 

run too small in old trees, apples Hecessaly’ to eliminate ‘variations Tie fadlwre f so-called “Pedi 
not hanging well on tree, quality resulting from the first three ss e : 1 ae Pare “ 1 “ 

not perfect, should be better keep- CAUSES, This Is quite possible. ; i a as i” * aT te 4 . oe 2 

ers, trees not as vigorous as they believe, but difficult. Difficult ies hee is 5 he : “ . . “ ~ 
should be, etc. “cause orchards in different locali- ectec as the start of a new strain, 

It has been stated that there are ties are certain to have different instead “ - singe bud “i seme 
two ways of improving'a variety, climates, different soil conditions ee ‘ sc erate, See 5 dive 

by deliberate hybridizing (eross- of fertility and moisture, which ae n ot ay have | ven , as 
ing with avothée variety) oc by @* hound to affect the type and be e tha mes me gen ine 

sports or mutations that arise ‘ality of the apple. With pres- verter ‘ ae aor Sa, ~_ s 

within a variety. A sport is not ent nursery methods, the root various: pas wave van averse 
considered, as uch, unless it dif. stocks are very diverse in charac- hereditary habits that the result- 

fers considerably from its fellows.  '¢" and influence mainly the vigor es propagated | trees would be 

Therefore, sports are rare, espe- of tree growth, a“ means ena 

cially those that are decided im- The improvement — of the There are many types of the 

provements over the others. There Wealthy, or any variety, by the W ealehy: Most every grower will 

exist, however, many minor dif- selection method would depend retognize that there is: striped 

ferences between individual apples. upon the selection of a large type and a clear color tyne with 

trees, manner of growth, fruiting number of trees under as uniform prominent dots. There 8 ‘t long 

qualities and keeping ability of the environments as possible, and apple and a flatter one. There i 

Wealthy apple. The differences having a known uniform type of « very marked difference in the 

oceur in the size, shape, color, root; and the further selection quality and keeping. For the bar 

quality and season of the fruit, of a large number of branches on tient, long-time experimenter, this 

and in the vigor and growth habit these trees, located similarly as would be worthy subject of re- 

of the tree and its branches. In my regards exposure, crowding and search. 

opinion, just as many variations amount of fruit. Then critically a 

exist in individual branches and compare the fruit on all these Members of the California 

fruits of each tree as exist in the branches, classify as to type, and ties ou ation tage ewe gal 

separate trees as compared with select one apple, the best speci- This was 7.25 per cent of the 

each other. A tree might be con- men of the type desired. Mark  state’s production.
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Blueberry Culture tumn. The swamp blueberry sessed on the earnings of busi- 
Sladienios as mee un Con grows best in soils naturally or ness, according to the amount of 

sas are artificially supplied with adequate Money they earn, in addition to 
cord grapes have been produced moi<ture the tax on the property. In view 
through hybridization. Introduc- oo . of this they claim that the fact 
tion of the blueberry into agricul- Next in importance; to soil con- ihe ene are fruit bearing trees 

ture has more significance than ditions is’ a: convenient location otal een ie of agmt: et : orenc ' tural products, s 
the mere addition of one more with reference to a good market, any weaeiig whence ee neve 
agricultural industry to those al- the bulletin points out. The ber- value of the land. 

ready in existence. Blueberries TIES should reach their destina- The orchardists maintain that 

thrive best in soils so acid as to "0" without delay, preferably they obtain a crop from the land 
be considered worthless for or- arly in the morning following a ie Sante as oo agriculturists, 

‘ ‘ ayy ick T 7 hat this c ‘ 
dinary agricultural — purposes. ne dayof picking:. To;secureithe money eegeeh tis ase any as 50) reac’ So as ar 
Blueberry culture, therefore, not “a price: they should also reach other product and that they a 

only promises to add to the gen- the market before the height of obliged to pay an income tax if 
eral welfare through the utiliza- the main wild blueberry season. their earnings warrant, just as 

fion of lend almost valueless ‘othe A situation to the south of the others a and they can see no 

erwise, but it offers a profitable great areas of wild blueberries in cee ee eee should pe 

fae rthe 5 2 ‘ z mor 
industry to individual land own- northern New England, Canada than any other from wl ick vane 
ve, . wcgestepen & . and northern Michigan, is there- . mantel reps 
ers in certain districts in which f : * are produced. 

general agricultural conditions are ere desirable. _One of the most The position that the assessor 
especially hard and unpromising, promising districts for blueberry takes in the matter is that the 
and it suggests the possibility of = is the cranberry region of ee ora piece, of property is 

be Te aT : ased on wha 
further utilization of such lands “Y°™ Jersey, for there an ideal soil take and the buy es villi wall 
iw me i ot 1 q occurs in conjunction with an “Se U". Duyer 1s willing to 
»y means of other crops adapte: . give for it—News, Sturgeon Bay. 

sity xmecdnean a early-maturing season and excel- Bae fi . : 
to acid conditions. oes vps his is an interesting subject 

. lent shipping facilities to the mar- Ex a . Ject. 
BLueperry Grows OnLy 1n AciD kets of Philadelphia and New ea Beestons of opinion framnead: 

Sor. York. “ will be welcomed by the 
editor. 

Success in blueberry culture — — 

rests especially on the recogni- Value of Orchard Lands The et g a ‘ 
fionséf two peciliarities ii t : he right sort of advertising will 

on I arities in the nu- What is the true value of an create a demand for what you have 
trition of these plants, says Fred- acre of cherry orchard land? to sell. A good example of creating 
erick V. Coville in a new bulle- This appears to be a bone of @ demand is that of a certain new 

tin No. 974, Directions for Blue- contention on the part of mem- confection just lately put on_the 
berry Culture, 1921, recently is- bers of the Board of Review, the sarily ne is said that in four 

. cece ‘ months e new fir is 

. 7 sor. \ a s SS - 

m C > - . 
ent of Agriculture. ‘These pe In the past, land of this nature 600,000. 

culiarities are the requirement of has been assessed on an average ene 

an acid soil and their possession of $135 an acre. It is the conten- An unsprayed orchard may be a 
of a root fungus that appears to tion of Income Assessor Dvorak menace to other orchards, as it is a 
— pt . that this is too low and he be- harbor for insects and vermin. Bet- e the beneficial function of liev 1 f $2 itl 
supplying them with nitrogen. leves that an assessment of $ 200 ter either spray and prune and take 
Good Z f tt ae and $250, depending on location care of the trees generally, or else 
1000 aeration of the soil is an- and condition, would be a fair cut them down. 

other essential. Although the yaluation. TT 
highbush or swamp blueberry oc- There is considerable ground The total returns from the vege- 
curs frequently in swamps or for argument on this subject. The table growing greenhouses of the 
ther wet places, the plants oc- orchard owners maintain that the United States according to the last 
cupy situations which are ex- land is of no more value than any census were $15,487,878. Ohio pro- 
posed to air duri h f other farm land, inasmuch as the duced the most—about $2,740,000 
pos 0 ar Curing the root-form-  }usiness is largely, if not entirely, worth. Minnesota produced $171,- 
ing’ period of summer and au- a speculative one. They are as- 540 worth.
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tons of coal to feed the three boilers 

TH E F L O R I S T S P A G E through the winter. A special 
RDERED BY: vacuum system is used in heatins 

HURON H. SMITH, Curator of Botany the houses. Of course there are the 
PUBLIC MUSEUM MILWAUKEE, WIS. regular pot and bulb storage sheds, 

and the outdoor cold frames where 

Rentschler Floral Company Kleven years ago he built the pres- 10,000 pansies and violets are 

Huron H. Smiru ent store on State street uptown and, grown. This summer they will erect 

The florist plays a hard game— with his brother George, incor- four more hundred-foot houses, As 

his stuff is highly perishable and porated the Rentschler Floral Co., we discussed the Easter business, 

twelve hours may mean a bad loss. which has been increasingly suc- Mr. Rentschler showed me his past 

It takes a wizard to guess the pub- cessful as the yeats have passed. week 8 payroll, 40 employes in ail 
lic taste and to anticipate it. Fred (he retail store isa subtantial three No mean help in these days of unem- 

Rentschler knows his trade. He Story and basement brick, where 16 _ ployment. 

knows what he will need and grows SF se BRE The first thing that strikes the 

it. He is long past the experimental SA eo B ZS observer is the lack of any idle 

stage and the largest grower-re- Sgt i » N space in the houses. Every plant 
tailer in the state. The state florists, | is sis a ise Pty es ~*~) must justify its existence. Aspara- 

seeing his success and sound judg- aa SPER oa Pais ems a) gus plumosus nanus did not do that, 

ment in his own business, have pro- |i a) eee so only Asparagus sprengeri is 

nounced it good and made him pres- 7 ‘ e le - grown, with the regular smilax for 

ident of the association. Blessed ie fame) §=ostrings. The floors along the walls 
be the man who sees his work—and T : are space for sprouting Cannas, 

does it. Lee 3,500 of them in four or five va- 
Twenty-five years ago Fred Rent- : WEREH GHOS: rieties, in sphagnum moss, ere they 

schler came to Madison from Janes- will be wanted in the spring. Even 

ville and rented three small houses people are regularly employed. He the walls are covered with ivy 
12 by 50 feet on Spaight street. He has his own wire men for designs There is no space going to waste 
has seen Madison grow froma vil- and does a large out-of-town busi- overhead either, for iron pipes sup- 

lage to a city, and he has grown ness. In fact, for a radius of 80 port flats of various propagations 

with it. He really has no competi- miles in every direction save Mil- there. We saw 7,000 Vincas ranged 

tion in Madison and is in a class by waukee, he is the chief source of along the carnation bed sides. 

himself, for the usual retailer has | supply for all weddings, funerals At this visit they were preparing 

to look to various growers for his and orders for various fetes. The for Easter and some 1,500 pots of 

stock. If Fred, the retailer, don’t office and stock rooms are on the Darwin tulips and a I‘ke number of 

get the stock, he asks Fred, the sccond floor, the retail store and Narcissus bi-colors were tucked 

grower, whynell he fell down on work rooms on the main floor, while away in every available corner, as 

the job. the basement is a huge icebox. well as 2,500 pots of Easter Lilies. 

Twenty-one years ago he bought The greenhouses regularly em- The spring planting was also going 

and moved from Spaight to Wil-  pioy 18 people and are a marvel of forward for home stock and 20,000 

liamson and Baldwin. Along about efficiency. There are 17 houses in geraniums, 40,000 gladiolus and 

this time when he wanted to ex- all, eleven 100 foot, and six 150’s. 

pand he fell heir to the wherewithall There is an office also, where some 

and bought 12 acres out on High- retail business is done, and a bulb ; 

land Avenue, moving his old houses storage basement. From May Ist |i. gy b ow j 

to that location. This is just at the to July Ist there is an immense # | iti) ae nd re 

gate of the Forest Hill Protestant amount of plant business done from : 
Cemetery and the Calvary Catholic _ this office, both in outdoor residence y 

Cemetery, a very strategic point for planting materials and in cemetery | E 

any grower. stock. The coal shed houses 550 pup pRENTSCHLER GREENHOUSES.
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25,000 carnations were awaiting the houses. They are in a class by off the whole top. We just noticed 
iime of outdoor planting to harden themselves. it now while pruning, although we 
off the stock. Just a small list of noticed several branches in summer 
other material grown for the home where the leaves had blackened and 
which I saw started. I give this list eS fallen off. We have a very old or- 
without comment: Centaurea cy- Xe) y a chard, not in the habit of bearing 
anus, Thunbergia, Petunias, Impa- oe. Waa very heavily some seasons. We have 

tiens sultana, hollyhock, Begonias, . . about 100 trees and last year we 

Gypsophila paniculata, Lobelias, sm 6 had no apples at all, but lots of them 

Cobaea, Gallardia, Canterbury Bells bs de the year before. It is in sod now 

Digitalis, Delphinium, English Daisy ye) ar and has been for some time. We 

(Bellis), Stocks, Vinca rosea, For- Yt “» manure heavily around the base of 

get-me-not, Maurandia, Shasta and aan - the trees every spring. Would you 

other daisies, Primula obconica, “<> VS advise spraying? Whitewashing? 

Verbenas, Dianthus singles, Cleve- ee 4 With what should we spray and 

land Cherries, Strawflower (Heli- rN when.” Cr. 

chrysum), Scabiosa, Antirrhinum, q ~ 9 The above letter was written 

Globe Amaranth, Phlox, Calendulas, A) 4 {ee te April 21st and the time for the 1-10 

Cinerarias, Zinnas, Marigolds, Cos- - s vs ee 4 lime sulphur is now in the dim past. 

mos, Calliopsis, Coreopsis, Callas 7 “A Simply a reminder for another year. 

and a few more. x On referring this one to Dr. F:. B. 

Now a final word as to their spe- t Iracker, state entomologist, we get 

cialties. Their snapdragons are per- rw. the following: 

haps their most striking flower. ‘we = “TL would judge from your letter 

These they originated themselves by 3 of April 3d that your trees are be- 

crossing two superior varieties and a ing attacked by oyster shell scale, 

the resulting pink blossoms are the J \ E \ possibly with scurfy scale in addi- 

finest we have ever seen. Callas Mm tion. These scale insects may be 

seem also to be a specialty and grow killed by spraying immediately with 

in a rank tropical mass. When we lime sulphur solution in the propor- 

observed the lot, there were 1,000 ‘ tion of about 1-10 as outlined on 

blooms. In carnations, but few | page 5 of the enclosed copy of Bul- 

kinds are grown—the Matchless for } letin 36. 

white, the Ward and Enchantress é “The materials will have to be ap- 

for pink, and the Nebraska for red. plied before the leaves appear as it 

The coming year, Edna will be is a strong alkali and burns the foti- 

added to the reds. age. 

Another very valuable plant with i The blackening of the leaves and 
the Rentschler Floral Company is twigs last summer was probably due 

the Swansonia, a vetch-like plant RENTSCHLER'S SILVER KING to fireblight instead of to the insects. 

with flowers like small clustered A Determination To Do Better Fireblight is more difficult to con- 

sweet peas. This is really the back- “Please advise us what todo for ‘vol than the scales and you are 
Lone of their retail trade for use in our young apple trees, also some old likely to have continual trouble with 

bridal sprays and funeral designs. trees, They have some form of it on any Transcendent crab of Yel- 
I is a prolific bearer and from Feb-  hiight, the tips of finits become cove Jew Transparent apple trees which 

iuary on they pick 500 stalks a day ered with small white scales, which ay be present in your orchard.” 
irom a bed 10 feet long and you will scrape off with your finger nail. TT 

would never miss the flowers. This runs down the limb leaving it SUMMER MEETING 
If you are coming to Madison do dead as it goes, sometimes affect- at Sturgeon Bay 

hot fail to visit the Rentschler green ing the trunk of a tree, thus killing August 16 and 17, 1922
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which are caused by the working 0° 
THE INSECT PAGE the larvae in the bark layer of the 

Edited by E. L. Chambers, Assistant State Entomologist Canes: Infested canes rarely ripe 

fruit and usually die during the sea- 

son. 
Grasshoppers To Control Cane Borers Frequently the larvae and adults 

Poisoned bran bait made up ac- Cutting out and burning infested ofa species of Digger Wasps are 

cording to the following formula raspberry and blackberry canes as found en the . ot a deail 

has been giving excellent results in Soon as they are noticed is the only ce ane: are tte & i a 2 ot 

the control of the grasshoppers in practical remedy to be used in con- hee oo ble - ' = x 

this state when properly applied : troling the borers. the GaN: however’ the adult Cemale 
h . 18 There are two cane borers in the oMfines her eggs to the dead canes. 

Whi (eaaese) 1 - pounes ‘state that are destructive to both nee 

nite: #rsenie (ow the raspberries and blackberries, the Crop Pest Reports 
dered) 0.2... ... 4 pounds ne Ce. > es ze 2 . Raspberry Cane Borer and the Red- lhe first series of crop pest re- 

Salt sesccccscns se . 4 pounds Necked Cane B The injuries 
ecked Cane borer. ne Injuries port letters have just been sent out 

MOlS8€Siccccccccnes 2 pallons — |. 1 by these two forms as well 5 : 
Banana Oil F aunces  aneee PY these two forms as well to some of the 250 subscribers on 
ADAM seeeenseemcents, “OUNCES oe the differences: in ‘the adult ‘bees oii# lists. Not enough time has 

White arsenic ard banana oil may Ues serve to distinguish them. eiapsed at the time of this writing 

be purchased through your local The Raspberry Cane Borer is for any returns. 

druggist. For best results the poison about one-half inch long, deep This work is being done in co- 

bait should be applied in the early black in color, with the exception operation with the United States 

morning when it should be sown of the thorax (the part between Jjepartment of Agriculture and 

broadcast at the rate of 6 or 8 head and body proper), which is promises to be of great value in 

pounds toanacre. It usually takes yellow and bears two or three black keeping this office informed of the 

24 hours or more for the full effect spots. The body of this beetle is insect pest and plant disease situa- 

of the bait to become apparent. The ong and slender with the sides tion throughout the state. 
more injurious kinds of grasshop- parallel and the antennae are as long 

pe nearly ive over winter in as the body. Injury by this insect a F pers nearly all live over w inter in @ ) Jury by Fire Blight Project 
the eggs which are placed in the is caused, both by the adults and the At thi .. ff bei 

ground by the old females in late !#rvae or grubs. The females girdle ° : vl vans . ae ‘te ie 
summer or early fall. The eggs @ Shoot by cutting two rings an inch coo “ ae | the ie. 

. ari ar . aie 2 ight control campaign begun dur- 
hatch the following spring, usually apart around it and then laying an in in ast send 4 hei sath 

i . ree! oor] The i aS 1 cmity 
during the months of May and June 8&8 between these rings. The in- as on :. 7 = ‘ : : 3 ’ sured ‘shoot tithers and dies ©! Hatchville in Dunn county, where 
in this section. Every effort should J¥T¢¢ Shoot soon withers and dies : os ceNET) . anid ithe wrub: hatching te he ege a1 area of 36 square miles has been 
be made to discover the young in- @"¢ Me grub hatching trom the egg 

; one burrows through the pith to the undertaken. 
sects before they have attained any . we Pil as 

. _" . base of the cane, killing it. These — 
considerable size, when the injury . . . : 

fa. “wilted tips may very easily be de- To Kill Ants 
done by them is still slight and when - . * . ‘ ; 

. ; tected and removed about the time Colonies of ants can be destroyed 
they are wingless and easily at- he: tiuit 6 wick . . woe soe 

. . _ the fruit is picked. with very little difficulty when their 
tracted and killed by this poison. Be- a > * ~ ‘ : - 

5 ee a ; The Red-Necked Cane Borer is nests are found by the use of car- 
cause of their cannibalistic habits, : s ‘ < . fr . 

about one-third inch long with bon bisulphide. Make several holes 
frequently only the heads of the . E ' : y hot was 0 © brownish black, lustrous wing cov- in the “ant hill” five or six inches in 
deac end will be found ors and witha coppery-colored neck depth and pour a tablespoon or two 
and tl e poisoned bodies will serve and thorax. The body is flattened of this liquid into each and then re- 

as poison to others. Care should be and tapers at the end of the abdo- place the dirt and cover the entire 
taken not to allow poultry to feed men. The injury caused by this in- nest with a couple of wet burlap 

upon these poisoned “hoppers” for sect consists of gall-like swellings sacks. Upon votalilizing this gas 

obvious reasons. which have numerous slits, and will penetrate all parts of the nest.
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Since the material is highly explo- arsenate of lead to each gallon of concerns and can be secured easily 
sive it must be kept away from fire. bordeaux mixture. through seed houses at reasonable 

In dwelling houses where the lit- Every gardener has had more or prices. Its manufacture is a fairly 
tle red and brown ants are a_ less experience with these small, difficult ard very disagreeable un- 
nuisance they can be killed by black, jumping beetles which eat  dertaking, involving the handling 
sprinkling a little sodium fluoride or small holes in the leaves of newly and heating of solutions in large 
pyrethrum powder, or both, across set plants and often completely rid- vats and for the home orchard can- 
their path and over surfaces fre- dle them. not be at all recommended. 
quented by the pests. “If you will spray your trees 

a The Apple Tree Borer with commercial concentrated lime 

Cranberry Insect Survey “[have trouble with the apple tree sulphur solution or arsenate of lead 
At the request of a special meet- borer on young trees. They mine it the proper proportion you will 

ing of the Cranberry Growers’ As- the trunks on the south side and the = s¢cure much more satisfactory re- 
sociation in March the state depart- worms eat between the bark and sults with considerably less work.” 
ment of agriculture has organized wood and it dries up where they S. B. F. 
a cranberry insect survey under the work.” —————SS SS 

direction of O. G. Malde, of Tomah, Thus writes a member who says One of Two Evils 
cranberry specialist. Mr. Malde he has quite a nice orchard and “L have some plum trees that have 
has been employed as crarberry wants to give it the best of care. borne fruit for three years. Each 
nursery inspector for several sea- Yes, the borer will do all that is year the fruit has dark gummy 
sons but this year will give half his described and more. He is a bad spots on it. Some only have two or 
time to the work from May 15th to actor and has the meanest kind of — three spots, others have so many 
September Ist. a disposition, hidirg in a hole where — that ore-half of the plum is spoiled, 

Control measures for cranberry no spray can reach. Dr. Fracker They are a splendid fruit other- 
insects, principally fireworms, tip- advises a probe: “The only way of — wise, being large and of excellent 
worm, and fruit worm were worked _ killing the borers in your apple trees quality. Can you tell me what 
out by the cranberry experiment sta- is to cut them out with a knife or causes this condition and just when 
tion before it was discontinued in wire. You can prevent further in- and how to treat this disease.” 

1917, These measures consist of  festation, however, by whitewashing B. HH. 
flooding the bogs when the insects the trees. The borers are the larvae It is not entirely certain whether 
are at an especially vulnerable stage. or grub stage of certain beetles and — jn mentioning dark, gummy spots on 
The growers have recently been ex- the whitewash repels the beetles so your plums you mean areas of rot ip 

periencing difficulty in getting the that they do not lay eggs on the which the skin is not broken and the 
floods on at the proper time and whitewashed trees.” diseased material is entirely be- 
serious insect injury has resulted. ——____—_—_—_—. neath the surface, or whether you 

The need for a permanent service Den’t Make It At Home refer to exudations through breaks 
of this kind will be considered as a “Tam planning making lime sul- in the skin. The first might be 

result of the season’s work. phur wash. Would like information caused by the disease known as 

OO as to the quality of lime, sulphur plum rot, whereas the second are 

To Centrol Flea-Beetles On and ingredients contained in lime — the results of an insect known as the 

Tomato Sets sulphur wash and information with plum curculio. 

Make up a spray by adding seven regard to strength, ete.” C. E.G. If you will spray your plum trees 

level tablespoonfuls of powdered “The state horticultural society with lime sulphur and arsenate of 

arsenate of lead to each gallon of has referred your letter of March lead in the proportion of one and 
bordeaux mixture needed and dip 21st to the undersigned for reply. one-fourth gallons of lime sulphur 

the tops of the plants prior to set- We should certainly not recommend solution and three-fourths of a 
ting. In case of those already set, your making lime sulphur yourself pound of powdered arsenate of lead 

spray the young injured plants under present conditions. The com- to fifty gallons of water, both of 

thoroughly with a spray made up of | mercial concentrated solution is now — these injuries can be controlled. The 
five level tablespoons of powdered made by a number of commercial (Contiued on page 159.)
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Wisconsin Horticulture tc give us any attention whatever a conference and by exchanging 

Published Monthly by the nor would any reasonable minded ideas with fellow fruit growers will 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society jerson ask it of them. However, 8° home a bigger, better fruit grow- 

16 N. Carroll St. . er, and a grower of better fruit. 
Oficial organ of the Society. the cherry orchards will be there Such a conference of commercial 

FREDERIO CRANEFIELD, Editor and the apple orchards also, some- fruit interests will give pep and 

Secretary W. 8. H. 8., Madison, Wis. thing over 3,000 acres of the latter. punch to the growing of Wisconsin 

Entered at the postofice at Madison, Wisconsin, “The people of Door county will be ne for Se aa ne ey 
as second-class matter. Acceptance for mailing al : ime you meet and rub e ys Wi Mecial rate, of “portage “provided for in’ Section there and we know something of e youn elbows with 
403; fst Of October 8, 1917, authorized July s i 7 a lot of people who have a common 

‘Advertising rates made known on application. their brand of hospitality. We were interest with you along some line 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society their guests in 1908 and again in of activity you give and take in spite 
Annus] membership fee, one dollar, which in- 1913 and on that account we want of yourself. Give information and 

: rice isco : ake. the sa - your 
Hortieulture.”""Nend one dollar to Frederic Crane- — (,) a again help and take the same for your 
fleld, Editor, Madison, Wis, go again. If 

Remit, by’ Postal ot Wxpress Money Order. A self. 

ieltea to 'a" card.” Personal checks wecepied. The marketing problems of the 
Postage stamps not accepted. The Fruit Growers’ Conference [ruit grower, the growing problems 

Orsicnne 1 fsrenceto’be held at Star and the thousand and one questions FICE) he conferenc = held at Stur- ye has to answer will be matters of H. ©. Christensen, President...........Oslikosh = _ te has to answer will be matters of 
W. A. Toole, Vice-President...........Baraboo geon Bay August 15th and 16th in universal interest and the discus- 

Frederic Cranefleld, Secretary-Treasurer. -Madigon  ) Hectign with the summer meet- sion of the major issue will give in- 
EXECUTIVE COMMITEE ing of this society should interest terest and entertainment for a con- 

Bx-Oficio. . ? MERGE Fi Se ot aware 
President, Vice-President and Secretary. every fruit grower in the state and ference of real fruit growers. § 7 For ‘Three ‘Years for al ai csasaenareaes ber Watch this paper for further an- 

A. K. Bavsott......0c0cceeeeeeee++Baraboo FOr that matter every member. nouncements and take time to get 
os Da ve MORAG Bae Meunls There was a time in our history to the conference and get acquainted 

For Two Years. when fruit growing in this state was ie ae fellow ae erower— 
Paul B. Grant..............+..++Menomonie 5 " might be you w ce . 

mu nee Ba a theory. It’s now a fact and the Mgnt be you would like him JoOB Hauser... 0... ees eves ees sss Bayfleld ) M. §. Kervoee 
Richard Marken .................Gays Mills Bocce pues cx en wo “oO. M.S. Rettocc, 

W, B. SprelterssacicivessccsieasavOnslanmy  CUNE has come when a mixed pro Janesville, Wis. 
For One Year. gram at our conventions does not — 

P.M, Edwards.................Fort. Atkinson oe eats . . «ke ae & Seams 
James Livingstone |...) Milwaukee Satisfy the commercial men. It is , Mr. Arno Wittich, of Sturgeon 
Wm. Nelaon ........00000000+.-.. Oshkosh their privilege and right to demand Bay, a member of our executive 
Arno Wittich..................Sturgeon Bay i S. : conmittec, says: “Regarding the 

—— more. The preliminary conference po Bed gs 
BOARD OF MANAGERS ‘i Pa ‘ matter of a separate state fruit 

H.C. Christensen Frederic Cranefeld at Sturgeon Bay will clear the air growers ‘organization, will say that 
W. A. Tool ® : : 7 

_™ _ _ _ and enable everybody to see a bit | am heartily in favor of such a 
T Meeti better into the future. The ama- move. I have attended all but one 

he Summer Meeting teurs need not fear this movement i the ae ears ef our state 
The dates of the summer meeting —\i]1 in any way interfere with the iorticultural society for “he past six 

have been changed from August 9th : 1 « f ‘ years and it has always been my im- 
. ang sMugust “t) established policy of the society so pression that neither of the various 

and 10th, as announced in April far as their interests are concerned. phases of horticulture could receive 
Wisconsin Horticurture, to Au- Jy js merely a widering of our field due attention at such a joint meet- 
gust 16th and 17th and the place, of work. ing. Further than ie the displays 

Sturgeon Bay. Cordial invitations ‘oisiderAble Space Ge BivE of flowers, vegetables and fruits 
. 7 » Fruit Growers’ Union, The Considerable space Js given 10 have been pitiably small as being 

from the Fruit Growers’ Union, The this subject as it is an important representative of the members of 
Door County Chamber of Com- one, such a large organization. 

merce, The Fish Creek Horticul- Titk CONFERENCE AF STURGEON “From my rather limited observa- 
tural Society and from individuals Bay tions at tips wiintcs gnestings I 
left the board of managers in no . would say that it would be ar more 
foul . | ine The dat Why should such a conference be profitable to all concerned if our 
doubt as to the place, re Cates needed? Why waste time and state horticultural society were di- 
are, unfortunately, too late to enable money to attend such a gathering? vided into several separate organiza- 
our members to see the cherry trees A certain class of people would do tions, such as fruit growers, florists 
in fruit, although specimen trees just that, waste aes eee a a vegetable gardeners. ce pines 

: . by such a meetin, t of such organizations would then will be left unpicked for our benefit. MONeY s0INgs to such a meeting, bu ul galuzations wou 
‘ Id in cherry ti Ty the honest-to-goodness fruit grower be more apt to attend annual meet- 

We coule nee go mcherry time. The ho depends on his fruit yields for ings, knowing, as they would, that 
growers simply would not be able his bread ard butter will go to such their particular subject would be
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THE topic of discussion and that essential to the best development of | summer meeting is a good idea. As 
no other subjects would interfere.” the fruit industry of the state. That to whether or not this organization 

—— -- a new and separate organization is should be affiliated with the state so- 
This from Mr. E. G. Hanson, needed to give such facilities is one ciety, I believe it should. Not only 

Fish Creek, Door county: “If the seemingly open to debate. It would can the state society be helpful to 
fruit growing industry of this state seem to me that there there is no such an organization, but the com- 
is going to prosper in the future we inherent reason why the present mercial apple growers owe a debt to 
must take steps toward establishing horticultural society or an affiliated the society, for it was through the 
better grading, better packing and organization could not be so oper- society that the pioneers, like Mr. 
packages, also better marketing fa- ated as to meet any needs of this Tuttle, Dr. Loope, A. J. Phillips 
cilities, and this can only be done character which may arise. Mr. Plumb and others, laid the 
through a state-wide fruit growers’ “Tam for your proposed meeting foundations of successful conmer- 
organization. I am greatly in favor to consider these problems.” cial fruit growing —H. C. Christen- 
of this move and shall try to do my ~a sen, president, . 

best in seeing it through.” “Tam heartily in favor of the 
ee ee movement. There is nothing to lose N : . 

This te r er : ; ursery Licen Agai 
, Phis from Mr. Wm. Knight, of and much may be gained by a meet- oo. y c Ses Again 
Bayfield: “I have felt for years that ing of fruit growers to discuss prob- his license business is getting on 

what the fruit growers of W Iscon- Jems of mutual concern.” cur nerves but we certainly propose 
sin needed was an organization that . J. A. Hartey te ee the init on givite dat J. A. Hartey. i x : Fila 
could concentrate the best thought —_— = v lacl 4 ns de fe me 

frac = teale SPOWeES - : . . . tion. ne lack of knowledge is 
pas Siar oy Ne a oe and ‘TL think a fruit growers’ society aeutiathing aniazing ° 
mark ine. Tr, le ae aration: fin. would be a great help to the Wis- °°! S B alezig. . 
pe st . ee 0 pee consin fruit’ grower and_ thereby Must a nursery located in anoth- 

viduals to Turther the Truit inter~ bring about the standardization of — er state take out a license before be- 
ests and no side issues be allowed fyuits for marketing " itted IL thei Is j 
to creep into the organization. It “Co-ordination with the state ing permitted to sell their goods 1n 

5 rely trui le neither : ; sae this state? [If so, what is the li- 
vest e purely fruits We ee horticultural society would indeed oH > 
the feast wh HOT 0Ws ito, diced 1 be of great help. This society is CEMS¢! 
fruit an 1 fruit interests 0 GIscuss Well organized, as we all know, and “Must a salesman of nursery 
“When einen ae in with its help and influence would stock for a nursery outside this 

is “ ~ ee ive the organization much of the ate take a license before bei 
the same line of business it is much packing it coer ” state take out a license before being 
— GieRatE 3 é g it Ss vermitte sell such goods? If s 

ee 1 te organ a AE ary Shugeon Bay. tate alaatigoodse ey oya ach other, e Tru . what does said license cost? 
business we should not attempt to . _. a ; “To whom should I apply for 
carry along the side branches of Tam a commercial fruit grower 33 ge 
horticulture, for then it becomes a and am in favor of the suggestion license ? ILC, 

mongrel and interests of different in your letter. I believe the fruit Nurseries located outside Wis- 
branches become mixed and our growers of Wisconsin need an or- consin must file a copy of their own 
work becomes scattered and nothing ganization for mutual . benefit. state certificate with this office be- 
of value is well done. The fruit in- Would favor organizing it as an fore they are wernited to ‘sell 
terests in Wisconsin are large adjunct of the State Horticultural i y 3 2 1 ze e = 

enough now to demand an organiza-  Society.—Ralph A. Irwin. nursery stock in Wisconsin. They 
tion directed in that line only. And pe Se are then granted a Wisconsin non- 
I believe it would aid the industry : nie p reside rti vithout charge 
and bé ai advantage to the srower From J. R. Williams: T think the resident certificate with ul ‘charge: 
‘ es antag e §' fruit grower of Wisconsin has Salesmen representing nurseries 
and the consumer as well. It should 5 ° ° nae . . ne jee “antes bring about a better method of grad- played a lone hand long enough. I outside this state are issued copies 
ing and a package adapted to the uae spent te a Cali- of the Wisconsin license held by the 
varieties srown in this state.” ornia and Florida and I have seen jurseries for which they work. g ) 

how much help a state organization "These-cosiesate algo issued without 
Prof. J. G. Moore says: “I think is to the growers. I can see many ESENCOPICSIATE e180; 198 

the proposed meeting of fruit grow-  W@ys that a state society can help us. © st , . 

ers to discuss matters of so much / am very much in favor of a state All applications for nursery li- 

importance to Wisconsin — fruit organization, censes should be addressed to the 

growers, as those suggested in your OO State Department of Agriculture, 
letter, a very good suggestion To It would seem to me that the call Capitol Annex, Madison, Wiscon- 

my mind there is no question but for an organization of the kind you. : ne 
z sail gite ale te — wand that Si S. B. FRacKEr. 

that an organization where such speak of is an urgent one and that S 2 
questions can be fully considered is to hold it in connection with the State Entomologist
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The Garden Fairies this before. Then all at once she no fairies nor Spirits of the Gar- 

Evizapetin HELD wanted to pinch herself to make den.” Now no little girl likes to be 

The little girl who played in the sure she was awake, for dancing laughed at, so she never told anyone 

old garden was very lonely some- 0” the lawn were fairies and elves, any more stories of what she saw 

times, for there was no one to play while over them floated their queen and heard in the garden, but she was 

with but mother and mothers are ©" Wings like a gorgeous butterfly. sure she had not been dreaming be- 

awfully busy people. So when she Waving their hands gaily at the sur- cause the garden became a most 

was tired of dolls she would climb prised little girl they ran from wonderful place to her. She saw 

up in the old Transcendent Crab flower to flower, sipping the honey, things she would never have seen 

tree that stood in the middle of the laughing merrily at the protests of it she had not been given the “Gift 

garden and from a seat high up the sleepy bumble bees. They of seeing — things.” When — she 

among its leafy branches look down Cimbed to the tops of the tall Del- weeded the Pansies she laughed 
toward the town and thirk what phiriums and swung from the tips softly to herself at their indignant 

a wonderful thing it would be if @s a boy swings from the tree tops. expressions when the fairies 

she could go everywhere and see ‘They swayed the stalks of Foxglove tweaked their noses. The tall, 

things. and Canterbury bells until their swaying Salpiglosses looked just 

One evening when there was bells gave forth a sweet music. They like the fairies did when the naughty 

company and no one was paying Pulled the petals from the roses and elves streaked them with pollen and 

much attention to little girls she pelted each other until the garden weren't bumble bees sleepy heads 

slipped out of the house and climbed looked as though the west wind had though? They would not sting you 

up to her favorite seat in the old been blowing. Then altogether they if you disturbed them on rainy days 

crab tree. Far down the street she piayed hide-and-seek among the or in the evening—they just sput- 

could hear the voices of children at. flowers, stopping now and then to tered and grumbled like a little boy 

play. It made her feel very lonely tweak the pretty upturned noses of | slie knew when his mother wanted 

irdeed—and — unconsciously she the Pansies. Suddenly there was a him to get up early. Every flower 

voiced her desire: “Oh, how I wish dreadful racket; several tiny elves in the garden became a friend, she 

T could see things.” To her amaze- had filled their hands with the pollen Ieved them, The more she thought 

ment someone answered her: “Be- from the tiger lilies and were dart- about it the surer she was that she 

cause you have desired it so earnest- ing hither and thither, streaking and had not been asleep. The Spirit of 

Iv I grant your wish. I give you spotting their companions’ pretty the Garden said her work was to 

the ‘ gift of seeing things,’ it is the faces and gossamer laces until they make children happy. That was it, 

most wonderful gift in the world. bore no resemblance to fairy folk at of course. Grown-up people were 

having it, you need never be lorely all. so busy doing other things they for- 

or unhappy very long for the Door The little girl laughed and 8°t all about what little girls and 

of The Fnehanted Palace will open laughed she was so happy. Why boys really need to make them 

for you.” the fairies were playing like happy happy. And then she became very 

“Who are you?” asked the little children in her very own garden! thoughtful. Perhaps they really 

girl. Suddenly every fairly disappeared had never seen these things and, of 

“Tam the Spirit of the Garden, and the little girl heard her mother Course, if they had not—why she 
and my work is to make children calling her, “Come right in. You wouldn’t have believed it herself if 

happy Look at the garden. Did ill catch cold out there when the she had not seen with her own eyes. 
you ever see it before?” dew is falling. It is long past your So she ought to be real happy to 

The little girl looked down at the bedtime.” She ran to the house and think she Was SO fortunate as to be 

garden. The moon was shining told the folks how the Spirits of the 8!V€" this wonderful gift. 

brightly, the air was sweet with the Garden had talked to her and given She is a woman row and she will 

perfume of roses, every flower and her the wonderful gift and how the _ tell you very gravely that the fairies 

Icaf was covered with tiny dew fairies had danced and played in still dance in her garden on moon- 

drops that sparkled in the moon- the moonlight. They all laughed light nights. That the birds, trees. | 

light like precious jewels. It was at her, saying: “You fell asleep and flowers and the south wind whisper 

very beautiful but she had seen ali dreamed these things. There are their secrets to her. But if you ask
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One bushel size for apples, tomatoes, onions and other farm products. 

Half barrel and barrel size for cabbage, watermelon, cantaloupe 
and muskmelon. 

One bushel seed corn crates. Butter and cheese boxes. 

Our newly designed coop for shipping live chickens, weighs 30 pounds 
and it is the strongest on the market. 

LA CROSSE - - - - WISCONSIN 

her to tell you more about these The American Pomological So- state, provincial and local 
things she will shake her head and ciety, for over seventy years an in- horticultural societies. — 
sey, “I cannot, you would not un- fluence for the betterment of the 9. Co-operation with fruit grow- 
lerstand. The Spitit of the Garden fruit industry, is now reorganized ers marketing associations. 
Oerstand. oF Ob the Manes with a broader program and on a 10. Encouragement of better grad- 

must some fo you and give you the  husiness basis, with an active execu- Ing and packing. 
Gift of seeing things.” Isn’t she tive committee, a board of business 11. Encouragement of the breed- 

a queer woman? But do you know managers and a paid secretary with ing of new fruits and the thor- 

T believe most folks are a little bit Office facilities. This society has ough aa pad sssinina- 
see a oy sey pledged itself to this end. tion of valuable kinds. : a(uees until you understand them. I The services that will be given 12. Awarding of prizes for_meri- 

But she is happy and a garden is j,embers in 1922 are: torious fruits, worthy inven- 

still a most wonderful place tocher. 1. “fhe annual convention, with tions and jor noable coatibe. 

There is always something new, valuable program. tions to the science and prac- 
; Li ‘nteresti ay o oe : tice of pomology. 
something interesting. A garden 2. ‘The report of the proceedings 13. Making public the best infor- 
never grows old, so she says, and of the convention, together mation on the new means and 

neither do you in your heart if you with the Pomological Annual methods in fruit growing. 

love one containing much material in 14° Condensed reviews of new 
: ee dispensable both to commercial pooksand bulletins: 

An Invaluable Service to Fruit and amateur growers; 15. Establishment of branches in 
: Growers 3. A quarterly bulletin containing the colleges of agriculture. 

There is great need in North other matter of concern to the 16, Registration of new fruits with 

America for a central organization society and of permanent value. accurate descriptions. 
which will combine the forces of 4. Letters at frequent intervals 17 — { egislation encouraged and 
existing fruit bodies and which can which will embody informa- , a . . i 

‘ i : . ; fone * atarecte fostered for the extension and 
act as a clearing house of all infor- tion of current interests. : : ae 

‘ 4 aaa rn ‘ S 2 —_ : andiet safeguarding of the fruit in- 
mation of interest to fruit growers. 5. Reports on the size, condition parents 
Much has already been accomplished and character of fruit crops yg Correspondence with the mem- 
but it will take more effort to build gathered and disseminated. na 2 ee ng 

eoati . : : . bership from the secretary’s 
up such an organization of sufficient 6. A campaign for greater fruit office ? 
magnitude fully to satisfy this need consumption, carried on : maipsfuenyl 
and to finance its development and through all available organi- _ There Is no other organization 

work. This can be done through zations. giving such broad Service Joe 
the co-operation of the fruit grow- 7. Efforts lent to the stimulation mow. Send your application fo a 
ers of the United States and Can- of export trade. secretary-treasurer, R. B. Cruick- 
ada. 8. Affiliation with and service to shank, Columbus, Ohio.
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AND FERTILIZERS 
BRING 

$ PROFIT $ 
TO, YOU 

Our products are reliable and prices are reasonable. 

Our specialists are at your service. 

Enquire for information and prices now. 

CREAM CITY CHEMICAL WORKS 
770-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

Melons for the Home Garden — greater absorption of heat into the After a number of years experi- 

Witt J. Pratren, Green Bay, Wis. soil in these locations. This is very menting with various varieties, 

Every home garden should pro- jmportant in the getting of early early and late, I confine myself to 

duce melons for its owner every melons. A small amount of manure — one variety, force some to have them 

year for several months in the fall. jn each hill gives up heat for some early, and get the later ones from 

Here (Green Bay) they should be while. One must be careful not to. later plantings. This has the big 

ripe every year by August 20th, use too much or the hills will dry advantage that one may save seed 

some years earlier. out in mid-summer. The hills are without danger of admixture. I 

The main essential to keep in mind pot mounded but depressed a little, confine my varieties to the follow- 

is that melons are heat loving, and the ‘heat is held better. (Hollow ing three: Milwaukee Market Musk 
that if they are planted and treated  hjlls sound a little odd, but I mean Melon, Kleckley Sweet Watermelon 

like our hardy vegetables, they will well anyway.) In early spring the and the Honey Dew Melon. 

not always ripen fruits before frost main heat is in the sun’s rays and The Milwaukee Market melon is 

oer will ripen only a very few. Prob- — the nights are cool. As soon as a large, orange fleshed, thick meated 

ably three out of four failures in young plants appear, they are cov- melon; a very heavy continuous 

raising melons is due to this care- ered with paper cones weighted on bearer, having quality equal to the 

less method of treating them. edges with sand to prevent being Osage, almost as early as the Emer- 

An early start with the plants, blown away. The heat from the ald Gem, and wherever planted by 

and the conserving of heat in the gun heats the air under the paper commercial growers is soon the 

hills in the early spring is quite and the heat is retained all night, market favorite. The only places 

necessary. T find that only about permitting the plants to grow con- I know of it being sold are Currie 

a week is gained by starting plants tinually. Paper coverings are Bros., Milwaukee, and Olds Seed 

in sod or in berry boxes in a hot- needed for 10 days to two weeks, de- House, at Madison. 
bed or cold frame. When trans- pending on the season. Some years The Kleckley Sweet Watermelon 

planting, soil about plants is left in- they will not be needed at all, An is the only watermelon to consistent- 
tact. Plants are set out about May ciled waterproof paper is used. ly ripen early for me every year. It 

15th; seeds are ordinarily planted in Cheesecloth frames, glass frames, or is a large, long, dark green melon, 
hills about May 10th. In the con- hell jars would all serve the same has a thin rind, and is of extra fine 

serving of heat the best way is to purpose. quality. 

plant on a sandy loam southeast Plenty seeds are planted to have The Honey Dew Melons take 

slope or on the south or southeast enough left after the cutworms and about two weeks longer to mature 

side of a building. There is a much striped beetle have their share. than do watermelons, so that they
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unsprayed afford re-infection to 

the sprayed surfaces. Investiga-_ |Psrenreo ava.ss.1909 

The tions recently conducted by the 

Oregon Experimental — Station 

Jewell Nursery have shown that for best results 

Company from dormant spraying 4.1 gal- Fro. fo2 Fio.3 

lons of spraying solution should 

. . be used on an eleven year old ap- Berry Boxes 

Lake City, Minn. ple tree with an increase in j ‘4 crit wat Crates, Bushel Boxes 
js ieee tack vou ina or older nf elg ie fr and Climax Baskets 

stablishe ons being necessary or a fitteen ° 

year old tree. Owing to slower As You Like Them 

. growth slightly smaller amounts Patent Polding Berry” Boon ad 
Fifty-four years are needed in Wisconsin for the tion: Honcer point give satistac: 

. 5 age of tree. our specialty. "We “constancly continuous service a - coe arry in stock 16-quart erates all 
Vhe matter of application is made up ready foruse, Stther for 

. . . strawberr i 
likewise important. High pres- order too small on too laced for 

sure is essential, since it facilitates folding: bases aia cretey ink. D. 
A Complete Stock of application by breaking the spray from Milwaukee. ‘Promptness is Fruit, Shelt d application by breaking the spray essential in handling fruit" and 

ruilt, eiter an into fine particles. The ideal spray larwe: discount: toe party sia 

Ornamental Stock in is a floating fog-like mist. An- A postal brings our price lst. 

Hardy Varieties for other important condition govern- Cumberland Fruit Package 
Northern Planters. ing the size of the particles is Company 

the size of the holes in the discs of Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. 

the nozzles, the smaller the holes 

should th t locati the finer the particles. Rods, 
hould have e@ warmes ation : . LEE 

the best T kent rn therefore, equipped with nozzles 
and the best care. ept a number Boo, _ 

a Tage anes at sea an ore Vig Rog oles than he sory ary cellar till Christmas. one ate ton don nT Es 0 lity d 
n ef cellar till Christmas that Stires are too low for guns. These uall an a 

OC many people ass =4 d : 
tl ’ i ri peor ot bet : a dises must be watched closely and 
hese good melons cannot be raisec 

in eur ald northern insmre “Tey changed when the holes become Square Deal 

‘vine tl 1 “— ' fe worn too large for efficient work. 
giving them an early, warm star oo. oo 

and there will be melons for all. . A rev ised. spray calendar, Bulle- ARE WHAT WE 
tin No. 36 “Control of Insects and 

: : . : Plant Diseases,” explaining in de- OFFER YOU 
Salient Points in Spraying ‘ - : 

Spraying is an “art” and rec- tail the preparation and use of 

2 8 . " . these sprays is now available and Our new 48-page catalog (16 
ommendations must be followed 1 aired ef pages in colors) gives you an 

oealy if rec a ne . can be secured upon request from honest description of FRUITS, closely if results as good as those 1 loci Capitel VINES, ORNAMENTALS, PER. 
. . . the state entomologist, Capito \ . 

obtained in experimental work are \ Madi Wi ENNIALS, etc., for this climate. 

expected. Make sure you are ~* nnex, Madison, Wis. If you are in doubt as to what 

using the proper material in the fs Best to pant we will be glad 

proper proportions and at correct The Minnesota Fruit Breeding os 
time. Use enough of the mate- farm showed two or three hun- We do landscape work. 

rial to completely and thoroughly dred seedling apples at the crop 
cover the entire surface to be show, among them about a dozen The Coe, Converse 

sprayed. There is a tendency to that will bear close watching. Edwards Co. 

use too little material and apply They bid fair to give Minnesota Fort Atkinson, Wis. 
it to the surfaces easiest reached along-keeping apple. Wedge and 

with the result that the parts left No. 90 are two good ones. 
a ;
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A Real Hailstorm mates base balls. Measurements 

(Contributed by Dr. A. H. showed them to run between nine a 

Lemke.) and ten inches in circumference. FN > 

. This size seems to have fallen in BAWwkEye SpippiNe BASE" 

This is May, 1921. The day groups of a few and then walk etic anc prices Wie 

was threatened by local showers. to or three hundred feet before aos A 
One welcome shower of a few yyore could be found. The largest See STON a 
minutes’ duration passed over the piece picked up weighed one and iar 

city from the west about 2:30 Pp. Gne-fourth pounds. Among the A ie 
m., and at one hour intervals more larger sizes about 10 to 15 per a sl = 

heavy clouds appeared but no cent of the hail was a conglomera- 

rain. After six a heavy bank ap- tion of smaller pieces firmly con- re a 

peared at the horizon. I watched gealed into one solid mass. One is badly chipped. One green- 
it with much anxiety because we, freak piece was eight inches in house was a complete knockout. 

my family and some friends, had length, on the order of an icicle Streets well lined with shade 

a pleasant(?) two mile walk be- put of many nuclei. On an east trees were well covered with foli- 

fore us. We had well entered the and west line at south edge of the age, twigs, and even some larger 
outskirts of the city when these city was the zone of large hail. branches. Under an American 

threatening clouds overtook US. from here on south for another arch a one-inch size branch was 

A little store building was our jnile the hail was what may be broken off. 
refuge. We had hardly entered called normal size, like peas. At I have today mailed via parcels 
when glass began falling. Night Rothschild’s, four and one-half post a bundle of branches showing 
had fallen ina few minutes. The miles south, there was only a bruises caused by thig Hor, 1 

time was now 7:50 Ps Me The slight mist falling and no sign of — think it worth while to place them 

Suind ‘came in fennine gusts. The any hail. for future use into the Museum or 
clouds rolled like huge boulders The total width of storm was into the Prec deuemen of 

(“thunderheads”) Oven each other, about four miles. The distance it the University, properly labeled. 
streaked grayish white and inky traveled was approximately 23 A. H. Lemke, DDS, B.Sc. 

black. The cloud action was best niles from west to east with 

observed by being several miles Wausau in the very midst of the Repairing Storm Damaged Trees 

north of the edge of the storm. storm area. The wonderful feature . . : 
The drops were few but large. of the storm was to have stood at By the time this appears in 
The predominating feature of the 4 suitable point to observe the print many of the Sears caused by 

storm was the hail which came in falling pieces. Not parallel to each the terribly destructive ice storm 

several distinct sizes. The small other like drops of rain in a quiet which visited eastern Wisconsin 

size averaged one-half inch. The shower. They twirled and gy- February 22 and 23, will in part 

second size was about hen’s egg rated at all angles and in all be healed. Inquiries and pleas for 

size. Tobe more exact, by weight planes. Possibly caused by their help were ‘numerous. Fortunate- 

they averaged two ounces apiece. \arious shapes by the forces, ly, Prof. F. A, Aust grasped the 

In a garden plot prepared several \-hether at the ascending or de- situation and almost before the 

days previous for seed sowing scending edge of the cyclonic cen- storm was over had prepared and 

these pieces buried themselves be- ters, among the clouds. Some forwarded to the stricken district 

low the level of the surface. On disc shaped pieces traveled in a * "¢WSPaper bulletin packed with 

a 4 by 4 foot space there were 87 nearly horizontal plane for many ¢™MM0N sense, every line of prac- 

indentations, averaging five and yards (10). The damage to glass tical value. Although we could 

one-half to the square foot. The \yas enormous. Art glass win- Not get this to our readers sooner 

smaller sizes were slightly in ex- dows, automobile tops, old shingle it is felt worth while to print it 

cess of the two ounce size. In the roofs and paper roofing with poor !0W for repair work may yet be 

southwest part of the city the ex- base. The telephone building is done, 

tra large pieces fell. Size approxi- tile veneer, the coping of which There was much controversy in
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SUMMER MEETING 
AND CONFERENCE COMMERCIAL FRUIT GROWERS 

STURGEON BAY 

August 16 and 17, 1922 

One of Two Evils. All wounds should be painted not been separated from the wood. 
(Continued from page 151.) with asphaltum or carbo!ineum. Branches with straight breaks should 

applications should be made—first, applet "Gee -wooil jndemont eas — w such a point where 
j . - € a remaini ig or 
Just after the petals fall; second, ten liberal amount of common sense. to continue the growth ps a paa 
days or two weeks later and if plum Thousands of shade and orchard branch. 

rot has been common in the past, trees, bent and broken by the sleet Undercut All Branches 
once again in mid-summer, three or which ravaged the state, can be saved “All branches two inches in diam- 
four weeks before the fruit is ripe. if proper pruning operations are em- eter or more should be undercut. This 

S.B.F. ployed immediately, according to F. A. consists of first making a saw cut on 
| __ _ _ Aust, department of horticulture, Uni- the under side of the branch 8 or 10 
local papers concerning the par- versity of Wisconsin, ; / inches above the point where the 

ticular substance to be applied to heisoonenths {rimming and repair branch is ultimately to be removed. 
. work is done after the ice has left the Cut in until the saw pinches. Now go wounds as if that were the most trees, the better,” Mr. Aust said. “The two or three inches above this cut and 

important point. Really it is sec- argument that work should be done make another cut from on top of the 
ondary for even if nothing what- before the sap starts has little weight, weight. The stub can then be cut off. 
ever were applied wounds would pecase manite sal toe tale il ware vo branches are to be re- 

- , oa : a » a Ss » moved it is well to lower the brancl heal. Antisepsis is not as impor there is no way of stopping it com- the ground with a rope. The falling se 
tant in plant healing as in surgery. pletely. the branch can be controlled complete- 
The following by Prof. Aust Apply Common Sense ly in this way, and further injury to 
should be read and preserved. “Tree surgery is but a matter of he rest of the tree avoided. 

How to Treat Trees common sense applied and if it is im- “Whenever a branch is removed it 
possible to procure the services of an #8 Well to treat the wound with a dis- 

The sooner the pruning is done,  gxperienced tree surgeon, the work can  ifectant. Lead paints should never be 
the better. be done by an able man. used as they prevent healing. Good 

An experienced tree surgeon “The ordinary pruning tools neces- Preservatives are ordinary asphaltum 
should be consulted if possible. sary for this work are a good hand Paint, procured at any drug store or 

Tools necessary for the job are saw, a pole pruner as is used in or- Paint shop, and carbolineum, procur: 
—a good hand saw, bit and brace, chard work, and if possible, a curved- ble at most seed stores. 
a short bar, pliers, paint brush, a bladed saw attached to a 10-foot pole, 

pote pruner, a_ safety belt and a bit and brace, a short bar, pliers, ’ 

ladders. paint brush and necessary ladders, and Kellogg Ss Nursery 

Branches with one-fourth of their for heavy cable work a safety belt also ein 

bark intact can be saved. is essential. SIXTY-EIGHTH YEAR 
These branches are brought back “Branches on most trees are broken 7 Full line of standard varieties of 

into place by block and tackles and in two ways, either as a split in the Beale trees, eae Peonies: 

held permanently by bolts or wire crotch, or as a straight break. <A mental Trees ak prices that od 
cables. straight break requires complete right. Don’t pay two prices to 
Branches with straight breaks are removal of the branch. A crotch traveling salesmen. Order direct 

removed by a process called unde- break may be repaired if a quar- Tonos reliable nursery and save 
cutting. ter of the bark is intact and has i
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Nurser The OV 
y 0 ERHEAD WAY MADISON WISCONSIN 

Company Fool old man‘‘Dry Weather”’ 

this year and “Put Drought Nursery Stock of 
7 oe to Rout.” i 

are in a position to fur- Quality 

nish high grade Nursery Heretofore you have always for Particular Buyers 

Stock of all kinds and hoped for rain. Why not Have all the standard varieties 
‘et table to Wi BUY it this year? as well as the newer sorts. Can 

varieties suitable to Wis- supply you with everything in 

consin and other north- Dopues line with a rough Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, 
ern districts. sketch of your plot enclosed Vines and Ornamentals. 

. and our catalogue and prices 

Will be glad to figure on will be sent. Let us suggest what to plant 
. . both in Orchard and in the dec- 

your wants either in oration of your grounds. 
large or small quantities . Prices and our new Catalog sent 

promptly upon receipt of your Rock River het of vance 
— Irrigation C trigation Co. Nurseries at 

Wauwatosa .. . Wis. Rockford, Illinois Waterloo, Wis. 

Use Caliper Hooks Treat Exposed Surfaces half to five-eighths-inch hook is neces- 

“To save branches where one-quarter “Before pulling the branch back into Bary, 12 to 16 strands are necessary. 

of the bark is intact and not torn from shape it is usually best to treat the After the cable is completed, the 

the wood, is usually not a difficult pro- exposed surfaces with either asphaltum last end is cut seven to 10 inches long 

cess if carefully planned and engi- or carbolineum. This had best be ap- and! bent..downwards: A. short, ‘iron 

neered. Two lag screws are first plied with paint brushes. bar fa then placed in the center ot the 

placed in the branches above the split “The size of the block and tackle ‘Tes and the wires are twisted into a 

crotch. Six or eight-inch branches can will depend upon the weight of the compact hook. . 

be pulled back in place on a half-inch branch to be pulled back. By the Where the branches are particu- 

caliper screw hook. For heavy oak proper use of two or three sets of larly large, or there 18 likely to be 

branches, a three-quarter-inch caliper tackles, two men can easily move a celine by the wind, it 1s necessary 

hook is necessary. heavy branch. To accomplish this the to p ace aganional cables to prevent 

“In placing the screw hooks into the lead rope of the primary set is attached wane he 8 3 pee Judemeut 
branch, it is necessary to bore a hole to the movable block of the secondary The 6 use i : ae nese cab ont 
into the branch with a bit one size set, and the lead rope of the secondary bi he e a pi BMS Or" S162 
smaller than the screw. The screw Set is attached to the movable block of eet above the: first.cable or'cross ca: 
hook ai that there is just the third set. bled to other branches of the trees. 

HOOK ASCO WEO 1:80 _ tt . op adi No. 12 1 = “It is often desirable to place a bolt 

enough room i a sed to hold the t y cased ah a b oe ee vane’ through the tree just below the broken 
chain which ke 2 _ o 0 Hie soft année e be ne an ort he- crotch. The heads of the bolts should 

branch or me lock and ne a i the ween ie ower ooks after we ware be placed through iron washers and 

hooks have been properly placed, ; as een ooked over one hoo! with a these countersunk through the outer 

block and tackles are attached to this seven-inch end projecting, until the re- layer of the tree 

set of nooks a Ps anes ae} nent oe ve ba Secure “Wherever branciies are ‘bolted to. 

are placed be! ow es st om ic 5 ale that wt fast 0 12 years wi gether which are six or eight inches 

the cable or chain wil e attached. hold the branch in place. in diameter it is desirable to cap the 

“Blocks and tackles should never be “For a branch of medium size where crotch with a cap or watershed. How- 

attached to the branches of the tree a three-eighths-inch hook was used, ever, it is always best to have thig 

by means of chains, ropes or wires from six to eight strands will be suffi- work done by someone experienced in 

wrapped around the branches. cient. For a larger branch where one-_ this work.”
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Attention! Members of State Bee-  Morgin says, “Brown County Bee- among the minor crops, it is nev- 
keepers’ Association: keepers’ Association will show the ertheless of much importance. 

Please mark August 7th to 11th Leckeepers attending the Chautau Chroughout southern and cen- 

a 200 senda as ae week, qua the best time they ever had” te a ae gree 

: ] , . ‘ that we'll all have a good time. fitting better into our livestock 
Green Bay, Brown County, and These are only a few of the bene- system of agriculture. But there 
should mean a vacation to every yyy the Chautauqua will offer, Make @re many lowlands, newly drained 
beekeeper, especially our members your vacation a profitable one this minesies, or ianahies tartly eye 
of thestate assosiitien. Makevour * . oo, Where small grain has failed, Ae =H sees ion x he year and come to this Conference where buckwheat fits in well and 

: . : or we might call it, “Wisconsin usually pays well. 

have attended any of the previous Stare Beekeepers’ Field Meet.” Fill Another type of soil to which 
ones, I need not tell you that it will out the blank in this issue, mail it buckwheat is often sown for a 
he worth while, but many of our 4. ihe secretary and start boosting ©@8h crop is the sand, drift sand, 
members have not had this oppor- this meeting new. Invite your neigh- or Sane, too poor . =e 

} i 7 1 ‘ = be d 1 SOF Ci a or 
tunity and, therefore, I will SIE a bor beekeepers to come also. This sor beans. ne drouth is not. to 
few of the benefits bo be derived conference is free and every bee- severe, a good crop is usually se- 
from a meeting of this kind. keeper in the state is welcome. cured, and in my experience the 

1. You will receive information SECRETARY. past two seasons, this type of soil 
from national authorities, men who Wiseorsin State Beekeepers’ yields the most buckwheat honey 
ave) cathe researele: work for deals per acre. 

years and. years to deternine the Sooation The buckwheat fields of Sauk 
- i 5 3 : County are from 20 to 40 miles 
most practical and economic manip- — \ ane . from the home apiary and one of 
ulations for beekeepers. Men who \ddress ee the big problems is getting within 

can give you the “atest” in beckeep- “Cheek dates you can attend: Aug, bee range of them. August first is 
ing. Men who can tell you about Toovooey AUG. Beeson, 9 10... ~ usually the time bloom begins to 

beekeeping in all sections of the I » show and by the tenth is generally . : tamer : secreting freely so it is important 
United States because they have po vou want us to make room to move the bees early and have 
covered thousands of miles of bee- reservation for you?............. them on the job at the start. 

keeping territory each year. Such qf so) answer following questions : My main object in migrating to 
men are Dr. E. F. Phillips, National jejnq of room Single double buckwheat fields is to secure in- 
Apiarist; E.R. Root, of the .\, I. Xo. of days . crease in colonies as cheaply as 

Root Company; Mr C. P Dadant, of Renz rm , . ~ possible. There is no fall flow of 
wt semarks . -- any kind at the home yards as the 

the Dadant Company. . eee =COuntry is well stocked with dairy 
2. You will be given an oppor- | _... cattle which keep down the gold- 

tunity to ask questions concerning a en rod, aster and sweet clover. 

your own particular problems. Experience in Pasturing Bees on Near the end of the clover flow, 

3. You will have the pleasure of P Buckwheat 5 usually about July 10 to 15th, I 
a st eather aad sierer . Ce begin to make increase, dividing meeting other brother and_ sister Conrad G. Kruse. h iginal col i to. thre 

beekeepers of Wisconsin and what _ . the original colony into two, t! Rees BEREEE : Buckwheat is grown in scat- or four parts, depending upon its is more worth while than the de- tered areas throughout almost the condition. These nuclei average 
velopment of friendship with people entire state. from three to five comb in 
interested in the same work. There are perhaps a dozen strength and are placed in regu- 

4. You will have a good time. counties, most of them in the ex- lar ten frame hives, filling space 
How va ‘i 2 ‘oe have per. treme northern part in which it is with drawn comb and closing en- ow do we know? We have per 

a not grown to any extent. The re- trances almost to one bee space. 
sonally met members of the Brown maining counties had an acreage Each nucleus is given a ripe cell 
County Beekeepers’ Association and totalling near the 26,000 mark ‘in or virgin soon after and left until 
we know when Brother Brenner or 1921, so, though it is classed the young queen is laying.
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Wisconsin Beekeeping built up fast to rousing colonies quality of Wisconsin graded honey. 
IL. F. WILSON, Ealtor and a surplus of 6000 pounds was ‘This will assist the business-like 

— ae . extracted, leaving plenty for win- producer to maintain a fair price 
Onticers of The Wisconsin State Beekeepers oh aa a : pee - 

Association ter and spring feed. for his crop, as the price “cutter 
President. . . ee PP Stelling In 1921, 525 colonies in one and — is usually the one who does not take 
View President yoo igo c oe Conrad Krse two story hives were moved 25 the pains to grade his honey, and 
Treaster ooo eeye eee aG We Aepper miles and all placed in one yard. simply | markets it Ungraded 

Su PEUATY.cseraesoy aids cial ee \talitta Fo idreth = E hey were within easy range of | Honey” to comply with the law. 
Madison 150 acres of buckwheat in good ORGANIZATION SPELLS SUCCESS 

Sng, Mewberaiiy Fees FLO condition, ‘Total cost of truck One may wonder what organiza- 
Monit (ot Ey Ulretny Seer: Maine Ws hire was 37 cents per hive, round tion has to do with the cost of pro- 

— - | trip. ducing a crop of honey. Possibly 
Experience has taught that to Colonies built up fast, and the in a direct way it does not have 

move before the new queen is lay- scale hive showed a total gain of much to do with it, but indirectly, 
ing usually results in queenless- 37 pounds which was a fair aver- in the writer’s opinion, it has very 
ness, but as soon as eggs are to aye for the whole 525. Season much to do with it. The figures 
be found, they are ready. g.. was short, ending abruptly after thus far available on the cost of 

Smothering heat or driving 4 three day blow of hot dry winds honey production plainly indicate 
rains do not stop or hinder our which blighted) the buckwheat, that the presert price of honey 
operations much when moving oven killing the newly set seed. should be maintained, and efficient 
time comes. This year, with the Honey is given as rent for the methods of increasing production 
help of one 17-year-old boy we aplary sites and bees are away must be used. A good start has 
moved 115 colonies per day for from home about six or eight been made in maintaining the price 
four consecutive days, thermom-  \veeks They are not placed near of honey by the application of the 

eter registering near the 90 mark buildings, no one is left in charge, Wisconsin grading law. This, in 
each day and bees being on the ang gemetiines Iam not near the the writer’s opinion, may be  fol- 
road about three hours. Of course, vard for two weeks at a time. lowed by the consideration of stand- 

they are sprayed with water while Honey thieves are rare, only nine ard containers, and further greatly 
loading, and if necessary, again ayinps being taken in the two popularizing the use of honey as a 
enroute. : . years of migration. valuable food. Such problems may 

All of our equipment is the ~ y Gonsider three or four, two only be worked out through organ- 
standard ten frame stuff, two story colonies a proper force for ized effort. Tips and pointers on 
story hives are stapled together, ay vere of buckwheat in good con- better beekeeping management: are 
bottoms are stapled on, entrance qitign. At this ratio, the buck- often obtained by attending asso- 
closed by pushing in a V shaped neat grown in Wisconsin is suf. ciation meetings, and from. official 
screen, cover removed and atwo-  faient for 6000 colonies to feed publications of the association. The 
inch screen frame stapled over the upon, taking nothing of value to eer e as “ a keep 
top. s planter, assisting i ina- abreast of the times, and use the in- 
They are stacked two and three ae ee, sere in Dellias- formation which is applicable to his 

deep on the truck and trailer, two 1 Gartoad of honey, if we woudl OWN particular situation. 
by fours and boards between the but move them a Tew niles KEEP ADEQUATE RECORDS 

tiers provide ventilation. Less ——t The cost of producing a pound 
than a handful of bees have been The Cost of Honey Production of honey varies from year to year, 
smothered in my two seasons of A strong, active organization is depending on the season and_ the 

migration to and from buckwheat, the most urgent need of the honey — skill of the beekeeper. Therefore, 
even though sometimes we started producer today. Already the Wis- records must be kept over a period 

at high noon, with the thermom-  Consin State Beekeepers’ Associa- of years before any definite con- 
eter at 90 and a sum total of about tion has done much for the bee- clusion can be reached on the cost 
1500 colonies have been moved keepers of the state in making pos- of producing a pound of honey. 

(counting both ways). sible increased appropriations for The figures given in this paper 
In 1920, 200 of the divided col- the eradication of foul brood, and in are based on the opinions of Mr. 

onies were moved to two buck- obtaining a practical honey grading Frank Rauchfuss, manager of the 
wheat regions, one 20 and the Jaw. Grading will do much to sta- Colorado Honey Producers’ Asso- 

other 37 miles from home. The pjlize the price of honey. Slowly ciation, ard the writer. 
total cost of truck hire was forty but surely the demand for Wiscon- TABLE 1 

cents per hive, round trip. Nearly sin graded honey will increase as [NvesTMENT FoR 500 CoLonirs oF 
all of these were in two story the Wisconsin consumer learns that BEES 
hives stapled together. the state stands behind and abso- 500 colonies of bees in 

Season was favorable, bees |utely guarantees the purity and one story, ten frame
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Langstroth hives, metal merely as a unit to figure with. sound business policy to. establish 
roof cover with inner Much of the equipment listed in a depreciation fund. “In Table 2 it 
cover frames with full Table 1 would be needed for less will be noted that 5 per cent depre- 
sheet wire foundation than 500 colonies of bees and, on ciation on all equipment with the 
at $10.00 0.8 5,000.00 the other hand, some of it could exception of on the Ford truck is 

50 one-story, ten frame be used efficiently for more than recommended. This means that 
hives with full sheets 500 colonies, thus, in one case the equipment could be entirely re- 
of foundation at $3.96 198.00 slightly increasing the cost of pro- placed at the end of twenty years. 

1500 extracted bodies duction per pound, and in the other The depreciation on a Ford truck 
with combs complete slightly reducing it. Such ques- is figured higher, as it is considered 
at $2.22 3,330.00 tions as to when the four frame by the users of these vehicles that 

8 frame power extractor 191.25 extractor should be replaced by an they are good for about four years. 
Capping melter anaes 17.85 eight frame machine must be based The question of insurance is well 
Steam heated — capping on the judgment of the owner. worth considering, Hive and supers 

knife with generator... 5.95 When another out yard should be filled with combs built’ from full 
Toney straining appara- established and when the point is sheets of comb foundation are of 
tus. 49 5.00 reached that a separate or enlarged — inestimable value to the beekeeper. 

150 gallon honey tank 27.20 building will be advisable as a work — Therefore, to carry adequate insur- 
Fairbank scale . . 20.00 shop and storage plant, will also ance on buildings and equipment is 
Hershiser wax press 38.76 have to be decided by the owner. sound business. 
Miscellaneous tools and The skill with which these decisions Brxixs AND LAnoR Wortit Moxey 

fence for out yards are made will influence the cost of aa ealay be paid is ; ‘ 
and rents . 150.00 honey production. ie re ay A e palich 1 a anuch> Buildings — lxtracting ieuEnega GS IS mootec question, and one that the 

and honey house 600.00, oS UREST ON AVESTMENT owner must largely determine for Vehicles One Ford _ The items listed in ‘Table 1 are himself. It is the opinion of the 
tele . 483.09 figured ata discount of 15 per cent writer that a man who thoroughly 

off 1922 catalog prices, on the as- knows the game and will put his 
“$10,067.01 sumption that the owner is a mem- knowledge into action, and also 

a ; — ber of a beekeepers’ association knows the fundamentals of busi- 
Parte 2 which is entitled to 15 per cent dis- ness should be worth at least a sal- 

OVERHEAD EXPENSES FOR RUN- count. ‘The capital invested in this ary of $200.00 a month for every 
NING 500 CoLontes case for 500 colonies of bees is month he devotes his full time and 

Six per cent of invest- $10,007.01. “The honey producer thought to the business. The work 
ment - an $ 604.65 knowing definitely the amount of of producing a crop of honey can 

Vive per cent depreciation money he has invested can then be wound up in cight months in 

on equipment—20 years 479.72 — proceed to figure overhead expenses most cases. During the rush season 
Depreciation on Ford on the production of the crop of — hired help will be required, Wages 

truck 20 per cent—5 honey. In Table 2 will be noted at $80.00 per month for one man 
MOINS cece bee 96.60 that 6 per cent interest is charged for three months is by no means 

Insurance on buildings on the capital invested. The capi- extravagant in Most cases. 

and equipment ............. 200.00 tal of $10,067.01 invested in good lhe experse of running a truck at 
Salary of owner, 8 months securities should yield 6 per cent. $40.00 per month for six months 

at $200.00 per month... 1,600.00 Therefore, it must be expected to is based on the estimates of other 
One helper, 3 months at yield the same when invested in business concerns, and is possibly 

$80.00 per month, with- honey production. none too high if our apiaries are 
out board setsnasnnce: 2ADLO0 DEPRECIATION Occurs established on poor roads. 

Expense for running truck The equipment in an apiary grad- Approximately, the expense for 
for six months at $40.00 ually wears out from continuous running an apiary in a poor season 
per month _ 240.00 use and at the end of a period of is as great as in running it during 

——— years it has to be replaced by new a good season. All too frequently 
Total Expenses ...........$3,460.97 material. Improvements on appli- the beekeeper neglects the bees in 

Costs VARIABLE arces are made from time to time, an off year. The results of this 
The items given in Table 1 will, some of which enable the producer neglect are invariably carried over 

of course, vary according to the to handle his crop more efficiently, to a material loss of crop the fol- 
personal preference of different thus making the purchase of im- lowing year. ae 
honey producers, and with the proved equipment a good invest- When the owner’s time is figured 
number of colonies kept. ment. In order to make possible for eight months during the year, 

Five hundred colonies kept in the purchase of improved and to — but little time will be available for 
six yards are taken and so located renew worn out equipment, it is a selling honey at retail prices. The
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honey crop in Table 3 has been fig- 15e per 10c per CONCLUSIONS 
ured at 10 cents and 15 cents per Returns: lb. Ib. From a study of the cost of pro- 
pyar to Ciipheee tie Ep airs 30,000 Ibs . duction it will be noted that three 
of obtaining a fair price for the _honey a=-$4,500.00 $3,000.00 factors are essential in order to 
crop. a 3 250 Ibs. bees- . make honey production profitable: 

. PABLE . . wax at 27¢ 67.50 67.50 1. To work out the most efficient 
Cost or Propuction—Wirit 25 . system Of management possible in 

Pound AVERAGE Gross me e % .-, order to cut down the cost of pro- 
Expenses: come $4,567.50 $3,067.50 duction. 

105 cases 5 gallon cans 8 es ae 2. To increase the average pro- 
At $1.30 scsssccccs$ 136.50 Profit ..$ 781.53 duction per colony by improved 

Overhead ........ 3,460.97 24 55. «©methods of beekeeping. 
ee Deficit .... $ 718.47 3. To maintain a fair price for 

Total expenses ...$3,597.47 Cost to produce 1 Ib. of honey.$.126 honey. 
ISeper 10 per Wit 75 Pouxp AvERAGE , I he first two factors are largely 

Ib. Ib. I within the range of the individual 
Horns: “xpenses beckeeper. “The third ca ly I Returns : meres ad / veckeepe urd can only be 
12,500 Ibs. 320. cases ol 5 gallon £16 obtained by organization, through 

honey —... $1,875.00. $1,250.00 cans sat $1.30 i a which extensive advertising and 
106 Ibs. bees- Overhead ........ 3,460.97 selling campaigns may be launched. 

wax at 27c 28.62 28.62 ‘Poul expenses $3,876.97 BE. AY, ATKINS, G, B. Lewis C 0. 
Ss Watertown, Wis. 

Gross in- R lar ee MY Det - a 
some _§ $1.27) eturns: d, Ds ; .. come ~$1.905.62 $1,278.62 8 37500. ibs. “Together We Stick, Divided 

Deficit ... $1,693.85 $2,318.85 honey —.....$5,625.00. $3,750.00 We're Stuck” 
“ AME, oe 312 Ibs. bees- So says. Brother Beekeeper . te $8 .28 °s : \ ie scekeeper 

Costto:produce:t Th.oF honeys.4 wax at 27¢ 84.24 84.24 Painter, secretary of the Marathon 
Wirt 50 Pouxp AVERAGE ooo County Beekeepers’ Association. It 

Expenses: Gross in- is to be regretted that our beekcep- 
210 cases 5 gallon cans come ..$5,709.24 $3,834.24 ers are not co-operating with one an- 

at $1.30 200 $ 253.00 . ——_——_ other in the way they should. The 
Overhead ......... we 3,460.97 Profit ..$1,382.21 secretary of the state association 

oo _. ———— _has a list of over 1,000 beekeepers 
Total expenses ..........$3,713.97 Deficit .... $ 42.73 who have, one time or another, been 

I5c per 10¢ per Cost to produce 1 Ib. of honey.$.103 members of the state beekeepers’ 
Ib. Ib. Wirt 100 Pouxp AVERAGE association. Out of this 1,000 but 

Returns: . . 539 have renewed their membership 
25,000 Ibs. of F-xpenses : Sot 5 & for 1922. Ninety-one new members 

honey ........$3,750.00 $2,500.00 417 cases. ea o gallon 542.10 have been secured to date, which 
212 Ibs. of cans at $1.30... $ 460: 7 gives the state association a paid-up 

beeswax at Overhead... 3,460.9 membership of 630. The Wisconsin 
27 execs 57.24 57.24 a . " State Beekeepers’ Association 

i Potal expenses —.....$4,003.07 should have at least 2,000 members 
Gross in- 15e per 10 per in order to place Wisconsin bee- 

come ..$3,807.24 $2,557.24 Ib. Ib. keeping where it justly belongs. One 
= Returns: dollar will not make or break any 

Profit ..$ 93.27 50,000 Ibs "sy . of us, but $2,000 will give Wiscon- 
—_. horey $7,500.00 $5,000.00 — sin beekeepers an organization 

Deficit .. $1,156.73 417 Ibs. bees- / worth while. Will not each mem- 
Cost to produce 1 Ib, of honey.$.148 wax at 27¢ 112.59 112.59 her take it upon himself to round up 

. ° . oo one or more of the old members 
Witit 60 Pounpd AVERAGE Gross in- a ge and secure his dollar. If you do not 

Expenses : come ..$7,612.59 $5,112.59 know who they are, ask your neigh- 
250 cases 5 gallon cans . ee bor beekeeper whether or not he be- 

at $1.30 200..$ 325.00 Profit ...$3,609.52 longs to the association. If he does 
Overhead ...........2--2-.-.. 3,460.97 . ————~ not happen to be an old urpaid 

ces Deficit ... $1,109.52 member, get his dollar anyway, as 
Total expenses ...$3,785.97 Cost to produce 1 Ib. of honey.$ .08 new members are always welcome.
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The Idea Spreads large and small trees and brush family parties or in large organ- 

George Ade, who won fame and and vines that we found in the izations. We have entertained 

fortune as a writer, has retired to woods. People came in large parties ranging in size from fifty 

a farm in Indiana. He is an agri- numbers to ramble about the pre> to eighteen thousand. The ban- 
culturist, we imagine, rather than ses and hold picnic parties. We ner day was the Home-Coming 

a farmer, but as shown in his had about the only playground in celebration for soldiers and sailors 

article on another page he soon the whole region which was on July 4, 1919, when we had by 

learned the need, the hunger for cleared away and had an artificial actual count twenty-six hundred 

recreation among country people, setting of flowers and greensward. motor cars parked in the pastures 

and the lack of places to play. In 1908 Mr. Taft opened his and along the roadways. 

We have been advocating coun- presidential campaign here at Ha- My experience with large 

try and community parks for five zelden, and we had 15,000 to 20. crowds has been that people be- 
years and welcome George Ade to 000 people on the grounds that have themselves and do not wil- 
our ranks. Will) you think about day. fully destroy property or du any 

the needs of your community and I built a swimming pool out at ‘damage. Of course, when you 

write us your thoughts? the west of the grounds and later have several thousand people 

——____—_. on built a dancing pavilion, fifty swarming in the ten-acre en- 

George Ade on Rural Recreation by thirty-five feet, and that build- closure at one time, they will 

A picnic and outing for all the ing has been used for a hundred kick up the turf a little and make 
farmers of the region was held at PUrposes since 1910. The State a good deal of a muss, but tl.ey 

my place, Hazelton Farm, Brook, Council of Defense met there and don’t really do any damage that 

Indiana, on September 24. We also the County Council. The Red cannot be repaired. They enjoy 

had thousands of people here. The Cross used it during the war as a visit to grounds that are land- 

schools in the county rehearsed @" assembling depot. Clubs and scaped and well kept and they 
for the community singing and societies | from Chicago and In- turn out in droves whenever in- 

there were many games and en- dianapolis and other cities have  vited. 

tertainment features. The party made it their headquarters at v= Since motor cars have elimi- 
was a little hard on the lawn and "ous outings. Near the pavilion, jated distance and good roads 

the shrubbery, but it was a great @5 We call it, was a fine open play- have directly connected all the 
thing for the community. ground entirely circled by trees. townships in every county, the 

IT am becoming almost an ex- Here we laid out a small dia- “county park” has become almost 

pert on Community Service. mond and the business men from a necessity. Every small town 
In 1904 I moved to the coun- surrounding towns came once a and every rural township should 

try, in order to find a quiet spot week to play soft ball. Later on have near at hand for the free use 
where I could do my work undis- we laid out a little nine-hole golf of the public, a large park which 

turbed by the complications of course within the home grounds. will serve all the purposes for 

city life. My house was built at The neighbors became so fond of which we have used our grounds, 

one corner of a farm which I own the baby course that a club was here at Hazelden. The forest 

and because this corner of the formed and now we have a real preserve idea is all right and the 

farm bordered a small river and nine-hole course, three thousand state parks deserve public sup- 

was wooded with very fine speci- yards long, and we have a club- port, but they are too far apart. 

mens of our best native trees, I house and a good tennis court and Each family that owns a little 

became generous and gave myself nearly all of the usual fixtures of motor car should have a park 

a wide domain for the private an up-to-date country club. within easy riding distance. In 
grounds surrounding the house. Several years ago the Sunday the average county of the corn 

In clearing up the grounds we visitors swamped us and we had _ belt, the family that starts out 

opened many spaces and threw to close the grounds on Sunday, for a day of recreation usually 

them into stretches of lawn but at but I have made it a rule not to winds up by taking a picnic lunch 

the same time we preserved as a turn down  week-day visitors in the open highway. The wood- 

background a great variety of the whether they come in small land pastures are either barred
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against visitors or they are litter- Federated Fruit Growers Formed of the various sections in produc- 

ed and dirty and uninviting. I ‘The Ametican Farm Bureau ing fruits and allied perishables. 

believe the county park would be Federation sees another ideal real. Each commodity, such as citrous 

a real blessing. Part of it should ized with the launching of the fruits, apples, grapes, ete., will be 
be cleared for parking space and Federated Fruit Growers. The ¢@titled to representation on the 
athletic field and the remainder new organization is the resulé ‘of board and the districts will be rec- 

should Delete ina: Hatardlcondi- the deliberation of the Fruit ognized, according to the impor- 
Hon except that deadwood ‘and Growers’ Marketing Committee banlee ol the industry there. The 
down timber should be cleared. . oe) caces MInerican Farm Bureau Federa- . of 21, which held its final sessions ~*| 
away. All the native trees and . | . pe . vj. tion will appoint one director. 
shrubs and flowers should find a '" the general otheesiof the ENE wa 
refuge in this local park. All the can Farm Bureau Federation, Fonnage Assured 

important athletic contests of the April aathe2oth, Thus 1s the third Already Acting Manager sal 
county should be held on the of the farm bureau commodity wards has letters from various ¢o- 
athletic field. In each county you committee to report. rhe Fruit operatives indicating a strong de- 

will now find several towns and @rewers’ Marketing Committee mand for the sales service. The 
each of these towns has a sorry- of 21 was appointed by Pres. J. Re problem will be one of adequately 

looking ball park and a weed- Howard on August 25, 1921, Upen caring for all the tonnage offered. 

grown open space somewhere authorization of the National The Federated Fruit Growers is 

which is used for football and Fruit Marketing Conference called determined to set up a sales serv- 

track meets, but, if all the towns Py the American Farm Federa- jce on a firm foundation strongly 

in the county should unite they tion on April 5, 1921. financed so that it will not have 

could support a first-class athletic To Open Sales Agency the usual annual struggle for ex- 

field surrounded by bleachers ‘The committee of 21 made plans istence, and commanding the com- 

and comparing with any college to establish a ‘national grower- plete confidence of the growers’ 

outfit. owned and grower-controlled sales organization which owns and con- 

We need in the country more agency at once. A temporary trols it, 

playgrounds and more shower hoard of directors for the Feder- Service to Fruitmen 

baths and recognition of the truth ated Fruit Growers was appointed A campaign to increase the con- 

that the men and women who live py the committee of 21. J. S. Ed- sumption of fruit and the stand- 

in the country need not regard wards was made vice president ardization of fruit grades under a 
themselves’ as: mere ~work: ani- and acting manager and instruct- trade-mark of the organization 

mals. We need these things if eq to proceed at once to organize will be two of the tasks under- 

WE @Ee to: check the flow of Popu- the sales department. taken by the organization. Nuts 
lation to the cities. By acci- Associations Are Members as well as fruit will be handled, 

dent, and not because I started ape berships in the Fed and in some sections vegetables 
out to be a_ benefactor, I have / yok teen inane re v and other perishablesBulletin 

been conducting an experimental ated Fruit yen ea andi American Farm Bureau Federa- 
park of the kind I am now advo- by co-operative fruit marketing tion 

cating. Accept my assurance associations and not by individ- “07 ee 

that the public will gladly make uals. No regular employe of the Stop the insect when it first be- 

use of picnic groves and recrea- national sales agency can be a gins to work. It’s easier to handle 
tion grounds, if they are put with- member of the board of directors. than when it has a large family 

in reasonable reach. The organization is completely and many friends about it. 
grower-owned and grower con- oe 

OO trolled. Representation on the A single flower is often more at- 

The acreage of watermelons in governing board is by both com- tractive in a vase than a handful 

Florida, Georgia and South Caro- modity and district. The nation jammed into a vase. Flowers are 

lina is estimated at 102,100, as. will be divided into some 16 dis- individuals. Why not treat them 

compared to 63,300 acres last year. tricts, according to the importance as such?
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sin and he ships north, west and 

T I | E F L O RI S ’ I ‘S PA G E south for 250 miles. As a regular 

EDITED BY thing, he employes 10 people at 

HURON H. SMITH, Curator of Botany the store, 9 at the greenhouses, 

PUBLIC MUSEUM MIEWAUREE, WIS; and 5 at Stiles, making an even 
two dozen people on his payroll. 

The Meier-Schroeder Floral Com- 

pany, of Green Bay wim « x z 

From our articles thus far, one E ‘ RR - 
: . . Z * ae . -_ 

might think that the floral indus- i a 

try centered around Milwaukee, ] ‘ore 

but Wisconsin has some extensive 

establishments over the state. June <f 

7th we were cruising the main ae b PF Aas eee Sek 

street of Green Bay and spied a WEY Sao NE Wee Ue 1 eee a 2d eine eae: 
e : . , tid? GREE A INWE TIS TRE AVE Senpetah es aol ae 
fine window of brides’ boquets. Dis FF Ae EAL ae ne > ae Ke a 

«as : ETM Berk * TRL it Set 1 ae a maa 
Investigation proved it to be the 2 eS Naaae Ra es ee 2 re 

: a “i < aoe ee i ES ROME EF eo. Se eee 
Meier-Schroeder Floral Co., at 119 a : ve * AO pe eee he ae os pene ee 

$ - 5 5 ; PM Meme tg Se TY 2S TERR, ol a i yk 
North Washington St. We use |i ee De eek fee eee oy nF roe tea ed ANS ae 

evele and appropriate cos NR RS nT NES: RS DAR ee Ae ! a motorcycle and appropriate cos- [RM is eat 4 Se ae eee 7k, ee 

tume, which precipitated a scare wae tye . . . wae i : ONE SIDE OF THE MEIER-SCHROEDER HOUSES, GREEN BAY. 
into genial Carl Meier, who is the 

proprietor and sole owner. He having been right there in’ busi- The houses at Stiles aggregate 

had just paid out $15.55 to the ness for 25 years, wholesale and 300 by 40 feet and there are grown 

Green Bay judge for his boy had retail. He has one set of green- sweet peas, roses and carnations. 

exceeded the speed limit, and he houses out on Webster avenue on Cuttings from this stock are re- 

thought here came another motor- the other side of the fence from ceived every day in Green Bay at 

cycle cop. However, when we Woodlawn Cemetery, and another 2:15 p. m. His sweet peas are 

claimed Clem) Pollworth as a set of houses at Stiles, Oconto very choice, the average stems be- 

friend, the sun came out from un- county, 25 miles north of Green ing a foot long, and being pro- 

der the cloud and everything was Bay. duced at the rate of two thousand 

warmth again. It is easily the largest florist’s a day in season. He has 25,000 

Carl Meier is another old-timer, business in northeastern Wiscon- carnation plants at Stiles, grow- 

ing the White Enchantress, the 

on 5 = = j ri Sag onl Pink Enchantress, [Enchantress 
my ae J y } ‘ 2 : 

i Ot \ er. ae iP Supreme, and Philadelphia for 
a ius AM Pe a . = 

h 4 er Marea - ; We oS pinks, and Edna and Aviator for 
cs f nt, a. ‘ " 4 

bh tS rc) — Piel ay FY reds. His roses are Columbia, 
I int} on) 6 Sige a 5 

o Re Tas , e IRIS 4. Ophelia, Premier, Russell and 

. fae xX 4 : i A Hills new white Engele. 
*t ant ‘ Pet ai) ns . 5 

Pa Mad Bae) RA eee a he Green Bay houses com- 

joy OO eS, | prise seventeen 100 by 25-foot hot- gy re ; rime bs 
aah fay 4 ' re houses, barns, heating plant, pot- Pa be ‘ 

“ wnat ting and bulb sheds. He grows 

mY something - over 75,000 bulbs in 

1) ee f F season. 

a _ This season finds a great deal 

r oe ho of greenhouse stock outside, and 

pe en on his 6 acres at Green Bay and 5 

MR. MEIER HIMSELF AND SOME OF HIS CHARMING HELPERS. acres at Stiles much of the stock
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is now outdoors. He had as fine or thinking about gardens. I he mere fact that this is my gar- 
a range of colors as anyone would hardly think I should have written den is of more pleasure to me than 
want to see in peonies. Next to about gardens, mine in particular other’s admiration of its beauty. 
them were three thousand Vincas, though, had I not been told the It is a pleasure to pick the flowers, 
and all manner of hardy peren- other day that the greatest pleas- to give them to those who are 
nials for summer and fall cutting. ure my garden could give me was sorrowful and those who are glad. 

Meier and Schroeder do a large the admiration bestowed upon it) And when [ hear the children at 
potting business, raising 3,000 by the casual passer-by or those the library say “here comes the 
cyclamens, 5,000 Easter lilies, 1I8-  \ho visited it. I did not agree, flower lady” as they run to meet 
000 geraniums, 3,000 ferns and jut the person who was arguing me, when IT watch their happy 
other things of like nature. They  \as pretty positive, so I decided faces as I fill the vases with the 
had a half a bench of Swainsona, {4 think it over. So I thought flowers they are beginning to 
which they use freely in corsage considerably the = morning =] know and love 1 think this is the 
and wedding bouquets and funer~  qonned my hushand’s rubber greatest pleasure of all. [ have 
al sprays. They grow most of joots and dug a ditch to drain the heard of people who grew gar- 
their own Asparagus plumosus water from my Tris. Thought dens just for others’ pleasure. T 
and sprengerii, and quite a lot of swiftly and emphatically as the @m sure they must be angels. Did 
their own smilax. For next fall thorny branches of the rose you know we had some in our 

and winter there were 20,009 bushes raked by face and hands midst? Just listen and you'll hear 
“mums that are about 6 inches while I pruned and tied them up. the rustle of their wings. 
high at the present writing. Kept right on thinking as I blis- Caroline E. Strong. 

Mr. Schroeder, a son-in-law of tered my fingers and contracted a ee 
Mr. Meier, is no longer in the sore thvoat digging out dande- Annual Meeting State Florists 
business, but the firm name is qigns, Thought long and earnest- The Wisconsin State Florists’ 
maintained, ly as spent all the money I could Association will meet at Oshkosh 
_Carl Meier is progressive, and afford and some I couldn’t for July 25th. No definite program 

likes his own city, state and coun- seeds, plants and shrubs. (IH had been outlined at the time this 
try better than any other place'on omit the thoughts of my husband issue went to press, but there will 
the globe. He is proud of Wis- on this subject. This is the wom. be no lack of activity on that day, 
consin’s Tesources and Scenery: and an’s section.) The more I thought for beside the usual business ses- 

likes nothing bette than’ fishing the surer T became that the admi- sion the committee in charge of 
Trp with Clem Follworth.. “Yes, ration of the casual passerby and @trangements has been very ac- 
we said fishing, but you can all the visitor, while pleasing, was tive in making provisions for an 
guess that fishing don t occupy all not the greatest pleasure my gar- ¢x¢ellent entertainment program. 

I weredit to Green Bay and stacks 4 ves me, To begin with, 1 Make a ring around Tuesday, 
up with any business on the street. om Hot angelic enough to do all en anith ‘in red ink for it will be 
We are mighty glad to se€ so pro- the things i sist a garden for mor the n worth four while to be 
gressive a florist so far north in others pleasure. 7 or Going EDs “ith is Bring the family Wisconsin. work, some of it hard and disa- W! US. ao = io fe So 

ee greeable, and actually enjoying it, Henry R. Welke, Sec. 
The Greatest Pleasure because T am thinking of the 

Contributed by Mrs. C. E. Strong, Morning when the first Iris blos- aie 
When I agreed to do my share “8°™ will open, I forget the cold Plan Your Exhibit 

of the work the Woman’s Auxil- cast wind and the thorns when I for the Mid-West Horti- 

iary planned for the year I didn’t think of the sweetness .and the cultural Exposition, Coun- 
expect my “share” would come in "Ot of color in my garden in June cil Bluffs, Iowa " 

the busiest time of the year for time, when roses, pinks and , 
me, when I am either working in peonies, stately delphiniums and November 13-18, 1922 

a garden or else reading, hearing gorgeous poppies are in bloom.
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blight-resistant apples, wilt-resist- 

THE INSECT PAGE ant flax, etc., why can’t we get a 
af. , 2 Pie fe _ 

Edited by E. L. Chambers, Assistant State Entomologist rust-proof wheat? This is prom 
ising and much work has already 

been done along this line. In one 

Why Eradicate the Barberry? son to cause a severe rust epidemic experiment station alone during 

: a ‘ i rea > itions < a- the last few years over 3,000 (Noel F. Thompson, Assistant if the weather conditions are fa- t e last few ye 

> oe in vorable for their growth. Early strains of spring wheat have been 
Pathologist in Charge of Bar- . ins f \ tested t ist M 

wis 40), acs bes WATS a ains + RSCABE sted for rust resistance. any berry Eradication in Wis- maturing grains frequently escape tested fo st res y 
consin) the rust while grain maturing a experimenters believe that event- 

. week or two later may be a total ually a rust-resistant spring wheat 

Renewed interest by agricul- jogs This suggests the first line having all the qualities demanded 
tural organizations in the control of attack against the rust and for by the millers will be developed, 

of black stem rust outbreaks on years agronomists and others but this work has been carried on 
grain has been aroused by the jaye been selecting and breeding for many years and complete suc- 
continued finding of numerous early maturing grains and improv- cess is yet lacking. Some success 

barberry plantings on farms and ing cultural practices. Much has has been attained, it is true, as 
the consequent necessity of in- been accomplished in this line, evidenced by Kanred, a wheat ex- 

creased support if the eradication jut it is far from solving the prob- tensively grown in Kansas and 

campaign is to be brought to a jem, which is quite resistant to rust in 

successful conclusion. A second line of attack has been that section. But the same wheat 

Yo those who grow or have tQ select or breed rust-resistant grown in other parts of the coun- 
grown any of the small grains, strains of grain. Just as we have try is one of the most severely 
wheat, oats, barley or rye, no brief 

of the case against black stem rust Wy, 

is needed, This rust is by far the SPLA ING OF TAXES 

most serious disease of grain the 

farmer has to contend with. The _ 

estimated annual loss in the ! | | —_—- 

United States from this cause We Ne Cm 

alone for the past six years has He A PS rein Reset 

been over eight per cent of the i AN Re «Kc 0 
total crop.  Agriculturists and ee AN. — -— a. 

scientists have for years been i a’, re et a a es = cient | PMR ox ofet : 
working on this problem and yf a Sb BEY y, 

TABS ae “a BeS pay /! k ASVAIAS° » I Ye 4 f three lines of attack have been PR «x See x 3h ed 
evolved. bas MS See STs “4 od 

: : LF Eee (ass ae el, Rust is a plant parasite, a fun- EIGN Ce, $I <f, i+ LGR Pete 

gus which attacks and and grows ets Gogee Eee Sf 4 aaa 

upon and in the grain. It is pak Cre Gaede 
; LEAS. Vi hae spread from one grain plant to the DRA Bien ee 

a tT i 
next by means of small spores <a! @ i ah le ome nd 4 

; : € 7 WR ae 
carried by the wind. To grow and A Lee Mi Mydion, Me * 

y . 8 1! Aida Yiu, ee Wer 
attack the grain these spores need cf al GN A. 

e OX ey ell art ema lh 
warm moist weather, and to cause we =e eer ee ws 

: . (S.DEPT OF : 

serious damage to the crop the ae - 
spores must be abundant. Since 

they multiply rapidly during the . CALECTOR- Come across with your Barberry tax.” 
summer they are usually suffi- UNCLE SAM- "How much?" 

. . Om. wh ” ciently abundant late in the sea- COLLLCTOR- Fifty million bushels of wheat:
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rusted. Why is this? Experi- work, but many remain and sev-— early, and town and county boards 

ments show that there are at least eral years will be required to finish are well organized for the fight 

37 different strains of black stem the job. In Wisconsin, we have wherever the distribution of poi- 
rust in America. Some of these scouted nine counties, have found soned bran is needed. The for- 

strains are prevalent in one sec- barberries growing on an average mula most used this year is: 

tion, while others are prevalent in| of over 100 farms in each county. Bran (coarse), 25 pounds 

other sections, and no wheat has Each of these farms was the cen- White arsenic, 1 pound 

yet been found which is resistant ter of the spread of black stem Banana oil (Amyl acetate), 34 

to all of these rust strains. rust in the spring. oz. (12 teaspoonfuls) 

Meanwhile, are we to sit back We will still have some rust Salt, 1 pound 

and allow the American farmer to) When the barberry is gone, but it Water, 214 gallons or more 
be taxed 50,000,000 bushels of Will get a later start and the dan- 

wheat a year, to say nothing of ger of sweeping epidemics will be OO 

the oats, barley and rye, by black 0VeT- O. G. Malde, deputy state en- 
stem rust? There is a third meth- SS tomologist on cranberry insect 

od of fighting the rust which has Spraying Celery to Prevent Leaf control, began work on May 15th 
been proven successful in) Den- Spots and had completed his first survey 

mark, in the Scandinavian penin- Celery plants should be sprayed of the larger bogs by the end of 
sula, in sections of Ohio and in a with Bordeaux mixture every ten the month. The first few days’ 

number of other places where it days to two weeks to prevent leaf survey showed an unusually wide 

has been tried.. This isthe eradi- diseases which often serioiisly if- distribution of the black-head fire- 

cation of the common. barberry. jure the crop for market purposes. worm, On May 25th a mimeo- 

In the northern part of the United "phese leaf spots occur generally graph circular was sent to all 
States the rust fungus cannot live jy celery-growing districts in ihe cranberry growers advising a 36- 

over winter and infect grain in United States during cool, moist hour flood to control the pest, a 

the spring without the aid of the weather. The spraying should he recommendation which was wide- 

common barberry. It spends the begun while the plants are still in. ly followed, especially in the 

winter on the dead stubble and in the seed bed and continued Vood-Juneau-Jackson county dis- 

the spring attacks the common throughout the season, The trict. 

ig ee little ee sprayings should be more frequent —_—_—- 
rust pustules e leaves a : : 

arab ashe May. Fron the om during moist, cool weather favor” In spite of the delayed spring 
berry it then spreais-to the erain able to the dey elopment of the leaf good progress was made in the 

J prea g ‘ re - 
; “ as . _ Spots and farther apart in dry, hot frentight control area west of and can be found as red pustules periods. Apply the mixture thor- ght iE ea: SS 
on the grain near by about the oughly with a pump which will Menomonie, W isconsin. Phe area 

first of June. From these grain sive a very fine misty spray that sovels 0 hia miles and now 

plants it spreads rapidly to other Will waver the plants, but HOE FUR includes 119 properties on which 

grain plants tntil hy the latter down the stalks aiid thus disfig- there are apple ees. Mall a 
part of June it is fairly common. _—S oo these orchards contained heavily 

By removing the barberries we une theistems. blighted crabapple trees, appar- 

remove the chief source of the rust ee ently with overwintering cankers, 
in the northern states. This is NEWS NOTES but the infected ones have now 

not supposition. It is an estab- The expected grasshopper out- been voluntarily removed by the 

lished fact and has repeatedly break is on in full force in north- owners from all but nine places, 

been demonstrated. eastern Wisconsin, and the editor and promises have been secured 

The barberry campaign has been of this page is giving full time to. from these. Pruning diseased 

in progress now for four years it at present. In many sections branches from other susceptible 

and nearly 4,500,000 barberries the hoppers were reported as_ varieties, such as Yellow Trans- 

have been destroyed in the “very bad” as early as June 1. parent and McMahon, is also pro- 

thirteen states engaged in the Fortunately poison was ordered gressing.
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fady e innesota Agricul- packing, marketing, canning, pack- Wisconsin Horticulture <ady. of the Minnesota Ag ic packing, m arketing, canning, pack 

Published Monthly by. the tural College. Professor Cady ages, etc. M. B. Goff. 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society fas not announced his subject, The present and the future. J. 
16.N. Carroll St. . . . ‘ . . Oficial Organ of the Society. but he is quite certain to talk G. Martin. 

FREDERIC) CRANEFIELD, Kaitor about the home and its surround- A trip through the canning fac- 
Secretary W. 8S. H. S., Madison, Wis. ings tory 

Enterec he postoftice Madison, Wisconsin, Spide city reste il- T is itse S rovide a as tere a tie, poet ethane ae malig Mr. Spidel, city forester of Mil This, of itself, should provide a 

TYR, det’ of Vortaber" aT e! authorized uy = Waukee, has been invited to tell full and satisfying day, but there 
5, x, si ‘ y . : . * . 
Advertising rates made known on application” us about trees. No one is better will be more, Somewhere about 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society jualified. 6 p.m. we will be taken to the 

ee eee ee one oes, Sheena Many of our readers have ex- new Country Club grounds for a 
Horticulture, Send one dollar to. Frederic Crane- . “ras 
fleld, Editor, Madison,» Wis. pressed a desire to meet “Eliza- supper on the lawn, after the 

Remit. by re stal or Hanrese Money Order c 5 . . 5 . . 

eR toa cata. Personal checks nceented, “beth Held,” whose identity has so “eats” a discussion of the proposed 
Postage stamps not accepted. far remained more or less of a commercial fruit growers’ — alli- 

OFFICERS mystery. Those who have had ance. 
11. * Christensen, Preside Riwereu Mebhont . ‘i - 

Wo eT Wectraicht: ce ciartng the opportunity of reading: her In case the ladies conclude they 
Frederic Cranefield, Seeretary-Treasurer Mutison delightful stories in WISCONSIN — prefer other sports than listening 

aie, + anil HORTICULTURE will welcome to the afternoon program — the 
ox-Onicio, . . . 

President, Vice-President and) Secretary the opportunity of meeting Mrs. Sturgeon Bay folks are ready for 
For Three Years. 2 hay: see + - “a ae, Sethe a 4; < ea ores a, i Slemmit cece Iinioa Bield. She will appear “in per- such a contingency. 

C. 1. Brigham... 2... 6+ Bine Mounds — son,’”” — nelevee 

Wm, Longland. 2.0 .65.05252 562. Dake Geneva Te ave at a . . . Thursday . 

For Two Years. we still have time a discus- From the point of view of many 
raul KE. Grant. vee ee eee sees e Menomonie gi . cere te . é Se : : . you Hutt soso ssa sion of the flowers and vegetables of the visiters this will he the big 
Richard Marken..................Gays Mil on exhibition will keep us busy day Beginning at 9 o'clock we 
W. E, Spreiter ......-.-% a cee Onalaska il a 2 t . 

For One Year until noon. will start on an all-day excursion, 
P.M. Fawards......0.......... Fort) Atkinson . rrr 4 a | . = 
James Livingstone... TO Milwaukee Wednesday Afternoon which will take us through Egg 
Win, Nelson... eee cece ee eee Oshkosh . . Fe teaale Chaba: ; 

Amo Wittich. oo. 00... eee Sturgeon Bay Few, very few, of our members Harbor, Fish Creek, Sister Bay 

BOARD OF MANAGERS know the history of fruit growing to Ellison Bay, 47 miles. From 
HOC. ehitensen Fretere Camette’l in Door county, know about the "ne until eleven we will be shown 

peculiar soil conditions there, how the big cherry and apple or- 
Announcement, Summer Meeting about the army of pickers em- chards are cultivated and sprayed, 

The summer meeting will be ployed and how they are handled, actual demonstrations. Every 
held at Sturgeon Bay Wednesii y the marketing of the crop and all kind of orchard tool and sprayer 

| a . eC ay; Bi esday av a cee j aC 9 ati oar ue Aiipnet ith wad else that has made Door county ™@Y be seen in actual operation. 
a sday, Augus a re / *T66le we wi : 
17th. Foll wing: oiir established 5° well known as a fruit district, About one o'clock we will arrive 

. ‘OHOW >: sta she a “f a Parke rhere ~ 
ustom the first day will be de In order that all who attend the @t the State Park, where lunch 

custc st day w Be 5 A 2) BETVE! , mH walt i Fecussion summer meeting may know, your will be served al fresco, the Fish 
votec O papers al discussions, “i = = - H et Ss: e Stata " = I to sight-seeing secretary has asked four Door Creek Horticultural Society hosts. 

he second day to s -se i Afte ie oa 
While the following i . reely q County growers to tell these After we have explored the 

le e follow Ss scare a oe , c e tri M 2 i 2, ie de dh . “ td things on Wednesday afternoon, park the trip will be continued to 
program, it is the only announce- . 7 THis ay : Se I " dee all ‘ - resins in general as follows: Ellison Bay, returning to Stur 

ment that will reach you previous ; 3 : 7 ay ai z ‘Hiss 
to: tl i 1 yout hould Brief history of the industry; 80" Bay via Lake Michigan 
o the meeting unless we shou : “ . Hore Ti ease Xe e aehe 

\ fort : ; tthe A the pioneers; successes and _fail- shore line. Please tell us where 
be so fortunate as to get the Au- . Seo iLic ; 

. Bee ne OU ures both as to varieties and meth- oF how you can get more for your 
gust number of WISCONSIN — money 

ag . 3 ods. D. E. Bingham. ye 
HORTICULTURE on time, a 3 

lich is doubtfal Geology of Door county; cli- 
which is doubtful. F 5 ogi i ieti 

matic conditions; cultivation, Attention, Local Societies 
Wednesday Forenoon spraying, ete. H. W. Ullsperger. The so-called bonus or premium 

An address by Prof. Leroy The business end: picking, money, twenty-five dollars, offered
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to local societies in 1920 and 1921 PREMIUM LIST 

Is again offered this year. The so- The following premiums are offered for exhibits of flowers and vege- 
cieties, with the exception of three — tables, at the Summer Meeting, Sturgeon Bay, August 16 and 17, 1922. 

organized recently, were notified Clase T 

earlier in the season, but it ap- Ist prize 2d 3d 
pears that some notices must have 10 vases of Asters, 1 doz. each 225 $3.00 $2.00 $1.00 
gone astray, as inquiries are com. _9 vases of Asters, 1 doz. each ........ vce. 2.00 1,00 .50 
ines iv about it Vase Asters, one color, 1 doz., for each color............ 1.00 50 25 

go aa . . Display Dahlias, not less than 5 varieties - 3.00 2.00 1.00 
Chere are, but few restrictions. — Display Pansies.................. neers ms .. 3.00 2.00 1.00 
Phe premium list must be con- Display Perennial Phlox, not less than 5 varieties . 3.00 2.00 1.00 

fined to fruits or flowers or vege- Display of Gladioli, not less than 25 blooms............. 3.00 2.00 1.00 
tables, or all of them, but canned Display of Annual Garden Flowers, not less than 12 
souds) bareed % : varieties nor less than 3 blooms of each........ 3.00 2.00 1.00 
BOOEY DALreds aoe Display Herbaceous perennials correotly named not 

Following the exhibition a_re- less than 10 varieties... seagyupciereen ere 3.00 2.00 1.00 
port must be submitted to the sece- For best specimens Fuchsia, Rex Begonia, Begonia of 
retary of this society giving a list any other variety, Sword Fern, Asparagus Spreng- 

‘ : os - erii, for each voce ceseeseeseeeeeee _ 2.00 1.00 50 
of the premium winners and the |, £ ; : 
. id Wiad théseath Best collection native flowers in arrangement and va- 
amount paid to; each and thexestt riety ; varieties to be shown separately, each with 
mated attendance. On receipt of card attached giving both common and botanical 
the report a draft will be sent for name, not less than 10 varieties..................-- 3.00 2.00 1.00 

the amount. Glace Ti 

While it is not required, a re- Snap Beans, VW. ice cece eee 2.00 1.00 50 

port, a “story” of the local meet- Lima Beats; 1 [Dicer eesneseneee se _ i i a 

ing and exhibition will be very ac- Cranberry Beans........-.. enc cS A ME RSRSA RES ETOERSETRSDSNE (Ee ‘ : 
_ abl These stories. will be Two Heads Cabbage sssisccx.s.ccccscscscssecsssrescsesees 2.00 1.00 -50 

ceptable, These stories will be Gio Opions.eccccscccssseocsvsveseeeeeeveevengrenesneee 200 1.00.50 
edited and published as space per- Six Ears Sweet Cornice: 2.00 1.00.50 
mits. Three Cucumbers 00.0000... eee ceee cette 2,00 1,00 50 

The purpose behind this move- Three Muskmeloms 00.0.0: 2.00 1.00 .50 

iene is tO Stimulate. anvateie 6 DE Pomatoes ....2........ccce cece cesses eeee eee ee eee ..... 2,00 1.00 .50 

: a oe Six Beets occ ccc ee ere teeters 2,00 1.00 .50 

home gardening, not merely to Six Carrots ccc eet ttt 2.00 1,00 50 
make a present of twenty-five dol- Two Egg Plant........... coceeceee cece . 2.00 1.00 50 

lars to different communities, and Class IIT 

i Bi assumed that amateurs only Best display vegetables grown by boy or girl under 16, in home or school 

will exhibit. garden. Ten dollars divided pro rata. 

SSS Exhibitors in Class HII may also show in Class IT. 

Study Time Tables In Classes I and II the exact number or quantity must be shown, 

he neither more nor less, in order to compete. 
While many of our members _ 

will use the state highways in — 

traveling to Sturgeon Bay, many The Fruit Growers’ Conference thought now seems to be toward 

more will go by train. Study the The call for a commercial *" association of growers oe a 

time tables. Trains on the C. & fruit growers’ conference at Stur- TY to the state society a # 

N. W. road from points north, geon Bay, August 16th, has met two or three-day program either 

west and south of Green Bay con- with an unexpectedly hearty re- preceding or following the negue 

nect at Green Bay Junction with sponse. This is the last call to lar Session: One more Opinion 

Green Bay and Western trains everyone interested in fruit grow- and we will close the discussion 
for Sturgeon Bay. G. B. & W. ing to meet around the campfire until August 16th. This is from 

trains leave the junction for Stur- Wednesday evening of summer a veteran in the ranks: 

geon Bay at 7:10 a. m. and 3:50 meeting and formulate a plan for “T am heartily in favor of such 

p- m. future action. The trend of (Continued on page 174.)
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The Story of a Rose and murmured, “It’s a beautiful this dress.” To her I was only an 

Elizabeth Held world after all when friends are ornament to enhance her beauty. 

The car was crowded and fora kind,” then placed it with the Ina little while, my petals crushed 

moment not one vacant seat could. tteasures every woman keeps to and broken, I dropped to the pave- 

I see. Then a well-remembered "e™ind her of happy hours. ment. I was forgotten. She 

voice spoke my name and I The second rose was worn by a_ loves neither him nor his gift, and 

dropped thankfully into a seat be- girl when she visited a hospital the pain in his eyes still lingers in 

side a friend whom I had not seen Where many of the boys who had my memory. I had thought only 
for years. For several hours we been “over there” were lying. the memory of an aching heart 

talked as old friends will, of by- Their faces brightened as she Was to be mine, but a little child 

gone days, of friends still living stopped to speak to each one, ask- picked me up. Though I was 

and those who have passed on. ing what she could do for them or ¢rushed and broken, still to her I 

Suddenly I noticed that the ob- Send them to make them happier Was @ lovely rose. Her warm lit- 

ject held between my friend’s fin- and more comfortable. Down at tle hand held me close as she 
gers Was not a, cigar as I. had the end of the ward was one Played in the street. I am content. 

thewght, hie a “withered rose. “hoy” whose face was distorted I, too, have made someone happy. 

“Aes You Fell Bettina Send with pain. The nurse shook her There was a few moments of 

mental?” I laughingly asked him, head slightly as the girl drew silence then. As the train neared 

for he is considered a confirmed "ear. But the girl, bending down, *# Station my friend shook hands 
badicion, “Not exactly,” he said gently asked him the same ques- and said “good-by.” As he turned 

with a little smile. “This rose tion: “What can I do for you @way he hesitated for a moment, 

was picked up in the street.” that will make you happier or then added: “And the Story the 

Holding the withered flower up, More comfortable?” He pointed TOS€ told is a really true one. 

he looked at it for a moment, then to the rose she wore. “Will you As he went down the aisle I no- 
said gravely: “Flowers can tell give me that?’ Quickly she placed ticed the withered rose was still 
strange stories if you can under- it in his hand. As he raised the in his hand and I wondered. 

stand their language. Even this Tose to his face he smiled for the —— 

withered rose could tell a story if first time since he entered the hos- Loading Cars With Bushel 
you would care to listen.” . pital. “Does it help to ease the Baskets 

” "Ras ofiee I wad speechless. Tak- pain?” asked the girl. He nodded. By John T. Glass 

ing my silence for assent he be- “Then you shall have one every It has been estimated by re- 
gan “I was one of three roses ‘day,’ she promised. That night, liable authorities that the loss on 

that grew on the same plant ina with the rose still clasped tight in perishable crops in transit 

greenhouse. One was given by a his hand and a smile on his lips, amounts to more than ten million 

man to a woman because of a de- he passed on. The rose and its dollars each year. It has also been 
sire to be kind and to win her giver had helped. proven that a good proportion of 

friendship. He saw the pleasure I, the last one, was chosen by a_ this loss can be traced, directly or 

in her face as she carefully pinned man to give to the woman he loved indirectly, to improper loading of 

the rose to her gown, where its because of a desire to please her cars by the shipper. 

beauty and fragrance could reach and because a flower seemed to him The appearance and condition 

her, and it gladdened his heart. a most fitting gift to express affec- of fruits and vegetables on arrival 

He did not know that in giving tion. I expected to be received in consuming markets largely de- 

the rose he had erased bitter with words of pleasure, to be termines the sales value, and 

thoughts and given her courage treasured both for my own sake when a car of such produce ar- 

to once more take up the burden and because of the giver. But I rives at destination with the load 

of everyday life cheerfully. That was doomed to disappointment. shifted, packages broken, or over- 

for a week she carefully gave it Scarcely glancing at me, she turned and contents spilled, it is 

fresh water and when at last it pinned me to her gown, saying: sure to sell for less than the mar- 

faded she kissed its faded petals “I needed a touch of color with ket price of similar commodities
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Lae nr ee 

WOODEN BOXES and CRATES 
One bushel size for apples, tomatoes, onions and other farm products. 

Half barrel and barrel size for cabbage, watermelon, cantaloupe 
and muskmelon. 

One bushel seed corn crates. Butter and cheese boxes. 

Our newly designed coop for shipping live chickens, weighs 30 pounds 
and it is the strongest on the market. 

LA CROSSE BOX COMPANY 
LA CROSSE - - - - WISCONSIN 

in good condition. Improper re- officials as to the best methods of sion of the carload when the door 

frigeration and consequent decay loading these packages in cars. is opened. 

of perishables in transit often oc- Asa result of these investigations (3) It is easier for the average 

curs when cars have not been certain methods of loading have loader to keep a tight load length- 

properly loaded, and shippers of been worked out which have wise, with this load, and it is the 

such cars have sometimes taken proven very successful, and have lengthwise slack that causes dam- 

heavy losses. largely eliminated losses in cars age. 
The railroads may be partly re- properly loaded by these methods. (4) No bracing or gates in the 

sponsible for the losses men- End to End Offset Method — doorway is required in building 

tioned, through faulty equipment, For most perishable crops, in- this load, thereby saving time and 

delay, and rough handling of cars, cluding apples, peaches, pears, material. ; 

and shippers may recover part or onions and sweet potatoes, when To build this load place the first 

all of the loss sustained by filing loaded in cars not more than eight basket snugly in the corner of the 

claims against the carriers. Fil- feet four inches wide (practically far side of the car with the basket 

ing damage claims and waiting all refrigerator cars are in this handles diagonal to the side of the 

perhaps many months for a settle- classification), the end to end off- car. Continue with a row of bas- 

ment, however, is a very unsatis- set method will give best results. kets along the far side of the car, 

factory method of securing  re- This method of loading has sev- extending from one end of the car 

turns from a fruit crop, and pro- eral advantages not found in any through the doorway to the op- 

gressive shippers will use every other style of loading. Some of posite end, placing each basket 

means in their power to reduce these advantages are: tight against the next basket in 

these claims to a minimum. (1) It gives a greater number the row and tight against the side 

a . . of baskets to the car for the same of the car. Each basket should be 

The remarkable increase IN Te- heieht of load over any other placed with the handles diagonal 

cent years in the Use of the bushel method of loading in which the to the side of the car. 

basket for the shipment of fruits baskets are upright and offset. The next layer of baskets is 

and vegetables, has caused con- (2) It gives an even doorway placed on top the first layer in 

siderable investigation to be made |oad which does not shift during such manner that joints are 

by shippers, carriers, package transit, so that the inspector or broken, that is, each basket in the 

manufacturers and government buyer receives a good first impres- second layer should rest on the
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rims ot two baskets in the row be- kets in the doorway to secure a cording to this wiseacre, all you 

neath. Each additional layer is snug fit, and occasionally it is ad- need to do is to crawl up in the 

arranged in the same manner, and visable to build a gate out of two- tree with a pepper box and shake 

the first row is built to full height by-fours and inch boards to fill up some slaked lime over the blos- 

before starting the second row. a space too narrow for another soms. Verily, we must exclaim 

The second, third and fourth rows — stack of baskets. with the prophets, how do they 

are built up exactly as outlined for Success in loading cars so that get this way? F.C. 

the first row, always keeping each they will carry to destination a ae 

basket tight against the other bas- without shifting or damage de- A Case of Blister Canker On 

kets in the same row and adjoin- pends mainly on the ability of the - Apple Trees. 

ing rows. The fifth and sixth row loader to take up every inch of So far Wisconsin apple growers 

are built up together from each slack space in the rows. This can have not suffered from blister 
end of the car, and will come out only be accomplished by forcing canker, which has been destruc- 

even in the doorway if the load every basket, as it is loaded, as tive in Illinois and other central 

has been properly stowed with tightly as possible against the ad-_ states. 
uniform packages. joining baskets. Careful atten- A member from Grant county 

Five-Five Offset Method tion to this point will insure a forwarded specimens which were 

. . . tight load which will not shift in pronounced canker by Prof. G. W. 

For extra wide refrigerator transit even if the car is roughly Keitt. The letter and reply which 

Sats)/OR box Sats wider than eight handled. follow should be read carefully by 

feet four inches, the five-tive off- — owners of apple trees in southern 
set method will usually be found Cheer Up, the Worst Is Here Wisconsin: 

most. satisfactory. In building 5 : ene 
‘ - ‘ One may easily get discouraged Under separate cover I am 

this load the first basket is placed. Y oeceiies . 1 . ‘ 
: if so inclined, but what's the use! sending you a sample of the bark 

snugly in one corner of the car : Biche ae . 
ae . Here we have been trying for from an apple tree. This seems 

with the handles diagonal! to the e : Hee . I 
a . years to teach the amateur how to be spreading. The bark on the 

end of the car. Continue with a ~ 5 vomeacilic in thin layers 
e and when to use Bordeaux mix- apple trees curls up in thin layers. 

row of five baskets across the end 5 Sad Th; . . 1 k 
f tl h with handl ture, lime sulphur, nicotine, etc., This curling begins on the trun 

of the car, each with handles ar- . . entenils 2 
1 1 Start th and then to read stuff like this. of the tree and spreads to the 

ranged as above. Start the sec- Thee ‘ i aH eeS > killi . ie [ tl ite side It’s from The Call of Racine: “To branches, finally killing the 
ond layer from the opposite side : ;: 

F the cae beasts ‘ait that Tene old, exhausted fruit trees, branches and then the tree. Little 
of the car, breaking joints so tha : hi sorme 

h basket t sJ tl ° : plow the whole orchard early in White worms about one-fourth 

eae ‘ ‘ CE URES ‘ on w eneg i the spring, and enfuse the soil inch long and as thick as a needle 

two Daskets in the row beneath. around the trees with a mixture Were under this curling bark last 
Continue until the stack is com- r ‘ 

< 3 of manure, muck and lime, ap- Y€at. 
pleted, then build each succeeding . . - “yy 

: »| plied a half bushel at a time, with What causes the bark to curl 
stack in the same manner, until ~ : ‘ » . a half bushel of fine charcoal and how may it be stopped? 
one end of the car is filled as far 

= . around each tree. Scrape off the A. D. 
as the doorway. The opposite end 4 3 Se 3 

5 3 old bark, and paint as high as you ‘Your letter of April 28 ad- 
of the car is then loaded in the : " 5 ‘ 

; can reach with good, strong soap- dressed to Mr. Frederic Cranefield, 
same manner, leaving the door- | a " . 

. suds. When the tree is in full relative to a specimen from an 
way until the last. . 

bloom, dust the whole tree with apple tree, has been referred to 

The doorway is the most diffi- an ample amount of fine slaked me. 
cult part of this load to build, and lime, and you will be more than “The trouble in question is 

aekels he on ae ae beet repaid with an abundancy of known as ‘blister canker’ or ‘IIli- 
vaskets in the doorway-in the best fruit.” nois canker’ It is caused by a 

manner to insure a tight load with Never mind about the pink bud parasitic fungus which invades 

no slack space. It may sometimes spray, scab, codling moth, arsenate the bark and wood of the tree, fre- 

be necessary to invert a few bas- of lead or other foolishness. Ac- quently involving large branches,
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and, in extreme cases, spreading Raspberry Crown Gall 

to include most of the parts of the Crown gall is rapidly becoming — [se ve3-190 

tree above ground. The fungus the limiting factor in growing red 

gains entrance commonly through and black raspberries in Illinois. 
pruning wounds or following in- |)urine the early life of an af- 

_- i : . eps a ie 8 ant) an ¢ 
juries of various kinds. This dis- fected plantation, especially if Fio.1 Fr0.2 Fag 
ease has been reported as very there is no anthracnose present, 

common and destructive in south- the plants may in favorable sea- erry oxes 

ern Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, but ys grow indifferently and pro- Crates, Bushel Boxes 
has not been observed as a very duce fair crops. With the added and Climax Baskets 
se s seas in sconsin. : e 
Serlous disease n Wiscons ~ handicap of unfavorable weather, As You Like Them 
Whether this is because our cli- wean Biel AS wat ae : . however, such as prevailed last We manufacture the Ewald 
mate is not favorable to the dis- | —_ " cai Patent Folding Berry Boxes of 

: summer and fall, the plants go wood veneer that give satisfac- 
ease, or because this trouble has. . . . tion. Berry box and crate mate- 

7 into winter in a weakened condi- rial in the K. D. in carload lots 
not yet spread into our orchards |. Hoe i | our specialty. We constantly 
¢ - 5 tion resulting in much so-called carry in stock 16-quart crates all 
is uncertain. Beemer Fertegaee . made up ready for use, either for 

winter injury. In a number of strawberries or blueberries. No 
“ally satisfactory: we « Frye . - der t all or too 1 f Fully satisfactory methods for plantations observed this year Ga to. handle: "We Gah ‘Ship the 
= ROHTT ‘cae canker awe ‘fs folding boxes and crates in K,. D. the control of blister canker have many fruiting buds appeared to be from Milwaukee. prombtnesd 16 

se a - The ‘ . . ssential in handling fruit, and not been developed. The follow- alive when the pruning was done, we aim t6 do our part well: A 
; ‘ = Age She ded 7 : large dis tf 1 ders. ing methods are recommended: ut did not have enough vigor to A boatal brings our pricelist 
(1) In the development of young Jeaf out in the spring. Many 

orchards, train the trees in such @ young shoots are wilting and combate Fruit Package 
aa. ; iompany way as to reduce the amount of freaking down in infected planta- 

santas we “iy as possible after 43 sing do plan Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. 
pruning as much as possible atter tions, while much of the fruiting 

the trees are grown. (2) Avoid ood will fail to mature a crop. 
wounding the trees as much as Anthracnose can be controlled 

possible and disinfect and dress py spraying. Crown gall cannot. 

the necessary wounds, (3) Cut Infected nursery stock is spread- Qualit and a 

out and burn diseased parts, there- ing the disease far and wide. Con- y 

by lessening the source of infec- siderable material bought espe- 

tious material. cially for planting at the Experi- Square Deal 
“The areas affected by this dis- ment Station this season had to be 

ease are easily recognized by the destroyed because of numerous ARE WHAT WE 

so-called ‘nail head’ stage of the galls on the roots. If crown gall 

fungus. This shows very strik- is to be controlled more care must OFFER YOU 

ingly in the specimen which you he taken by those interested, both 

sent in. It is from such material j fusi accept a a 5 Our new 48-page catalog (16 in refusing to accept and plant in paves iu. doloray gives you “an 

that the spores of the fungus are fected stock on the one hand, and honest description of FRUITS, 

spread. ae aatees a rrow disease-free VINES, ORNAMENTALS, PER. 
I oe ice — in attempting to disease ire ENNIALS, etc., for this climate. 

“In the latest work on this dis- plants in clean soil on the other. . 
E = - ! - i s If you are in doubt as to what 

ease, Mr. W. O. Gloyer, of the A system of selection of clean is best to plant we will be glad 

New York Experiment Station plants through a period of years to advise with you. 

recommends the following treat- of planting on uninfected ground We do landscape work. 

ment for wounds: (1) Apply a and carefully inspecting every 

coat of orange or common shellac; plant before shipment, will result The Coe, Converse 

after a few minutes follow this in a supply of stock practically Edwards Co. 

with a coating of coal tar.” disease free. This will be well 
8 s sas . . Fort Atkinson, Wis. 

G. W. Keitt, worth a slight premium both to 

Prof. Plant Path., Univ. Wis. the amateur and commercial
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grower in the establishment of The Fruit Growers’ Conference 

new patches, and in giving a fresh (Continued from page 169.) fer Sor 

start to the industry.—A. S. Col- a convention as you have planned, SNR | 
by, U. of I. News Letter, Illinois \ here the fruit growers may air FRWKEYE SHIPPING BASIE F 
Horticultiiral Society: . : me Bier CIRCULAR & PRICES WAIT eg 

orticultural Society. their grievances, condole with MBURTINCTON BAS BT eo 
= os , ; MA ASI ml 

each other, and relieve their AU BURutiNGTON. 10 Wy 

Apple Crop Reports minds generally. nna 
has te * ten tin, axe? . . a N i 
The apple crop in Illinois will If any legislation is contem- M TT ro yr 

not exceed 60 per cent of normal. plated I hope it may be only after l ull 
There seeins 2 i ity "i Ask for Bookl 
J here seems (0 he no uniformity due and proper consideration. A aE fon goblet W 
in the behavior of certain varieties little legislation is sometimes a” —— —_—_—_____——. 

with the possible exception of Ben : dangerous thing. i iti 
Davis and Winesap, both of which ~ ° The Midwest Exposition 

are uniformly light. This report Atleast let us regulate the other Council Bluffs, lowa, Nov. 13th to 

is purely preliminary and subject fellow as well as ourselves. ‘A 18th 

to modification following the June convention and frint slow solely The Midwest affords an excel- 
drop which is not yet over in cen- for fruit growers meets with my lent opportunity to advertise Wis- 

tral and northern sections. The approval and [shall be glad to consin fruit. It is exactly what 

crop in Virginia, Maryland, and help in whatever way I am able. the name indicates, a mid-west 

Pennsylvania is estimtaed at from J. S. Palmer, show, and attracts growers and 

20 to 40 per cent. New York and The Orchards, Baraboo, Wis. buyers from Missouri, Arkansas, 
Michigan report conditions as ee Ilinois, Indiana, Ohio and, in fact, 

average, but admit that Baldwins : all central states. ‘The premium 

and Spys failed to bloom very ‘ Virtue Tts ‘Own. Reward. list is now in press and will be 
heavily.—News Letter, _ Illinois Brother Brock, secretary of the available by the time this is read. 

Horticultural Society. IMlinois Horticultural Society, is Growers who plan to exhibit 

having troubles of his own these should write to this office for a 
. days. Brock started a paper, The copy. 

. . e have tom % oe ae News Letter, expecting, of course, SS 
in s ckets, but the whole . as ; i Trost pockets ve ft the whole that the members would turn in he state department of agri- 
Northwest promises increased, 1 hel a. € ; : 

: and help a little. Brock is a culture and the experiment station 
crop. Last year this valley ioher wood fallow a anibi ar i | . | °? mighty good fellow and ambi- are co-operating in a series of po- 
(Wenatchee) shipped 14,000 cars 4; 1 hé ‘has ch ye ‘ . 

i apples, should ship 15 to tous, but he has much yet to tato spraying demonstration plots 
oO a ES;: 's : 5,000 “ . . : . Dplss, I 5 learn about the “so-called human in Price, Oneida, Marinette and 
18,000 this year, other valleys in). oo» BowLT Tyr Shetanc ; - “ Eon. Sp oe race.” (B. L. T.) For instance, Waupaca counties. The “potato 
yroportion, Spray campaign very oe. a : . at 
prot pray ! us €fY this from The News Letter of trip,” August 7th to 17th, includes 
thorough.—M. D. Dean, Secretary s fees “How do. ¥ oo A . we 
\Washinet Stare Horticultueal June Ist: ow do you expect visits to these plots in the itiner- ashiwer ‘ - . 
= as MUS tON! SEALE orticuitural the secretary to get out a bulletin ary. 

mociety. or letter which will carry the right a 
eS kind of news unless you say some- Northern Wisconsin papers re- 

Keep the cultivator going just thing about it? What do you port the “biggest crop of blueber- 

a little ahead of the weeds. It’s want in the July bulletin? Do yies in 20 years.” 

easier than to kill large weeds. you read the news letter or does ee 

ge es it go into the waste basket? Even Make Raspberry Vinegar for 

Everyone should care for a gar-  * kick” would be appreciated. Salads and Beverages 

den at least one year if for no That’s good stuff, brother; give An excellent vinegar may be 

other reason than to realize bet- ‘em h——l. They will come across made from raspberries which will 

ter the amount of work connected after a while. We've had twelve retain indefinitely the odor and 

with it. years of it and still kicking. flavor if properly preserved. Ex-
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AND CONFERENCE COMMERCIAL FRUIT GROWERS 

STURGEON BAY 

August 16 and 17, 1922 

periments carried out in the Bu- either with lid or with cheese- or film will soon form, This 

reau of Chemistry of the United cloth to protect from insects. Stir should not be disturbed. 

States Department of Agriculture, well every day. About one week The ascetic fermentation some- 

have shown that this delicious is required to complete the al- times takes place very rapidly 

vinegar can be made in the home coholic fermentation, The time here berries are used. “The acid- 

when the garden affords a liberal needed to utilize the sugar in the jty should be determined daily by 

supply of this fruit. berries completely may be deter- withdrawing a small Ainotttit af 

Vinegar made from raspberries mined by one of two methods: (1) the vinegar by means of suction 
is dark in color. Samples made in Weigh the jar carefully each day through a pipette or glass tube 

the Bureau of Chemistry and and record the weight; when loss and submitting it to a test by the 

properly bottled were found after of weight ceases, the fermentation se of a vinegar tester, or in the 

three years to have retained not is complete; (2) test some of the absence of this, determining by 

only the original degree of acidity, juice daily with a Brix or Balling the taste when it is sufficiently 

but the odor and flavor. In salads hydrometer. The reading of a acid. As soon as the vinegar 

and other table delicacies the rasp- juice suitable for making a satis- reaches a proper degree of acidity 

berry flavor is very agreeable. A factory vinegar should not be less (jt should contain 4 per cent acetic 

refreshing hot-weather drink can than 10. As the fermentation pro- acid), the fermenting process 

be prepared by adding a small ceeds, this will decrease daily un- should be stopped. This is done 

amount of this vinegar to water, til it is not more than 1 or 2, which jy first filtering through paper or 

and icing and sweetening to taste. indicates that the sugar has prac- fiJtering cloth, and bottling. Bot- 

How to MAKE THE VINEGAR tically all been utilized. tles should be well filled and 

Two fermentations, the alcoholic The action of the yeasts on the sealed tightly with paraffined 

and the acetic, are necessary in cells makes it easy to separate the corks. 

making vinegar. The method is juice from the berries, squeezing 

as follows: Use ordinary straight- it by hand through cheesecloth. - 

sided open-topped stone jars as The juice is then returned to the 

receptacles. With the aid of a po- jar; and, to insure a proper acetic 

tato masher, mash up 8 quarts of fermentation, a small amount of Kellog¢’s Nursery 

good, ripe raspberries of either vinegar should be added as a Janesville Wisconsin 

the red or black variety. Stir starter. An unpasteurized vinegar SIXTY-EIGHTH YEAR 

thoroughly into this mash one- is best for this purpose, but if this ser dine. F Slandard varieties ot 

half cake of compressed yeast is not at hand, use any good vine- | Roses, Shrubs, Shade and Orna- 

which has first been macerated in gar in the proportion of 1 part to ete eee way toe prices ue 

a small amount of the juice. Let 4 of the fermented juice. Cover as traveling salesmen. Order direct 

jar stand in a warm place (about before and allow to stand without aoa reliable nursery and save 

75 degrees F.) and keep covered agitation ina warm place. A scum
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Fourth Mid-West Horticultural Exposition 
Auditorium, Council Bluffs, Iowa, November 13-18, 1922 

Fruits, Flowers, Vegetables, Honey, Food Products 
and Demonstrations 

Under Auspices of 

IOWA STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY 
Council Bluffs Chamber of Commerce Cooperating 

Office of Executive Secretary, State House, Des Moines, Iowa 

Another Nature Fakir Parker home, Tomahawk, after is the result of a root graft by na- 

Small town newspapers bite at losing its regular blossoms, devel-  ture’s process.” 

almost any bait. The following oped a rose bud on one of its . . . 

has appeared in several up-state branches. As several rose bushes Can you conceive of anything 

papers: grow near the base of the tree, it more idiotic? And yet there are 

“A crab apple tree at the John — is believed that the botanical freak people who will believe it. 

The Hawks IRRIGATE a 
Nursery The OVERHEAD WAY | || xapison WiscoNsIN 

Company Fool old man‘‘Dry Weather” N S k 

this year and ‘‘Put Drought ursery toc of 

Rout.” i 
are in a position to fur- fo Rous Quality 

nish high grade Nursery Heretofore you have always for Particular Buyers 

Stock of all kinds and hoped for rain. Why not Have all the standard varieties 
aoe . Wi BUY it this year? as well as the newer sorts. Can 

varieties suitable to Wis- supply you with everything in 

consin and other north- Drop us a line with a rough Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, 
ern districts sketch of your plot enclosed Vines and Ornamentals. 

. and our catalogue and prices 

Will be glad to figure on will be sent. Let us Gugsest et 10. Plant 
. , oth in Orchard and in the dec- 

your wants either in oration of your grounds. 
large or small quantities . Prices and our new Catalog sent 

promptly upon receipt of your 

Rock River list of wants, " . 

Irrigation Co. Nurseries at 

Wauwatosa . . . Wis. Rockford, Illinois Waterloo, Wis.
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Fourth Wisconsin Beekeepers’ August 7 to 11, 1922—Green Bay, Wisconsin 
Field Meet and Chautauqua, Au- PROGRAM~—Monday, August 7 

gust 7 to 11, Green Bay, Wis. Morning 
he : . 9:00 Registration Chis will be the bigges 2et- : 8 : . 

ing of beek ae oe one 10:30 Address of Welcome ... Mayor, Green Bay 
ne’ TOE peckeepers ever held an 11:00 Response for Beckeepers : 
Wisconsin. No greater array of 11:30 er iHeSIETS , ~ : 
talent has ever been secured for “ SAD ROUNSS TINS Afternoon 

oe ae Ds E hillips, Mr. E. 1:30 Early Preparation for the Honey Harvest....Dr. KE. Ff. Phillips 
X. Root, Mr. C. P. Dadant, Mr. We UG De . 2 : : : G < s ; 2:45 Some Pre-\Vinter Requirements Geo. S. Demuth 
reo. S. Demuth, Mr. Ee. W. At- Ae nest ee — eared > cokeeni : itis : A 3:45 Foreign Beekeepers and Foreign Beekeeping Methods... 
kins and other speakers will be € P. Dadaat 
with us during the entire conven- OO coe 
tion. The members of the Brown Taesclay —August 8 
County Beekeepers’ Association Norning y. c 03 1 fa Bierce mosses Pace .. TH. 8 PI Tave 
are putting forth unusual effort to iB a spe Bases eatin eee of Bees Vee . ‘ a 
make this meeting a success and 11.30 \ eS aD eons : yo ee MED. Si, ely 
accommodations are being ar- 330 Meeting Possible Lanse Hs GSES Edw. Iassinger, Jr. 

rang , ce ca ALECEFNOO 
ranged se a ell sae ae of all 1:30) Fall Management...............-. : Kenneth | lawkins 
Urose WhoCome: 22 endid facili- 2:15 Honey in Other Foods E.R. Root 
ties for camping will be provided, 3:15 Popular Errors Concerning Bees and Honey C. P. Dadant 
but each beekeeper should bring jp CaP ar crrous © oncerning ees ant me * MEAT aFEY Per should oring 4:00 Co-operative Beekeeping HL. MeMurry his own tent In saee vv 1 2 ypera ive r€C Keeping. ™ m2 . L. Mesurry 

. case you do not Wednesday—A 9 
. we ednesday—August 

care to cook your own meals, a Morning 
ag aeons ee " a grounds. 9:00 Loss of Honey in Extracting _ IH. F. Wilson 
ee 200K aa a o ie ie pro- 9:30) Spring Management............. Dr. E. EF. Phillips 
gram and then decide to meet 19:45 Preparation for the Honey Flow a ......Geo. S. Demuth 
with your brother and sister bee- Afternoon 

Keepers. Fill yt he blank below 1:30 Prevention of Swarming......00........ vee €, P. Dadant 

un oe 1 this office so that 2:39 Some Recent Developments in Honey Selling FE. R. Root 
tmade ete arrangements can be — 3:39) How the Market Department Can Help the Beekeepers 
TACs sisi a te caueensuesticrasauetastet uence astESeRCTETT C.D. Adams 

4:15 The Relation of Beekeepers’ Organizations to the Sale 
IN AAT Obras -canvesnencocasorrusremnvexescumenesorestile2s of Honey. “ Kenneth [lawkins 

5:00 Business Session Local Associations’ Delegates 

Address covet ee eeeete eee eee Thursday—August 10 
Morning . 

RESELVE OOM coccccececceccesccseccceeeeeceecee 9:00 How to Make the Bees Work with the Greats aes 

(for how many) z 2 a 760, , Remuth 
. . 10:00 The Control of Brood Diseases.... Dr. E. PF. Phillips 

How many in your party and how 11:30 How to Make Honey Vinegar : E. R. Root 
Afternoon 

many days will you attend 2.00.0... 1:30 How Shall We Winter Our Bees? Dr. Robt. Siebecker 

2:00 The Diseases of Adult Bees. Dr, E. F. Phillips 
ee 3:30 Commercial Aspects of Bee Disease Control.Dr. S. B. Fracker 

~ “4315 Swarming and Swarm Control : Geo. S. Demuth 

. i . 5:30) PICNIC 
Mr. Cranefield, editor of Wis- Friday—August 11 

consin Horticulture, has kindly Morning 
given us four additional pages of 9:00 The Entomological Basis of Beekeeping Dr. S. B. Fracker 

space this month so that we 10:00 The Choice of a Locality . sooo Dr, E. PF. Phillips 
might include a number of papers 11:00 Observations on Demonstration Apiaries L. P. Whitehead 
which it has been impossible to 11:30 Recent Experiments in Foulbrood Control H. F. Wilson 

print before and should be pub- Afternoon 
lished now in order that the in- 1330 Various Ways of Preventing Foundation from Stretching 

formation may be of value to bee- in the Frames... -E. R. Root 
keepers for this year’s work. 3:00 RBUSINESS SESSION—State Association Problems y
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Wisconsin Beekeeping appealing to the eye and palata~ use for the jars when the honey 
(ici WHBON: Biller ble. Second, you must visit, talk is consumed.” 

Ones Of Tia Wiseomin Gtate Beckerpers ( bees.and ADSWEY questions for the By this time he would look in- Association grocer to gain his confidence in terested and then I would get a 

Presidents oe isine Stems you and your product. The mer- quart and pint jar to show him. 
Vice President... . jet Conrad Kruse chants really aren’t a bad lot. I “Ts it pure 2” he would wel. 

Treasurers... oe eevee esse... W. Aeppter find most of them open minded “Vee sé here ig my Stamp fro 

ee pene Mtalitta F Hikdreth and always willing to talk. Once the Division of “Markets Ovhich 
saatiiat Memennn Fee, $1.00 in a while one turns abruptly says that this is Wisconsin Ex- 

Remit to M. P, Hildreth, Seey., Madison, Wis, around and goes about his busi- tracted Honey, Grade No. 1. Color 
aeEeoaoaoeeeeoeoeor—mu=w I find that in this locality the a and inere 8 oe if 

i ’ % ‘ ne honey would not be as repre- 
Marketing Hints ater Mason thi pa the pest. sented, che Division of Markets 

There has been much contro- hevie . ‘here having esta hone ae would get after me in a hurry, and 
versy as to the size, style, and auarte ints and alt rallon ye I am in the business for my in- 

material of proper packages for | Here se tlie Aveta Ee rracer's come and to stay. How long 
the sale of honey. In this day of opinion of lic nid hone, ae shown would I last if the honey was not 
organization and — co-operative Lv! BXERACE of erpical Stale die é- ©. K. in every respect? You, as a 
buying and selling we must have tw n ‘ .—G aE ‘et 8 grocer, know, in dealing with peo- 
uniform containers for our honey vnteri eet PECENES, CCC. UPON dle, that anything misrepresented 
if we are going to make the co- o eDo vou handle any honey, M will not sell again, or the second 
operative selling of honey a suc- Blank?” any money, "time to the same party. Here is 
cess. ; ; / “Well, those small square boxes ™Y proposition. I know this honey 

lo obtain this uniform package {hat the farniers WAR i ; Will sell; it has sold elsewhere and ee ar we a a s g in, and Sn . . 
or packages requires, much sometimes I have a deuce of a Will sell here. ‘Take a dozen 
thought and exchange of actual Lime te et ther off tay Ha 1s.” “quarts; they sell best in other 
selling experience. To this end I 8 y mes: stores, and sell them at so much 

submit) my experience — selling (One man showed me comb (one-fourth more as he has no 
honey locally in Mason jars, direct honey two years old packed in a freight or drayage), and if you 
to grocers on a fair wholesale cube paper cracker box, combs hayen’t sold them by the time I 
seale, each grocery that handles bulging, and capping scraped off, make my next trip, I'll take back 
my product having an average of Propolis and dirt over everything, What is left, if you don’t want it; 
333 pounds of honey sold since and honey leaking out of box, just pesides you needn't pay for it 
last September to date. I con- @S farmer had brought it in and now. T haven't had a single turn 
sider that a fair average this year. traded it out. No wonder the 8TOC- down so far, so it must be a 
The corn syrups have not moved  ©TS think twice before buying.) square deal. Most always, I am 
across the counter in those stores “Well,” I would say, “I have paid on the spot.” 

_ as fast as the honey. some very nice honey with me When putting the jars on the 
Let me state here that | am firm that will not leak, and its place 1S counter in a conspicuous place, I 

in my belief that we must have where people can see it, because it give the grocer a show card in 
our product in stock at the groc- looks and tastes good. In time it Colors, something like this, and 
ery store to get proper distribu- will candy or granulate, and if it 1S ask him if he won’t please hang it 

tion at least cost. I can sell a "t sold before that time, I will directly across the counter where 
grocer one, two, or even three exchange for liquid honey or take most trading is done. I paint 

dozen Mason jars at one time at it back outright. This honey was these cards myself, have a new 

intervals of from 2 to 4 weeks extracted from the comb by spe- color scheme and legend for the 
when I am on the road on my ‘ial machinery, not squeezed out Gccasion. They help wonderfully 
regular route and can sell from like our grandmothers used to do, jy selling the honey. 
four to eight grocers a day. How ete. When I would come back on 
long would it take and at what “Well,” he would say, “I don’t my next trip, he’d say, “By 
expense would a person have to Want anything in tins; I tried that. George, that honey of yours sold 
sell 100 quarts of honey? The A fellow sold me some once, and fast; I’ve been out of it for some 
profit the grocer gets would not the only way I could get rid of it time. Have you got some along? 
pay for the time and energy spent Was to use it myself.” How much have you at home?” 
in peddling. There are two items “Mr. Blank, I wouldn’t sell you He would then order enough for 

you cannot overlook when selling honey in tin; this honey is in Ma- some time and pay on the spot. 
through the grocery store. First, son jars. The people can see what I have yet to take back any of 
your product must look neat and they are buying, besides there isa my jars that wouldn’t go except
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the half gallon size; they were a count did not swell when selling and have our man go with whole 
little big for trade, but they were it again? Why can’t the beekeep- sale grocer’s salesman giving dem- 
exchanged for quarts. ers who have a surplus over their onstrations to introduce honey in 
Why I am in favor of Mason local demand get together and our package with a proposition 

jars in this locality, or any similar have a packing house of their that will realize a profit for the 
to this. Extracted honey was own? grocer. I’m sure the producers 
comparatively new to people here Send a man on the road, a real will profit also. 
when [ arrived with bees in 1916. drummer, the same as any other A word about advertising. If 
In order to help educate the peo- jobber. We Wisconsin honey pro- every producer in the state would 
ple to the use of honey, it had to ducers could compete more suc- take it upon himself as a duty 
be put in glass where it could be cessfully with western honey, in- and a benefit to himself as well to 
seen, and a container used that stead of having our honey blended paint or have painted neat honey 
would be of some value when the with it, in order to sell it to the — selling signs and post same along 
honey was consumed. [| can put people here. Western honey ranks = main highways around his home, 
up honey at less cost in Mason very inferior to our product. Why, the state would be pretty well cov 
jars than in other jars holding the we couldn’t eat the honey they ered with signs, and then they 
same amount. When properly la- have out there. Puta shoulder to will not think that their money in 
beled, a quart jar of liquid honey the wheel and push. signs, or advertising is benefiting 
looks good enough to eat. Most An incident in our store today. some one else more than them- 
grocers will not take honey in tin, Our grocery jobber’s man was _ selves. 
because they generally are not at- around, with him came a repre As I have painted some show 
tractively labeled. Rather than sentative of a National Sugar Re- cards, neat and attractive, I find 

work up hill with tins, | use Ma- fining Co, His product was what it is not a cheap job. Why couldn't 
son jars. Managing a general he claimed to be 100 per cent cane the State Association go together 
merchandise store in the winter, syrup. After considerable talking and have a quantity of signs, four 
my jars come to me at wholesale (1 always like to find what the by six feet as a suggestion, made 
figures. Icansell many more new other fellow knows) he said this and sell to members at cost? Ey- 

customers honey in glass than in syrup was 80 per cent invert sugar eryone knows that advertising 
tin, because new patrons gener- and 15 per cent pure corn syrup, costs, but it brings returns. 
ally want just a taste ata time and =making a 100 per cent product. H. A. Schaefer. 
in glass is the best way to sell it He claims he was running in com- oe 
to them. They can see that it looks petition with Karo. But he also The Next Step in the Marketing 
good, After buying in that form knew a lot about honey, but did of Honey 
for sometime I call their attention not let out much as he knew that By C.D, Adams, Department of 

to the saving when buying larger was my business in the summer. Markets 
quantities, such as 10-pound pail Indirectly that product is being ~ 
and 60-pound tin. They become — passed as being as good as honey. Last year the reason for and 
steady customers while to some I It tastes as if you had made a_ effect of the state honey grading 
have sold a ten-pound pail at first syrup of brown sugar and the dif- law was discussed at our annual 
and next year they still have half ference with Karo is very marked. meeting. It appears some be- 
of it. Why? Their taste had be- [ bought some because it was a lieved the standardizing of honey 
come glutted, they were sick of good business proposition, and the grades would solve the whole 
honey from eating too much at grocer who knows little or noth- problem of — marketing honey. 
first when it tasted so good. [I ing about honey will also buy. Such were doomed to disappoint- 
know of several such instances. “Domino Syrup” is the trade ment. Others saw it as the first 

To sum up I believe that this is name. In some families this syrup — step in the right direction. Before 
the best policy to sell new, or will take the place of honey. any commodity can be success- 
prospective customers small quan- Remedy: “More Advertising.” fully marketed it must be so clas- 
tities in glass that their eyes may Therefore, I repeat, we beekeep- sified that the various grades will 
have a taste first, then their ers must do something in the way mean something definite to those 
mouths will water and you will of getting our product in an at- who deal in it. But every business 
have a customer who will later tractive form before the public man knows that there are other 
buy larger quantities in tin. through the regular trade chan- very important steps to be taken, 

Would like to give my opinion nels for distribution, cutting out, before an article of real value is 
on subject of co-operative market- of course, the bottling jobber by disposed of at a profit. Probably 
ing. In first place why sell to big having our own plant. For in- the first of these is an advertising 
jobbers at a low figure? Do you — stance, a central packing plant for campaign. One soap manufactur- 
think that those jobbers would uniform packages at minimum ing concern in Milwaukee has 
handle the honey if their bank ac- cost. Sell to wholesale grocers planned an advertising campaign
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for 1922 that will cost over $2,- deavors to reduce the number of Wisconsin beekeepers cannot 
000,000. The value of the bee, his containers and make them at- now and may never be able to pro- 
bee supply, and honey business in — tractive and distinctive. duce honey as cheaply as the 
Wisconsin, is conservatively esti- The next important step is an western beekeepers. If it were 
mated to amount to $5,000,000 an- attractive label. There are al- not for the difference in the flavor 
nually. Probaby any manufactur- ready a great number of stock of the honey there would be no 
ing concern of like magnitude honey labels on the market, but reason why we should continue 
would not think of setting aside little can be said in favor of most beekeeping in a commercial way. 

less than $50,000 for advertising of them. In visiting the grocery Until we know what it costs to 
purposes. As we have another stores over the state I find many produce honey under the varying 
paper dealing with this subject at beekeepers make their own labels. conditions we shall not know what 
this meeting I shall drop it here. These may be made to comply weare doing. The few beekeepers 

After a product is properly with the law but a customer has who are keeping books and charg- 
graded and advertised it is not to be pretty hungry for honey to ing their time against the bees are 

ready to be marketed until it is buy it thus labeled. Grocers tell not the most enthusiastic. They 
put in suitable containers with me almost daily that the average know that the men who sold their 

attractive labels. housewife judges food by its ap- honey this year around ten cents 

At present honey is marketed in Pearance rather than its flavor or a pound wholesale made very 
57 varieties of containers and food value. oo, poor wages. Let us have more 
about 40 of these are second-hand Honey has few equals in its bookkeepers. 
and look it. The most popular of SSS Fe repuveneee ane eve TH basic éacel Toe winding 
these, and one of the poorest, is labels cover up the Fret and the Wisconsin honey was to call the 

the screw-top Mason jar. Aside h sewife d ! t know tl sec. attention of the consumer to 
from being second-hand it has ind point. not know the sec “Wisconsin Honey.” Even now 

more serious faults. In most ete pronted we have a nice @ Surprisingly large number of 

sages Wie: plas je dae from white label we ean easily s pail it smear- people do not know that there is and consequently the honey loses in it with the Fen grading a marked difference in pure honey. 

Bigg ae ats ebeatwemeasy SRG steath At best these stam 58 are When they buy honey and do not ondly, even though a rubber is one to aiitediive and os com. like it they think they have been 

used on the top it is almost sure to monl ised ‘he are far from it, SWindled with adulterated honey 

leak. Still, anather abjection 38 Another. and more serious fault and refuse to buy again. These 
ee eee a weight oe is that there is none of the com- people must be educated to call 

considerably. 80 ikis notsiltans- mon ‘stam > pad inks that will not for honey that is produced in the 
ing that the grocer very seldom fade when ee soxéd {6 the light a north central states under a trade 

tiepley ene ieee containers few weeks. Manufacturers tell us mark that means something. 
The. various sized bottles are that only the black stamp pads But there is such a diversity of 

better in appearance, but for ob- are expected s be used men = honey produced in the various lo- 
vious reasons are seldom used by Printing 3s to be exposed to the  calities and in different Seasons 
the producer. Much can be said 1 ag. “What are wets oo the same locality that it is 
in favor of the various sized tin do? "We understood the ‘aw te. ve, ce a ais F 
containers, but a very valid objec- aiized WS to ise them’ Such ds uniform quality. Phis can only 
tion is that the beauty of the | h Th Dep tn ent of be done by blending the various 
honey itself is lost. rk i: © base: € Sahat Or honeys and this requires an ex- 

Shecial witite elise wontalnees arkets recommends that you pert. So we are forced to con- 
pe g : have the wording of the stamp clude that we need a central pack- 

holding three, six and twelve printed on your labels. If you jng plant. This we shall certainly 

pounds have been tried out by have not the stamp you simply hove da time but in the meantime several of our leading beekeepers apply for a “Packer’s Number.” ve can greatly improve eae ‘nia 
in the last two or three years and and with this have your labels ketin conditions e aereeing ‘on 

the only objection to them heard printed. Your local printer can fairy & uniform Pe er nera and 

so far is their cost. make a fairly satisfactory black labels . 
I have only mentioned these and white label. , 

containers to bring out the fact But with a correctly labeled ar- Why should the members of 
that we have too many poor con- ticle in a well labeled and attrac- this association not have uniform 
tainers on the market for the suc- tive container you may become a_ labels? Certainly it is worth con- 
cessful displaying of honey to the bankrupt in one season. We must sidering. Why not have a com- 
best advantage. Every successful not overlook the most important mittee to submit samples at our 
manufacturer of food products en- factor—the cost of production. next meeting?
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It Pays to Organize large amount of disease still pres- ing to buy more the only honey 
Every beekeeper is confronted ¢Mt. ‘The clean-up edict was en- available is selling at a higher, but 

with many problems, some of which !orced more strictly than during quite reasonable price. ‘Ihe con- 
he has no difficulty in dealing with, the previous year and in a number sumer frequently refuses to. buy, 
but there are some which defy the 0! cases diseased colonies were de- believing the price asked is exor- 
best efforts of the most enthusiastic Stroyed by the inspectors. The — bitant. “The beekeeper who sold re- 
person unless he directs his energies @ount ot disease discovered dur- tail quantities at wholesale prices 
toward securing the support of his img the 1919 inspection was so large believed that he was better off to 
neighbors. Some beekeepers are @S_ to very much discourage the — spend his time and deliver the honey 
members of the state and county Glficers in charge of the work. direct to the consumer instead of 
associations and bewail the fact that \Vhen they started on the clean-up permitting it to go through the regu- 
all beekeepers do not support these ¢@mpaign they fully realized that lar channels. Later when the con- 
organizations. If these members 1 they could eliminate American sumer demands honey at wholesale 
will work to make their association foul brood in Milwaukee county prices the retail and wholesale 
indispensable to every beckceper in they had nothing to fear in the re- merchants endeavor to meet that de- 
the county and state they will soon '™ainder of the state, but at this mand by buying at a figure that will 
find that every interested person time it looked as if Milwaukee enable them to supply it. The re- 
will be anxious to join and support #s hopeless. To. illustrate the sult is that when Mr. Beekeeper 
the association. Tt is not always  S€tiousness of the situation an offi- has a new crop the price is consider- 
easy to convince the doubters that Cer of the agricultural department ably lower than it was the previous 
they should join, but the results ob- Stated at a public meeting that if year. Every county has one or 
tained by one county association are there was not an improvement the more beekeepers who insist on sell- 
such as to leave no room for argu- following year he would go before ing below the prevailing price. A 
ment as to whether or not it pays the legislature and request an act few years ago Milwaukee county 
to organize, : . making it a crime to keep bees in had a number of theny; last year 

During the year 1917 it became the county. The following year there was only one. ‘This result 
quite evident to a few of the bee- Showed a big improvement “and was attained because the beekeep- 
keepers of Milwaukee county that, @!ter last summer's inspection Dr. ers had learned that the demand for 
unless some very rigorous action lracker looked pleased when Mil- Wisconsin’s superior honey always 
was taken immediately, the bee- Waukee was mentioned. In previous exceeds the supply and that by ask- 
keeping industry would become ex- Years. the mention of the name ing a fair price the demand was 
tinct in this part of our state, brought a very sad look to his face. stimulated and the beekeepers  re- 
American foul brood had become The state authorities very probably ceived a reasonable price for their 
so prevalent that almost every would not have come to this hot- product. We do not ask or expect 
apiary was affected. The Milwau. bed of disease to try out the area excessive prices, but merely  suffi- 
kee County Beekeepers’ Associa- Clean-up method if it had not been cient to provide a reasonable return 
tion was organized on May 17, for the efforts of the founders of for the labor and capital invested, 
1918, and had for its objective the the local beekeepers’ association. 1f and some insurance against the poor 
elimination of American foul brood = Yeur county is threatened with foul season. Only by supporting an as- 
and the improvement of the home brood “Go thou and do likewise.” sociation can beekeepers hope to ac- 

market. It was further stated that The second aim was the improve-  complish this. It may seem hope- 
the association was devoted to the mert of the home market. [very — less at first but gradually even the 
interests of the beekeepers of Mil- beekeeper knows that a few years most skeptical see the advantages. 
waukee and adjoining counties. ago there were almost as many Several years ago a member of 
Thus, while the organizers had two prices asked for honey as there the State Agricultural Department 
main aims, they, at the same time, were beekeepers. This does not urged the beekeepers of Milwaukee 
stated their desire to help the indus- tend to an improvement of the mar- to club their orders for supplies and 
try in every possible way. ket or to the prosperity of the in- this advice was taken. The first 

As a result of the efforts of this dustry. If any product is to com- year the order amounted to about 
association, the State Agricultural mand a permanent market at re- $350.00, resulting in a saving of 
Department started a foul brood in- munerative prices one of the first about $50.00. The following year 

spection during the summer of 1918. requisites is a reasonably uniform the order. amounted to about 
The result was as had been ex- price. When ore beekeeper sells $800.00, with a saving of about 
pected by those interested in form- his crop direct to the consumer at $160.00. Naturally when a person 
ing the local association. The ma- or near the wholesale price he is finds a good thing they tell their 
jority of apiaries were infected. The doing himself, as well as all other friends about it. The fact that 
beekeeper was told to clean up the beekeepers, an injustice. When the members could save money by 
diseased colonies, but a re-inspec- consumer has used all his under- placing their orders through the 
tion in 1919 showed a surprisingly priced honey and is ready and will- association was well advertised
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among the beekeepers of the coun- When the beekeeper works alone have that seed grow out and be the 
ty. This year the order amounted — others infringe on his rights and he leaven to protect the beekeepers of 
to over $2,000.00, with a saving of is unable to protect himself. When — the state in their business. 
over $550.00. ‘This result can be he joins with other producers whose The State Department of Agri- 
duplicated by every county associa- interests are the same he accom- eilture has a peculiar velation” to 
tion in our state. A few years ago plishes a great deal more. We all you particularly in fie work of the 
Milwaukee beekeepers offered as an have a selfish streak, we are out to spadicatian se hee: diseases, [ be 
excuse for some of their sirs that get all we can. Merchants are in lieve we are on the right track on 

this country was different from all the best position to follow their in- eradicating the diseases of bees bi 
others. Now we do not offer it as clinations and large corporations the area clean-up method We rahe 
an excuse but say that while we are and dealers have long had close or- been trying ter eradicate foul brood 
different from most others, there is ganizations which are effective in fae years. Hereand there apiaries 

no reason why every other county allowing them to dominate. Farm- have been cleaned ap ‘and good 
cannot do as well or better. It is ers so far have never developed a work dene but saliad yoann WiRES 
up to you, Mr. Beekeeper; get be- means of taking their share of the surrounded by oceans of foul brood 
hind your county and state associa- returns of their labor effectively. fhe eonlition wag bad The disease 
tion and boost. Make them such They must co-operate with each has not been vetting back by: ones 
that the slightly interested and other in the same way that bank- landleedth wat in She atea “clean- 
doubtirg beekeeper will become an ers, grocers, hardware dealers and up cam smite as before afd aves 

enthusiastic supporter. lumbermen are organizing for mu- therefore foal that this Gs the right 

It DOES pay to organize. tual assistance. policy and that we ake justified in 

HV, a “ee eel aa ariel going ahead with that policy. We 
¢ al procucers—tarmiers, preecers, cannot reach quite as many places 

OO gardeners and fruit men—are being jn the area clean-yp but we cannot 
The Beekeeper and the State De- compelled to unite with each other get all good things by any one pol- 

partment of Agriculture as a result of the pressure of out- jey, We shall have to follow this 

C. PL Norcorp, Commissioner of a fe fear ane ro will policy, which I helieve is a good 
Agriculture eatized ence thettseleee? The on and get funds enough to push 

Baz ‘ : : ae it along fast enough so that it will 
As | looked over the large num- farmers’ work is the basis and get to your county in a reasonable 

ber of beekeepers attending this foundation of all national prosper- length of time. — 
convention I thought back to tie ity and if agriculture is not profit- : . 
small groups which met a number able, commerce cannot be kept in We are not all wise, we are of the 
of years ago at Madison and dis- a healthy condition. class that makes mistakes and we 

cussed the problems of honey pro- The farmer should have the have two ears open for any state- 

duction. The rapid increase in the same advantage that everybody else ent of mistakes that are made 
size of the association shows the has. We must have more of the We have a will to follow any sug- 
work which you have done to stir spirit to see that everyone else gets S¢stions and fo try and correct any 
up interest in organizing beekeep- their share as well as our selfish mistakes. We shall be glad to core 
ers and getting them to pull in the self. We should get less of tect any that have been made where 
same direction. Getting together in Adam in us and more of Jesus possible. The state of ‘Wisconsin 
large groups is the great slogan-of Christ in us. The farmer has a 18 4 big area and it is not an easy 
the day and is, [ believe, the secret better training of honesty in him- Matter to avoid neglecting some one 
of the freedom of the future farm- self than anyone else. Business here and there, but our will is good 
er. He will have to depend upon mien know that honesty is the best and we have the way to do. We 
it to receive justice in comparison policy. They are showing it more shall be glad to have the beekeepers 
with those engaging in other occu- than they did years ago. It is wis- offer suggestions at all times and 
pations. 1 am reminded of the dom to be honest, fair and just. We the Department of Agriculture of 
story of the Texan who was adept want farmers to get no more or the state of Wisconsin stands ready 
with his whip. As he was driving less but the same that others are  '0 Co-operate and help you in every 
along he would snap a fly here and getting. way possible. 
snap another there with his whip. I am sure that Professor Wilson The bee disease inspection re- 
One dav a strarger who was ad- in organizing the county and state ports show that the beekeepers clean 
miring his skill in picking them off associations, Doctor Fracker and up at the rate of about 50 per cent 
noticed a hornet and asked, “Why Mr. Adams in bee disease control, a year. This means that in the 
don’t you snap that fly?” “No! all of the men who have spread the area clean-up campaigns for every 
No!” said the Texan, “I don’t’snap beekeeping gospel and drawn the 100 diseased apiaries there will be 
that kind of a fly. Those fellows beekeepers together have been doing 50 less this year and 25 the follow- 
are organized.” good work. What we want is to ing. In some counties the rate has
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a faster than this and in others cover 100 per cent of all the cases that it might seem there is noth- 
slower, of disease and personally being ing more to say; yet there is noth- 

Che department is not entirely Sure that every case is finally ing of which we can say “we know 
satished with this rate of improve- cleaned up. There may be cases in it all” and by experience we are 
ment. In fact, being satistied is which the employees of the depart- finding that our past methods of 
stagnation rather than life. We be- ment act too hastily but there are dealing with American foulbrood 
lieve that with strongly organized probably still more cases in which has in many instances only pro- 
groups of beekeepers, with ardent ™ore pressure should have been |Jonged its Stay with us and en- 
and enthusiastic support and with Used. No two men would be able couraged its increase. 
more general interest in the bee dis- 0 agree in every detail as to the The general teaching and prac- 
case situation the rate of progress handling of complicated clean-up tice for many years has been that 
can be greatly increased. If coun- cases. for no two of them have during a good honey flow was the 
ties which have 100 diseased exactly the same slant at the situa- Only ‘time the disease could he 
aplaries one year could show a re. Won.” _ successfully eradicated. 
duction to twenty-five the follow- Neither the State Department of ns an . 

, an ye e Sariculnare of Wiseonsi ~ the To allow diseased colonies to 
ing year and to five in two years -\griculture o Isconsin_ nor the we 

ee ) beekeepers of this or other states Te™main in the yard from early 
the costs of clean up would be much — beekeepers of this or other states spring to the June honey flow and less and the losses from disease knew when the area clean-up cam- oF iB tO. | June at he OW areal 
tremerdously reduced. paign was adopted whether it iy Tene "he A lave no} neen fern 

There are two classes of critics WOUld prove a success in eliminat- during the flow, to remain for tal 
- dees OF EMNCS ae Anerican foul heed oF t, treatment or in most cases until 

of area, clean-up work, whether it (NB metican foul Dro. or not. i i he cattle dise: een AG The number of years the campaign the following June, is a most dan- 
attle disease, bee disease, or tas. heen carried ig too short ¢ gerous and unnecessary practice. plant disease, which we are trying [Ss beer carried on is too short to 3 c 
sninate T° - are TTY show positive results. The rate of Every beekeeper of experience to eliminate. The first group con- pos sults. a ) > 

: wae ST BrOup CO yrogeress is sufficient, however, to knows that when bees take their 
linually criticizes the inspectors for — ProsTess : a T, - : : 

a ‘ : at least convince us in the depart- first flight upon being removed not being drastic enough ; without “ ‘as s pe u § 

a ee : Bes ant that it i sible to reduce from the cellar, all do not return appreciating in many cases the Me? lat it is possible reduce L Gi 7 
dithealty of the situation oe the the diseases of bees at least to a to their own hives, but in the ex- 

- ie : ee : : a7 ] r ag ~, ae fre 
need of using reasorable care and negligible quantity and probably, incitement and joy of a recess from 
tact they insist on an exaggerated most counties, at least, to eliminate — winter confinement some enter 
amount of burning an a ‘li them entirely. neighboring hives, and bees from 
é and killing. ° Pa 7 Se : 
Many of them seem to believe that As long as the department and the eee colar ss having bead 
as long as their property is not in- beekeepers’ organizations stick to- oe wats f eae sae tt » 
volved there should be no limit to gether, support cach other ard are He an ie ot Carrying tem the drastic nature of the clear-up Willing to make mutual sacrifices out of the ce fae are a as ant to 
methods. The other group feels and expend mutual effort together, enter wrong hives as the others 
that conditions will right themselves We can look for progress of which are. 
eventually without very much as. We shall all have the right to be If colonies are known to be dis- 
sistance, that all the beekeeper needs proud. eased when put in the cellar they 
is suggestions, that even a regula- —_ should be marked and_ stacked 
tion or order is an infringement on Treating Diseased Bees Out of separate from the others and re- 

personal liberty and that irspectors Season moved first in the spring, placing 
and officials should never go farther them some distance from the main 
than to suggest means of improve- By A.C. Allen apiary or in the front row, and 
ment. It is clearly impossible for First T wish to say that I great- give them time enough to take 
a department to satisfy both these ly regret not having the privilege — their flight and quiet down to their 
groups. Representing the state, of meeting with my fellow bee- own hives before removing those 

they must continuously appreciate keepers in this convention, T do not diseased. 
the importance of private property not think I have missed attending Tuen Treat Tre 
and the value of tact in hardling our annual convention for the past HEN / REAT HEM 
difficult situations. The same pol- twenty years, and I doubt if there Any day after this at an hour 
icy in all of the department’s work is another member of our associa- when it is too cool for bees to be 
is to give the owner an opportunity — tion who can say that, and IT want flying, yet warm enough so they 
of saving everything possible out of — you to know that my thoughts are will not chill, shake these bees 
a bad situation and only enforces with you at this time. from their combs into the same 

severe regulations when — other This paper will be short but I hives they were wintered in and 
methods have failed. hope valuable to some one. So return to the dark cellar without 

On the other hand, no results can much has been said and written food for 48 hours. While they are 
be secured without making the work about the curing of bee diseases in the cellar prepare other hives
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The American Yellow Lotus, or When the annual period of bloom Lake Pepin, Pepin County, 

Water Chinquapin occurs, it is a regular thing for lo- Prescott, Pierce County, 
By Epwin B. Frost cal newspapers to assert that the La Crosse, La Crosse County. 

This is one of the most interest- bed in their vicinity is the only one The bed illustrated here is that 

ing flowering plants occurring in occurring in the world at any point of Grass Lake, not far west of An- 

Wisconsin, and for several reasons : outside of Egypt. Of course, this — tioch, Illinois, and on the other side 

It is one of the largest wild flow- is very far from the truth. not far east from Richmond, IIli- 

eve i. the United States, and! cers The Egyptian lotus really resem- rois, a few miles south of the Wis- 

tainly one of the showiest. The bles more closely the water lily, but ee 

spectacle of several acres of these Ut variety (Nelumbo lutea) is of ¢ |g 

splendid plants with their blooms  “ different character and habit. ‘a ‘ : 
standing from one to three feet The Egyptian lotus has been intro- mF BE 

above the level of the water, rising duced in a pond near Bordentown, "7 e 

above the big round leaves, is a New Jersey, and is said to thrive bas | a 

most striking one. The growth is there. -& “-— 

so dense in favored places that it The largest beds of lotus occur- . rE 

is difficult to push a boat through ring in Wisconsin, as reported by a ] Ai oe 

the mass, and lanes may have to be Mr. Publius V. Lawson, are the ae | Lan 

cut to permit the passage of boats following: ; \ P 

used by visitors. Little Mud Lake, near Edgerton, ig “| 

The plant is also, generally Dane County, : 

speaking, rare, but it nevertheless Puckaway, Green Lake County, a P % 

occurs in seventeen localities in the Trempealeau, Trempealeau Coun- 7 ) { E 

state of Wisconsin, which is a_ ty, " , 

larger number than in any other Potosi, Grant County, r ; \ 

one state, so far as is known. It Charm to Desoto, Crawford 3 1 : 

is also historically interesting as County (four stations), y a 

having furnished a favorite food McGregor, middle of river, : Sektows y lw: 

for the Indians, both the nut and Prairie du Chien, a ie 

the tubers being edible. The pods Oshkosh, Winnebago County, anette | 

were used as rattles in the wig- Tomah, Monroe County, A VASE OF NELUMRO LUTEA. 

wams, Kilbourn, Juneau County, 
consin boundary. The Little lox 

pee = gisele ii sees rath pee Sere River flows through Grass Lake, 

sr ( i : pak Ui De eee f i pee ee x Ea and the location seems very suit- 

pee a. a Bee EK Pirie ye able for the growth of the lotus, 
Ne , Sah Rimes ae wi. AS 3 A which prefers a depth of four to 

es » per ej Pe L ras ia Ni six feet, with a muddy bottom. 

ee eo Ps ee Dn) The photograph was made on July 

Pe. ae, 1 moe 18, 1921, by Mr. G. C. Blakslee. 
ee = : tg: = cs s e ae The fragrant blooms sometimes 

ae EO Sat ete aid measure quite ten inches in diam- 
x : f eC ee > falead soiia| ter, and look almost white in the 

—_ pom re | % ys ne full sunlight. We measured leaves 

eke ® PN rs re eid which were twenty-four inches in 

eee en ca r: diameter. ¢ P 4 
7 Pon cage 5 “ A warning is certainly necessary 

Fig. (1) The lotus at Grass Lake, Mlinois, July 18, 1921, Some leaves were 24 for the proper conservation of this 
Inches in diameter. It was raining while the photo was'made, GC. Blakslee, plant in our inland lakes and wa-
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ters, because it has become the cus- this put in a paper carton which clearly perceptible. It was a case 

tom to gather the flowers, and par- was sunk to a place which seemed of Jack and the Beanstalk; I could 

ticularly the seed pods, and to ship | suitable. A few were broadcasted not get any vases tall enough to 

them to the cities where they are over the lake. keep the shoots under water. Fin- 

sold in the department stores in It is too early to see whether or ally a friend loaned me a vase 

immense quantities. Dr. Mills- jot this experiment will be a suc- twenty-two inches high, and_ this 

paugh, of the Field Museum, states cess, but in order to test the ger- lasted for a short time, but present- 

that these flowers, once abundant in minating power of the seeds which ly the leaves emerged and had to be 

the Calumet region near Chicago, ye had gathered I placed a con- Coiled up in the water to be kept 

have entirely disappeared, and the  giderable number of them in water from drying out in the temperature 
same thing may be feared for the jy a vase on my desk on October ©f a steam-heated room. Some 

beds in Grass Lake and in the . earth was given to them for food, 

lakes of Wisconsin, if we continue and the growth continued until the 

to be indifferent to their preserva- ~~ ~~ shoots were about three feet long. 

tion. The bed at Grass Lake has a y Some quite perfect leaves were 

attracted a great deal of attention Se” formed whick were over an inch in 

from visitors, who carry the flow- as b diameter. But the conditions were 

ers away in great numbers. ’ " ‘4 not favorable for the proper de- 

The late Mr. Publius V. Lawson, : whe velopment of the plant, and they 

of this state, made an_ intensive Sa. ; died at about this point. The ex- 

study of this plant, and Mr. Huron J periment was made on other seeds 

I]. Smith, of the Milwaukee Mu- a i which had been kept in a box for 

seum, has also gathered much in- sf about two months. Part of these 

formation about the species. The were put in dilute sulphuric acid 

writer does not pretend to have any for about ten days and then in pure 

botanical knowledge, but merely water. These germinated after a 

wishes to call attention to the great much longer period and in a much 

impressiveness of the large beds of : smaller percentage. The twenty- 

the species, and to the importance i five seeds which did not receive 

of their preservation. treatment with sulphuric acid did 

But it may also be worth while not germinate at all. This shows 

to record our experience in at- that to get results it is important 

tempting to plant the lotus in the that the seeds should be put into 

very suitable waters of Lake Como, the water very soon after they are 

rear the village of Williams Bay. collected from the mature pods. 

We gathered the seed pods on YELLOW LOTUS. Of course, the much better meth- 

Labor Day, September 5, 1921, at od of transplanting the lotus from 

Grass Lake. Nine days later we 8th. The water was replaced as it one lake to another would probably 

planted the seed in Lake Como, evaporated, but there was no evi- be to remove the tubers and plant 

using various methods for immers- dence of life in the seeds for a them, but we have not attempted 

ing them. One way which was month. Then about thirty per cent this yet. 

suggested to us by Dr. Millspaugh pf them suddenly opened and be- In his many interesting rotes on 

was to wrap the seeds in a cube of gan to grow. The rate of growth the lotus, Mr. Lawson states that 

soil from the shore of the lake. was certainly astonishing, and was the tuber makes a really excellent 

This was very carefully lowered measured as carefully as possible. food, resembling the sweet potato, 

into about four feet of water, On some days the stems increased but said to be better. It requires 

where the bottom was quite soft two inches in length within twenty- about the same cooking as the po- 

with silt. Other seeds were placed four hours, the difference between  tato. 

in a larger amount of earth, and morning and evening being very (Continued on page 191)
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one-third timothy and clover mixed, 

THE FLO RISTS PAGE and one-third corn, making it a 

EDITED BY three-year period from corn crop 

HURON H. SMITH, Curator of Botany to corn again on any given field. 

EUBELG MUSEUM MILWAUKEE) (WIS: One hundred head of feeder cattle 

are bought in the fall and sold in 

Wisconsin’s Largest Florists partially caught the Los Angeles the spring. They are kept six 

Like the Irishman fleeing from real estate man’s point of view, we months and fed only on silage and 

the bear for 21 miles, then eluding point with pride to the largest grow- feed raised on the farm. Their 
it in a mile-wide jump over a lake, rs in Wisconsin. bedding straw is trampled and 

because of the superior start he Their largest establishment is 10 churned again and again into the 

had, so lots of folks wonder how miles out from Milwaukee on high- manure. These cattle would sure- 

H. & H. grew so fast, but it is no way 57 at the village of Brown ly draw the last prize for looks, but 

secret with the scribe. They had Deer, a town that might as well be they are producing a fertilizer that 

a wonderful start of 25 years, the called Holton & Hunkel. To illus- money cannot buy—it has to be 

steam of Fred H. Holton and the trate how carefully the minutiae manufactured. 
are worked out, let us state that a The Brown Deer plant stands on 

i * a i, ma mile southwest of the plant are two plot of 20 acres, six and a half of 

adjoining farms of 80 acres each, which are under glass, comprising 

each supporting a man and his fam- come 41 greenhouses. Here su- 

ily. The only purpose of these perintendent Frank Berndt directs 

" farms is to provide the proper sort the complex organization of 45 

“4 of fertilizers for greenhouse use. men, girls and young boys stretching 

5 ey ; Plenty of manure is to be had in ty 60 at rush periods, in the busi- 

Milwaukee, and they do purchase yess of growing plants. Being out 

a ae" paunch fertilizer from the stock- in the country, the plant has all 

cS b) yards to keep up the fertility of the artisans necessary for its main- 

) , the farms, but every pound of the tenance right on the grounds. The 

P mY manure produced on the farms goes force builds all of the greenhouses, 

: J . to the greenhouses by team and has steam fitters, mechanics, engi- 

truck. neers, masons, carpenters and 

Ye The farms are cropped on a_ painters, and all the varied men 

three-year basis, one-third oats, necessary to keep the plant running. 
OUT DOOR STOCK, ~ 

imagination of Herman V. Hunkel 

behind them, and with these in fs i . 

their favor we would expect quite 

some leap from them. Rs i 

Holton & Hunkel are organized ff Kee ale 
for big business, and have thought % JA F a 
it out to the smallest detail. They | ae if ee (ol r 
have the largest facilities in the |4=27> , x vA ‘ oa 

state for growing stock, and have |“444 A h e Ps "| Fn 

left certain important lines entirely 4 w if Fed : 
out of their growing plans. This |(44 dag a a 

seems a paradoxical statement, but 7 f Y 

they depend entirely on other Mil- . 

waukee growers for carnations and 

certain other cut stock. Having The Holton and Hunkel rose houses at Brown Deer.
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The heating system consists of a bring on 20,000 cyclamen in 4 to 8- from C. B. Whitnall, who was re- 

battery of 5 boilers consuming 4,500 inch pots, 2,000 Begonia melior in tiring at that time. This plant is 

tons of coal in a season to furnish 5 to 8-inch pots, 45,000 Primula managed by George Holton with 

steam for the vacuum system. obconica, and a host of ornament- his crew of 10, and is exclusively a 

They have their own car-unloading als, such as 1,000 Dracaena ter- pot and bulb establishment. All of 

cranes that unload 100 cars of coal minalis, 2,000 Pandanus veitchii, their bulb stock is grown here. 

in the winter. They also unload 1,500 Sansevieria laurentii, 8,000 ‘Their scheme of work is similar to 

about 50 carloads of material in a Cleveland) Cherries, 1,500 Erica the Brown Deer establishment. in 

year. They pump their own water melanthera, 1,000 oranges and Bos- that they prepare for the peak 

from their own well, and have a loads. 

large precooling room where ice is . =, a The Holton & Hunkel wholesale 

used. - Ve. establishment on Oneida and Mil- 
The largest feature of the Brown aval err ae b wcaiae gertars is thie resale of BS 

Deer plant is their rose range. J i ae Ee vears of experience. Their new 

Here one may see 80,000 plants in a oh nema Pa place, which they have occupied for 

12 houses 27 by 400 feet, all thrown ; ein Bec eat iT six months, seas planned for years 

together. Ordinary days 5,000 a My rhe ta a4" Ar / in advance to care for the retail flor- 

roses are cut, and on special days mt sh : a Y ee ists in the most expeditious man- 

10,000. The rose cut is tabulated Pes Sten ad ner. On the main floor facing Mil- 

hy benches. Cuttings are made pes mAh | waukee street one enters the sales- 

twice a day, morning and evening, 4] room, to be greeted by the veteran 

sorted by girls, thoroughly pre- as a stock man, Al Hare, known to 

cooled and shipped to Milwaukee i every florist in the city. Along 

by truck. In order of quantity they | with him, attending to the shipping 

grow Columbia, then Premicr, and to specialties, is Fred MceDon- 

Ophelia, Butterfly, White Iillar- ald. 

ney and Ward. - : 

: : cit cf. At the rear of the salesroom is 

As we have said, there jn E 2 the private exchange telephone sys- 

carnation on the place; likewise ACIUNS (OR! STAN! THEE: tem with 10 stations, and also at 

very few mS are grown tor fexis: fa all Sizes aviti this end is their main floor ice box. 

cutting. But orchids is another mat- a fens Mt - ae wit hen nun ‘This box has a capacity of 100,000 

ter, They have 1,500 of these hee a te on ed houses: 18 carnations, with a well-ventilated 

which are grown the year around. mese me year roune. ‘ brine cooling system in connection. 

Varieties grown are Cattelya Summer work at Brown Deer is 0 

trianae, C. labiata, C. Schroederi, propagating season for the winter. Follows their shipping oom and 

C. mossiae, C. gigas, C. gaskelliana, Young stock for all seasons is well-appointed office, presided over 

and a few Oncidiums. The florist started, a large item of the work by the assistant secretary of the 

will see that this gives them a con- being their “mum” stock. company, HH. J. Seel. The office 

stant succession of blooms every For Thanksgiving “mums” have and store stat number regularly 14 

month in the year. the call, and 18,000 are grown for people, with 20 employed at rush 

Differing somewhat from other cutting, while some 2,000 pompons BedpOUe 

lines of business, there are very are grown in pots. At odd seasons The basement is given over to 

definite peaks of demand in the various specialties are grown. For their own staff of wireworkers, for 

floral trade, when the combined ef- instance, just now there are 1,000 _ the manufacture of designs, a gen- 

forts of all florists falls short of Gloxinias in bloom. eral line of florists’ supplies, and a 

the demand. The Brown Deer The Holton & Hunkel Humboldt — large ice box with cooling done by 

plant is organized to meet those Avenue plant is probably the old- brine pumping system. This box 

peaks of trade. est set of greenhouses in the city. Was specially constructed to hold a 

For the Christmas rush they They purchased them 20 years ago (Continued on page 191)
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Fourth Mid-West Horticultural There will also be held in connec- Oshkosh people, the choicest of 
Exposition tion with the exposition student po- which he sells at $100 per root, 

A great deal of interest is, at this tato and fruit-judging contests in several varieties at $50 and a great 

time, being manifested in the which student judging teams will many at $10, and even at these 

Fourth Mid-West Horticultural compete from several colleges and prices he had more orders than he 

Exposition which is to be held at universities of the country. would be able to fill this fall. 

the Auditorium, Council Bluffs, In connection with the exposi- The building, which is not a small 

November 13 to 18, 1922. tion, there will be held a great num- one, was filled to its capacity (with 

State chairmen in 17 of the mid- ber of demonstrations which will no crowding). Each exhibitor fur- 

dle-western states have been ap- be educational features. There will nished his own receptacles, which, 

pointed, whose duty it will be to be displayed the latest models of by the way, added class to the ex- 

secure exhibits and to interest peo- spraying and dusting machines for hibit. Receptacles such as bowls, 

ple in attending this exposition garden and orchard purposes. vases, baskets, etc., suitable to each 

from these various states. Already This will be the largest horticul- variety of flowers, were used and 

word has been received from many tural exposition held in the United the effect was beautiful. 

of these chairmen, indicating the States this year. Everyone who There was a very large attend- 

number of official premium lists !* at all interested in any phase of ance considerable of the time, es- 

that they will need for distribution. horticulture should plan to attend. pecially during the evening. By 
It is estimated that it will take oo . actual count 100 people passed in 

around 6,000 copies of the premium Oshkosh s Horticultural Society during a period of 17 minutes, 100 
list to supply this demand. It is Fruit, Flower and Vegetable in 19 minutes and 100 in 20 min- 

believed that every one of these 17 Show utes. 
states will be represented by dele- Mrs. N. A. Rasmussen, Secy. A total amount of $42.75 in cash 

gates and by exhibits. The exhibit was staged in the was awarded in premiums besides 
The American Pomological So- building formerly occupied by the numerous substantial special pre- 

ciety which ‘will meet at Council City Natioral Bank, corner Main miums offered by members of the 

Bluffs in connection with the ex- 2" High streets, Thursday after- society, including $5 in cash, $5 
position on November 15, 16 and noon and evening and Friday, June worth of bulbs and plants, 50 Dar- 

17, will prove a great drawing card 8th and 9th. win tulip bulbs, etc. 

to all those interested in fruit grow- It was beyond a doubt the finest TO 
ing. This is the first time in years exhibit ever put on in Oshkosh. Our Local Societies 

that this society has met as far west Peonies predominated, although As nearly every member knows, 

as Council Bluffs, Dr. L. H, @bout 15 other varieties of flowers our by-laws provide for local or 
Bailey, possibly the greatest horti- “CTC also there in great abundance. auxiliary societies. Whenever a 

culturist that America has ever pro- Strawberries of the firest quality number of people in a community 
duced, is president of the society. tempted the crowds, as well as feel the need of an organization and 
Dr. Bailey will give the opening vegetables, _ including asparagus, eet together, adopt a simple consti- 

address of the society on Novem- ions. radishes, lettuce, parsley, tution, the society may be admitted 
ber 15th, at which time all socie- spinach, carrots; beets, peas, rhu- as a “local” on payment of 50 cents 

ties will have a joint session. barb, garlic and kohl rabi, of qual- for each member, which confers 
Beside the annual meeting of the 'Y such as Oshkosh gardeners are fy] membership in the state so- 

American Pomological Society, noted for. ciety. The membership fees for 

there wills be meetings of the fol- At least 200 receptacles ranging locals are due and payable to the 

lowing societies: Iowa State Hor- from vases containing a single state society in the month of Janu- 

ticultural Society, Society of Towa bloom to tubs containing 100 ary. From the standpoint of fees 
Florists, Iowa Nurserymen’s Asso- blooms of peonies were in evidence. or other money consideration there 

ciation, Iowa Fruit Growers’ Asso- W. R. Sisson, of Rosendale, by is no particular advantage in being 

ciation and Nebraska-lowa Bee- special request, displayed varieties a member of a local, as the fee is 

keepers’ Meeting. of peonies never before seen by usually one dollar, the other half
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being used for local expense, but county, 21. Lake Geneva, 28. La with uamieters tem 1% to 194, inches, 
+ . . nclusive, the grade name shall be ‘U. 

there are other advantages. It fos- Crosse City, 8. Oshkosh, 49. Mil- g§ Grade No. 1--Medium.” 

ters local spirit and pride, brings waukee Florists, 21. Sheboygan If by, Jot unieh meets ihe require- 
7 ments 0! is grade contains more 

together in the monthly or quarter- county, 21. Garden Club, West than 90 per cent by weight of onions 

ly meetings all who are interested Allis, 10. Horticultural Society of with a diameter greater than 2% 
. . : ; . r , si inches the grade name shall be “U. S. 
in horticultural pursuits, tends to West Allis, 19. Women’s Auxil- Grade No. 1, Large.” 

a better community spirit. iary, 15. Union Mills, La Crosse U. S. Grade Boilers 

Very often the horticultural so- county, 17. Washburn, Bayfield U. S. Grade Boilers shall consist of 
. = ss oo : > sound onions of similar varietal char- 

ciety proves the only common county, 13. Wisconsin State Flor- acteristics. which are free from 
meeting ground in a town or vil- ists, 166. Wisconsin State Bee- doubles, scullions and sprouted onions 

= . <7 and practically free from dirt, tops or 

lage where differences of lodge, keepers, 700. other foreign matter, and damage 
church or business are forgotten —_—__—_- caused by disease, insects, or mechan- 
a : tee al Grades for Onions ical or other means. The diameter 
There is neither politics or religion Standard Grades for Onions shall not be less than three-quarters 

. i 3 Fs : C: B. B. Jones, in Charge of Standardiza- of an inch nor more than 1% inches. 
in horticulture. I's a mighty fine tion In order to allow for variations inci- 
thing for any community to have a Department of Markets dent to commercial grading and han- 

: - y Sper ene Vi 5 t b. ight of lot se s oy eaciety. The Fruit and vegetable producers of dling, 5 per cent by weight of any lo 
local horticultural . society. Phe the state have found out that it pays may vary from the prescribed size, 
state society now offers a bonus or to grade their products. Putting upon and, in addition, 5 per cent by weight 

aan any fy _ the market a high quality, standard- of any such lot may be below the re- 
premium fund of twenty five dol ized product. will result in better maining requirements of this grade. 
lars to each local which stages an prices and satisfied customers. Ungraded 

exhibition of fruit or flowers or While the pronuerion it aonians 1" Onions which are not intended to be 
a s . arl as U. S. Grade No. 1, 

vegetables or all three. This is not some other vegetables, there is enough marketed as U. S. Grade No. 1 or U 
. led 1 ift t I stock produced in the state to war- S. Grade Boilers shall be tagged, 

inten ee mmierely as a 3! t to the vant the establishment of standard branded oF Jabeled Ungraded. 
community, but to promote amateur grades to be used in marketing this Definition of Grade Terms 

dan; The sis ie ais ses _ product. This bulletin is intended to As used in these grades: 
gardening. This prov isjon is sub present to the producer and dealer “Double” means an onion which, by 
ject to repeal by the executive com- the United States Department of Agri- slitting into two parts, has broken the 

tee and jis continuance will dee culture standards for grading onions. outer skin. 
mittee and its continue © . The Department of Markets recom- “Scullion” means an onion which 
pend on the results obtained. The mends these grades for trial and if has a thick neck and a relatively small 

. - th ber f societies after trial they are found to be suited and poorly developed bulb. 

greater the number of societies tg Wisconsin conditions, they will be “Practically free’ means that the 
which participate the more likely definitely established by the depart- appearance shall not be injured to an 
5, | All . * a ment and enforced through an inspec- extent readily apparent upon casual 

it is that the plan will be continued. — tion service. examination of the lot. 
Fae yt aa » xen: wit! takbvenadt: The grades for northern - grown “Diameter” means the greatest di- 

We sive, by way ol information onions! as recommended are as fol- mension of right angles to a straight 
and possibly encouragement, a list lows: line running from the stem to the 

of the locals in good standing, ’ U. S. Grade No. 1 root. 
there located and rumber of mem- U. S. Grade No, 1 shall consist of Discussion of Grades 

where locate@and & sound onions of similar varietal char- It will be noted that there is but 
bers of each. Some of them, acteristics which are free from one standard grade as far as quality 

on Aleneh : tne ' doubles, scullions and sprouted onions is concerned. The U.S. Grade No. 1 
like Oshkosh and Manitowoc, are and practically free from dirt, tops or and the U. S. Grade Boilers both have 

old-timers, while others are only a other foreign matter, and damage the same quality requirements and 
- caused by disease, insects or mechan- vary only in size requirements. The few weeks old: i 7 ew ‘weeks Old: ical or other means. The diameter U.S. Grade No. 1 has two separate 

ams Valley, Bangor, La Crosse shall not be less than 14% inches and size designations, namely, Medium 
Adams Va ey 5 more than 75 per cent by weight shall and Large. The sizes prescribed in 

county, 8 members. Bayfield, 5. not be less than 1% inches in diam- the onion grades range as follows: 
Brown’s Talley Mindoro, La eter. | U.S. Grade Boilers—%4 inch to 1% 
Brown s ulley, 5 In order to allow fer variations in- inch diameter. 
Crosse county, 20. Door Penin- cident to commercial grading and han- U.S. Grade No. 1-114 inches and 
viele Te sala a ig » 17, dling, 5 per cent by weight of any lot up with more than 75 per cent of 
sula, Mish Creek, Door county, may be under the prescribed size, and weight not less than 134 inches in 

Dunn county, Menomonie, 16. in ‘addition, 5 per cent by weight of diameter. 
- ‘oc ¢ : j 106 any such lot may be below the remain- U. S. Grade No. 1 Medium—More 

Manitowoc county, Manitowoc, 22. ing requirements of this grade. than 25 per cent by weight with diam- 
Madison, 19. North Ridge (post- If any lot which meets the require- eters from 1% to 1% inches, 

5 t f thi 1 tai U.S. Grade No. 1 Li M th a : ra law “occa ments of this grade contains more . S. Grade No. arge—More than 
office Coon Valley), La Crosse than 25 per cent by weight of onions 90 per cent by weight with a diameter 
county, 19. Tlolmen, [a Crosse SNSStHaeHL RHO nions include an Beater than 2%4 inches. 

7 ~ NOt Rnern BLOM, “OMONS. Ane at The procedure in grading onions " ‘ Jockla a rosse varieties grown in the United States id 2 county, 12, Rockland, Ta Cro except. Bermudas, Denias and. Creoles (Continued on page 191)
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Wisconsin Horticulture H. C. Citrtstensen in Milwaukee in 1862 and lived 
Published Monthly by the Our worthy president and ex- there until I went to the university, 

i i ral Societ: ct . : Parry Wisconsin State Hortlcultu a ¥ officio president of the committee, where I graduated in “85,” expect- 
Official Organ of the Society. H. C. Christensen, announced that ing to make teaching my profes- 

FREDERIC) CRANEFIELD, Editor he was born in October, 1872, just sion. In the spring of 1886 I was 
Secret. W. S. H. S., Madison, Wis . wit ee : eeretary W. 8. HL. S., Madison, Wis one-half mile from where he now taken sick and came to this farm 

0 eee este atanee ter mating ai lives. This seemed like very little to recuperate. I have been here 
special rate of postage “provided for in. Section : 55 ‘ 
THOS. Act of October 8, 1917, authorized July travel for a man 50 years of age, ever since. Well, that was a 

5; i a = . - 
‘Advertising rates made wisi OH application. but upon further inquiry we learned lucky circumstance! If these were 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society tom his own words: “I have been character sketches we would tell 
A embership fee. one dollar, which in- i y native state a os . C yg Mr. Bae, count memntetitfeeauat* cuttin, Outside of my native state and have you much more about Mr. Brig 

Fett Rete ygate te Predere Came Seen an automobile and a steam Jo- ham and his delightful study, the 
Remit. by’ Postal or Express Money Order. A © yy qe ye : . ~ 

dollar DIL "may: be sent ‘Sutely” if “Wrapped “or at’ Comotive.”” Even though Mr, Chris- walls lined with bookcases, a fire- 
tached to a card, Personal checks accepted, . . . . 

Postage stamps not accepted. tensen lives in Oshkosh we are in-place and easy chairs, the “scholar 
= ling Racal es - ‘ ae alg, ape peed enncERs clined to credit his statement as in agriculture. 

H.C, Christensen, President......... Oshkosh true, . 
W. A. Toole, Vice-President....... 0... Baraboo Wat. LoxGuanp 
Frederic Crinefield,  Seeretary-Treasurer. . Maclison . a . : 

W. AL Tootr Wim. Longland has not lived al- 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE >. % we . . 4 

EXx-OMeto. Passing on to Vice President W. ways at Lake Geneva. He was 
President, Hie ued and Secretary A. Toole, ex officio member, the born in rural England (..2.2.0..-----), 

‘or aree Years, ‘e : 1 i A. K. Bassett... 0.00 .0022--.0....-Baraboo editor has known him so long that the loveliest garden spot in all the 
C. 1. Brigham... . é é 2... Blue Mounds % . ; 

Wm, Longhind. ss ssess esse see ebake Geneva HO Question sheet was sent him world, THe learned the gardener’s 
: For Two Years \ about his name, age or disposition, art in all its branches and is skilled 

Paul B. Grant... 2.0.0.0. Menomonie . . oo. . 
JF. Mauser... 2... vesceee+. Hayfield knowing all were satisfactory. He in its every detail. Although born 
Richard Marken... 2... .000.00 00+ .Guys Milly as bor . . - abroad. the ‘es and shrubs of 
W. EB. Spreiter ... 000... sss... Onataske = Was born near Baraboo somewhere abroad, the trees and shrubs o 

Fer One Year vont ates about 38 years ago and has lived ‘America are as familiar to him as 
P.M. Edwards....00...0..0006.Fort Atkinson 2 . : 
James Livingstone... 0..0......++-Milwaukee there without interference by the old friends. If you want to talk 
Wi Nelsaths .65 cas cee owe 2. Oshkosh: “ye x 4 i . reqes 

Ame Willies: mess « CStuen tay authorities ever since. His father native plants to William, take along 

—— is William Toole, also of Baraboo. all the books on botany you can 
BOARD OF MANAGERS » - r 6a ae 5 

fis Cision iredertacanieriend P. SW. A. grows and sells — find. 
Wo AL Poole srennials err ae sac . _ te = perennials, operates — greenhouses Paut E. Grant 

and a retail flower store. Paul & Gene of Me . 
Introducing, Briefly, the Execu- ‘ k B au Le . stant, 2 a SHOMOMS; 

dive Committee XN. Basserr was born in Manistee, Michigan. 

a ALK. (Ski Hi asse avi That's the only blot on his other- 
These few remarks about the é ‘ na oe having . ‘nl 7 1 1 it’s fast 

c . + an eve or FOO ld als wise stainless recorc » anc it's as 

members of our executive commit- \ . B | § land, also I: . WI | ld t 
chose aradoO as a E ace i disappearing. hat he would no 

tee were prepared as far back as S r 1881 S : pirthplace in \ Pl i= that: | ‘ 
_ : ‘ September, . Subsequent ev s lave you know 1s that he meant to 
February, 1922, but in the “make ! 1 hi 1 ind jue he ' 2 te thi E 

< ve : . yroved his) go0c udgment. The xe a professor of history or Ieng- 
up” of Wisconsin Horticulture ! Bt Jues : ae ! 5 Wa 8 

rae _ Bassetts are Yankees, the first com- lish, it doesn’t matter which, but 
through the intervening months — , : . : . . 

| as ing to these shores in 1621 in the poring over the classics affected his 
there seemed to be no fitting place . . . . .. 

‘ - good ship Torture. Sometimes eyesight and he deserted the halls 
for them and while the year is a . . . ‘ . we 

op nre 99 ._ Fortune smiles even as in this case. of learning for the open fields and 
now more than “half-past” there is 1 I hard. W 5 i 

vy ge . an * < ater the orchard. e win, e 
still time to get acquainted. The Co 1. Brisiam ill be 37 in J 

_ 7 ; . ._ will be 37 in June. 
place and date of birth of members C. 1. Brigham, who now lives in 

are facts and the only part that a fine old farmhouse almost on the J. FP. Hauser 

should be taken seriously. The crest of the lesser of the two Blue J. VF. Hauser, of Bayfield, likes 

comments are after the fashion of Mounds, never intended to be a northern Wisconsin. He was born 

the editor, whose fancy runs into farmer; in fact, did all he could to in La Crosse, July 30, 1870, and as 

odd places at times. prevent it, as witness: “I was born soon as he could negotiate the trip
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went to Bayfield. There was no about the country of his birth. Let A Fake Fireblight Cure 
place further north in Wisconsin him tell it: “Born at Wishaw, Several weeks ago the editor re- 

to go. He likes the country up Lanarkshire, Scotland; received ceived some advertising literature 

there and the country likes him. early training at Coltner’s Estate, regarding Warnock’s Tree Paint, 

What more can anybody ask ? Wishaw. Landed in America Sep- made by the International Pear 

Ricweew Uaeees tember 1, 1895, in Wisconsin in Blight Cure Manufacturing Com- 

. “ 1907, Milwaukee 1910.” You trav- pany. We thought this fake fire- 
Richard Marken claims that he led al e | but he aye 1 te ‘ ‘i ead af 

— : cled a long journey, James, but we — blight cure had been disposec 
was born in Valders, Manitowoc tad 84 her | > 1 " al ° 

r are glad vou are here. ong ago, so turned over the adver- 
county. We have been unable to gran} ti ae tter to D ‘: 1 \ \ 

- . . . 1 . ising matter to Dr. Vracker, the 
uncover any facts to disprove it. Wat, Netsox ; i. low} I ~~ 1 

: Doe $03 : é state entomologist. t was sub- 
It was in 1885. Graduated Univer- Win. Nelson, of Oshkosh: Mr. : ocwae 2. 38 

5 a 4 = ae mitted by him to the Insecticide and 
sity of Wisconsin a few years later, Nelson is 47 years of age, and dur- Feds 

: = : . : Fungicide Board, Washington, D. 
had one look at the Bitter River ing all these years, except the first (9° 3. . “ 

. . ~ CC. The following letter has been 
Valley and another at Door county four or five years, has been en- . : 

: 4 . : z 5 ; received : 
and then selected Gays Mills. Lots gaged in) market gardening and wae . . . 

P = Set ‘ < We are in receipt of your letter 
of apple trees out there, 700 acres. fruit growing. Engaged scarcely “ oy. 1s se ‘ 

: : : 3 : 7 . “of the 7th instant, relative to War- 
Dick has charge of all of them. fits the case, he is married to the NC ms -_ 

. . . nock’s Tree Paint, made by the In- 
ne job. If you ask him he will tell . . < 

\W. EL Sprinrer # . : ternational Pear Blight Cure Man- 
Sos Ge : a you he was born in Oshkosh. We . . . . 

W. EE. Sprieter is a man of few “oa ee ' ufacturing Company. We have 
i he f ., will forgive him that as long as he ted thi 2 1 

cords . ware effective. a c yroseculec this company  severa 

Beside mt the® te ire “vere continues the sturdy supporter ot ill ; b li 
ssides being county ager r La . 3 imes, as you will note by reading 

Besides emg, COU ity tgent for ‘horticulture that he is. . = ss = 
Crosse county, a job requiring 23 notices of judgment 366, 367 and 

hours a day, he organizes local hor- Arno Wurrrici 517, published in Announcements 

ticultural societies, spray rings and Arno Wittich, of Sturgeon Bay, 20 and 29, enclosed. The company 

other incidental features relating manages the Peninsula) Fruit practically stopped business last 

to horticulture. You wouldn't be- Farm of 240 acres, 100 acres in year, but evidently has started 
lieve it if you met him, but he will cherries and 100 acres in apples. egain, as recently the advertising 

be 43 rext September. Minnesota, Before that he lived in St. Louis, circulars of the company have been 

town of West Concord, claims him. Missouri, for a time; at least 8 or 9 ent to us from different sections 

. . years. Not much longer, because of the country. Our inspectors 
Frvxk Merve Epwarps jen at ‘ P ave standi 5 Gag Et aac . 

he is only 29 now and has lived in have standing instructions to keep 

Frank Merle Edwards is he \yjcconsin 20 years. Mr. Wittich a special lookout for the product.” 

of the bunch, excepr one, a is the youngest member in years, This letter is being published in 
scant 32, and born just where YOU but not, as you see, in experience order to protect any member of the 

would Expect, Fort sheaaen Me and training. One year after grad-  \Visconsin Horticultural Society 

corrects faulty — landscapes and uating from the University of Wis- who may receive this advertising 
makes new ones to order. He is oonsin he took charge of the Pen- literature. Apparently the manu- Seven af @ fu, ents cenll wenn g Pl ) 
. saa at if, ;too, ane vedant 4 years insula Farm. That's doing pretty facturing company is willing to 

should not be held agamst him, as vel], Don’t you think so? contiriue to pay fines indefinitely, as 
they are coupled a _ —_ long as gullible orchard owrers will 
ment. Graduate of Corre ni- ay - ns —— ats varsity hese aotes. ave viot jntended. ag Pay for their harmless and worth- 

. biographical sketches or life his- less product. 

James Livincstoxe tories. Just a few words of intro- ————_ 

Who ever would have guessed duction hastily written for your If your county fair isn’t clean 

that James Livingstone is nearly perusal. Come to the summer meet- it’s your fault. If you tolerate in- 

51? He not only admits it, but is ing or annual convention and meet decent shows, crooked games and 

a bit boastful about it. If you have these men face to face. You will filthy food at your fair, that’s all 

ever met him you are in no doubt ke them. you are entitled to have.
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Diseases of Ornamental and a whole is usually not considered ture at the time the young maple 

By Ce su sufficient to warrant expensive con- leaves are developing. The spore 

nuniian (GBavENLin, MMatsen,, DECENT. trol measures, except perhaps in sacs rupture and forcibly expel the 

In order te oetablish the fight certain special cases and particu- ascospores into the | air, whence 

seerspective, 1 think ax pettiape best lanl on nursery trees, where sprays they are borne by air currents to 

to present a general address cover- can be readily applied. the new leaves. Alighting on the 
ing the fundamentals of the sub- Rhytisma  acerinum, producing underside of a leat they soon ger- 

ject anid tovdraw-on: specific exam: the tar-spot of maples, is about as Minate during moist weather and 

ples largely for purposes of illus- conspicuous a representative of leaf the young threads (hyphae) which 

ceaiide may ooltls andhcsline eects spots as we have. The life history are produced enter the leaf through 

attention of the society some of of this fungus has been well work- the breathing Pores (stomates). 

ce wees Heperieent free troubles. ed out in Europe. The life cycle Following this infection the spots 

A. discussion of forese tee ais of the fungus may be of interest, develop _throughout— the | growing 

eases, except in so far as they also as being more or less representa- period of the tree. The disease ap- 

apply to ornamental and fruit trees, tive of leaf spots produced by the pears to be spread further by sec- 

de diaturally Beyond our scope: group of fungi we term ascomy- ondary spores (conidia ) produced 

In dealing with the diseases of cetes. The Spotted leaves fall to 1 the spots on the living leaves. 

woody plants, we will, for the sake the ground in the autumn, usually F rom our knowledge of the com- 

of convenience, recognize three somewhat prematurely. There is plete life cycle of this and similar 

major groups: (1) parasitic dis- no further development of the fun- fungi, then, their control is ob- 

eases; (2) those diseases due to the gus on the fallen leaves during the vious, namely, the raking up and 

so-called wound parasites, and (3) cold winter months, but in late win- burning of the fallen leaves in the 

non-parasitic diseases. ter and early spring the Spots begin autumn, so as to eliminate the 

Parasitic Discases to form a new kind of spores in source of infection in the spring. 

Fungus or bacterial parasites are minute sacs (asci). These ma- Iwig and branch parasites are 

familiar to all of you. These at- 

tack the living tissues directly or . » - 

cause functional disturbances in ie \ 

the plant which cause death, or \ Nene 

greatly reduce the vitality. Our ‘7, Mies. / . We RR 

leaf diseases are of this character, | et EL! ne Be ac 

as well as certain bark and twig [| yy a WY ( i" oa ee e- = 

diseases where the cambium is at- 6 NT t "a “he , Ci: 5 a.” aan 

tacked and killed, this attack often ON VE a" Beg t — a ps Om aay ke it 

resulting in cankers, or complete a oa Cs mS i Soy aan oe “ad ati: a 

girdling and consequent death of 3 eM ee eee. ora 

the portions above the girdle. Re fe 

In the case of forest trees and mn ‘an - 

ornamentals leaf fungi do not as- aa Se. 

sume the major importance they _ 

do in diseases of fruit trees, where , ‘ if 

a reduction in actively functioning . Fgh 

leaf surface is soon reflected in oe es At 

lessened fruit production. It is ir or a ey u 

true that the leaves of ornamentals |_—ld 

are disfigured, “sickly” appearing apnea Secieratamey Fees 

in case of heavy infections, and Hae he RE A LEASH NNN Da . 

often fall prematurely, but the Hies'T Taree white clmsirees “Sts waned Be / a 
P .'1. Large white elm trees “stag-headed” from the effects of the elm-canker fun- 

summation of injury to the tree as Sus Spliaeropats ulmicola, ‘These were removed two years later, after having died back
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WOODEN BOXES and CRATES 
One bushel size for apples, tomatoes, onions and other farm products. 

Half barrel and barrel size for cabbage, watermelon, cantaloupe 
and muskmelon. 

One bushel seed corn crates. Butter and cheese boxes. 

Our newly designed coop for shipping live chickens, weighs 30 pounds 
and it is the strongest on the market. 

LA CROSSE BOX COMPANY 
LA CROSSE - - : : WISCONSIN 

the most destructive organisms with control measures on a large scale an abundance of spores is produced 

which we have to contend. Most were abruptly terminated, we must on the diseased bark it is logical to 

of our tree cankers are produced in this case do our best to breed a suppose that these are distributed 

by fungi developing in the inner variety of chestnut highly resistant by the usual agencies, such as wind 

bark. If the tree “holds its own” or immune to the disease. Results and rains. Once infection has 

or yields very slowly to the attack, along this line must necessarily be taken place in a given branch, how- 

well-marked cankers are usually slow, because we have here a slow- ever, the disease apparently con- 

produced. These are only mani- maturing crop. Certain native tinues to develop from year to year 

festations of a battle going on with- trees in the vicinity of New York in the bark and wood. 

in the plant tissues between the City and at Martic Forge, Pa., have The striking symptom of this 

tree and the parasite. shown a high resistance to the dis- disease is the sudden death of cer- 
If the invading organism devel- ease, and perhaps from these, or tain of the smaller branches scat- 

ops very rapidly, however, we get — similar trees, we may eventually be tered throughout the crown, due to 

entirely different disease symptoms, able to secure a resistant variety. girdling. Below the girdle water 

due to rapid girdling, principally of The chestnut bark disease, how- sprouts very often develop. Over 

che smaller branches. The historic ever, does not vitally concern Wis- the attacked areas the smooth bark 

example of this type of disease in consin horticulturists and nursery- becomes somewhat sunken and 
American pathological literature is men. We do, however, have in loses the heaithy green appearance 

the chestnut bark disease. This Wisconsin a white. elm disease of the normal bark. From these 
disease was introduced from north- (Fig. 1), prevalent about Madison, girdled regions the fungus grows 

ern China and first assumed epi- and probably widely distributed in into adjacent healthy tissues. If it 
demic importance around New the state, which, although milder progresses downward from a lat- 

York City in 1904. Since then it in its action, is similar in its meth- eral branch into a main limb it may 
has spread throughout the eastern od of attack to the chestnut disease. eventually girdle the larger limb. 

United States until it has invaded This disease is due to a fungus we By such progressive growth the 

and practically destroyed the native call Sphacropsis ulmicola closely whole crown may in time become 

chestnut stards and planted or- related to Sphaecropsis malorum, involved. 

chards north of North Carolina, producing canker and rot of the Since the disease is known to oc- 

despite the brief efforts to control apple. Methods of infection have cur in nurseries, and is epidemic 

it. Since the opportunities to apply never been worked out, but since and destructive in’ character, it
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must necessarily come under the in- areas has been largely checked. The rapidity through humus soils and 

spection laws of the state. Every disease was first discovered in west- infect such roots as they come in 

effort should be made by nursery- ern Canada and a conference re- contact with. The roots are soon 

men to stamp it out, as the white garding it was held at Portland, killed and ultimately decay to a 

elm is one of our handsomest orna- Oregon, to discuss the situation and white pulpy mass, The mycelium 

mentals. No man wishes to plant to devise methods to prevert its continues its growth up the crown 

an infected tree, with the certainty further spread. roots through the bark and cam- 

that it will ultimately be disfigured Besides these leaf, branch and  bium and finally into the base of 

by the disease, and very often stem parasites there are others the trunk. Once the cambium has 

killed outright. Every diseased which attack roots, ultimately caus- been killed over a large part of the 

tree planted will also affect neigh- ing the rot of these organs. Among circumference the tree soon suc- 

boring healthy trees. the best known in this region is the cumbs. 

In the case of a disease of this For thirty to forty years patholo- 

sort we stand a fair chance of erad- oe i vag} gists have been experimenting on 

icating it by applying control meas- : aah 271 a methods of control. Since the fun- 

ures energetically. In the case of : ‘xara gus is usually harbored in forest 

trees already planted for orna- ae ut _ soil the first consideration in con- 

mental purposes the cutting out and : % “i a nection with fruit growing on cut- 

burning of infected limbs seems to . cea —_ over lands is removal of all stumps, 

be the logical procedure. ‘Trees ae aie 2 oD roots and decaying wood and care- 

too badly infected throughout the [5% . ba I | - Be! = ful tillage, to eliminate sources of 

crown, however, are best removed ese. = os BESS infection as far as possible. 

and destroyed. Ample watering. - Diseased trees cannot be treate? 

and fertilization are a valuable aid re a ee pene tie ta quence with any certainty of success, but 

in hastening recovery. Control in re en scene eae of the prin’ pruning out diseased roots, partic 

the nursery, in the case of abun- "eels &nd eventually ating ae OL ularly on certain fruit trees, has 

dant infection, is perhaps best han- met with some favor. The line of 

dled by complete eradication. In honey mushroom, Armillaria mel- attack mainly relied upon, bhow- 

the case of sporadic infections, fea (Fig. 2). This is a typical ever, has been directed toward pre- 

careful regular inspections, fol-  yushroom which appears, usually venting the spread from diseased to 

lowed by culling, may prove effec- jn abundance, in the cool, moist healthy plants. One of the earlies: 

tive. While the disease cannot be fall months about the base of dis- recommendations was to isolate the 

controlled by spraying after infec- eased trees or old stumps. It at- infected areas by trenching, buy 

tion has once taken place, it may be tacks a great variety of plants, this has never been widely applic, 

possible to work out methods conifers as well as broadleaf trees. and is useful only in the case of 

whereby the spread may be consid- About Madison it is most common definitely localized infections. 

erably curtailed, on scarlet and black oaks, and oc- Wound Parasites 

The white pine blister rust is curs at times on white and burr oak. Time will not permit further dis- 

another of our strictly parasitic In the fruit-growing regions one is cussion of parasitic diseases, so we 

diseases which menaces our five- likely to encounter it on various will pass to the so-called wound 

leaved pines, but has produced most Stone fruits, particularly the cherry. parasites (Fig. 3). These are or- 

damage so far to our native white On the Pacific coast it has been re- ganisms_ of various sorts which, 

pine, Pinus strobus. This is so fa- ported as a serious enemy of small while they do not have the capactiy 

miliar to horticulturists and nur- fruits as well. of actively invading and destroying 

serymen that discussion is unneces- It is one of the common forest living tissue, can affect the life and 

sary. Suffice it to say that through fungi and most forest soils harbor vigor of a tree to a marked extent. 

the co-operation of nurserymen and an abundance of the “spawn” or The organisms here concerned car 

state and federal agencies its fur- black shoe-string strands (rhizo- only enter a living tree through a 

ther spread from certain prescribed morphs), which spread with great wound in the bark. Having once
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entered the host they do not attack * Many of the fungi which appear 
growing tissue, but confine them- at wounded surfaces do not decay — }-renreo ava.13.1909 
selves to those parts which are, in the heartwood to any appreciable 
a physiological sense, dead. Our extent, and hence are often quite 
most conspicuous representat'vcs superficial and limited in their ac- 
of this group are the higher fungi, — tion. Fio.1 fr0.2 Fia.3 
which we term the basidiomycetes. Fruit trees are just as susceptible B B 
= to infection with certain of these erry oxes 

fungi as are forest trees and orna- Crates, Bushel Boxes 
5 mentals, although the better atten- and Climax Baskets 

tion they get under approved meth- As You Like Them 
ods of orcharding tends to lessen We manufacture the Ewald 

5 ale . Patent Folding Berry Boxes of the danger. wood veneer that give satisfac- . . tion. Berry box and crate mate- Young trees, as a rule, suffer lit- rial in the K. D. in carload lots - . * our specialty. “We constantly tle from heart-rotting organisms. carry in stock 16-quart crates ail 
Moe made up ready for use, either for his is due largely to the fact that strawberries or blueberries. No ‘ Z : order too small or too large for points of entrance for the develop- us to handle. We can ship the : . folding boxes and crates in K. D. ing spores of the organisms, such from Milwaukee. Promptness is 

. essential in handling fruit, and as dead branch stubs, pruning we aim to do our part well. A 3 large discount for early orders. J wounds, ete., are usually small and A postal brings our price list. 
Fig. 3. The rot of Collybia velutipes, heal over quickly in a young thrifty ‘ which has invaded a living basswood tree | - - § - Cumberland Fruit Package at a rather large wound near the base. tree; . .. Wd Company hese are familiar to you as brack- lhe elimination of heart-rot in a Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. 

ets, conchs, punks, mushrooms, etc., living tree is a different matter and 
which appear on the surface of the calls for very careful work. Tree 
wood after infection has developed surgery methods are the only re- 
inside the tree. Certain of them course. In many cases of cavity 

. e normally attack the heartwood, bu: work much of the infected wood Quality and a 
the sapwood is also decayed where still remains, and hence the rot will 2 
sufficiently exposed by the injury continue to develop. Mr. Brown S D l 
to permit a certain amount of dry- has already discussed very com- quare ea 
ing. petently this phase of the problem. 

These are the cavity-producing Prevention of infection is much the ARE WHAT WE 
fungi which furnish either a reason better line of attack, and this can OFFER YOU 
or an alibi for our tree-surgeons. be accomplished by the use of an 
Their injury to the host is largely antiseptic water-proofing mixture. 
lue he vedueti A séhanieal Tae Sivall wounds shellac is: very Our new 48-page catalog (16 due to the reduction in mechanica or sma wounds shellac 1s very pages in colors) gives you an 

strength of the trunk and larger good; for larger wounds, except on honest description of FRUITS, saibe, which cenders the trees “ps es which are likely to be injured VINES, ORNAMENTALS, PER. limbs, which renders the trees par- trees which are likely to be injurec ENNIALS, etc. for this climate 
icularly suscepti > wi all. In y > application, such as peach, . ticularly susceptible to windfal by the applicat tuch as _peac If Fou BFS iMAGUTERS.46 WHat 

the case of forest trees, however, cherry, plum, magnolia and_ tulip, is best to plant we will be glad 
the actual loss in timber production a 50:50 mixture of coal-tar creo- to advise with you. 
is the principal item. sote and asphaltum has given very We do landscape work. 

. A few of our heart-rotting fungi good results. For these trees a TI C C 
are apparently capable of gradually mixture of 25 parts of creosote to 1€ Oe, onverse 
encroaching on the normal sapwood 75 of asphaltum may be used. In Edwards Co. 

i 9 ivi 2 as m 2 are very case 7 is a risa >» shellac x _ in a living tree, but as a rule, there every case it is advisable to shellac Fort Atkinson, Wis. 
is usually a rather sharp line of — the cut bark and adjoining wood be- 

demarcation. fore applying the creosote mixture. 
a
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This prevents drying out and con- care of shade trees are wholly in- 1 ying y 
sequent dying back of the cambium. effective for lack of enforcement. I ying 

, oe ‘ Tree planting and politics make a 
Non-parasitic Diseases pi 5 I e aw ks 

. 5 »oor mixture—at lea h 2 
When the pathologist cannot find l tl fu i 1 om to fn man 

- . ; n the outside. he 
a definite causal organism in con- “ : ade ¢ e a aie i Nursery 

: . : charg sha se work 
nection with a disease he usually "ge 0 © RESS OWRES: BEM 

relegates it to the non parasitic know lis profession: fromthe roots Company 
a Bcc _. up. With the necessary authority, 

group. These diseases, then, are | tact j Iminist ine it 
i ac é niste yon- 

usually produced by unfavorable at- LG. HEEL 1D, ALS oe won ‘ aye 
oo wi as . ders can be accomplished in the are in a position to fur- 

mospheric and soil conditions, which _, . ’ 
: ‘ . beautification of our towns. nish high grade Nursery 

result in a disturbance of the nor- : _ Stock of all and 7 

mal functions of the plant. _ Several years ago | visited the ock OJ al hin Ss an 

Our shade trees are perhaps the city of Newark, New Jersey. Their varieties suitable to Wis- 

greatest sufferers from this class of tree problems were in the hands of consin and other north- 

disease. Not only are they subject @" efficient shade tree Commission ern districts. 

to injury by soot, dust, atmospheric which had charge of all selection Will be glad to figure on 

nens alectriciee climate, ‘ete. above of species, planting, and necessary : 5 
gases, electricity, climate, etc, above ‘ ste af ai a on public ighy _ your wants either in 

| » roots often suffer care of a eC c yays . 
ground, but the roots often s avd ia Barks) All planting and’pr large or small quantities 
for lack of food and water, or be-  @d in parks. All planting and’ pro- 

come suffocated in poorly aerated tection charges were assessed di- 

soils, or even poisoned by escaping rectly against the property, but gen- 

oases. ‘ouple. these unfavorable eral costs, such as cultivation, prun- 
gases. Coup) fav ine. ete, were covered by general Wauwatosa ... Wis. 
conditions with the activities of ing, etc., were covered by genera 

noxious insects and various ani- taxation. The system worked ad- 

mals, including “tree butchers,” and mirably under the able and tactful 

it is a great wonder that the mortal- supervision of the secretary of the 

ity in shade trees is not higher. commission, 

To emphasize the recessity of I am sure that human nature in McKAY NURSERY 

improved fertility, cultivation, ete., New Jersey is not essentially dif- COMPANY 

in order to correct many of our ferent from that in Wisconsin, and 

troubles with ornamentals, I realize if such a logical, forceful plan will MADISON WISCONSIN 

is entirely unnecessary with you work there it should do so here. In a 

gentlemen because these are the our own city of Madison, in the Nursery Stock of 

fundamentals of your profession. capital of this great commonwealth, Qualit 

The general public, however, is not what have we in the way of ade- y 

so conversant with the requirements quate regulations? Nothing, out- for Particular Buyers 

ard each and every one of us side of the splendid  semi-official Have ol ihe standard varieties 
5 - : ¢ as well as t 3 

trained in the growth and develop- services of our Park and Pleasure supply! you Si oaceruice pen 

ment of plants must act as ambas- Drive Association. The owner has Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, 

sador. full authority over trees abutting Vines and Ornamentals. 

Tery few cities have an adequate his own property. He can do with Very few cities have un adequa property Let us suggest what to plant 

system for the planting and care of them as he will, and every act of both in Orchard and in the dec- 

ade tr a rnamentals. It vandalism possible under any cir- oration of your grounds. 
shade trees and ornamenta t I ‘ y s Prices end our uew Catalog dent 

must be a municipal problem and cumstances has been, and is being, promptly upon receipt of your 

not an individual one, in order to repeatedly committed against our list of wants. y § 

consistently follow out a landscape _ trees. Nurseries at 

plan to the best interests of the I claim, and wish to emphasize, Waterloo Wis 

town or city. Too many of our that the municipalities, through , . 

regulations for the planting and some definitely constituted author-
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Mr. Hunkel is on the “still hunt” 

SRE for stock the world over. He has 

I correspondents in Central America IRRIGA 
Deh pa seth eh . . . . 

BAWKEYE SHIPPING BASKE bs and Brazil looking for orchids, in TE 
Der CIRCULAR €. PRICES WRIT aay ; les. | or mtg ea apan growing lilies, in Holland UR reneeeRC ME ie growing Hie The OVERHEAD WAY 

\ NR J ASE Ae growing bulbs, in Germany grow- RU BURLING TON: IOW py : 
see hi ba Ua ing Lilies of the Valley, and in Eng- At 8 aeys 8 x is 
i i i) land growing Manetti wild rose Fool old man“‘Dry Weather 

™M I i ‘Gk Poe BEatine. He haa, take this year and “Put Drought 
Ua Ss Oek or gratting. € as fakcen to Rout.” 

asieforsnooklet wv trips to the south for Coontie, to 

Alabama for wild Smilax, to North Heretofore you have always 
3 fat : nauen cesvoee ‘wee lina ~ Galax 5 5 hoped ain. ity, should exercise full control over Carolina for Galax and Leucothoe ped for rain. Why not 

3 a m1 asia? BUY it this year? 
all trees on public highways and in leaves, and to California for heath- 

public parks. We are having al- He has men in the north woods Drop us a line with a rough 

together too much promiscuous of Wisconsin, Minnesota and Mich- sketch of your plot enclosed 
2 . . 4 . : 2 ices 

planting, too much “tree butchery” '8@n gathering ferns, Lycopodiums, a durcetlopueand PENCE 
by irresponsible parties, too little Bittersweet, and other seasonable nt 

effective and commendable tree sur- Woodland greens. 

i rO- op . S 
gety, and in too little care and fea lake them by and large, you will Rock River 
tection for the beautiful trees which : travel in a good many states before : s 
have so far withstood the combined a 4 8 . 

: ried : = Ai ; : you strike an establishment as large Irri ation C oO. 
attacks of man and nature, : : 

** a or as carefully run as Holton & Rockford, Illinois 
Laboratory of Forest Pathology, 2 

3 ; pi ;  Hlunkel. 
Bureau of Plant Industry, Madi- 

son, Wisconsin. Oe 

— If you are an exhibitor of fruit Standard Grades for Onions 

Wisconsin’s Largest Florists at your county fair insist on a com- (Continued from page 183) 
(Continued from page 181) petent judge. Exhibitors of live will usually consist of grading the lot 

. oo. eg : * to meet U. S. Grade No. 1 quality re- 
large supply of green goods in first- stock insist on skilled judges. It quirements and then giving the lot a 
class condition indefinitely. takes more brains and skill to judge size designation according to the size 

: . . = oe “ee classification into which the lot falls. 

The firm of Holton & Tunkel fruit and flowers than to judge This size designation, as stated, can 
‘ c . . PAWS OT: Ses be Boilers, Medium, Large or U. S. is composed of these two men. cows or swine. Grade No, ‘a Be o 8. 

Fred TH, Holton is the man who is ——— The grades provide that any lot can 
* te « 3% fT he ever tales . be marketed field run or with partial always on the job— if he ever takes The American Yellow Lotus, or grading, by marking stich lots “Ui 

a vacation we don’t know when he Water Chinquapin graded.” 
. ¢ ‘ mnie i . . ¢ > Growers, dealers and shippers are sa Bs places ie! i i meee ( does it, for he is always there (Continued from page 179) urged to give these grades a fair trial 

whenever we visit the place. It is much to be hoped that the and to write the Department of Mar- 

Herman V. Hunkel, who, by the — sitizens of Wisconsin will become ener their gpinion’ of" the 

way, is the largest stockholder in better acquainted with this notable 

the Hunkel Seed Co., presided over member of our native flora, and 
: . + . so . ’ 

by his brother, Gunther S. Tunkel, will visit the bed nearest to their Kellogg Ss Nursery 

is also president of the Milwaukee own locality. After seeing the Janesville ‘Wisconsin 

Florists’ Advertising Association. flowers, we believe that they will SIXTY-EIGHTH YEAR 
s % alify roa ainless be interested in trying to transplant Full line of standard varieties of He could qualify for a painless be intere ying i Phuit ‘Trees Small Fruits, Peontes, 

dentist. He extracts one per cent them and thus make them more Roses, Shrubs, Shade and Orna- 
7 2 ilwaukee ists a nidely isseminat ‘ suital mental trees at prices that are from all Milw wukee florists every widely disseminated in suitable Heit. Don't pay two ‘peless to 

year for advertising and makes lakes and rivers, thus also leading traveling salesmen Order direct 

them like it. They all agree it to their better preservation in the Mie reliable nursery and save 

doesn’t hurt a bit. future.
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Fourth Mid-West Horticultural Exposition — 

Auditorium, Council Bluffs, lowa, November 13-18, 1922 | 

| , | 
Fruits, Flowers, Vegetables, Honey, Food Products 

| and Demonstrations | 

| 
Under Auspices of 

IOWA STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY 
Council Bluffs Chamber of Commerce Cooperating 

| _ 

| Office of Executive Secretary, State House, Des Moines, lowa 

L | 

| | 
| Annual Convention | 

_ American Pomological Society __ 

| Council Bluffs, lowa, November 16-17, 1922 | 
| | 

| | 
| In Connection with | 

The Mid-West Horticultural Exposition 

| | 
L. H. Bailey, President R. B. Cruickshank, Secretary 

Ithica, N. Y. Columbus, Ohio |
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System in the Apiary room for the queen to lay in as thorough one so as to eliminate any 
By. A. Swaun, Ellsworth, Wis. well as room for sufficient stores to unnecessary work. Do nothing 

-y oe . . . carry the bees thru until they can without a very good reason. If 
In considering this subject I find car¢ for themselves. These covers everything is normal more harm 

myself up against many obstacles. yould be made of Insulite or some than good will be done by disturb- 
In the first place I find that no defi- ther good insulating material which ing them. If anything is wrong 
nite system or working plan can be iy] keep out the cold as well as make it right at the earliest pos- 
suggested that will apply to all yetain the inside heat. This out- sible moment. Have a plan and 
apiaries or to all beekeepers. The  cige cover can be left on until about work that plan. Our record book 
only thing that can be done is to time to put on supers for the main will tell the story of our apiary if 
generalize and make this paper honey flow. If we are provided kept right. When we are through 
merely suggestive of a system which with “such covers the bees should be work at night we should copy our 
might be worked out to advantage put out the latter part of March notes into a regular record book 
by some of our present day bee- if jt js possible to do so, in order — showing the exact condition of every 
keepers who are a little strong on {4 give them an early flight. We colony at each examination. We 
the old school methods. should not wait for a warm day. should do all our planning at home 

There is one point, however, on It is much better to put them out and do our work in the apiary. 
which we must all agree, and that when it is too cold to fly because We should lay out our day’s work 
is that there must be some system or they will not make such a rush to the evening before according to our 
working plan in every apiary in get out when a warm day does record book and then do that work 
order to make it a success. In this come. and no more. We should never 
day and age of keen competition As the colonies are placed on the Set into the habit of pottering with 
the methods employed by our grand- spring stands all those needing every colony. Depend upon the 

fathers are passe, and must be stores’ should be marked showing record book and our good judg- 

thrown into the discard and some approximately the amount each one ment. 
well organized system established should be given. Every beekeeper By following this system it is 
instead, - whose yard is free from American surprising how much can be done 

We will lay the corner stone for foul brood should reserve enough in a short time. It would be en- 
our suggestive working plan in the honey in frames to care for his tirely out of place for me to sug- 
month of March. It must now be spring feeding. However, it does gest any definite plan for making 
taken for granted that we had all pot matter so much how the bees increase, queen rearing, etc., as 

our brood chambers and hive stands are fed if they are given enough every beekeeper has his favorite sys- 
numbered before placing in cellar to tide them over until they can tem. I might suggest, however, 
last fall. This is very important in gather food from the field. My that we should never consider our- 
order to keep an.accurate record of pet plan is to place the frames of — selves too wise to learn. We should 
every colony, and in order to place honey in a super below the brood read all the bee books and jour- 
them on the old stands in the spring. chamber and let them help them- nals, attend as many meetings as 
Theoretically there may be no good selves. If we expect bees for the possible and keep in close touch 

reason why they should be placed honey flow we must provide food with modern methods. We are 

on the old stands every year, but jn the spring to raise them on. very apt to find some ideas which 
practically it will be found an ad- Our honey crop depends mainly up- are better than our own. In addi- 

vantage to do so. Another thing on spring stores and protection tion to systematic management we 
which goes hand in hand with sys- against cold. After both of these should install-every labor saving 
tematic management is spring and have been provided let them alone device possible. Our motto should 

fall protection against cold. In until some warm day when the be “Greatest results with least la- 
order to make the results of good thermometer shows at least 70 de- bor.” If the honey producing busi- 

management profitable there must grees. We should then go through ness is our main support we should 
be enough capital behind the busi- every colony very carefully in or- work out a system and equipment 
ness to provide sufficient and suit- der to record the condition of each by which we can care for a greater 
able equipment to obtain these re- one in our note book. All those number of colonies with the same 

sults. marked O. K. at this examination overhead expense. This will in- 
In the north it is absolutely neces- should be let alone until possibly crease the profits by cutting down 

sary to provide an outside cover sometime in May when it might be the cost of production. System ap- 

of some kind sufficiently large to well to look them over again to plies not only to the bee yard but 
cover the brood chamber and one see what attention is needed. to the honey house as well. The 
super. This will provide plenty of Make every examination a very extracting unit should be as com-
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Wisconsin Beekeeping we should not start anything which now I have every possible entrance 
H. F. WILSON, Editor we have not the backbone to carry closed and not a single bee will 

= out to the limit of its possibilities. get in. Every year I find that the 
Officers of The Wisconsin State Beekeepers op : : . SSe Have .clip > > o 

Asoeietlan ws gi gts The honey producing business is bees have slipped one over on me 
Presi 1 ose ewnae, I Spal Soe . aga y d ye a wa 
President Reedsvitic Stelling one consisting mostly of details, thet by finding a new entrance. 

Vice Brealdent oir acagis os acs «ons Conrad Kruse all of which go together to either he ik Is only one way to proteci 

Treasurer... +. +6. 02... 2-2-0, W. Aeppler make or break the owner. In order ie jepers from the bees that <a 
Secret eee itt Hiden to make a poor year out of a good be depended upon and that is to 

Madison one simply fail to give your bees Protect tin the supers. If the floor 
Annual Membership Fee, $1.00 the proper attention at the proper | net smooth and tight, place an 

Remit to M. F. Hildreth, Secy., Madison, Wis. tite aiid Vt will get it If wa inside cover or something tight un- 

: ~ must stop to extract in order to der as okin so they cannot get 

pact as possible and arranged so get supers for the honey flow the then i a ottom. We ori then 
as to eliminate every unnecessary chances are that we will lose enough oa the SUPETS he Care tt y 50 as 
manipulation. Neatness should also honey to more than pay for the then ol ne ee wees Cae 
be a feature. Everything should extra supers we should have had. ticht I ie See stck oe hing 

be kept neat, clean and orderly. Remember that in order to produce ie ‘i pn “op tt ean ae te ately: 
All supplies should be so arranged maximum crops of extracted honey if us Way 7 an Be Kept = ey: 
as to be accessible with the least the bees must have a lot of super \ WE Bre foul treo as to have 
work. The yard should be kept room. This room is called ripen- thine son ou Rig guard every- 
free from tall grass and weeds as ing room because as we all knew thing Kee “he be y out ie. oeene 

this will assist very materially in the bees do not always deposit the he wake the ‘ees ooo done 
doing the work ‘with dispatch. nectar in the place where it will re- aut a cannot easly he done 

, ‘ - a : a e we “will Have ee S Hes 
Every detail of our work should main. They scatter it around in best thine hi report 8 “ies ae 

. . . ry ; re es ; des ik c. S “lose = 
be studied very carefully and we order to ripen it before placing m est nal k AG “A 1g) st) iets if te 

should always try to improve our its permanent cells. Unless this he ene hee i away. t a, 
working methods. room is given the crop is likely to foror thew ‘ tn he lowe in 

Some men can handle 200 col- Suffer. System and good manage- see aye Raat cote ee Be 
Oni a 4 : ent. shows ltself in: duri he get back home with it. Better by 

onies in less time and with less ent shows itself again during the . a 
: a : eta CH sriod. If sufficient sup- !at that a few bees die than to have 

effort than it takes others to care ¢Xtracting period. sufficient sup . 
5 an it Takes ; lies have been available and used them spread diseased honey among 
for 100, owing to better system and Piles ave been avatiable and usec : ner] 

pod Ope is at thé DFO i it will be: £ } your healthy colonies. American 
working efficiency, Our success de- at the proper time it will be founc “ ’ ee : 

§ we. ne | ve will have - rior grade foul brood can be eliminated if 
yends almost entirely upon the tat we will have a superior grade a: ps 

1 : . : f thoroughly hive ripened honey ¢very detail is taken care of. Re- 
amount of money and good manage- 0! thoroughly hive ripened honey . we : 
. ag ( 5. Hach will always c . he member that if just one drop of dis- 
ment put behind the business. No Which will always command the top S 

at y 4 . oo arke sty Another adee , eased honey should be carried to a 
business can possibly hope to suc- Market price. Another advantage © AG : 

siness (tah poss) par issthatall iheve need . . healthy colony it might in a short 
ceed without sufficient capital to's that all the extracting can be done “1 

nae ° : 4 s time: My’ pl aap 1 time spread disease to the whole 
make efficient management possible, @ one time.” My plan may not be | siggy 

We cannot establish an efficient and Perfect but T always let my clover aplary. 
100% honey producing system of and basswood run_ together and Plenty water should always be 
management without sufficient and @ade them as white. After the available in the extracting house, 
suitable supplies to do it with. We clover is all gone and before the fall so that everything can be cleaned 

cannot put in our time to the best flowers come on I remove the clover thoroughly. A good rule to follow 
advantage without such an equip- and basswood and protect it in the where American foul brood exists 
ment. The bees cannot put in their honey house against robbers, ete. is to consider every drop of honey 
time to the best advantage without I then leave enough supers to pro- and every frame and hive body and 
it. Time lost by the bees in rearing vide ample room for the fall flow. in fact every part of the equip- 
brood or in gathering nectar is As this flow is likely to consist of | ment diseased and to conduct our- 
money lost for the owner. Many @ Mixture of the darker honeys I — selves accordingly. 

so-called poor vears are caused di- "ever ona It, put el tt ae No matter from what angle we : 5 . : : 
rectly by lack of supplies or proper ce lone ; hi bee te look at the honey producing busi- 
management. We should either Hee, e cone & USE nothing but the ness we find system and capital 
finance and manage our bees prop- Pest cane sugar. staring us in the face. Without 
erly or get out and do something Right at this point bear this fact either of which we cannot hope to 
else for which we are better fitted. in mind, that there is no such thing reach the climax of success. Finan- 
An over developed wishbone does as a bee proof honey house. They cial success does not depend so 
not work well with an under de- will get in, in spite of all you can much upon having a great number 
veloped backbone. In other words do. Every year I tell myself that of colonies as it does upon good
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management, We will get greater somewhat by this wax as a result As is well known, the bee, which 
returns on the money invested by of the absorption of the linseed oil. is usually a model of efficiency, 
having only 25 colonies properly Turpentine is highly inflammable; becomes sluggish, tremulous, falls 
financed and managed than by hav- therefore care must be taken in off the frame, loses the power of 
ing 100 with insufficient equipment making these waxes to heat the in- regular locomotion, ceases to be 
and poor management. As a rule gredients only by setting them in able to fly, crawls about in large 
we can blame ourselves for our hot water and to have no flames in numbers outside the hive upon the 
poor years, and as a rule we can the room. ground, dying off in) hundreds 
also blame ourselves for our poor Grading Stamps when seized with Isle of Wight 

prices. ; : o bed co: disease. It is quite certain that 
In conclusion will say that suc- | 2B ee keep fon eis giana an individual bee, once attacked, 

cess depends upon systematic man- Stamps should send ei orders di- never recovers. The so-called re- 
agement, capital, co-operation and Fect fo Mr. B. B. Jones, State Di covery of stocks or hives is simply 
organization, vision ot Markets, State Capitol, due to the replacement by new 

Madison. These stamps are fur- lees. being tore rapid than the 
OO nished at a cost of 35 cents each spread of the ‘lisease a ‘ 

For Our Beekeepers’ Wives and beekeepers will get their orders — a 

No doubt many of the wives of ied more promptly by tneluding Stamping and Labeling Honey skeepers wax their floors, the cost of stamps with their order. our beekeepers wax t eee ae By C. D. Adams, 

\\ y Buy Her cued satan oe ea Isle of Wight Disease Department of Markets. 
make a Or one ePesWaxk. 

The following two formulas were This disease is not known to There has been considerable 
taken from Farmers’ Bulletin 1219, occur in America at the present complaint of the ink used on 
The first one as worked out by the time but our beekeepers should be stamp pads fading when exposed 
U.S. Bureau of Standards and the on the watch for it and where any to the light. In many cases we 
second by Dr. A. ‘I. Kerr, of Cor-  tnusual symptoms among either find labels have been stamped 
nell University. adult bees or brood occur, speci- with the grading stamp but so 

Homemade Floor Wax No. 1 mens should be sent to the State badly faded that it requires close 
1 pint turpentine. Apiary Inspector or the Bee De- inspection to find it. 

4 ounces beeswax. partment of the U miversity, We took this matter up with the 
3 ces aqua ammonia (strength Mhis trouble is due to a tiny (GB, Volger Manufacturing Com- 

10 te . ‘ ° mite which crawls into the breath- pany, one of the largest manufac- 
fh pint water. ing tubes of the bee where it feeds turers of stamp pads, and they ad- 
Mix the beeswax and the turpen- and develops into countless num- init that it is very hard to make a 

ine and heat them by placing the bers. They become so thick that satisfactory ink that is to be ex- 
vee fae water atl the aise the air supply is shut off from the posed to strong light. They say 

dissolves, Remove the mixture Parts connected — with these that their Black Stamping Ink No. 
be the source of heat, add the trachae. Asa result the bees lose 211 Will be satisfactory when 
ETON. £06 80) ‘I » wat _— 1 stir the power of flight and finally die. stanipine-wood orpaperthatdees 
ammonia and 4 t “ a tee ° " The seriousness of this disease aGt Pe i aiveRt D tact with 
vigorously tip) He “Migss Deceiise may be indicated by the following the honey, but probably could not 

“any. ‘lipping fr » Bee World pub- 7! : ; 
On varnished or shellacked floors eo aan, ! be ‘used ip Maniping, sections: an 

this wax should be applied lightly “Thre ‘so-called Isle of Wight aeouuny 4 hei i ee 

and any excess wiped off at once, lisease first becaienowi about °CY recommend their Black Ex- 
because ammonia dissolves varnish — ‘ ISEASE ie cen alt ok celsior Stamp I ad and Black Rub- ae 1904 and gradually spread from horStamp Tak 
and shellac. Unfinished oak floor- the south of England to the north /) 0" I : a 
ing polished with this wax will be of Scotland, although some re- None of the purple ink com- 

darkened, somewhat as a result of gions have escaped, and some bee monly used seems satisfactory. It 
the chemical aciion of the ammonia. keepers have been very fortunate ‘s intended to be used in letters 

Homemade Floor Wax No. 2 in having had no attacks. This “nd books not continuously ex- 
4 pound beeswax. disease has been quite calamitous posed to the light. 

1 pound paraffin. and discouraging, in many cases But why use the rubber stamp 
Y% pint raw linseed oil. stopping a very fine industry. In at all? The Marketing Depart 
114 pints turpentine, one case near Aberdeen a small ment has for some time been urg 

Melt the beeswax and the par- farmer lost 49 out of 50 hives, ow- _ ing the printing of the desired in- 
affin, add the linseed oil and turpen- ing to Isle of Wight, and that is formation in the body of the label 

tine, and stir the mixture vigorously. but a single instance of the de- and dozens of our beekeepers have 

Unfinished wood will be darkened struction wrought by the disease. been doing this. It is not even
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necessary to have a rubber stamp. the eye of the housewife who is By weight 1 pound water to 1/4 

Some do not have. They simply — probably thinking of buying pounds sugar equals 1.8 pounds of 

wrote to the Department request- something else. stores. 

ing they be given a “Packer’s So let us use more and better By weight 1 pound water to 2 

Number.” There are no charges honey labels and thereby help cre- pounds sugar equals 2.4 pounds of | 

for this. They then went to their ate a demand for one of nature’s stores. 
| 

local printer and asked him to best foods. Se 

print: them an attractive label, —————_—— Send In News Letters 

giving their name and address The Art of Preparing Exhibit This office will be glad to re- 

and some information about gran- Honey ceive letters from our members 

ulated honey. At the top of the From The Bee world telling of the condition of their 

label are the words “Wisconsin om eee’ bees when removed from the cel 

No. 1 Honey.” Let the word “Those veterans who do not be- Jay or when unpacked. Give us 

“Honey” be the outstanding fea- lieve that scientific knowledge — the per cent of your winter loss, 

ture of the label. If any red ink is should prove a solid foundation — eondition of stores, whether or not 

used, here is the place for it. In LOE successful practical beekeeping you have any honey on hand, how 

some other part of the label, usu- will be shocked to learn that the jong you have been in the bee 

ally at the bottom, is found color veteran exhibitor, Mr. J. Pearman. jusiness, or anything else that 

., net weight...., and Pack- bases his art in preparing exhibit ou think might be interesting to 

er’s No.. _ The Packer’s num- honey on an elementary knowl “ther members of the state bee- 

ber should be printed in. ‘The edge of physics. Addressing @ Keepers’ association. We shall 

color and weight may be left meeting of Staffordshire heekeep- be glad to devote a space in this 

blank and filled in with ink. ce ne oy ue ie paper for “notes from Beekeep- 

Of course it is better to have the eptember vhe said that “alter ers” if our members will furnish 

labels printed by some of the firms spunea! See coins the nies pe not wait until we 

making a business of such work. - a 86 ae ‘ ¥ write and ask you for certain in- 

Up cathe present time there has into iis Hp te i pings oe formation, just send us a “newsy” 

been little space left on the litho ei ane bow de ae ir _ “ft letter once a month or so. 

graphed labels for extra printing areas Ing |. OW ere ag ew —— 

and when the rubber stamp was about forty or fifty jars, filling the We ; findi beekeepers i 

dit 1 the otherwise at- Jars completely up to. the top. e ane finding beekeepers in 

used: 1b martec. Ee erwise 2 They were then stored in a warm several sections of the state who 

tractive label and often was not jjace for about a week, which report that bees harvested a good 

Tagine. . has be ay caused the air to rise to the top.  CTOP of alfalfa honey this year for 

This: matter ‘has been taken UP ‘The surface honey, about a couple the first time. Let us not be de- 

with some of the leading firms |; teaspoonsful, was then skim- ceived—this does not happen 

and we hope now to have colored  jyed off, which took away all froth often. The unusual weather con 

labels designed especially for and thin honey. ‘These bottles of ditions made it possible. 

Wisconsin honey. honey were drawr “oon for the — 

As yet we have found only one qifferent shows; and to remove The Ideal Honey Strainer 

comb honey producer using @  oranulation, it was warmed up One that NEVER FAILS and needs 

printed label for each section but once and once only. Honey no washing or changing until close of 

we believe it a good idea. We warmed up more than once loses extracting It is simply made from a 

mee aan os “aha people: bay: flavour, aroma and color.” ah ok cen meg ret 

ng food pay too li attention to 
e s la j shes. 

flavor. They are attrcated by that oo . 5 this common window screen finn dd 

itich pleases theeye and whatis Notes fee Wisconsisi Hoppentate gad anda, OCS en guickanas of 

so unattractive as a leaky, travel- According toa note copied from cheese cloth, like a bag fitting rather 

stained, propolis-covered section the Bee World, September, 1921, close, bottom of each same as sides. 

of honey? On the other hand, and taken by them from “Die eee ne strane mn Blo e Hick and 

few foods are more alluring than Biene und Ihr Zucht” for March, win Mor clog. Te close ot season oF 

clean, uniform, beautiful comb 1921, bees wintered on syrup only, anytime strainer needs washing, just 

honey, nicely displayed under start breeding later in the spring — lay strainer on side in running water 

glass, with an attractive label on than those Wwintered partly on With ‘openient eo eae cappings 

each section. The cartons often honey. Amount of stores result- my first extracting has a ise of win- 

used are sanitary and the very fact ing from feeding sugar syrup: tered honey in combs and much of 

that the producer uses them indi- By weight 1 pound water to 1 i is candied, qutiieh will clog any other 

cates that the contents are above pound sugar equals 1.2 pounds of form of eee eanily. joi 

the average, but they do not catch stores. time.
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A Apple aphis IIT June "13, 7; VI, 372 Picking time (Potter), IV Dec. '13, 
Apple blight— 13 

. ; . see Fire blight Pollination (Moore), I May ‘11, Ageratum— culture of, V, 121 Apple Borers, V, 190 : 9; (Townsend), Il Sept. ‘11, 14; Agricultural colleges—value of, I Apple canker, Il, July ‘12, 11 Dee. ‘11, 15 

Sept. 10, 8; IV Jan. "14, 8 Apple maggot, V, 43 Propagating, III Mar. ‘13, 18; VI, Agricultural experiment — stations- Apple pomace, IV, Dee. ‘13, 12 219, 223 fa ap. , 3 f ace, 1V, » 18,02 219, 2 
ality Of o poorer 18 Apple rust Seedlings (Moore) I Aug. ‘11, 13; 

werieultural vets Bulletin on, VI, 230 Vv, 57 
. nud , , 2 ‘ause of, et. 710, 12; TIT Feb. Sizes f lanti Townse! 

Animals destroying, IV Jan. ‘14, 18- € a a 1 Oct. 4 i § Sept, WD ee coos wee A 20 3, ; . Sept. "12, 7; is . 
“ » r d 88); TE ‘Oct; “Lh, 4 6; Lake), re, 5 In Montana, II Nov. ‘11, 15 Cone ete Oc seit bake) ae 13, 5 

See also Birds—Injurious ~ and manana ; ij aniesices tas : 
; Spraying y, IV Md 14, Vr “41 Ma 2 : id beneficial; Deer; Fruit—Diseases Apple seat, oe To ‘ Iv Dee a3 yey 12, 7; (Potter), 

and pests nee pests; Mice; Apples— Winterkilling of buds (Potter), 1V 
stebbie, weeds: Advertising of (Becker), V, 6-7; | May ‘14, 6-7 

Agriculture— . sat 5 VL. 236 Potter) IV) Nov. ‘138, 11-12 Yields at different ages (Macoun), 
Teaching of, in se nools, 7 It Census report on production of, II V, 96-98 
Test of Vine for jew ventures, July °12, 12 Apples—Culture in Wisconsin— 

, Jan. 13, 17- ‘ Sen’ Cooking see Cockery— Apples Around Baraboo (Palmer), IV 
See also Cover ETODE: Fruit cul- Eating of, advised, III Sept. 12, 5; June ‘14, 4 

ture; Gardening: Marketing: Nov.. 12,15; V,. 57,, 211 Compared with other states (Town- 
Plant breeding; Seeds; Soil; and Macking with designs, IV Jan. '14, send), IL Oct. ’11, 6-7 
names of special products. 1 Hardiness, V. 59 

Agriculture, Cooperative Nomenclatui, .., III Jan. '13, 6-7 Northern Wisconsin (Townsend), 
See Cooperation New cure for drink (Ditmers), Il June ‘12, 20 

Alfalfa— ly 11. 9-10 IV Jan. ‘14, 5 Quality of fruit, II Feb. '13, 9; IV 
_ Culture, I July ‘11, 9-10 Windfalls, use for, V, 18-19; VI 264 Nov. 13, 15; V, 209 
Value as cover crops, II Sept. ‘11, 10- Apples—Culture— s Western Wisconsin (Running), I 

Tie Sune 22) 1 5 Bulletin, No. 1, VI, 315; no. 3, VI, Jan. "11, 3 : 
American Association of Nursery- 382 Apple-Diseases and pests— 

prem ~Annual meeting, T Aug. Commercial growing in Sauk Minor pests (Platten), VI, 242-44 
11, 14 county (W. A. Toole), III Jan. "13, Rotting trees (White), I May ’11, 

Animals—protection of pest destroy- 1-2 10-11 

ing species, IV Jan. ‘14, 18-20 Commercial possibilities of See also Spraying; also names of 
Annuals (plants)— (Moore), II Jan. '12, 20-23; Feb. insects and pests, e. g. apple 

For newly graded grounds, V, 126 12, 6-7 aphis; Apple borer; Apple can- 
Planting of, V, 187-8; V’, 298 Coéperative orchards in Illinois, I ker; Apple maggot; Apple rust; 

Ants— Sept. ‘10, 6 Apple seab; Codling moth; 
Destroying of, I July ‘11, 13; V, Fertilizing orchards, II Dee. ‘11, Crown gall; Fire blight; Oyster 

163 18-20 shell seale; Silver leaf disease; 

Injurious to plants, I Apr. ‘11, 11- Nursery stock, age of, IT July ‘11, Sooty blotch. 
12; V, 168, 198 14 Apples—Judging— 

Anthracnose— Over production, dangers of (Wil- standard score card, VI, 382 
see Apple canker; son), II June ‘12, 14; (Bailey), Apples-Marketing— 

Bean anthracnose V, 173 Advice to fruit growers (Bailey), 
Aphids— Painting bark injurious (Town- VI, 274-76 

see Plant lice send), III Nov. '12, 8-9 Cheap apples, II Oet. ‘11, 13
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Coéperations and advertising in Leached, VI, 335 Influence on horticulture (Blosser), 

(Etaugh), VI, 212, 222-23 Wood ashes, value of, I Feb. ‘11, 9; VI, 313-14 
Crop report, I Sept. "10, 7; Dee. "10, V, 45 Orchard police (Sedgwick), VI, 374, 

3; VI, 252 Asparagus— 384 

Finding a market, VI, 385 Better methods for, 1V Sept. ‘13, 15 Our friends (Palmer), I Aug. ‘11, 5 

Harvesting, cost of, 1 Sept. ‘10, 5 Culture of (Rasmussen), IV Mar Value of, (Palmer), IV Dee. 713, 13; 

Legal weight per bushel, V, 110, 160 ‘M4, 11 Vv, 99 

Marketing the crop (Bassett), II Rust Resistant strains (Jones), I See also Owls; Pigeons; Sea 

Mar. '12, 2-4 June 11, 9-10; (Potter), III Gulls; Sparrows; Thrushes 

New York prices, V, 59 July ’13, 2-8; IV May ‘14, 9 Black knot on plum and cherry 

Quality of fruit, VI, 316, 383 Setting roots, V, 125, 150 (Jones), IV May ’14, 2— 

Selling by measure, IV Oct. "13, 6 Aster yellows, V, 157 Black berries— 

Selling by weight, III Nov. ‘12, 4 Asters, 1 Apr. ‘11, 7, 9 Culture, V, 118 
Selling to consumers (Enright),  Azaleas, I] Aug. ‘12, 10 Diseases and pests, I June "11, 9-10 

1¥ June ‘14, 14-15 llimalaya, III Oct. ’12, 5 

Shipment centers, IV Dee. ‘13, 5 B Propagating, IL Aug. "12, 7 
Survey of the market, VI, 378 Raleing wild variety, III, Mar. '13, 

Trade notes, 1V Sept. "13, 3 severe § epawagee , ; , . 
Western conditions, III, Oct. 12, 13: Tuiglerial i ieeaR eS ied by spraying Rack near Y june 14, 10; LY Dee: 13; 

Jan, "14, 4-5; V, 60 (Potter), I July ‘12, 15 wie 
— Pe = * wad fi: oy Blight— 

Apples—Packing, Balsam fir— . i ; 

Better methods needed (Huser) II] “ener El see Fire blight 
ST see Fir Blue salvia, V, 173 

Feb. ‘13, 18 Bassett, A. K.— Bordea ixtur 
Box and barrel methods, V, 64, 154 Rea eee Ea Feb. 12, 1-2 sort eaux mixture— : 

Cold storage for, III Sept. ‘12, 6 Sketch of, IT Feb. ‘12, 1-2 Formula, [ May ‘11, 14; IV May ‘14; 

National Elandards for, ul Sept Bayfield distelch— 4 + V, 10-12 

“12, 6 , Bayfield resting Wisconsin Testing strength, IIT May ‘13, 13-14; 

\ Svat nee Oet. 112, 11-13 see Wisconsin State Horticultural paren Aas 
Apples—Varieties— Societ: . ating: (Sandere 42 

Fon, eqmmercial, orchards, f, Nay Bayhold Peninsula Revit cand: Co, Combating: (Sanders), He July’ 18s 
10, 6; Dec. '10, 9; ec. 11, I Apr. ’11, 8 Soe . tae ‘ 5, 16: Jan. ‘12, 8-9 Seon anthraciose: VI, 338 Bre sto Apple borer; Squash 

For Wisconsin, I Mar. ‘11, 11 Beans— , poner re 

Influence of color (Townsend) IT Commercial growing, I May ‘11, Bridge erafting 
Dec. ’10, 7 34 i see Grafting 

Producing new, III Nov. ‘12, 5-6 Diseases of, IV July ‘14, 11 Brussels aureus) ate of, IT Aug. 

Valuation of (Townsend), V, 71-72 See also Lima beans pre leh Chong and) TIT Sept. °13, 
Arcade, III Dec. ‘12, 10 Bee culture— c ; # iB 

Baldwin, V, 67-68; VI, 246 Fall management (France) VI, 377 Butalo bery WV Nov ise Vis BBS 

Banana, V, 122 State convention, 1915, VI, 267 Buffalo carpet beetle, VI "346 

Ben Davis, III Apr. ‘13, 15 Beekeeper’s column (France), V, 147, Bulbs, Spring flowering = 

Delicious, II May °12, 8; III Apr. 163, 179 Experiences with (Hofmann), V 
13, 17, 18; IV Mar. 'l4, 5; VI. Berlin County fair, III Oct. 13, 5 4-6 . ’ , 
356 Berries— i a 5. 8 

Dudley, II, Dec. ‘11, 18 Best varieties for planting, I Mar. Pranic (Thwaltes); ee Fie 
Fameuse, V, 129 ‘11, 7 42,70 «14 , , , . 
Forest, V, 58, 75; VI, 352 Carrier’ for pickers, II Aug. ’12, 10 Bulbs, Summer flowering — 

Gano, II Dee. ‘11, 16; IIT Apr. ‘13, Financial returns from, VI, 299 Hardy bulbs and their culture 
15 . Planting bushes, V, 125 (Smith), If Oet. 11, 5-6 

Hibernal, VI, 286, 299 Small fruit culture, IT June ‘12, 6; Summer ‘and autumn flowering 
Jewell's Winter, II Aug. ’12, 11 (Parsons), V, 15-16; (Holsinger), (Hoffman), VI, 281-82, 386 8 

Jonathan, V, 189 V. 77-79; (Hanchett), VI, 292, Bulbs, Winter flowering 
Lubsk queen, TIT Dee. ‘12, 10; IV 305-6 . Bulbs for house culture (Living- 

Jan. ‘14, 10: V, 114, 129 Value of mulching, I] Aug. ‘12, 11 stone), IV Nov. ‘13, 3-4 

McIntosh, IV Apr. ‘14, 12 Variety tests (Blackman), III June, Flowering bulbs for amateurs (Pot: 
McMahan, IV Apr. ‘14, 12: VI, 348 “18, 10-11 ter) IV Sept. "13, 6-7 : 
Minnetonka, IV Apr. '14, 10 Winter protection for (Kohler), I Suecess with, V. 109 

Pewaukee, IV Dec. '13, 4 Nov. ‘10, 11, 16; IP Oct. ‘11, 3 See also Hyacinths; Narcissus: 
Russet, I Nov. ’10, 6 See also names of each variety Tulips . , — 

Utter, II Sent. ‘11, 14 Berry boxes, law on, II Mar. '12, 4, 11 Burbank, Luther, achievements of, IIT, 

Wealthy, II Oct. '11, 3: V, 175 _ 1 Jan. '13, 7 
Wilson Red June, IV Apr. ‘14, 2 Birds— Butler, O., sketch of, T Dec. '10, 2 
Wolf River, VI, 246 Conservation of (Kutchin), III . 

Yahnke, IT Aug. '12, 11; III Dee. June ‘18, 1-2, 4; TV Mar. ‘14; 5 a 
12, 10; IV Mar. ’14, 19 Feed in winter (Palmer), III Jan. ‘ 

Yellow transparent, V, 114 13, 17 Cabbage maggots, V, 146 
Arsenate of calcium, VI, 236 Protection of, IIT Jan: ‘13; 14-15 Cabbages— 

Arsenate of lead— Saving phe wild birds (Cleasby), V, Crop, I Jan. ‘11, 4 
Experiments ri Mors aan . Cutworms on, Aug. '12, 
Me eg noe “eMorae). TM Shputs, gtrasitye: to (Boeri), 1% Diseases, Mt Janets, 13-14 

Stack sluion. 1 June 16g Bleue inerigns and nenepetar———_pyeyat toot (Potter), 1 June 
Asties= g ’ Birds and the farmer (Kutchin) [| Storing (Rasmussen), IIT Nov. ’12, 

Coal ashes valueless as_ fertilizer — ae “ 4; (Potter), IV Nov. 13, 6 
TV, Apr. ‘14, 10 ! a 8 done (Burrill), IIT July Calcium arsenate— 

3, see Arsenate of calcium |
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Calla jilies, V, 140 Leaf blight, IIL Mar, '13, 14 1V May ‘14, 8-9; (Powell), Aug. 
California poppy, V, 122 See also Black knot 14, 5-6 
Cameras, selecting (Elsom), IV June Chestnut— See also Fruit) growers’ associa- 

14, 1-3 Chestnut farm (Johnson), IV, Oct. tions 

Candy recipes, IV Oct. ‘13, 15; V, 13, 7 Corn, sweet 

53-54 . In Wisconsin, III Dee. '12, 6; Jan. Golden bantam, III Jan. "13, 15 
Cannas, storing (W. A. Toole), 1V (13, 8; Apr. "13, 8 Nordheim, I May ‘11, 2 

Oct. "13, 15; V, 26, 84 Children’s gardens Corrosive sublimate solution, IV Oct. 
Canned goods, V, 131-38, 150 see vacation, gardens 13, 12 

See also Peas Chrysanthemums, Lake Geneva show, (ost of living — 

Canning and_ preserving _ 1 Dec. "10, 5; V, 58-59 High cost explained (Palmer), IV 
Apparatus for (Harper), VI, 249-60, Cider (Tuttle), IIT Aug. 18, 6-7 Sept. ‘13, 5, V, 42 

(Potter), VI, 244 Clothes moths, | V, 142; VI, 267, 346-7 Reducing (Palmer), IIL Apr. '13, 
Artificial preservatives dangerous, Cockroaches, V, 43 13 

V, 202, oo Codling moth, T Dee. 10. 9; V. 35; Cotton worm moth, V, 34 
Blueberries (Harper), VI, 366 VI, 347 Cottonwoods, VI, 235 

‘4 7. 2 ‘ stOrAaee: 7 : 
Cabbage pickle; Veale r), IV July Cold storage... Country churches, beautification of 
Candied cherries (Harper), meee _ see Apples—Packing surroundings, IIT Jan, '13, 16 

14, 7 Coldframes, construction of (Rasmus Country life— 

Candied cranberries, VI, 247 sen), IV Mar. ‘14, 15 loneares of CB ap , i 
Fruit for jam, V, 175 Color of fruit, value of (B.C. Hatch), Bloagunes of (Palmer), 1M Aus. “M4, 
Fruit juices, II] Aug. ‘13, 12 Ill Apr. '18, 1-3 hey fin Bi see 

Girls and pocket money on the Commission merchants— ” us yet r (Rasmussen), 11 Wine 
farm—(Mrs. Rasmussen) IV May Discussion of (Cranefield), IV Mar. ay a . , co . 

"14, 12-13 ‘14, 6-7; (Hanchett), May ‘14, 8-9 COUNUEY Sehogls, TV July, 14, 13 
Home and horticulture, (Rich), IV, Experience with, IIL July ‘13, 120, te is C 100) Fad 8 © ‘ide 

Sept. ’13, 3 See also. Apples — Marketing: oni we ase ation 0 Sra 
Peas (Harper), V, 162 Fruit—Marketing; marketing ‘ (SOW. noes 

Peppers, IV Oct. '18, 13; V, 70 Community institutes (Palmer), V, Cover crops— . / 

Pickle recipes, IfI Oct. "12, 15 59 Alfalfa, II, Sept. ‘11, 10-11;) June 

Pickled crabs, V, 206 Compass cherries, IIL Mar, ‘18, 14: i 8 Co 
Recipes for carrot jam, pumpkin Apr. ’13, 16 For orchards, I Nov. 10, 6 

ginger, apple jelly, celery relish, Compost— Use of (Murphy), IV Sept. 13, 9; 
Vv, 42 Preparation of (Potter), VI Oct. "13, _ (Boyce), TIT Sept. "12, 9-10 

Rhubarb (Harper), V, 162 13 Veteh as, 1 Apr. ‘11, 11 . 
Truck crops (Erwin), HI Aug. ‘13, Weeds for, V, 198 Crabs, best commercial varieties, 1 

5-6 Cookery— June “Il, 7 
Waste products for (Evans), IIT “Grown in Wisconsin” menus, V, ranberries— 

May ’13, 6 56 Origin and cultivation (Lapham), 

Windfall apples, V, 18-19 Hot sauce, IV Oct. ‘13, 15 IV Mar, ‘14, 14-16 
See also Jelly Pickle substitutes, V, 210 Sandy soil required (Fiteh), V, 69 

Canning clubs (Harper), VI, 233 Recipes (Mrs. W. A. Toole), 1V Dee. 70 
Carrots, harvesting, IV Sept. '13, 4 "13, 19-20 Use Wisconsin berries (Russell), V, 

Catalogs, seed and plant— Salad dressing, ITl Aug. "13, 12 10-41 

Novelties in (Potter), IIT Mar. ‘13, See also) Candy; Canning and Wisconsin crop, I Nov. '10, 15; Dee. 
12 Preserving; Puddings 10, 3; TIT Jan, ‘18, 13 

Season of anticipation (Wm. Toole), | Ccokery—-Apples See also Wisconsin Cranberry 
VI, 245-46 Apple juice, VI, 268-88 Growers’ Association. 

Selecting from (Palmer), IV Mar. Jelly, V, 42 Cranberry notes (Fitch), V, 26, 87, 

14, 11 Recipes for cooking, IV Dee. ‘13, 13: 103-4, 128, 189, 155, 171, 199, 209; 
Catalpa trees, I July, 11, 14 V, 202 VI, 215-26, 231-32, 247, 251, 267, 

Cats, harm done by, V, 210; 212 Cookery—Fruit 279, 295-308, 311, 327, 343-50, 359, 
Cedar rust Cranberries. V, 40-41, 88; VI, 232, 362-63, 375 

see apple rust 244, 247 Crops— 
Celery | Mixed fruit receipes, VI, 289-90 Succession of, in garden (Cooper), 

Blanching. IV, Oct. ’18, 12 Strawberries (Harper), V 159, 161 IIT Feb. ‘13, 7, 9 
Culture, IT June '12, 5; V, 168 62 See also Cover ¢rops 
Putting quality into (Elithorp), I\ Cookery—Vegetables Cross pollination in fruit production 

pr. 7 & . Asparagus, V, 143 (Smith), T Aug. ’11, 9-11 
Cemeteries. park effects in (Cady), Carrots, V, 207 Crown gall, IV Dee. '13, 3 

Siete Cucumbers, III, Sept. '12, 16 Cucumber diseases, V, 151-52, 168 
eS ? a, F Egg plant, III Oct. "12, 15 Currant aphis, V, 42, 162 

Culture (Bingham), I Mar. 11, Lima beans, IV May ‘14, 15 Currants— 
10 11; May '11, 15; IT Dee. "11, 14 Dareni 7 ; ‘qe aici " 9 

Gaia . Parsnips, V, 41, 113 Cost of raising, TI Jan. ‘12, 9 
Door county, IV Nov. '18, 5; V, 195 = ai - . 

2 ys : ba Peas (Harper), V, 161 Culture, IT Apr. ‘11, 9; (Cady), TIT 
Hardy in Wisconsin, III Oct. '12, 10 P kin, V, 41, 42 Aug. "13. 16: IV Sent. '13, 12 
Madeline Island, IIT Sept. ’12, 2 EAD Ve ody, Be Py en UR gD Ne ean mt 
Oconto county, IV Mar. ‘14, 18 Salsify, V, 41, 112-13 Insects infesting, V, 42, 162 

One year vs. two year trees, I Dec Sauerkraut, VI, 214 Spraying of. IV June ‘14, 11 
10, 9 . 7 , . Spinach (Harper), V, 162 Currants, Black, VI, 259, 359 

Pickers, TIT Sept. "12, 2; V. 49, 58, Squash, V, 41; VI, 287, 239 Cut flowers— 
203 String beans, V, 180 . see Flowers 

Profits in, IT June ’12, 5 Tomato mince meat, TV Oct. ‘13, 12, CUMWorms, IT Aug. “12, 8; VI, 346 
Pruning (Hatch), III Sept. 112, 7; V, 206 

V, 125 pre e y , 7 D , Wax beans, baked, IV June ’14, 
Shipping, IT May ’12, 9 oe : eg elle 
Spraying. II Jan. °12, 9 Cooperation, fundamentals of (Rich), — nanhlias, V, 26: VI, 386 

Cherries—Diseases and pests— HE Apr. "13, 1, 4-5 Daisies— 
Diseases of orchards, VI, 301 Codperative associations (Hanchett), African, IV Apr. ‘14, 15; V, 64
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‘hrves ifoli q far , July Cut flowers for the home (Ihrig), Cheven therm. ourolium CW. A. aoe farm (Roloff), II a a As tae 

snamental value Tiema J, Farm orehard— July ‘14, 4-5 
Onpunental value of CPiemann), Y, “Barnyard” apples, IV Mar. ‘14, 16 Garden flowers (wm. Toole), IV 

Damping off— 17 May ‘14, 5-6; June 14, 10 ‘ocie 

Control of (Potter), IV June ‘14, 9 Definition of, I Apr. ‘12, 6-7 In ile choo! end home (Wm. Toole), 
Hrevention Of une 1d) Bi ul Meaperlences wae eo dug ae Ladies vuxiliary to “That farm Apr. '13, 14 14, 1-2; (Warner), Il July 2, BF is : : : : 

9 garden”, (Mrs. Rasmussen), IV 
aes on hard home orchards Mar, ‘14. 12 Goldfinches and the dandelion pro- “arm orchards vs. home orchards sea aoe: yom op blem, (Burrill) 1V Oct. 13,4 (Cranefield), IV Nov, "13, 1-2; Qelober Howers CW. 'T. Toole), IV 
Deer— VI, 234 - S-ntiment i rite s lett), 
Damage to fruit trees, III Jan. '13, Neglect of (Beyer), bie my meen Jn horgleultare (Howlett 16; Feb. '13, 4, 13; Mar. '13, 5, 6-7 Protection of reputable frudt grow- BSivccaas in cenicine i Biss . Protection for Felch), III May’ ‘13, ers (Luther), II Dee. nL, 8. . megeceee in ralelne iGPEBEE)» EU daly 

18 What shall be done with i “arc AP BRVAR 4 ateh), IIT 
State compensation for damage, III (Bewick), IV Aug. "I, 4-5 ee of ale (B: G; Haten) 

Mar. ‘13, 9 Farmers’ associations ar Varieties that “make good," V, Direct: marketing— see Cooperative associations; 121-22 

see Fruit-Marketing, Marketing Fruit growers’ associations Watering, IT Aug, ‘12, 10 
Dirtgdands, IV Jan. '14, 9; Mar. ‘14, Farmers’ bulletins, , 189 Wild flowers, Il ‘June '12, 12 

; Farmers’ Nursery Co. of Troy, O. I wild fowers, despolling of, VI, 251 Dogwood, varieties of (Wm. Toole), Dec, "10, 16; Jan. "11, 8-10 Wild flowers garden of (Peroutky), II Feb, '12, 12-13 Ferns— i, Vv. 169-77. 
Door county— As house plants, UL Nov, “12, 135 Wild varieties in May, I June ‘11, 8 see Cherries, Fruit culture—Wis- V, 140 aeé also. -Annualé (plants) ; 

consin Florida fern eaterpillar (Howard), Bulbe: Gardening; House plants: 

Drainage. VI, 337 V, 65-66 Perennials; also names of varic- Dream gardens—-(W. A, Toole), IV Fertilizers and manures— ties 
Mar. ‘14, 4 Applying of, I Feb. "11, 9, Tt July iowers and farmers (Howlett), If Drug plants— 13, 5; VI, 338 ; Nov. "12, 2-3 

Growing unprofitable in Wisconsin, Commercial, purchase and use of, Foliage plants, for window boxes, V, 
V, 182: VI, 258 IV June ‘14, 6-7; (Hanchett), VI, 61 

Dynamite in tree planting, II Apr. ‘12, 355 Frost— 
11; (Kadonsky), May ‘12, 8, 9; Importance of for small gardens, Observations regarding I Aug. ‘11, (Stark), June ’12, 22; (Tullidge), V, 84, 182, 200 14 
III Jan. 12, 5; IV May ‘14, 14; Manure, care of (Wilson) I Jan. frost protection 
(Potter), VI, 214, 239 11, 5 see Winter protection 

Manure, liquid, V, 129 Fruit-- 
E Manure, value of, I Feb. '11, 9 Science vs. superstition (Harper), 

Maximum amounts of, VI, 244 VI, 230 
Elm— See also Ashes; Gypsum; Lime; See also Berries; Canning and 

Bleeding of, V, 164-65 Nitrate of soda; Potash; Saw- preserving; cookery—Fruit; Color 
Pruning, V, 125 dust; Sheep manure ef fruit; also names of fruit 

English sparrows— Field mice- Fruit—Diseases and pests— 
see Sparrows see Mice Chickens destroy, IIT Sept. "12, 6 Evergreens— Fir— Problem of «Russell), I Feb. ’11, 

Planting, II] Apr. ‘13, 16 Seed sowing balsam (Barnard), V, 1-3 ; 
value of, in landscape, I Jan. "It. 4 102, 119 Seraping bark to kill, III Nov, 112, 5 Experiment stations— Fire blight— See also names of fruits, insects 

see Agricultural experiment. sta- Control of (Whetzel), I Oct. '10, 7, and pests. as Apples—Diseases tions 14; June ’11, 10; II June ‘12, 9: and Pests; Codling moth; Fire 
HII Nov. "12, 5; Apr. ’13, 16: blight, etc, also Deer Insect pests; 

7 a , 9 Mice and Rabbits 
F (Potter), IV Sept. '18, 2 “ruit—Exhibitions— Lime sulphur for (Waite), III Nov. Hint tl ‘I ibit : 

Fall planting— 12, 12 ints to exhi bitors (W. A. Toole), 
misc) Hie ; i _ III Aug. 713, 12 see Fruit culture Twig blight in apples and pears, IV See also State fair: “Wiseonsin 

Farm boys— _ Dee. “13, 1-12 State Horticultural Sociéty What women can do to keep boys Fire prevention— Fruit—Grading rules, III Sept. ‘12, ¢ on the farm (Palmer), Il June Bulletin on, If Nov. "12 11 Fruit—Judging, score card, VI, 221 12, 18-20 Flea hopper, V, 65 Fruit— Marketing — , , Farm garden— Flies— Bumper crop, I June ’11, 7 see Gardening, Gardens Hellebore to prevent breeding, V. Chance for consumers (Enright), Farm girls— 191 IV June ’14, 14 15 Girls and pocket money on _ the New methods in combatting (Wash- Glutted central markets, II May °12, 
farm (Mrs. Rasmussen), IV May burn), II July ’12, 14 7,9 ° 
‘14, 12-13 Floral decoration, amateur (Wm. (A) little of both sides, IV Mar. "14, Some things a girl can do (Palm- Toole), Il Oct. '11, 10-12 6-7 
er), II July ‘12, 18-14 Floriculture in Texas, V, 148-49 Mutual interests of fruit grower Farm homes— Flower holders, for boutonniere (Wm and commission man (Christen- Better homes (Fratt), 1V Oct. '13, Toole), IV June ‘14, 16 sen), I Jan. "11, 10-11 
9-11 Flower shows— New laws affecting, II Nov. "11, 4-5 See also Landscape gardening. For children, III Oct. °12, 15 Not overproduction, but poor distri- Farm management— Lake Geneva chrysanthemum, | bution, IT May ‘11, 6 

Back to the land (Collingwood), I Dec. "10, 5; V, 58-59 Objections to direct marketing, IV Feb. '11, 12-13 Flowers— July '14, 4
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Practical difficulties of direct method V, 184 1 Dec. "10, 3 
(Townsend), IV July ‘14, 9-10; Poultry in, V, 125 Door county reports, I July ‘11, 12; 

VI, 268 Potatoes in orchards, I Dec, “10, 9 Il July "12, 16; TIT Oct. ‘12, 9; 

Selling to consumers, IV Dec. ‘13, Price of trees, I Dee. 10, 9 Feb. '18, 14; 

10; V, 104 Problem of trespassing and theft Door county, why it excels (Hatch), 

Wisconsin market map, VI, 263 (Running), I] Aug. 12, 15-16 lL Aug. ‘11, 6-7 
See also Apples — Marketing; Profits in, I Jan. ‘11, 6; Aug. "11, 16 Douglas County, III Dee. ‘12, 9 

Commission merchants; Fruit Prospects for 1912, I] June ‘12, 7 Environment suitable in (Girling), 

growers’ associations Propping the trees, I] Sept. "11, 9 April. "11, 1-2 
Fruit—Packing— Questions and answers) on, 9 sev Kickapoo Valley, development of, I 

Bushel shipping baskets, VI, 253 monthly dep’t Dec. ‘10, 4; July ‘11, 8 II Nov. ‘11, 

See also Apples—Packing; Berry Reviews column (monthly), Ub May 1; June ‘12, 8; (Hays), IIT Sept. 
boxes "12—111 Apr. '13 "42; 125 JV, 190. 

Fruit culture— Ringing trees, II June ‘12. 9 Kickapoo Valley, notes from, VI, 332, 
Apply test of time to new ventures, Sandy loam soils for (Vaughan), II B51, 356, 365, 383 

IIL Jan. '18, 17-19 Nov. ‘11, 11 Kickapoo Valley, orchard culture in 

Are we overdoing it, IV Mar. ‘14, 16 Sod in orchards, 1V Apr. ‘14, 11 (Harley), V, 3-4 
Barren trees (Hatch), V, 188 Sod mulch (Bergmann), V, 8-9, Kickapoo Valley, a favorable fruit 

Better fruit, IV Mar. '14, 7 73-74 district (Harley), IV Aug. ‘14, I- 

Busy doctor in an old orchard Soil analysis (Whitson), IT Dee. "1, 1 
(Greenfield), IV Jan. ‘14, 11-12 G47 Marathon county, II Sept. ‘11, 8: 

Bulletins on, I July ‘11, 3 Spring planting, I Nov. ‘10, 6; III VI, 286 

Buying and planting trees (Cleere- Oct. 12, 10; VI, 310 Menomonie, 1 Feb. ‘11, 11 

mans) I Feb. '11, 11; (Saabye), Suecess in (Harris), I Feb. "11, 7 Milwaukee county (Dunning), I 
Mar. ‘11, 5-6; (Kull), May ‘11, Syndicated orchards, I] Aug. "12, 6 Aug. ‘11, 4-5; II Dee. ‘11, 15; 
12-13 (The) tree: the king of vegetation (Riehter) Nov. ‘11, 9-11 

Care of trees, IV Apr. ‘14, 18; (Beyer), VI, 370 Monroe county, Il Nov. ‘11, 11-12; 
(Moyle), May ‘14, 9; (Richard- See also Apples; Berries; and Dec. ‘11, 1.3 
son), V, 188 also names of berries; Cherries; New era in (Hanchett), I Feb. ‘12, 

Centennial orchard (Harley) V, 7 Dynamite in tree planting; Farm 4-6 
City man on a small fruit) farm orchard; Grafting; Grapes; Home North Manitou Island, [ July, ‘11, 

(Reigle), I Dee. "10, 10-11, 12 orchard; Nurseries; Orchard and 14 . 

Choosing a calling, V, 201 garden notes; Pears; Plums, Northern section, adapted to, IT 

Cover crops, I Nov. ‘10, 6; (Boyce), Pruning; Spraying: Tree plant- Sept. 11, 6-7; (Okerstrom), Aug. 
III Sept. '12, 9-10; (Murphy), IV ing; Trees, Care of; Winter pro- 12, 6-7: (Oscar), V, 153, 157, 
Sept. ’13, 9 tection 165-67; (Trojahn), VI, 224—25, 

Cross Pollination (Smith), I Aug. Fruit culture—U. S.— 228 

1, 911 Alaska, T Nov. ‘10, 2; TV Nov. 1% 9 Qeonomowoe, I Aug. ‘11, 4 
Cultivation (Boyee), IIT Sept. ‘12, Florida (Smith), V, 158, 161 Opportunities for, I Nov. ‘10, 13; 

8-11; (Potter) IV June ‘14, 12-13; Hintols (Heaton), IV Aug. ‘14, Dec. 10, 7 : * . 

V, 50-51 2 16 ver pr i tasmusse 
Fall delivery (Townsend), III Sept. Michigan (Kern), VI. 349 . ‘ Ape ies ee (Tuismussen); “TE 

‘12, 8 Southern states (Saxe), IV, Mar Popular trial orchard, report on, TIT 
Fall planting (Telfer), | Noy. ‘10, 5; 14, 9 ; . Nov. ‘12, 9 

II Sept. "11, 10 South Dakota (Richardson), V, 134 Port Wing, I July ‘11, 1 
Formation of buds, VI, 258 Western States. TU. ey ae we Profits from (Rasmussen), II May 
Forcing bloom (Brown), V, 174 (Stark), IV Feb. ‘14, 14 15.V, 91; 42,9: Aug. ’12, 4-5: (Sui Hardi : ~ "11, 13 (Kern), V, 141-42, 170-72, 191 94 Set Aug, (12, 4-6) (Sullivan), ardiness of trees, I Aug. ‘11, 13. > Fruit culture y isonaiti S IT Sept. 10, 3: II Feb. ‘12, 12 

(Bingham), Apr. ‘13, 6 Bayfield fruit industry (Flanders), Sauk ‘~ st aeios . \ . 
‘ 3 * Ill Mar. ’13, 17 18 Sauk county (Palmer), I Feb. ‘11, 

Interest in (Russell), T Mar. "11, 1-3; Bayfi Be Oe ey to 5-6: V, 135-36 
, 5 ayfield, impressions of IIT Oct. ‘12, . 

Apr. ‘11, 4-5 ‘to 2-4. Nov. ‘12, 4 Washburn, T Feb, "11, 10 
investments in. JT June: "2. 2 Bayfield orchards (Knight), I Oct. Winnebago county, T July "11, 3-4 
June drop, TV July “I, TL; (Hateh), 10, 12 See also Trial orchards 
nants Cs soil for, I Apr. ‘11, 19-11 Bayfield, prices paid for land, If Fruit growers’ associations 
Mulchine in erehacas: (Bingham) I Sept. '11, 12 British Columbia aids, IV Dee, '13, 
= : eee ane : Bayfield reports. I Jan. ‘11, 10; 11 6 
Dee. °10, 4 June 12, 11; Tl Mar. ‘12,7; July Catechism on marketing (Kern), 

Neglected home orchard (Wood- 13, 16: IV Dee. ‘12, 23 VI, 248-50 

bury), T Nev. "10, 14-15 Central section, fruits for, VI, 272: Legality of, III Aug. ‘13, 4: IV 
Orchard cultivation, IIT Jan. ‘12, 14: (Marsh), VI, 283 Oct. 13, 8 5 

(Lawrence), May '18, 16-17 , nty: (Unie , Fahl ean) AxNBHTAN OBS ACT oo 
Orehard Management (Potter), IT ar cay iMilauttys 1 June wenee *TOE-8 nees with coépera- 

May "13, 3; .VI, 381 Climatic conditions favor, TIT Jan. Necessity for, IV Mar. ‘14, 2-3 
Orchard practice for amateurs, TIT 13,7 Relation of codper: Pele, accel adie 5 , . . a coéperation and adver- 

Sept. ‘12, 12 Commercial success in, V, 198 tising in marketing the sple 
Orchard soil management (Bene- Development in (Cranefield), I Feb Seles sh) VI, 219 a os apple 

dict), IIT June "13, 2-3 11, 67 g SERUBID Nibe ake Bee ee a 
Orchard work for June (Hatch), T Door county, climatic conditions in, Selling organizations. I Sept. "10, 2, 

June ‘11, 17; for October, VI, 216 , 9: ] , 4 
PIGHLInE LSet Dee 0, 8 qpaten). T Apr HT 12s Tune “Il. system in selling, IT Nov. ’12, 1-2 
Planting and pruning during first Door county, fruit raising in, IT System needed (Kern), VI, 238 

year (Lawrence), III Sept. 712 Sept. 10, 1-2; IT Apr. 12, 7 Yakima Valley, III Jan. '13, 10 

14-15 Door county, land of fulfilment, IIT Fruit growers’ institutes— 
Pleasure and profit in, outside the Aug. 13, 1-3 Bayfield, IIIT Dee. "12, 4-5 

fruit growing sections (Street), Door county, orchard development, Meetings of, 1914-15, V, 61
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Fruit juices, II] Aug.: ‘18, 12 Nee also School gardens; vacation H 

Fungicides— \ gardens 
see Bordeaux mixture; Lime Gaynor, John A., obituary, V, 156 Hanging garden, III June ‘13, 13; V, 
sulphur solutions; Spraying Gays Mills Fruit Farm & Nursery 112 

Co., T Dee. 10, 4 Hateh, A. L. 
Gays Mills meeting Obituary, VI, 312 

G see Wisconsin State  Horticul- Sketch of, Il Feb. "12, 1-2 
tural Society Writings of, VI, 318-19 

Game laws - . Geraniums, keeping plants, I Oct. (10, Hawthorn, VI, 258 
see Deer; Rabbits 13 Hays, John A. 

Garden dept (monthly), IL Mar, ‘12; Geology —Wisconsin— Sketch of, I] Aug. ‘12, 3-4 

Il Aug. "13 Outline of topography and soils “Heeling in” 

Gardening— (Johns), IT Dee. ‘11, 9 see Tree planting 
Advice to amateurs, VI, 282 Gipsy moth, TIT Aug. ‘13, 7 Hellebore, use of, V, 191 

As a hobby (Wm Toole), VI, 228 Ginseng, HT June ‘13, 7 Herbs, (Rich), IIE Apr. ‘13, 11 
Drainage, VI, 337 Girdling— Himalaya berry, IT Aug. ‘12, 5-6; 
Farmer and his garden (Fratt), VI, Bridge grafting for, IV) Apr. ‘14, Ill Mar. °13, 7 

293-94, 302 13-14 Home as a_ social center (The) 
How to grow large crops (Smith) Forcing bloom by (Brown) V, 174 (Palmer), HIT Apr. "13, 5; May 

VI, 358, 368 Preventing of, by mice and rabbits, 13, 6 

Improve the small lot (McLane), T Apr. ‘11, 11; TIT Oct. "12, 10; Home garden— 
II, June ‘12, 12 Dec. ‘12, 2, 8; IV Oct. °13, 6; see Gardening, Gardens 

Joy in (thrig), II May ‘13, 18 Noy. ‘13, 7; Dee. ‘18, 5; Mar. ‘14, Home grounds— 

Love, lettuce and lavender (Rieh), 13; V, 39-40; VI, 216 see Landseape gardening 
IT Apr, ‘13, 11 Gladioli Home hints (Mrs. W. A. Toole) IV 

Making a garden pay, V, 82-83 Culture, VI, 386 Jan. "14, 10 
Mapping out the garden, VI, 262 New varieties, VI, 321 Home Nursery Co., I Nov. "10, 2-4; 

Mulching (Blithorpe), IV June ‘14, Golden glow, transplanting of, VI, Dec. 110, 6 

5-6 258 Home orchard 
Necd of bulletins on (Harper), I]  Gooseberrics— Definition of, If Apr. ‘12, 6-7 

Jan. ’12, 12-13 Cost of raising, IT Jan. ‘12, 9 Farm vs. home orchards (Crane- 
One woman's BArGeH weoTORtEs Cultivation, TV Sept. ‘13, 12 field), IV Nov. ‘13, 1-2 

(Harper), Il May ‘12, 5 Varieties, TV July “14, 3; VI, 340 Farm orchard (Melcher), IIT May 
Planting, cold vs. warm water for, Grafting 12, 12-14 

IIT Aug. ‘13, 10 Rridge grafting, IV Apr. ‘14, 13-14: Farmer and his orchard, Ill June 

Profits in, Il Feb, "12, 12 VI, 310-14 13, 2. . : 5 
Suecess of crops (Cooper), IIL Feb. Notes for beginners, IIIT Dee. ‘12, 1 Farmer's orchard, WV Desi 1d, fe 

13, 7, 9: V, 178: VI, 322 2 (The) happiest , horticulturist 

When to work soil, VI, 324 Root grafts, HT Apr. ‘13, 16 J{Movle). 1V dan, "14, 9 10 Neo also Catalogs, Seeds and Top grafting, IT Dee. ‘Il, 17; 1 Hints of care-of; Vin S00 L eo als , 1 gs, ¢ : err 7 ’ Putting emphasis on, II June '12, 10 plants; Cold frames; Compost: Jan. ’13, 18-19; (Moyle), IV Jan. Tree surgery for, III Nov. '12, 5 
Fertilizers and manures; Flowers: ve 7 citighardson y; V, 138; VI, Gaiatiar tee Il Jan. ’13, 23 
Fruit culture; Greenhouses; Hot- old, 300 See also Farm orchards; Fruit 
beds; House plants; Insect pests; Treatment of grafts, ITT Mar. ‘13, culture 
Irrigation; Landscape gardening: 4 Horse-radish— 

Market gardening; Orehard and Grape root worm (Howard), V, 42 Culture, I Mar. "11, 13, (Roe), TI 
garden notes: Perennials; Plants; 43 Aug. 12, 15 
Seedlings; Porch boxes: Seeds; Grapes Horticultural inspection 
Spraying; Vegetables; Weeds Campbell's Early, VI, 337 see Nursery stock inspection 

Gardens— Culture (Reigle), | Mar. ‘11, 12-13; Horticultural institutes, TV Nov. '13, 
Backyard garden (Smith), I] Mar. Apr. ‘11, 9 8 

12, 5-6; (Blithorp), V, 111-12 Early varieties of, | Nov. ‘10, 12 Horticultural societies— 
Beautify waste places (Palmer), 1V Hardy varieties of (Pfaender), II Benefits of organization, IV July ‘14, 

June "14, 11-12 Apr. "12,3; IV Mar, ‘14, 18 Te 5 
Better homes (Fratt), IV Oct. ‘13, In Bayfield county, I Apr. ‘11, 8 Take Geneva, I Dec. °10, 7 > 

9-11 Pruning of (Moore), V, 19-21 Reports from local, T Oct. "10, 11-12; 
, ~ har x , 412 oH - oot i” Nov. 10, 9; Dec. '10, 5-6; Feb. '11 golor harmony iP rae iwelt Winterkilling of (Richardson), V, Od 195 , 5-6; . 

onservation o re ecity) dweller 133 Pad . , 7 ; 

(Whitnall), I Jan. ‘11, 1-3 Seo also Leaf hopper Work of, UJan. “11, 13-14; Feb. *11, an ; : a DT 10 See also Mlinois, Minnesota, Flower beds, making and planting Grasset sta ee o s . i. Fie ad 
of, VI, 345 irasshoppers, destroying of, V, 140 South Dakota and Wisconsin 

Flower garden, I Apr. ‘11, 7; VI, Greaves, Arthur C., obituary, VI, 377 societies 

283-84 Greenhouses, constructing of, T Oct. Horticulture . 
Minature gardens, V, 68 10, 13 a oe _ Flowers; _ Fruit culture; 

ca . a «i sardening; Nurseries 
No gardens (Palmer), III June ‘13, Grown in Wisconsin” menus sev ffotbeds, T Mar. "11, 7; IV Mar. ‘14, 5; 

5 Cookery V, 109 

Planning the home garden (Palm- “Grown in’ Wisconsin” trade-mark, House flies— 
er), If Mar, "12, 6-7; (Hill), TIT TIT May "13, 4-5 see Flies 
Nov. ‘12, 10; (Harper), V, 72, Grubs— House plants— 
118 gee White grubs Care of (Hill), Ni Dee. 712;, 7} 

Profitable size for city, V, 76 Gulls cums Fertilizer tor VI. 346 
That farm garden (Rasmussen) BPC ER. US Flowers indoors (Hill), ITI Nov. ‘12, 

IV, Feb. 14, 9-10; Mar. ’14, 11; Gypsum, as fertilizer, IV Apr. ’14, 10 14 

Apr. "14, 7 Gypsy moth see Gipsy moth Influence of humidity (King), III
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Feb. '18, 15 K Loganberries, in Wisconsin, II] Aug. 

Keep summer in the home '18, 6; 1V Apr. ‘14, 12 

(Palmer), V, 45 Kern, Frank, resigns, VI, 316-17 Loope, Dr. Truman E., obituary, II 

Pests infesting, V, 86 Kerosene emulsion— Jan, ‘12, 11 

Potted plants for the living room, V, Formula, Il] July ‘13, 7; IV May 

15 14, 12, 16 
Reviving of, IIT Apr. ‘18, 15 Spraying with, III Feb. ‘15, 19 M 

Soil for, III Nov. ‘12, 18 Kickapoo Valley district— 

Tropical plants as, V, 90 see Fruit culture Wisconsin Madison meeting 

Winter care of (W. A. Toole), 1V sce Wisconsin State Horticultural 

Dec. ‘13, 10 Society 

See also Bulbs—Winter flower L Madison, Wis. as a convention city 

ing; Ferns | (Mowry), V, 185-86, 198 

Household pests— Lake Geneva meeting— Manures— 

Injurious to fabrics (Sanders), VI, see Wisconsin State Horticultural see Fertilizers and manures 

346-47 Society Maple scale, III] July ‘13, 7 

See also Ants; Buffalo carpet Landscape gardening— Maples, transplanting, | Oct. ‘10, 13 

beetle; Clothes moths; Flies. Beautification of country church Market: gardening— 

Hyacinths— surroundings, LIT Jan. "13, 16 Discussed, V, 124 

Indoor culture of (Moore), I Nov. Cemeteries, park effeets in (Cady) In Northern Michigan (Elithorpe), 

"10, 1, 4-5 VI, 370 IV Aug. '14, 7 

Farm home surroundings (Wm. Qualities needed for success in, | 

I Toole), V, 1-2, 10 Jan. “11, 13 

Farm homes, does it pay to beautify What crops | grow and why (Ihrig), 

Illinois Horticultural Society Annual (Loomis), VI, 277-78, 280, 282 IT May ‘11, 2 

meeting, I mar. ‘11, 9; ILE Feb. Hints on (Nelson), VI, 342 See also gardening, vegetables 

"13, 3-4 Home grounds, improving of Marketing 
Insect pests— (Moore), V, 85-86 Difficulties of the grower (Town- 

Destroying, III June ‘13, 13 Home grounds, planting of (Ihrig), send), VI, 3878 

Good old days are gone (Sanders), III Apr. ‘13, 12; (Niles), TV Feb. Direct to the consumer, IV July ‘14, 

IV Dee, '13, 9 $14, 1-8 4 

How insects affect our welfare Home grounds, plants for newly Farmer and the Middleman (Tay- 

(Sanders), IT July ’12, 5-7 graded, V, 126 lor), VI, 860, 361, 368 

Infesting house plants, V, 86 Plan the home beautiful, IT May ‘12, ° Federal bureau proposed, II June 

Notes on (Howard), V, 34-36, 42-43, 6-7 12, 15 
65-67; VI, 329 Why beautify surroundings (Car- State marketing association (Kern), 

Questions answered on (Sanders), ver), IIT Sept. ‘12, 3 VI, 304 
I July ‘11, 10-11 Nee also Evergreens; Lawns; See also subdivision Marketing 
See also. Apples—Diseases and Shrubs: Trees under Apples, Fruit, Vegetables 

pests; Fruit—Discases and pesis; Lattice, how to build (fabermann), V, Melcher, HEC. sketeh of, TE Aug. ‘12, 
Household pests; Trees—-Diseases 203 4 
and pests; Vegetables—Diseases  Lawns— Melons— 

and pests; also names of insects, Farm home — surroundings (Wm Crossing with cucumbers, V, 161 
e. g. Ants; Borers (insects), cot- Toole), V, 1-2, 10 Culture of (Rasmussen), I Nov. 10, 
ton worm moth; Cut worms; Improving, V, 188 10) Feb. "IM, 7 
Grasshoppers; Gypsy moths; Leaf Renovating, IIT Jan. 713, 15 Diseases of, V, 151-52; VI, 338 40 
hoppers; Mites Plant lice; Red Top dressing, VI, 240 Melville, James W.— 
spiders; Tip worm; White grubs Laws affecting members (Richard- Sketch of, IT Aug. "12, 3 

Insecticides— son), IL Nov. ‘Ll, 3-5 Obituary of, V, 109 
High quality, VI, 264 Lead arsenate— Mendota Lake, Midnight's summer 

Law regarding, I July ‘11, 3 see Arsenate of lead dream (Cranefield), V, 197-98 

See also Hellebore;  Quassin: Leaf hopper, spray for, IV July ‘14, Mice— 
Spraying; Tobacco spray 6-7 Extermination of, by poisoning, V, 

Inspection of nurseries— Leaves for cover, IV Noy. ‘18, 10 180. 
see Nursery inspection Lettuce— Fie.d mice in house, V, 198 

Iris, disease of, ITI Oct. '12, 10-11 Forcing, 1 Oct. ‘10, 6-7 Preventing girdling bv, ITT Dec. ‘12, 
Trrigation— In summer (Harper), | June ‘11, 22 IV Oct. "13. 6; No. 713, 7; Dee. 

Amateur (Harper), II Aug. ’12, 12 14 ‘ 13, 5; V, 39-40 
Watering flower beds (Oestreicher), Lilacs, new varieties tested (Moyle), iddlemen— 

VI, 387 III Mar. ’13, 14; (Harper), Vv, 166 see commission merchants 

Watering Plant for garden, Ill May — Lice, plant— , ‘ Mildew, (Downy), V, 152 
"13, 14 see Plant lice Milward, James G., sketch of, I Dee. 

Lima beans— 10, 1-2 a. 
J Culture (Harper), V, 88; of bush Milwaukee Florist’s Club, VI, 319, 329; 

limas (Elithorp), IV Mar. ‘14, 345, 386 
Jananese horticulture, VI, 351 9 10 Minature gardens, V, 68 
Jefferson county, soil survey of, V, 49 Lime for agricultural purposes, IV Minnesota State Horticultural Soci- 
Jelly— May ‘14, 14-15 ety. II Feb. ‘12, 14 

Apple, V, 42 Lime sulphur solutions— Mites, V, 66-67 
Cranberry, VI, 250 For plant lice, I Nov. ’10, 5 Moore, James G. sketch of, I Dec. '10, 

Making (Harper), IV, Sept. ‘13, 9 Homemade vs. commercial (San- 1 

Use for pulp, VI, 216 ders), IV Mar. ’14, 3, 10; Apr. 14, | Moths- 
Johnson, James— 3 see Clothes moths; Cotton worm 

Sketch of, I Dee. ’10, 2 Notes on, V, 86; 136; VI, 304-8 moth; Gipsy moth 

Judging fruit Self boiled (Sanders), VI, 334-35 Mulching— 

see Fruit Judging Strength needed, V, 136 see Gardening 
June drop, IV July ’14, 11; V, 175 Limestone soil, importance in fruit Mushrooms, as winter crop (Smith) 

June berries, III Mar. ’13, 14 culture, I Apr. ’11, 10-11 III Feb. '13, 2-3 ‘
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icati z ec, "13 ; Jan. "14, 6-7; Toole), I1T May ‘13, 1 2 , Mustard, wild, eradication of, I Aug Mee He 50 sale ova ie. 16, Planting of (Phillipson) I May ‘11, 
ao 2, 83- 20, 130; VI, 260 = a5 

N Orchards see Fruit culture If July "138, 4-5 , 
‘ Orchids, Wisconsin varieties (Dean), Soil for beds, I! May '12, 6 3 Name and the game (The) (Wm. I Aug. ‘11, 2-4; II Sept. ’11, 4-6 Sowing (Wy. A. Toole), III May ’13, 

Toole), Il Feb. ‘12, 3-4 Oriental Poppy— tee eee Thwaites ‘ Narcissus- , . Culture (Harper), I] June ‘12, 4-5; Transplanting ans ee IT Apr. 
Flowers for Christmas, VI, 236 (Smith), V, 181; (Pfaender), 201 J12, 4, Aug. "12, 9 W. A. Poole) 
Indoor culture of (Moore), I Novy. How to keep (Currie), V, 189 Winter Broteetion of (y ue oie cas 

10, 1, 4-5 Oshkosh meeting— MIT Oct. et oe h e. Bailias, ~ Planting of, V, 200 see Wisconsin State Horticultural fede also names e. g. Dahlias 
Nasturtiums— Society So a ; 3 : sec Border of, II Apr. "12, 4 Overproduction of fruit (Bailey), V, see Agricultural pests, — Insect 

Culture (Rich), HI June 13, 12; 173 DEStE aoy V, 121-22 Owls, destroyers of mice, V, 180 Hee Meee eecoin we. ai Ware 3 New York Fruit growers’ meeting, Oxalig— Philips, A. J., sketch of, Mar. ‘I, 
IV Jan. '14, 9 Culture, IIT Feb. ‘13, 15 _ 2 - ace 

Nitrate of soda— Oyster shell scale (Sanders), II Mar. pret te anol V, 168 
Action of, I Aug. ‘11, 15 12,9 c Co ee epena 

Nozzles for sprays, III June '13, 6 pie org nine and preserving 

Nee a Aug. ‘11, 15 P see Rhubarb 5 f Ss, Aug. x dd 
1a, 3 y eaters, (Townsend), Farmers’ Nursery Co. of Troy, O., Packing— Pigeons as ae eaters, (Townsen 

I Dec. '10, 16; Jan. ‘11, 8-10 see Apples—Packing, Fruit—Pack- Pine blister rust. (Sanders), VI, 368 Home Nursery Co., I Nov. '10, 2-4: ing 69 371 . 
Dec. 110, 6 aaa ¢ Palmer, J. S., sketch of, TIT Feb. 13, 4,07" * Spaulding Nursery and Orchard Co., 1-2 Dia veitie 126 
T Mars “Uy 4b) Apr 11, 6 Palms, VI, 90 5, value ‘Or a the landscape plan, I Tree sharks, II July ’11, 6 7 Panama Exposition, IV Nov. 13, 10-11 “Jan "M1, 4 

Nursery inspection— Pansies, culture (Howlett), I June ’11, Plant. breeding 
Federal inspection, II Jan. '12, 7-8 14-15; (Palmer), II June ’12, 5 Adapted varieties (Wood), VI, 261 
Laws regarding, I Aug. "11, 911, parcel post nursery stock and seeds 2 i . . 13; V, 110-11, VI, 265 excluded, TIT Mar. ’18, 19 < . Thitna ec. 11, Licenses required, I Feb. ‘11, 5 Parsley, V, 211; VI, 273 Nee ae (Whitnall), IT D 

Uniform inspection, IV Aug. "14, 9 pea blight, factors influencing (Vaug- Pedigreed stock (Hedrick), III Nov. Nursery stock— han), TIT July '13, 9-10 "12, 6-7; Dee, '12, 2-4 Age of, for apple trees, T July "11, peaches— Wild’ varicties (Gaynor), I July 14; TIT Sept. 12, 7; Mar. "13, 5, 6 Growing, from pits (Fratt), IV Oct. 19. 12 ‘ Diseases of, VI, 317 oo, ‘18, 14 in Wisconsin (Smith), I pant dice Carrying overwinter, II Nov. ‘11, Mar. ‘12, 9 Aphids (Howard), V, 35 
8-9 . > Overproduction of, in Georgia, T Lime sulphur for, I Nov. 110, 5 Expensive bargains, III June '13, 13 May ’11, 4-5 See also Apple aphis; Currant Grading by diameter, III Sept. 12, 6 Spring planting, VI, 286 aphis; Rose aphis Growing of (Potter), IIT Mar. ’13, pear blight— Planting— 
12 see Fire blight see Gardening; Landscape Gard- Improving (Potter), III June 713. Pears— énifie; Tree’ planting 

15-16 Cause of infertility, IIIT Sept. "13, 12) prants— 
Pedigreed stock (Hedrick), IT] Nov. (Kieffer), V, 64 Winter protection (W. A. Toole), 12, 6-7; Dec. ’12, 2-4 . Pears—Diseases and pests Preventing, IV Oct. 13, 6 Superior to forest trees, V, 125 IT June "11, 9 See also Annuals; Foliage plants: War, effect of, on foreign shipments, Peas— House plants; Perennials 

Vv, 61 Best qualities (Thrig), I May ‘11, 2 plants, Diseases and pests— Nut trees— Grades of canned, V, 150; VI, 296, Bacterial diseases not controlled by Propagating nut trees, (Moyle), IV 297 spraying (Potter), If July ’12, 15 Sept. 13, 4 Trellis for, If June ‘12, 5 Damping off prevention, II June '12, Varieties in Wisconsin, 1 Apr. ‘11, See also Pea blight 6; TIl Apr. '13, 14 
11; IIT Apr. '13, 18 Peonies— Damping off control (Potter) IV See also Chestnuts Ants on, V, 163; VI, 352 June ’14, 9 

Culture, I Apr. '11, 9; Aug. ’11, 1-2 House plants infested (W. A. 
Varieties, IV Sept. ‘13, 1, 15 Toole), IV Dec. 713, 10 oO Perennials— Pests of, VI, 367 
Border of (Moyle), V, 22 Resistance to (Huser), IIT Feb. '13, Oconomowoc meeting see Wisconsin Care of (Harper), II Aug. ’12, 8: 18 

State Horticultural Society (W. A. Toole), III July '13, 6-7 See also subdivision Diseases and October musings, III Oct. 12, 7 Cut flowers (Christenson), VI, 229 pests under Fruit, Vegetables, and Onion blight, I July ‘11, 1-3 32 Weeds Onion maggot, V, 127, 146; VI, 366-67 Grass in borders (Thrig), III May Plants Protection— Onions— 13, 9 Shading the seed bed, V, 150 Culture, TIT Sept. ’12, 11 Hardy varieties for Wisconsin (W. See also Winter protection Fertilizers for (Moore), III June A. Toole), III Mar. 13, 1-4: Playgrounds— 138, 14 (Wedge), V, 37 39 Need of (Teller), II Oct. "11, 14-16 Prize onions, VI, 238 Herbaceous (W. A. Toole), VI 326, See also School grounds Raising of (Wm. Toole), IV Jan. 328, 334, 336 Plum cureulio, IV July ’14, 11; Vv, 27 14, 6 List of, I July ’11, 9 Plum pocket, control of, TT Aug. ’12, 15 Orchard and garden notes (Cady), Native hardy varieties (W. A. Plums—
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Better varieties needed, III June 303 Thinning, VI, 254 
"13, 5 Improved pole pruner (Potter), 1V Varieties, best, VI, 272 

Cause of infertility, IV Apr. ‘14, Get. 118, 16 Recipes— 

11-12 Practical pruning (Lawrence), IV see Candy; Canning and preserv- 
Culture (Vaughn), [ Jan. ‘11, 5 Sept. °13, 13-15 ing; Cookery 

Hansen’s. varieties (Philips), II Practical tree surgery (Luekel), V, Reclamation projects, V, 92-93 

May ‘13, 5-6 93-96 Rose hybrids, 1V Noy. '13, 13-14 
New varieties (Tulledge), ITI] Oct Principles in, for orchard trees, I Roses— 

12, 9 Feb. ‘11, 1-4 Altaica (Frost), VI, 3834 
Planting, in rows, V, 125 Principles of (Moore), IV Apr. ‘14, 4 Amelia graveraux (Moyle), IV July 

Pollination of (Moore), I May ‘11, Training young trees, Il June, ‘12, 14,3 

10 17 Climbing, protection for, IT Oct. "11, 
Seedlings (Moore), I Aug. ‘11, 12 Shrubs, V, 136 13 
South slope for, II] Sept. ‘11, 11 ‘Two reasons for, VI, 315 Covering for (W. A. Toole), IV Nov. 

Surprise (variety), III Mar. "18, 18 When to prune ornamental plants, 13, 4 
See also Black knot VI, 309-10 Killarney, IT Apr. ‘11, 9 

Poplar, Norway, I Jan. ‘11, 7 Nec also Trees, care of Manual on, I May ‘ll, 16 

Poplar trial orchard, report on, Hl Puddings, recipe for, IV Jan. ‘14, 13 Pruning, VI, 309-10 
Noy. '12, 9 Queen of the garden (Moyle), V, 

Poppies— 101-2 
see California poppies; Oriental Q Rugosa, III July '13, 7 

ies Sli yrOWINe. t" ar. °13 Boren boxes: VI: 329 Quack grass, how to Kill, IV June "14, Slips, growing, from, [11 Man. "18, 
Potash— nee 7 a aye Suggestions on growing, and varie- 

From kelp, Il Jan. ‘13, 13 Quassini Vi. dts; 126 ties, VI 373-84 
Shortage of, remedies for (Huston), Winter protection (Ovenden), IIT 

V, 72-78, 79 R Oct. "12, 4-5; (W. A. Toole), IV 
Value of, in wood ashes, V, 45 Noy. ’13, 4; (Moyle), V, 60-61 

Potatoes— Rabbits— Rubber plantations, I July ‘11, 13 

Breeding centers, | May ‘Il, 14 Damage done by (Marsh), If Jan. Rubber plants, V, 90 
Hilling of, II Aug. ‘12, 8 13, 5; Mar, °13, 5 Rural schools 

Hlow to grow, and sprays for (Rich- Exterminating of, IIT Feb. ‘13, 8 see Country schools 
ardson), V, 12-15 Hunting of, V, 111, 160 

Imported, warning against, Il May Laws regarding, | Oct. ‘10, 2; Nov. 
12, 6 10, 8-9; Jan. "11, 11; Mar. ‘11, 6 8 

Seed disinfection (Potter), IV Apr. Red spider, remedy for, IV Dec. 13, 10 
14, 9 Reigle, George W., obituary, II] Apr. San Jose scale— 

Seed potatoes (Huser), III Feb. ‘13, 13, 9 Identifying, III Sept. '12, 6 

18 Rhubarb— In Wisconsin, II May '12, 8; IIL 

Seed potatoes, plat for (Kern), IV Culture of (Rasmussen), TV Mar. Nov. '12, 5; V, 67 
May ‘14, 4-5 14, 11 Sand cherry hybrids, IV Noy. '13, 13 

Selecting seed potatoes (Potter), Foreing (W. A. Toole), 1 Jan. ‘11, Sandy soils— 
VI Oct. 718, 11-12 5-6 see Soils 

Soil for, If Apr. 12, 13 Forcing and garden culture Sauk County fair, V, 44 
Potatees—Diseases and pests— (White), IT Oct. ‘11, 10-12; Nov. Sawdust— 

diseases of, I Oct. 110, 12-13 11, 6-7 As fertilizer, IIT Apr. "18, 15-16 
Efficient spraying for (Potter), V, Planting, V, 126 Scale insects— 

4 Profit in raising (Moore), | Mar. see Oyster shell scale, San Jose 
Seabby potatoes, preventing of, IIT ‘11, 14 scale 

Apr. "18, 14 Transplanting, VI, 258 School gardens, Madison, II May '12, 
Wart disease, IIT Nov. ‘12, 2-3 Storing for winter, IIT Dec. "12, 7 5-6; June ’12, 5 

Premiums— Ringing fruit trees, IT, June "12, 9 School grounds— 
see heading Premiums under Rogers, Augustus J. jr., sketch of, T Beautifying, IT Jan. '12, 1-7; Apr. 

State fair; Wisconsin State Horti- Dec. "10, 12, 1-2 
cultural Society Root grafting Trees and shrubs for, II Apr. ‘12, 6 

Preserving— see Grafting See also Country schools 
see Canning and preserving, Jelly Rose aphis— Sea gulls, value of (Burrill), IV Jan. 

“The prince and the pauper” (Craue- Fighting, [V, June ‘14, 13-14 14, 8-4; Apr. 14, 6-7 
feld), V, 54-56 Natural control of, VI, 379 Seed tester, VI, 287 

Propagation— . Protecting from, VI, 379, 384-85 Seedlings— 

see under names of fruits and Spraying for, V, 154 Raising, II Apr. ’12, 4 
plants Rasmussen, N. A., sketch of, If Mar. Thinning (Tthrig), III June °13, 11 

Protection from frost— 12, 1-2 See also Transplanting 
see Winter protection Raspberries— Seeds— 

Pruning— Culture, I Jan. '11, 7; II Nov. ‘11, Breeding better garden seeds (Pot- 

Asphaltum for cuts, I Noy. 10, 5 15; (Cady), TIT Aug. ‘18, 18, 16: ter), IV Sept. '13, 7 

Rearing cheery trees (Hatch), ITT (Rasmussen), IV Nov. ‘13, 7: Buying good quality (Smith), IV 

Sept. '12, 7; V, 125 (Hauser), Feb. '14, 4-5; (Smith), May ’14, 16 
Commercial tree surgery, V, 27-28 V, 22-23; VI, 272 Flower seed growing, II Apr. ‘12, 
Dressing for wounds, ITI Dee. ‘12, Crimson beauty (Alton), I May ‘11. 9-10 

19-11: VI, 262 2-3, 5 For the home garden (Harper), IV 

lms, V, 125 Hardy varieties (Marsh), II June Apr. ‘14, 14-15 
First year planting and = pruning "12, 8 Planting too deep, IV Apr. 14, 16 

(Lawrence), IIT Sept. 12, 14-15 Heading back, I June ‘11, 10 Saving of, IV Sept. '13, 1-2, 12 
Grapes (Moore), V, 19-21 Propagating, II Aug. ’12, 7 Selection (Potter), IV Jan. ‘14, 17 
Hints on, JT Novy. ‘11, 13; IIT Jan. Quarter century with (Hanchett), Sowing, I Apr. ‘11, 5 
12,15 V, 104 IV May '14, 13 Summer grown (Thrig), IT July ’13, 

Home orchard, IV Mar. '14, 1-2; VI, Spraying of, I Noy. 10, 6 9
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Use fresh seed, III Jan. '13, 15 Cost of (Moore), IV May ‘14, 15 17 
Viability of (Potter), IV Mar. '14, 7 Directions for, I July ‘il, 4 Ever bearing (Huser), III Feb. '13, 

See also Catalogs, Seed Early history of, II Dec. ’11, 22-28 18; (Blackman) Mar. '13, 6; Mar. 
“Seeing things” (Cranefield), V, 91 Economy in (Potter), III May '18, 18, 9; (Kellogg) Oct. '13, 5; 

Selling 17 (Moyle) Aug. ’14, 7; (Palmer), V, 
see Marketing Elements of, for insects, (Sanders) 183; (Thornton) VI, 235-37 

September in the garden (W. A. IV May ‘14, 1, 3-4 Fertilizer for, IV Apr. ‘14, 10-11; 
Toole), 1V Sept. ‘18, 12 Experimental work by Uniy. Horti- (Potter), July ’14, 15 

Shade trees culture Dept. I May ‘11, 13-14 Growing (Holsinger), V, 77-79 
see Trees Figures on, II May ‘12, 9 Grawing, in the South (Kern), IV 

Sheep manure, IV, Apr. ‘14, 11 Fruit trees during first year, V, 125 July "14, 12-14 
Shrubs— Fundamentals of (Howard), V, 70 Growing and marketing (Reeves), 

Attractive to birds (Burrill), TV, 1 Vv, 124 

Apr. '14, 5 Hints on (Palmer), Il July ’12, 7; Growing, in Washburn, II Sept. ‘11, 
Best varieties (W. A. Toole), IV V, 140-44 9 

Apr. ‘14, 9 Ivy, I July ‘11, 10 Hill culture of, T Apr. ‘11, 13-14; 

Kinds for small lawns, VI, 324 Kickapoo bug hunt, VI, 888 II June ‘12, 6 

Lists of, for school grounds, IT Necessity for, IV June ‘14, 11 How to set a bed, V, 150 
Apr. '12, 6 Plant pests, VI, 367 Old beds, IT June '11, 6-7 

Native plants, I Aug. ‘11, 1 Poisonous to bees, bill on, I Mar. Oversupply of (W. A. Toole), TIT 
Notes on, I Apr. ’11, 10 11, 7; Apr. ’11, 7 June 713, 3 
Planting of (Phillipson), I May ‘11, Potato spraying (Potter), V, 4; Profits from, I Feb. "11, 5; (Harris), 

1-2 (Richardson), V, 12-15 III Sept. '12, 8; Oct. ‘12, 6 
Propagating of, IT Nov. "Il, 13-14 Raspberries, I Nov. 10, 6 Pumping water into (Rasmussen), 
Pruning, V, 136, VI, 3809-10 References on, IV Apr. ‘14, 10-11 IV June ‘14, 5 

See also Buffalo berry, Dogwood: Value of, V, 164 Reliable varieties for Wisconsin, 
Landscape gardening, —_ Lilacs, When, what and why we spray, IV (Hanchett), VI, 297— 
Trees July ‘14, 5 Renovating bed, V, 182 

Small fruit— Spraying—Apparatus— Second crop, | Noy. '10, 6 
see Berries Barrel spray, VI, 301 Summer treatment of beds. (Sulli- 

Sod mulch systems in orchards, V, Buying an outfit, IT June '12, 6 van), I June ‘11, 16 
8-9, 73-74 Exhibit of, III Jan. "13, 5 Variety tests (Blackman), IIT June 

Soil infection— . Hose, II] Apr. "13, 14 13, 10-11 
Damping off control, II June '12, 6, Nozzles (Potter), If June "13, 6 Winter protection (Rasmussen), IV 

IIT Apr. °13, 14; IV June ‘14, 9 Practical outfit, VI, 273 Nov. '13, 7 
Soil analysis for fruit culture (Whit- Pump, VI, 336 Winter protection, with pine need- 

son), II Dee. ’11, 6-7 Tanks, IIT May 18, 14-15 les, IT Feb. "12, 14 

Soil fertility— Spraying materials— Sturgeon Bay meeting— 

Feed the soil (Ostenson), V, 182 Adhesive spray, III July ‘13, 8 see Wisconsin State Horticultural 
How to maintain (Cooper), II] May Best brands, V, 116-17, 119 Society 

12, 2-3 Dust spray, VI, 264 Sturgeon Bay Orchard Co.— 
See also Compost; Fertilizers and Formulas, IT May '12, 10-11 Formation of, I Sept. ‘10, 3, 7 
Manures Formulas in terms of kitchen Sulzer bill— 

Soils— utensils, (O’Kane), | May ‘11, 6-7 see Apples—Packing 
For apples, V, 126 Merits of different sprays, I -June Summer meeting— 

Limestone, for fruit trees, I Apr. 11, 11, 5 see Wisconsin state horticultural 
10-11 “Pocket manual on plant diseases” society 

Sandy loam, for tree fruits (Vaug- criticized (Moore), I July ‘11, 5-7 Sweet peas— 
han), II “Nov. ‘11, 11 Poison bait spray, V, 146 Aphis on, I July '11, 16 

Topography and soils of Wisconsin Nee also Arsenate of lead, Bor- Culture (Livingstone), IIT Apr. ‘13, 

(Johns), II Dee. ‘11, 9 deaux mixture; Insecticides; Ker- 7-8; VI, 322 

Sooty blotch, IV Feb. ’14, 15 osene emulsion; Lime sulphur 

Soy beans, II Apr. '12, 5 solution; Tobacco spray T 
Silver leaf apple disease, I] May, ‘12, Sperbeck, M. V., obituary, V,120 

6 . Spring planting of fruit Ten Eyck, Andrew A., obituary, IIT 
South Dakota Horticultural society, see Fruit culture Aug. 18, 3 . 

Vv, 128 Snireae filipendula, II] June ‘12, 5 Thrushes, value of, VI, 218 
Sparrows— Squash borer, V, 178 Tiger lilies,V, 183 

Eating plum buds, I Dee. ‘10, 9 Squash, storing of, | Dec. 10, 4 Tip worm, on cranberries (Franklin), 
Traps for (Hinkle), V, 174 State entomologist (Sanders), VI, V, 139, 145, 150 
Weed seed destruction by (Burrell), 256-57 Tobacco spray, IIT July ‘13, 5; IV July 

IV Oct. ’13, 4 Sponge garden, V, 110 14, 6-7 : . 
Spaulding Nursery and Orchard Co., State fair— Tomatoes— { 

Springfield, Il. T Mar. ‘11, 4-5: Horticultural exhibit at, I Aug. "11, Culture of (Rasmussen), I May ‘11, 
Apr. '11, 5 6: IL Sept. 11, 3; Oct. 11, 1-3; TIT 13 . 

Spraying— Oct. '12, 8, Aug. ’13, 8-9; IV Oct. Home grown, III Dec. '12, 7 | 
Apple trees, IV May ‘14, 16 13, 1-2; Nov. ’13, 8; V, 8, 17-18, Thrig’s Nordheim, I May ‘11, 2 
Calendar for, I May ’11, 4; June ‘11, 206; VI, 213-14, 376 Influences of crossing, (Potter), IIT | 

9; II May ’12, 10; June ’12, 11; Premiums awarded at, IV Sept. ‘13, June 18, 4-5 
July ‘12, 9; III May '18, 6-7; IV 2-3; V, 28-34, 43 Keeping of (Potter), IV Sept. 13, 8 
May '14, 8 Sterilization of soil Ripening, IV Sept. "13, 2 | 

Cannot control bacterial diseascs see Soil disinfection Seedless, (Lemke), IV Aug. '14, 8-9 
(Potter). IT July '12, 15 Strawberries— Single stem culture, (Weld), V, 100 

Cherries, necessary for, IF June ‘12, Bulletin on, VI, 320, 331, 382 Use of dirt bands for, (Potter), IV 
9 Culture, T Feb. ’11, 9; (Richardson), Jan 14, 9; Mar. '14, 13 

Compulsory, (Potter), III Mar. ’13, Mar. ‘11, 11-12; (Wood), II June Toole, Wm.— 

12 12, 3; (Powell), IV Feb. '14, 6-7 Recognition of services by college of 
Currants, IV June ‘14, 11 Disbudding (Potter), IV Mar. ’14, agriculture, I Mar. ’11, 3-4
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Sketch of, II May ‘12, 1-2 Vv grass 
Top grafting— Weevils, IIf July '13, 9 

see Grafting Vacation gardens, VI, 219 What women can do to keep boys on 
‘Transplanting— Van Deman, Henry E., obituary, V, farm (Palmer), II June ‘12, 18-20 

Hints on, | Apr. ‘11, 7 156 White grubs (Wm. Toole), III July 
Plants (W. A. Toole), III Sept. 12, Vegeiables— 13, 9; (Howard), V, 86, 43 
45 Buneching machine (Potter), IV White pickle, V, 168 
See also Dirt bands Sept. 13, 2 White pine blister rust 

Tree planting— For early use (Livingstone), IIT see Pine blister rust 
Carrying nursery stock over winter, Feb. ’13, 4-7 Wild flower— 

II Nov. '11, 8-9 Forcing industry in Wisconsin see Flowers 
Fall planting of shade trees (Ilar- (Ovenden), II June 12, 13-14 Wilt disease, IIT Jan. ‘12, 14; V, 152 

land), III Oct. ’12, 6 “The Illinois way” (Heaton), IV Windfalls— 
Hints on, | Apr. ‘11, 6-7; IL Apr. Aug. ‘14, 12-16 see Apples 

12; 7 Marketing of (Moorehouse), VI, Window boxes 
Puddling roots, II May ‘12, 7 240-42 Foliage for, V, 61 

Heeling in, IT Nov. "10, 6 Second crop of, I] June ‘12, 5 Indoor, V, 58 
Transplanting native frees, I May Storing of, III Oct. 12, 14; (Potter), Planting, VI, 345 

41. 1 Nov. ‘12, 18: V, 202; (Harper), Winter blooming plants— 

See also Dynamite in tree plant: VI, 217 ,, see Bulbs, House plants 

ing; Fruit culture Success and failure in growing Winter killing— 
Tree surgery— (Philipson), IV Jan. "14, 4 Apple buds (Potter), IV May, 6-7 

see Pruning; Trees, Care of Nee also, Canning and preserving; Grape vines (Richardson), V, 133 

Trees— Gardening; Market gardening; Hardy roots (Moore), III Jan. '13, 
Foliage, decorative value of (Niles), also names of vegetables 3-4; Feb. "13, 12; May ‘13, 10-13; 

V, 25 Vegetables—-Diseases and pests— (Bingham), Apr. '13, 6 
List of, for school grounds, TI Apr. See Insect. pests; Plants—Diseases Observations on (Townsend), IV 

12, 6 and pests: also names of special Dec. 4 
Value of shade trees, V, 90 vegetables, diseases and pests, e. _, See also Blackheart 

See also Grafting, | Nurseries. g.. Bean anthracnose; Cabbage Winter protection— 
Pruning, also names of trees, maggot; Mildew; Onion maggot; Hints, If Nov. '11, 9 

Trees—Diseases and pests— Pickle spot; Squash borer; White Leaves for cover, IV Noy. "13, 10 
See Fruit—Diseases and pests and pickle; Wilt disease Perennials (W. A. Toole), III Oct. 

names of fruits; Girdling; Insect Vegetables—Varieties— "12, 5; V, 54; VI, 216, 240 

pests; Spraying; also names of di- For home garden, IT Apr. ‘12, 5; Plants (W. A. Toole), IV Oct. '13, 6 

seases and pests, e. g. Apple rust: (Livingstone), IIT May ‘13, 2-2: Roses (Ovenden); IIT Oct. "12, 4-5; 
Black knot; Black heart; Fire (Harper), IV Apr. 14, 14-15; V, (W. A. Toole), IV Nov. ‘13, 4; 

blight; Pine blister rust; San 89-90 (Moyle), V, 60-61 
Jose scale Notes on, I Mar. ‘11, 13 Small fruits, I Nov. '10, 11, 16; IT 

Trees, Care of— Selected for quality, | Mar. ‘11, 6-7 Oct. "12, 3 
Municipal (Brayton), V, 21-22 Selection of (Potter), IV. Mar. ‘14, Strawberries, Il Feb. '12, 14; (Ras- 
Painting bark injurious (Townsend), 11 mussen), TV Nov, '13, 7 

IIT Nov. 12, 8-9 That farm garden (Rasmussen), TV See also Girdling; Trees, Care of 
Painting wounds on; IV May ‘14, 14 Feb. ‘14, 9-10; Mar. ‘14, 11; Apr. Wisconsin Horticulture 
Protection against girdling, I Apr. 14, 7 Announcements, I Sept. "10, 4-6 

‘11, 11; IIT Oct. '12, 10; Dee. 12, Veteh— Bound volume, V, 7 
2, 8; IV Oct. 713, 6; Nov. '13, 7; As cover crop, | Apr. ‘11, 11 Comment on T, Oct. ’10, 9-11 
Dec. "13, 5; V 39-40; VI, 216 Culture (Moore), I June ‘11, 11 Raising price of, I Apr. "11, 5; May 

Protection, corn fodder bad, IV Village improvement— "11, 11-12 

Mar. '14, 13 Education (McGregor), I Apr. ‘11, Wisconsin State Cranberry Growers 
Shade trees, bleeding of, V, 164-65 14-16 Association— 
Tree paints (Sanders), IV Feb. '14, | Vines— Affiliation with State Horticultural 

2 Annual varieties, VI, 244 Society, V, 24 
Tree surgery. V, 27, 28, 93-96; VI, Hardy varieties, [1 June ‘12, 10 Meeting of, V, 187 

258; (Brown), 287 Notes on, I Apr. ‘11, 10 Wisconsin State Historical Society 
Trial orchards— Objection to, on houses, V, 198 Collection on horticulture, IT 

Inspection trip to, I Oct. '11, 6 Planting, Il May ’12, 4 Sept. "11, 15-16 .- 
Poplar orchard, report on, III Nov. Spraying, T July ‘11, 10 Wisconsin State Horticultural Socie- 

12, 9 Virginia— ty— 
Truck farming— Agricultural conditions in (Worth- Annual convention, /9//; I Dee. '10, 

sec Market gardening; Vegetables ington), Tlf Mar. ‘13, 16-17 12-13; Jan. ’11, 11-12; Feb. '11, 1; 
Tuberoses— 1912; IT Dee. "11, 3-4; Jan. '12 

‘ SUE II Aug. 712, 15 WwW 20-21, 1913: IIT Dee. '12, 5-6; 
Tulips— hopes Jan. "13, 9-10; Feb, 113, 1-2, ‘17: Culture of, (Oet.) 14-15 Watering— 1PM Ae ged thy Ad, 2. 1s 

fi veri 5, see Irrigation TEs ec. "13, 17; Jan. ‘14, 
Late flowering, VI, 353 + : . i 13; Feb. ‘14, 8-9, 11; 1914-15: V Planting of, V, 200 Waupaca Co., Horticultural Society 46. 48 “go ba Baur ae ee AG 

Turkeys— Report, II Sept. ‘11, 13 mae ee 19162 VI, 253-57, 
. > ‘ ate Ny Wax plant, IIT Dec. ’12, 7 ey et Soe ae ae tee grasshoppers, V, 149 aces Debates at meetings (McLean), | 
sec Fire blight Eradication (Palmer), IV Sept. '13, Feb. ‘11, 5; May ‘11, 5:  (Pfoten- 

16; Apr. ‘14, 2; July ‘14, 15-16; hauser & Toole), Mar. ’11, 3 

(Boss), VI, 876 Membership campaign, III Noy. ‘1 

U Plant enemies, VI, 363 10-11 
Sparrows destroyers of seeds (Bur- New quarters of, V, 110 

Udo (vegetable), IV July ‘14, 7 rill), 1V Oct. ’13, 4 Our ideals and aims (Wm. Toole) 

University-— Value of, for compost, V, 198 111 July ’18, 1-2 

see Wiseensin University See also Mustard, wild; Quack Premiums at annual conventions, I
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Jan. ‘11, 14-15; II Dee. '11, 21-22; Aug. ’14, 10-12; V, 10-12; VI, 9; Aug. '14, 10-12; V, 10-12, 21; 
Jan. ’12, 14-15, Feb. '12, 10; III 285,288 (at Madison), V, 176-77, 192, 204- 

Dec, ’12, 13-14; Feb. ‘13, 10-11, Report on affairs of, II June ‘12, 22- 5 (at Lake Geneva); IV, 380-81 

13; IV Jan. ‘14, 13-15; Feb. ’14, 24 Wisconsin University— 
12 14; V, 46-48, 80-82; 216, 269-71; Summer meetings (at Oconomo- "Horticultural courses at, I Nov. ‘10, 

| woe), I Oct. 10, 3-4; (at Osh- VI, 285-88 a 12 
. kosh), I Aug. '11, 5; II Sept. ‘11, ‘ . , 

Premiums at summer meetings, I 1-3; (at Bayfield), I July ’12, 4; Horticultural dept. faculty, I Dec. 

Oct. '10, 5; Aug. '11, 6-7; II Sept. Aug. 12, 8, 12; lll Sept. 12, 1-2: 10, 1-2 

11, 2-8; Aug. '12, 13-14; III Sept. (at Sturgeon Bay), III July ’13, Horticultural dep’t. notes from, I 
12, 13-14; July 13, 14-15; Aug. 7; Aug. '13, 10; IV Sept. '13, 5; May ’11, 13-14 
13, 14-15; IV Sept. '18, 10-11; (at Gay's Mills), [V July ‘14, 8-  Zinnias, V, 122.
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A Wisconsin law on, VII, 200-201, 205; For farm orchard, VIL, 117 
(Potter), VIII, 19-20; (Ball), Greening, VII, 36 

Adders tongue, 1X, 90 VIIT, 163-165 MeIntosh, VII, 36 
Amaryllis—culture of, IX, 55 Apples—Judging—Systematice — scoring, Northern Spy, VII, 36 

American Apple Show Association—or- VII, 35 Oldenburg, VII, 36 

ganized, IX, 88 Apples—Marketing— Pewaukee, history of, IX, 61 
American Pomological Society, 1X, 106- Culls, VIIT, 57, 59 Pewaukee, evaluation of, 1X, 61-62 

107 Direct to consumer( Bassett), VII, Rome Beauty, VIT, 36 
Anemone, IX, 90 17 Standard varieties, IX, 8. Feb. 719, 
Anthracnose—on roses, VII, 159 Honesty in (Moore, J.G.), VIL, lo- 15 
Ants—control of house, IX, 170-171 103, 108-109, 112 Trancendent crab—blights in Wiscon- 
Aphis, woolly—on roots, IX, 85 Apples—Packing— sin, VITT, 106 
Apple blight— Bench plan, VII, 8. Sept. ’16, 3 Wealthy, VIT, 36 

see Fire blight Bill for standardization introduced in Winesap, VII, 36 
Apple canker, VII, 13, S. Oct. 716, 7-8; Wisconsin senate, VII, 99-101 .. Apples—Yield forecast for U. S. 1916, 

IX, 156 Cold storage for, VII, S. Oct. °16, 6-7 VII, 36 
Apple rust—spray for, VII, 186 Delegates to standardization vonfer- Arsenate of lead, IX, 163, 167 
Apple seab—spray for, VII, 186 ence at St. Louis, VII, 101 Formula, VIT, 155; TX, 8. Apr. 719, 
Apple trees—winter protection of, In barrels (Harley), VII, S. Sept. 2-3 

VIII, 50-51 . 16, 1-7 i Keeping properties, 1X, 137 
Apples—Culls for sirup, IX, 21 National standards for, VII, 4-5 Powder form best, VII, 52 

Apples—Culture— Picking, VII, S. Sept. 716, 3 Arsenate of lime—Substitute for Arse- 
At Sitka, Alaska, VIII, 7 Plan for packing and cold storage nate of lead, VIII, 138 
In Michigan, IX, 62-64 house, VII, S. Oct. ’16, 7 Ashes, Coal—For heavy soil, VIT, Spee. 
On Pacific coast, IX, 63-64 Standardization of fruit and con- Ed. Apr. 717, 4 
Must increase planting in U. S., IX, tainer, VII, S. Sept. "16, 2 Ashes, Wood—For tarnished plant 

141-142 Stenciling, VII, S. Sept. 716, 5 bugs, IX, S. Feb. °19,-11 
Plant two year tree, VII, 119 Sulzer bill, VIL, 8. Sept. 16, 1 Asparagus— 
Possibilities of old orchard (Felter) Tools, VII, S. Sept. 716, 2 Canning, VII, 149 

VII, 90-91 Apples—Pruning— Forcing (Rasmussen), VII, 26; VII, 
Profitable size orchard, VII, 83, 89 For well balanced tree, VII, 85, 89 61; 1X, 32633 

Apples—Culture in Wiseonsin— Old tree, VII, 78 Rust resisting strain, IX, 20 
At Ashland, VII, 22 Open head, IX, 144 Spray for asparagus beetle, TX, 139 
Better quality demanded (Moore, Apples—Recipes, VII, 73-74, 207, 209- Aspidistra—for window box, VII, 37 

J. G.), VII, 102-103, 108-109, 112 211; VIII, 9-10, 105, 106; IX,  Asters— 
Planting of farm orehard, VII, 117 48, 64 Growing plants to sell, IX, 82 

Apples—Development of fruit bud, Apples—Spraying— To eradicate root lice on, VII, 53 
VII, 76, 77-78 How and when to spray, IX, 102-103; 

Apples—Diseases and pests, VII, S. IX, S. Apr. 719, 1 
Oct. ’16, 7-8 Apples—Storage—Houses for (Allen), 

See also Spraying; also names of in- IX, 173-175 B 
sects and pests, e. g. apple canker; Apples—Sugar content of, VIII, 1038 
Apple seab; Apple rust; Crotch Apples—Toast to, VII, 71 Baer, J. E.— 
canker; Crown gall; Fire blight; Apples—Varieties— Obituary, VIT, 140 
Mice; Oyster shell scale; Rabbits; Baldwin, VII, 36 Sketch (Toole, William, Sr.), VIT, 
Winter injury Delicious—not successful in Wiscon- * 153 

Apples—Drying, VIII, 3 sin, VIII, 127 Ball, BE. D.—Wisconsin State entomolo- 
Apples—Grading— Dwarf—not successful, VIII, 124 gist to succeed Prof. Sanders, 

Sizer for, IX, 171 Fameuse, VII, 36 VII, 24-25
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Barberries— Bordeaux mixture— Catalpa trees—Damage by caterpillar 
Dangerous and harmless (Ball), VIII, For market garden, IX, 115, 127 to, VII, 6 

114-115 Formula, IX, S. Apr. 719, 5 Caterpillar, Florida fern, VII, 54 
Eradicate to save wheat, IX, 24, 95- To keep, VIII, 159 Cats—kill birds, LX, 137 

96 Bran mash poison—for cutworms, VII, Cauliflower— 
Quarantine against common, LX, 117 186-187 Growing plants to sell, IX, 82 
Wisconsin law to eradicate harmtul, Brown, A. D.—obituary and sketci Raising, VII, 195 

LX, 133 (Toole, William, Sr.), VII, 156 Protection from root maggot (Gent- 
Beans— ‘* Brown pateh,’? IX, 146-147 ner), IX, 103 

Canning, VII, 149 Buds—Selection of citrus fruit, for Saving seed from, VIII, S. Mar. "18, 
Not suited to rich soil, VIII, 119 planting, IX, 89 7 
Preserving in brine, VII, 202 Bulbs— Cedar apple, LX, 139 
Raising, VII, 193 Fall planting for spring, VII, 46 Celery— 
Storing, VILL, 46 Kor winter and spring foreing (Liv Culture (Moore, J. G.), VII, 182 
Varieties, VIII, 5. Mar. ‘IS, 2; IN, ingstone), LX, 19, 21 Growing plant’ to sell, IX, 82 

S. Feb, 719, 5 Spring flowering (Martini), IX, 14 Saving seed from, VIII, 8. Mar. ’18, 
Beans, string—Drying, VIII, 2-3 15; IX, 28 {-8 
eekeepers’ School and Chautauqua Use of cold frames in forcing, VIIT, Storing, VIII, 18; LX, 2 ¢ 

program, IX, 150-151 36-37 Cherries— 
Bees— Buffalo carpet beetle, VIII, 155 . Development of fruit buds, VII, 77 

Beekeepers’ meetings, 1X, 86-87, 102 Buffalo moth, VIII, 155 Output in Door county, VIII, 91 
Buying bees (Hracker), LX, 134-135 Buffalo treehopper, TX, 135 Spraying, 1X, 8. Apr. 719, 2 
Care in spring, IX, 118-119 Varieties, LX, 8S. Feb. 719, 15 
Conditions for, in Northern Wiscon- Winter injury to blossom buds, VIII, 

sin, IX, 151 c 130 
Department at State Fair, 1X, 166 Cherry, Chinese, V1I, 46 
Fair honey price, IX, 166 Cabbage, Celery, VII, 45 Cherry leaf spot (Keitt), VIII, 117- 
Feeding, 1X, 118 Cabbage, Chinese, IX, 128 119 
Honey exhibit at fair, 1X, 102 see also Petsai Cherry slug, LX, 135 
Inspection law, 1X, 134 Cabbages—Diseases and pests— Chestnut—effect of blight on, VII, 46 
Queenless colonies, IX, 118 Black leg, LX, 92-93 Chestnut, Water—imported from China, 
Senate bill 66, for $5,000 appropria- Control of maggot by tarred felt disc, VII, 45 

tion, 1X, 102 VIII, 154 Chicory—foreing, VII, 61 
Swarming undesirable, 1X, 119 Striped flea beetle (Gentner), IN, Chinese cabbage— 
To prevent European foul brood, IX, 103, 124 sce Cabbage, Chinese 

102 Worm, control of, VIII, 149-150, 159, | Chrysanthemums—Culture, VII, 114— 
Winter protection for, 1X, 102 162; IX, 125-126, 151 115 
Wisconsin records, 1X, 134-135 Cabbages— Cider making, IX, 11 

Beets— Growing plants to sell, 1X, 82 Cider vinegar— 
Canning, VII, 150 Raising, VIT, 194 see Vinegar, Cider 
Raising, VII, 193 Saving seeds from, VIII, 8S. Mar. ‘IS, Climax baskets, VIT, 30 
Saving seed from, VIII, S. Mar. ‘18, 7 Clinton, Mrs. B, P.—obituary, VIIT, 

7 Storing, VIT, 195; VIII, 9, 18; IX, 2 132 
Storing, VIII, 18; 1X, 2 Time to plant for winter, VIII, 124 Cold frames-— 

Varieties, VIII, S. Mar. 718, 2; IX, Time to sow seed (Rasmussen), VII, Care of plants in, IX, S, Feb. ’19, 6- 
S. Feb. 719, 5 123 7. 

Belladonna—use as drug, VII, 2 Treat seed for black rot (Vaughan), For forcing bulbs, VIII, 36-37 
Berries— VII, 107 Cold storage for towns of 5,000, IX, 158 

Demand greater than production, 1X, Varieties, VIII, S. Mar. 718, 3; IX, see also Apples, Packing 
56 S. Feb. 719, 5 Collar rot, VII, 12-13 

Drying, VIII, 3 Yield in Outagamie county, IX, 99 Community improvement, VII, 98, 106 
Law on boxes, VII, 30 Calcium arsenate, IX, 167; IX, S. Apr. Corn— 
Winter protection of, VII, 20; VIII, 19,3 Canning, VII, 150, 158 

50 Calla lilies—eulture of, (Livingstone), Drying, VII, 158; VIII, 2 
Black carpet beetle, VIII, 155 IX, 55 Hulling, VIIT, 4 
Black leaf ‘‘40’’—Formula, VII, 52 Candies—recipes, VIII, 59 Preserving in brine, VII, 202; (Toole 
Black leg—spray for, on cabbages, 1X, Canker—on roses, VII, 159 William, Sr.), VII, 206-207 

92-93 Cannas—storing, VII, 32, 48 Raising, VII, 195 
Black rot—treat cabbage seed for, VII, Canning and preserving— Corn borer (Fracker), IX, 171-172 

107 Apparatus for home, VIT, 202 Corn ear worm (Gentner), IX, 170 
Black spot Greens, VIT, 187 Cottonseed meal—for roses, IX, 83 

see Leaf blotch Home, VII, 202-203 Cottony maple seale, VII, 120 
Blackberries— Use of washing machine in, VIT, 204- | Cranberries— 

Pruning, IX, 94 205 Blight on, VIII, 165 
Varieties—Snyder versus Ancient Vegetables, VII, 148-151, 158 Campaign to increase demand, VII, 

Briton, VIII, 6 Vegetables in brine, VII, 198-199, 35 
Winter protection of, VIII, 35-36 201-202 Conerete flumes, IX, 148 

Blood root, IX, 90 Without sugar, VIT, 190 Containers for shipping (Chaney), | 
Blossom—end, IX, 162 Carbon disulphid, TX, 83 IX, 100 
Blueberries— Carrots— Cranberry Lake Development Com- | 

Best soil for, 1X, 142-143 Culture, VIT, 193 pany, TX, 148 
Plants wanted for breeding, TX, 142~-" Saving seed from, VITT, S. Mar. ‘Is, Cultivating and fertilizing with wat- 

143 7 er, VIII, 148 | 
Books on gardening, VII, 142 Storing, VIII, 18; 1X, 2 Culture of, IX, 164 
Books on horticulture, VIT, 104° - Case, Russell—obituary, 1X, 6 Demand for better, VII, 68; 1X, 42 |
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Ethies of growers, IX, 164-165 Drug plants—Demand limited in U. S., G 
Experimental bog, VIT, 3, 35 VIT, 1-2 

aoe eon, dy (on ta tne OEE 
Fertilizer for, VITT, 165 Drying fruit and vegetables, VIT, 156, Gardener's Advisory Council, VIT, 188- 
Fireworm, control of (Chaney), VIII, 191; VITT, 2-3, 170 189; VITT, 52-53. 55. 73 | 

116 Dutchman's breeches, TX, 90 (Gardening-—Books on, VIT, 142 
Flooding, VIT, 51; VIIT, 100 Dutehman pipe, VIIT, 134 In France, TX, 105-106” 
Flooding destroys pests, X, 116 Gardens—Tools for, VIT, 146-147 

Flooding deniroys pests, IX, 116 Backyard (Rasmussen), VIT, 133 
, 182 Care in August, V 5 

Hey io improve bog (IIuyek), 1X, E Care in penue teee 
68-65 City, VIT, 122. 135 

Tn Washington, TX, 132 Kast Milwaukee Civic Association, VII, Crop table, VIT, 135 
Tnsect pests, TX, 116 98, 106 Cultivation (Moore. .f.G.), VIT, 146; 

Jolly in wholesale quantities, VIT, 51, yy plant, TX, 82 IX. 8. Feb. 19.9107 
55 Km leaf gall, IN, 154-155 Mortilizers for. IX. S. Feb. “19, 7-8 
Land suitable for, TX, 52 Endive—storing, TX, 2 Home. VITT. 181, 162 , 
Need bees, VITT, 174 Evergreens—Time to transplant in Wis Irrigation of, VIT, 157 
Notisnaar wastes VIIT, 133 consin, VITT, 36 On sod, VIE. 134 

icking, IX, 84 Exhibits, fraudulent, VIE, 55 Planting (Hepler), VIE. 130 

Li wit aa. Wo ois VE AO ‘ Produce of amateur, VIET, 94 
‘ig g UST; OSE ENG Tek te Shea Protect from insects (Gentner), 1X, 

se , - S. Feb. 719, 11-12 

gonding oe VTL. We F Sanitation of (Moore, G.), VU, 

Spring killing of, VITT, 148 Kerns ws ge: ee AAA. OTOL OF, 
Spring work on (Searles), VEIT, 100 Culture of (bivingstone), VIE, 125, Soils, INS. Feb. 719. 7-8 

Storing, VIT, 69 loz s VILE 1 Sowing the sead. 1X. 8. Feb. 119, 8-9 

Value of acid in, VIT. 69 Spraying, VIE, 127 Tools for, VIE, 146-147 
Yield per aere, 1916, VIT. 4 Pertilization of orehard, 1X. 39, 15 Gardens, Victory, 1X, 60, 88; TX, 8. 

Cranefield, Marion C.—obituary, EX. 1 Kortilizers and manures, VIII, 65 0X, Feb, "19, 5 

Crawford, Matthew—obituary aud 130-131 Gardens, War— 

sketch of, VITT, 135 Fire blight, (Vaughan), VIL, ISt- 186; Devth to sow seeds, VIEL, So Mar. 

Crocus—Planting, VIT, 46; 1X, 1 VIT, 8. Oct. “16, 8 S.5 
Varieties, TX, 14 Fire worm—on cranberries, VIEL, 116 Ban Claire, 1X. 23 

Crops— Fitch, J. W.—obituary, VIT. 100 Making the. VIIT. S. Mar. ‘IS, 4 

Succession of, in garden (Hepler), Flea beetles, VIET, M4; 1X, S. Feb. Milwaukee, 1X, 7-8 
° wre oe SE 1a ai any Ne ‘ National war garden commission, 1X, 
roteh canker, , 186 Mleur-de-Lis, TX, 187 137 

Crown gall (Fracker), VITT. 139 Flowers— Orennization of, V 89- 
Crown rot, VIT, 12. 186, 156 Annuals, 1X, 169 Oranmiration of VIN, BAN 
Cucumber beetle, VIT, 206; VIET, 150 At State Fair, VIT, 32; VIL, 54 Planning, VIIE. S. Mar. ‘18, 7; IN 

151, 158, 154; 162-163 Facts about (Livingstone), VIL, Ae en We ON ES Takes 
Cueumber salad for winter, VIT, 202 134 Be ey nes : 

: . : . Preparation of soil, VIIT, S. Mar 
Cueumbers— Florists’ telegraph delivery, VIEL 5 . ’ 2 = . 

Not suited to small garden, VIL, 138 Mar. 718, 3 I, 45 _ 

Preserving in brine, VIT, 202 For home planting. VILE, 106 Report from Green Bay, TX. 43-44 

Treat seed for disease. VITT. 139 Vor war garden, VITE, S. Mar, (IS, 3 Use tested seeds, VITT. 8. Mar, 118, 4 

When to start seed, VIT. 138 Growing plants to sell, IX, 82-83 / V alue in U. S.. VIETT, 68 

Currant worm, VIT, 157; TX, 94, 124 Watering, VIT, 37 Garlie—storing, TX, 2 

Currants— West Allis Garden club, VIL, TIG-117 Geraniums—storine, VIT, 36 

At Sitka, Alaska, VIIT, 7 Flowers, wild— Ginseng—difficult to grow, TX, 55 

Damage by worm, VIT, 157 Grouping, TX, 90 Gladioli—storing, VIT, 27, 48 

Fall planting of, VIT, 10 Transplanting (Toole, William, Sr.),  Gooseberries— 

Pruning, TX, 93-94 TX, 89-91 At Sitka, Alaska, VITT, 7 
Winter protection of, VITT. 35 Porty niner’s diary (Kellogg, J. G.), Fall planting of, VIT, 10 

Cut worms—poison bran mash for, VII, ” TX. 71, 76-77 Pruning, TX, 93-94 

186-187; VTIT, 147, 154; 1X,  Fracker, 8. B—sketch of, 1X. 31 Winter protection of, VIIT, 35 
126, 139; TX, S. Feb. ‘19, 11 Fruit and garden institutes, VIT, 62.88 Grafting — 

Cyelamen, VITT, 55, 134 Frnit eulture— For the beginner, VII, 82-83 

At Sitka, Alaska (Anderson), VITE, 7 Top, VIT, 122-123” 
Fall planting (Telfer). VIT, 10 Grafting wax, VIT, 123 
Tn Michigan (Kern), TX, 62-64 Grain rust (Fracker), IX, 95-96 

D Tnjury to, in Franee, TX, 104-105 Grapee— en 
Froit— aking wi 

Dahlias— For home planting, VITT, 106 ce making wiaet MAL, 10 

Storing, VIT, 48 Drying, VIT. 156, 191; VIIT, 2-3, Ween » 18° 
borne Re a arieties, VITI, 124 

Varieties, VII, 141 170-171, 176 Wint tection of, VIT, 20; VITT 

Dandelions—eradieation of, VIT, 119 Peeling with lye, VITT, 4 inter protection: of, » 20; , 

Delphiniums (Toole, William, Sr.), Storing, TX, 2. 8 50 . , 
VIII, 21, 29 Winter protection of trees, VITT, 50- Grasshoppers—destroying of, VIII, 

Digitalis—use as drug, VIT, 2 51 154; IX, S. Feb. 719, 11 

Door County Fruit Growers’ Associa- Fruit buds (Roberts), VIT, 76-78 Green dragon arum, TX, 90 

tion—organization, VIII, 90-91 Fumigation, VIT, 52 Green lice, VIII, 175
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Greens— Need for lessened by tillage, VII, 157 Home-made versus commercial, VITI, 
Canning, VIT, 187 Overhead (Rasmussen), VII, 123; 140-142 
Drying, VIII, 3 (Rasch), VIII, 91-92 Lime sulphur, Dry, IX, 133 

Ground cherries—storing, IX, 2 Spray systems, VIII, 155-157 Lime sulphur solution— 
Ivy, Kenilworth, VII, 37 For red spider, VII, 54 

More effective than soluble compound 
H (Fracker), VIT, 124 

J Lupine, TX, 90 

Hale, John Howard—sketch of, VIII, Lye—Peeling fruit with, VIII, 4 
58-59 Jacob’s ladder, IX, 90 

Harebell, IX, 89 Jeffrey, George, Sr.,——obituary and 

Head lettuce sketch, VIT, 137 M 

see Lettuce, Head Jujube, VII, 44, 45 
Hellebore, IX, S. Apr. "19, 3 Maple leaf gall (Fluke), IX, 154-155 
Hepatiea, IX, 89 Maples—spraying for cottony maple 
IIome grounds K seale, VII, 120 

see Landseape gardening Market gardening— 
Horsemint—Thymol extracted from, Kauba, VIT, 45 Fertilizers for, IX, 130-131 

VIT, 2 Kellogg, G. J.—Forty niner’s diary, Growing plants to sell, TX, 82-83 
Horseradish—Storing, IX, 2 IX, 71, 76, 77 On ten acre lot, IX, 77-80 
Horticultural papers, VII, 88-89 Kellogg, G..J.—in memoriam, IX, 70 Spraying, IX, 114-115, 127 
Horticultural soeieties— Kerosene emulsion— Marketing— 

Le Societe National d’ Horticulture Formula, VIT, 155; IX, 8. Apr. ‘19, 4 Honesty in (Moore, J. G.), VIT, 102- 
De France, 1X, 98-99 Not suecessful for woolly aphis, LX, 103, 108-109, 112 

Manitowoe County Horticultural So- 85 In Michigan, 1X, 62 
ciety, VIT, 9 Kohlrabi— Organization needed (Kern), VII, 34, 

Report of delegate to Northern Illi- Storing, IX, 2 38 
nois, VII, 938-94 Varieties, VIII, S. Mar. "18,3; LX, 8. | Miee— 

Horticulture— Feb. 719, 5 Poison for, VIII, 38-39 
As a vocation (late K. 8. Goff), VII, Protect orchard from, VIT, 20, 21; 

26; IX, 38 L VIII, 50-51 
Books on, VII, 104 Tarred paper protects against, VIT, 
Future of, in Wisconsin, (Moore), Ladder—plan for, VII, 92 73; IX. 55 

VIII, 85-87, 94 Lady bug, IX, 140 Mildew, VIIT, 93 
History of, (late E. S. Goff, LX, 50- Lady slipper, LX, 89 Moths, VIIT. 155 
51 Landseape gardening— Mushrooms, Poisonous, VII, 67 

In Alaska, VIIT, 43-45 Beautifying farm home grounds, VII, | Muskmelons— 
In education, VIIT, 10-14 84-85 Culture (Rasmussen), TX, 1 
Lectures by the late E. S. Goff in Planting of rural home grounds Not suited to small garden. VII, 138 

1887, IX, 26, 38, 50-51 (Martini), IX, 111-112 Use of ‘‘dirt bands,’’ IX, 91 
Hotbeds— Lawns— When to start seed, VII, 138 

Care of plants in, IX, S. Feb. “19, 6- Beautifying farm, VII, 84-85 
7 “Brown pateh’? on, 1X, 146-147 

Making (Toole, William, Sr.), VIII, Care of, VIIT, 98-99 N 
S. Mar. 718, 8 Making, IX, 117 

When to start, IX, 85 Planting of rural, 1X, 111-112 Narvissus— 

Ilousehold pests (Sanders), VIII, 155 Le Societe Nationale d'Horticulture De Forcing. IX, 21 
Houseplants in winter, IX, 3 France, IX, 98-99 Indoor culture of (Moore), VII, 7, 

Ifusk tomatoes Lead arsenate, VIT, 186 14, 23 
see Ground cherries Leaf blight— Planting or, VIT, 46 

Hyacinths— see Leaf spot Varieties, IX, 14, 121 
Indoor culture of (Moore), VII, 7, Leaf blotch—on roses, VIT, 39, 159 National Congress of Horticulture, VIT, 

14; IX, 19 =: Leaf roller, VII, 54 49-50; VIII, 71 
Planting of, VIT, 46 Leaf spot— National War Garden Commission, 1X, 
Varieties, IX, 15 Control of, VIT, 86, 87, 90, 131 137 

* Nature of, VIT, 86, 131 Nicotine sulphate. VIT, 155 
On cherry, VITT, 117-119 . Nursery stock—Restriction of importa- 

I On roses, VIT, 159 tion considered, VIII, 133 
On tomato, IX, 162 . 

Insect pests (Fraeker), VIT, 52-54; Leaves—why change color, IX, 15 
(Moore, J, G.), VIT, 154-155 Lemon grass—Use for oil, VII, 2 oO 

Insectieides— Lettuee— 
Efficiency of common (Wilson), IX, Growing plants to sell, IX, 83 Onion sets, VIT, 161, VITT, S, Mar. 718, 

162 Varieties, VIII, S. Mar. ’18, 3; IX, 3; IX, 8. Feb. 719, 5 
For roses, VIT, 160 S. Feb. 719, 5 Onion thrip, TX 101 
Formulas. VIT, 155. 160 Lettuce, Head—storing, IX, 2 Onions— 
Outlook for 1918, VIIT. 74 . Liee, plant Foreing, VIT, 26 

Prices of (Wilson). VIII, 43 see Plant lice Growing, VIT, 194 
International Apvle Shippers’ Associa- Lilies, Svider, IX, 89 Growing for winter, VIT, 161 

tion, TX, 136, 153, 156-157 Lilies, Turk’s cap, IX. 89, 90 Saving seed from, VIII, S. Mar. 718, 
Tris. German— Lime—for sour soil, VII, Spee. Ed. Apr. 8 

Nomenclature of. IX, 137 17,4 Storing, VII, 194; VIII. 19; IX, 2 
Varieties, VII, 33 Lime sulphur— The onion family, VII, 161 

Trrigation— Amount needed (Ball). VIIT, 125 Varieties, VIII, S. Mar. 18, 3; IX, 
For garden, VII, 157 Effect of freezing on, IX, 106 8. Feb, 719, 5
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Orchard— Plants— Spray for beetle, TX, 139 

Calves in, VII, 70 Diseases in Wisconsin, 1918 (Vaugh- Varieties— 

Care of (Harrison), VII, 70 an), IX, 91-93 King versus Brandywine, VIIT, 6-7 
Cropping, IX, 8. Feb. 719, 15 Imported from China by Meyer, VII, Minnesota No, 4, VIII, 175; IX, 
Cultivation, IX, S. Feb. °19, 15 44-46 23 

Farm, VIII, 86-87, 94, 105; 1X, 20, Restrietion of importation into U.S. Not suited to Wisconsin, VIT, 92 

53, 59 (Fracker), 1X, 146 Winter protection of, VIII, 35-36 

Fertilizing, IX, 89 45, 158 Phims— Raspberries, Black- 

In France, VII, 74-75 Development of fruit bud, VIL, 76 77 Culture (Hays), VIII, 88-85; TX, 8. 

Planning and planting (Cranefield), Hansen hybrids versus Americans, Feb, 719, 18-14 

IX, S. Feb, 719, 14-15 VIE, 119 Seab on, VIII, 84 
Pruning, IX, S. Feb, 719, 15 Pruning, VIT, 119 Raspberries, Red, IX, 8. Feb. "19, 13 
Starting the fruit farm (Bingham), Spraying, IX, S. Apr. 719, 2 Raspberries, purple, IX, S. Feb. ’19, 14 

VITT, 108-111 Varieties, IX, S. Feb. 719, 15 Red spider— 

Taxing, VIII, 127 Point rot, IX, 162 At Lake Winnebago, VII, 25 
Washington's orchard, VIT, 206 Poison bran mash— Spray for, VII, 25, 54 

Orehards, Trial, VIIT, 67 Mor cutworms, VIET, 134, 147; 1X, Rezin, Mrs. Daniel, Sr—obituary, IX, 

Orchids— 126, 189; 1X, S. Feb. 719, 11 S4 . 

Butterfly, VIIT, 183 For grasshoppers, VIET, 154, 1X, 8, Rhubarb 

Injury to, by weevil, VIT, 27 Reb. 19, 11 Culture (Bastman), EX, 54 

Oyster Shell seale, IX, 121 Poisons. Por chewing insects, VILL, 154 Drying, VII, 3 
sce_also Insectsides, Spraying, ete. Poreing (Rasmussen), VIL, 26, 50, 

Potatoes: 60-61, VITT, 51 

Pp Distance of planting, VIE, 135 Varieties, 1X, 54 
Karly varieties, VIL, EM Root lice—On asters, VIL, 53 

Pansies . Rertilizers for, TX, 130 Root rot, IN, 156 

Culture (Toole, W. A.), VIL, 124 Grading, VILL, 23 Roots—Winter injury to, VIL, 12 

Growing plants to sell, IX, 88 Raising (Milward), VIL, 134 Roses— 

Paris green, 1X, 163; 1X, 8. Apr. ‘19, 3 Raising in city lot (Milward), VIE, Acid phosphate for, VIL, 26 

Parsley—storing, IX, 2 121-122 Cultivation of, IX, 109 

Parsnips— Leafhonver on, 1X, 154 Culture, LX, 66-67, 122 

Raising, VIT, 193 Seed, VIL, 14 Diseases and pests— 

Saving seed from, VIII, S. Mar. "18, Spravine. VIT, 18h, 192; VIET, 162; Anthracnose, VIT, 159 

8 IX, 139 Aphid, VII, 160 

Storing, VIIT, 18; TX, 2 Storing. VIET, 8. Mar, ‘IS, 3: 1X, 2 Canker, VII, 39, 159 

Varieties, VIII, S. Mar, '18, 3; IN, Potatoes, Sweet—storing, 1X. 2 Insect pests, VII, 159-160; LX, 67, 

S. Feh, °19, 5 Powdery mildew on roses, VIL, 159 122-123 

Peaches—imported from China, VIT, 45 Premiums: Leaf bloteh, VIT, 39, 159 

Pear blight see heading Premiums under State Leaf spot, VIT, 159 

see Fire blight Pair; Wisconsin State Hortien! Powdery mildew, VII, 159 

Pears—Drying, VIII, 3 tural Society Rose rust, VIT, 159 

Peas—Canning, VII, 149 Primulas— Potting of, 1X, 3 Seale, VII, 160 

Drying, VII, 187; VIIT, 3 Prouning— Slug, VIT, 160 

Varieties, VITT, 105; VIII, S. Mar. Bush fruits, IX, 93-95 Thrip, VIL, 160 

18, 3; IX, 8. Feb. 719, 5 Methods of, 1X, 158 Por cut flowers, VIET, 98 

Peonies— Saw for, IX, 144 In Minnesota, IX, 122-123 

Cultivation, 1X, 59 Why and how (Beyer), IX, FE 1 Planting, VIEL, 123-124, 160 

Fall planting of, VIT, 10 Pumpkins — Planting of cut flower, TX, 109 

Varieties, VII, 33-34 Drying, VIII. 3 Planting ‘(worked stock,’? TX, 66 

Varieties for suecession of bloom, 1X, Storing, IX, 2 Propagating, VIT. 39; EX, 108-109 

57-59 Pruning, VITT, 157-158; 1X, 66, 109- 

Pepper, Red—Growing in the U. S, 110 

VII, 7 R Spraying, VIT, 39 

Peppers—Growing plants to sell, 1X, 82 Varieties, IX, 67, 122 

Perennials— Rabbits— American Beauty, VIII, 134 

Hardy varieties, VIT, 33 As a food, VIIT, 76 For horders, IX, 83 

Winter protection of, VIT, 21, 38 Proteet orchard from, VII, 20, 215 Rosa Xanthina, VIT, 46 

Persimmon, Chinese, VIT, 44 VITT, 88239; 50-51 Rugosa, 1X, 838 

Petsai, 1X, 75, 128 Protected by Fish and Game bill, Winter protection of, VIT, 20-215 

Philips. A. J.—obituary and sketch, VIT, 120 VIII, 50; TX, 81, 67, 110 

VIT, 121 ‘Tarred paper protects. trees from, — Rudbeckias, VIT, 28, 27 

Phlox—varieties, VII, 34; VII, 37 VIT, 73; VIIT. 50-51; EX, 55 Rutabagas-— 

Phlox, Wild, IX, 89, 90 . Tile trap for, VII. 31 Storing, VIET, 18; 1X, 2 , . 

Phosphate, Acid—good fertilizer, IX, 46 Radish, Chinese, VIT, 45-46 Varieties, VIIT, S. Mar, "18, 3; LX, 

Pine, White—Imported from China, Radishes—Varieties. VIII, S. Mar. ‘IS, 8. Feb. 119, 5 

VIT, 46 3; IX, S Feb, °19, 5 Rye hoe cakes, VITT, 93 

Pinks, Wild, IX, 91 Radishes, Winter—Storing, IX, 2 
Pistache tree—Imported from China, — Raspberries— 

VII, 46 Cane wilt of (Townsend). VIT, 6 Ss 

Plant a tree in France, TX, 104-105, Culture (Cranefield), IX, S. Feb. "19, 

120, 155 13-14 Salsity— 

Plant lice— Destroy infected canes, IX, 135 Saving seeds from, VIII, S. Mar. 718, 

Aphids on spirea, VII, 53 Picking, VII, 11 8 

Soap spray for, VII, 186; VIII, 154; Plant on farm, IX, 99 Storing, VIII, 18 

IX, 124; IX, S. Feb. 719, 11 Pruning, IX, 94 Salvia—Growing plants to sell, TX, 82
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San Jose’ seale— Formulas, VIT, 155 Varieties, VIII, S. Mar. 718, 3; IX, S. 
At Kenosha, VII, 53-54 Liquid versus dust, IX, 157 Feb. 719, 5 
At Milwaukee, VIT, 54 Market garden (Thompson), IX, 114 Tomatoes, Husk 
Identifying, VII, 53 115, 127 see Ground Cherries 

Sanders, J. G.—Wis. State entomologist Materials, IX, 133 Top grafting 
leaves, VII, 24-25 . Substitutes for Bordeaux, VIT, 87, 90 see Grafting 

Sansveria Zeylancia, VII, 134 Useless for some worms, VII, 187 Tractor for gardening, IX, 167, 176 
Sauerkraut, VIT, 199; TX, 36 Value of (Ball), VII, 126; (Rob- Transplanting—What and how, VII, 
Sawdust as manure, VIII, 6 erts), VIIT, 25 160-161 
Seum on cranberry vines, IX, 132 Spring beauty, IX, 90 Tree that fought for France, VIII, 102- 
Seakale—Forcing, VII, 61 Squash— 103 
Seed tape—Of doubtful value, VIII, 8. Drying, VIIT, 8 Treleven, Mrs. Joseph D.—Obituary, 1X, 

Mar, 18, 3; IX, S. Feb. 719, 5 Storing, VIII, 19; IX, 2 126-127 
Seedlings—Thinning, VIT, 131 Squash bugs— Trial orchards 
Seeds— Control of, VIII, 154; TX, Feb. 719, see Orchards, Trial 

Buy best, VIIT, S. Mar. 718, 3; IN, 1 Truck farming— 
S. Feb. 719 5 Trap plant for, VIT, 154 see Market gardening 

Germinating temperatures VIL, 130 State Fair— Tulips— 
Planting, VIT, 130 Horticultural exhibit at, VIE, 18, 21; Planting, VIT, 46; IX, 14, 19 
Quantity required, VIII, S. Mar. ‘1S, TX, 16 Varieties, IX, 14, 21 

3; IX, S. Feb. 719, 5 Premiums awarded at, VIE, S. Oct. Turnips— 
Raising for own use, VIII, S. Mar. . 716, 1-6 Growing, VII, 194 

18, 6-8 Strawberries— Saving seed from, VIII, S. Mar. ‘IS, 
Sowing (Cranefield), 1X, S. Feb. 719, At Ashland, VII, 22 8 

8-9 At Bayfield, VITT, 10 Storing, VIIT, 18; 1X, 2 
Sowing indoors (Moore, J. G.), VIT, Culture, TX, S. Feb. 719, 12-13 _ Varieties, VIIT, S. Mar. 718, 3; LX, 

122 For home market (Cranefield), IX, 8. S. Feb. 719, 5 
Shot hole fungus— Feb. 719, 12-18 

see Leaf spot THI planting versus matted row, 

Shrubs for fall planting, VII, 10 VITT, 107, 108 Vv 
sirup from apple eulls, IX, 21 On farm, TX, 99 
Soap spray—For plant lice, VIII, 154; Planting in fall, VET, 10 ‘eyetable oyster—Storing. x, 2 

IX, S. Feb. ’19, 11 Profitable crop, VIL, 85 vosutiee Storing, 1X, 2 
Sodium eyanid—Not — suecessful for Varieties, VITT, 124 Ganning, VIT, 148-151, 158 woolly aphis, IX, 85 Winter protection of, VIL, 21; VU, prying, VIL, 156, 191; VLE, 2-3 
Soil fertility— 36, 51 i 17 Se yo" 

In orehards, TX, 39, 45 Strawberries, Everbearing (Kellogg). ideniy (Mager IX, 8. Feb. "19, 6-7 
Insured by tilling, VIT, 146-147 TX, 119; TX, 8 Feb. 19, 12-13 Growing plants to gell, IX, 82” _ Measurements in (Jordan), IX, 149 Striped beetle, VITT, 150-151, 153; TX, Tnsect pests VILUIS5 

Soils— . . . 138, 169 Irrigation, VIII, 91-92 
Garden (Cranefield), IX, S. Feb. "19, Striped eucumber beetle, TX, 138 Preserve by fermentation, VIT, 198- 
7-8 Striped flea heetle, TX, 103, 124 199, 201-202 ao 

Lime for sour, VII, Spee. Ed. Apr. Sulzer bill Raising, VI, 135, 193 

uM 17, 4 . _ see Apples—Packing Saving seeds from, VIII, S. Mar. 718, 
Pe ulch needed, a I te Sunseald, VIT, 12, 186 6-8 
Sparrows as a food, VIII, 77 Sweet peas— Spae od ft r + Mar. ? 
Spinach, VITL. 8. Mar. 728, 33 1X, 8. Culthre for exhibition, VIT, 66-67 See aed ete 8. Mar. "18, 
gn Starting indoors, VIII, 137 Storing, VIII, 8-9; VIII, 18-19, 34- Se oe vitt. 164 Varisticg, VIT, 67 35, 46; IX, 2, 8,47 , , 

, , 16: Sweet potatoes Time i : Ss 

Spraying ( Fracker), 1X, S. Apr, "19 syrup—Beet sugar, not successful, VIIT, To avoid in small garden, VIII, S. | 
—6 R197 ; y ‘ , Wo! , 

Apparatus, TX, 114-115; 1X, S. Apr. GAIT Mere 8; 1, Bi Ds Be Pobe i : - | 

Baral Tai VIT, 118 Varieties, VIL, 8. Mar, ‘18, 23; | 
5 : , 5 

Cenpressed air pump not good, 1X, T Villége’ fain HL 88; Ihe 
eet . wien TIS scar—Ma ; x 

Cost of, VIT, 83 : Parnished plant bugs, VIII, 154; 1X, 8. van Tee Cider 1X, 1 
Double acting pump, VIT, 118 Feb. 719, 11 Vi . ? , | 
Duster, VIIT, 146-147 Tarred felt dises, VITT, 154; 1X, 108 Ny betta . ; 

Gasoline pump, VIT, 118 Tarred paper—Protect trees, VIT, 78 * ot, gnable for small garden, VII, | 
Wand pump, VITT, 138 Thymol—Extraeted from — horsemint, Seldom cross, VIT, 138 | 
Home-made power pump, VIT, 115 VII, 2 startin : need t Vir 138 | 
Pumps for communities, VII, 137 Tobacco spray, IX, 8. Apr. 719, 3-4 MBAEUINE, S608 TOF; a 48 | 
Spray gun, VITI, 107; IX, 38-39, Tomato mosaic, IX, 162 

140 Tomato paste, VIT, 189-190 | 
Traction spray not suceessful Tomatoes— Ww 

(Ball), VIT, 153 Canning, VIT, 151 
Avoid while fruit is in bloom, TX, 103 Growing plants to sell, IX, 82 Wages, IX, 6 
Bush fruits (Kiethly), TX, 93-95 Diseases, IX, 162 Washington’s orchard, VIL, 206 
Cost of per acre apples (Bingham), Storing, IX, 2 Watering— 

VII, 157 Time to sow seed, VIT, 123, 139-140 see Irrigation sia. ee 
Determine pest before, VIT, 154 Training, VII, 134, 139-140; VIIT, West Allis Garden Club, VII, 116-117 
Dusting valuable, VIII, 146-147 175; IX, 169 Whale oil soap, VII, 54
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White grub, IX, 170 Patriotic number, VII, July 4, 1917 Constitution and by-laws, IX, 89 
White hellebore— Wants wider circulation, VII, 72, 88 Diversified interests of, IX, 85 

As substitute for arsenic, VII, 52 Wisconsin State Beekeepers Association, Increase membership of, 1X, 88-89 
For eurrants, VII, 157 IX, 86-87 Premiums at Annual convention, 1916, 
see also Hellebore Wisconsin State Cranberry Growers’ VII, 74-76; 1917, VILI, 68-69; 

Wild flowers— Association, VIII, 5, 95; IX, 6, 1919, IX, 32-34, 73-74 
see Flowers, Wild 68 Premiums at Summer meetings, 1918, 

Window boxes, VII, 37; IX, 8. Feb. Wisconsin State Florists’ Association, VIII, 173; IX, 5 
19, 6-7 IX, 165 Summer meetings (at Oshkosh), VIII, 

Wine from surplus grapes, VII, 10 Wisconsin State Horticultural Society — 8; (at Baraboo), IX, 5, 10, 17; (at 
Winter injury, VII, 12-13, 15 Annual Convention, 1916, 7, 56-60, 72; Lake Geneva), VII, 8, 28-29 
Wisconsin Horticulture— 1917, VIII, 66-67, 72, 78-79; 1918, Woolly Aphis— 

Bound sets for sale, VIT, 141 IX, 57-58, 72-74, 76 sce Aphis, Woolly



Wi in Horticult 
VOLUMES 10, 11, 12 ’ ’ 

NOTE. In reference Roman figures refer to volumes; dates are given, when paging in volume is not continuous 
Names in parenthesis show authorship of articles. 

A ~-Storing, XI, 37-38 Storing, X, 12 
—Surplus in Wisconsin, XI, 27 —Were Hercules Club gourd, 

Advertising, XII, 88 —Varieties— X, 55 

Alderman, W. H.—Horticulturist at Brilliant, X, 195 Beans, Bush lima, XI, 112 

Minn. Univ., X, 37 Eastman, X, 195 Beans, Lima, XI, 111-112 

American Honey Producers’ League, Golden Delicious, XI, 93; Bear's Breach, XII, 55 
XI, 57-59, 78, 118, 136, 187; XII, XII, 85 Bees and Beekeeping, XI, 10-11; XI, 
Bee S. Apr. 1922, 9-12, May Grimes Golden, XII, 63-64 13 
1922, 16 Hibernal, XI, 173 —Aid cross pollination, X, 134- 

American Pomological Society, X, 89, McMahan, XI, 187 135 
90-91, 113; XI, 44, 87; XII, 60, Northwestern Greening, X, —Buckwheat for, XH, Bee S. 
155, 182 59 June 1922, 13 

American Yew—see Yew, American Patten, X, 195 —Bulletins, XII, Bee S. May 

Amy] acetate, XI, 174 Red Wing, XI, 187 1922, 16 

Angular leaf spot, XI, 45 Silas Wilson, X, 195 —Care of, X, 95-96 
Annuals, X, 130-131, 225-228, XII, Suited to La Crosse Co., —Chautauqua, XI, 31 

26-27 XI, 71 —Counting apparatus, XII, Bee 
See also Names of flowers Suited to Rusk Co., X, 53 S. May 1922, 16 

Anthracnose—on cucumber, XI, 45 Wealthy, XII, 146 —Efficiency in, XI, 206-207 
Ants, XII, 150-151 Wilson Red June, XII, 88- —Financial report 1921, XII, 79- 
Aphids, X, S. Apr. 1920, 3 89 80. 

Aphis—on lettuce, X, 9 —Yield in U. S., X, 69 —Foulbrood, XI, 78-80; XII, 45- 

Aphis—on turnips, X, 9 Arlington Experiment Farm, XI, 173 46; Bee S. July 1922, 23-24 
Aphis, Melon, X, 15 Arsenate of calcium, X, S. Apr. 1920, —Danger from extracting frames, 
Apple leaf crumpler, X, 75 2 XI, 78-79 

Apple scab, X, 189-190 Arsenate of lead, X, S. Apr. 1920, 1 —Double shake treatment, XI, 80 

Apple tree borer, XII, 151 Arsenate of soda, X, 179 —-Hospital colonies, XI, 118 

Apple trees—protection against mice, Arsenate of zinc, X, S. Apr. 1920, 2 —Scorching hive parts, XI, 79 

X, 54 Arsenious oxide, XII, 134 —-Work of State Dept. of Agr., 
—use of fertilizer, XI, 15 Ash, XI, 127 XII, Bee S. July 1922, 22-23 

—uses for wood, X, 93 Asparagus, XI, 67 —-Foulbrood, American, XI, 166- 

Apples—Breeding, XII, 66-67 Asters, X, 88, 89, 130, 226 167; XII, Bee S. Mar, 1922, 7-8 

—Crop estimates, X, 82; XI, Asters—yellows, X, 7 —-Foulbrood, European, XI, 166- 
9, 202 167; XII, Bee S. May 1922, 14- 

—Culture—In England, XI, 9, 15 . 
14-15 B —Grading stamps, XII, Bee S. 

—In Wisconsin, X, Aug. 1922, 27 
27-29, 47; XI, 198, Bachelor buttons, XII, 26 —-Hive standardization, XII, Bee 
207; XII, 88-89 Bacterial wilt, X, 181; XI, 45 S. Apr. 1922, 12 

—Diseases and pests—See also Ballade of the Gamefish (poem), XI, —-How to secure, X, 114 

Apple leaf crumpler, Apple 66 — Inspection service, X, 162-163 

scab, Apple tree borer, Blis- Balsam, XII, 26 —Meetings, X, 6-7 

ter canker, Fire blight, Banding, XI, 94 —Membership, X, 200; XI, 13, 

Green apple aphis, Red  Barberries, XII, 135, 166-167 14, 30, 55 

humped caterpillar Barium carbonate, X, 76 ~-Moving to increase honey 

—Grading, X, 83; XII, 52, 142- Barnes, A. D.—Sketch, X, 197 flow, XII, Bee S. June 1922, 14 

143 7 Bassett, A. K.—Sketch, XII, 184 —Outyards, X, 163 
—Milwaukee market for Wis. Basswood, XI, 127 —Package bees, XI, 76 

product, XI, 146 Bayfield—Strawberries in, XII, 11 —Queens, XII, Bee S. May 1922, 

—Pruning, X, 67 . Beans, XI, 111 18-15 

—Seeds for grafting stock, —Green clover worm on, X, —Introducing, XI, 181 

XII, 101 10-11 —Rearing, X, 164-165 

—Spraying schedule, X, 191 —Protection from weevil, X, —Rules of Assn., X, 70, 78-79 

—Storage diseases, XI, 51 77; XI, 52-53, 110 —Selling and moving, X, 38
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—Shipping, XI, 139 Cane fruits—decrease in Wis., X, 24— thracnose, Bacterial 
—State aid, XI, 96-99; XII, Bee 25, 39 wilt, Downey mildew, 

S. Feb. 1922, 1 Cankerworm, XII, 125-127, 135 Scab 
—State Fair exhibit, XI, 55-56 Cannas—storing, X, 25, 50-51 —Disinfecting, X, S. Apr. 
—State inspection, X, 140 Cantaloupe See Muskmelon 1920, 5, 6 
—Sugar feeding, XII, 47 Canterbury bells, X, 130 Cucumbers, Wild—spread disease, X, 
—Swarming, X, 114-116 Carbon bisulphide, X, 77 224-225; XI, 45 
—System needed; XII, Bee S. Carrots—storing, X, 12 Currants—Hardiness, XII, 131 

Aug. 1922, 26-27 Cauliflower—to keep white, X, 150 —Pruning, X, 9; XI, 195; 
—tTreasurer'’s report, XI, 119 Celery, XII, 89 XU, 19 
—Value of organization, X, 166; —Blanching, X, 27; XI, 20 —To propagate, XI, 202 

XII, Bee S. July 1922, 21-22 —Culture, XI, 141-142 Cutworms, X, S. Apr. 1920, 5 
—Value to flowers, XI, 205-206 —Leaf spots on, XII, 167 —Bait for, X, 187 

—Value to fruit growers, XII, Celery worm, X, 11 —Fall plowing destroys, 
Bee S. July 1922, 24 Cereus, Night blooming, XI, 50 X, 10 

—Wax (recipe for floor), XII, Cherries—Bearing age, X, 44 Cyclamen, X, 122; XI, 90 
Bee S. Aug. 1922, 27 —Champion pickers, XII, 9 

—Wax moth, X, 118 —Grafting, XII, 123 
—Wintering, X, 22-23, ee —Harvesting Association, X, D 

166; XI, 11, 149, 204; XII, 14, 146 
28-31, 47-48 —In Door County, X, 44-48,  Dahlias—Culture of, X, 174; XI, 194- 

See also Honey 61-64, 123; XI, 195 195; XII, 98-99 
Beets—Storing, X, 12 National Cherry Growers’ —Disbudding, X, 174 
Begonias—Culture, XI, 18-19 Assn., X, 199 * History of, X, 174 

—Origin, XI, 18 —Picking, X, 44-48, 61-64 —Storing, X, 25, 50-51, 174 
—Storing, X, nO —Varieties suited to Wis., —Varieties, XI, 59 
—Varieties, XI, 18-. —XI, 207 Daisy, English, X, 130 

Beloit—trees in, XII, 109-111 —Yield in 1920, XI, 38 Daneclicne te eradicate, XI, 7 
Bennett, A. C.—obituary, X, 5 Cherry grub, XI, 110 Deutzia, X, 37, 51 
Biennials, X, 130-131, 196-197, 227- Cherry louse, X, 224 Dewberries, XII, 131, 135 

228 Cherry slug, X, 224 Dianthus, XII, 26, 55, 59 
See also Names of flowers Chinese Bellflower, X, 149 Dictamus, X, 120 

Birds—Injurious, X, 66-67 Christensen, H. C.—sketch, XII, 184 Door County—Cherries in, X, 44; 
—Kill bugs, XII, 90-91, 93 Chrysanthemum midge, X, 205 XI, 195 

Blackberries—Decrease in Wis., X, Clay—as an insecticide, XI, 28 —Fruit in, XII, 10-11 
24-25, 39 Clover, XI, 205, XII, 13 Door County Fruit Growers’ Union, 

Hardiness, XII, 131 Clover seed midge, XI, 130 XII, 142 
—Pests, X, 42, 186-187 Cockroaches, XI, 72-73 Downey mildew, XII, 15 
—Fruning, ai 1a % Codling moth, XII, 118 Dusting machine, XII, 124 
—Transplanting wild, X, Coe, R. J.—honorary degree, XI, 124 

77 Cold frames, X, 196-197 
Black stem rust See Wheat rust —How to make and E 
Blackhead fireworm—on cranberries, plant, X, 176-177 

XU, 167 —New uses for, X, 30 Edwards, F. M.—sketch, XII, 185 
Blister canker, XII, 172-173 Community centers, X, 210-213; XI, Blephant’s ears—storing, X, 50-51 
Blueberries, XII, 147 35-37 Elm, XII, 43 
Bordeaux, XI, 67; XII, 134 Constitution—for local Soc., XI, 90 Endive, X, 146, 213 
Botrytis, X, 3 Cooperation of farmers, XI, 25-26 England—apples in, XI, 9, 14-15 

—On dahlias, XI, 194 Copper sulphate, X, S. Apr. 1920, 5 Euphorbia, XII, 26 
Bn elder x ut 1G, SH, 187 Coral Bells, XII, 55 European horseradish webworm, XII, 

righam, C. I.—sketch, , Corn worm, XII, 43 6 
Brown, Pounty—Rural planning; X, Qorrosive sublimate, X, S. Apr. 1920, Byerbearing See Raspberries, Straw- 

: erries 
Buckwheat—for bees, XII, Bee S. amen an Evergreens, XII, 34-39 

muita nes hotpon Cotton moth, X, 42 —On U. Waccampus,, XID, uffalo tree hopper, X, 58-59, 81 100-101 
Bulbs, XI, 4-5 Cottony mapleiacale;. X,. 26 —Pruning, XI, 51 

—Grown in U. S., X, 68-69 Cranberries—Black-head fireworm, 5 —Varieties, XII, 38 

—Planting, X, 23 XII, 167 _— 
—Storing, X, 50-51 —In Wash., X, 20 

Recipes, X, 52 
—School for growers, X, F 

c —Yiela in U. 8, X, 37 Falty State—dlsplay: and :gcoring,. X, 
Cabbage aphis, XI, 174-175 Eisla in Wis, Xe B2 88% Rais, XI 24, 42 aes 
Cabbage maggot, XII, 92 ae = ‘ake cures, XI, 148; - 
Cabbage worm, X, 11, 168-169; x1, Craneflelds F. C--report, X, 162-165 Patt webworm, XI, 16 

: cro ab rere oe a Cabbages—Shipping-point inspection, 1 146; » 86, aE 
5 XIL 6? » P Crown gall, XII, 173-174 Federated Fruit Growers, XII, 163 

—Storing, X, 55, 64 Cucumber beetle, XII, 134 Fertiliger—on potted plants, X, 223 
Calendula—See Marigold Cucumber mosaic, XI, 45 Fire blight, XI, 8; XII, 185 
Calla lilies, XI, 74 Cucumbers, XI, 201 Flag iris, X, 103 
Campanula, XI, 49 —Diseases, X, 14-16 Flea beetles—on horseradish, X, 58 
Candytuft, XII, 55 See also Angular leaf spot, An- —on tomatoes, XII, 151
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Fleas, X, 148 Great sea lavender, XII, 54 —Destro 
Floriste: meeting, i ‘i Greek love plant, XII, 55 Xx. 27 ved; Dy’ Tal! plowing, 

ower fly See Syrphus fly Green apple aphis, X, 151 Insecticides—Fake, XI, 146-1 
Flowers, x age ie. 130-131; XII, Green clover worm, X, 10-11 Insecticides—Suspensibility eh. xX, 

a 30-32 

—For home, XI, 106-107 i —Opening ct X, 188-189 “ lowa State Hortleutural Soc. Con- 

—State, X, 82 i 1 : 
“Winter ¢are, X, 76-77 . / , Iris, Meee vee 1919, 7; XI, 153-155, 

Flowers, Wild, X, 189; XI, 45 Hackberry, XL, 127 en a iy fey ; ae Hairy vetch See Vetch —Varieties, XI, 106-107, 153-155, 

Forcing use ov peu dar X 222-225 Hauser, J. F.—sketch, XI, 184-185 157-159 
Formaldehyde-—for onion smut, X Head lettuce—worm on, XII, 43 ine well bearded, XL, 9 

145 s » + Heart rot, XII, 189 Irrigation, Overhead, XII, 87 

Foulbrood See under Bees and Bee- Held, Elizabeth—Just folks, XII, 10, Ts Molson; 2, 13-179 
keeping ee tee 84-85, 122-123, 

Creo tie 26 Highways—tree planting, XI, 133- J 

France, horticulture in, X, 214-215, Holt 185, oa 119 

222-223 orton, 50. unkel—rosehouses, XII, Jefferson Co.—Rural planning, X, 175 

Frauds, X, 81-82; XI, 146-148; XI, proney adeaptictn _ Johnnie, XI, 24-25, 42, 86, 105, 126- 
185 oney—Advertising, X, 116-117; 127, 156-157, 171, 187, 189, 191, 

Freesias, XII, 44 XII, Bee S. Feb. 1922, 4; 201 

Frost, X, 161, 166-167, 170 Apr. 1922, 9; May 1922, 16 Juniper, XII, 100 
Fruit_—In Lincoln Co., X, 136 —American Honey Producers’ 

sii League, X, 184 
ie of small, XII, 130. _ Containers, XIL, Bee S. Apr. 

es yes, SULy: i, a K 
eee Guahtl ‘ askets XII —Cost of production, XII, Bee 

170-172 x ig s. June 1922, 14-16 Kerosene emulsion, X, 26, 206, S. 

—Storing, XI, 20, 37-38 = Flow sicreased by moving ors a 120, ¢ ‘i 

+ . _ pees, 5 erria Japonica, X, 4 

Pruit-Growerg” State: Soc, XIl, 182 —Grading, X, 141-142, 163-164; Ketchum, I. P.—obituary, X, 77 
Fruit tree bark beetle, X, 34 a 18g oe 188; XII, Bee S. Kingfisher, X, 67 

ene pr. * 

Frat Te sn conetaee’ powaointag —Labeling, XII, 62-63; Bee S. 
XII, 42-43 2 guly 1922, 20; Aug. 1922, 27— ” 

—Marketing, X, 94-95, 182- 
183, 201-204; XI, 11-12, 77- Labels for garden, X, 76-77 

g 78, 136, 137-139, 149-150, 188, 144 Crosse Co.—Apples suited to, XI, 

Garden—Planning, X, 91, 102 204-205; XII, 13-14, 14-15, a . 
—Soil preparation, X, 142 62; Bee S. July 1922, 18-20 ~-Plums suited to, XI, 

—Winter protection, X, 60 —Packing, X, 71, 78, 183-184 Ur eau pl 
Garden, Fruit, X, 126-127 —Preparing exhibit, XII, Bee Sura planning, 2%; 
Gardening—in France, X, 214-215, S. Aug. 1922, 9 

ae 998 —Recipes, X, 79, 96; XI, 33 Lady beetles, XI, 72 - 

Gardening, Truck, XII, 106-108 —Souring, XII, 63 Pady's slipper, 2 iba 16 
German iris, See Tall bearded iris —Standard price, XI, 30-31 eee ee ee id ake 26 
Ginseng, XI, 180-181 —Staple product, X, 94-95 Lead aracnate’ XIL, 43° 
Gladioli—Breeding, XII, 114-115, 117 —Statistics, XI, 76-77 Teed chet oe. 8. ARH. 1980 

—Culture, X, 88, 89 —Strainer, XII, Bee S. Aug. ‘Gar spots on celery, XIT “467 
—Storing, X, 25, 77 1922, 28 Leaves for fertilizer, X, 40 

Gloxinia—storing, X, 50-51 —U. S. production 1920, XI, 99 Tecaniums, X, 170 

God of the open air (poem), X, 206 —Uses of, X, 184-185 Leeks—storing, X, 12 
Godetias, XII, 26 —Wormy combs, XII, 28 Totaniic aisonne ace St 
Golden seal, XI, 180-181 See also Bees and beekeeping Leopard's bene. XI 55 em, ret 

Gooseberries—Hardiness, XII, 131 Honey dew melons, XII, 156-157 Lettuce—do av ila 

—Pruning, XI, 195; XII, Horseradish pests, XII, 6 Lili we y mildew on, XII, 15 

19 Horticultural societies, Local, XI, ilies, X, 144; XI, 107 

Gophers, XI, 174 88; XII, 155, 182-183 _ Lilies, Easter, XI, 173 

Grafting, X, 110-111 Hotbeds, X, 177 Lima beans See Beans Lima 

Grafting wax, X, 111 House plants, X, 179, 187-188 Lime—for worms, X, 206 

Grant, P. E.—sketch, XII, 184 Hyacinths, XI, 4-5 Lime sulphur—For apple scab, X, 
Grapes—Culture, XII, 25 —Bulb growing in U. S., 190-191, 192 

—Hardiness, XII, 135 X, 68-69 —For oyster shell 

—In Minn., XII, 80 scale, X, 26 
—In Wis., XII, 76, 124 —For San Jose scale, 

—Pruning, X, 35; XII, 19-21 I pan 
—To plant cuttings, X, 55 —Formula, X, 170; S. 

—To propagate vines, XI, 202- Ice—damage to trees, XII, 158-160 Apr. 1920, 6; XII, 
2038 Illinois canker See Blister canker 141, 151 

—Winter killing, XI, 46-47 Illinois Horticultural Soc. Conven- Linaria, XII, 26 
Grass, Quack, XI, 187 tion, XII, 95-96 Livingstone, James—sketch, XII, 185 
Grasshoppers, X, 187, 224; XI, 174; Insects—Destroyed by birds, XII, 90- Longland, Wm.—sketch, XII, .184 

. XII, 150, 167 91, 93 . Lotus, Yellow, XII, 178-179, 191
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M . —Grading, XII, 183, 191 Poisonous plants, X, 178-179 
. —Seeder, X, 151 Pollworth Co., XII, 132-133, 139 

Magnolias, XI, 91, 93 —Storing, X, 12, 64 Poppies, Flander’s fields, XI, 67 
Maple, Soft, XI, 130; XI, 3 Orchards—Backyard, XI, 124-125 Poppy, Iceland, X, S. Dec. 1919, 7 
Maple sugar—U. S. yield, X, 69 —Cultivation, X, 135 Potassium sulfide, X, S. Apr. 1920, 6 
Maple syrup—U. S. yield, X, 69 —Inspection of trees, XII, © Potato aphid, X, 74-75 
Marigold, XII, 26 82-83 Potato flea beetle, X, 42 
Marken, Richard—sketch, XII, 185 —Nitrate of soda for, X, Potato hopperburn, X, 204, 207 
Marketing, XI, 2-3, 25-26 143 Potato leafhopper, X, 204, 207; XII, 
Marketing law, 1921, XII, 50-52 —Tax valuation of, XII, 147 134-135 
Martini, A.—resignation, X, 180 —Tree records, XII, 68-69 Potato mosaic, XII, 120 

—Sketch of, X, 93 Oriole, X, 67 Potatoes—Resistant to beetle, X, 42 
Medal (George R. White), XII, 121 Oshkosh—Flower show, XII, 182 —Storing, X, 12 
Mehan’s mallow marvels, XII, 55 —Rural planning, X, 211-212 Potter, G. F—sketch, XI, 48 
Meier—Schroeder floral co., XII, 164- Oyster shell scale, X, 26, S. Apr. 1920, Powdery mildew See Mildew, Pow- 

165 3; XI, 122-123; XII, 102 dery ‘ 
Melcher, H. C.—obituary, XI, 156 Primula obconica, X, 122 
Melon aphis, X, 15; XI, 174-175 Pruning, X, 67, 133 
Melons See Honey dew, Musk, Water Pumpkins—storing, X, 64; XI, 64 

Mice, X, 54 = “ea B Pyrethrum, X, S. Dec. 1919, 7 

MidWest Horticultural Exposition, painted tongue See Salpiglossis Fyrox, XI, 129 
Mignonette, XII, 27 Helmer. i He oeituaty XI, 156 

Mildew, Powdery, Xi, 194 Paris green, X, S. Apr. 1920, 2 Q 
Miller, Dr. C. C.—apprectation, XI, Parks, X 21018; XI, 176, 178-179; Que eras’ XI, 187 

_puiniary: XI, 31 Patten, C. G.—sketch, X, 194-197; 

Milwaukee—Annual flower show, XII, _— mo ee a R 

116-117 , X, 25, 
—tTrees in, XI, 170; XII, 10 Peaches—in Wis., XII, 8 | 

rti ., Pear slug, X, 207-208 Rabbits, X, 54, 80 
Minnesota State Horticultural Soc oars Breeding, X, 195; XII, 67,71 | Racine conivention, XI, 6-7 

i —Diseases, XI, 8, 67 Radishes—storing, X, 12 
Mosaic, Cucumber, 2, 14-16 —Varieties, X, 195 Raspberries—Burn old canes, X, 54 Moss on lawn, XI, 186 Cult X. 109: Xi, 29 
Moth See Codling moth, Cotton moth, Peas, aE aes rs “a ure, X, > XI, 29, 

igh Meee nee Pins Mugho —Injury from worm, X, 168 —Decrease in Wis., X, 
Mushrooms, X, 41, 43-44; XI, 175, —Protection from weevil, X, 77 24-25, 39 

179,181. , —Storing, X, 12 = Hardiness, XII, iat 
: 1 = —Wis. yield, 1919, X, 55 —To multiply, X, 11 

Muekmelon, XU aon, 29-30, 41, Peonics—Gare ot seed, X, 11 —Pests, X, 186-187 
Fee ad, 60, 76-77, 91, 102, 119- —Culture of, X, 2-3, 7; XI, —Pruning, XII, 18 

(30-131, 156-157, 176-177 22-23, 39-40; 52-54 —Varieties, X, 109; XI, 
tee dee 07: Gin etl et ACE —Disbudding, XI, 39 29; XII, 21-22 
“ee , ao —Dividing, X, 25 Raspberries, Black, X, S. Dec. 1919, 

—Growing from seed, XI, 198 2-4 
—Marketing, XI, 39 —Everbearing, X, S. Dec. 

N —Marketing bulbs, XI, 23, 39 1919, 2-4 
—Stem rot, X, 150 Raspberries, Red, X, S. Dec. 1919, 

Narcissus, XI, 4-5 —Varieties, XI, 22-23, 107; 2-4 
—Blighted buds, XII, 42 XII, 52-54 Raspberries, Purple, X, S. Dec. 1919, 
—Bulb growing in U. S., X, —Winter covering, XI, 49 2-4 

68-69 Perennials, X, 119-120, 228, S. Dec. Raspberry anthracnose, XII, 118-119, 
Nelson, Wm.—sketch, XII, 185 1919, 7; XII, 54-55, 59- 124-125 
Nicotine poisoning, XII, 27 60 Raspberry byturus, X, 186 

Nicotine sulphate, X, S. Apr. 1920, 3; —How to start, X, 196-197 Raspberry cane borer, X, 11, 186; 
XI, 174-175 See also Names of flowers XII, 150 

Nigella, XII, 26 Petunias, X, 131; XII, 4-6 Raspberry crown borer, X, 186-187 
Night blooming cereus See Cereus,  pniox, X, S. Dec. 1919, 7; XI, 49, 106 Raspberry crown gall, XII, 173-174 

Night blooming Phoma, XI, 194 Raspberry root borer, X, 42, 186-187 
Nitrate of soda, X, 143 Pine, X, 34; XI, 127 See also Ever- Raspberry sawfly, X, 187 
Northwestern Peony and Iris Soc., greens Raspberry vinegar, XII, 174-175 

XI, 153-155, 157-159 Plant louse See Potato aphid Rats in U. S., X, 75-76 
Nursery inspection, XII, 141 Plants—pests on house, XII, 118 Red-humped apple caterpillar, X, 98- 
Nursery licenses, XII, 153 Plum slug, X, 207-208 99 

Nursery stock, X, 131-133 Plums—Breeding, X, 195-196; XII, 71 Red-necked cane borer, X, 186, XII, 
: —Grafting, XII, 123 150 

—Spraying, XII, 151, 159 Rentschler Floral Co., XII, 148-149 
° —To set fruit, X, 55; XI, 102- Roads, X, 176 

104 Robins, X, 21, 66-67 

Oak, XI, 127 —Varieties suited to La Crosse Roses—American Rose Soc., XII, 24 
Oblique-banded leaf roller, X, 111 Co., XI, 71 —Culture, XI, 196-198; XII, 137 
Omro park, XII, 69-71 —Varieties suited to Wis., XI, —Holton and Hunkel rose- 

Onion maggot, X, 98 207 houses, XII, 180-181, 191 
Onion smut, X, 133, 145 Poinsettias, XI, 107 —In France, XII, 2-8 
Onions—Culture, X, 158-159 “Poisoned” bordeaux, XII, 134 —Pests, XI, 171 .
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—Varieties, XI, 107, 197-199; —Covering, X, 51 Vv 
XII, 2-3 —Culture, X, 86-87, 108- ‘ 

_ —wWinter covering, X, 40; XI, 109, S. Dec. 1919, 4-6; | Vegetables—Storing, X, 12, 14; XI, 
49 XII, 24-25 20, 64 

Rudbeckia triloba, XII, 55 —Everbearing, X, 34- —Value of greenhouses in 
Rural planning, X, 160-161, 210-213; 35; XII, 83, 87, 93 U.S., XII, 147 

XI, 83-85, 159-162, —Hardiness, XII, 135 Vetch, X, 60 
176, 178-179; XII, —Plant inspection, XII, 
119 102-103 

—County develop- —Varieties, X, 34-35, 
s ment, X, 175-176 108-109 Ww 

—Law on, X, 8-9 —Winter covering, XI, én, 
Rural recreation, XII, 162-163 49 Water birds. AA 186-167 

Strawberry crown miner, X, 27 : "storing 25 
Strawberry weevil, XI, 142-143 hop 56 He iu 

s Strawflowers, XII, 140 Weerlla Xft: Xt ots, xit, 102 Striped cucumber beetle, X, 15, 148 Wreigelins, XK. 37° paras, AM 
Salpiglossis, X, 131 Sugar of lead, X, 178 Wheat ee XII 120, 166-167 
Salvias, X, 226 Sulphur, X, S. Apr. 1920, 6 nite waa <a 
San Jose scale, X, 26, S. Apr. 1920, Sumac, X, 178-179; XI, 49 ite Kory tay, 3 

3; XI, 123 Sweet corn, XI, 74 White pickle See Cucumber mosaic 

_ Sand—use in garden, X, 29-30 Sweet peas, X, 226 wilte nine guster mast ell 188 
Sapsuckers, XII, 44 Syrphus fly, X, 10 itewast, #) 81; 2 
Scab, XI, 45 Wild flowers See Flowers, Wild 
Seeder—for onions, X, 151 Wilt, Bacterial See Bacterial wilt 

Seeds, 21, 8..88 T Winter protection, XI 48-49 Shrubs—Native to Wis., X, 106-107 er » Al, S0- 
—Planting, X, 37 Tar spot, XII, 186 Wisconsin—Fruit, X, 27-29, 36 

Smith, I. C.—sketch, X, 158 Tea roses, Sec Roses —Parks, XI, 83-85 
Smith, J. M.—obituary, X, 181 Tillage-cover-crop, X, 135 . —Vegetables, X, 36 

Snapdragon, X, 131; XI, 74 Tobacco extract, X, 26 Wisconsin Fruit Growers’ Soc., XII, 
Snow on{the mountain, See Euphorbia Tobacco spray, X, 9 136-137 
Soot—as fertilizer, X, 79-80 Tomatoes—Flea beetle on, XII, 151 Wisconsin Honey Producers’ Cooper- 
Sparrows, XI, 110 —Seeds, X, 151 ative Assn., XI, 150 
Sparta—Fruit raising at, XI, 123 —Stone ripens evenly, X, 8 Wisconsin State Horticultural Soc.— 

—Strawberries at, XI, 9 —Training, XII, 7 Constitution amend- 
Spray gun, X, 121, 125 Toole, W. A.—sketch, XII, 184 ed, XII, 59 

Spraying, X, 74; XII, 124, 157 Transplanting, X, 156-157 —Honorary life mem- 
—Best time for, XII, 127 Tree crickets, X, 186 bers, X, 112 

Spraying apparatus, X, S. Apr. 1920, Tree protection, XI, 177 * —Secretary’s report 
2, 3, 5 Tree surgery, XII, 158-160 1921, XI, 162-165 

Sprieter, W. E.—sketch, XII, 185 Trees—As soldier memorial, XI, 82 —Women’s, Auxiliary, 
Spruce, XII, 100 —Banding, XI, 94 XII, 86 

—Injury by worm, XI, 34 —Diseases, XII, 186-191 Wittich, Arno—sketch, XII, 185 
Spruce, White, XI, 203 —For small towns, XI, 127, 130- Woman’s National Farm and Garden 

See also Evergreens 131 Assn., XI, 2-3 

Savash, Xtoring, X, 21, 64; XI, 68, 64 Tae Tee 1g me Xb 195" Wood ashes, X, 137 —Storing, X, <1, 64; XI, 53, ’ kn 
Stakes for garden, X, 76-77 —In Beloit, XII, 109-111 Woodpeckers, XI, 44 
State Fair See Fair, State —In Milwaukee, XI, 170; XII, 
State Flowers, X, 82 10,17 
Stem rot—on peony, X, 150 —Pests, XI, 82-83 : Y 
Sod mulch, X, 135 —Street, XII, 50 
Soil—preparation for garden, X, 142 Tuberous-rooted plants—Storing, X, Yellow lotus See Lotus, Yellow 
Storage, Underground, XI, 15 50-51 Yew, American, XII, 100 
Storage buildings, XI, 20 Tulips, XI, 4-5 

—Insulation of, XI, —Bulb growing in U. S., X, 
37-38 68-69 

Strawberries, X, 34-35 —Varieties, XI, 106 Zz 
—At Sparta, XI, 9 Tussock-moth, X, 11; XI, 16 
—At Bayfield, XII, 11 Tuttle, H. B.—obituary, X, 181 Zinnias, X, 131; XII, 26
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. A Appledore, XIII, 187 McIntosh Red, XIV, 34 
Apples, XIV, 41 McLean's Winter, XV, 107 Acid phosphate, XIII, 154 Advertising, XIII, 21; XIV, 167 McMahon, XIV, 35 

Aconite, XV, 154 Cost of growing, XV, 90-92 Northwestern Greening, XIV, Aconitums, XIV, 97 Cost of harvesting, XV, 191 35 
Advertising—Apples, XIII, 21; XIV, Diseases and pests, XIII, 18-21 Patten Greening, XIV, 110, 167 Aphids, XV, 122-123 127 

Flowers, XV, 156-157 Aphis, XV, 25, 125, 132 Red June, XIII, 79 
Honey, XIII, Bee S. Nov. 1922, 39, Blister canker, XIII, 18-21 Russet, XIII, 51-52, 185; XIV, Dec. 1922, 42, Aug. 1923, 85-86, Coddling moth, XV, 123, 126 143 

87; XIV, Bee S. Oct. 1923, 93 Crown gall, XV, 58-59 Senator, XIV, 35 
94, 95, Nov. 1923, 100 Fire blight, XIV, 10-11 Spitzenberg, XIV, 35 

Agriculture, study of, XIV, 132 Oyster shell scale, XV, 132 Stayman Winesap, XIV, 35 Alfalfa weevil, XV, 51 Plum curculio, XV, 23 Tolman Sweet, XIV, 34, 130 Aluminum sulphate, XV, 3 San Jose scale, XV, 132 Wagner, XIV, 35 
Amaryllis, XIV, 186 Seab, XIII, 140 Wealthy, XIV, 110 

_ American arbor vitae, XIV, 120 Apples—Dropping fruit, XV, 159 Wilson Red June, XIV, 35 American Honey Producers’ League, Fertilization by bees, XII, 138 Windsor Chief, XIV, 35 XIII, Bee S. Dec. 1922, 43; Mar. Grafting, XIV, 130 Winter Banana, XIV, 35 
1928, 57, June 1923, 73-75 In Brown Co. XIV, 34-35 Yellow Newton, XIV, 35 American lotus, XIV, 188 In Dunn Co. XIII, 153 York Imperial, XIV, 35 American Pomological Society—Dues, In Illinois, XV, 112 Apples—Seedless, XIII, 73 
XV, 88 In Lineoln Co. XIII, 179, 189 Aquatic garden, XV, 182 History, XIII, 13-14, 16 In Milwaukee, XIV, 166-167 Arnold Arboretum, XIV, 181 Officers 1925, XV, 75 In Trempealeau Co. XV, 128 Arsenate of lead—for asparagus beetle, Program 1922, XIII, 30 In Wisconsin, XIV, 67, 79, 90, 176; XIII, 122 

Publications, XIV, 138-159 XV, 110-112 For codling moth, XIV, 126 Service, XIII, 50-51 Market conditions, XV, 59 For currant worm, XV, 110, 133 American Rose Society, XIIT, 108-109, Marketing, XIII, 154; XIV, 98-99, For leaf roller, XV, 133 
111; XV, 125 3 160, 163; XV, 155, 159 For potato leaf hopper, XIII, 44 American Society Horticultural Sci- Packing, XV, 45 Asclepias, Currassavica, XIV, 96 ence, XIII, 190 Parrifine blossom end, XIV, 179 Ashes, XIII, 135 

Anchusas, XIV, 97 Pollination, XV, 159-160 Asparagus, XIV, 127, 163; XV, 51 
Anemone, XV, 2 Potash, XIII, 154 Asparagus beetle, XIII, 122 Anemone, Japanese, XIV, 65 Prices, XIV, 116 Aspirin—to preserve flowers, XIV, 143; Angleworm, XIV, 131 Profitable in N. Y. XV, 23 XV, 78 
Annuals, XIII, 136; XIV, 97, 106 Spraying, XIV, 30, 121; 132 Autumn crocus, XV, 154 Ant hills, XIV, 75 Varieties, XIV, 21 Autumn sunflower, XIV, 66 
Anthracnose, XIII, 143; XV, 89 Anisim, XIV, 122 

On berries, XIV, 176-177; XV, 133, Banks, XIV, 35 
150 Ben Davis, XIV, 35 B 

On melons, XIII, 151 Delicious, XIV, 34, 110-111 , . 
Aphis, XIV, 27; XV, 182; Fameuse, XIV, 35 Bacterial rot, XIII, 151 

On apple, XV, 25 Florence crab, XIV, 35 Badgers, XV, 134 . 
Aphis, Cherry, XIII, 10 Folwell, XIV, 35 Bailey, L. H.—Address, XIII, 13-14, 16 
Aphis, Pea, XIII, 10-11 Gem City, XIV, 35 Barberries, XIII, 44; XIV, 15 
Apostle Islands’ Indian Pageant, XV, 28 Goodhue, XIV, 35 Barkbound, XV, 47 
Apple pomace, XV, 169 Gravenstein, XIV, 35 Beans—weevil on, XV, 137 ; 
‘Apple scab, XIII, 140; XV, 159 Grimes Golden, XIV, 34 Bees and Beekeeping—Achievement 
Apple trees—Doctoring, XV, 45 Hubbardston, XIV, 35 _, girl, XIII, Bee S. Dec. 1922, 41 

From seedlings, XV, 39 Jonathon, XIV, 35 Aid pollination, XIII, 119, 138-139; 
In Sheboygan Co, XIII, 13 King, XIV, 35 XIV, 62-63; XIII, Bee S. Oct. 
Nitrogen for, XIII, 167 King David, XIV, 34 . 1922, 33-34 
Protection from mice, XIV, 30 Liveland Raspberry, XIV, 35 Annual meeting, XIII, Bee S. Jan. 
70 year old, XIII, 69 MelIntosh, XIV, 111 1923, 45-52
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Brocd rearing (Ivan Whiting), Burbank tomato, XIV, 180 Corrosive sublimate, XIV, 134-135 
XIII, Bee S. July 1923, 82-838 Bush fruits (J. G. Moore), XV, 146- Corsican pine, XV, 173 

Comb building, XIII, Bee S. May 151, 158 Cottonwood tree, XIV, 158 
1923, 66-68 Butter nuts, XIII, 58 Cowbird, XIII, 188 

Do not injure fruit, XIII, 139 Butterfly weed, XIV, 65 Cowpea weevil, XV, 137 
Foulbrood, XIII, Bee S. June Crabapple, XIV, 10 

1923, 70, (S. B. Fracker) July Cc Cranberries, XV, 99 

1923, 77-79; (C. P. Dadant) Cranefield, F. C._—sketch, XIV, 68-69 
July 1923, 80-82, Aug. 1923, Cabbage aphis, XIV, 27 Crocus, XV, 15, 35 
88, XIV, Bee S. Sept. 1923, 92 Cabbages—Diseases and pests, XIV, See also autumn crocus 

Habits of, XIII, Bee S. Oct. 1922, 27 Crown gall, XV, 58-59, 133 
33-35 Black leg, XIII, 59; XIV, 118 Crows, XIV, 165 

Injured by sprays, XIII, 103, XIV, Black rot, XIV, 118 Cucumber beetle, XIII, 140, 142; XIV, 

62-63 Maggots, XIV, 112 26 

Isle of Wight bill, XIII, Bee 8. Yellows, XIV, 117-118 Cucumbers, XIV, 110 
Nov. 1922, 39 In England, XV, 54 Bacterial rot on, XIII, 151 

Miller Memorial library, XIII, Bee Marketing, XIII, 72-73 Fertilization by bees, XIII, 138 

S. Dec. 1922, 41 Resistant varieties, XIV, 117-118 Forcing, XIV, 13 
Richland Co. resolution, XIII, Bee Cactus, XV, 103, 174 Mosaic, XIII, 144 

S. Dec. 1922, 44 Cady, Leroy—Obituary, XIV, 9 Striped cucumber beetle, XIII, 140, 
See also Honey Calla lilies, XIII, 29 142, 152 

Begonias, XIV, 129, 155; XV, 653 Canada thistle, XIV, 175 Transplanting, XIII, 126 

Belmont, XIII, 186 Cane borer, XV, 133, 150 Curculio, XV, 23 
Birch, XV, 74 Canker worm, XV, 158 Currant aphis, XV, 133, 159 
Birds, XIII, 130-131, 187, 146-147, 159 Canterbury bells, XV, 6 Currant borer, XV, 159 

Birds foot violet,, XV, 2 Winter protection, XV, 61 Currant worm, XV, 110, 133, 159 

Black leaf 40, XIII, 8; XV, 39, 122-  Carbolineum, XIV, 86-87 Currants, XIII, 191; XV, 103, (J. G. 

123, 125 Carbon bisulphide, XIII, 58; XIV, 150 Moore) 150-151 
Black leg, XIII, 59 Carnations, XV, 86 From cuttings, XIV, 186 

Black rot, XIII, 124 Casein spreader, XV, 132 Pruning, XIII, 15; XV, 151, 158 

Blackberries, XV, 25 Catbird, XIII, 188 Spraying, XV, 133 
Anthracnose on, XIV, 176-177 Cauliflower, XIV, 128; XV, 171 Varieties, XV, 150-151 
Culture (J. G. Moore) XV, 146-150 Celery, XIII, 31, 68; XIV, 36; XV, 133 Fays Prolific, XIII, 117, 123 
Trial plots, XIV, 81-82, 148 Bleaching, XIII, 15; XV, 144 Wilder, XV, 107 . 
Varieties, XV, 146 Culture, XIII, 149 Currie, James—Obituary and sketch, 

Bladder plum, XV, 47 Cement filler for trees, XV, 61 XIII, 40 

Blister canker (H. W. Henderson) Cemetery improvement, XIII, 166 Cuttings, XIV, 186 

XIII, 18-21 Cereus giganteus, XV, 174 Cutworms, XIII, 154 
Blood root, XV, 2 Cherries, XV, 188-189 Cypripedium, XIV, 155 
Blue spirea, XV, 39 Do not bear fruit, XV, 47 

Blue stem, XIII, 167 Fertilized by bees, XIII, 138-139 D 
Blueberries, XIII, 124, 127, 153; XV, Fruit zones in Wis., XIV, 177 

63, 106-107 In Door Co., XIV, 43; XV, 21 Daffodils, XIII, 162; XV, 15 
Boll weevil, XIV, 149 In Lincoln Co., XIIT, 179 Dahlias, XIV, 22; XV, 22 
Boltonia, XIV, 122 In Sturgeon Bay, XIII, 63; XV, 15 Storing, XIV, 63, XV, 48 

Bordeaux mixture—For apple scab, Pruning (R. H. Roberts), XV, Dairying helps strawberry culture, 
XII, 141 66-69 XIV, 12 

For grape rot, XIII, 124; XV, 133 Spraying, XIV, 30, 121; XV, 133 Daisies, XIII, 29; XIV, 24 
For potatoes, XIII, 44; XIV, 70- Varieties, XIV, 129 Dandelions, XV, 262 

71, 73-74; XV, 42-43 Cherry aphis, XIII, 10 Darwin tulip See Tulips 
Borer, XIV, 86-87 Cherry leaf spot, XIII, 143; XV, 160 Dates, XIV, 66 
Boric acid, XIII, 167 Chicory, XIII, 57; XIV, 36 Davey, John—Obituary, XIV, 35 
Botanical gardens in Europe, XV, 172— Chiggers, XV, 9, 53 Dehydrating, XIV, 99 

174, 182-183 Chives, XV, 28 Delphiniums, XIV, 97 
Bran mash, XIII, 155 Christmas fern, XV, 2 Dewberries, XIV, 114, 127 

Brand, Mrs. M. E.—Obituary, XIV, 113. Chrysanthemums, XV, 87 Dicentra, XIV, 155 
Bridge grafting, XIV. 107 Cider, XV, 45 Disinfectants, XIII, 8-9 

Bromus inermis, XIV,, 120 Cinnamon rose, XIV, 175 Dodgeville, XIII, 186 

Bronze birch borer, XV, 74 Clematis, XV, 15 Door Co., XIV, 43; XV, 188-189 

Brown rot, XIV, 126 Clover-—pollination by bees, XIII, Bee |Dousman Farm School, XIII, 184 
Brown tail moth, XV, 27 S. Oct. 1922, 33-34 Dove in the chariot, XV, 136, 154 
Brush burning, XIII, 79 Codling moth, XV, 123, 126 Downy mildew, XIII, 137; XV, 116 
Budding, XV, 63 Coe, R. J.—obituary and sketch, XIII, Du Pont Company, XIV, 165 
Bulbs, XIII, 57, (John ©. Wister) 162- 87, 93 Dunn Co., XIII, 153 

163, 167; XV, 35, 38-39 Coldframes, XIV, 94 Dusting, XIV, 26-27 
Culture, XIT1, 38-39, 47 Colorado potato beetle, XIV, 150 _ Dutch bulbs See Bulbs 
Fall planting, XIII, 24-25 Community improvement, XIII, 34-35, | Dutchman's breeches, XIV, 155; XV, 2 
Forcing, XIII, 36-37; XIV, 127, 168 47 Dwarfed fruit trees, XV, 108 , 
Grown in U. S., XIII, 69 Conifers—damping off, XV, 187 

Planting, XV, 14 Cooper, Henry S.—obituary, XV, 44 E 

Quarantine, XV, 100 Cooperative marketing, XV, 15, 178- 

Require low temperature, XIV, 122 181, 189 Easter lilies, XV, 171 
Storing dahlia, XV, 48 Cooperative organizations, XIV, 133, Elm, XIV, 41 
Varieties, XIII, 38 138 Canker on, XIV, 171, 179; XV, 34 
Winter protection, XIV, 29 Corn, old seed, XV, 61 Endive, ‘XIII, 57 

Bulletins—list of U. S., XV, 35 Corn, Sweet, XV, 25 Entomology—winter work, XIII, 122- 
Burbank, Luther, XITI, 85, 168-169 Corn borer, XIIT, 59, 74 123
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European corn borer, XIII, 74; XV, Storing, XIII, 78 Exhibit, XIII, Bee S. Nov, 1922, 40 
27, 51 Summer food, XV, 181 Grading, XIII, Bee S. Mar. 1923, 

European elm scale, XV, 34 Trial plots, XIV, 148 57; XIV, Sept. 1923, 89 

Everbearing strawberries, XIV, 21 Winter injury, XIII, 156 Honey week, XIV, Bee S. Nov. 

Evergreens—as house plants, XIV, 154 Fruit judging—score card, XIV, 52, 55 1923, 97-98 

Fall planting, XIV, 103 Fruit zones in Wis., XIV, 176 In drinks, XIV, 23 

Exhibits, XV, 184-185 Fungicide, XIV, 10 Labels and packages, XIII, Bee S. 
May 1923, 68 (B. B. Jones), 

June 1923, 72-73, Aug. 1923 
F , . . 

6; X 92 ¢ 

i 6 G Maris tin avi eh ie 22. 
Fall budding, XV, 63 ME a8 ay hoe Nov. toae 

Fall planting, XIV, 41 Gardens, XIV, 128, 174 38-39, Jan. 1923, 47, Mar. 1923, 

Fall webworm, XIII, 58 Gays Mills XII, 187 58-60, Apr. 1923, 61, 63-64, May 

Farm orchard, XIV, 98; XV, 110-112 Geraniums, XIII, 110; XIV, 127 1923, 68, June 1923, 71-72, Aug. 

Farmer’s prayer, XIII, 149 Gladioli, XIV, 36 110 io 1923, 87-88; XIV, Sept. 1923, 

Federal Horticultural Board, XV, 26- Culture, XIIL, 25 89-91, 92 

2 Growing from seed, XV, 22, 124 Marketing in Texas, XIII, Bee S. 
Federated Fruit and Vegetable Grow- — Gooseberries, XV, 103 ’ oo May 1923, 66 

rs as = i ‘; - es Recipes, XIII, Bee S. Oct. 1922 ers, XIII, 50, 68 ltur y 7 y 45 e . 1922, 
Ferns, XIII, 62; XV, 167 Culture, (J. G. Moore), XV, 151 35, Nov. 1922, 40, Apr. 1923 

Ferns, vee , Cuttings, XIV, 186 R] BOGRS “duets TOR GR. aut 
Boston, XIV, 95 . Insects and pests, XV, 159 Mie ere june oan pay 

Home eae tas Pruning, XII, 15; XV, 158 Nov. 1998, 9899. 
ropagating, , 14s farieties, X 9 an, Nov. 1928, 98, 99 

Varieties, (illus.), XV, 166 SG! aes Tariff bill, XIII, Nov. 1922, 39, 
. E 02, 154 Gossyparia spuria, XV, 34 Dec. 1922, 41, Aug, 1923, 86-87 

Fertilizer, XIII, 102, 15 Grafting, XIII, 82-85; XIV, 107, 111; Wis’ Boodtcts ‘Geneon: 
Filler for trees, XV, 61 XV, 63 a roduels Exposition, XIII, 

Fi blight, XIII, 8-9, 178-179; XIV, a aie ed : ee S. Feb. 1928, 58, 55 

tei Gealtancstarage OL, EV 76 Yield 1922, XIII, Bee S. Dee. 1922, 
Flowers, XIII, 173-175; XIV, 104-105, Grape juice, XV 187, 192, 43 

119, 146-147; XV, 2-3 Grapes XIV 23.) xv 62 Honey fen also Bees and Beekeeping 

Advertising, XV, 166-157. Black rot, XII," 124 Fr erey Asus LN LOR os ay 
At State Fair, XIII, 165, 172; XIV, Cuttings, XIV, 186 Hoenn erin ne XV, 42 

6-7, 15 ee et a7 XV, 116 yacinths, , 24-25, 36-37, 38-39, 

From cuttings, XIV, 186 poe eine 47; XV, 15, 63 
Growing outdoors to sell, XIII, 45 Wieeansin. XV 5 Law Hydrangeas, XIV, 111, 129, 130, 155 

ional flower show, XIV In, Wisconsin, XV, 24, 114-118 Hydrocyanie acid’ gas, XIV, 21 
International. flower show, 22¥» Pruning, (J. G. Moore) XIV, 2-3 VATOSYANLC ACI 'BAS, ALY, 2 

9 146-147 - Seedlings, XV, 22 

Milwaukee show, XLV, 44-45 Grass, XII, 46; XIV, 114, 163 I 
Native, XIV, 155-156, 179 Grasshoppers, XIV, 151 

Br senate aeeaet mo-17 Green aphis, XIV, 112 Indian pipe, XIV, 155 

ces; j ROME LO ° Greenhouses, XIII, 102, 190-191 Insecticide a Pungicide Boa x 
Ringélgiseh greenhouse, XIII, 134- Grub worms, XV, 28 BEES 0 and Fungicide Board, XIV, 

o Gypsy moth, XV, 27, 51 Insecticides, fake, XIV, 10, 26-27 

Bese “fonate mesting,, Xiii,, #4 Insects. XV. 26°27 
© a _ ~ International Flower Show, XIV, 146- 

55 147 oa 
Straw, XV, 28 H Iris, XIV, 36, 174; XV, 1 . is, > , 36, 4 

See also Wild flowers eis fe sa, Ye 

Flowers of sulphur, XV, 171 Haentze Floral Co., XIII, 182-183 Izaak Walton League, XV, 50 
Fly catcher, XIII, 188 Hall's Amaryllis, XIV, 97 

Forest conservation, XV, 10-11 Hardy fruits, XIV, 14-15, 21 J 

Forsythia, XIV, 36, 181 Hardy shrubs, XV, 15 

Ft. Atkinson, XIII, 133 Hepatica, XIV, 155; XV, 2 . Japanese anemone, XIV, 65 

Foulbrood, XIII, Bee S. June 1923, 70, High bush cranberry, XIII, 101, XIV, Japanese beetle, XIII, 191, XV, 27, 51 

(S. B. Fracker) July 1923, 77— , 11. Japanese bittersweet, XIV, 66 
79, (C. P. Dadant) July 1923, Highway planting, XIII, 183 Japanese Windflowers, XIV, 65 
80-82, Aug. 1923, 88; XIV, Highway seeding, XIII, 46 Jerusalem cherry, XIV, 103 
Sept. 1923, 92 Hirschinger, Charles—Obituary and Johnson, Caroline Clerk,—Obituary 

French endive, XIII, 57 sketch, XV, 152-153 and sketch, XV, 25 

Friends of our native landscape, XIII, Holland, all. 192-183, 16 a 38-39 = Judging fruit, XIV, 52, 55 

35 ome adornment, , 1738-175 

Frost—protection from, XIV, 98 Home garden, XIV, 128-129 . 

Fruit—Dehydrating, XIII, 136; XIV, Honey—Advertising, XIII, Bee S, Nov. K 

, ®: ‘ 1922, 39, Dec. 1922, 42, A 
38 B2, 39, Dec, 182d. Coe AUB untia, 61V) 129 

Dwarfed trees, XV, 108 1923, 85-86, 87; XIV, Oct.1923, ami ATT, tes - 
Fertilizer for, XV, 101 93-94, 95, Nov. 1928, 100 pena cottestree, XIV, 159 

From cuttings, XIV, 186 American Honey Producers’ > ¢W Barcens, »AT2-174 
u gs, Kickapoo orchards, XIV, 16 

Hardy, XIII, 159; XIV, 21 League, XIII, Bee S. Dec. 1922, SiC 8P patds: XLV, 165 
Kad ‘ , 4 ay 16 K Kickapoo pageant, XV, 13 

In Lincoln Co., XIII, 179, 189 43, Mar. 1923, 57 Kiekapoo valley, XIIL. 187 

In Minnesota, XIV, 14-15 As a food, XIII, Bee S. Dec. 1922, RAY OG! LANEY MSE EEE 

In Vilas Co., XIII, 46 42, June 1923, 76; XIV, Oct. 
Injury by birds, XIII, 146-147, 159 1928, 95, Nov. 1923, 98, 99 

Needs bees, XIII, 138-139 Booklets, XIII, Bee S. Nov. 1922, L 

Packing, XIV, 167 40 Labels, XIV, 187; XV, 153 

Selling locally, XIV, 166 Comb building, XIII, Bee S. May Lady slipper, XIV, 155 

Spraying, XIII, 103; XIV, 30-81 1928, 66-68 Latham raspberry, XIV, 8, 14
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Lawns, XIV, 114, 163, 175 N Time to plant, XIII, 9 | 
Lead arsenate, XIII, 155 Winter protection, XIII, 58, 78 
Leaf hopper, XIII, 44 Narcissus, XIII, 36-37, 38-39, 47; XV, XIV, 29 °* 
Leaf roller, XIII, 157; XV, 133 14 Persian plant, XIV, 175 
Leaf spot, XIII, 143; XV, 89, 133 National Flower Show, XV, 102-103 Peterson, Leonard—Sketch, XV, 135 
Lemon pie, XIII, 133 Nelson Dewey Park, XIII, 186 Phillips greenhouse, XIV, 184 
Lettuce, XV, 64, 89 New Jersey dry-mix lime sulphur, XIV, — Phlox, XIII, 15; XIV, 178-179; XV, 6 
Lilacs, XV, 62 126 126 
Lilies, XIII, 29; XIV, 22, 97, 168, 169; Nicotine dust, XIV, 26 Phosphorus, XIV, 98 

XV, 171, 182 Nicotine sulphate, XIII, 10; XV, 132, Pine, XIII, 106-108; XV, 137 
Lima beans, XIV, 110 133 Plant lice, XIII, 155; XIV, 181 
Lime, XIV, 163 Nitrate of soda, XIII, 154; XIV, 120 Plantain lily, XIV, 65 
Lime sulphur, XIII, 140; XIV, 112; Nitrogen, XIII, 167 Platteville, XIII, 186 

XV, 132, 133 North American Fruit Exchange, Plums, XIV, 111 
Lincoln Co., XIII, 179, 189 XIII, 50 Cross fertilization, XV, 137 
Lincoln pear, XIII, 56 Norway pine, XV, 137 Curculio, XV, 23 

Live stock, XIII, 59 Norway spruce, XIV, 121 Grafting, XIV, 130 
Liverwort, XIV, 155 Nurseries, XV, 98-101 In Door Co., XV, 45 
Livingstone, James—Sketch, XIII, 70- Nuts, XV, 62 In Minnesota, XIV, 14-15 

71 In South Dakota, XV, 133 
Locker, Hugo—Sketch,, XIII, 6-7, 11 In Wisconsin, XIV, 177 
Looper, XV, 158 0 Pockets, XV, 47 
Lotus, XIV, 158, 188 Pruning, XV, 153 
Lowe and Shawyer, XV, 86-87 . . ney Seab, XIII, 187 
Lubricating oil emulsion, XIV, 126 Oil spray, XV, 34 Seedling, XV, 23 
Lyndale Park, XV, 84 Ora pe a cm Spraying, XIV, 31, 121; XV, 133 

. , Varieties, XIV, 15, 21, 127 
Orchards, XV, 110-112 Poison ivy, XIV 127 ee 

Highway law, XIV, 63 Poisons, XIII, 155; XIV, 39 
M Tn Klckapoo, RIV, 166 Pollworth, ©. C.—Sketch, X1V, 88-89 

, , > onilé ; 
McKenna greenhouses, XV, 12 Pruning, XIII, 114-115 Bees Sr nage 
Madonna lily, XIV, 169 Spraying, XIII, 69; XIV, 30-31 Depblee, EEL ag « 80. a 
Maggots, XIV, 112, Orchids, XIV, 72-73 PoER tn deg ee EE Ny 07 

Maldenhair ree, ¥ 173 Orchids, native, XIV, 155; XV, 165, potato’ baker, XIII, 148 
nure, , 167 ener Ns . 

Maple wilt, XV, 101 Oriental fruit moth, XV, 34-35 Potatoes “Diseases. nd peatiy XIII, 
March marigold, XV, 2 Orientai plane tree, XV, 173 0 aA, - Vv, 27, 150 
Marketing, XV, 155, 159, 178-181, 189 Oriental poppy, XIV, 181 Bee ern OE AN aoe 

Apples, XIII, 154 Oshkosh Horticultural Society, XIV, 81 ao tee XIV, 134-135 
Cooperative, XV, 15 Oyster shell scale, XIV, 112, 185; XV, . De IY; 57, 70-71, 73-74, 
Honesty in, XIV, 170 132 Power Ranks 42-43 ¢ 

Strawberries, , 4 c , » 15, 
Pre-cooling plant, XIII, 154 

mauaere au fais, XV, 171 P Linea} aly 194 og 
wers, XV, 134 Y oS hae 

Mencia worm, XV, 158 Packing, XIV, 167 Frunes, XIII. 189 
Melons—Anthracnose on, XIII, 151, Pageant, Kickapoo, XV, 13 Pruning, XIII, 114-115; XIV, 2-3 

XIV, 110 Painted lady butterfly, XIV, 175 Cherries, (R. H. Roberts), XV, 
Fertilization by bees, Xill, 139 Palms, XV, 183 66-69 
Transplanting, XIII, 126 Pansies, W. A. Toole, XV, 134 Tools, XIII, 101, 115 

Mexican lily, XIV, 22 Parasites, XV, 51 Pumpkins, XIV, 110 
Mice, XIV, 30, 39, 46, 51-52, 161, 185 Paris green, XIII, 155 Pyrethrum Uliginosum, XIV, 66 
Mid-West Horticultural Exposition, Parks, XIII, 34-35, 47 Pythium, XV, 187 

XIII, 12-13, 66-67 Pasque flowers, XV, 134 
Mildew, XII, 15; XIV, 187; XV, 116, Patten greening, XIV, 127 

171 Pea aphis, XIII, 10-11 Q 
Milwaukee flower show, XIII, 55, 62, Peach scab, XIV, 126 

118-119; XV, 118-119 Peaches, XIV, 177 _, Quack grass seed, XIV, 120 
Milwaukee trees, XIV, 41 Pears—Blight resistant, XV, 153 Quarantine, XIV, 55, 57; XV, 26-27 
Mineral fertilizers, XIII, 154 eruliation by bees, XIII, Queen Victoria lily, XV, 182 
Minnesota Fruit Breeding Farm, XIV, Fire blight on, XIV, 11 

if 1p, 21 Grafting stock, W. J. Moyle, XV 
Misbranding, XIII, 151 20-1 * oJ yle, XV, 

Miselble off spray, XIV, 112; XV, 34, Varieties, XIII, 56; XIV, 177; XV, 
3. - _ eh Rabbits, XIV, 147 

Mitchell Park Conservatory, XIV, 50- — peonies, XIV, 110; XV, 15, 130-131, 144 Radishes in England, XV 54 
51 Culture, (Henry S. Cooper) XIV, Raspberries, XIV, 127; XV, 25 

Moccasin flower, XIV, 155, XV, 165- 18-19 ; (W. A. Sisan) XV, Culture, XIV, 67, 74: (1G. Mo 
167 18-19, 29, 30-31 XV. i4ectpo re 

Monkshood, XV, 154 Transplanting, XIII, 119; XIV, 15 Diseases s * 
Moonflowers, ,XIII, 29 0 Varieties, XIV, 13-14, 18, 28; XV, 150 and pests, XIII, 143; XV, 
Mosaic, XIII, 144; XV, 101, 15: 31, 181 Anthr. jinn 

Mulches, XIII, 62-63 Perennials, XIII, 70-71; XIV, 65-66, x oe iga 176-177; 
Muskmelons, XIII, 151 97, 99, 106, 188; XV, 94 Blue stem, XIII, 169
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Cane borer, XIV, 112; XV, Scab, XIII, 137 Sweet peas, XV, 54 
133 Seale, XIII, 68 Sweet William, XIV, 47 

Crown gall, XV, 133 Score card, XIV, 52, 55 Sycamore, XIV, 41 

Strawberry rootworm, XIV, Screening against mice, XIV, 51 Syringa, XIV, 186 
21 Seedlings, XIV, 111, 144-145 

In Minnesota, XIV, 14 Seeds—English seed house, XV, 54 

Pruning, XV, 148 Grass, XIII, 46 T 
Sets, XV, 64 Home saving, XIV, 161 nn . 
Spraying, XV, 133 Selling, XV, 174, 189-190 Tamarix, XV, 46 
Staking and thinning, XIV, 179 Semper viva, XIV, 175 Tannic acid, XV, 3 

Trial plots, XIV, 81-82, 148 Shrubs, XIII, 9; XV, 15 Tar paper, XIV, 51 
Varieties, XIV, 14, 21, 110; XV, Siberian crab, XIV, 14 Vartarian honeysuckle, XIV, 186 

4-5, 24, 107, 146 Slips, XIV, 186 Taubschen im wagen, XV, 154 

Yellow, XIV, 110 Smoke, XIV, 98 Thumbergii, XIV, 15 
Raspberry sawfly, XV, 150 Snowballs, XIV, 181 Tigridia, XIV, 22 

Red spider, XIV, 102, 111; XV, 126 Snowy tree cricket, XV, 10 Toads, XII, 57 

Refrigeration for apples, XIII, 154 Soil, XIII, 59; XIV, 120 Tomato blight, XIV, 23 
Regal lily, XIV, 22, 97, 168, 169 Sorting vegetables and fruit, XII, 78 ‘Tomato spot leaf, XIV, 28 
Resistant cabbage, XIV, 117-118 South Dakota Experiment Station, Tomatoes, XII, 15, 185; XV, 93 

Resurrection plant, XIV, 175 XIV, 15 Toole, William, Sr.—sketch, XIII, 22- 

Rex begonia, XIV, 129, 155 Spiderwort, XV, 2 on 23 
Rhizoctonia, XV, 187 Spirea, XIV, 186; XV, 39 Tractors, XIV, 122 
Rhododendron, XIII, 163; XIV, 129 Spraying, XII, 104; XIV, 112, 121; Trees, XIV, 43; XV, 16 
Rhubarb, XIII, 59 XV, 132-133 Bark bound, Vy, 44 
Rice plants, XV, 99 Calendar from State Dept., XIII, Care of injured, XIII, 98-101 

Rindfleisch, John—sketch, XIII, 134- 137 Highway planting, XT, 183 
135 Dusting, XIV, 26-27 In Milwaukee, XIV, 41 

Roadside markets, XV, 142-143 Islm trees, XV, 34 Protection from mice, XIV, 30 
Roadside planning, XIII, 183 Formulas, XIV, 30-31; XV, 133 ei EM MO 
Rock garden, XIV, 174; XV, 182 Lubricating oil emulsion, XIV, 126 Trillium, XV,2 
Rockhill strawberry, XIV, 24 New Jersey dry mix lime sulphur, Tucker, L. J—Obituary and sketch, 

Root, A. I.—Obituary, XIII, Bee S, XIV, 126 vag SHV, 1800 . 
June 1923, 69 Pays, XIV, 67 Tulips, XIII, 24-25, 36-87; XIV, 36; 

Root aphis, XV, 133 Potatoes, XIII, 44 es 
Rootworm, XIV, 21 Power sprays, XIII, 69 Blind, XV, 5— . 

Rose of Jericho, XIV, 175 Protects from mice, XIV, 51 Bulbs grown in U. S., XIII, 69 

Rose of Sharon, XIV, 175 Rings, XIII, 69, 104; XIV, 56-57, ee at ogy re 
Roses, XIV, 119, 183: XV, 105-106 ; 67, 121; XV, 132 1 ee ee 29, 30, 37, 162 

American Rose Society, XIII, 108~ Sulphur spray, XIV, 5 ae nea ere i ue aces 
109, 111; XV, 125 Time, XIII, 103 urnbu ae illiam H.—Obituary, XIII, 

Climbing, XIV, 78-79 Spruce See Norway spruce ° 

Culture, XIII, 2-6, 29; XIV, 115; Squash, XIV, 110 

XV, 84-85, 116-117, 138-140 Squash bug, XIII, 169 U 

Cuttings, XV, 140 Squirrel corn, XV, 2 . 
Diseases and pests, XIII, 3,4; XIV, Stalk borer, XIV, 150 U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, XIV, 10; 

21, 182-183; XV, 84, 85, 117, State Fair, XIII, 24 XV, 35 
139, 171 Straw flowers, XV, 28 

Fall burying, XIV, 39 Strawberries—Culture, XIII, 73, 75, 

Fall planting, XIV, 38-39 {01 AD. Baldwin) 156-157; Vv 

in I, 2-3 < ag aughd + i 
erate eS SIT. 4; XV, 140 Diseases and pests—Leaf roller, ane nan J. Ce nitaty, XIV, 149 

Pruning, XIII, 3; XV, 85, 117, 139 XV, 133 cee age ee LL ab: 
Seed germination, XV, 175 Leaf spot, XIII, 187; XV, 88, evading Syt42 

Summer care, XUL, 3 Red spider, XIV, 111 Home garden, XIII, 115 
Varieties, XIII, 5, 15, 109; XIV, Root worm, XIV, 21, XV, 133 Sorine Sir eo 

115, 178, 183, 185, 186; XV, Everbearing, XIV, 21 Piamie ont , 
37, 44, 88, 117 In Alaska, XIV, 103, 105 Ve Oe eee ee ea 

Winter protection, XIII, 4, 25; Seedlings, XIV, 144-145 veronica XIV, 122) 
XIV, 29, 43; XV, 32, 47, 55, Selling, XIV, 187; XV, 15, 40 Vilas Co, XIIL 46 
85, 128, 140 Spraying, XV: 188 Vinegar bee, X11, 12 

Rue anemone, XV, 2 Tree fake, XII, 72 Vi Bae rant XIV, 1 
Ruste, Christian 0 —Obituary, XIV Trial plots, XIV, 81-82, 148 Violets, xv. XIV, 164 

ee 16 : : ; Varieties, XIV, 21 TOTSESN ANE © 
Fifty thousand dollar, XV, 107 

Progressive, XIV, 24 WwW 
Rockhill, XIV, 24 

iS, Thorobred, XV, 108, 107 Walnuts, XIII, 58; XV, 62 
Striped cucumber beetle, XIII, 140, Warnock tree paint, XIII, 155 

St. Paul’s cemetery, XIII, 166 142, 152 Water lily, XIV, 188 

Salad dressing, XIII, 149 Sulphur spray, XIV, 5, 112 Watering plants, XIII, 155 
Salpiglossis, XIV, 97 Sumac, XIII, 37 Watkins and Simpson seed house, XV, 
Salvia, XIV, 8 Sunberry, XIV, 180 54 

San Jose scale, XIV, 24, 42, 112, 126; Sunflower, XIV, 37 Waupaca trial plots, XIV, 148 

XV, 132 Sunscald, XIII, 59 Wayside marketing, XIV, 170 

Sandcherry hybrids, XIV, 15 Sweet corn, XV, 25 Weevil, XIII, 58; XV, 137



6 INDEX—VOLUMES 13-14-15 

White arsenic, XIII, 155; XIV, 127 Wisconsin, XIII, 186-187, 189; XIV, Policy, XV, 120-121, 126 
White pine, XIV, 121; XV, 137 152-153, 158-159, 170 Premiums, XIII, 28, 60, 90-92; 
White pine blister rust, XIII, 106- Wisconsin Products Exposition 1922, XIV, 82-83; XV, 60 

108; XV, 103 XIII, 72 Reports available, XIII, 57 
White trillium, XV, 2 Wisconsin Rose of Sharon, XIV, 159 
Wild cat mountain, XIII, 187 Wisconsin russet, XIII, 51-52, 185 Y 

Wild flowers, XIV, 9, 179; XV, 2-3, Wisconsin State Horticultural Soc., 
162-167 XIII, 88-89; XIV, 142-143 Yellow lotus, XIV, 158 

Wild rice, XV, 99 Board reports, XV, 136, 169, 185 
Willows, XIV, 22 Local societies, XIII, 105; XIV, Z 
Windbreak, XIV, 120 100-101, 106 
Wiring trees, XIV, 110 Membership, XIII, 105 Zelkowa of Japan, XV, 173
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